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PREFACE 

The purpose of this study is to examine the truth 

of the assertion frequently made that the Court of Ses- 

sion is a court both of law and of equity: to determine 

what foundation there is for this statorent. .chat the 

scope of the equitable jurisdiction is at the :^resent 

time, to ascertain to what subjects it extends and what 

effects it has on legal doctrines: and lastly, to sue - 

cest at least tentatively the possible sources of this 

jurisdiction and to compere it in outline T. ;ith Equity 

as understood in Enr -land, 

No atte ?pt has been Plade to consider all the legal 

doctrines in detail or to cite authority, except in so 

far os it bears on the influence of equity. 
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PART I 

I N T R O D U C T O R Y 

Chapter I 

The General Nature of the Principle of Equity 

In any discussion of legal ~.r.nciples in Scotland, 

equity plays a comparatively small part. There are no 

text-books bearing that title . nor is equity a rubric 

recognised in the Digests of cases Only one book has 

appeared in Scotland discussing the Principles of Equity 

as applied in Scots law , and that one nearly two cen- 

turies ago (Kanes, Principles of Equity, published 

1760). Hence there is a view fairly generally held, 

even among lawyers. that there is little or no element 

of equity in the law of Scotlend. Such a view -light be 

more readily anticipated from a jurist trained in the 

legal system of England; he might well point to the ab 

Bence of a Court of Chancery from the agencies of develop - 

ment in Scottish legal history; and to the absence of 

equitable rights and remedies as istinct from legal in 

our low, and hence conclude that there was no equity in 

Scots law. The view has even been expressed (Lawson, 

The Field of Comparative Lew, 1949. 61 Jur. Rev. 16) that 

a conspicuous feature of the law of Scotland is its °fail 

ure to develop an equity jurisdiction; and Lord Chan- 
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cellor Eldon thou{ht that, until a division between low 

and equity was established. the 'louse of Lords could 

not properly cone with Scottish appeals (Turberville, 

52 L.Q.R. 189 - 205) . Moreover this misapprehension 

has extended among persons conversant with the legal 

system of this country, and the very mention of equity 

in Scotland tends to excite disapprobation. 

Yet it may be that these views are fallacious and 

the .:resent essay seeks to ascertain to what extent the 

basic principles of Equity have permeated the juris- 

prudence of this country, to define the scope of equit- 

able influences on our legal doctrines and to estimate 

their importance, and, where possible, to indicate at 

least tentatively the sources of these influences and 

to suggest comparisons with acknowledged equitable doc- 

trines. The law of Scotland is somewhat peculiar and 

individual in that it is neither wholly a branch of the 

system of law developed in what are usually called the 

"common law "countries, nor yet wholly one of the bran- 

ches derived entirely from the civil law of. Rome 

(Cooper in 1950 Harvard L.R. 468: Levy Ullman, 37 Tut 

Rev. 370) . Scotland is in an anomalous and interned 

late position; she derives some doctrines of her law 

from each of these systems. Hence the approach to this 

problem is partly historical, partly comparative. and 
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partly analytical.. 

Traces of equity must first be sought in the lay of 

Rome, as the foundation of many of cur legal princirles 

and the school of our institutional writers and judges 

during the formative period of the law; for it would be 

strange if some equitable ele ents had not been trans- 

planted into Scotland with the general reception of Roman 

law, either directly or through the medium of the canon 

law. Moreover a preliminary sketch of the place of 

equity in Roman law is necessary, for subsequent corrpar 

ison and analogy. 

For more than a century now the most potent influ- 

ence on our common law has been that of the law of 

England, and borrowing or unconscious adaptation fro_:: 

this source may again reasonably be anticipated in the 

field of equitable doctrines_ Further, the legal system 

of England provides the classic instance in jurisprudence 

of the influence of Equity, for there Equity grew un 

into a separate system with its own courts rivalling 

and at times overpowering the coon law. The accidents 

of legal history which rnve rise to this development ac 

count very largely for the disproportionate importance 

of equity in the English as compared with the Scottish 

legal system, because in England the development and ap- 

plication of equitable doctrines were for centuries 
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effected openly by a separate court, so that its oper- 

ation and influence were clearly distinguishable from 

those of the common law. Hence in England Equity is 

better known, and also instances of its action and ef- 

fect are readily distinguishable; while in Scotland 

the i-portance and the very existence of Equity as a 

guiding principle in the determination of certain ques- 

tions have very generally been ignored, because a dif- 

ferent course of historical development has led to the 

growth and application of equitable principles not dis- 

tInct from but within the framework of the common law 

In Scotland, then. the growth and nature and ef- 

fect of any equitable principles discernible have been 

obscured; only with difficulty can they be disen- 

tangled and studied apart from the rules of common law. 

Furthermore. analysis of past cases is hardly conclu- 

sive in this connection in that judges have not always 

accurately discerned an equitable influence even when 

applying it, nor do they always describe it as such. 

The ;eneral failure to appreciate the influence of 

equity in Scots law is only part of the ne {lect which. 

with occasional exceptions, has until recently attended 

the investigation of the origins and growth of the 

principal doctrines of Scots law. There are tantalis- 

ingly few indications in judr;:lents or authoritative 
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writings of the origins or the historical , philosoph 

ical or jurisprudential bases of the rules of our law, 

and of the hints that exist some are not beyond doubt 

or criticism. The progress of modern research may in 

time lay bare the roots of kindred problems, but many 

conclusions tentatively put forward in subsequent chan- 

ters must be taken as provisional ??ending the results 

of such studies. 

The objection may be raised to the thole of the 

present study that, as Equity has never formed a sub- 

stantive and separable part of the low of this country.. 

it is inappropriate to essay its examination in a sep 

arate study: wherèas in England, despite the "fusion 

of law and equity effected in modern times. the subject 

is still sufficiently integral and distinct to render 

possible and justify, and even in some eyes to demand, 

separate treatment as a branch of law with its own text- 

books (Holdsworth. Essays, 165, 184; Maitland, Equity. 

21). While it could never be suggested that Equity 

shor-.t; be studied in Scotland separately from legal 

rules, the case in answer may be nut that manifesta- 

tions of Equity as a basic principle underlying various 

branches of the law are sufficiently distinguishable to 

justify separate examination, though always with the 

basis and background of the rules of common law. This 
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anroach enables the coon factors of various equi- 

table rules to be appreciated :end facilitates their 

co>nparison one with another end with the comparable 

though better -mown doctrines developed in English 

Equity, It further enables us to imagine our co -Ion 

law as a primitive system of strict law, sari -Ined of 

its modifications and complications, as a separate 

subject for historical and juristic analysis, The 

aggregation of instances of equitable influence on 

legal rules tends to show that equity is a material 

formative influence in Scots law, a fact which hither- 

to does not seem to have been generally realised. 

Maitland e nhasised that Equity in 

England was sub -olementary law cnd not self -sufficient. 

This is even ^ore true of Equity in Scotland but it 

nevertheless justifies examination. Without rules of 

law Scottish equity would be meaningless, and indeed 

non -existent: without equity Scots law would still 

subsist, though as a crude and inadequate system. 
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Meanws of the term Equity 

It is essential, before proceeding any further to- 

wards the examination of equitable doctrines, to arrive 

at the true significance of the tern! Equity, Story ob- 

served (Story, 6 1) that an improiaer notion of what con- 

stituted equity juria'rudence in England was not only 

common among those not bred to the profession but had 

often led to mistakes and confusion in professional 

treatises on the subject This remark applies even 

more strongly to Scotland. To a lawyer, particularly 

if he be trained in the ccncetions of the law of Eng- 

land, the connotation of the word which at once rises 

to mind is the peculiar technical significance acquired 

by the term through the accident of its development in 

that country, to a peculiarly high pitch and very large- 

ly independently of the common law, by a special court 

devoted to equity. But the different circumstances 

which have prevailed in Scotland render this meaning 

largely inapplicable, and it is necessary to examine de 

novo the conception which lies at the foundar,tion of this 

branch of law. It is symbolic of the general legal at- 

titude to Equity that the only use of the term discussed 

at length in standard works of reference (e , c , Encyc. 

Britt., s.v. Equity: Encyc. Soc. sc., s.v. Equity) is 
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this highly specialised and technical menifestation of 

the nrinciple which was developed in the course of cen- 

turies by the English Chancellors into a system which 

rivalled and in some measure superseded the Common Law. 

For many students of the law, both in Scotland and in 

the country of that development, the jurisprudence of 

the Chancery is the only meaning of the term recognised; 

whereas the general philosophic conception which under- 

lies it in which it originated, and which fells to be 

distinguished from its technical offspring, is more akin 

to the meaning of the term in Scots Law. In fact it 

might be said that Scotland has never known Equity but 

has long had equity in her legal system. 

Notice must then be taken in the first place of the 

etymological and every-day meaning which makes equity 

equivalent to justice in the abstract (Salmond, Juris- 

prudence, 83) - to aeQualitas, the impartial allocation 

of good and evil. Aegmus had a physical reference in 

Latin, meaning level as well as equal (Miller, Data of 

Juris7rudence 382). So Blackstone says (3 Dl. Conn.. 

429), "Equity is the soul and spirit of all law: posi- 

tive law is construed by it, and rational law is made by 

it. In this sense, equity is synonymous with justice.' 

This meaning extends to the principle of natural justice, 

the spirit or reason which underlies the whole of law, 
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all its genern1 rules and particular decisions. Ao sys- 

tem of jurisprudence which aims at achieving substantial 

justice. rather than merely sanctioning administrative 

and executive action. can possibly ignore equity in this 

sense: the reason which it signifies is an essential 

constituent of fair judgment and the impartial judicial 

mind. 

Story (§ 1) remarks that in the most general sense 

we call that equity "'which in human transactions is 

founded in natural justice. in honesty and right and 

which pronorly arises ex aequo et bono", and goes on to 

note that in this sense it answers precisely to Justin- 

ian's definition of justice or natural law. "Justitia 

est constans et Derpetua voluntas ius suu_m cuic ue tri- 

buendi. Jus pluribuq podia diçitur. Uno modo, cum id 

quod semper aeauum et bonum, lus dicitur; ut est lus 

naturale. Juris DraeeeDta suet haee; honesty vivere. 

alter= non laedere, sum culaue tribuere." (Di .I i, 

10, 11), and elsewhere Le find ius est ars boni et aoqui 

(D3g.I, 3, 1; Bracton 1, 4. 3). 

In fact,however, the equitable jurisdiction has 

never extended in any country so widely as to comprise 

the ill - defined principles of natural justice (Snell. 

Equity; 1) .. A jurisdiction based on such nebulous con- 

cepts would be as variable and subject to current fluctu- 
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ations in customary morality as the doctrine of public 

policy is subject to current social and economic 

trends of thought. Equity in Scotland, as well as in 

England. does not extend a.nd never has extended, so 

widely as to confer on judges an arbitrary power to de- 

cide according to what is fair and reasonable, however 

the law may be. Even the Roman law, which dealt to a 

considerable extent in matters ex aeouo et bono, left 

many matters of natural justice outside its rules 

(Story, 6 2, and authorities cited there). 

This sense of the word possesses no special jurid- 

ical significance beyond the popular application of the 

term and requires no further attention. 

Equity as Natural Suslice and Reason 

she second sense of the word equity is not unknown 

outside jurisprudence. It is moro restricted than the 

former; it signifies a special aspect of natural jus- 

tice. justice as opposed to the rigour of inflexible 

rules of law, and as contradistinguished from striatum 

et summum ius. It is of the essential nature of law that 

it should lay down general rules and principles, which of 

necessity take no account of the special circumstances of 

particular individual cases where such a generality may 

work injustice; where, in fact, summum ius is summa 
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injuria. Equally, the possible eventualities of the act- 

ings of men are so manifold that any rule devised by 

human foresight must prove defective on occasion by hav- 

ing omitted to provide for the case which has arisen, and 

therefore supplying no remedy to the aggrieved party , al- 

though justice demands that no wrong shall be without a 

remedy. In such cases it becomes necessary, for the sake 

of avoiding injustice, to go beyond the law, or even con- 

trary to the strict letter of the law, and to administer 

justice in accordance with the dictates of natural reason. 

This is what is meant by administc-ing equity as distinct 

from law. So far as any tribunal possesses the power 

of thus supplementing or rejecting the rules of law in 

special cases by admitting pleas founded on reason and 

justice, it is in this sense of the term, a court of 

equity as opposed to a court of law (Salmond, Jurispru- 

dence, 83), and it is in this sense, as will be seen 

later, that the Court of Session is a court of equity as 

well as of law 

P is sense of the term was well known in classical 

juristic theory. Aristotle defined equity as the cor- 

rection of the law, where it is defective by reason of 

its universality (Nic. Eth. V, 10. 3.). as definition 

is constantly repeated with approval by later writers. in 

Cicero (Refs. in Salmond, 84; Holland, 71) and the Roman 

jurists (Refs. in Salmond, 84; and Story, § 3), in the 
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traditional jurisprudence of the Middle .Ages ;Refs. in 

Salrnond , 84' Holland, 71) and the great European Post- 

Reformation jurists (Story, § 3). There were traces 

of this doctrine in the Roan jurisrrudence to supply 

the defects of the customary law and to correct and 

mer ure the interpretation of the written code !Story. 

6 4). The jurisdiction of the Praetor doubtless had its 

origin in mart in this application of equity cs distinct 

from strict law. "Jus praetoriurn est guod Draetores 

introduxerunt, adiuvandi vel supplendi, vel corrigenda 

iuris civilis gratia propter utilitatem nublican't (Dig., 

I, 1, 7). íDesnite the wide terms of this citation, the 

Praetor's power did not extend to disregarding the nos- 

?tive law: he had to adhere to it, whenever apP?icable. 

This ~Lode of equity was also well known to the early 

lawyers who laid the foundation of English legal doct- 

rine and hence it passed into the English courts of the 

Thirteenth Century, when the judges mere not so confined 

by statute and precedent as to be unable to do justice 

beyon the law upon occasion (P end M, I, 189 --90; Holds - 

worth, II, 250 2, 335-6. Selmond . 84) . Only later when 

the common law had hardened into strictum sus did 22,0 1- 

become associated particularly with the Chancery (for 

Chancery development, vide infra Ch, III) 
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Equity of this kind is an essential constituent of 

every rational system of jurisprudence. No statute or 

code or rule, however detailed, could possibly foresee 

and provide for the infinite variety of human affairs 

and furnish rules to govern them all fairly (Dig., I. 3, 

10; Story. § 7). Every law and loral system must to 

that extent be defective; cases will inevitably occur 

to which the existing rules cannot be applied without in- 

justice, or to which they cannot be applied at all. The 

judge may be faced with circumstances in which he must 

choose which of two contradictory rules to apply, or 

which of two possible interpretations to put on a writ- 

ing. There may be circumstances where no rules apply: 

he must choose what principlo is to Govern the case or 

utilise a close analogy to an existing rule, if the 

perty is not to be left without a remedy. 

From this arises the equitable interpretation of 

laws according to their nature and operation, whether 

remedial or penal, restrictive of general right or in 

advancement of Public policy, private and limited or 

public and universal; and of documents according to the 

intention rather than the strict significance of the 

words (Story, § 6. quoting Blackstone). 

Equity consequently demands that a measure of dis- 

cretion be entrusted to a judge or arbiter, either 
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impliedly or by express provision of law. Equity as 

discretion, the arbitiium boni viri . is equally with its 

supplementary function an essential factor in any sys- 

tem of justice (Story, § 13). 
Justice without equity 

would be mechanical application of rules to facts. This 

sense of equity has been repeatedly referred to by text- 

writers of all nations and ages, both civilians and 

common-law writers. in England as frequently,as anywhere 

else: but it is not a true picture of imglish equitable 

jurisdiction, at least since the Restoration. 

This sense has been called general equity as dis- 

tinct from the particular equity recognised by the mun- 

icipal laws of a particular country (Story, § 9; Allen, 

307). The former is a liberal and humane interpreta- 

tion of laws in general, so far as possible without 

antagonism to law itself, while the latter comprehends 

such a liberal and humane modification in exceptional 

cases which do not fall within the ambit of the general 

rule. In any system of law the generalisation which 

strict law aims to establish for an indefinite number 

of particular cases, having the essential qualities of 

uniformity and universality, may conflict with the ex- 

ceptional case, the casus irrovisus, and the limita- 

tions of human reason, to produce a result antithetic 

to the purpose of the generalisation. 
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The Equity of tht_Chpncta 

The third main significance of the word Equity is 

neculior to the nomenclature of English low. In this 

sense equity is not opposed to law but is itself a par- 

ticui'r kind of law. It is the body of law which was 

formerly administered in the Court of Chancery (and 

still is to a large extent in the Chancery Division of 

the High Court of Justice), as contrasted with the 

other system of rules of law administered in the connon 

law courts (Salmond, 85; Story, § 13-4; Pollock, First 

Book of Jurisprudence, 257, and in Essays in Legal His- 

tory, 1913; :"aitland, Equity, 1). In this meaning, un- 

like the others. equity is not equated with law as a 

modifying influence, but distinguished fro-1 it and in 

some measure acting separately from it, :edifying and 

correcting it. Equity is Chancery law as opposed to 

the common law. 

Austin (II, 614) contended that in this sense 

equity was peculiar to Rone and England; but in fact 

the separate administration of law and equity is not an 

essential, and in Scotland and other countries where no 

separate system of equitable jurisdiction has over ex- 

isted, a similar, though in many respects less exten- 

sive, equitable power has been exercised in courts which 
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administer both law and equity. As will appear subse- 

quently, equity in Scotland is rather more than vague 

principles of natural justice, though not quite rising 

to the status of a separate system. ::íoreover since 

1875 the dual administration of law and equity has 

ceased even in England, though the fusion of the two 

systems is not complete,- and the distinction of law and 

equity remains morc a matter of professional training, 

technique and practice than a substantive distinction of 

importance Even in England there are said to be cases 

where equity is applied in exactly the same way as in a 

Continental system of law which does not know such dual 

ism; and to some extent equity is understood in Scot- 

land essentially in the Continental sense, meaning, as 

it did for Aristotle, the apnliéation of equitable prin- 

ciples to correct and mitigate the harshness of legal 

rules (Friedmann, 304 -5). So too, on the Continent, 

equity, so far as it operates at all, is a force working 

through and not in opposition to the law (Paton, 50). 

Story was at ;wins ( 10 -24) to refute the "inaccur- 

ate or inadequate notions, which are frequently circu- 

lated, as to equity jurisprudence" that the peculiar duty 

of a court of equity is to supply the defects of the com- 

mon law, and next, to correct its rigour or injustice. 
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But it may be observed in passing that his strictures in 

this matter upon Lord Kenos (§ 1G) are not entirely de- 

served; dames did not profess to describe the equitable 

jurisdiction of the English Courts as does Story, the 

scope of whose work is limited to equity administered in 

countries governed by the common law. It is essentially 

the difference between the wider second meaning of the 

word (in Karnes, who had in mind the law of Scotland) and 

the third, exclusively English, meaning (in Story), and 

the notion is not so inaccurate in its application to 

Scotland. 

The sco e of equity in the technical sense of English 

law is narrowed by the fact that the greater part of that 

natural justice which is enforceable by any court by 

means of legal sanctions is in fact embodied in rules of 

common and statute law. "In the main, the common law is 

as ouch founded on a basis of natural justice and good 

conscience as is equity ... and statute lrw too embodies 

and gives legal sanction to many of those principles of 

n_turul justice, which though capable of being adminis- 

tered by courts of lay were not originally so adminis- 

tered" (Snell, n. 2). "The distinction between law and 

equity is not so much a matter of substance or principle 

as of form and history" (ibid.) So too in such a modern 

matter as the liquidation of a cormany, the Companies Act, 
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l9 LO, says (sect 222 f)) that a company may be wound .?;m 

by order of the court if the court considers it to be 

"just and equitable" so to order. Moreover to an in- 

creasing extent in ioclern tines statute law adopts and 

builds upon equitable as well as legal foundations The 

trust, for instance, which is supremely an equitable cre- 

ation, is now regulates in great measure by statutory 

provisions. 

Story further affirmed 1 14) that the proposition 
is untenable that everything which happens inconsistent 

with the design of the legislator, or is contrary to nat- 

ural justice, may find relief in equity. There are -lany 

cases, he says, against natural justice, "which are left 

wholly to the conscience of the "arty and ere without 

any redress, equitable or legal. And so far from a court 

of ©ciuity sunPlying universally the defects of positive 

legislation, or peculiarly carrying into effect the in- 

tent, as contradisti.nguished from the text of the legis- 

lature, it is governed by the same rules of in_ternreta- 

t:ion a court of law; and it is often compelled to stop 

where the letter of the low stops. It is tho duty of 

every court of justice, whether of law or of equity, to 

consider the intention of the legislature. And in the 

discharge of this duty, a court of equity is not invested 

with a larger or a more liberal discretion than a court 

of law". 
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Of course it is the case that any court nossessi? 

the unbounded jurisdiction of correcting, controlling, 

,od.erotin : and even superseding the lev on the {: *.,round of 

natural 1r.4ä and justice would put everything subject to 

the arbitrary will of the judge, even though acting ex 

aequo et bono. Such an authority would deserve the 

famous rebuke of Seldon (Table Talk, title Equity) that 

the Chancellors conscience was as variable a standard as 

the length of the Chancellor's foot, Justice would de- 

pend on the whim of the pe.rtic ,lar judge 

In fact, of course, equity in English law has long 

been administered aecordinr to fixed pr'neiples and by 

reference to precedents.. "There are certain principles.. 

on t.hich courte cf oauity act, which are very yell set- 

tled The cases which occur are various; but they are 

decided on fixed principle;, Courts of equity have, in 

this resnect, no moro discretionary nover than courts of 

law. They decide new cases. es they arise, by the prin- 

ciples on which corner cases have been decided: and may 

thus illustrate, or enlarge, the operation of those 

principles. But the princi >1es are as fixed and certain 

as the :principles on which the courts of common low nro- 

ceed." (Bond v. Hopkins, 1 Sch. and lief. 428,429 per 

Lord Redesdale . See too THardwicke' s Letter to names on 

the subject of equity, quoted in Holdsvorth, H.E.L., I. 

408, t oodhous elee' s Memoir of Karnes, I, 242.) This 
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statement is even more truly applicable to the state of 

equity in Scots law where the equitable principles are 

woven into the texture of the law Even in the case of 

the nobile of4c.ium or extraordinary equitable jurisdic- 

tion of the Court of Session, the Court has for years dis- 

played the greatest reluctance to exercise its power in 

cases for which there is no precedent; while the more 

ordinary instances of equitable moderation of law known 

in Scotland are no less confined Consequently there is 

to -day practically no question of the arbitrary exercise 

of a jurisdiction founded on principles of equity 

In a famous passage in his Lectures on Equity (Equity, 

18-19), Maitland described Equity in England as a gloss 

on the common law, and pointed out that equity was not, 

like the common law, a self sufficient system, but rather 

a collection of appendices to, or glosses upon, various 

branches of the co. anon law . It has further been pointed 

out that not all parts of the text of the common law were 

equally heavily glossed; parts are quite ignored, while 

others .?re fully glossed. If we may adopt this classic 

description and apply it to describe Equity in the law of 

Scotland, we may say that we have a text heavily glossed 

in places and left blank in others, and add that, owing to 

the circumstances attending the transr.lission of the text 

down through the centuries by a judiciary undivided into 
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courts of lay and equity, the gloss has been absorbed into 

and become largely indistinguishable from the text of the 

common law. 

'e are here seeking to nick out and scrutinise the 

glosses apart from the text, though they can never 72ake 

sense of themselves, nor can they be studied iithout ref- 

erence to the basic text of the common law. This may, 

however, help to show that the unglossod narrative . the 

common law without equitable modification of its rules in 

places. would be a bald, crude and harsh affair, inflex- 

ible and at times unjust: in fact. strict lay in its less 

desirable aspecto Such a system would be ill -adapted to 

function as the lavi of a civilised community. 

ih._e_p_hiloeophical conception of ecuit,y 

The general conception of fairness or equity in the 

administration of justice was fully and re- eatedl yr dis- 

cussed by the Greek orators and philosophers and was char - 

acterl.stic of much Greek legal and political writing see 

Voigt and Calhoun a.ssim) . Among well known passages 

which expound the conception, we may cite Plato's Polit - 

icus (294a: quoted in full in Allen, 310), where we find 

the Stranger tolling Socrates that the differences of men 

and actions and the endless ireegular movements of human 
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"things, do not admit of any universal andsimple rule. :',fo 

one cr.n lay down any rule which will last for ever - .... 
but this the law seeks to accomplish; ...." While Plato 

in this passage deals rather harshly with the conception 

of ius stricture, he expresses clearly the essential root 

of the Greek I s K +o, , t' at a legal rule is necessarily 

an imperfect generalisation which requires a supplementary 

element to suit it to the particular case, what Yaine 

called the "supplementary residuary jurisdiction` essen- 

tial to the full growth and effective functioning of a 

legal system. 

As in many other branches of human thought. the fun - 

damental notion of equity was examined by Aristotle and 

expounded in a manner still substantially valid (Eth. laic. 

V, 10, 1137a: quoted at length in Allen. 311). He ob- 

serves shrew dly that equity is neither the same as nor 

generically different from justice, and that while both 

justice and equity are good, the latter is superiors 

:$uch is the view which finally found expression in § 25 

of the (English; Judicature Act, 1873. The reason he 

gives is that all lay is universal and about some things 

it is not possible to make a universal statement which 

will be correct, The 'whole passage is epitomised in a 

sentence which is still of very substantial validity - 

The nature of the equitable zu a correction of l w 
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"where it is defective owing to its universality". 

In the Rhetoric. too (I, 13. 1374a. See also Voigt, 

372 et sel, ) , he speaks more generally of equity and men- 

tions among its characteristics that of looking to the 

spirit and not to the letter, to the intention and not 

to the action, to the whole and not to the -part; and other 

generalisations still not inacIplicable to the conception. 

The Aristotelian view of equity and the ideal of 

natural law had some considerable influence on Scottish 

legal thought, and it is substantially in the Aristotelian 

sense that ve have always understood equity +Friednann, 

306: Lorimer, Institutes cf Low, passim): it likewise 

had the approval of many later jurists such as Grotius 

(De Aeq., I, 2) , and Pufendorf ¡Law of Nature. V, 12,21) 

The conception of equity was a real indispensable 

factor in the Greek conception of the administration of 

justice (Vinogradoff- list. Jur., II, 66), particularly 

in the interpretction of wills and the preservation of 

good faith in contracts, and in the liberal interpreta- 

ton r archaic statutes. There was as well a general 

residuary justice or F ?rerogative which resided in the 

sovereign people as re, resented by the higher Athenian 

Courts. "The notion of equity was scarcely less im 

portant than the conception of natural law as an element 

in the development of Greek law, the emphasis placed 
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on the latter concept by the Stoics being in turn a fac- 

tor of importance in the development of human law. The 

importance of 2Tr F <<c t.r oC emerges distinctly in the writ- 

ings of Gorgias and is connected by Aristotle with the 

unwritten common law which is in accordance with nature 

and unlike codes, permanent and immutable zo the doc- 

trine of equity served as a practical means of ameliorat- 

ing the law and acconnodating it to particular situations. 

as well as a theoretical link between the imperfection of 

human legislation and the perfection of the absolute un- 

written law of nature." (Calhoun, 74). The principles 

of equity, then, were something more than counsels of 

Perfection in Green law. While advocates in default of 

better material probably appealed to equity, there is 

evidence that, despite rhetorical exaggeration and foren- 

sic artifices, the general Principle of ecjuity was an 

integral and valuable tart of the Athenian administra- 

tion of justice. Equity was a well recognised part of 

the unwritten law which was one of the recognised divis 

ions c Greek jurisprudence. 

The distinction between law and equity was adopted 

from the Greeks by the Romans, Principally by the orators 

as the practical lawyers were positivists rather than 

philosophical jurists and originated little; it has been 

pointed out in the legal phraseology of the republican 
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period aequum est Fileans no 'lore than iustum est (Schulz, 

Roman Legal Science, 74 et pea ). Much more important 

in Ron and subsequent law are the conceptions of jus 
ne,turae and lus Extt.iumiAlich had penetrated to Rome by 

the time of the Republic. Not till the time of Constan- 

tine was the Greek antithesis of acmu and lus met 
with in Roman jurisprudence (Schulz, Roman Legal Science, 

296), though before this the distinction had long been 

familiar to Roman students of Greek philosophy . More 

over the name aestitas was nover given to the jurisdic- 

tion of the Roman praetor. But the Roman lawyers by 

riving a legal content to the Greek philosoplAcal con 

ception of what vas just by nature nade it natural law 

(Pound, Interpretations, 28). By the time of Iustinian 

Roman law had become a universal system; the distinc- 

tion between lus civile and 41s Es21114m had disappeared 

with the coalescence of the ius civile and the ius 

honorarium; there had been a great decrease in formal- 

ism and rigidity as compared with the classical law. 

The principle of aequitas in the sense of abstract jus- 

tice came into Prominence as distinct from the classi- 

cal identificntion of the term with the process of inter- 

-oretatio possibly due in part to an infiltration of 

Christian ethical ideas Ochiller, Encyo. Soc. 

XIII, 425). 
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The principal force, so far as equity wrs concerned, 

in the transmission of Greek philosophy to Ro.e was the 

Stoic philosophy which held up e.n ideal of reasonableness 

and equity as a means of criticising law at a time when 

it tended to be narrowly customary. The Stoics clearly 

conceived of a perfect law of nature as a general rule of 

right distinct from the law of the state (Sabine, 151). 

Stoicism profoundly affected the earliest students of 

jurisprudence at Rome and rove them the conception of 

humanites while their ideal law translated into Roman 

terms became lus naturale (Sabine. 157) . 

The Law of Nature 

In considering the Philosophical basis cf the prin- 

ciple of equity it is essential to examine more closely 

the idea of the law of nature . Few philoeophicai doc- 

trines have exercised greater influence on subsequent 

political and legal thought than the conception of the 

law of nature. or natural law, which hes appeared in one 

form or another in various contexts for over two thousand 

years. The term has always been vague and inconsisten-- 

aies in its exslanation have abounded Natural law was 

conceived by its exponents as that law which, grounded in 

the innermost nature of ±?an or society, was independent 

of legislation, convention or other institutional device, 
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It reflected the antinomy of the ideal as oDposec3 to the 

real , aprioriam contrasted with empiricism, the stability 

of the established order with the dynamic of moral pro 

tress, justice with security, or ideal with social neces 

city. It night be used to designate the ethical justi fi 

cation of law as a whole: as the a priori element ante- 

cedent to all law: as the ideal source of law and the cri- 

terion for testing the positive law emanating from this 

ideal; as the invariant rules of law in contrast vith the 

charming; as autonomous lrw deriving its validity from 

its own inherent values: as spontaneous law differenti- 

ated by its living and organic properties from the law 

äronul ated in advance by the state or its agents." 

( Gurvitch, Encyc. Soc. Sc. XI, 284. Bodenheimer, 103) . 

The conception may be traced bae r to the time of the 

Sophists in Greece. In Plato the theory was given a meta- 

physical foundation by the consideration of justice, the 

highest criterion of natural law, as an eternal idea: 

Plato identified natural law with the moral ideal and con- 

ceived it not only as an a priori antecedent of all law 

but a.s an ideal criterion for correcting existing law. 

In Aristotle natural law becar,e identified with the c -st_ b-- 

iished order of the existing society and constituted one 

element in the positive law. ith the Stoics natural 

law became fused with the general law of the universe. 

This universal law, conforming to the low of nature and 
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identical with physical laws, was conceived as applying 

to all creatures and animals and thereby as establishing 

order and unity among them. This law rightly interpre- 

ted meant nothing more or less than right reason diffused 

through the universe (Schulz, 136) 

The Roman jurists sought to bring greater ,precision 

into their theory of natural law and hence introduced many 

subtle vrriations It has been suggested that the term 

Léntium vss introduce, to designate the natural law 

-eculiar to the rational nature of man as distinct fro-1 

that common to all animals. Generally. however, natural 

law signified an ideal justice with which positive low 

should so fa as possible be brought into harmony. and 

the declarrtion that a rarticular determination was con- 

sonnnt with the law of nature conveyed that it appeared 

just and equitable Hence Paul said, 1d cuod semrer 

aequum ee bonum est, ius dicitur, ut est ius naturale 

and this is the sane thing as what English lawyers cell 

equity. when they use that term in its general sense, and 

not as meaning a definite set of rules." (-alton, 359). 

The ides of natural lay conveniently expressed in 

one form the general belief net certain legal nrinciples 

and institutions are so firmly rooted in the general 

scheme of things that they represent soeething which is 

inherent in all ordered social existence hence it was 

both a source of low and an ideal which law might seek to 
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attain. According to Justinian, every rule of private 

law was derived fro- one or other of the three sources 

ex paturalibus ;ráttes_qa, aut g2ntium aut civilibus, 

Natural law was grounded in the innermost nature of man 

and society and independent of convention or legislation 

(Jones , 98) . It was a fiction of a su-)ericr body of 

legal pri ciples, existinr, in reason, of which the actual 

body of law was an imperfect reflection and by which, 

therefore, the actual law might be corrected and supple- 

Aonted. Hence it was e great agency of juristic develo- 

ment (Pound, InternretationT, 133) The hirhest object 

of human endeavour was in the Stoic view to order one's 

life according to this law of nature, and human laws and 

institutions came to be regarded from this point of view 

as an approximate realisation, however L^perfect and per- 

tial, of the low of nature, which stood behind them and 

orovided rules by which men should regulate their ac 

tions (Jone'l 90). The idea of the law of nature as a 

rational ordering of men's actions received much atten- 

tion "Ion the Romans adopted the work of the Greek phil- 

osophers, and in Cicero ius naturae or lex nature.° and 

kindred phrases norm primarily some eort of objective an 

universal order, emanating from divine reason: and also 

partly legal, partly ethical rules expressing the prin- 

ciples of human justice A.th special rerard to the rela- 

ticns of men in society. It was not disputed that 
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the acceptance end application of the Greek conce;..tions 

was a means of legal reform at Rome to which may be tra- 

ced some of the si;nificantly equitable ideas of Rome 

law (Haines, Revival, lO Jones, 99). 

From Voigt's elaborate study of ius ntturale as 

understood by the Romans, certain conclusions have been 

reached:- In the first place, it as ccpable of applic ̂- 

tion to all men, and rade no distinction between slave 

and free. Secondly, it extended to alleoples, and 

treated equally the citizen and the alien. Thirdly, it 

was timeless and the same in every age and time in iden- 

tical circumstances : Lastly, it corresponded with the 

innate conviction of right in men. 

The same learned writer concluded that the jurists 

from their co.neention of natural law eventually came to 

recognise the elaine of natural blood relationship - of 

cognation - while the early lawyers had considered only 

agnation. It was out of regard for this principle that 

the prf .etors were led, erobably cuite early in the prin -- 
cipate, following the dictates of natural law, to place 

emancipated children on the footing of equality with 

their unemancinated brothers and sisters in the -latter 

of succession to their father. Uimilarly they came to 

r' nk collateral kindred through females alongside those 

related through cales, whereas by the (AL law, an 
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was loose( upon as an absolute stranger. Again in 

deference to this, they induced the senate in the reigns 

of Hadrian and narcu , Aurelius respectively to rive the 

mother a preferred right of succession to her children, 

and vice versa. 

In the second place the later lawyers came through 

natural law to feel the duty of faithfulness to engage- 

ments, even though not entered into with due regard to 

legal fore. Consequently they were led to recognise, 

and to give effect to, what they called natural obliga- 

tions; that is. such as were unenforceable by the strict 

sus civile fron some defect of form or on account of the 

relative position of the parties, and yet wore morally 

binding and, though incapable of being made the ground 

of an action for enforcement, were given effect to in- 

directly by other equitable remedies. The jurists did 

not go the length of saying that a man might base an 

action on a natural obligation, but they said that he 

might: at least be allowed to found on a natural obliga- 

tion as a defence against an unjust claim 

The third main category to which reco gnition was ac- 

corded was nothing new: it had already been admitted as 

a principle under the Republic that no man must be 

allowed to enrich himself unjustly or unjustifiably at 

the cost of another. It was a dictate of natural law 
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that rains and losses should be apportioned according to 

equity. Under the Empire, the jurists gave this eonceP- 

tion a wider 'application than before and utilised it as 

the solution of many cuestions in the sphere of contracts. 

Furthermore, natural law enjoined the supremacy of 

the voluntatis ratio over the words or form in which the 

will was manifested, so that in the interpretation of any 

declaration, oral or written, the guiding rule was to dis- 

cover, if possible, the intention of the tarty, The 

judge should not be bound to slavish adherence to the let- 

ter, but should attor,pt to penetrate behind to the true 

mind of the -arty. But this had to be applied with deli- 

cacy, for the voluntas could not be preferred to its writ- 

ten manifestation to the nrejudice of other parties who in 

good faith had acted upon the letter (Voigt, I, § 52 -64. 

89 -96; Maine, Anc. Law, Ch. iii; Muirhead, 269 et sel,; 

Walton, 359 et sect; Jones. Ch. IV Passim; Salmond. 26 et 

Under the influence of natural law conceptions nro -- 

gress was made in rationalising the Roman law. More and 

more procedure was freed from the bonds of formality. 

contractual relations cane to be based on agreement ra- 

ther than on the stereotyped rigidity of the stipulation: 

the absolute paternal control aver the property and per- 

sons of the children came to be undermined; married women 
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CP110 to be the full equals their husbands in the con- 

trol of their property cnd children and finally pro- 

gress was made in throwing legal safeguards about slaves, 

pertly by way of protecting them against cruelty and part- 

ly by making their manumission as easy as nossible. These 

reforms were not due to Christianity, for the effective 

humanising influence was Stoicism It was only later 

under Constantine and after that Christianity exerted an 

influence on the law, and oven then it was not in these 

precise directions, but to secure the legal position of 

the Church and to aid the execution of its policies. 

(Sabine, 171. Cf. Jolo-icz, 103-4: Cirerd, 63g) 

The Jus Gentium 

The second main source of law recognised in the In- 

stitutes is the ius Eantium. It is defined by Gains 

(Inst., I. i) as that law clued naturalis ratio inter orines 

honines constituit, id amid orines populos or aeoue cus- 

toditur vocaturque ius mgtium, anasi ono lure orines 

tes utuntur. The conception assumes the identity of cer- 

tain institutions or rules of law everywhere, and that 

this identity is based on naturalis ratio, in that they 

accord with their true nature, or are in harmony with the 

order of the universe Gaius identifies the ius &entium 

Pith the ius naturale but this is not consistent with 
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the views of other jurists'(e.g., Ulnian. see Carlyle, 

I, 39; Sabine, 169. Bucklnnd, Textbook, 53. Jones, 101. 

Jolawicz 105). In fact universal identity of nrinciples 

had not been and could not be established by the Romans. 

For instance, slavery WO3 sanctioned by the ius gentium 

but was contrary to the ius naturale (Inst. I, 3, 2). To 

kaius the ius .gentiura teas the body of principles or laws 

which men have learned from reason to recognise as use- 

ful and just. It is rriitive, universal, rational and 

equitable (Carlyle, I, 37) The doctrine grew up at Rome 

not by the conscious study of comnL'-rative law and the de- 

Cuction of simple basic rules com.Irn to -11 systems, but 

slowly and unconsciously, due to the growth of foreign 

trade and acquaintance with the law of foreign peoples. 

The praetorian ecActs, particularly that of the praetor 

LTregrinus, were the vehicle of its development. The 

strict Roman ills civile could not be applied to a trens- 

action with a foreigner for many reasons , and the praetor 

in a case involvinr a foreign clement did not demand that 

tile forms of the ius civile be comrdied with, but only 

denianded that its spirit be satisfied. This spirit de- 

veloned gradually as the occasion nresented itself. The 

,reetors, observing, that simnler forms of contracts hsd 

been devised by other peoples, es-oeciallv the Greeks 

trading in the flak iterranean, were encouraged in their 

introduction of freer and more equitable forms, though 
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(ßuckland , Textbook, 55) , Sometimes a foreign piece 

of law was taken over bodily, as in the co se of the 

Lex Rhodia de iactu or the law of hypoti.ec but more 

often Roman law was :modified in the Greek spirit of 

equity as opposed to formality. "Broadly speaking 

the ius gentiurn was home -grown law worked out at Rome 

by Roman magistrates." Only later was it applied to 

foreigners. 

After the praetorian ee.ict had been fixed by the 

Julian compilation, the jurists of the classical _period 

improved and c.eveloped the ius ,pentium- The philos- 

ophy of Stoicism had leavened the whole thought of the 

educated Roman world: the jurists were anxious to find 

principles which seemed to flow from natural reason and 

to accord with the universal fitness of things, consonant 

in fact with the Law of Nature; and: these doctrines they 

found in the i us Eeslium (Walton, 367 et see), The jur- 

ists sought in some measure to approximate existing law 

to th, ideal and perfect law of nature. 

The greatest scope for the new doctrines was in the 

field of contract and to it may be attributed the relax- 

ation of the stipulation and the recognition of the real 

and consensual contracts as creative of obligations 

which were independent of formalities by word or deed: 

it also made ^ mark on the lay of family -net of sueces- 
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The spread of literature and philosophy at Rome from 

the time of the later Republic and the spirit of criti- 

cal inquiry aroused and fostered by these studies sub- 

stantially influenced the new departure in jurisprudence 

to which praetors, judges and jurisconsults all contribu- 

ted a share: the subordination of form to substance the 

word to the will it purported to manifest, and the ab- 

stract rule to the individual case to which it was pro- 

posed to be applied This was the first effort of what 

was then called ecrl ity to temper and restrain the rigour 

of the lus strictum. The praetors were not the only con- 

tributors to this, but the form and publicity of the Edict 

gave to its applications by the praetors a 'lore promin- 

ent and enduring record than was found in the decisions 

of private iudices or the opinions of counselling juris- 

consults (Muirhead, 222 -3) . 

The ius naturale and ius gentium always had a tend- 

ency to coalesce, or at least to be confused The cate- 

gorie.: signified indifferently principles generally recog- 

nised and therefore corner]. to the l ov of different 

peoples, and also principles inherently right and reason- 

able. But in time the jurists saw reason to distinguish 

the two conceptions and this, besides adding precision to 

legal definition, signified a ,lore penetrating ethical 
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cr_ticismof the law and the existence and validity of 

a higher law, which the positive law must live up to as 

best it can, were taken for granted throughout the 

$.'fiddle Ages and well down into modern times (Sabine, 

169 -170: Carlyle, I, 38; Pollock. 'History of the Law of 

Nature'). 

The conception of equity contributed to the fusion 

of ins naturale and .ins entium.. The regard for sub- 

stantial as opposed to formal and technical justice, for 

cone :net which would deserve the annroval of a man of 

honour and conscience, added to the natural innate sense 

of justice in Tren; completed the idea of the higher kind 

of law prescribed by God or Nature (Bryce, The Law of 

Nature, in Studios, II, 556, 581). The blending of 

natural law as an ethical standard with the usages ap- 

proved by the common practice of all notions satisfied 

both the 'philosophical and historical instincts of the 

jurists. 

Later Develo ment of the Law of Nature 

A full discussion of the later development of the 

theory of the law of nature lies beyond the scope of this 

study. It is sufficient to :mention that in the Middle 

Ages legal thought, like political and theological, was 

coloured throughout by a belief in the existence of a 
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Law of Nature which was based on reason end held sway 

over all rien of whatever station The schoolmen natur- 

ally brought the lay of nature into close contact with 

the divine law and it was a matter of agreement that the 

source of the lave of nature was in God. The conception 

was thus a familiar one to the clerics and scholars in 

canon law who assisted the rbdieval Chancellors in Eng- 

land, while later the same idea provided Grotius with a 

basis for the modern law of nations. In later thournht 

the conception became associated with the doctrines of 

natural rights and social contract, with the American 

Declaration of Independence and Rousseau, until more 

recently fresh attempts to formulate a new law of Nature 

as a juridical postulate have been made by modern jur- 

ists (Salmond, The Lava of Nature; Jones, 110 et sea.: 

Bodonheimer. ; 165 et see.: Sabine, Passim : Gierke, Polit- 

ical Theories, 74; Carlyle, I, 102: Friedmann, 59 et 

222.) 

The problems of the Law of Nature, the lus gpntium 

aid t': divine law were of course a °itated in the revival 

of Roman legal studies in the law school of Bologna in 

the Eleventh Century (see generally Vinogradoff. Roman 

Lay in Medieval Europe; Meynial in Legacy of the Middle 

Ages). The medieval civilians thought of law in the 

largest sense as the expression of the principle of 
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justice. To them ius is derived from justice and aequ i- 

tas, though some distinguish between aequitas and justice 

An anonymous fragment, possibly earlier than the school of 

Bologna ((meted in Carlyle, II, 7), defines aeçtuitas as 

" rerum convenientia çuaee in paribus causis naria Tura de- 

siderat" and ands that God is aequitas itself; while 

this temper is fixed in a man's soul and will, it is called 

iustitia, while justice expressed in the terms of law, 

written or customary, is called ius. This definition of 

aeuitas is related to Cicero (Topica, 23), is found in 

Irnerius and in the work of Azo w' .ich was so well known 

to Bracton. 

In the ordinary civilian theory of Bologna justice is 

regarded as a quality of the will to secure and maintain 

aequitas, and it is primarily a quality of God's will. 

Bulgarus. in his comment on Paul's phrase, t'In omnibus 

guidem, maxi e taren in lure, aequitas snoc tanda est" , 

says that a judge must prefer equity to strict law, so 

that, while lay enacts that all agreements be kept, equi- 

t; :r de-? area that such as are made under false pretences, 

through fear or violence, or with minors, are not to be 

kept, and the judge must decide such cases on the ground 

of equity (Carlyle, II, 15). It is interesting that 

Azo understood by the aequitas which was to override 

written law a written aequitas and not vague principles 
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a judge may find in his heart. 

It is clear that aeauitas or theory of justice was 

immensely important to the civilians both as a source 

and as a test of law- The Law of Nature was still an 

important source of 1r1 to the civilians but, while all 

concur in holding it irmutable and superior to any other 

system of law, it is variously described as ius conimime 

or equal to the ius gentium or th . Mosaic Law or that 

which is aequissimmum or even equal to the Civil Law 

(Carlyle, II, 30). 

Beyond this it is hardly necessary to go (see gener- 

ally d'Entròves, and authorities there cited); nor need 

we go into the relationship of the doctrine to Christian 

thought (Brunner. 80 et sea.). It is sufficient to mention 

the influence of Azo and the school of Bologna on Brae- 

ton (Pollock and -î`aitland, I, 207) , on the canon law and 

the whole revived Roman law which flowered on the Contin- 

ent in the late medieval and early modern period; and it 

will be seen that here is a root of the stem which bore 

fruit as Equity in England and Scotland. 

Natural Law Ideas in England 

The two major problems in English law, in which the 

influence of natural law ideas has been strongest. are: 

the supremacy of law; and the introduction of equity in 
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the 1 Aristotelian sense of "justice between man and man". 

correcting in individual cases the severity and rigidity 

of the justice achieved by the general law. In this 

sense its influence in various Hhases of the development 

of __ngl sh law has been very great. These ideas oper- 

ated on common lam courts in the earlier period, before 

the rise of the Chancery and before the cor ~ion law had 

become so rigid as to nake the existence of Chancery 

jurisdiction a necessity, 

On Equity itself, as a separate and substantive sys- 

tem, the influence of natural lay ideas vas less. in that 

Equity was conceived as a *nutter of conscience between 

individuals: but Maitland was of olinion (Equity, 9; 

cf. Holds::orth, H.Q.L. V, 216) that ideas of natural law 

borrowed from canoeists or civilians were of considerable 

iunortance The use of the term "law of nature " seems 

to have been avoided in the development of English Equi- 

ty (Holdsvnorth, H.E.L. II, 602) . But the most profound 

and enduring influence exercised by those ideas was as 

guiding principles in law- making. Lord Mansfield open- 

ly invoked natural justice. but generally in the common 

law less philosophic expressions such as "reasonable" 

and "fair" were used (Friedmann, 51). 

In Moses v. aeferlan (( 1760) 2 Burr. 1005) Mans - 

fi eld jade his famous attenot to introduce e general 

equitable doctrine of ''unjust enrichment" into 1,nß.? ß.sì1 
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law, by atter qntin(; to deduce an obliga Y -ion of restitu- 

tion from its roots in natural justice. Thourh sub- 

sequently repudiated, the doctrine has been revived in 

our own day in a theory of quasi -- contrast founded in 

aeugn et bonus. (''infield, Province of ' 'ort , Ch. VII; 

Cheshire and Fifoot on Contracts 471 et sea.). 

Further, the conception of reasonableness in Eng- 

lish law savours of Aristotelian equity, and it may be 

said that the whole notion of the "reasonable man" which 

is at the foundation of the modern law of negligence is 

an application of principles of natural justice to the 

standard of behaviour required of the individual, though 

in such uses the term "reasonable" is relative and not 

rigid and absolute as in the older theories of natural 

law (Haines, 30), Yet this is sufficient to show that 

natural law is a naterial influence on. English law too. 

Its influence on Scots law is examined later (infra, 

Ch. V) . In recent times T3rincinles of natural justice 

have again come to be openly invoked in both England add 

Scotlsnd, particularly with reference to the testing by 

the Courts of the validity of administrativo acts 

(Friedmann, 51: Robson, 365) . 

Eauit as a sóurae of Law _.,.... . __._....... Sop roe ._. ....._. 

There exists among jurists a substantial measure of 

unanimity in assigning; to Equity a place among the 
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principal formative influences of the law. Allen brack- 

ets it v`±th Custom., Precedent and Legislation Law in the 

Making): :saine, in his most famous work, interposed it 

between'ictions and Legislation as a factor in develop - 

ment ;Ancient Law, Ch. 3) . He saw it as a body of rules, 

founded on more or less distinct principles. existing side 

by sicle with the original civil law end claiming to super- 

sede it by virtue of an inherent superior sanctity or 

ethical quality. 

Recently there has been a revival of interest along 

modern jurists in the doctrine of natural law which has 

played a great part in equity Friedmann, 59 et seq.) In 

England and those parts of America under the common law, 

equity is more than a source of law: it is itself a 

major kart of the law. In Scotland the law of nature 

finds mention in an appraisal of the sources of our law 

(Stair Socy., Vol. I. Sources and Literature) and Stair 

(Inst. I, i, 10) says that our customs have arisen mainly 

from equity. At the present day, however, equity in 

Scotland is so secreted in the interstices of the common 

law that its existence and influence are apt to be over- 

looked, particularly as there has never been a separato 

administration of law and equity in this country. In 

this respect the law of Scotland reveals its affinity, 

derived from its historical connections, with the 
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countries of the Continent rather than with those of the 

common law, with those where the dualism of law and equi- 

ty characteristic of Anglo- American systems is unknown 

and equity is a technique of interpretation applied to a 

legal question rather than a distinct body of law (Fried- 

mann, 282). This affinity of legal nsthod uith Contin- 

ental systems is due in no small degree to the decisive 

influence of the reception of Roman Law in this country 

(Friedmann, 281) , an influence which has not yet been 

accurately assessed, or even estimated, but which is 

potently and admittedly great. Though its supplemen- 

tary and persuasive influence was for long very great, 

it never amounted to complete adoption in place of our 

indigenous common low. Roman Law did not become a con - 

stituent of English lira though it did exercise a potent 

influence on the formation of legal doctrines during the 

critical Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries, and Equity 

(in England) has even been described as Roman to the 

backbone (Scrutton, Influence of Roman Law, 152, 162). 

The Chancery was much influenced by Ronan Law in the 

form and matter of Equity, largely indirectly and 

through the canon law. The subjects of the Chancery 

jurisdiction, with the conspicuous exception of the 

trust, are frequently of Roman origin although the de- 

tails have been worked out by successive Chancellors on 

English lines (Scrutton, Influence of Roman Law, 152, 
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162), and there are many instructive parallels to :nglish 

equity in the equitable juriseictions of the Ronan Lary 

(Buckiand, Equity, passim) , though analopfy may sometimes 

be mistaken for origin. 

Tt is inappropriate until a later stage to consider 

fully the Possible advantages and disadvantages of a self - 

sufficient system of equity as compared with a legal sys- 

tem where equity is administered in and through common 

law rather than alongside it. But when considering equi- 

ty in general as a source of law it is material to note 

that û. self -contained and separate system of technical 

equity is not a necessarily characteristic source of later. 

Eluit .r is a frame of mind so essential as an adjunct to 

strict law as to be an indispensable source of legal in- 

stitutions, °ore co than morality, reli -ion, or eeonom 

les,vhowever it be administered (Allen, 338). An ele- 

ment of discretion judicially exercised having regard to 

an inherent sense of natural justice and reasonableness 

is and always has been an essential of the efficient in -- 

terpretation and application of principles of law to 

sets of facts and circumstances (Allen, 349). In some 

quarters to -day dislike of strict law has led to a re- 

action in favour of free law which may go so far as to 

allow each judge to decido every case by relying on his 

subjective sense of ; iustice; but this freedom goes far 

beyond any principles of equity and its lack of restraint 
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by legal rules may be as dangerous as undue restric- 

tion thereby (Paton, 173; Friedmann, 224). 

The i\Tocessity_ of Laaity 

In the workaday modern world the essential connec- 

tion between law and justice is often forgotten. Our 

minds are so occupied with the rules applicable to the 

case that we fail to see the blind goddess Justice en- 

throned above the Courts. But this was not aL;ays so: 

in earlier times no medieval political theorist would 

have considered law as other than an approximation to 

ideal or natural justice. Law was then more than the 

mechanical regulations of nearly all the social and 

economic functions of mankind. So at Rome the one word 

Jus signified both Law and Justice, and this is found 

equally in other languages to -day (Holland, Juristiru- 

c?ence, 14 seq.). There was always a straining to iden- 

tify the positivo law of a state with the concept of 

natural law, which was considered to be the nearest :00B 

sable approximation to the absolute ideal, with its idea 

of a universal standard of right behind and above the 

lays of any particular Political society (Allen, 305: 

Carlyle, I, 112, 172; III, 183) . After suffering an 

eclipse in more materialistic and eriiirical ages when 

-ractical lawyers grew to distrust such vague general- 
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isotions as "justice between man and orant' and "natural 

A- 
justice' (Local Government .3oard v. &Midge, L91 1 

K.B. 160, 199; Sinclair v. Brou ham, Ling 
454 -5), there has been in more recent times a revival 

of interest in the conception of natural law and incre- 

asing regard paid to it t naines, Revival, passim). In 

the past, then, the constant striving after unattain- 

able perfect justice played e. supremely important part 

in legal development. 

In Plato's Republic the theory of the state culmin- 

ates in the conception of justice, although the discus- 

sion of the subject in that 'work is rather of social 

than juristic justice. In Roman legal theory positive 

law was an approximation to perfect justice and right 

(Sabine, 170). Starler regarded tais belief in jus- 

tice as the crowning glory of Roman jurisprudence, the 

universal significance and permanent worth of the clos- - 

icel Roman jurists. "They had the courage to raise 

their glance from the ordinary questions of the day to 

the whole. And. in reflecting on the narrow status of 

the particular case, they directed their thoughts to 

the guiding star of all law, namely the realisation of 

justice in life. (The Theory of Justice; sn: -. tr. 

(1925) o. 127.) 

But it is apparent that justice is a philosopher's 

concept and t:!ere is no ready yardstick by which it can 
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justice have been endless so long as men have been reason - 

in g beings- There is nevert ]eless a general feeling in 

any particular circumstances as to What is or is iot just 

and the jurist must face the awkward Question,if justice 

- vague though it be and defying definition - be the aim 

of Positive law, why cannot the law itself suffice for 

this task, without extraneous assistance? 

The answer lies in this nebulous character of the 

unattainable justice coupled with the infinite variety of 

human circumstances. An experienced lawyer knows full 

well the immense possible permutations of eventu =lities. 

How seldom do we find an exact Precedent for the circum- 

stances of any particular caso: how very often is there 

no remedy Quite applicable to a case. Any legal rule, 

like every other kind of rule, aids at establishing a 

generalisation applicable to an indefinite number of in- 

dividual cases of the particular matter it relates to. 

Its essential Qualities are uniformity and universality 

There can be no exceptions to its universality, else it 

ceases to be e rule; and if the different forms and ex- 

pressions it nay take have different meanings, it ceases 

to be uniform The essential meaning and intention of 

the rule must be uniform in all cases. There may how- 

ever be at least apparent exceptions to the principle of 
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universality, as n the case of laves applicable only to, 

say, employers or mariners, although the exception is 

only apparent, as the laws in question are generally ap- 

plicable but do not affect the interests of other cate- 

ories of the community equally ':gut no generalised 

legal rule can be completely and entirely general and 

subject to no exception, as the ideal justice which is 

the aim and object of the generalise;. rule >iay vary 

slightly with the changing circumstances of several 

cases, however similar in salient facts they may be; or 

over a period of time, with a developing social con- 

science. In some cases the application of the gener- 

alised rule to the determination and regulation of the 

rights and duties applicable in the circumstances of a 

particular case, may then produce results directly anti - 

thetic to the idea of justice which supplied the purpose 

of the generalisation tAllen, 307 Paton, l7l -2). 

For this reason equity is a necessity in a mature 

legal system: a discretionary or moderating influence 

is superadded to the rigour of formulated law to abate 

the evils of a binding rule and to narrow the gap be- 

tween law and justice. How this is done will appear 

subsequently. In earlier stages of legal development 

fictions played a part in adapting rules of law to 

chancing environment and social needs: to -day legis- 
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lation accomplishes it in some degree in at least parts 

of the law (Maine. Qnc. Law. Ch. iii) 

The natural sense of justice to which an approxi- 

mation is made by positive law is a vague but not mean.. 

i.nrless term; but despite infinite variations of subjec- 

tive opinion os to its content. 44it needs no subtle 

dialectic to demonstrate that there is in man at least 

an cle entary perception of justice, as a form of the 

right and good, which no law dare flagrantly transgress" 

(Allen, 309). Customary law can only establish the rule 

and leave the contingencies unprovided for, and one of 

the first necessities of the lawgiver is to administer 

law in the spirit of humane interpretation which is 

characterised as equitable. 

Equiti as a Stage in Legal Development 

!Ïaine has described the three classic stapes in 

le_al development as fictions, equity and legislation 

(Ancient Law, Ch. iii) . Equity is then an intermediate 

means utilised to modify rules of strict low and adapt 

them to conditions which have changed since the rules 

were formulated. The growth of legislation as a means 

of adapting law to changed conditions does not entirely 

supplant equitable influence in that in many circum- 

stances equitable ''codifications and standards continuo to 
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be applied and area even enacted and strengthened by 

statute, as witness the statutory enactments relating to 

trusts which are only superimposed on pro -existing 

equitable rules. 

Pound ho s sur °(ested (Outlines . 40) another series 

of stages in legal development in which also equity fig- 

ures as an intermediate stage. It is ',receded by the 

stares of primitive law and strict low and succeeded by 

those of the maturity of law and the socialisation of 

law. The place of equity as a middle stage will be il- 

lustrated in later pages, but it does not follow from 

this that the value and importance of equity come to a.n 

end when a country's jurisprudence has acv -.need to a 

later stare: on the contrary, its influence remains 

potent though possibly less obvious, for no stare of 

development is completely obliterated by subsequent 

stages. 
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Chapter II 

Equity in Roman Law 

From the tir e of the Twelve Tables onwards there is 

manifest in Roman Law the influence of Greek philoc:ophy, 

and some knowled°e of this cultural heritage was posses- 

sed by the 1. wyers who were the founders of the tradition 

of clas 'i.cal Ronan jurisprudence. Some at least of 

these are known to have studied under Stoic teachers and 

the persistence of the philosophic iqfluonee is shown by 

the Greek hallmark borne by many of the established con - 

ceptions of law and justice - The Rouans too'} more kind, 

ly to the ethical than to the metaphysical hart of the 

Greek philosophy and philosophical study had a distinct 

influence on Roman jurisprudence in an equitable direc- 

tion and in checking the rigour of strict law. In this 

movement praetors, judges and jurists all played a part 

though most prominence attaches to the equitable spirit 

visible in the praetorian edict. By the time of Cicero 

the desire had become very markdd to subordinate form to 

substance the spoken word to the intention it set out 

to manifest, and the abstract rule to the particular 

case in which it was to be applied (Muirhead, 222) . 

Though the word aeguitas appears in juristic writing it 

has no clear sense beyond "fairness": only in post - 

classical texts is it used to justify modification of low 

in favour of a weaker party (Buckland, Textbook, 55). 

Towards the end of the republican period Rome had 
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become a city of great imnortance conductinr a large vol- 

ume of commerce with countries abroad. In consequence. 

numbers of stranrers visited and settled in Rome. For 

the regulation of their affairs the lus civile was inap- 

plicable as being peculiar to Rome and her citizens; 

hence there gradually developed a ius pentium as a kind of 

international private 1-u regulating relations between 

Peregrines, or between peregrines and citizens It vies 

built up empirically rather than by comparative legal 

analysis or the adoption of one doctrine or institution 

after rnother which was found to be uenerally current 

elsewhere. Later in the early Empire it was extended 

by the jurists by a combination of comparative jurispru- 

dence and rational speculation (-nirhead, 216). Prob- 

ably the flexible formulary Procedure was first intro- 

duced in these courts (Jolo'aicz, 101). It was Ronan lay 

in origin, stripped of formal elements and influenced by 

foreign, Particularly Greek, ideas. About 242 D.C. a 

speciLl Praetor was apPointed to deal with disputes in- 

volving foreigners. He enjoyed, like the urban iraetor, 

the power of publishing an edict on taking up office, and 

this was utilised in time as a means of legal development. 

Owing to the excessive rigidity of early Roman pro- 

cedure, it was essential. if an action were to be rele- 

vantly laid, that it should be fitted into one of the 
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classes whose terms were fixed by the Twelve Tables. The 

old forms of conveyance and contract were so for al that 

no equitable considerations or questions of intention 

could receive effect (:Halton, 244; Buckland, Textbook, 

625). 

The praetor's powers were greatly widened by the Lex 

Aebutia of about 148 - 125 B.C., which seems to have riven 

the parties to an action the option of emnlo.rnr the old 

procedure or of applying to the praetor for a formula: ula 

and by the Lefles Juliae (16 B.C.) the formulary procedure 

almost entirely supplanted the older le fis actiones. 

Under the formulary system the praetor's duty was to 

settle a forr12ula or issue in writing, if the case appeared 

prima facie to be relevant. and remit the matter for 

trial to a ,3udex chosen from a panel of Private citizens 

(Walton, 246; Buckland, Textbook, 627). 

After the I,ex_ Aebutia the praetors realised the 

value and importance of following general rules Publicly 

known. That lox seems to have been intended to empower 

the praetors to adapt existing remedies to altered cir- 

cumstances and to fashion new actions based on the i us 

civile for the use of peregrines to whom the older pro- 

cedure was incompetent; further it may have authorised 

the insertion in the styles of formulae of clauses 

which would rive protection against claims well founded 
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tainly the result of the general adoption of the new 

procedure was that the issue was now formulated as an 

instruction to a judge to investigate and consider and 

with power to condemn or acquit according to his find 

ing . Under this system the magistrate acquired great- 

er im ortance, as he could refuse a formula or sanction 

an unprecedented one. 

The praetors then took to publishinc an edict at 

the commencement of their year of office announcing that 

in certain stated circumstances they would grant a. for- 

mula and send the case for trial before a judsz, there- 

by indicating the principles on which they intended to 

act during their term of office (Jolowicz , 97; Buckland 

Textbook, 8). Successive praetors habitually adopted 

the edicts of their predecessors. if they had moved 

beneficial, and reissued them, possibly adding new pro- 

visions; and in time the greater mart of the annual 

edict was transmitted with only such minor alterations 

as practice and experience had shown to be necessary. 

The edict had árobably attained considerable dimen- 

sions by Cicero's timo: it contained moreover an ap- 

pendix of styles of formulae which the praetor sanc- 

tioned. (On the relation of the ius gentiuq and the 

hdict, see Buckland, Textbook, 554 At first the 
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provisions of the edict were not binding even on the 

praetor who issued there, but in 67 B.C. the Lex Cornelia 

enacted that praetors should abide by their first edict. 

Among the actions granted by the ,3r- =etorian edict were 

some of me jor importance for the development of the lay, 

such as the rule that the praetor would not treat as 

binding an obligation shown to have been extorted by 

violence or threats, or that an innkeeper or carr'.er 

would be held liable for goods destroyed or lost while 

in his charge unless he proved damnum fatale. 

Thus e. regular system of praetorian lam grew up ad- 

ditional to the statute and customary law already in 

force and the edict became the :principal means of legal 

development The peregrine raetor also issued an 

edict: and as he was concerned with non -Roman parties 

his edict contained more of the ius pentium and accord - 

ingly was probably rather in advance of the urban prae- 

tor's ecict in avoiding; formalities competent only to 

Roman citizens and thus in simplifying procedure Muir - 

head, 219) . In time the urban rrnetor, ?pnreciating 

the simplicity and justice of the new rules introduced 

for the benefit of foreigners, began to borrow them, 

and hence now forms a.nd doctrines carpe into the ins 

civile, do too a certain amount of borrowing was done 

from the edicts of provincial governors and of the 
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aediles (Walton, 251). 

The cardinal difference between litirati oc. under the 

system of leis actiones and under the formulary system 

was that under the latter litigation was carried through 

by framing an issue in ,words adapted to the circumstances 

of the action and the matter in discute as distinct from 

insistence on strict adherence to the unalterable forms of 

words characteristic of the legis actiones. The exact 

formulation of the issue in a particular case was a mat- 

ter of no small importance and the praetor, having the 

last word in its composition, exercised a great influence 

on the development of the law; snd the invention of this 

both flexible and precise instrument of Procedure is a 

sign of the Roman genius for law as well a.s a cause of 

the success achieved by the Roman jurists (3olowicz . 20J) . 

The praetorian edicts proceeded upon grounds of 

equity to a greater extent than did early legislation.. 

and their whole tendency was against the strictness and 

formalism of the Twelve Tables. This was however the 

tendency of the times, and the praetors are not the spe- 

cial exponents of equity as distinct from law though 

the publicity of the edict gives their work in this 

direction greater prominence. 

A material source of the praetors' influence on t'L.e 

development of the law was the power of authorising 
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was to direct the judge not to condemn if certain facts 

were found to exist which excluded the -Dursuer' s prima 

facie claim and lost him the case even though his right 

were perfectly rood by civil law. It was a plea in 

defence: in forn it vas a product of the Edict though 

the defence to which it gave effect was not necessarily 

)r, etorian (Buckle nd , Textbook. 654; Manual, 397). 

Some of those exceptiones -ere clearly equitable 

while some were not. In bone fidei iudipia only. the 

defences based on equitable grounds, the exce'tiones 

doll, metus, pacti, etc., might be raised therein with- 

out being claimed in the formula (Buckle nd , Textbook, 

678 et Big,.). .,hen the pursuer applied for a formula, 

the defender was entitled to have inserted in it an in- 

struction to the judge that condemnation was conditional 

on his failure to establish a plea in defence which pre- 

cluded condemnation on Grounds of equity or ublic poi - 

icy, even when the pursuer had clearly established the 

questions of fact and lair given in the intentio of his 

formula. So where it was alleged that the money prom- 

ised woe in repayment of a loan which in fact had never 

been advanced, or that a promise had boon induced by 

fraudulent misrepresentation or extorted by duress or 

granted under excusable error in fact, or that the 
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natter had been compromised, and so on - in ell these 

cases the exception formulated by the praetor was the 

assertion of the equity of the praetorian ius honorarium 

in derogation of the strictness of the ius civi.le which 

permitted no such defences. 

Alternatively, if a defender, instead of }1eadirw any 

particular fact which might have entitled him to a spec - 
ke 

ific exception, considered it more aôvantageous,\ -te- secure 

the insertion in the formula of general words which re- 

served to hire the right to plead any unfair dealing on 

the rart of the pursuer which disentitled him in eauity 

to demand decree: this was the excentio doll ( eneralis) 

which was held to be im'_ied in all bona° fidel sctionç; 

the phrase in the in.tentio, allicouid dare facere onortet 

ex fide bone, entitled the judge, without any exception 

having been formally pleaded, to take into considera- 

tion any suggestion by the defender of unfair conduct 

on the part of the pursuer (Muirhead, 332; Jolowicz, 

213 ; Buckland, Textbook, 654). 

The power of authorising such exceotiones which 

would result, if substantiated, in the pursuer's losing 

his case although his right was perfectly sound by the 

strict civil law was itself a source of the praetor's 

influence on the development of the law, as much as 

the power of granting actions; though it must be 
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remembered that not all exceptiones viere due to ,ra.etor- 

ian influence, for in -any cases rules introduced by a 

lex or senatus consultum were made effective by means of 

an exceptio (Jolowicz. 213 -4) . 

While the ius &entiurn ultimately extended to most 

branches of the law of Rome it was in origin a body of 

principles of mercantile lay of general application ad- 

ministered by a court with wide equitable rowers, a sys- 

tem which had regard to intention and not form as in the 

ius civile (Welton, 255). It was the source of the whole 

ercantile law of Rome including hiring, denosit, mandate. 

sale, larnership and agency, and Sohm has pointed out 

that the law of obligations and particularly consensual 

contracts is Rome's most permanent contribution to juris- 

prudence (Sohn. 74. Cf. Bell, Coi?., Preface) . 

Influence of the Jurists in the Republic 

In considering equitable developments at this stage 

the influence of the jurists cannot be overlooked. From 

early times they were influential in developing the law 

by lnterpretatio and shaping le s actions (Jola iicz . 

87), and later probably assisted parties to settle a for- 

Tula before the praetor for the trial of the action, as 

well as advising the index on points of law in the case. 
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They sometimes acted as assessors to luc ices and practi- 

cally dictated the judgment. it seems likely too that 

the edict itself and the modifications thereof r,ade from 

ti o to time were settled in consultation with jurists 

(]3uckland, Textbook, 22). The time of their most open 

and avowed influence was later, however (JolowicZ , 924). 

E uit in the Classical /1E9 of Roman Law 

Reference hes already been .grade to the infiltration 

of doctrines from Greek philosophy and Greek sources of 

law into Roman law during the republic and early princi- 

pate, particularly in the matter of the ius pentium. 

The influence of continuing contact with more mature 

Greek systems, which were considerably more free from 

formalism than was Roman law, assisted natural develop - 

ment in this direction in the classical period. The 

principal instrument for the modification of the law was 

the combination of the praetorian system with juristic 

interpretation. tß,'1? '.le the main lines of the Praetorian 

ec ict had been defined by the end of the republic, its 

importance was vastly extended during the mrincipate. 

"As, in Maitland's phrase, Equity was a gloss on the 

common law (Maitland, Equity, 10), so the praetorian 

system was a gloss on the civil, but the sphere of Roman 

'Equity' was considerably wider than that of its English 
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'counterpart" (Jo? owicz, 420). 

While the praetorian edict was of great im- ortance, 

the part ,cf the jurists must not be neglected. They 

developed the rules as to whet constituted fraud, such as 

to justify invoking the exeeptio deli granted by the 

edict: the rules for the granting of in in.te ruri resti- 

tutio when the praetor restored a right which had been 

lost in law but not in equity, a_s when a detrimental 

transaction with a . ínor had been a.iler,ed. The praetor 

would grant it if the loss had been due to fear. fraud, 

innocent mistake, a change of status, necessary absence 

or infirmity of ege . These were cases for which the 

ius civile had no adequate remedy or none at nil, as the 

damages it allowed would not restore the person to his 

previous position. These circumstances are {grounds of 

equitable relief equally in English and Scots as in 

Roman law. It was on the authority of the jurists too 

that actiones in factum were granted in ceses where 

neither the civil law nor the edict had already provided 

a remedy and those appear to have been among the most 

fruitful methods of development (Jolowiez, 420 Buck- 

land, Textbook, 0B6). Juristic interpretation, -lore - 

over, applied to the civil law as well as the praetor- 

ian, so that the two tended to draw together so as to 

become a coherent whole, a process which reached com- 
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action in the coc ific^tion and fusion effected under 

Justinian. 

The classical period of the lrw is marked particu- 

larly by a decrease in formalism and by increasingly 

abstract nethods of thought as compered with earlier 

times. Before the estnblishment of the principate . the 

distinction between the principle of riFieity which made 

for certainty, and that of flexibility, making for jus- 

tice in the individual case, was well known to the 

Romans. Tus tls compared with ae ui.tas was familiar. 

Aristotle had discussed it and the Greek rhetoricians 

who had enjoyed considerable influence in Rome had de- 

veloped it, and the ancient rir-ridity had already suf- 

fered sore defeats before the end of the republic. 

But of more influence than devotion to a philosophic 

ideal of equity was the elaboration of a masterly tech - 

nique of interpretation by the classical jurists, 

Therein their superiority over the Byzantines is p,er- 

cetible (Jolowicz, 424; and in 48 L.Q.R. 171, 181). 

':zany instances could be quoted to illustrate the ex- 

tent to which the classical low had frees. itself from 

antique fetters, end it is also important to appreci- 

ate how much flexibility it had attained by use of 

standards rather than rules, standards which have a 

time10 s validity, though their precise content may 



vary at different ages. Rules conid be deduced from 

these standards while leaving them unexhsusted for the 

resolution of future difficulties. Of these bona fides 

is the most notable example, end only in this period 

., :sere the potentialities of the bongo fidel actions re- 

alised (Girard. 592; and see Schulz . Principles, 228). 

Dolus received a similarly wide extension to include any 

act which did not conform with the requirements of bona 

fides. Other evidences in the classical period of the 

developing maturity of the lay in an equitable direc- 

tion are the growing tendency to abstract methods of 

thought and legal analysis, and the increased use of 

writing in Lhe constitution of obligations (Jolowicz, 

428) , thou ' h the continuing clumsiness and backwardness 

of the forms of procedure hampered the analysis of 

legal situations on the basis of rights and tended to 

confine it to a consideration of remedies and forms of 

action. Examples of .these tendencies are Gaius' 

classification of rights and the conception of pbli- 

gtio. 

Equity in the Post-Classical Law 

The law of Rome reached its final form in the 

codification and nizltifaráous amendments associated 

with the name of Justinian After this stage the 



like other forms of knowledge, decl.Ined iito the Dark 

Ages before emerging again as the background and basis 

of much of the law of iedieval and modern Europe. 

While the Cornus Juris p ives a system of law differ- 

ing in spirit and in detail from the law of classical 

times , it is not always easy to give an account of the 

contrast, the difficulty lying largely in the recon- 

struction of the process whereby the development was 

effected (Joloi:icz, 517) , Nevertheless certain char - 

acteristics are clear. The system of law had become 

universal and the distinction between .°pus civile and 

ius ,pentium had become one solely of historical and 

antiquarian interest. `i°'.uis was an inevitable conse- 

auence of the system where in effect every man was a 

citizen, and in fact it was the ius civile which had 

disappeared, ousted by the universality of the ius 

pentium 

One cannot but remember in this connection that in 

bngland in 1875 it was decreed that equity should pre- 

vail over lay in case of conflict when the two systems 

were amalgamated. 

Mancip<r ;tion and the literal contract, res mancini 

and Italic land, had all vanished with the growths of 

antiquated formality which had encrusted them. 

The system of intestate succession established by 
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the Novele takes no account of agnation only: the:, 

had long: been undermined by praetorian and imper- 

ial legislation and had ceased to be of importance. The 

distinction between civil and praetorian had disappeared 

almost entirely There -. as really only one system of 

inheritance, although the titles of hereditas and boner= 

possessio still had separate titles in the Digest and the 

Code, and that system was founded on the praetorian ra- 

ther than the civil rules. Justinian himself did away 

with the distinction between Quiritarian and praetorian 

ownership and in general there is much less formalism 

and rigidity. Oral formalities such as the stipulation, 

and set forms of words 'lave disappeared, wills are sim- 

plified, legacies fused with fideicornnîssa. 

Even at the cost of certainty, the rule that the in.- 

tention of parties was to prevail was that tgenerally in- 

sisted upon, particularly in wills and contrncts. This 

is a distinctively equitable doctrine. It had become 

a general rule that a simulated transaction was void and 

the principles applied were those of the real transaction 

which the parties had in mind, (Cf. the Scottish atti- 

tude to attempts to create securities over moveables 

without possession.) "There is throughout an insistence 

upon equity as opposed to 'strict' law. no long=er in the 

restrained manner of the classical jurists who conceive 
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"of ae uitas as the principle of justice pervading the 

whole law, but with an arrogant impatience of legal stab - 

tietbs" (Jolov icz, 519 -20 and note 1: Pringsheita, 56 Z. 

Q.R. 229, 239). In fact the Byzantine lawyer was not 

always able to replace an inequitable rule by an annro- 

priete modified principle, but merely reversed the in -- 

equitable rule. 

Parallel with this tendency to favour the equitable, 

legislation of this period was wont to rotect the repu- 

tedly weaker against the stronger, as for example the 

wife against her husband, ward against guardian, and 

debtor against creditor. The generally humane atti , x1 e 

extended even to cases of bad faith. To sole extent 

this is accounted for by the introduction of Christian- 

ity, but much is natural evolutionary develo- ment of 

principles known to the classical jurists (Jolowicz, 

520-1' Schulz . 297). Equity was not a new development 

peculiar to this age, for even by classical means many 

casos of unjustifiable enrichment had been remediable; 

formalism and the agnatle family system had been under 

attack and givinc; way before praetorian law in classi- 

cal times 'Tellenic and Oriental influe ,ces were pro- 

foundly important in this late law, and Greek philoso- 

phical methods and conceptions and classifications, 

foreign to the native Roman spirit, were common (Jolo- 

wicz, 522) . 
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Contract had bocooe generalises to include agree- 

ments enforceable by praetorian actions as well as those 

on which civil actions lay, so as to include d.epositun 

and éemmodatu_., em2hyIslusis and even donatio, while a 

theory of innor±inate contracts had arisen. These, 

though not specifically mentioned in the Corpus Juris, 

are clearly distinguished from the agreements which are 

actionable as falling within one of the recognised cate- 

gories (Jolowicz, 530) . Furthermore, as insistence vv s 

now placed on consent as the distinguishing feature of 

contract, obligations originally included under the Imad 

of contract and not clearly distinguished therefrom 

despite their lacking the element of consent, came to 

be clearly segregated into the new category of nuasi- 

contract. This compartment of the law housed obliga- 

tions arising out of negetiorum estio and tutela, 

where the relationship was analogous to that of man - 

datum but there had been no agreement between the prin- 

cipal and the agent (Jolovilez, 531) . 

In the formation of contracts and acts in the law, 

stress is laid in Justinian law more than over previ- 

ously on the aninns of the parties rather than merely 

the facts of the case Examples are societas and 

negLptiörum aestio (Jolowicz, 532 -3). The classical 

jurists had written of animus and volunta.s, but only 

in this period are the circumstances regarded subject- 
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ively and with greater emphasis on intention than in the 

rather objective approach of earlier times. 

7th the disappearance of the formulary system ond 

the levelling of the population the distinction between 

ius civile and ius eent_ium had no foundation, and there 

was no obstacle to the oervadine influence of the flex- 

ible, °_fodern and equitable elements in the law which 

had been developed by the Roman jurists more particu- 

larly in the praetorian system but previously restrained 

by the necessities of the formulary system. These ele- 

ments were assisted in the later law by the Christian 

principles of charity end humanity and were the work lint 

only of jurists but of practitioners (J'olowicz, 535) . 

In the final co Jif. ied version of Ron nn law then 

the conceptions of aequitas and aequum et bona are to 

be found firmly embedded, while the words utilitas, 

human-itas and benignitas also appear with a similar ie- 

nificance. The word aequitas by itself is not of root 

significance in Roman law and it had a variety of nea.n- 

ings (Enc c . Soc ,ScV , 582) . The i_mportc t ion of the 

principle never seems to have been discourared end in- 

deed it was expressly enjoined by i *per.ial legislation 

of 314 A.D. as a positive duty of the judp'e. By the 

fifth Century Roman law had developed to the extent of 

having accepted equitable principles and rules which 
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shoved some remarkable anticipation:, of and parallels 

to many of the doctrines later woriced out by Equity in 

England, not boinf_ confined to wide generalisations but 

extending tc the vrowth of ninny c3 oc trines with a recu -- 

liarly technical significance (Buckland, Equity in 

Roman Lay, passim) . The Roman doctrines cannot, how- 

ever, arrays be pointed to as the true origin of the 

later development. 

At Rome, as in Scotland, there never was a system 

of rules of equity gradually developed and built up in- 

to a harmonious and comprehensive system by a permanent 

tribunal whose guiding function was to give relief in 

hard cases which fell outwith the scope of the general 

law< The praetor is commonly regarded as the main 

source of Roman equity (e.g. by Austin), but this view 

is not strictly accurate. He presided over oll the 

ordinary civil courts: there was no such thing in 

Roman Lahr as an Equity Tribunal, no rule of Equity act - 

ing in Darsonaat on the conscience of the individual 

defender, and no subpoena to enforce his attendance - 

all cardinal features of Chancery Equity -- Dior was 

there any special duty on the praetor to deal with 

persons who worked injustice under the cover of legal 

right (Buckland, Equity, 6). Nevertheless the texts 

show that the praetor was regarded as having and indeed 
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bound to have a special leaning towards Equity (e.g. 

Ulpian in Dig. I, 12, 6, 2). Some notable doctrines 

of modern English Equity have no parallel at Rome; 

conversion and the trust concert are probably the 

most obvious of these (Buckland, Equity, 14), although 

the fideicommissum, which was long erroneously be- 

lieved to be the origin of the trust, has a certain 

superficial resemblance to it. So too the double 

ownership involved in the Roman system of Los ,rovides 

a distant analogy to the English trust (Buckland, 

Equity, 18). 

Manifestations of Equity in Roman Law 

There are certain general nrincirles of equity w'1ic1 

exercised a profound influence on many of the branches 

of Roman Law. These rrincirles an 'ear almost every - 

vhere, not only under the st-rlo of aeauitas or aeauurm 

et bonum, but as utilitas, humanitas, benigntas, ratio 

naturalis, and to a very large extent bona fides, just 

as principles of an equitable nature may be concealed 

under the title of public policy in modern law. But 

there are certain developments in which the principal 

influence of the conception on Roman law may be dis- 

cerned. 

The first of those which merits separate attention 
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is the triumph of the natural idea of blood. reletionship 

over the artificial idea of agnation (Allen, 317) . The 

Roman society in its earlier days iras profoundly matri- 

archal in origin and structure, and the rules of succes- 

sion as found in the Twelve Tables (Buckland, Textbook, 

387) excluded all relatives not ar^matically connected 

These harsh rules remained in operation till late in 

the reublic when praetorian intervention established a 

more equitable and rational order,by the ednission of 

co ynatos to share in the succession immediately after 

agnates. The S . c . Tertullianum improved the position 

of a mother married sine manu and the Sc. Orf itienum 

that of kin of a women in succession to their mother 

on the same principle ('':uirhead, 321: Buckland, Manual, 

251). Finally the entirely new system of succession 

promulgated by Justinian in the Novels (Buckland, Text- 

book, 375) shows the complete triumph of the natural 

order of succession over all the older ideas of agna- 

tion, potestas and so forth. The modernity of the 

system is patent and its influence on modern systems 

considerable (Bucklend, Panual, 231 -2). Nor mas tie 

importance of equitable modification of the law of 

succession confined to intestate succession: the Tex 

Falcidia secured the heirs a legitim of one -fourth, 

however much might be bequeathed to legatoes: the 
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ted legacies (Jolou:uicz, 250). 

But far more significant than these was the effect 

of the praetorian action in the introduction of bonorw 

possessio, which was really a grant of the beneficial 

enjoyment of the estate of the deceased without the 1mal 

title of inheritance, a reform like English guity as 

being the work of a succession of praetors (Muirhead, 

260; Buc1.,land, Textbook, 370 -381: Lodlie's Sobri, 515- 

527)_ 

Justinian observes of this (Inst., iii, 9. or and 

§ 1) that the praetors' object in some cases was to fac- 

ilitate the a.pnlication of the rules of the ius civile, 

sometimes to amend their application according to what 

they believe(. to be the spirit of the Twelve Tables, 

and in other cases to set these aside as inequitable. 

The praetor based his action on the neglect of unneces- 

sary ceremonial in will -making and promised possession 

to the heir nominated in a validly attested document 

despite other defective formalities -- i.e., one which 

satisfied praetorian requirements (Jolowicz , 259 et 

see ) . This was bonorum nossessio secundum tabulas.. 

Then it could be applied contra tabulas - in opposi- 

tion to the terms of the testament. And the third 

rain variety of this remedy was bonoran ppssess io ab 

intestato, which ;paved the way for the revolution in 
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( zuir head. , 261-3; uckia.nd , Textbook. 374) by having a 

long list of cases in order of priority. 

The idea of bonorum possessor has been described 

as having, its counterpart in the English equitable ov.n- 

crship and the Scottish beneficial ownership (Mackay, 

Encyc. VI, § 5$8). 

Good Faith 

The second notable manifestation of equitable in - 

fluence is the principle of good faith in contractual 

obligation . Ulpien based the whole conception of a 

pact on ae ui.tas naturalis (D., 2. 14. 1. pr.) and the 

recognition of consensual obligations, forming a large 

class of importance in daily life and comerce is s--m- 

bolie of the whole trend cf Roman contract from the far - 

'_alistic to the consensual. A discretionary element 

was added to the judge's function, which was similarly 

exercised in applying the exceotio doll to actiones 

stricti luris, c3plus and aequitas being natural an- 

titheses (Allen, 317; Sohm, 106). In the classical 

lay the four consensual contracts were sale, Lire, 

partnership and agency. In later latin .the rocognition 

of consent as the material cle lent of contract broke 

down the old classification and the general category 
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of contract embraced agreenents enforceable by praetor- 

ian as well as civil law actions. Naturalis obliret o 

became an accented conception, and the fundamental re- 

quire_ent of rood faith came to override any question of 

causa. In sale the vendor was liable for dolus and cul- 

pa and had to take care of the third sold until delivery, 

and to give a warranty against secret defects (Ducklanl, 

'anual , 278 et aga.), , all matters of bona fides. An- 

other similar example is transfer by delivery. Traditlo 

vas the commonest of the .modes of acquisition of prop- 

erty usually described as jure centium or naturali (B-ual 

land, Manual, , 135) . Such a lure aentium mode of trans- 

fer gave quiritarian ownership, except in the case of 

res mancini, and the final disappearance of res manci -;, 

under LTusti.nian probably extended this mode of transfer- 

ring ownership to all articles. In the classical law 

traditio of a res maneixai gave only bonitary or equit- 

able ownership which coula be protected by praetorian 

remedies such as the actio Publicana : but this van- 

ished by Justinian's time (.Bucklend, Manual, 137; Text- 

book, 226) . 

The protection of equitable ownership was another 

major praetorian achievement The principles of this 

are the same as in the case of the grant to a successor 

on death who has only an equitable right to the estate 

(bonorum.nossessio) or the buyer of a bankrupt estate 
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(bonorumemEtar). Where a res monciai had been trans- 

ferred by delivery the new possessor required praetor- 

ian protection in two circumstances, to defend his 

right against another, and to recover the property if 

it fell into the hands of another. The first was 

achieved by the exceptio rei venditae et traditae, 

which was extended with modifications of form to cases 

of alienation other than sale (luckland, Textbook.191). 

The other was the actio Publiciana whereby the bonitary 

owner could recover, although the ordinary yirldicatip 

was not open to him as not being daminus, it proceeded 

on the fiction that the period of usucapio by which 

domidkam would be acquired had already run, and as the 

bonitary owner could have been dominus in such a case, 

h would be entitled to recover the thing under the 

praetorian forma() on proof of the facts. The bona 

fide possessor still had this form of action under Jus- 

tinian although the case of bonitary ownership was ob- 

solete (Bucklond, Manual, 114). 

The notion of natural obligations rooted in that 

of the ius naturale and closely allied to the ius geA- 

tium nay be traced in legal texts of the first Century 

A.D. Obliotio naturalis was o civil law concept and 

owed nothinc to the Edict (Buckland, Manual, 336), but 

was rather a juristic development of the law. It was 

the: jurist who worked out the doctrine that a trans- 
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action . : ;hich was not directly enforcePble as not havix ; 

satisfied the strict legal requirements night yet claim 

to he recognised so as to have some legal effects. For 

example, a payment made under such conditions was irre- 

coverable: a plea of obliitatio naturalis vas a defence 

to a claim of condictio Indebiti, without the necessity 

of an excentio. 

It was not every moral obligation which gave rise 

to a naturalis ob? i.gatio in Roman law. It appears t}r t 

the earliest application of the idea was to transactions 

to which a slave was a party which became operative uron 

his attaining freedom. The destruction of one obli- 

gation by another by means of litis contestatio left a 

naturí:l obligation surviving and ready to revive if is 

case were abandoned. There were various possible ef- 

fects of such an obligation, but the one common to all 

was that it -provided an answer to a claim of condictio 

indebiti, and there is evidence that in some cases ob- 

liratio naturalis might be pleaded as set -off in an 

action (Buckland, Manual, 336) . 

Fraud 

Fraud in a contractual transaction could always be 

raised by the insertion of the excentio doll in the 

formula, or could. be noticed by the judge ex nronrio 
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motu in a.1urlicium bonne fides. here the transaction 

hed been com.-aetecl the a.etio doll lay There was a com- 

plicated system of Praetorian remedies against any c nf't 

or deceit and some of the special cases had special 

re Y,edies (l3uckland, `rîanual , 530: í o1owiez 292 . In 

this connection it may be mentioned that, while under 

the formulary system a judge had no alternative but to 

condemn a defender in money. in some cases, particular- 

ly actions for restitution or exhibition of a thing, 

pecuniary deranges might not be appropriate, and the 

judge was empowered to determine what in fairness would 

be sufficient satisfvetion. In actions of restitution 

or exhibition, specific performance, if not voluntarily 

mode, would be ordained under conditions decreed by the 

judge, `''he list of actions in which such a discre- 

tionary power was entrusted to the judge is exclusive- 

ly praetorian (Muirheac. , 330; inst., iv, 6, 31; 

Sohm, 196). 

Unjust Enr?chmcnt 

Probably no equitable principle appears more Ire- - 

uently in Roman or modern ley than the prohibition of 

the unjust enrichment of one person at the expense of 

another. A person who has had "ossessi on of an- 

of er's property, be it acquired by mistake or accident, 
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at the root of the important praetorian remedies of 

restitutio in inte ;rum. and condietio indebiti; it is the 

corollary of suum cui.r.,ue tribuere, and occurs repeatedly 

in the Digest. Probably the most concise definition is 

that of Poni onius (:0. 50. 17. 206; Girard, 539): : e Jure 

naturae aeQuura est neminem cum alterius detri? lento et 

iniuria fieri 1ocunletiorem ° ". 

Restitutio in intrum permitted the .praetor to avoid 

an inequitable result of law by restoring a party to is 

original position; e.g. a mancipation in4ucec. by 

threats may be avoided. Of great importance is the 

rule that a minor entering into a disadvantageous trans- 

action through inexperience may claim to be restored ?n 

intejrum (Jolowicz , 238 ; Sobra, 294 ; 33uckle.nd , Textbook. 

In the classical law several caser were recognised 

cf unjust enrichment, of which the clascie example is 

that of money paid under the tista.ken belief that it is 

due (3ucklend, Textbook, 541 et sea.) For this on- 

dictio indebiti lies, and is paralleled by other cir- 

cumstances ti ì cre the consideration for the payment has 

foiled, also remediable by condictiones. The error of 

payment remediable must have been reasonable, anC one 

of fact, not of law, cxcent in certain cases, e.r. 

women and children. The application of the condictio 
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c s to the transfer and receiet in good faith of - rol- 

erty, in discharge of an obligation which did not in 

fact exist. For the nurnoses of this rule a neturalis 

obli yatio was a debt, whose subsistence barred the cor- 

dictio (:Bucklsnd, Iranua.l, 314) . The condictio wes 

akin in spirit to mutuum, both being rooted in the de- 

nial of unjustifiable enrichment The rinci-)le that 

such enrichment should be recoverable was early recog- 

nised and indeed attributed to the republican jurists, 

and its extension took place through the formulary 

system (J olowicz, 298) . 

Intention and Form 

The equitable dogma of interpretetlon, that when - 

ever nossit e the intention of the maker of a deed is 

to be regarded rather than the literal form in which 

that intention comes to be expressed, was as well recd ; 

nised in Home as it is in England or bcotland. It is 

inherent in consensual obligations (Gaius, Inst., i11, 

137) , just as j,iuch as the requirement of bona fides 

and might not be ignored in the performance of a jur- 

istic act such as the transfer of property (D.4l .1.9 , 3), 

as well as safeguarding against inadvertence or inno- 

cent mistake in the release of a debt (D.20.6.8.16) or 

in a verbal contract (D.45.1.36), and particularly, of 
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ings 0.26.2.13.pr.) . 

The Lex Anuilza affords examples of b nevolent 

development both by interpretation and by praetorian 

action (Jolowicz, 290). 

Interdicts 

Interdicts were Drobebly the oldest and most im- 

nort. nt of Praetorian remedies (Euckla.nd, Textbook, 

729 et seq.) . Though usually set out in the Edict the 

right protected b;; this magisterial order was not ne- 

cessarily praetorian. They are commonly classified 

into: Exhibitory - orders to produce a person or thing 

which is the subject of legal dispute; Restitutory - 

orders to restore or undo something cone contrary to 

1,1w; and, most commonly, Prohibitory Interdicts for - 

bidding some act or interference with a right. Inter- 

dicts were of considerable importance as being the 

primary remedies in connection with the acquisition or 

retention or rights of oossessiono In their provi- 

sional and ex carte character they resemble the modern 

interdict though their applications are different 

(Roby, II, 441). 



The last specific nifestation of equity in the 

1Hy of Rome which will be mentioned is the antithesis. 

of aequitas and dolus malus. Alit is repeatedly found 

in the authorities - it was undoubtedly the duty of the 

judge to take cognisance of the votive of a party iho 

attempted to derive an unscrupulous advantage by zealous 

adherence to his rights at, strict Iaws In modern law 

t''.is is known as abuse of right . but its scone in Lng ]arr7 

and 6cotland is less well defined than on the Continent 
iquffer`ide S" Ca..b. L. 31 2_04 -) 

(.lien, Legal Duties, 95 , where it is a recognised ap- 

plication of legal doctrine. The nimia subtilitas of 

the inflexible old Roman forms of legis actiones and 

their misuse caused their own downfall (Gaius , Inst , iv, 

30), while liberal interpretation pave rise to the 

Mraetorian utilis actin, and this.liberal and equitable 

understandinp is found in nany forms (Allen, 319 -20 

with examples) . 

Such examples illustrate the wide scope of influ- 

once of the princi-le of equity in Roman low. They are 

professedly not exhaustive, nor do they cover all those 

Roman manifestations of equity to which parallels can 

be traced in our own law, for Roman equity is probably 

nowhere more completely adopted than in Scots Law 

(Mackay In hncyc. VI, 559) . To complete the picture 

mention nay be made of the fact that in Rome, as in 

Scotland to -day, there were not :Lacking those who nnro- 
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tested strongly against equitable liberties taken with 

express provisions of the laws. But, as .Allen points 

.ut (Law in the eyakinp, 321), there was in reality no 

fundamental antinomy between safe, certain law and hu 

,;erne interpretation of it and in the Roman system the 

two pri ciples of law and equity were equally settled 

and equally salutary. So too in England it try° s found 

that there was no reel conflict between law and equity. 

Equitable Influence of the Jurists 

Professor i3uckland noted (Equity, 5 -8; also Mackay, 

Encyc. VI, § 560) that it was natural to consider the 

praetor the chief source of Roman equity but that in 

fact the chief source was the commentary of tho jurist 

rattler than the Praetorian edict , --nd that the interven- 

tion of the Emperor him self was not to be disregarded 

(vide nóst.). The jurists took a prominent Hart in 

the extension of existing remedies although the actual 

introduction of new typos of legal procedure was the 

work of the legislature or the magistrates and the 

lasting fame and influence of Roman low depend in no 

small degree on the work of the jurists of the princi- 

pate (Jolowicz, 384) . They exercised on the law some- 

thing of the influence wielded in England and Scotland 

by a judge, and in fact the Roman jurist someti.ries was 
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a judge, but it is not from his ex cathedra pronounce- 

ments that we derived authoritative law Under the 

republic and empire the jurists advised the magistrates 

on the composition of their edicts. although this func- 

tion di_ inished, and many of their resnónsa were ad- 

dressed to magistrates (Jolowicz 371. Gee also Schulz, 

1' 7) 

It was a jurist no doubt The drafted a .arty° s for- 

mula, a jurist on the consilium of the magistrate who 

really decided whether a new formula should be accepted, 

or a new application of nn existing formula be permitted: 

and much of the imperial legislation was in reality the 

work of the jurists. Like the ïodern Bench, the jur- 

ists' work was practical and not philosophic or analytic 

they dealt with cases, actual or hypothetical, and sel- 

dom touched on abstract statements of legal principle. 

The granting of the ius respondendi by the author- 

ity of the Emperors from Augustus onwards cave author 

tative character to an opinion of a patented counsel, so 

that the judge, unlearned in the law himself, to whom it 

was presented, was bound to adopt it. The beneficial 

consequences of this system were considerable, particu- 

larly in an equitable direction. These quasi -legislative 

powers enabled the jurist to influence current doctrine 

positively as well as speculatively and to leaven his 
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interpretations of the lus civile and ius honorarium with 

suggestions of natural law so as to give a new complexion 

to the system (? iir head , 282) . 

Equitable Influence of the sameror 

From the first the influence of the Emperor on the 

development of the law was considerable and in the Second 

Century his law - making powers were acknowledged by the 

jurists (,3uckland, Equity, 8; Jolowicz, 374; ï,ncyc. =oc. 

Sc. V, 582) . The growth of the imperial legislative 

power was gradual and the E_meror's interference with 

existing law bec i,ae more apparent with the consolidation 

of the imperial sovereignty. It came to be regarded as 

binding since no one could dispute his authority. 

The principal forms Gaius mentions (Inst. I, 5) are 

edicta, decreta and epistulae. Edicta were originally 

oral proclamations valid only during the giver's term of 

office; decreta sere: decision^ of the Emperor acting as 

judge of appeal or even of first instance. As supreme 

authority in the state, he was not rigidly bound and al- 

lowed himself considerable freedom of interpretation, 

extending on occasion to the iltroduction of definitely 

new ririncinles. Those were followed in future and 

quoted by the jurists. 

gistulae, roscrinta and subscriptiones were written 
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answers from, the Emperor to questions or petitions for 

direction. Some were purely administrative; but many 

later ones require a decision on a point of law, and an 

imperial decision on the matter settled the lsw as much 

as a res o nswn though with even greater authority (solo- - 

wica , 374-383; Walton, 278) . It was an epistula of 

Hadrian that introduced the benefit of division amongst 

co- sureties (Inst. iii.20.4). 

Sometimes imperial edicts were transformed into 

senatusconsulta, and adoption of edicts by successive 

Emperors confirmed their in fact legislative force. 

After Diocletian the T }lperors had a monopoly of legisla- 

tion: their edicts were adjusted in the consistory 

which always comprised a proportion of jurisconsults and 

probably only effected minor nodifications in the gener- 

al lam, as distinct from particular personal concessions. 

Roman and Engzllei Equity 

The stipulating work of Professor Buckland on Equity 

in Roman Law suffers, at least for the Scottish lawyer, 

from having an ambiguous title. For Equity is not con- 

ceived in the Aristotelian and Scottish sense but in the 

peculiarly English signification of the tarn. Yet this 

book performs an invaluable function in pointing to and 

illustrating the numerous parallels to and anticipations 
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of English Equity doctrines which aro to be traced in 

Roman law. With this caution in mind we may look brief- 

ly at the major matters of Roman Law which present such a 

resemblance to English doctrines. The list is not ex- 

clusive for not all equitable matters come within the 

jurisdiction of Chancery Equity. 

In the first place, as compared with England there 

was no Court of Equity, no subpoena and no rule of Equity 

acting in nersonam, nor was there any special duty on the 

praetor to deal with persons who acted unconscionably uncler 

the cover of a legal right; that is, remedies were not 

necessarily in nersonam (Buckland, Equity, 3) , effected 

by putting pressure on the conscience of the wrongdoer. 

While this is factually accurate, it is not an essential 

constituent of equity that it should be administered in- 

dependently of the common law. The merits on either sire 

of this argument are touched upon later; but it is not- 

able that, oven in countries which have ''received" the 

Common Law but not the Roman Law, equity is not always 

administered in courts apart from the common law. nor is 

it for that matter in England since 1875 

The principal Roman sources of equitable develop- 

ment were the jurists and their comrientaries on the law, 

and secondly the praetorian edict. In England the de 

velopment was by a series of Chancellors through the 
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medium of cese -law The praetorian influence on the law 

in the direction of equity was lerislr.tive in charocter. 

like other er Roman legislation introducing equitable con - 

ceptions. and like some English and Scottish legislation. 

There wes no close analogy between the praetor le r da- 

tion and the gradual action of the Chancery in granting 

equitable remedies. Moreover praetorian action anal - 

oEvus to Chancery ms found even outside the Edict, as, 

for example, in the rranting of an aetio utilis for which 

there was no rubric in the Edict, such as the extensions 

of the actlo Abc uilia. (Buckland, Equity, 7) . In his 

approval of new formulae the praetor's discretion us 

not hampered by the opposition and jealousy of a rial 

jurisdiction such as troubled the earlier Chancellors in 

England (Buckland, Equity, 7.) 

Sonne of the doctrines which have played an imcortant 

part in the development of English Equity have no anal- 

ogies in the Roman law, such as the distiiction of real 

and personal or heritable and moveable property in 

particular the enormously important and influential con- 

ception of the trust was not known as a general institu- 

tion in Roman Lnw. The fideicommissum (Buckland, Text- 

boo':, 353) was not unlike the trust but the English no- 

tion shows a great advance on the Roman (Buckland, Equity, 

19; Maitland, Coll.Pap.III, 337; Kerly, Ch,iV). The 
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consensus of modern opinion is against the derivation of 

the English from the Roman conception, but sees it rather 

as an indigenous growth (Potter, 529. For Scotland, vide 

Chap. IX). The few and unimportant attehipts in Ronan law 

to create inter vivos trusts were hardly trusts in our 

sense and there was no cuestion of any effect on third 

parties or their rights: that was a later development 

(ßuckland, Equity, 20). 

However. other Ronan conceptions have parallels in 

later law. Fuller consideration of the Scottish paral 

lels and derivatives will be deg "err e,2 tit /the chapters 

dealing with the separate subjects of eouity jurisdiction 

in :cotland and only analogies with the Chancery Equity 

are here pointed to The Roman interdict bears a con- 

siderable resemblance to the injunction which was a most 

powerful Chancery weapon and its sco o is rather narrower 

than that, while there never occurred at Rome the strug- 

gle of jurisdictions which enlivened the history of the 

English coziaon injunction Yet it was of great import- 

ance in the protection of public interests and private 

rights (Buckland, Textbook, 729; Equity, 25). It did 

not deal with defamation; and some of the widest fields 

for its modern application did not exist at Rome, such 

as patents and copyright. The possessory interdicts 

resemble interlocutory injunctions in that they pre- 

suppose an outstanding question of fact, and are issued 
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on an ex parte statement without inquiry. LA.milarity is 

rather less in questions of the means by which these or- 

ders were enforced, and Roman action seems to have been 

rather ineffectual as compared with the Chancery Dover of 

committing to prison until the contempt inferred by non- 

observance was purged 

Restitutio in integrum was an important 'lead of prae- 

torian action which permitted the re-establishment on cer 

tain equitable grounds rf a status auo altered at law. 

The chief grounds were absence while a period of nres- 

criotion was running, mistake , fraud, duress, minority 

and lesion. The ground of undue influence is not separ- 

ately mentioned unless it is comprehended in dolus. In 

the absence of special written contracts there was no 

necessity for the existence of special praetorian powers 

of amendment to meet ceses of mistake of exnression co '- 

parable to the Chancery rectification, though error of 

exnression in wills could be corrected by extrinsic evid- 

ence. There was no civil law remedy for deceit and only 

Praetorian intervention by the actio doll and the actio 

metus relieved from this, while the Praetor might further 

give restitutio in integrum (Buckland, Textbook, 719; 

Equity, 31). 2'uch the same effect might also be achieved 

by dengeatio actionis, i.e., refusing a formula to an 

applicant (Buckland, Equity, 37). 
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Among equitable rights specific performance is the 

most important Chancery development (Buckland, Equity, 40. 

See Fry on Specific Perform'lice, 41 6 et seq..) In the 

classical Rowan law every judgment was for a monetary Den 

alty and there was little sign of specific enforcement in 

the ordinary contractual actions such os sale. It was 

on1: obtainable in cases where it necessarily bad to be 

the remedy if the transaction were to be more than a farce, 

and generally then only by the intervention of the supreme 

legislature. In the later law under the system of 00E41- 

tinnes extraordinarias (Buckland, Toxtbo(*, 662: Jolovicz, 

406) a judge could condemn for damages or for actual ful- 

filment of the obligation undertaken and an order for 

restitution or delivery was enforceable by seizure of 

pledges or by delivery by officers of court. There seems 

to be no evidence that at this stage in the Roman law 

specific nerforliance was in any way an ancillary relief: 

the judgment to be given was thE one most convenient and 

appropriate to the 1)articular case. In this latter res- 

pect the resemblance tr, cots 1-u rather than En'lish is 

plain. 

Limitation of actions by the lapse of timo did not 

appear in Ronan law till late so that frequently a fail- 

ure to take steps to secure nerformance of an obligation 

Was held to infer waiver of the right: the maxim 
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vi ilantibus iuL civile scriptu . est is frequently nen-- 

tianed, recalling the Equity doctrine of lachos. So too 

what may be called estoppel by acguiesc,_nce is common from 

on early period, correspondin; to what is known in Scot - 

lend as rei interventus and es part -oerfor ance in Eng- 

land (Buckland, Equity, 56) . 

In the rules of pled e and lien, the Roman hypothec, 

which was derived from. Greek law has a close C ff ini-L-y to 

the rulos of equitable lien. A noteworthy equitable !;'e 

velopment in this sphere is the floating charge, to -day 

usually existing over a company's stock -in- trade, and 

unknown to Scots law, though applicable to a wider range 

of cases in Roman law (Buckland, Equity, 63) . T?lc olc.. 

Roman mortgage which involved transfer of ossession was 

superseded by Justinian' s tip le by nir;nus , where ownership 

did not and cos session need not nass, and this was in 

effect the same as that of the creation by the Chancery 

of the equity of redention. The English law on these 

matters is largely derived from fro'l Roman law (Buckland and 

M'Nair, 208), and subsequent development in each system 

follows similar lines, 

The rules of callatio bonorum created by the prae- 

torian edict required emancipated children claiming a 

share in their father's estate on intestacy, or in oppos- 

ition to his will, to bring into the division their own 
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erty at least so far as their claims injured those of 

the unemancipate( children (iluckland. Textbook, 325; 

Equity, 72). Such rules are analor'ous to those of ad- 

vancement and hotchpot, while the exceptions of such ele 

monts as peculium castrense recall our own exceptions in 

respect of sums paid for remuneration or education. The 

absence from Roman law of the distinction between real and 

personal or heritable and moveable property with distinct 

lines of descent on intestacy makes impossible the other 

modern application of the nrinci-le in Scotland, that an 

heir-at-law must collate as a condition of claiming a 

share in the moveables. 

Also important in the law of succession is the equit- 

able principle of election, to the effect that a person 

accepting benefit under a deed must accent it wholly and 

renounce rights inconsistent with it; otherwise he can 

take nothing without compensating those whom he disap- 

points. The idea of this rule too is to be found in 

Roman law though the circumstances of its application are 

different (Buckland. Equity. 95). 

Such are some of the -rincipal equitable concentions 

the root idea of which appears also in the amity of the 

Chancer7 and in the low of Scotland, and these references 

may serve to indicate both the fundamental source of so-le 

of our equitable doctrines and the persistence with which 
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they manifest themselves in developed systels of law. 

Botl., in Roman and in English law Equity was unsyste- 

matie and originated in the need to supplement the Law to 

which it paid lip -service But their modes of develop - 

-ent differed end only in England did Equity come to be 

regarded as a separate system. (See further, Hibbert 

113. 126.) 

The Later Roman and Common Law 

To com ? ete the bac1y round it is necessary to men - 

tion the later history of the Roman law and particularly 

the canon low as the channel through which so -.o rf the 

ideas percolated into modern rules of equity. The 

Cornus Turis was almost entirely lost and forgotten dur 

ing the Dark Ages, though it survived to su le extent in 

Italy (Muirhead, 391; ileynial, 365 e_ t semC . ; Hazeltine 

in Camb.Mec .Rist. ,V,607. :_.crutton, Roman Law and English 

Law, passim; Plucknett, 263; Amos, 422) . In the Twelfth 

Century, however, a revival took place in the University 

of Bologna under Irnerl.us ; the texts were studied by 

the Clossators and their notes collected and analysed by 

Accursius about 1260, while in the following century Lar- 

talus and the Post Glossators carried on the study, zply- 

ore rind moríicasuistical tests and producing masses 
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of commentary on the text (Vinogradoff, Roman Law in 
(17 -4oi 

Medieval Europe P. and M., 23) . The interest in and 

study of the Roman lava spread out all over Europe, having 

less effect in England than elsewhere eying to the exist- 

ence of an independent body of lay (Potter, 624 et s. ecj.) . 

In France the tradition was carried on by Cujas. Dornat 

and Pothï.er through whose work much Roman law was re- 

ceived into the law of France (Walton, 335) . Similarly 

in Holland the wieitings of Voet and Heineccius make Roman 

lacy the basis of their country's legal system. 

The early wave of Roman Lave influence reached England 

in the Twelfth Century when Vacarius taught Roman Lavi at 

Oxford (Pollock and Maitland. 118), and when Bracton 

studied the Roman Law in the writings of Azo (Potter, 

270: P. and M. 207) . It probably overflowed into Scot- 

land almost immediately (Mcynial . 3715), though the major 

reception of Roman law into this country did not take place 

till. the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries. The Reiam 

ajstatern contains a c,00d deal of Roman law but much is 

derived through the canon law and indirectly through 

Glanvill (Reg. Maj. (Stair Socy.) p. 27; Sources and Lit- 

erature (Stair Socy.) 137. See also Craig, J.F. I, 2). 

Contemporaneo,Nly the system of canon law had been de- 

veloping. It consisted of the rules of (overnment of th;:: 

Roman church founded on Moly Scr- ture and Apostolic 
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decro:s. _ any of the problems arisinr in the Eleventh 

Century concerning status and property of persons, though 

deterained by ecclesiastical courts, had been solved by 

the application of principles of Roman Law and the rec is- 

covery of Lhe Digest gave an impetus to this trend. About 

1140 Gratian collected and sought to harmonise the great 

'lass of material in the Decretum Gratiani , T. hich `ris sub - 

seauently added to and corurented upon by canonist scholars 

(Le Bras, 322 et am .: P. and M. 112 et seq. ; Hazeltine in 

Encyc. Soc. Sc. III, 179). The importance of this sys- 

tem was that matters of marriage and status, property and 

contract were regularly subject to the jurisdiction of 

the ecclesiastical courts (P. and 124 -30) . The re- 

lation between Ronan and canon law was close and the canon 

system borrowed very largely from the Roman ( and M., 

116) ; it is clear that both were being studied in Eng- 

land fron tho time of Stenhen onwards (P. and M., 120) . 

While the influence of the church on the lew of mar - 

riage and of ~Frills and succession was profound, its contri- 

bution was most notable in the field of contract, where 

the Christian conception of good faith was employed to 

great effect, ?urthermore, the c Burch made every atteint 
to free contract from formalism and even declared finally 

that a simple promise was enforceable, against the 
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authority of the Roman Law (ex do mIcto non oritur actin) 

and of the nascent Common Lay of England, which in ,isted on 

the nocessit:, of consideration (Plucknett, 271; cf. ïIol :yes, 

Early English Equity) . 

Scotland was in an exceptional position prior to the 

Reformation in that she was independent and (irectly sub - 

ject to the Apostolic See with the privilege of holding her 

own Provincial Councils (Statutes of the ,:sottish Church, 

e _ . Patrick, Introd.), Canon Law had come in ,with the 

establishment of a vigorous national Church under David I. 

Nevertheless while the general Canon Law more or less ton- 

.mon to .uro- :e was not strictly applicable in Scotland. the 

.sottish clergy were in general satisfied with it and drew 

on it and English models for their enactments so that the 

statutes made were not numerous or original (Maitland 

Thorson, in Mylnees Canon Law, Introd.; Fraser, husband 

and Wife, I, 23 et see.; I, 224 et seq.). It is probable 

that most of the Roman infiltration at this ner_iod was 

through the medium of the canon law as every canonist had 

some knowledge of Roman law and there is evidence of a man- 

ual of Roman canon law. redacted in England, in use in 

c cotland in the Twelfth Century (Patrick, Introoduction to 

Statutes of the ,t.scottish Church. p. xxvi) . Both were 

taught in the Scottish Universities from an early period 

(Sources and Literature, 186) 

After the Reformation the principal sphere of canon 
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low influence , marriage and status , vos transferred to 

the Commissary Court but the law administered was not 

radically altered and this branch of our law still shows 

the greatest signs of canonist it flnmence But prior to 

1532 a greet deal of the legal business of the country, 

both lay end ecclesiastical, era, done in the courts of 

the Bishops' "Official &' (I. nee. , Scotch Legal Antiquities, 

238). 

The Roman law which finally made its way into Scot- 

land was that of the later commentators such as Baldus 

and Barto?us, which had accommodated itself to ^ractical 

needs ;Pollock and Maitland, I, 223) , end that was de- 

rived from the practice of study at French and later, 

more particularly at Dutch, Universities, so that mush 

of the Roman law was taken at second hand by Sects frail 
French and Dutch studies of the subject ,Sources and 

Literature, 176 -8, 185 -6). 

More important to the subject of this study is the 

fact that a large part of thé legal business of the 

country was conducted by clerics and this was not con- 

fined to ecclesiastical courts. The Scottish clergy. 

with a background. of Roman and Canon Law knowledge, 

played a prominent and formative part in the judicial 

business of Parliament, and as Lords Auditors and later 

as members of Council and Session and as arbiters. 
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such a background it is impossible that ideas from the Rom- 

an and canon law should not have penetrated the law of 

ocotland (sources and Literature, 185; Craig, J.F. 1,3). 

Lord Normand has said (F. V. F., 1945 S.C. at 208), "the 

canon law, while not of binding authority .... will re- 

ceive due weight in our law if it appears to be secundum 

aequum et bonum". 

The Praetor and the Chancellor 

In view of the many noints of similarity between the 

equitable jurisdiction of the Praetor and the development 

of Equity in England in the Courts of the Chancellors , it 

is as well to summ-?.rise the features distinguishing the 

two systems. In the first place, the Praetor professed 

to be ruided by a sot of supposedly fixed principles an 

nounced beforehand in his edict, while the Chancellor 

originally had a discretion to decide a case according to 

natural justice; the Praetor was nevertheless considered 

as having a special leaning towards equity in its varuer 

and wider sense because of his function. In the second 

place. Roman equity was not developed and admi istered by 

a senarate tribunal, as it was in England down to 1875: 

it was, as it has always been in Scotland, dealt with in 

the same courts as matters of the strictest law In the 
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t ?l:i_rc -lace , it will appear in the next chanters that a 

conspicuous feature of Chancery equity is that it always 

claimed to act in personam, to s dress its orders to the 

defendant and act upon his conscience. Fourthly, as has 

been nentioned already, some of the most important bran- 

ches of knglish Equity have no real counterpart in the 

law of Roms ; in particular this is true of equitable 

conversion and the enormously important subject of trusts 

(Encyc. Soc. Sc., V, 582; Buckiand, Main Institutions, ?) 

In short, the equity of the Praetor is an interest- 

ing analogy to that cf the English Chancellors, but not 

a source from which it is derived (Holdsworth, Essays, 

197, citing Lord ilardwickets Letter to Lord Karnes on the 

administration of equity in England), and direct descent 

of English principles and rules from classical Roman law 

can rarely be shown, The scope and fora of :nglish 

equity was determined to a greater extent by the defects 

of the common law and the gaps in it than by the Roman 

law, and the Precise content of the rules in England vas 

largely determined by the practice of the Court of Chan- 

cery. Nevertheless the conception of equity and its 

relation to strict law was derived from Aristotle through 

the canoeists and they and the civilians undoubtedly con - 

tributed something to equity pleading and procedure, while 

Roman rules and civilian writings were doubtless utilised 
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to indicate what would be a fair and reasonable rule to 

apply to a given state of facts (Kerly, 1:39). It re- 

mains to be seen at a later stage what conclusions can be 

drawn with regard to Scotland. 

Roman Influence on EnE4sh Equity 

The greatest influence of the Roman law on the devel- 

opment of the system of equity jurisprudence in England 

was emerted during the infancy of that system in the late 

Fourteenth and early Fifteenth Centuries, and narticularly 

through the agency of Chancellors end their officials who 

were ecclesiastics and canonists (Holdsworth, Essays,190). 

In the Dialogue of the Doctor and Student (Plueknett,247) 

the equitable doctrines voiced by the Doctor start from 

scholastic philosophy and canon law: the definition of 

equity and the justification for its existence alongsAo 

law are derived from Aristotle through Gerson, and the 

application of conscience in individual cases is borrowed 

from two Fifteenth Century Summae Confessorum concerned 

particularly with floral problems of this kind (Vinograd- 

off, 24 L.Q.R., 374-8). 

Yet civilian and canonist influence aid not remain 

a pernanent force in equity, despite such analocies as 

those between Praetor and Chancellor and fideicommissum 

and trust for analogy does not necessarily signify 
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derivation of the later conception from tho earlier. 

Doubtless, however, equity took over Roman concepts 

from the ecclesiastical courts when it assumed the juris- 

diction over legacies and administration of arsets for 

merly exercised by those courts, and the citations fro,1 

Roman 11.! in such connections are numerous (Holdsworth, 

Essays, 191; Kerly, History of Equity, 189). Yet the 

debt of English equity to Roman lava is not large and the 

borrowings from the Institutes and Digest were usually 

taken fror: textbooks of ecclesiastical law rather than 

from the original (Kerly, In fact, such Roman 

doctrines as were adopted from Gerson and the canonists 

and civilians were assimilated into the distinctive and 

insular 1;nglish system of equity, so that the recourse 

to foreign authority was in time rendered unnecessary 

by the growth of purely English rules (Holdsworth, 

Essays, 192). It developed dependent on the law of the 

state, called into existence by the imperfections and 

hardships caused by the human law of the State, and al- 

ways in England remained a distinct system dependent on 

the common low, a gloss pro-supposing the existence of 

the common law (Maitland, Equity, 18-19); while its 

insular development was assisted by the course of English 

legal history whereby common lawyers beca-te Chancellors 

and Masters of the Rolls from the time of More onwards 

(1529). 
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"No doubt the conception of equity and its relation 

to the law was derived from Aristotle through the canon 

l'wyers; and no doubt the ystem of equity procedure and 

pleading owed something to the civilians and canonists. 

But since the underlying theory es to the occasions when 

equity could modify the law made it in a sense a satel 

lite to the law and since the common law was, to use the 

words of Holt C.J., 'the overruling jurisdiction in this 

realm' (Shermavlin v. Sande (1697) 1 Ld. Raym. 272), it 

followed that the contents of its rules were determined 

far more by defects of, and lacunae in, the common law . 

which made its interference necessary, than by the Roman 

or any other system of law. Though Roman rules, and, as 

-aine indicated, the s)eculations of foreign writers on 

Roman law and jurisprudence, night be referred to in or- 

der to indicate what was the fair and reasonable rule to 

apply to a given state of facts (Korly, History of ,cuity, 

189), the main current of the development of equity was 

determined by the need to adc to, or to render more effi- 

c-,cious, the rules of the common lay; and since that 

development was nade by a separate court, the contents of 

its rules were elaborated mainly by the practice of the 

court, and through the agency of that system of case low, 

which in the course of the seventeenth Century, it fo/- 

loued the common law in adopting." (Hold:.1worth, o .cit. 

197.) 
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Chapter III 

Development of Equity in English Law 

A distinction has already been drawn between the 

general acceptation of the term equity and the technical 

significance which tends to attach to it in law and es- 

pecially the narticular shade of technical meaning which 

pertains to the term in the Law of England. For there 

it has an entirely specialised meaning. It includes 

technically only certain rules which were developed in 

the Court of Chancery. The basis for its creation may 

have been the desire to 6o right between men according to 

the moral law of the Uric, but it was always limited and 

has now become a fixed body of principles of a like char- 

acter to, though Oifferent in many respects fro-1, the 

Comon Law. It is no longer possible to claim redress 

simply unon moral grounds: it is now necessary to show 

some or nciple recognised by the system of Equity before 

a remedy can be granted, just as some rule of the Comman 

Law must be prayed in aid to support an action at law." 

(Potter, 550. Cf. Re Diplock, 5907 Ch. 465, 481.) 

The present chapter accordingly deals with the or6. 

igin and rise of this department of English Law. Equity 

is often spoken of in Maitland's words as a gloss on the 

Common Law and while in a way gloss and text are a unity.. 
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it does not follow that there will be a logical and sys- 

tematic distribution of material between them, nor that 

conflict and contradiction between text and gloss will 

be absent, particularly whore the two are virtually the 

works of se'Darate branches of a profession- :Nonce 

equity is a fragmentary thing and lacks a general theory: 

it becomes an enumeration of the historical heads of 

equity jurisdiction (Plucknett, 603). 

Iiquity. in the C ormo n Law 

It is misleading to associate equity exclusively 

with the Court of Chancery in which its later develop - 

ment took place. At an early stare in Enclish legal 

history the King's judges gave many kinds of relief v hieh 

were subsequently only obtainable from the Chancery 

(Holdsworth, H.E.L. , II, 245, 334) : they had a wide 

discretion to do justice according to moral law and as 

they were frequently ecclesiastics they held the moral 

law in special veneration. In the last resort every 

man mirlht go to the King to receive justice, though r'.rio 

to the Norman Conquest there was not much encouragement 
Ss -o 

to di so (Potter; Plucknett, 606). 

Glanvil as id that equity should be considered where 

no precedent existed (P. and M., 2, 189-90), which re- 

veals royal justice being admiì istered on a basis of 
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"right reason" failing any better defined cfmrse; and 

Bracton remarked that Equity required in equal causes an 

even- handed justice and true equality in all things, a 

passage apparently derived from Azo (Maitland, Azo and. 

áracton., 23) Down to I3racton's time there was, too. 

a greater elasticity in the remedies obtainable fro :a the 

royal judges than was the case in the later develo^ed 

common law, where damages were almost universal; and 

there was a great similarity between these remedies 

and those ultimately awarded by the Chancery. For ex- 

ample, there was something like specific performance 

(Holdsworth, H.E.L., II. 246-9i Potter, 551) , antici- 

pating by two hundred years the earliest similar decree 

of the Chancellor (ï .zeltine, Early Hist. of Eng. Eq. 

in 1913 Essays, D. 269; Holdsworth, 26 Yale L.J., 1) ; 

and the early common law writs of prohibition antici- 

pated the Chancery injunction as a process in Personar 

whereby parties were corAraa.nded to do or refrain from a 

particular thing, c.c., to prevent waste on the part 

of a tenant for life or for years (Hazeltine, 270; 

Potter, 551). In fact those remedies were based not 

upon the fundamental Equity rule later developed that 

the d::.fendant's conduct was contrary to conscience 

and inequitable, but upon the fact that an acknow- 

ledged wrong should be prevented or remedied. 



The early common lay judges fllso recognised rights 

as to property not unlike those which Equity alone 

later enforced, such as the Equity of Redemption and 

the Trust (lazeltine, 263 -5; Potter, 552) . Apparently 

from the middle of the Thirteenth Century this correc- 

tive jurisdiction declined rapidly, but as late a: 
Edward III a new writ gave equitable relief on the 

ground of matter arising after judgment (Potter, 553). 

Bills in Egre 

A form of eau' table relief administered in the 

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries by the common law 

judges was by Bills in Lyre presented to the King's 

Justices. The Justices in General Eyre seem to have 

accounted themselves more direct representatives of 7,he 

King than his Justices in the Common Law Courts and e-- 

pear to have claimed to exercise the King's Plenary 

powers. The bills were humble petitions to the Jus- 

tices in Lyre by complainants for a remedy frequently 

on the ground of poverty, and frequently concluding 

with a plea for justice (Holdsworth, H. E. L. I , 265 , 449) . 

In many violence and arms are alleged, and recovery of 

money owed is also common. The bills were apparently 

dealt with by remit to a jury end by ordinary co ).on 

law procedure unlike that later evolved by the 
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Chancery (Potter, 556) , 

Equity in Eyre is not the ancestor of the equity of 

the Chancellor though it may foreshadow it, for the pro- 

cedure vas different and the Justices never dealt with 

wrongs for which the common law had provide(: no remedy, 

nor did they develop special remedies: the Chancellor too 

altered the basis of liability from external acts to the 

moral obligation on the defendant's conscience. The 

Eyre has been likened rather to the Star Chamber equity 

than that of the Chancery, relief against overpowering 

strength rather than as a result of the deficiency of the 

common law. At this stage equity was still natural jus- 

tice (Holdsworth, ::a .zers , 92) . 

The increas in; separation of the justices from the 

King's Council diminished the importance of equity 

through co :mon law forms and this development did not out- 

live the Fourteenth Century, so that by the Fifteenth Cen- 

tury the development of a system to supplement the comon 

law was essential as it had by then lost all its discre- 

tionary powers (Potter, 557; Plucknett, 610 -1). 

Equitable Jurisdiction of the King's Council 

After the iIormen Conquest the Curia Regis took a more 

prominent part in the administration of justice. It ryas 

the principal administrative body of the country concerned 
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especially yith finance and branches gradually split off 

to deal with different kinds of business, end from these 

the Common. Law Courts were born 

Henry II firmly est_blished the Curia Feels PS a 

court exercising both the feudal jurisdiction of the King 

and the general residuary justice inherent in the king- 

ship, with the deli :n of centralising justice in royal 

hands (Potter, 99 et seq. ; Holdmiorth, H.E.L. 

The King's Council.., however, retained jurisdiction after 

the Common Law Courts had broken away from it and had a 

superior cognisance over judicial matters (Potter, 1.5). 

In the earlier i '.d1e tlges the Council had an absolute 

jurisdiction over all the proceedings in the courts below. 

A litigant who felt himself aggrieved applied for redress 

to the Council just as he would have applied to the King 

before the latter cori itted his prerogative of distribut- 

ing justice rod equity to this Council. Application 

was made to it when from the enormity of the offence, or 

the rank or power of the party, or any other cause, there 

was likely to be an impediment to a fair trial or to the 

attainment of appropriato redress in the ordinary tri- 

bunals. . o when by force or fraud or prejudice justice 

was being prevented from taking its ordinary course, the 

Council took the matter into its own hands, or gave spe- 

cific directions in rei and to it according to the circum- 
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stances of the case (Spence, Equitable Jurisdiction, I, 

330) . The Council consa.sted of a body of permanent 

officials, the -Jost important beînc the Chancellor . who 

Dresidod and directed its business. It met daily and 

periodically had associated with it lords and ecclelas- 

tical di;nitaries specially summoned to attend its meet- - 

ing, in which cc se it sat as the Great Council distinct 

from Parliament but which blended with it when Parliament 

was sitting. The Great Council ultimately merged into 

Parliament and the permanent council became distinct and 

separate, receiving the nar_o of Privy Council. 

At this time the authority of the Council er braced 

the origins of all the jurisdictions sprung from it, 

based on the residue of justice in the royal hands. Its 

jurisdiction extended to all, the cases which could not be 

remedied by reason of the defects of the Common Lam, to 

matters outside the Common. Law such as maritime and ec- 

clesiastical law, cases where the Common Law remedy was 

not forthcoming owing to the disturbed character of the 

age, and to ministerial procedure in matters affecting 

the King's interests (Holdsworth, H.E.L. 1, 486). no 

Council could use its executive authority to compel at- 

tendance of a defendant to answer before it on the matter 

of complaint by a writ of subpoena or of auibusdam de 

c ~tis causis, to the former of which a penalty was ad- 

jocted for failure. 
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The proc o6ure before Council tended to take minister- 

in' form with Roman pleading and process. The parties 

.ore liable to be subjected to a very severe examination 

and the Council's interference and rough justice in the 

tines was both essential and popular (Potter, 137). 

During the Fifteenth Century the Court of Chancery 

became distinct as a court from the Council and this re- 

lieved the Council of much of its civil business, though 

much remained and was handled by the Star Chamber and 

Court of Requests, so that by the Tudor period the Council 

had become a Court primarily responsible for the suppres- 

sion of disorder and with adequate machinery for that 

Purpose (Potter, 138). 

Ea_uity in the Egcheáuer 

The Exchequer was the first tribunal to break away 

from the Curia Regis and as early as the time of Henry l 

it became a separate department, though mainly concerned 

with finance. The jurisdiction of the Exchequer in liti- 

gation arose from the decision of disputes which occurred 

in the course of tax-collecting. In due course the a - 

Pointment of lawyers to perform the judicial functions 

followed, and by the time of Edward I the Exchequer was 

dealing not only with purely fiscal disputes but with any 

lawsuits arising in their course, though there was no real 
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separation of fiscal and ju icial functions (Potter, iaì). 

In the earlier period petitions for what would now be re - 

carded as equitable relief outside the Common Law were 

made to the Exchequer. This equitable relief remained a 

feature of the Exchequer and in theory the Chancellor ire- 

sided over its exercise The equity side of the nacho- 

auer became limited in the Fourteenth Century as peti- 

tioners preferred to anly to the King or the Lord Chan- 

cellor and Council; but it revived again in the Fifteenth 

Century and in the Sixteenth Century the Exchequer apnerrs 

to have enjoyed a general equitable jurisdiction. Tice 

Judges rested their decisions on natural justice and did 

not limit them to the Co-non Lew, though Equity was to 

some extent administered through Common Law forms at this 

time. Yet the Exchequer retained this general equitable 

jurisdiction, after the traces of it in the Common Law 

system of the other courts of Common Law had disappeared, 

until it was transferred to the Chancery in 1842. It 

even seems in the Sixteenth Century to have assumed the 

right to enforce Equity by the writ of sujmoena (Potter, 

113-7; Plucknett, 166) 

Rise of the Courts of 74apity 

Intereferonce in the name of the King as the fountain 

of justice became inevitable es the jurisdiction of the 

Courts of Common Law became confined and restricted to 



the narrower fords of actions (On these see P. and -I., 

II, 558). At first this was undertaken by the Kin;'s 

Council acting on petitions to the, King or his Council 

praying that he would do justice since none could be had 

from his Judges. To this jurisdiction the Courts of 

Equity and particularly the High Court of Chancery yore 

the legitimate successors. 

While the infinite diversity of human circumstances tt 1. 

renders a measure of discretionary judicial interference 

inevitable , the claim to apply an ill-defined '_'oral law 

would render the transactions of ordinary business un- 

certain; and the development of. civilisation, riving 

room for varying interpretations of moral right, made 

inevitable the transition from discretionary judicial 

functions of Council into normal court activities separ- 

ated from its executive functions. In this transmuta- 

tion, new Courts and the new system of Equity developed 

parallel to the Common Law and its Courts (Potter, 149; 

Cf. Lord Ellesmere in The Earl of Oxford's Case, 1 Wh. 

and T.L.C. 617). 

The indefinite nature of the residuary royal jus- 

tice and the vagueness of the fundamental moral concep- 

tions made the distinction of Chancery from Council slow 

and variable. The separation in fact arose from the 

gradual acquisition by the Chancellor of the power to 

sit and act independently of the Council in judicial 
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Natters, insteac of at first one of the Council end lat- 

terly their delegate for these purposes. Even after the 

Chancellor had acquired the rirht to sit alone, the Car n- 

cil still retained the authority to dispose of similar 

causes, although its interference with what came to be 

regarded as Chancery matters gradually diminished. _p - 

parently, too, the earlier Chancellors sat alone to deal 

with petitions on matters not ?within the scope of the 

ultin.ate Chancery jurisdiction; yet this tended to develm 

that function into a court of justice. 

The first decree knovn to hive been :r acd.e by the 

Chancellor alone ne a Judge is of the year. 1474 though 

almost a century earlier the Chancellor heard and dis- 

missed, apparently uithout consulti the Council, a 

Petition addressed to him alone (Potter, l50). He cer- 

tainly came to exercise judicial powers independently of 

the Council in those cases where the Coron Law would 

have left unredressod a wrong contrary to conscience, 

there beinc no adequate remedy. In the earlier period 

there were cases, too, where the uncertainty of the 

times, poverty and the petitioner's status made petitea 

to the Council the only real remedy, although one did 

exist at Co non Law; but by the Tudor period this 

secondary jurisdiction hed ceased (Potter, l50). 

The fact that the Chancery cane to have this extra- 

ordinary jurisdiction Baas due to the Chancellor's beii ; 
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closely related to the administration of law, to his be- 

ing himself a leading member of the King's Council, and 

having in the Chancery an efficient department of state 

(Holdsworthi H.E.L.I, 400). 

Originally, then, the Chancellor's jurisdiction dld 

not exist by virtue of his office, nor had it any connec- 

tion with his post as keeper of the Kinp's conscience. 

but only later did the Court of Chancery develop a juris- 

nrudence based upon that idea. Originally the 'osition 

of the Chancellor was that of a delegate of the Council 

to whom that body, overburdened with work of every des- 

cription, delegated certain matters, as the Chancellor 

was of all the superior royal officials the most con- 

stantly in attendance (Holdsworth, H.EL. 1, 401) . Fir- 

thernore, he had an organised staff which had for long 

exercised the Dower of issuing judicial and administra- 

tive writs to the Kinr's officials and so was situated 

at the head of the legal system. Hence it was a nat- 

ural step for the Council to transmit the petitions ad- 

dressed to it to the Chancellor, sometimes with an en- 

dorsed instruction how to proceed, as the Chancellor 

eamonded the machinery which could give redress to the 

petitioners (Plucknett, 162; 'Toldsworth, H.E.L. I 402). 

The theory underlying the action of the early 

Chancellors was different from that of earlier ti es 

it was not natural justice but the idea of the Court 
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compelling the litigant to fulfil duties of reason and 

conscience. The equitable jurisdiction of the Fifteenth 

Century was based on the application of the current 

ideas of the canonists regarding the moral government 

of the universe to the administration of law in the 

state. Equity on these lines was loose and liberal, 

yet so popular as to require a separate court (Holds - 

worth, Makers, 92) 

Reasons for the Development of the Chancellor's 

Jurisdiction 

The lain reasons which have been suggested to ac- 

count for the jurisdiction of the Chancellor are the 

existence of the "Latin side" of Chancery and the prac- 

tice of delegation by the wing's Council to the Chan- 

cellor with whom the Chancery was so closely connected. 

The Chancery was not only the Chancellor's office but 

the writ office for the Common Law Courts , and this 

nave great power to the Chancellor (Holdsworth, H.E.L. 

II, 512) . The Provisions of Oxford limited his right 

to seal new writs without consent of King and Council 

But the Chancellor soon reasserted his authority to ice: tie 

writs in circumstances akin to those covered by an 

existing writ, where the facts were in like case but 

there was no writ to cover the plaintiff's complaint. 

This was authorised by the Statute in Consimili Casu of 
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1285 (Potter, 151; Hanbury, 2); the Chancery authority 

possibly extended also to framing other new writs. 

This power was of a semi- -juc icial nature owing to the 

necessity of bringing an action within the scope of a 

writ to have it relevant, The result was that the 

Chancery had a li:ited and miscellaneous Common Law 

jurisdiction which became known as the "Latin side", 

though it was only after the development of the equit- 

able jurisdiction that it beea e clearly distinguished 

from the Chancellor's other functions. It was the out - 

come of the Chancellor's executive office to issue 

writs, in which he had a limited e,ercise of discre- 

tion (EolC sworth, 1).1,..L. I, 398, 450: Kerly, 50-52). 

It followed that the major ,Dart of the legal jurisdic- 

tion concerned the issue of certain writs and the pro - 

cedure thereon. 

From the close connection between Chancellor and 

the King and his Council, it was natural that he should 

hove cognisance of pleas affectinp the King or grantees 

of rights from the King (Potter, 151; ioldsworth, si. E . L. 

I, 452) , So too ,etitlofns of right were dealt with in 

this department of Chancery. 

The last form of jurisdiction was to deal with per - 

sonal actions brought by and against officials of the 

Court, which was one inherent in all superior Courts 

(Holisworth, H.E.L. I, 453). This however had little 
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connection Ath equitable principles: it was only 

about the middle of the Fifteenth Century that the dis- 

tinction between the Latin and the English or equitable 

ide of Chancery was established (IIoldsworth, H.F.L. I, 

451) . The two sides were distinguished by the langua- 

ges in which their proceedings were conducted. It 

seems beyond doubt that the exercise of judicial powers 

in the Chancery -paved the way for the grovth._ of a sen 

arate Court there. 

But more important were the numerous petitions to 

the King or the King and Council for redress of ;riev -- 

ances. (For examrlos showing reasons for applications 

to Chancery, see i3ailcon's Introd. to Sel, Cas. in 

Chancery, xxii.) The Chancellor had succeeded the 

Chief Justiciar as the principal officer of state, at 

the head both of the executive and of the only organ- 

ised State department, -which was also the office from 

which legal proceedings originated. The Chancellor 

himself was, furthermore. very commonly an ecclesiastic 

or occasionally a lawyer and more suited by training 

to administrative and judicial operations than the 

general run of Privy Councillors of the period (Potter, 

152; Ha.nbury, 4: Floldsworth, H.E.L. I, 401 -2) . 

It is apparent that the greatest vice of the ad -^in- 

istration of the Common Law throughout the Thirteenth, 

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries consisted in its 
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failure to rive redress when the injured narty was poor 

and unable to pay the requisite fees for obtaining the 

writs to originate an action, and in 1402 the Chancellor 

vas given power by statute to appoint a commission to 

try a charge on the bare complaint of the party (Kerly, 

41-2 

Petitions to the King 1-Jere naturally referred by 

him to the Council as in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth 

Centuries that was the legal tribunal of greatest im- 

portance (Holdsworth, U.E.L. I, 399). But the Council 

were unfittec for such work and were not unwilling that 

the Chancellor should hear and consider these cases by 

himself. Originally the Chancellor would report to the 

Council, and decision ;oule follow a discussion of the 

reoort. In the course of time the discussion would be- 

come more a formality and probably a recommendation in 

the report would be accented. Certainly in 1474 the 

Chancellor dealt with a case on his own initiative: he 

Probably did this in those cases which fell clearly out- 

side the urovince of the Common Law Courts. Thence he 

Proceeded to the decision of other petitions brour!ht 

before him, the precise speed and nature of the widen- 

ing jurisdiction denending on the eminence and inclin- 

ation of the individual Chancellors (Potter, 153; inell, 

2-3) 
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Kerly has pointed out that in earlier times the 

York falling to the Chancellors arose not so much from . 

the insufficiency of the Common Law, which in fact ac- 

counts for a very small r±art of the Chancellor's work 

down to the Fifteenth century. :f-His power was at 

first called in far more often to remedy or prevent a 

breakdown or miscarriage of the ordinary system of jus- 

tice than to supply omissions which it contemplated or 

recognised (Kerly, 12) . A liberal construction of the 

statute in consim i li casu would not have obviated the 

necessity for the extraordinary jurisdiction of the 

Chancellor, as Austin (Jurisprudence, 655) and Black- 

stone (Comm. III. 51) suggested. 

Early Stages of Chance Ju..risdiction 

Down to the times of the Tudors there was in gener- 

al close co- operation between the Chancellors and the 

Common La -; Judges. In the Fifteenth Century it appears 

that the determination of petitions was frequently done 

with the consent of the Justices of the Common La 

Courts, as they were frequently summoned to the Coulon 

and the Chancellors' jurisdiction had not yet diverged 

from this, nnd for several centuries yet the judges ve 

regularly called in to advise on questions of common lay 

and occasionally even on matters of pure Equity. 
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There ias no formality in the nature of a complaint 

to the Chancellor, nor was he bound by rules in adjust- 

ing the parties' rights though the Chancery had a fairly 

settled procedure utilising the subpoena. He adminis- 

tered natural justice interpreted in canonical texts to 

the parties in name of the King, although he tended to 

follow a consistent practice which in time tended to de- 

fine the 1tuits of Chancery jurisdiction. Yet the wide 

latitude and the personal character of the proceedings 

emphasised the personal nature of the remedy and the 

moral duty of the respondent, which was further nar!:ed 

by the fact that the Chancellor was normally an eccles- 

i-stic (Potter, 154: Hanbury, 6) 

in the period between the middle of the Fourteenth 

Century, when the CoTnon Law had firct tended to become 

rigid, and the Reformation under Henry VIII, the growth 

of Equity differs from its earlier development connected 

with the royal discretion as the basis of equitable rqodi- 

floation of, the low, in that it was caused and largely 

conditioned by the rigidity of the Common Law which had 

by now lost the equitable principles it possessed at an 

earlier period. The defects of the Conmon Lay and the 

disturbed state of the country required the growth of 

equitable princi los outside and oven opposed to the 

Common Law 8econdly, the interference was more eiroct 

than if it had been developed by the Common Law Courts 
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themselves. And thirdly, the theory of equity on which 

the ecclesiastical Chancellors based their jurisdiction 

;as different fro,i2 that of Bracton - it was reason and 

conscience, rather than natural justice (Bbldsworth, H.E.L. 

V, 215) . In the first cquartor of the Sixteenth Century 

friction between the Chancery and Common Low Courts which 

had arisen earlier, principally on account of the Chan- 

cellor's action in issuing; an injunction whereby a plain - 

tiff would be ordered to discontinue proceedings in the 

Comrion Law Courts under pain of imprisonment, became acute. 

Luria{_° the early development of the Chancery, the 

Chancellor 11J,d to administer justice over a wider field 

than fell ultimately uithin the province of Equity. He 

had juriscA ction over cases failing entirely ol, tside the 

Con on Law, such as those concerning aliens or maritine 

matters He had much to do in righting wrongs Thich were 

due to the disturbed state of the country or to the fail- 

ure of the Common Law to redress wrongs within its own 

jurisdiction (Holdsworth, I.E.L. I, 405) . Probably ex- 

pediency rather than any legal principles governed the 

exercise of the jurisdiction, thous <h it seems that the 

fundamental characteristics of Chancery equity were al- 

ready being recognised and laid. down (Potter, 557; 

worth, H.E.L. H.E.L. I, 405). 

`.'here was an emphasis on conscience :'ith an occle- 

siastical Chancellor, a petition praying aid in the nano 
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of God and charity, and an in;4uiry into the defendant's 

personal co;Iduct, as distinct frot the Coy mon Law atti- 

tude where an external act of wrongdoing was the eritae -- 

ion. Early procedure was borrowed from canon law. 

There is, too, a constant reference in the petitions to 

a moral standard of right rnd reason, good faith and con- 

science (Potter, 558). 

While the early equity of the Common Law Courts was 

vide and indefinite and included such ideas as justice 

and analogy (Vino;radoff, Reason and Conscience, 24 

L.Q.R. 373) , the Chancellors were more influenced by 

ideas derived from the canonists, depending on the theory 

of Divine law ruling the torid and predominating over 

State laws (Holdsvaorth, R.E.L. TV, 279 -86) . This is 

particularly noticeable in St Germain's' two Dialogues 

between a Doctor of Divinity and a Student of the Cos -ion 

Law, published in 1523 and in 1530. This work is of 

particular importance for the ideas underlying medieval 

equity (Holdsworth, H.E.L. V, 266): discretion based 

upon conscience was held bound to enter into any ade- 

quate legal system, and conscience, a typical conception 

of canon law, was the supreme principle of equity. Also, 

the work appeared at a critical time, as with the Refer- 

nation the line of ecclesiastical Chancellors was ending 

and the setting out of the fundamental doctrines upon 

which they had acted was essential to the continuance of 
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the syste i by lay c hc ncellors who were ignorant of the 

ancient doctrine of conscience (Pl icknett, 247-8; Chrimes, 

203) . The work also nut into popular a.nd intellir ble 

form the current learning of the canonists with regard to 

the fundamental legal conceptions, such as the nature and 

objects of law and the different kinds of law, Thus was 

the author enabled to explain similarly in an intelli- 

gible way the principles underlying the canonist view 

that the reason and necessity for the existence of equity 

lay in curing° the injustice caused by the generality of 

law, and it is the emphasis on conscience that differen- 

tiates the equity administered by the ecclesiastical 

chancellors of the Fifteenth Century from that adminis- 

tered by the Common Lasa Courts in the Thirteenth. and Four- 

teenth Centuries. Furthermore, the appearance of an 

English version of the Dialogues facilitated the develor- 

ment of equity on native lines (Holdsworth, H.E.L. V, 

266; Vinogradoff, 24 E.Q.H. 373). 

In pursuance of such theories, then, the Chancel ses 

assumed the right to interfere with the course of justice 

as administered by the C ̂ urts of Cordon Law in cases 

where, although the general rule MS just, it would work 

against the law of God in the particular instance. 

Hence the administration of Equity by the Chancellor ms 

involved as part of a universal scheme of government, 

thouk .h not as yet a. legal system distinct from the Common 
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Lau (Potter, 559). 

Fifteenth Century Equity was conditioned, principal- 

ly, by throe factors: the rigidity of the Common Lay 

and its deficiencies, ::,art? y of leek of remedy and part- 

ly of method; the development of Equity outside the 

Common Law with direct and avowed interference with the 

Common Law in consequence of its rigidity and defects, 

foreshadowing Equity as a distinct system of law; and 

lastly, the recognition of the basis of conscience vide 

enough to admit a ril scellaneous collection of cases. 

The cases falling within Chancery jurisdiction covered 

relief on account of defective machinery of the Corson 

Law and of defective substantive law, the former compris- 

ing specific relief instead of damages, and account and 

administration of assets, the latter covering trusts, the 

recognition of a general principle of enforceability of 

contracts, fraud and mistake and the recovery of chat- 

tels (Potter, 561 -3; Barbour, 108; Holdsworth, H.E.L. 

1, 405, 454) .. The process of Common Law tans both diatory 

and expensive, as well as being highly technical. The 

system of pleading had become so technical and rigid that 

a plaintiff with a good claim might well be defeated over 

a matter of words. The methods of evidence were most 

rudimentary and the machinery of the law was abused by 

the great and powerful to cover their acts of violence and 

fraud. In these matters the procedure of the Fifteen ti 
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Century Chancery was strong just where the Common Law was 

weak (Holdsworth, H.E.L. V, 279 et seg..) 

The Iormative Period - 1485 1660 

Duri r, the times of the Tudors and earlier ;_ tuarts 

the Court of Chancery was finally established and its or- 

ganisation set firmly on foot; the jurisdiction of the 

Court becai' e established, its amount of business in- 

creased, and it successfully resisted the attacks of the 

Common Law Courts (doldsvorth, I, 409 ; V, 215-535i. 

Its authority during this time was enhanced by its close 

connection with the Council , then at the height of its 

Dower, and by the splendour and power of the Chancellors 

who presided in the Court. In this period the modern 

rules began to be developed though only afterwards were 

the principles fully formulated (Potter, 155) . 

After Wols ley the majority of the Chancellors we 
lawyers: the first of these was Sir Thomas ore (Holds - 

worth, H.E.L. I, 410). The succession of trained law- 

yers tended to emphasise the continuity of Chancery prac- 

tice (Kerly, 94 et see.), and the tendency to deal with 

questions less on purely ethical grounds of natural jus- 

tice and more on a settled course of practice oponen 

way for the creation of rules of equity framed on lines 

not wholly dissimilar to another system of law. 
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While Vlore seems little reason to : uppose that the 

early Chancellors restrained their discretion by the 

rules of he Civil law, yet they doubtless referred to 

it as a repertory of moral principles common to the mst -- 

ern world. But they clearly attached much force to the 

practice and usage of their ovan court ( Kerly, 107) . 

During the greater pert of this time an intermittent 

struggle was being carried on, the Common Law judges 

striving to suppress, or at least to circumscribe and 

limit the authority and jurisdiction of the Court of 

Chancery (Kerly, 107 et se . ; Doldsv.orth, T.I.E.L. I, 459 

et sec .) . In an increasing number of cases the Chancery 

was interfering with the course of actions at Common Lay 

and the co non lawyers were jealous lest their authority 

be eaten away= The Chancery had got into the habit of 

issuing injunctions to prevent parties from suing in a 

Common Lay Court, or enforcing a judgment of a Coannon 

Lau Court. The controversy had become acute by the 

end of the Uixteenth Century, and under Fames I, Coke, 

the miller of the Common L w, denied the legality of :im- 

prisonment for failure to obey Chancery injunctions. En 

the Earl of Oxford's Case ((1615) 1 Ch. Rep.1; i 

and Tudor, 615) the natter came to a head, and Ellesmere 

laid down that when a judgment was obtained by oppres- 

sion, wrong and a hard conscience, the Chancellor would 

frustrate and set it aside, not for any error or defect 
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in the judmmcnt but for the hard conscience of the part; 

aeon, then Attorney General, and other counsel 

were called in to advise the King (Kerly, 114 et sea.; ; 

Potter 157 Plucknett. 173) and they r e orted that there 

were ample precedents for injunctions and also that on 

occasion the Com rìon Law judges had advised recourse to 

the Chancery. Accordingly, ú Rees sunnorted a Court 

.hich was more favourable to his prerogative claims and 

issued an edict that the Chancery was not to cease giv- 

ing relief in Equity according to the justice of the 

cause and the former Chancery practice Cioldsworth, 

H.E.L. I, 463). Equity in fact could not function 

properly unless it could interfere with the unfair use 

of legal rights (Foldsworth .alkers, 99) . Thus the 

supremacy of Chancery in its own sphere, and its con- 

tinued existence, were assured, though a further chal- 

lenge was made by the Lora° Parliavent and again in 1688. 

Bacon as Chancellor. consolidated Ellesmere`s victory. 

Possibly this is partially the origin of the Chancery 

respect for the Common Law and for the rule that ?- ouity 

follows the law when there is no reason to depart from 

it. Also the function of the Chancery was thus deter,- 

mined as that of a supplementary remedial Court whose 

place it was to supply deficiencies, such jurisdiction 

being in fact limited end the Court bound by its own 

precedents:. 
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The controversy did not and trith this Chancery vie -- 

tory, thou h; jealousy rankled ouch lancer, due to the 

steady expansion of the capacity of the Common Levi 

courts, but no later attempts were made to overthrow the 

Court . as Equity eras being° harmonised, reduced to prin- 

ciples and developed into its due place in the English 

legal system (Pot,ter, 157). 

It rea?ined a defect of the Chancery that the or- - 

ganisation developed in a haphazard manner and was un- 

suited to further legal business without delay and ex- 

pense, and this later lay at the root of the most serious 

com Taints against the Chancery (1Ioldsvorth, H.E.L. I, 

424). Bacon tried with little effect to regulate the 

course of proceedings, and during the Commonwealth the 

system was severely attacked rut reverted to its old toys 

on the Restoration (Potter, l i0; Holdsvorth, '._H.E.L. I, 

428). Furthermore, in the early sixteenth Century foire 

and coherence had been given to the Chancellor.' juri - 

diction by the writings of St Germain in the iioctor at 

Student, which, though they possibly tended to emphas.° 

the medieval doctrine, yet provided a firm basis in the 

guiding rule of conscience which was accepted both by 

Chancellors and by common lawyers end which was the 

fundamental principle of equity for two centuries and 

preserved continuity between medieval end modern 
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Equity (Potter, '604; Plucknett. 613) . 

Sorne interest attaches to the pr000sec ± reforms of 

the Court of Chancery in the time of the Commonwealth. 

Little improvement was ^ctually effected Ind little of 

that survived the reaction of the Restore.tion; but the 

diseases of the Court which persisted far into the 

'jineteenth Century were diagnosed and the remedies poin- 

ted out. The need for the Court and the relief it raw 

were recognised but its practice and procedure were 

scrutinised , The business of the Court was very great 

but the procedure very dilatory Earebones' Parliament 

debated the metter in 1363, and Cromwell attempted to 

put into effect ordinonces reforming the procedure. In 

the end nothing substantial was done, but the disorders, 

chaos and maladninistration were made public , though it 

was not for two centuries that the demand for reform 

became irresistible (Kerly, 154 et sea.; Potter, 160: 

Iioldsworth, H.E.L. 1, 423, 463) . 

It was in this .time and the next few years that the 

scone of .equity was fixed to a large extent and the 

foundations were laid on which the formulation of the 

great principles of Equity might proceed in the next 

century and a half (Kerly, 129 et sea.; ±=oldswort.h, 

H.E.L. V, 251) . The lines which development was to 

follow were laid down though that development and sys- 

tematisation were still to come. Some matters ceased 
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to come -ithin Chancery jurisiction, for the Council 

and the star Chamber dealt with much of the lawlessness 

of the times and the effectiveness of the Common Law 

Courts beca-le greater and the intervention of the Chan- 

cellor was less needed. The Corson Law, too, remedied 

lymy of its own deficiencies and began to enforce any 

trarractions formerly unenforceable; the Chancery de- 

veloped specific relief to meet those cases where the 

Common Law remedy of damages was unsuitable. Then by 

the use of fictions the Common Law Courts extended 

their jurisdiction to some matters, principally mer- 

cantile. which had previously been handled in the Chan- 

cery, 'nd the introduction of newer and less technical 

forms , f pleading and procedure extended the scope of 

the Common Law, so that Chancery interference based on 

the deficiencies and injustice of the Common Law becare 

less necessary and was confined to a smaller number of 

cases (Potter, 572; Holdsvorth, H.E.L. V, 299 etilau.; 

Kerly, Ch. viii-ix). 

In consequence Equity became more limited and more 

defined, and so more readily systematised though it was 

rather the Procedure than the law administered which 

was systematised. Apart from trusts and special spe- 

cific remedies, Fruity tended to develop rules dependent 

upon the rigidity of the Common Law, and also the more 
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with facts too difficult and complicated to be ascer- 

tained by the more elementary Common Le; procedure. 

Among these may be noted relief against penalties and 

forfeitures, and frauc., accident, and mistake in convey - 

nnces end contracts It also extended to the adminis- 

tration of assets of deceaseds' estates, the Chancery 

having succeeded in large measure to the jurisdiction 

administered prior to the Reformation by theE'cclesiay- 

tical Courts (Potter, 573 et 122.), and to matters in- 

volving accounts, such as partnership, which the Chan - 

cery was better suited to investigate (Holdsworth, H.E. 

L. I, 454 at setc,. 

In this period the statute of Uses had been en- 

acted (in 1535) and the general effect on the law of 

trusts Was decided by the Chancery, although only later 

were trusts put on a firm foundation (Potter, 577 -8) . 

Other property rights which received recognition ;wore 

the equitable richt of a married woman to co- 1pel her 

husband to hold the legal interest in her property con- 

ferred upon him by the Common LaW,, for her benefit and 

to her direction, which became known as the married 

woman's separate property; the relief granted to the 

borrower under a mortgage developed into the mortgagor 

having conferred on him an equitable interest in the 

land; and lastly, the transferability of choses in 
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, 
ection, unassign e at comion law. cane to be fully recd{ - 

ni ed in Equity. 

lovertheless in this formative period, Equity was 

still a court of conscience and it lay in the discretion 

of the judge to grant relief. It was however becom 

more settled system by the limitation of jurisdiction and 

the increased certainty of practice, ready for the syste- 

matisation of its nrincinles in the succeeding century 

(Potter, 577 -8). 

The Pe:riod . of Systematisation - 1660-1800 

From the Chancellorship of Nottinpham in 1673 -32 to 

that of Eldon 1801 -27 is the period in which the gen- 

eral principles of equitable jurisdiction ' were laid down 

within the limits and on the lines marked out in earlier 

cases (Holdsvorth, H.E.L. IV, 640; XII, 178 -330, esr . 

237 on Hardv icke) , The Chancellors of that period con - 

solidated the grounds on which the Chancery would inter- 

fere with the application of strict legal right._ . under 

the various heads which are the basis of modern equity. 

Thus "natural justice" disappeared thou ph the system re- 

mained based on proceedings in Rersona.m and the defend - 

ant's "hard conscience" became an "equitable" one The 

Chancellors elaborated the rules rovernint' the jurisdic- 

tion of the Court over the natters peculiar to it and 

in so doing, they cane to accept if not the binding rule, 
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at least the persuasive influence of rrecedent. The 

matters over which the Court had already achieved juris- 

diction were chiefly trusts, relief in contracts, fraud, 

i nvesti {ration of accounts. and remedies where the Common 

Law was defective, and on all these subjects the rules 

became systematised. (Plucknett , 618-9; - anbury, 15 

Holdsworth, H.E.L. I, 435 et s :, 467) The Chancery 

also acquired jurisdiction ov r persons of unsound :hind, 

delegated to it from the Crown. 

Reorcanisation of the staff and machinery of the 

Court did not, however, keep abreast of the systematisa- 

tion so that the Chancery became infamous for delay. 

Only in the Nineteenth Century did the machinery of the 

Court receive attention and alteration to fit it for its 

task (Potter, 161; Holdsworth, H.E.L. I, 465) . 

The boundaries between Chancery and Common Law had 

become fixed and the relations of Lama and Equity could 

now be ascertained. There was, too, a spirit of pro - 

gress in the Common Lsw, particularly under Lord :fans- 

field, and it tended t' <.ereby to become less dependent 

on outside assistance for the provision of substantial 

justice in cases beyond its jurisdiction. Consequently 

the auxiliary jurisdiction of the Chancery had less need 

to innovate and the Chancery judges were conscious of 

the uncertainty attendant on too great discretion and 

were inclined to iiruit it accordingly, by showing regard 

for consistent practice and nrecedent, so that by the 
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t ied c1nd uniform as those of the co' on law (Potter, S7) 

et se .). 

Of particular interest to the Scots lewyer is the 

attempt by Lord Mansfield, as Chief Justice, to introduce 

something of the enuitable Principles of the Chancery in- 

to the administrPtion of the Co mon Law (Holdsworth, 43 

L.Q.R.1; . 1i .L. I, 467; Kerly.. 180; Fifoot, 1837. But 

Mansfield rarely relied on Scots law: ibid., 188). ó. :ans- 

field had been deeply impressed by the flexibility of the 

principles of Chancery justice but his attempts were dis 

approved by succeeding Judges. In fact he did not fully 

appreciate the distinction of Law and Equity as not only 

historical and a matter of machinery, but as a fundamen 

tal difference of attitude. He disliked the sep^r^tion 

of law and equity and, if he had had his way, the future 

relations of the two systems would have been very differ- 

ent. The substantive principles of law and equity would 

have gradually approximated to one another and the Judi- 

cature Acts might have effected a, fusion both of sub- 

stantive and adjective law (Tioldsworth, Essays, 171; 

?ì.'.L. I, 407). The decrease in ri,tidity in the common 

low, hovever, had its influence on equity too in this per- 

iod as had the progress of commerce (;ardwick e t s Letter 

to Kames). 
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After the Restoration o. certain improvement t in the 

prnctice and doctrines of the common law had developed. 

G.nd to some extent Equity had to keep pace with this, 

New methods of settling and encumbering landed property 

had arisen, and the equitable jurisdiction had become 

chiefly concerned with the adjudication and administra- 

tion of proprietary rights: and the multiplication and 

extension of trusts greatly increased the business in the 

Equity Courts (Kerly, l66). 

It was under Philip Yorke. Lord iiardwicke, who be- 

came Lord Chancellor in 1736, that the full development 

of the jurisdiction of Equity was attained and most of 

the great branches were mapped out. ï:uch fuller defin- 

ition and workinc -out was done by his successors, partic- 

ularly T'huriow and Eldon, but authority on most of the 1.79,- 

portant questions of equity is to be found in the pages of 

his reporters (Kerly, 175) . 

In 1759, after he had resigned the Chancellorship, he 

wrote a lengthy letter to Lord Kanes (printed in the Ap- 

pendix to Parkes' History of the Court of Chancery, D.506., 

and in Tytler's Life of Lord Kane , 1, 235) describing 

the development and present position of equity. This, it 

should be observed, was just the year before Karnes' own 

Principles of Equity was Published (vide infra, Chap. V) ,. 

In that letter he rives pis views on the important ques- 

tion of how far equity still remained discretionary in his 

time. Itin views were that general rules gust exist to 
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ovoid uncerte inty, , but yet the Pr- etor must not be so 

absolutely end invariably bound by them, as the juri es 

ere by the rules of the common lm: for if he Were so 

bound.. ... , he must sonatinas r >ronounce decrees which 

would be materially unjust, since no rule can be equally 

just in the applicntion to a whole class of cases, that 

are far from being the same in every circumstance. This 

2.ir:'ht lay a foundation for an equitable relief even 

against decrees in equity, and create a kind of super - 

feete.tion o i courts of equity." This distinctly fore- - 

shadows the later state of affairs when equity under 

Eldon became almost as rigid as common law, 

I-iardwicke then established the general rule that a 

Judge in Equity should follow existing principles and 

provided the material on -;hich his successors founded 

their elaboration of Equity by the clarity and general- 

ity of his judgments end his clear appreciation of their 

relation to the eon lon law: definition and limitation 

of Equity doctrines was the current trend of his judic- 

ial legislation, yet united with a recognition that 

changing; circumstances ,uct be faced and doctrines suited 

to those cases iPotter, 503; Uoldsworth, H.E.L. I, 468) . 

At the beginning of the Nineteenth Century the long 

Chancellorship of Eldon (1001 -27) co í pleted the process 

whereby Equity had developed into a settled system of 

jurisprudence only little less ri gid than the Co: +7mon. Law. 
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While Eldön's patience and care made his reported decisions 

the foundation of nodern Equity and the modern rules aro 

frequently strict deductions from his decisions, the de- 

cisions were not always lucidly and broadly stated. lore - 

over, his long deliberations caused delay in the work of 

the Court and the Chancery became e synonym for dilatory 

justice (Cf. Dickens' Bleak House) . hence during his 

time there arose an outcry for reform which produced the 

not altogether satisfactory expedient of Lp?oìntin ° a Vice- 

Chancellor. and the later history of the Court was a strug- 

gle to avoid the delays of the past which so Teti saes amoun- 

ted to almost a denial of justice, and to overtake the 

arrears of business (Potter, 587: Allen, 340; Snell, 4; 

t oldsvaorth, 11.Ü.L. I, 468) . 

Since the Restoration the place of Equity had changed 

and it had becorle the partner instead of the rival of the 

Common Lava, filling the gaps in the administration of 

justice left by the Common Lama and other Courts. It had 

beco±e a system of case -law wherein juäicir:l precedent 

had binding influence, and it had become a defined and 

limited system of law without the elasticity of unfet- 

tered judicial discretion or the uncertainty of natural 

justice or large -scale judicial legislation. Equity was 

ready to receive legislative extension and reform and then 

to take its place in the English legal system not so mach 

as a gloss on the Common Law, but as an integral part 
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thereof, thouch not as a complete and finished syste7a. 

The practice and procedure of the Court had not 

kept pace with the development of the substantive law 

and this gave rise to the demand for reform led 

eventually to the Judicature Act. The classic division 

of equitable jurisdiction had by now become apparent: 

the division into eaclusive, concurrent tIna auxiliary 

jurisdiction brings out the functions Equity had came 

to fulfil (Potter, 588). some rights of -lajor import- 

ance, ouch as trusts and the equity of redemption in 

nortgages, were the exclusive province of Equity and 

the Common Lawyers neither recocnised them nor had any 

hand in their development. There were other rirhts in 

which Equity played a part: the modification of con- 

tractual obligations, as where Ajuity relieved against 

penalties or recognised the force of innocent misrepre- 

sentation; it introduced many rules into the adminis- 

tration of the estates of deceased persons and thereby 

greatly affected the rule that such assets could be 

classed as either legal or equitable. This was the sub- 

stance of the concurrent jurisdiction which was much af- 

fected by the Judicature Act. The auxiliary jurisdic- 

tion which no longer exists since the Judicature Act 

assisted the defective procedure of the Connon Lm), as. 

for example, by enabling parties to obtain disclosure 

of documents in the hands of the other side. Moreover, 
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in the provision of equitable remedies such as snecific 

performance and injunction, it transformed the effectual . 

character of sone legal rights (Potter. 5a9). 

The Period of Reform - 1800-1875 

The Nineteenth Century down to the Judicature Act 

was one long series of reforms in the Chancery. Altera- 

tions reduced the burden on the juOicial staff and re- 

formed the clerical, and some modification was also node 

in the relation between the Chancery and Common Law 

Courts; the Equity jurisdiction of the Exchequer was 

absorbed and a Court of Appeal In Chancery created. But 

despite all these niecerleal changes, the reforms left the 

Chancery too incomplete in its jurisdiction and too cum- 

bersome in procedure to provide adequate remedies for all 

the cases brought before it (Potter, 163. Kerly, Ch.XIII, 

264 et seq. ; Holdsworth, H.E.L. I, 442; 13owen, Sel, Ess. 

I, 523). Substantial reforms were gradually introduced 

during the century, avoiding, for instance, recourse to 

both Chancery and Common Law Courts for the determination 

of issues in the same cause. In 1858 damages could be 

granted in lieu of certain equitable remedies, such as 

specific performance and injunction. And about the same 

time the power to issue injunctions and award snecific 

performance was conferred on the Common Low Courts to 

gether with powers associated with the auxiliary jul7is- 
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union of Chancery and Common Law. The rationalisation 

and simplification of the law of real property and con- 

veyoncing went far to situ lily the Common Law and the 

relation of equitable to legal rights (Potter, 592). 

Parliament, too, began to interfere more frequently 

in Equity, particularly in a series of Acts affecting 

the law relating to trustees. 

This trend of reform culminated in the Judicature 

Act , 1873, Ih i ch aimed at destroying finally the delay 

and expense of separate tribunals, with the hope that 

the law might be si ?nlified by the unification of Lay 

and Equity. The Act effected an arnnlganation of ex3 st - 

in; surer for Courts into a Sup.eme Court of Judicature 

and the fusion of the administration of the two bodies 

of principles of Equity and Common Law. The former 

Equity court was perpetuated In the name of the Chancery 

Division, to which division business of formerly equit- 

able character was largely assigned (Potter, 134, 226) . 

Apart from the am 1pamation of competing jurisdic- 

tions, the Act provided for certain changes in substan- 

tive Law to bring it more into harmony ith Equity. IL 

provided that Judges of every Division of the new nigh 

Court were to give full effect to all rules of law and 

equity which right arise in any case before the a, and 

`wile certain matters were assigned to the particular 
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tion over any case which might be brought in the High 

Court (Judicature Act, 1873, now replaced by Supreme 

Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act. 1925, ss. 

36-4ì). 

Certain equitable rules were accepted by the Act 

and so becar e , in effect , rules of the Common Law and 

created rights enforceable at law as well as in xquity. 

But law and Equity may be administered by the 

same tribunal, the rules of law and Equity still re in 

distinct. The Judicature Act, 1873, s. 25. also pro - 

vided that where Law and Equity conflicted, Equity 

should prevail. It was formerly thought that this so 

called fusion extended beyond the mere concurrent adm.ia- 

istration of the several systems and affected ceses so 

as to entitle the applicant to what had formerly only 

been equitable relief although the wrong for which re- 

dress was sought was one where the Connon Law alone haft 

granted a remedy : But the modern view is that equit- 

able remedies are granted only in cases where equity 

formerly would have granted them and only upon equit- 

able principles, while legal remedies are granted only 

for the infringement of e legal right upon legal princi- 

ples (Potter, 229; Snell, 6-7), Maitl -nd has pointed 

..ut that in fact there was and is practically no con- 

flict between the rules of law and equity, as the latter 
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was a supplementary r_ ,lo ys on the common law end not an 

attempt by the Chancellor to supersede or overrule it 

(Maitland , Eq., 16-20, 153 -6) . The relations of law 

and equity had been those of partnership and not of 

conflict, Such was the theory on which the Chancellors 

proceeded. The Doctor and Student emphasises repeatcd - 

ly that the law is the starting -point of equity rules 

and their foundation (Holdsworth, Essays, 167). Bacon 

admitted the "kind of rule and survey" the common law 

had over the Chancery (Works, ed. Spedding, vii, 415), . 

and Norburie in the early Seventeenth Century said that 

"Law and Conscience are so linked together that they axe 

hardly to be severed, and conscience must always be 

founded on some law," (Quoted in Holdsworth, ön..eit.167). 

It may be convenient to sumarise here the princi- 

pal work equity rerformed in English law down to this 

time, It comprised : (i) NeLq rir :hts which the courts 

of common law failed to enforce. The cardinal example 

of this is the protection of uses and trusts, which has 

gone on since the Fourteenth. Century. (ii) New rem - 

ees developed in equity and additional to those pro- 

vided by the common lav plghto, including specific per- 

formance of a contract, an injunction to restrain the 

repetition of an injury, an order for account, and the 

appointment of a receiver to prevent a defendant des- 

troying property before trial (for other instances, see 

Snell, p.4) . (iii) ew_ procedure : euity took a more 
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liber: 1 view than the common law of procedure, narticu- 

larly in allowing a defendant to give evidence and by 

transgressing the corton law limitations of the inquiry 

to the parties to the action, however greatly other par- 

sons were interested in the outcome of the action (Snell, 

p . 4-5) 

Prior to the Judicature Acts the customary division 

of the jurisdiction of equity was by reference to its 

relation to the co- mon lay: it c ̂tes classified under th e 

heads of Exclusive, Concurrent and Auxili^ry Jurisdic- 

tion, a gronping which originated in Story. The first 

of these contained the cases where the Common Law Court s 

gave no relief at all and the rir'ht enforced and the 

remedy were both Purely equitable, as in the case of 

breach of trust. The concurrent jurisdiction comprised 

such matters as specific erformance and injunction where 

the right was recognised but no complete and adequate 

reedy granted at common lmaw. The auxiliary jurisdic- 

tion covered those cases where Equity gave assistance 

as by connelling discovery of documents, to the co : en 

law courts for the enforcement of a legal remedy for a 
legal right where there was a deficiency of administra 

ivc -oLer or aachinery. 

it.h the Judicature Acts the division became obsol- 

ete, although it still can be found in such older text - 

books as Story. The auxiliary jurisdiction was abol- 
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ished as unnecessary and the exclusive became concur- 

rent, although as a matter of convenience and practice 

certain matters are always assigned to the Chancery 

Division (Snell, n. 9). 

The Effect of the Judicature Acts 

At first lawyers were inclined to over-emphasise 

the so-called fusion of law and equity effected by the 

Acts. This persisted to some extent till the publica- 

tion of Maitland's Lectures on Equity in 1909 (Holds- 

worth, Essays, 166-7). But in a fey years the Courts 

had arrived at the conclusion that the Acts had not 

one away with the distinction between legal and equit- 

able rights and legal and equitable remedies. For 

though being administered in se-arate courts the sys- 

tems were not susceptible of fusion such as Justinian 

effected in the case of Roman lay where law and "ecuity" 

were administered in the same court. The Acts only 

amalgamated the courts and rationalised their proced- 

ure but of necessity left the dualism characteristic 

of English lay and still so marked as in the alternative 

remedios for breach of contract, damages being the old 

common law remedy and specific performance the old 

discretionary equitable remedy. But generally the 

courts nay be taken to have worked out the principle 

that the Judicature Acts' main operation was on the 
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courts themselves raid the procedure for giving effect 

to legal and equitable rights, and that they did not 

generally affect the substance of legal and equitable 

rules, so that that salient feature of English law, the 

development of equity as a separate system, has been 

preserved. 

Holdsworth points out, too, that the Acts were 

only the logical culmination of earlier reforms and 

':hen the inconveniences resulting from the separation 

of the courts of law and equity had been removed and 

their nrocedure reformed, the development of equitable 

Principles could continue just as could the legal, so 

that it is incorrect to speak of a fusion of law and 

equity (i'Ioldsworth, Essays, 171-2) 
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Chapter IV 

Equity in Modern English Law 

It would be the height of nresumntion to atto.mr t to 

s _ ate he 'principles of modern English : ,quity in e. chap- 

ter of this work: that has already been very adequately 

done at much greater length elsewhere. But an outline 

sketch is necessary here to complete the picture of the 

development sketched in the last charter and to provide 

a basis, without inquiring; into the complexities, tech- 

nical rules and authorities for the comnarisons later 

tr be drawn in the study of equity in Scotland.: In 

attempting to distinguish the eoui.table glosses from 

the legal text of Scots Lou, reference to other glossed 

texts is sometimes enlightening and always of corpar- 

ative interest, particularly in view of the great influ- 

ence exercised in nodern times by the law of England on 

that of Scotland. 

Despite anything in the Judicature Acts, :equity 

still exists as an independent subject of study. But 

since that time the development of Equity in the whole 

period has been dominated by the Acts. They determined . 

the conditions under 'which Equity has been developed by 

the legislature end the courts. It took seine time, 

however, for the implications of that legislation to be 

appreciated, and as the courts have worked out the 
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)ri.nci.ples, it appears that the Jucica tune Acts have not 

in =-Jost cases, affected the substance of legal and equit- 

able rules: their mein operation Iles been upon the tri- 

bunals and upon the ~ rocedure by which leaf and equitable 

rights are enforced, so that they ei de no breach in the 

continuity of the development of equitable principles 

and the salient feature of the development of English 

quity as a separate system zas been preserved (Holds- 

worth, Essays, 170 -1). 

While Equity is not a self -sufficient system but a 

series of rlosses on, or apeleedices to various branches 

of the tor. ̂won law, only held together by a jurisdictional 

.end procedural bond which has now been dis ,olved, it 

does not follow that it has ceased to be a separate whole. 

For while the matters were disparate, the jurisdiction_al 

bond ensured a. simile/. technical approach to all these 

matters and gave unity to many of the ,print isles which 

underlie them, the true meaning of which requires that 

equity should still be regarded - nd studied as a whole. 

(Iloldsworth, assays, 185) . Nevertheless Equity is a mis- 

cellany of doctrines which at times seem almost mutually 

unrelated (Hanbury, Essays in Equity, 23) , end its in- 

fluence is not equally distributed over the various bran- 

ches of the law (Cf. I,eiticnd, p, 19). There is little 

in criminal lay, and similarly in the law of tort which 

is closely related to the field of criminal law; while 

equity has left hardly a mark on the substantivo low of 
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tort, on the adjective law the injunction h ̂..s o: ercised 

n.n influence. But the t'w.t is the mainspring of equity 

and its greatest achhievement. In the lori of con- 

tract "the influence of equitable doctrines has been pro- 

found. Equity played a big part in rendering choses in 

action capable of assignment. The old jurisdiction over 

fraud, accident and breach of confidence endowed equity 

with enormous influence in the domain of mistake and mis- 

representation, and in addition to these was evolved the 

doctrine of undue influence. Most important of all are 

the equitable renedies for breach of contract on which 

the whole of the equitable doctrine in relation to the 

larJ of contract nay be said to depend, for the intrusions 

of equity into the sphere of contract are inseparable 

from these remediés Lerfe parts are Played by injunc- 

tions, cancellation, rectification, and most of all by 

secific performance, end its overgrown child, the doc- 

trine of part -performance." (Hanbury, :1ssays in Equity, 

27.) The jurisdiction of equity also extends to part- - 

nership, companies, bankruptcy, and administration of 

estates whence sprang the doctrines of ademption, satiti - 

fr.ction, conversion, marshalling and election (ianbury. 

ibid . 

c '. °."aitla nd , Equity, 22) 

The effect of the Judicature Act has been expres- 

sed by saying that the two streams of jurisdiction, 

Common Law and Chancery, ''though they run in the sane 

channel, :o not mingle their waters., The distinction 
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between legal and equitable claims, between legal and 

equitable defences and between legal and equitable rem- 

edies has not been broken down in any respect : " (Ash - 

burner, Equity, 18.) The Act. too, completes the Chan - 

cery process of influencin g the common law in en equit- 

able direction by the famous Section 25 ( 11) which runs, 

"Generally in all matters not hereinbefore particularly 

mentioned, in which there is any conflict or variance 

between the rules of equity and the rules of the common 

law with reference to the same matter, the rules of 

equity shall prevail." In fact the direct influence of 

this provision has been small, as in very few cases was 

the relation one of conflict (Maitland, Equity, 16; 

anbury, 74). It is impossible in this connection to 

forget the way the praetorian remedies and the rules of 

the ius pentium consoled the rules of the lus civile 

hile the old Court of Chancery disappeared with 

the passing of the judicature Act, its name was perpetu 

ated in one of the Divisions of the new ' Ii ~h Court and 

to this division was assirned by :rection 54 of the Act 

the majority of the matters which had formerly fallen 

within the purview of the oidor court as predominantly 

equitable. These matters co.mrised:- 

(a) Administration of the assets of deceased 
persons; 

(b) Dissolution of partnerships or the taking of 
partnership or other accounts.. 
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(c) The redemption or foreclosure of ' :mortgages 

(d) Raising of portion; or other charg esbn lands: 

(e) Sale or distribution of proceeds of property 
subject to any lien or charge; 

(f) Execution of trusts, charitable or private; 

(g) Rectification, setting aside, or cancellation 
of deeds or other written documents: 

(h) Specific performance of contracts between 
vendors and purchasers of real estate, 
incl r i.ng contracts for leases; 

(j) The partition or sale of real estates: 

(k) Wardshin of infants and care of infants' 
estates. 

Other matters have subsequently been assigned to the 

Chancery Division by various statutes (Story, § 55a; 

Snell, 10), while a linited equity jurisdiction has also 

been conferred on the County Courts. 

The Subjects of Equity Jurisdiction_ 

Lord Coke said that three things were to be judged 

in a court of conscience or equity: covin, accident and 

broach of confidence (4 Inst. 84; Story, § 59) , which 

Story interpreted as fraud, accident, and trust; but 

Vase categories are not exclusively equitable, and many 

of their forms are cognisable in strict law, and again 

some forms of these neither law nor equity will relieve 

or mitigate. hero, too, the law had determined a mat- 

ter, equity could not intermeddle against ,positive rules 

of law in such cases despite accident or unavoidable 
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necessity (Story, p Cl) . The true bounrlaries of the 

jurisiction exercised by courts of equity naturally 

(.ivided it into three great heads - the concurrent, ex- 

clusive and auxiliary jurisdiction (itory, § 75) . The 

auxiliary jurisdiction vas entirely done away with by 

the J ud icature Acts. and in a sense all equity is now 

concurrent, as has been pointed out: but the theoretical 

branch of exclusively equitable matters remains and is in 

fact handled by the Chancery Division as the successor of 

the old Court of Chancery 

The four most important heads of . quity jurisdiction 

however demand individual examination. These are uses 

and trusts, the equity of redemption, specific porfornanc e 

and injunctions. 

Uses and Trusts 

The most characteristic and imr ortant subject of 

Chancery jurisdiction was and still in the trust, a jur- 

istic development peculiar to Anglo- xsnerican law and until 

recently not fully understood in Continental systems of 

law based on Roman Law. The apparent duality of owner- 

ship has been ascribed to the recognition by the Common 

Lau of one set of rights in the trust Property, and by the 

Chancery of another set (Potter, 596) . The origin has 

long been a natter of dispute and the principal theories 

may be su~! iarised as follows 



ti) The o1:: vie;>, that the Roman usus or f ideicom_mis - 

sum was the source of the trust, althour'h accented by 

all earlier scholars, is now discredited ( oldsworth 

H.E.L. iv, 410) . While there is some analo -y between 

the cases the oricin of the term use is ád onus, not ad 

usus (L' aitland , Coll. Papers. II, 403) . 

(ii) The Germanic treuh: nd or salmi', who was the 

executor of early times, tuas favoured by íolmes (1 L.Q.R. 

162) who claims that the origin of trusts can be trace(. 

through the action of ecclesiastical courts in England, 

which acquired after the Conquest the jurisdiction over 

the administration of a deceased person's property. On 

the Continent the salman could hold pronerty, transfer- 

red usually inter vivos, for certain nurposes after the 

truster's death. This view has the support of Holds 

worth (H.E.L. IV, 410-6), 

(iii) Ames (Origin of Uses) considers the use indi,- 

enous in English law and the natural outcome of the 

practice that Equity acts on the conscience, and Holds- 

worth agrees that the e:oculiarly English development of 

the law in this matter is an outcome cf the Chancellor' 

equitable jurisdiction (H. .L. IV, 416, n. 

(iv) : aitland concluded from the use of the term 

ad opus that the trust was based on the Common Law of 

agency (Coll. P. III, 321 -404). 
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(v) Potter (5o7) considers the trust notion inherent 

in human nature and thinks that the Chancellor in adopt- 

ing and enforcing t',:usts was compelling the fulfilment of 

a moral obli gTtion, a task peculiarly congenial to an ec- 

clesiastic in a court based on conscience , So too 

Pollock (Contracts, 167) considered trust suieneris and 

peculiar to English- speaking peoples. It will be neces- 

sary at a later stare to consider various views as to the 

origin of the trust conception in Scots Law. 

Till 1535 the development of uses fell peculiarly 

within the province of the Chancellor though the Conon 

Law judges recognised their existence from early ti ,les, , 

and even advised suitors at their courts to have recourse 

to the Chancery (Potter, 598). 

The principal reason for the growth of uses lay in 

the desire to avoid feudal casualties and to enable the 

owners of real property to dispose of it by 1.-ii1 . which 

was not permitted by the early Common Law (Banbury, 9; 

Plucknett , 515 -21) . The power of avoiding burdens which 

amounted to taxation was welcomed by all except the King 

who was the loser in the long- run. The practice of uses 

had become so common before 1535 that a body of Chancery 

rules had grown up determining the existence and nature 

of a trust, such as the rule implying a use in the case 

of 17 contract to soll land (Holdsworth, H.E.L. IV, 421) 
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`there was legislative control of uses directed against nst 

their fraudulent use as early as 1377 (Potter, G01) and 

ogainst evasions of the Statute of Liortmain . but the 

most iriOortant was the Statute of Uses forced on Parlia- 

ment by Henry VIII in 1535 (27 Henry VIII, ch. 10, re- 

1)ec led L.P.A. 1925) , operated to transfer the use 

into possession and to make the beneficiary absolute 

owner of the lands in law and equity, and thus subject 

to the incidents of tenure, which thereby tended to swell 

the royal revenue. But it did not abolish or even flur- 

port to abolish uses; it did not in terms apply to all 

sorts of uses, though it did for a time check the develo-' -- 

ment of trusts (Potter, G02; story, § 970; Hanbury, 15 et 

seg.) . `'hen the disturbances of the Civil War period 

stimulated the creation of trusts again, and the width of 

the exceptions to the statute rendered it inevitable that 

the Chancellor should be compelled to give effect to 

transactions similar to the old uses, but now known as 

trusts (Potter, G04; Plucknett, 53G). yet trusts prob- 

ably did not immediately resume an important place in 

Equity, although there may have been some development 

After the Restoration Nottingham first gave the rflod -- 

orn classification ei' trusts when he laid down in Cook v, 

Fountain ((1676) 3 Svanston, 591) that "All trusts are 

either, first, express trusts which are raised and 

created by act of the parties, or implied trusts, which 

aro raised or created by act or construction of law; 
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'again, express trusts are declared either by : ord or 

writing; and these declarations appear either by direct 

or manifest )roof, or violent and necessary presumption.' 

From this tiro onwards it is generally true that 

Equity decision: tended to approximate the rules govern- 

ing equitable interests to those r-;overninz legal inter- 

ests, with certain executions. True to the principle 

of giving effect to intention, no special form of words 

tiras required to create a trust, and in some cases the 

"officious kindness" of the Court of Chancery sought to 

drawn a declaration of trust from any expression of desire 

or wish on the nart of the donor, which despite affirm- 

ations that its application vas restricted to cases of 

necessity was carried to considerable length and formed 

the doctrine of _lrecatory trusts (Potter, 609). 

Two aspects of the trust conception deserve mention: 

the fact that, as was natural fro_-:, the Chancellor's 

jurisdiction being; based on conscience, Equity regarded . 

trusts as creating a ;personal relationship between trus- 

tee and beneficiary: and also the fact that the rights 

and duties of trustees were and are onerous, and the 

scrutiny of the good faith of their conduct was strict 

(Potter, 611) . 
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The Eauity of Redemption 

An equitable departmc nt of considerable importance 

concerned the treatment of mortgages, which ere comparable 

generally to the Scottish dispositions of land/ in secur . 

ity of the repayyyent of a loan. By the Common Lay the 

lender had the rif)ht to take the estate conveyed by the 

borrower in security for the repayment of the debt. 3ut 

Equity regarded the conveyance only as a security and re- 

quired the reconveyance to the owner so long as the money 

was repaid. The Common Late: judges tended to enforce the 

conveyance strictly and the forfeitures of lend through 

inability to repay on the due date doubtless soon amounted 

to hardship, no that from about the middle of the Fifteenth 

Century petitions are net with praying relief from for- 

feiture if the money were repaid later. By the end of 

the Sixteenth Century the Chancery, which had acquired by 

now a jurisdiction over mortgages recognised even at 

Common Law, was beginning to accept that the borrower had 

a right to redeem the land even after the due date of re- 

payment, and the Chancery came soon to look on the inter- 

est of the mortgagee as merely a security and on the ' ìort- 

pagor as having a right, even after the date of repayment 

had passed, entitling hint in equity to an interest in the 

lend (Potter, 6l2 -14. See also Turner, Equity of Redemp- 

tion, passim; Story, § 1013 et sue.. Snell, n. :ryl` LLet aeo. ) 



Until the mortgagee obtained a decree of foreclosure he 

was not a true owner of the land. Though a elortgagor 

lost his legal right to redeem, he yet had an equitable 

right to redeem on payment within a reasonable tine of 

principal, interest and expenses. 

As the common law judges stuck rigidly to the doc- 

trine of forfeiture, the law relative to r tortgages fell 

almost entirely under equity jurisdiction. The nort- 

gagor's right to redeem constitutes, with his other rights 

in the property, his "equity of redemption ". At first a 

-were right, this was later held to be an equitable estate 

in the lend, amounting to ownership of the property sub- 

j ect to the mortgage (Snell, 313-4; Potter, 614) . It 

became, too, a settled rule of equity that any agreement 

directly barring, the mortgagor's right to redeem was in- 

effectual effectual and even stipulations tending indirectly to maim 

the mortgage irredeemable were also bad (Snell, 315). As 

the right of redemption is equitable it may only be exor- 

cised on equitable grounds (. Snell, A18) . 

;necif is Perfor!lance 

The devolope_. Common Law gave no remedy for breach 

of contract save damages, and there was no means whereby 

o. defendant could be compelled, to implement his bargain. 

But even at an early period in eor'r-ton La Courts specific 

performance was administered (Hazeltine, Early Eng.Eq. , 
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p. 261) . In some ccses it woul< not be reasonably nrac 

ticable to compel actual fulfilment end in other cases 

pay?lent of money is quite adequate recompense: but in n 

limited class of contracts money alone would not recom- 

Dense, as in an agreement for the sale cf land, and in 

such casos Equity could give e remedy by directing the 

defendant to perform his obl i.ration spec f fical l;ç- (Snell, 

<.33). It appears that any remedy granted during the 

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries vas very var e and in- 

definite, and not until the Eighteenth Century were the 

modern rules of specific performance lair= down. This 

remedy, too, has involved the growth of other equitable 

rules reflecting its 'peculiar equitable character, such 

as the defence of nisdescrintion not amounting to fraud. 

Of more irmaportance is the decision in Lester v. 

Foxcró.ft ((1701) 2 Wh. and T-1., 410) , that while a con- 

tract relating to land had to be evidenced in writing, 

yet when it had been --partially performed, Equity had ,jur- 

isdiction to decree specific performance even in the ab- 

sence of writing. This is founded on the defendant s 

fraud in failing to fulfil his contrect (Potter, C20. 

:gee Story, § 712 et pea.). 

In genera. equity '111 not interfere where damages 

at law will give a party full cwpensation and will 

place him in o_s beneficial a position as if the agreement 

had boon specifically performed. But in England as 
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distinct from? Scotland, specific ,erfoÿ mance is a dis- 

cretionary remedy (sne11, 535) , which is however exer- 

cised on well settled principles, In Scotland on the 

contrary, as will be seen later, specific it :ple rent is 

the general rule (Stewart v. Kennen, (1890) 17 R . (H. L) 

1. Engli h law is contrasted by Lord \7atson at P. 9), 

subject to the discretion of the Court to refuse it when 

it would cause exceptional hardship (Grahame v. Mags. of 

Kirkcaldy, (1882) 9 R. (H. L.) 91) . In England the con- 

tract is most commonly specifically enforced when it re- 

lates to land (Snell, 533) and to articles of peculiar 

nature or rarity, not otherwise readily obtainable (Snell, 

534) , or in fact, as the Scots lawyer would put it, such 

as have a pretium affoct ionis . N'owadays the Chancery 

Division may award damages in lieu of specific Performance 

equally with the King's Bench Division. There are, of 

course, a number of actions in which specific performance 

will not be decreed, as e.g. immoral contracts (Snell 

537 et see.). or contracts of personal service. 

Inlun.ctionsK 

The injunction is an order, formerly issuing from 

the Court of Chancery, forbidding the person named to do 

the act specified (prohibitory injunction) , or oceacion -- 

ally, ordaining him not to leave something undone (man- 

datory injunction). Its application covers miscellan- 

eous cases of prevention of wrongs. Tho Chancery 

x Generally, Snell, Chan.25k; Kerr. on Injunctions. 
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apparently early took to issuinr injunctions and from the 

middle of the Fifteenth Century injunctions came to be is- 

sued to ~)revent a nlr..intiff pursuing an action at law which 

the,Chäncellor considered to be contrary to conscience. 

This "common injunction" brought the Coîrnon. Law Courts 

into conflict with the Chancery, and the Judges of the for - 

er refused to accent it as lawful (Kerly, Equity, 89; 

Potter, 621: story.. 6 861 et sec.; Snell, 574. Abolished 

in 1875). 

The categories of erses in which an injunction issued 

were settled before the Restoration (Holdsworth, H. ,.L. V, 

323-5). The nreve.ntion of v: ste by a limited owner of 

land suet( as c. tenant for life, ^nd the Prevention of 

threatened wror.rs . .,articularly in the case of an injury 

interfering with the enjoyment of land, were the Principal 

cases But only since Eldon and particularly since the 

Judicature Act has the injunction becor;e ccomon, Its 

scone and use have now become greatly extended. 

Injunctions are interlocutory or perpetual, corres- 

ponding roughly to Scottish interim interdict and perman- 

ent interdict, and the jurisdiction to issue then is exer- 

cised on fixed legal nrinciples. The Chancery iiivision 

has 'power to award damages in lieu of injunction, at the 

discretion of the Court (Snell, 572 -3) . 

The categories of cases in which remedy by injunction 

is available are generally three, of restraining (i) 

ju(, icial proceedins , (ii) breach of contract, and (iii) 
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the violation of some legal or eouitable richt apart 

froo contract (Snell, 574). In questions of contract, 

the natural mode of enforcement of a necative contract is 

by injunction, as that of a iositive is by specific per- 

formance (Snell, 576-84). In other matters it moy be 

invoked to restrain a threateneo brooch of trust, or 

waste and trespass or nuisances of vc.rious kinds such 

as loss of lateral support and pollution of streams. It 

extends to anticipateddefronation, trade disparagement and 

threats of actions for infringement of oatents end de- 

signs Eauity also habitually interfere( to secure by 

injunction the rights of inventors, manufacturers, and 

the like, and copyright (Snell, 564-604). 

In earlier times the Court of Eqoity had no power to 

award damages in lieu of an injunction, -hich led to hard 

ship and multiplication of actions, so that the Courts 

were later enabled to give damages in lieu of injunction 

though the wrong complained of was equitable and not 

recognised at law (Potter, 623). 

The Maxims of:Emily 

In the literature of English equity there is much 

attention devoted to the consideration of these dozen or 

so maxims round which it is possible to group much of the 

subject-matter of equity. They do not all go to the 

root of the matter and many of them have no long history 

(Pound, Cambridge Legal ssrlys, 274), but the ideas which 
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they enshrine are older than the expression and are rather 

the fruit of observation of developed equitable doctrines. 

lanbury (Modern Equity, 42. Sec also Holdswor th, 

XII, 130 et sea.) conr:iders their -practical value in a 

scheme of a.rran;enent of equity immense, and they have 

been expounded in detail in America. In Scottish legal 

doctrines similar maxims have never an extensive 

part though we are familiar with the Latin -lanian as a 

terse but not a]siays strictly accurate expression of legal 

doctrine, and Lord Eames listed some similar brocards at 

the conclusion of his work on the Principles of Eauity. 

The number of maxi's has varied at different times 

and in various authorities, thou -:h there has been little 

difference in substance. They are a mixture of old rules 

of law derived from Roman law and the principles of 

ethics, as transferred and applied to the law and prac- 

tice of the Chancery, though they cannot pretend to pro - 

vic e a logical or philosophical arrangement of equity. 

Equity cannot be said to have been built on their founda- 

tion though they are useful enough as memoria technica 

and provide a key to many of the decisions of the Chan- 

cery Court. To some extent they overlap and it would 

not be difficult to reduce them all under the heads of 

the first and last . They are of two kinds - tradi 

tional proverbial ways of putting the results of equit- 

able doctrines, and secondly, of expressing certain 
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policies of the courts in the exercise of equity juris- 

diction (Pound, on. ci,. 259; ; nei3., 12) . But for all 

that ce.ch embodies some peculi r function of equity and 

they accordingly merit separate enumeration. 

(1) Ec u ty_will not suffer a wrong to be without a 

renedy (Snell, 13; Hanbury, 42) . This is similar to the 

co- mon law maxim "No wrong without a remedy" and ex,res -- 

ses the motive which early impelled Equity to translate 

moral into legal wron.rs , and to overrule the common law 

courts when they gave effect to what the Chancery judges 

held to be merely technical objections. This principle 

really underlies the whole jurisdiction of equity and to 

this maxim Snell (13) traces the whole auxiliary juris- 

diction, the third branch of the tripartite division of 

equitable jurisdiction, which has now lost most of its 

ir.portance since the Judicature P.cts made such auxiliary 

relief as discovery of documents an aid competently given 

by all Divisions of the 3iiF h Court as a step in an exist- 

ing action. While the failure of the Common Lay Courts 

to give a rerledy led to the rise of the equity courts, it 

rust not be supposed that every moral wrong was redressed 

by the Court of Chancery. The maxim refers to rights 

cai able of judicial enforcer =ent, but not enforced owinn to 

a technical defect. It is on this maxim that the Court 

of Chancery based its enforcement of uses and trusts, so 

that while its more narticulerised applications have lost 
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much of their importance, this remains an unsurpassed 

general expression of equitable doctrine. Karnes cites 

the maxis as among the principles he founds on 

(2) Equity follows the law (nell . 1/1-15). This ex- 

presses the oroposi.tion that the Equity Courts never 

claimed to override those of Common Law, and in certain 

cases the courts of equity would do nothinr to give re- 

lief against certain harsh rules if they were definite 

rules of common law, such as the old rules as to intest- 

ate succession. Story (g 64) expressos the significance 

thus: ''Where a rule, ei t'ler nf tie common or the statute 

law is direct, and governs the cese : ith all its cireur,-_ 

stances, or the particular point, a court of equity is es 

much bound by it as a court of law, and can as little 

justify a departure from it If the 1,w commands or 

prohibits a thing to be done, equity cannot enjoin the 

contrary, or dispense with the obligation." 

All a court of equity could do vas to prevent a legal 

owner making unconscientious use of his legal rights 

(Blackstone, Core. III, 429; 'aitland. Eq. Ch.II) 

Furthermore, Equity acted on an analogy with legal rules 

%iith regard to equitable estates, rights and interests, 

-,here such existed, though recent pro ,erty legislation 

has loft little of this :part of the maxim e_c fective %for 

former significance, vide Hanbury, Essays, 46-7). In 

short, Equity will not interfere with a man's legal rights 
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unless it would be unconscientious for hin to utilise 

then. The same principle is founÛ implicit in Scottish 

equitable forms. 

(3) .`here there are equal e uitief z the first in 

time prevails (Banbury, 440; Stove S 64d; Snell, 15) 

This maxim was well known to the civilians in the form 

Prior tenRore notior lure and as such appears in ocots 

law too (Trayner' s Latin Maxims, 469 ; Balfour, Practicks , 

166, 449), as expressing the rule whereby rights of pref- 

erence in competitions are decided, as for instance in 

the recording of deeds in the Register of Sasines ; in 

England it may be illustrated by the priorities of ort- 

gages. 

(4) Where equities are equal the law prevails 

(story, 64e; Snell, 15; Danbury, 440) This is general- 

ly true , s ignifyin-; that if the defendant has an equal 

claim to the protection of the court for hin title as 

the plaintiff has to the court's assistance to enforce 

his title. the court will not interfere on either side. 

In such circumstances the rule applies, "In aequali lure 

melior est conditio o ss3.dentis" (Traynor, 252)._ The 

equity is equal between 'persons who have been equally 

innocent and equally diligent and in such cases the low 

must be allowed to take its course. Again in Scotland 

the principle is 'mown, oven if the maxim is foreign. 
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(5) Re who sseiaeLiImiziust do equity (Snell, 10; 

Banbury, 45). The principle underlying this rnaxiì was 

expressed by Sargant J., (Re Peruvian Rly. Constr. Co. 

ZT47 2 Ch. 144, 150, affd. ibid. 442), as: "here a 

person entitled to participate in a fund Is also bound 

to make a contribution in aid of that funk', he cannot be 

allowed to participate unless and until he has fulfilled 

his duty to contribute." The rule is usually illustra- 

ted by the wife's equity to a settlement (Snell, 1ol4a3). 

It also calls to mind the rules of compensation and set- 

off, estoppel, collation end in the field of mortraces 

consolidation, marshalling of securities, and the oblipa- 

tion incumbent on a ,nortgagor seeking, to enforce his equi- 

ty cf redemption to deal fairly , ith the .11ort ogee: it 

also covers election or approbate and reprobate (anburY, 

45-8. See also Story, § 64(e)). Not dissimilar rules 

apply in Scots law in several spheres, and the maxim is 

cited by Karnes. 

(6) He who cones into muity_rust come with clean 

hands (Snell. 16; Hanbury, 53). This maxim is akin to 

the last though rather wider, for it prevents a claimant 

who has cone to court with a preconceived ?Ian of fraud 

in his mind from perpetrating that fraud, as where an 

infant obtains benefit by ronresentdag himself as of 

full age. It also looks to the oast rather than to the 

future, as "n the previous case: the plaintiff 'lust not 
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only be prepared to do now what is right and proper but his 

past record In the transaction must be honest Karnes men- 

tions the maxim, "No man is suffered to take benefit by 

his own fraud or wrong." 

(7) Delay defeats eaiuities. Ar ?ai n this is a maxim 

known to the civilians and in Scots law in the form ViEil- 

antibus non dorrzientibus Jura subveniunt (Trayner, 617: 

Hanbur7, 54) Hence preference is given to rights firdt 

completed or diligence first executed. On this, too, is 

based, at least partly, the conception of prescription 

?hereby a right not enforced is nullified by lapse of tine, 

or a right of objection and reduction barred; and also 

such a plea as mora, taciturnity and acquiescence. 1s 

Lord Camden said (Smith v. Clay, (1767) 3 Bro.C.C.640 n.) 

" .ïothinr crn call forth this Court into ectivity but con- 

science, good faith and resonable diligence: when those 

are :wanting, the Court is passive end does nothing." 

(See further Snell, 18). 

(8) quality is equity (Story, § 64f: Snell, 19; 

Danbury, 59) . While this does not' find mention in 

rfrayner ?s collection, it it just another old Latin moral 

precut - Aequglitan est a.equitras. According to 13racton, 

it constitutes equity itself: its applications extend 

to contribution between jo nt contractors and sureties, 

the presumption for equality in partnerships, in abate - 

ment of legacies. in cese of deficiency of assets and 

the n ershalling and distribution of equitable assets and 
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their application proportionally in payment of debts 

without reference to priority at law. 

(9) EQuit looks to the intent rather than the form 

(Banbury, 63 et sea.; Snell, 21, 202) This now consti- 

tutes the rule of all courts which trve to consider an 

interpret documents though it has come to be hedged about 

and restricted by rules of interpretation defining the 

circumstances in which extrinsic evidence is admissible 

to explain or qualify ambiguity in a deed .. In England 

this maxim has boon held to cover the thole attitude of 

equity to mortgages, penalties and forfeitures and to- 

wards the Statute of Frauds. 

(10) E.n4ty* 4..00 s on that, as done which ou ht to 

have been done (story, § 64g; Snell, 21; anbury, 69) . 

To this may be a.,eribed the doctrine of convert ion and 

others of greater technicality. Its most frequent apnli- 

cat on is in the field of contract though it is not con- 

fined to that. Equity is held to treat the subject - 

matter as to collateral consequences and incidents as if 

the final acts contemplated by the parties had been cone 

exactly as they should have been at the time when, by 

the tenor of the agreement, they should have been done 

and not as the parties might have executed them. So 

money c venanted or devised to be laid out in land is 

treated as real estate in equity, and conversely. In 

Scotland it is met in the fora, quod fieri debit in- 

fectum valet while the doctrine of conversion is also 

familiar. 
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(11) E uit imputes an intention to fulfil n 

obligation (Snell, 22 and Chap. 8; lanbury, "0). 

T' is comprises the doctrines of Performance, satisfac- 

tion, and ade!!ption as well as relief against the de- 

fective execution of a power of appointment. As it is 

right to put the most favourable construction on a man' s 

acts, he will be presumed to be just before he is gener- 

ous; when he is under obligation to do an act and does 

so_iething else -.,hich may be construed as a fulfilment 

of his obligation, it will be so considered 

(12)1.ty cts in personam (Snell, 22-5; Danbury, 

70) . This is the widest of all the maxims and in a 

sense co-inrises the whole of Equity.. It is descriptive 

of the procedure in Equity and emphasises that the ori4- 

inal Chancery jurisdiction operated on the conscience of 

the individual defendant, By it the Court of Chancery 

arrived at a jurisdiction over land end other property 

in other countries, provided it could effect service on 

the person of the legal owner, or on one of the legal co- 

owners in the case of trustees (as in the Orr -Ewir case 

((1085) 13 R. (H.L.) 1; 10 A °;p.Cas.453)) . Althot °h to- 

day Equity is not confined to acting in personae, its 

jurisdiction is still primarily over the defendant per- 

sonally, and it is i Ana terial teat the property in ques- 

tion is not within roach of the Court provic'ed that the 

defendant himself is within the jurisdiction or can be 

served and that there is some equitable ri[ht which the 
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plaintiff co-ld have enforced against him had the property 

been in England. In no Orr -2 case there was a co n- 

flict of jurisdiction between the Chancery Division e 

the gourt of session and the latter interdicted trustees 

from taking out of the jurisdiction the administration 

of a Scottish trust. Lord Fraser said ((1884) 11 R. 

600, 620) : 44The Court of Chancery .... acts in persopam. 

< )ri this is a .lover :Jhich is not peculiar to the Court 

of Chancery. It belongs to all courts of equity, and 

the Court of Session has recognised it in the same manner 

as the Court of Chancery, -:ith reference to cases in 

which it would be equitable to exercise the jurisdiction.-' 

Conscience 

The philosophical and almost theological conception 

of conscience is the one general °principle which underlies 

and influences ell Chancery equity, and there is much more 

mention in the Common Late Courts in earlier times of con- 

science and reason than of equity (Allen, 330) . This 

connection , : ;ith canonical influence is evident in the Hoc - 

tor and Student which had such an inportant Influence o n 

and material consequences for English Equity. Conse- 

quently when Equity came to be systematised it was under 

the influence of this pervasive morel force, which despite 

occasional arbitrary vagaries was usually more constant 

and permanent than capricious 
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The principal forasa ahich this principle took in 

England were summarised by Sir Thomas á More as "fraud, 

accident and things of confidence" (Allen, 333; Spence, 

I, 413). The head of fraud covered unconscionable deal - 

ing which fell short of the actual deceit actionable at 

Common Law. Equitable fraud vas not pure morality but 

resolved itself to cases of undue influence and bargains in 

which there vas some special relationship of trust or con- 

fidence between the parties. Accident may be held to 

cover those undefined circumstances in lahich an obliga- 

tion might well be overturned by some unforeseen event, 

mis- statement or o °.fission, provided the defect Eras purely 

accidental and not reasonably foreseeable by a prudent 

To come within it, a nan riu: t have had some disadvants e 

or disability exploited: it does not relieve from his 

own slackness. To this head of doctrine may be ascribed 

the equitable jurisdiction in regard to mistake and the 

rectification and rescission of documents as o corollary 

thereto, Things of confidence covered uses and trusts, 

always the most important part of Chancery jurisd 3 c : ion, 

all obli_:ations dictated tore by conscience than by a bond . 

of Positive law, and possibly even in o_ppoition to the 

law. The equity of redemption in mortgages and the 

equitable sharing of oblia.tions between partners and 

between principal and surety fell within this as well as 

the rulo of general average. While these are bilateral, 
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there were also unilateral obligations imposed in the ver- 

strin gent duties of executors ; =nd administrators. Other 

matters which 
: 
_ave a root in confidence are the technical 

octrines of conversion, powers of appointment and joint 

ownership. 

Other matters again were the riving of effect to ex- 

pressions of intention which were dubiously or imperfect- 

ly expressed , a *uidin ;:rinc iple in interpretation E,e r - 

ticulorly of wills and settlements though now overlaid 

with a superfluity of authority end technical rules of 

construction which y obs the central idea of pene- 
trating 

idea 

to the intention underlying the words, and the 

tutelary jurisdiction over those in need of rrotection, 

infants and married women, persons subject to harsh pen- 

alties and formerly the poor and insane too. 6o, too, 

the Chancery with the same spirit of hum: pity had a bene- 

volent attitude to charitable trusts (Allen, 333 -6). 

Yet in 1903 :3uckley, J., said- "This Court is not 

court of conscience." (Re Telescriptor Syndicate, L19037 

2 Ch. 174, 195) . This does not signify that the Chen - 

cery Division as success or to the Court of Chancery hart 

abandoned the notion of conscience but rather that an 

equity judge will not now decide every ease by searching 

for the particular conscientious principles applicable 

thereto but will follow precedent (see inder, 57 L.Q.R. 

245; Dinlock, L1947 Ch. 465, 481), just as Lord 
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Eldon said he desiderated that the rules of equity be as 

well settled and almost as uniform as those of the con - 

mon_ law. Conscience romains of importance in equity 

though now it has crystallised. and it is still true 

that Equity acts in personae. 

The nositir:n of equity to -cay may be noted froa fro a 

recent case (Nelson v. Larholt. .5.941g 1 K.B. 339,343) 

where, speaking of the right of an owner to recover 

?Money taken from hin by fraud , De'tning L.J. saic : 

"This pritnci ?le has been evolved by the courts of law 

.end equity side by side In equity it took the form 

of an ction to follow moneys inrr ressed Faith an express 

trust, or with a. constructive trust owing; to a fiduciary 

relationship. In law it took the form of on action for 

money had and received or damace> for conversion of a 

cheque. It is no longer appropriate, however, to dray 

a distinction between law and equity. Principles have 

now to be stated in the light of their combined effect 

Remedies now depend on the subs rnce of the right, 

not on whether they can be fitted into a particulor 

framework. The right here is not peculiar to equity or 

contract or tort. but falls naturally within the im- 

portant category of cases where the court orders resti- 

tution, if the justice of t')e case so requires." 
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Chapter V 

Equity in Scots Law 

To cotnlete the introductory matter it remains to 

consider generally the pisse of equity in the law cf 

Scotland. It is necessary to examine the views of the 

principal Scottish writers on the -1 -.ee of equity in this 

country's jurisprudence, before considering in detail the 

perticuler branches of 0.: ,cots law in uhich equitable in- 

fluence can be discerned. The influence of equity on 

Scots law has not been so obvious as in England and it 

has consequently received inadequate attention and appre- 

cis,tion fron text -writers and judges. But the influence 

of the law of nature and nrincieles of equity and jus- 

Ace based thereon has not been entirely ignored and 

dicta bearing on the influence of equity in our law have 

fallen from high authoritie. 

be mentioned. 

In 1855 in the House of Lords, Lord St Léonards said. 

"The Court of Session is a Court of law and equity." 

(National Lxcban Co. v. Drew, (1855) 2 ?'Iacq.103,148) . 

Loris President Inglis said, "We administer an equitable 

as well as c common law jurisdiction; and we arc in the 

exercise of that mixed jurisdiction of law and equity 

when tae try a cause before a jury just as much s.s when tie 

are sittinr hero. It is quite competent to a Judge 

Initially only a fey need 
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presiding at a trial of issues in this Court to address 

to the jury principles of equity as well as rules of law.- 

(Forrest '.end Barr v. t end.erson, (1069 ) £3 M.187,195) . Lord 

Dunedin remarked in Allen v. M'Combie's Trs (1909 S.C. 

716, 717), Now in our Courts we have nevar had a dis- 

tinction between equity and common lave jurist iction, and 

yet . Ithink, unknoYn to us, the sane ideas have run through 

our jurisprudence": and there are other stateRients to a 

similar effect (e g. Lord ','arson in Grahame v. 

Kirkcaldy, (1882) 9 i.(u L.) 91). In recent years Lord 

Young and Lorc ? "Laren particularly have frequently 

referred to etiuity. 

It is unfortunate that research into :sottish legal 

history has not yet -roceeder far enough to enable us to 

dogmatise with any confidence about the lau or the admin- 

istr^tion of justice in this country prior to the Seven - 

teenth Century, but certain trends are Main even from 

existing knowledge. The °Ionarch originally cossessed 

and occasionally exercised down to a eom. oratively late 

date a personal supreme jurisdiction, and the s:cottish 

Kings regularly manifested a lively interest in the ad- 

ministration of justice (e.g. Dovid I: Hume Brown, 1,86. 

Cf. Mackinnon, 258) . questions coming before the King 

would come naturally before him in his groat council, 

the council which came to branch into two main modes or 

forms - the smaller secret council which became the 
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King's Privy Council rad the larger, which dune to in- 

clude burghal representatives, to have primarily leris- 

lstive functions, and so to become the Parliament, 

From its first mention in Scotland Parliament was a 

Court of Law and the word was at first associated with 

this supreme jurisdiction rather than with legislation 

(Rait, 452) . The Lord Chancellor of : Gotland was Keeper 

of the Great Seal and the King's chief legal adviser,and 

he normally presided over the 7Lstates of the Realm and 

acted as the King's assessor when he sat in person on the 

bench (Innes, Scotch Legil Antiquities, 76; Mackinnon, 

122) . He was a member of the Privy Council c nd after 

the foundation of the Court of session was empowered to 

take the seat of the President (Rait, 470; Lackay's Prac- 

tice, I, 5.) Na.ny of the men who held the office of 

Chancellor were clerics acquainted with Roman and canon 

law; many were men of outstanding ability who made a 

considerable impression on the government of the country. 

In Scotland, as inngland, the supreme civil courts 

developer, from the King's council, and the Court of Ses- 

sion is founded on judicial committees of Council and 

Parliament. The details of the development must be 

sought elsewhere (Hannay, Antecedents: Idem, Colleme of 

Justice; feilson, Introduction to A.D.C. II; Rait, 452 

et secs.) but it originated at least in part from the ten- 

dency of the subjects to seek redress by direct resort to 

the Crown, and certainly numerous bill} of complaint were 
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presented to Parliarent in the Fourteenth ,nd early Fif- 

teenth Century (Hannay, Antecedents, 89). Even after the 

College of Justice was set up in 1532 the Lords were 

treated as being of Council as well as of Session end a 

clear separation of Session and Privy Council is loner In 

appearing -- certainly not before 1626. Similarly the 

relations of Parliament and Session were close till a lato 

period (Rait, 471). 

A few points of similarity to the evolution of the 

Chancery in England are evident in this devolopnent but 

the important differences are that the Chancellor in Scot- 

land never appears to pave sat alone or in a court peculiar- 

ly his own to administer remedial justice in the exercise 

of the King's conscientious office, nor is there any trace 

of cases being rem_1tted from the Council to him, nor are 

there clear indications that cases cor!irig before the Coun- 

cil after 1532 had any special connection ;.pith equitable 

relief (cf. Hill Burton, Intro. to R.P.C. II). 

The state of _cotland continued troublous practical- 

ly down to the Union of 1603. The superior Courts were 

comparatively late in being° set up and had not had the time 

to establish themselves firmly and develop a system of law 

common to the whole country, centralised, and so rigid and 

fixed as to demand reliof4 in hard cases, as had happened 

in England from the time of Henry II. The continuing 

jurisdiction. of Chancellor and Curia Regis in Scotland 
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down to ^nd even after 1532 (Hill Burton, Intro. to R.P.C. 

I, 13) was due in part to the weakness of the ordinary 

courts rnd was concurrent rather than auxiliary and re ned- 

ial. It is quite :coseible that if the ordinary civil 

courts in Scotland had been established earlier and had 

built up a stronj jurisdiction and body of law, they would 

have required the assistance of Council not to aid but to 

moderate their powers as in England. But at the middle 

of the Sixteenth Century, the courts in Scotland were 

still comparatively young and weak, and the law they al- 

ministered flexible, so that equitable intervention was 

not necessary as a general practice. A further compel- 

ling re-son is that Scots law was never shackled by forms 

of action. The earliest brieves from Chancery were few 

and adaptable, and this persisted and thereby obviated 

much of t.e need for equitable interference (Cooper, In 

trod. to Register of Brieves) . The change from brieves 

(which Stair (IV, 3, 4; but he is in error in this) says 

were copied from the English Chancery) to summonses about 

1532 opened the way for the application of equitable prin- 

ciples free from the confines of forms of actions without 

need for the inte:,.vention of a court of equity (cf.Kames, 

H.L.T. 228; Balfour, 644) 

The close and entangled relations of Privy Council 

s.nd Session even after 1532, and the frequent references 

in the Register of the Privy Council after 1545 to the fact 
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tßì{ t the Privy Council retained the judicial nocJers of 

the old Lords of Council and as::_:umed a position of rei 

ative superiority over the Court of Session, make a com.- 

parison inevitable with the early Chr-.ncellors and the 

courts of co!mon law in England. But while the Council 

after 1545 frequently refer a question to the Session as 

a matter for determination by a legal tribunal, there 

seems to be no foundation for saying that the Council 

administered equity -nd the Session law (cf. Hill 'Austen, 

Introd. to R.P.C. I, 13). There is a tendency for rat 

ters of greater concern to the State to be dealt with by 

Council and lesser questions affecting ordinary individ- 

uals to be referred to Session. There wouuld not appear 

to be any foundation for making the distinction one of 

lay end equity. and the Council as .time vent on abdicated 

judicial functions, declaring themselves in no wise com- 

petent judges in civil actions" (R.P.C. IV, 91 (1586)), 

and saying that "The Lords of Session are supreme judges 

in civil causes" (R.P.C. IV, 723 (15c)1)). 

An interesting case came before the Privy Council in 

1565 (R.P.C. I, 431 -2) where there was an arrestment in 

the hands of the Master of Maxwell of surs due to certain 

Englishmen and this was ordered to be made forthcoming in 

settlement of sums due to other Scots under a decree of 

the English Court of Admiralty for the spoliation of their 

ship and goods in Northumberland. T' is was resorted to 
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only bec -use the Scots 4 erc wearied by delays in obtain- 

ing payment. They had sought relief and got decree in 

the English Court of Chancery in the name of "equity and 

justice" and nol sought to recover from the arrested funds 

for the sake of "equity ' nd good conscience". ven then 

the Chancery was dilatory. 

There aro other references to equity in the Privy 

Council records but no suggestion that it met ns any more 

than natural justice. For example, in 1561 there is a 

complaint that few holders of benefices have -produced 

their rentals in accordance with the ordinance of Council 

"express against reason, equity and justice" (R.P.C. I. 

199) : and in 1565 a summons for rerioving of kindly ten- 

ants is described as "against equitie . conscience and the 

lovabill cus-tun of the cuntre" (R , P. C . I, 432). 

Traces of L uitable Jurisdiction prior to 1600 

The Acta Dominorum Concilii so far as printed, and 

the Register of the Privy Council, contain a number of 

cases of a substantially equitable nature where an equit- 

able remedy is given, but there is no suggestion in any 

of them that such is the basis of the decision. These 

early records, however, being in the nature of decrees 

rather than reports, afford little basis for the confi- 

dent ceductien of legal principles. several points, 

however, are clear. There is no evidence that the 
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Chancellor of Scotland ever sat as sole judge or had 

jueicial functions deputed to him bar the Council, nor is 

there any evidence that the Council sitting~ judicially 

ever considered their function to be to <_rive a remedy 

where strict lair mif:.ht not, or where no known remedy at 

law o fisted, or that they sought to rectify L. _ erfections 

in decrees of the Session. There is nothing to suggest 

that their conduct was dictated by other considerations 

than giving the remedy which was just in the circum- 

stances. Nor do the Registrum Magni Sigilli or Regis - 

trum Seereti Sigilli show any traces of equitable relief 

being granted in manner comparable to the Chancery. Fron 

a very early period the rule w s that judges were not to 

put into execution any command to them which was "con- 

trary to law equitie and justice" (Balfour, Pr 2P1; cf 

333) . They were to admit or repel objections -conform 

to the law and equitie" (Kinhilt v. Kirkdaw, 1563, Baif. 

346). 

There are however instances of the exorcise of juris- 

diction in matters v.'hi.ch are now recognised as equitable 

Where complaint vas made against a judgment imposing a 

penalty for hurting a woman, the Council modified the pen - 

alty to a fine of. .20, a penallty being novel to the laws 

of the realm "expres aganis equitie and justice " (?tamll ton 

v. Henderson (1565) R.P.C. I, 442). Parties are inter- 

dicted from dilapidating or alienating prornerty 
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stone, (1553) R.P.C. I, 140 ; Lad r Pharnyiaurs >t (1564 ) 

R.P.C. I:;- 305) , or exercisinc the rights of hereditary 

Sheriffrhip (Hamilton v. Livingston, (15x'3) R.P.C.II, 

257) , or from withdrawing water from a n ll (Cochrane, 

(1494) A.D.C. I, 345), or intruding on land (Turrell v. 

,sL %1501) A.D.C. III, 115). 

Restitution in inte rum for minority and lesion is 

mentioned frequently in Balfour's Practicks (179) , which 

cites cases from 1458 onwards. In an interesting. case 

before the Council in 1542 Trinity College sought reduc- 

tion of a tack, within four years of the grant on the 

ground of lesion, and on the analor°y of m_? nority (A.D.C. 

in Pub. Affairs, 579 (1542)) . In 1499 an apprising was 

quashed for minority and lesion and the pursuer ordained 

to be 'irestorit in integrum' (Kennedy v. Kennedy, (1499) 

A.D.C. II, 326). 

Reductions of other kinds figure too in the roll. 

In 1578 the Privy Council reduced a bond granted by 

arion Crichton of Cluny to Adam Crichton of Ruthven as 

granted through fear of the violation of her daughter 

who had been abduetcL_ by the latter, and ordered the 

Session to let a suspension of the charge brow-ht thereon 

lie till the defender be found clear of the charge of 

abduction (R.P.C. III, 201) - Aloe found are re uctions 

of tacks (Rex v. Culane , í; 14 (.ÿ l) A.D.C. 1.216) and of 

deeds in Baud of creditors (Rcvlsay v. t ardlaww, (1492) 
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(1498) A.D.C. II, 234: Gral v. '_concur. (1500) A.D.C. II, 

486) , as well as many reductions of decrees (see e.g. 

A.D.G. III, Index s.v.). In 1591 there is an instance 

of the penalty decreed for assythment being modified at 

the sight of the session (R.P.C. IV, 6,25). 

As distinct from _melish common law practice, c!ecreeti, 

for i+mlement are quite co on and are not specifically 

natters of equitable relief. Early exanles are:- to 

(wit lands, deliver a tack, or pay damages (Nondwell v. 

'Culloch, (1469) A.D.C. I, 5); to i'iplement a decree - 

arbitral (Lawson v. Preston, (1492) A.B.C. I, 263); to 

implement a marriage- contract (Somerville v. Dóulág, 

(1492) A.D.C. I, 247); to give sasine of land, or pay 

r_oney (AhannuzV, (1493) A.B.C. I, 318; Dunbar v. Dunbar, 

(1501), A.B.C. III, 115; Archbishop of St Andrews v. Ke?r, 

(1501) A.B.C. III, 57) ; to find a priest to sustain a 

chaplainry for the soul of Robert Bruce's father, or pay 

200 merles for failure (Bruce v. Monteith, (1496) A.D.C. 

II, 8) ; to implement a charter --Party (Nags. of Aberdeen 

v. four , (1497) A.D.C. II, 38). An interesting pair of 

cases is Ker v. `'Dou '.all ((1498) A.D.C. II, 265) , where 

damages were awarded for breach of s contract to marry, 

and Crichton v. Kinnaird of Ske1b2 ((1499), A.D.C. II 

385. Cf. Crau v.. Sinclair, (1628) T'nor. 10034) , where 

decree for the implement of nn obligation to marry was 
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granted, to be performed by the next "hitsunday Decrees 

for delivery are also found (Lord Seton v. Oliphant, 

(1492) A.U.C. I, 284; Lay Rothes. (1494) A.D.C. I, 347). 

There are several instances of relief being granted 

from caution (,urra v. Carruthers, (1498) A.D.C. II, 235; 

,'DovJell v. l;i'Dowell, (1501) A.D.C. III, 4; Erskine v. 

Abircrurnby, (1501) A.D.C. III, 167). 

There are also one or two hints of the trust doc- 

trine. In 1497 the Lords decreed x:40 damages for intro - 

mission with goods handed over by one "quhilk ressavit the 

sadis gudis fra hir cade fadir to hir utilite and arofittis" 

(Ines v. Gordon, A.L.C. II, 131), 

Two cases of proving the tenor are found in 1496 

(Ruthven v. Seton, A.D.C. II, 54; Vicar of Innerochty v. 

Duncan Forbes, A.D.C. II, 43. Cf. Quon. Att. c. 55, and 

Hope, VI, 7). 

Peculiarly interesting is a case of a remit to "con - 

science" in an ecclesiastical court, superseding civil 

croceed3ngs (Duke of Ross v. Prior of Restenneth, (1407) 

A.D.C. II , 87). 

To hazard a conclusion from these records of Council 

and Session prior to 1600, it may be a^serted fairly con- 

fidently that there is no evidence of equitable inter- 

ference by Chancellor or Council in the manner oof the 

English Chancery, but there are clear traces and frequent 

instances in both Council and :session of the application 

of legal remedies which have a foundation in principles of 
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equity. This conclue on is entirely consonant with later 

descriptions of the Colirt of Session as having a nixed 

jurisdiction of law and equity, and with the contention 

of the present study that in }cotland equity, administered 

through common lau foras, has always been a material fac- 

tor in the law. 

Lauit in the Institutional Writers - Craig 

The earliest Jcottish text writer entitled to a place 

in the select band of Institutionalists is Craig (1538 - 

1608) (See Stair Socy. Sources and Literature, 61). and 

his Jus Feudale, firs published in 1655, is at once a 

textbook on the law of land rights and a learned diseuis- 

ition on a great social system. But his book has little 

to interest the student of Scottish equity Recognised 

that the law of Scotland is founded on principles of 

equity in its widest sense, he observes:- "The law of 

Scotland is compounded of the law of nature, the law of 

nations and native civil or municipal lam" (J. F. I, viii, 

6; Clyde's edn. I, 105; cf. Balfour, 1). The Lay of 

,Nature he defines as:- "those ide s of right which we 

derive from our own consciousness and which we acknow- 

ledge equally with Turks, and Pagans. Such are 

the fear of God and the duty of reverence for His Supreme 

Being, the love of well- doing, the hatred of wickedness 

and the punishment of n:Zisdeeds, the duty to repress 
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"violence by its oun :: .loans and to defend ourselves and our 

country against unjust attacks at all cost, the right to 

live in peace and quiet with our neighbours, the duty to 

give each his own, to do no tiArronr, to our fellows and to 

do hurt to no man (cf. Justinian, Inst., I, 1) 

Because they spring from instinctive reason and justice 

the precepts of the law of nature are spoken of as those 

of good sense and equity." 

To Craig, the low of Scotland preserved_ the spirit 

of the Feudal,Canon and Civil lays - the common legal 

heritage of , `extern Europe - modified and adapted to 

Scottish conditions and sentiment by natural equity, 

reason and good sense (J. F., Clyde's Introd,, :i). Ae 

also mentions (J. r'. , I, 7, 21) the court of conscience 

existing in England to mitigate the effects of a strict 

administration of the common law, though he hints that 

this is criticised by some as carrying clemency to ex- 

tremes, and thereby defeating the object of its institu- 

tion. 

It is apparent then that Craig discerned an element 

of ius naturae vel c entium in the Scots Law of his tine 

but his only conception of equity is in the shape of 

general principles of reason and natural justice. There 

is no mention of any remedial influence or any distinct 

principles of equity modifying rigid late. 
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Stair's Viau of Eqp.iLy 

(On Stair generally, vide Sources and Lit. 63, and 

Pref. -.ce to :ore's edition.) 

The views of Stair deserve particular attention for 

not only is his work the supreme classic of Scottish 

legal text -writing, but he discusses ec ut.ity more fully 

than any others of the institutional group of writers. 

He begins hic Institutions with a discussion of common 

principles of late;, justice, divine law and reason, and 

mentions that the divine lay is also called conscience 

and under this head he mentions judicial modification of 

exorbitant penalties. Natural law is derived from these 

principles (Inst. 1,1,5. Mbre says (Preface, xi) that 

his great object was toe plain and illustrate the prin- 

ciples of natural justice, with reference chiefly to the 

law of Scotland.). He goes on:- "This lay of nature is 

also called equity, frown that equality it keeps amongst 

all persons: fror:i that general moral ?principle, Quod tibi 

fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris But equity is 

also taken for the law of rational nature, whereby nothing 

is to be done, which is not congruous to human nature .... 

This law of the rational nature of man is not framed or 

fitted for the interest of any, as riany laws of men s 

choice be: from the rigour thereof, recourse ought to be 

had to this natural equity.- For though men's laws be 

profitable and necessary for the most part, yet being the 
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"inventions of frail men, there occur many casus i.ncoitati 

wherein they serve not, but equity takes nlace, and the 

limitations and falle }pies lc), extensions and amplia- 

tions of human laws are brought from equity. And though 

equity be taken sometiries for the moderation of the ex- 

tremity of human laws, yet it loth truly comprehend the 

whole law of the rational nature: otherwise it could not 

possibly wive reraeid to the rigour and extremity of pos- 

itive law in all er ses . " (Inst. , I,16). He then equates 

the lavi of nature with the moral law (ibid.,I,1,7) and 

(roes on to distinguish human law as written and unwritten. 

"It is true the law is sometimes strictly taken in oppos- 

ition to custo?n,a s it comprehendeth equity or the natural 

law, and the edicts and statutes of nations and their lawt- 

'ivers. And sometimes more strictly as in the vulgar 

c_istinction of law, statute and custom, in which law sig- 

nifieth equity or the common law, as statutes and custols 

do the peculiar recent laws of several nations. And 

though that be only the law of ?an, which is voluntary and 

positive, constituted by man: yet equity and the natural 

law, in so far as it is allowed, declared, and made e1 

fectual by man is, in so far, accounted among the laws 

of man." (ibid.,I,1,10). He says, too, that the laws of 

nations arc, for the most part, nothing else but equity, 

and the low of nature and reason, though in part also 

there be positive laws (ibid.,I,1,11). He mentions the 
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civil law's affinity : .71th the law of Ocotlanf., "even 

thous h it be not acknowledged as a low binding for its 

yet beings as a rule followed for its equity': 

(Inst. 1,1,12). 

Three paragraphs later he continues that there is a 

"block in the way of all human laws ihat, seeing as hoth 

been said equity and the 1-17 of nature and reason is 

)erfect r..nd perpetual, then all laws of men's constitu- 

tion seem not only to be dangerous .... but also useless 

and unprofitable .... This reason is so pressing that 

if the 1m of nature and of reason w ere equally known to 

all men .... it wonid not only be a folly but a fault to 

admit of any other law .... so men's laws are nothing 

else but the public sponsions of princes and people: 

which therefore, even by the law of nature, they oucht 

and must perform. And therefore they are introduced 

First, for clearing and condescending on the law of nrt -- 

ure end reason. Such laces can none cuarrel, because 

they do not alter, but declare, equity: and that very 

necessarily because though equity be very clear in its 

principles, and in thesi, yet the deduction of reason 

further from the fountain, through the bias and corrup- 

tion of interest, may make it much more dubious in 

othesi when it comes to the deduction of particular 

cases in all their circumstances. And therefore it is 

necessary that it be so fixed and cleared by statutes 

and customs suitable thereto, that the people may be 
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"secured. 

Secondly There be nany points of right co'ipetent to 

men in equity, as it ray be :yore profitable for the 

people to forbear the pursuance of them than to be at 

the trouble and the expenses of the pursuit, (as when 

human laws do cut off matters of less concernment) and 

in them rat' er take the 'selves to the honesty of their 

party, than to compulsion by remedies of law .... ̀' , 

and he instances gratitude and affection. 

Stair instances, thirdly, the use of writing, 

delivery, sasine and intimation for security and the 

avoidance of error and fraud. 

"Fourthly .... by lay of nature, the right of succes- 

sion doth below, to all .... Yet surely they are ::lost 

happy whose laws are nearest to equity, and most declar- 

atory of it, and least altering of the effects thereof 

.... But in statutes, the lawgiver must at once bal- 

ance the conveniences and inconveniences, wherein he 

may, and often doth, fall short; and there do arise 

casus incoßitati wherein the statute is out and then 

recourse must be had to equity." (Ins t . I , i , l5) . 

He goes on :- "Our customs, as they have arisen 

mainly from equity, so they are also from the civil, 

canon and feudal laws .... and therefore these (espe- 

cially the civil law) have great weight with us .... 

But none of these have with us the authority of law, 
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"and therefore are only received according to their equity 

and expediency, secundun aequurn et bonum (Inst.I,i,10) . 

The la :; of -cotland (as of all other nations) at first 

could be no other than ae uu. et bo.u?, equity and exped- 

iency Next unto equity, nations were ruled by 0011° 

suetude, which declareth equity and constituteth exped- 

iency. And, in the third piece, positive laws of sover- 

eigns became accustomed, customs always continuing- and 

Preceding In like manner, we are r?.led in the 

first place by Our ancient and irriemorial customs, which 

my be called our common law, though sometimes by that 

name is understood equity, which is common to all nations, 

or the civil Roman law, which in some sort is co .'on to 

very many .... Where our ancient law, statutes and our 

recent customs sn.d practices are defective, recol.rse is 

had to equity, as the first and universal law, and to ex- 

oediency whereby the lees are drawn, in consequence, ail 

similes casus. 3ut if it appear that such cases have 

been of purpose omitted by the Parliament, the Lords 

Cc . of Session% vill not sustain the same .... The law 

of c;cotland in its nearness to equity, plainness and 

facility in its customs, tenors and forms, and in its 

celerity and dispatch in the administration and execution 

of justice may be well paralleled with the best law of 

Christendom which will more plainly appear, when the 

proportion and propinquity of it to equity shall be here- 

after demonstrated." (Inst. 1, i ,1C) . 
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Arflonr reasons for thinking it fit tat law should 

be formed into a rational discipline, Stairmentions:- 

"First , equity or the law of nature , standeth wholly in 

these practical principles, which are created in, and 

with, the soul of man .... ro that law is reason itsel2. 

Thirdly, for seeing positive 1 -w is only to declare equity, 

or make it effectual .... so equity is the body of the 

law and the statutes of men are but as the orne _ients 

and vestiture thereof"; and the best demonstration of 

this will be, he says. the delineation of equity and pos- 

itive law together (I.nst.I, i,17) . Then Stair enumerates 

three principles of equity and three of law . The former 

three are that G or _ is to be obeyed by man, that man is 

a free creature having pover to dispose of himself and 

of all things in so far as by his obedience to God, he 

is not restrained, and that this freedom of man is in his 

own power and may be restrained by his voluntary engage- 

ments, which he is bound to fulfil, or to take them up 

more summarily, the first principles of right are obed- 

ience, freedom and engagement. (Inst > I , i , l ) The 

three principles of positive law are society, property 

and commerce. "The principles of equity are the effi- 

cient cause of rights and laws; the principles of pos- 

itive law are the final causes or ends for which lays 

are rlade and rights constituted and ordered." (ibid.) 
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Such are the principal general re -parks Stair makes 

en the Place of equity in the law of Scotland. Vhat 

appears from it all is that he conceives of equity as 

natural justice and reason, permeating the whole of our 

1cw, drawn largely from the civil law and materially in- 

fluencing the law of L.cotland where there is no custom 

or positive enactment to the contrary.. That Stair 

should be alive to the influence of natural lay is not 

surprising in view of his earlier career as a Professor 

of Philosophy. and this attitude is apparent elsewhere 

in his work when he treats of specific equitable doct- 

rines which are mentioned hereafter. 

Nackenzie (1636--91) 

The Institutions of I'Iackenzie are a sli ht work as 

compared -.:ith those of his predecessors and successors. 

and contain little of note from our point of view In 

his Pleadings (Works (1722),vol.I, Pleadings, 29) he 

writes that our law has deferred very much to Equity and 

to the principles of the Civil Lay. In the Institutirn 

(Works, vol . II, 278) he mentions the civil law as foun- 

ded on the principles of equity and justice and having 

much respect and influence in Scotland. Later (Inst., 

1ZT, l) he distinguishes between "actiones bonne fidel 

in which Equity is followed, as Actions upon Mandates, 

Depositations, Emption, Location, etc. In .°Jhich the 

judge considers what in Equity is to be done by one Party 
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"to another. And some Actions are -a-re- stricti iurls, 

in which the Judge is to follow l the strict Prescript of 

the Contract upon which the Action is raised, as in a 

Declarator of Redemption ...." This c "Istìnction hot' - 

ever is purely a Roman one and of little real signifi- 

cance in ..cots law. Beyond these few var_;ue references 

_ackenzie does not discuss equity and his conception of 

it, so far as can be gathered therefrom, is of natural 

justice derived from the civil la v 

Bankton 

Bankton's Institute, published in 1751 -3 (Vol . II 

of which is dedicated to Lord Ilardwicke) , has rmuch to 

say of Equity Part of the interest of the work is that, 

subjoined to each title, are observations on the lay of 

England on the same subject, which are frequently en- 

lightening. He says, speaking of the law of nature or 

t he lay of reason, that the law of nature often ewes 

under the neme of equity, because _positive laws and con- 

tracts receive an equitable interpretation from natural 

reason, when the strict and rigid sense of the words 

interferes with its principles`', and then goes on to 

equate natural law with moral law (Inst . I, i , w4) . Later 

(Inst.IV,nly) in the collection of rules of the civil 

law illustrated from $cots law, ho quotes the maxim, 

"In omnibus guidem, maxime temen in lure, aequitas 

seectanda est ", and says that, "This rule is thus 
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"enforced by the E iperor Constantine the Great, 'Pla- 

cuit' (says he) 'in omnibus rebus nraecipuam esse iusti- 

tiae a equitatisaue, aauan stricti iuri ° , rationem' , i.e. 

there is in all matters greater renard to be had to 

justice and equity, than to strict law It concerns in 

the first place, all the negotiations and transactions 

of men; so that as equity ought to be res -)ected by the 

parties in their covenants , so it our ht by the judges in 

explainin. g them, and applying the lam thereto. But 

chiefly it is to be regarded in the construction of 

statutes, of which we have many instances in the civil 

law. Hence it is sometimes said. 'Hoc aequitas SU '- 

Eerit etsi lure deficia ur.' Lquity _makes way for such 

judgment though in strict law, it would not be competent. 

And, on the other band, it is a common proverb, that 

Summum ius est summa iniuria. The rigour of the laya is 

high iniquity. 

"Equity is interposed in judging upon the deeds of 

parties, not so as by giving relief to any of them, the 

right of the other shall be prejudiced ", and he quotes 

the case of the Duke öf Norfolk against the Annuitants 

of the York BuilOing Com ,ant in 1752. 

"Equity ought likewise to be interposed in judging 

upon crimes, and adjudging the punishhment .... penal 

statutes are to be interpreted rather in the -Mild sense, 

than in the more rigid .... But where the law is express 

the judge must follow its prescri ntion (Inst. IV ,xlv,147) . 

(Cf. Eq,iity follows the law.) 
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"Equity therefore is the favourable temperament of 

the law, whether it be the law which the parties limit to 

the selves in their covenants, or the general lava of the 

=t_ton. It is twofold. 1. That which may be called 

Intrinsic, arising from the lay itself . and the circum- 

stances e2 t'»o case : which is the equity intended here, 

whereby the judge adhibits on equitable construction to 

moderate the rigour of the law. 2, Extrinsic, which is 

there the prescription of the law is clear, and yet hap- 

pens to fall very hard in any particular case. .... and . 

then the judge must follow the line of the law, Durum 

est, sed ita hex scripta est (cf. also 

and in such case, it, belongs only to the sovereign power 

to give relief, aecordia í to the dictate of the sane 

Emperor Constantine, Inter aequitatem ius4ue interposi- 

tap interoretationem nobis solis oaortet et licet ins ±i - 

cere .... for otherwise it were a dispensing with the law, 

which is not in the power of judges: and to give way b o 

what is commonly termed Cerebrina aeauitas, a pretended 

equity, feigned by the judges, without foundation in the 

law (Inst.IV,x1v,149) . 

"The equity recommended in this rule, is `.`1_h.at the 

judges and others conversant in the lays, ought to have 

always before them, in order rig'ttly to apprehend the 

sane, according to the suggestion in the lay .... ¿cire 

loges non hoc est verba earn tenere sed vim ac otestatem 

and it is the same equity that guards us against the 
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.'evils and chicanery by which the insisting upon the words 

night elude the true intention of the 1 ̂ w, Salvis verbis 

lésis sententla a eïus c3 rcurvenire which the lawier (sic) 

justly terms, In fraudem leers facere Both the 

above kinds of equity are concisely set forth by the Roman 

lawier, who, after taking notice that a. 1-17 caF?not compre- 

hend all cases that may occur, lays down the rule, ]A 

ideo de his gyae primp o constituuntur, sut internre tatione , 

aut co.nstitutione principis eertius constltuendum 

That fie. function? of ? nte2pretation belongs to the jud- 

ges, as is mentioned in the subsequent law, to which 

again is added, That, in such case , the law nay likewise 

be supplied by the jurisdiction of the judges ..... 

Uhere the law defines one case or two. it is a good occas- 

ion for the judger to cunply it as to the rest that tend 

to the same utility, either by Interpretation, or certain- 

ly by their Jurisdiction, By this last, the court is 

said to supply what is wantin , in the law, Supplet praetor 

in eo cuod l e deest, as by introducing an action to make 

the law effectual. as the lawier there explains it. Upon 

this foundation the nobile offic 7 um of a superior court 

seems to be grounded (Inst. IV, xlv, l50). 

"The extraordinary Court of Chancery in England, 

called the Court of Equity, roceeds by the rules of equity 

and conscience, and abates the rigour of the common law, 

by considering the intention of the law, and exerts its 
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the courts of co'imon law, and in that respect, its juris- 

diction and power is of vast extent. And the court of 

session as a court of equity and vested with a. noble 

officium, is of the nature of the fores aid. extraordinary 

court of equity in the Chancery of En{ lan, .... and both 

are eminent and strong exemplifications of the rule before 

usai (Inst. IV, xlv, 151). 

"As the House of Peer- is the highest court, so it 

is invested with the equity, intended by this rule in the 

highest degree. But not with the other kind of equity, 

which I teemed Extrinsic ...." (ibid. 152). 

'rriting of the Court of session es a court of revi exr, 

he says that it has an eminent jurisdiction, "and in that, 

and other respects, is Vested with the like powers as the 

Court of Chancery in England ", instancinr the suspension 

and reduction of decrees of all inferior courts in civil 

cases. (Inst. .V, vii, 19). 

Elsewhere he observes that the Court of Session is a. 

court of both Law and Equity in one. °Thus when the 

party wants relie:`' in equity, to which st co =ion law he 
right ;ht seem not entitled, this Court in virtue of its mixed 

jurisdiction can give it. ", and he instances relief from 

penalty in a bond, citing by comparison the Praetor s 

actiones utiles and the English double -bond There are 

"infinite other cases where the Court of Session gives 

relief in equity when in strict lrld there see_'_s to be 

none; as in redemption of wadset lirited to a precise 
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"terra after which the lands were declared irredeemable. 

This Court allows the equity of redemption, notwithstand- 

ing the irritancy incurred." (Inst. IV, 7, 23). 

Bankton then proceeds to draw a distinction between 

the officiuri ordinarium. of the Lords of Session and their 

offficiun nobile, founded in their being a ornerier court, 

to both of which reference must again be made later (vide 

infra and Chapter XIV) . x3ankton's conception then was 

that the Court of Session had generally the same equitable 

capacity as the Lourt of Chancery, in addition to its 

common law jurisdiction 

Erskine 

(Sources and Literature, 06.) 

rskine' s Institute (1773) is singularly sterile on 

the subject of equity which may be accounted for by the 

increasing; develoment of the law in its Scottish munici- 

pal form free from philosophic and civil law conceptions, 

axe affirms (I, 3,22) that "the session is a court of 

equity as well as of law; and as such may and ought to 

proceed by the rules of conscience, in abating the rigour 

of the lay, and in giving aid in the actions brought be- 

fore them, to those who can have no remedy in a court of 

leva ", and then describes this as the nobile officium of 

the court: but that is not the modern understanding of 

the tern. which restricts the nubile officium to more 

extraordinary cases. In the next section Erskine comcnts 
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on the ministerial noners of tho Court, Proper to the 

Privy Council while it subsibted; "and if they were not 

now tranrferred to the Court of Cession there would be a 

defect in that part of our constitution end many taros 

would be without a remedy. For which reason the author 

of Historical Lay Tracts am6 reasonably conjectures 

that it will be soon considered as part of the province 

of the Court of Session to redress all wrongs for which 

a peculiar remedy is not otherwise provided." (1,3,23) 

It is conceived that the view that powers have been in- 

herited from the Privy Council is erroneous and that 

these powers were not properly exercised by the Court. 

Furthermore it is subnitted that not all abatement of the 

rigour of law is to be ascribed to the nobile officium. 

Bell 

(sources of Literature, 67.) 

Bell, as befits a Professor interested primarily in 

mercantile matters and questions of practical law, plunges 

in medias res at once in his works and neglects the dis- 

cussion of abstractions of jurisprudence. But he cannot 

but notice Instances of equitable influence, such as the 

doctrine of stoppage in transitu (Pr. § 1307; Com.10223) 

and the control over penalties in bonds (Pr.d 71; Com.I, 

700), which will be discussed more fully in their proper 

place. His omission to mention the foundation of many 

principles in eeuity is however rather noteworthy in that 
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the Principles grew from the lectures he delivered as 

Professor in Edinburgh. It suErngests a neglect of the 

broad principle of equity underlying those particular 

instances. On the other hand he repeatedly cites Karnes's 

Equity as an authority. 

Academic 4üra.t gs 

To complete the conspectus of the views of ;cottish 

writers on the place of Equity in Scots Law .mention nay 

be mode of the Lectures of Baron Hume, the institutional 

writer on criminal law, who preceded Bell in the Chair of 

Scots Law in Edinburgh (Ed. Paton, 2 vols., ..tair L3ocy., 

1940 -49), and of More, the editor of Stair, who succeeded 

Bell (Ed. MtLaren, 2 vols., Edin., 1064). Both note that 

certain principles are founded on equity but give no 

exposition of equity in general. More mentions that the 

la.1 of Scotland is elastic, being founded on ìrinciples of 

natural justice and right reason (Lect. 1,6). 

The absence of any general doctrine of equity from 

these more rlode.rn writers similarly surTests that a -ener- 

al conception of equity in bets Lam had been lost by the 

Nineteenth Century, although it wes still admitted that 

various doctrines were equitable. 
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Lord Karnes 

Apr-it from the Institutionel writers, a Scottish jur- 

ist whose views on Equity cannot be ignored is Lord Kanes 

(See generally D.N.B. XXVII sub nom. Home; ?tler s 

"Memoirs of Lord Karnes"; W. Forbes Gray's "Some Old Scots 

Judges"; j. A. Brown, "A, Master of Equity", 20 L.Q.R.308.) 

Ho must be the more regarded because he as one of the 

first lewyors in England or Scotland to essay a treatise 

on Equity;and the only Scottish lawyer yet to do so. (For 

others, see Holdsworth, H.E.L. XII, 17a) 

Henry Homo was the son of a country gentleman and was 

born in Berwickshire in 1096 At first, apparently, he 

was destined for the other branch of the profession, but 

in 1724 ho was called to the Bar. no was a scholar of 

wide attainments in Philosophy and History as well as in 

Law and published from 1728 onwards a series of still use- 

ful books on various as-ects of Scots La, antiquities 

and philosophy. These include the Remarkable Decisions 

of the Court of Session fro 1716 (1728), Essays upon 

Several Subjects in Lau (1732), Dictionary of Decisions 

of the Court of Session (1741), Essays on Several Subjects 

concorn'ng British Antiquities (1747) In 1752 he was 

raised to the Bench o.s Lord Karnes ,'nd in 1763 was appointed 

a Lord Commissioner of Justiciary as well. Dr Johnson 

had a poor opinion of him, though later critics have rated 

him as a man of acute understanding as well as one 
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thoroughly acquainted with the jurisprudence of ',cotln.nd. 

Certainly his >ublished tiiritinrs were in ac..vance of his 

time and their value is not yet exhausted. In 1757 he 

published The Statute Lai; of cotland Abridged -aïth His- 

torical Notes, and 'istorical La w Tracts. About this 

time he was in correspondence 'with Lord Chancellor 'ard- 

wicke -. ith regard to his idea of introducing uniformity 

of principle into the jurisprudence of )cotland and .t nr- 

land to counter' ct the inconvenience of _laving two sepaÿ 

ate systerls of law in Groat Britain, In pursuance of 

this line of study the folio first edition of The Princi- 

ples of Equity appeared anonymo -?sly in Edinburgh in 1-60. 

(subsequent editions were the second, corrected, 1767; 

third, tv2o volumes, octavo, 1778; fourth, 1600; 11new" 

edition, 1825; P.N.B. o: its mention of the fourth, and 

sources and Literature (stair Socy.) , p. 249, omits the 

last. The present writer has collated then and is satis- 

fied that they are independent. In . i11er v. Baird in 

1749 (Mor. 12721) Home ( Kanes) wes of counsel and equity 

bulked largely in the argument.) 

Karnes sought to treat Equity as a Science and reduce 

it to principles, to examine its nature and define its 

boundaries and to settle the provinces of a court of law 

and a tribunal vith equitable powers . He discusses inter 

alia the origin of the English Chancery jurisdiction and 

the question whether equity should best be ad ï, i nistered 
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through a separate court or a united one. Lord Hard- 

wicke wrote (Tytler, I, 237) expressing "approbation of 

the ingenuity and industry of your researches and reflec- 

tions" 

The Principles of Equity enjoyed considerable pop- 

ularity and was frequently cited in cases for some time, 

as well as being noticed by Blackstone and Story. Bell 

cites Karnes repeatedly. Opinions as to the authority 

of the work have varied. In Cassels v. Lamb ((1885) 

12 R. 722, 755) Lord Rutherfurd Clark said that Kanes's 

ruthority stood very high, though Lord Fraser in the same 

case (759) was -lore doubtful. In Kennedy v. Stewart 

((1889) 16 R. 421, 430) Lord President Inglis said in the 

course of the debate, "The principles of equity as syste- 

matised by Lord Karnes I look upon as the equity lay of 

Scotland." In the Gordon Pema.9 case (1929) Lord 

Dunedin said, "He is an authority, though rather a wild 

one." Though not infrequently referred to (e.g. Allan 

Steuart and Coy. v. Stein s Creditors (1790) M.4949; 

Broupih v. Jolly, (1793) M.2585; Strother V. Reid, (1803) 

:or. Forum Competens, Appx 4; Hadsworth v. B.L.Co., 

(1850) 13 1).376; coodman v. L.N.".R., (1877) 14 S.L.R. 

44D1451; Stewart v. Steuart, (1879) 6 R. 145; Robertson 

v. Balfour. 1938 at 211; Ka12.2 y. Murphy, 1940 

S.C. at 107,118,122.), the work is possibly over philos- 

ophic and insufficiently Practical and has not been of 

great influence. Karnes tends to ascribe to -cots lay 
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equitoble jurisdiction in respects known only in moral 

theory or in, Chancery equity, and persistently overstates 

the actual equitable powers of the cottish courts. 

repeatedly cites only Chancery authority for his nroposi_ 

tiers. 

The Principles of Equity owes much of its Interest 

to having been the first attempt in English at a complete 

survey of equity jurisdiction, and it is still the sole 

Scottish work on this subject. In his general treatment 

of equitable principles Karnes resembles Story rather than 

the modern English writers, who are :aore occupied with 

the rules and details of those subjects which in :! ¡ngland 

fell within the Chancery jurisdiction. When considering 

Blackstone's and Story's criticisms of Karnes, it is well 

to bear in mind that he lv rote from the Scottish point of 

view, having in mind the Court of Session primarily. 

Nevertheless it must be conceded that his lack of pre - 

ci sioa1 lessens the value of the work end he runs into 

tros2blo in the conflict of justice and utii.ity. Ne 

sou'ht to determine pure equity, i.e. universel rational 

principles of goodness and justice. Loreover he was in- 

clined to accept Scottish decisions as fundamental prin- 

ciples of equity, The list of maxims quoted at the end 

of the work as '?principles founded on" illustrates his 

weakness. Some arc maxims known tO English equity, 

otters varue ! coral platitudes, and some ordinary legal 

One or two are probably not the law and possibly 
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never have been, as for example, that "Justice will not 

permit a man to exercise his right where his intention is 

solely to hurt another", which is at the basis of the dis- 

puted doctrine of abuse of rights. (See Paton, Jurisrru -- 

duce, 316, citing authorities.) 

KalAes' s Ec# ui.tY 

Some further analysis is necessary of the attitude 

of Kanes' s Equity, our sole Scottish book on the subject. 

Kanes' s views on particular topics of equity will be not- 

iced i ore fully in the discussion of the particular mni- 

festations of the princ ..nle in Scots Law; at present 

only his general remarks on the subject are referred to. 

It is not without significance that the dedicatory 

letter to the second edition, dated August 1766, is ad- 

dressed to Lord T "ansfield, for the latter was a Scot, 

though he attained the rank of Lord Chief Justice of the 

King' s Bench, end ho is famous in _::;nf°li _?h legal history 

not only for his great development of the embryo co.mer- 

cial lay of England, but for his gallant though unavail- 

ing attempt to influence the common law of England in an 

equitable direction and thus to sonic extent to anticipate 

the Judicature Act. by sulking equitable remedies avail- 

able in a court of common lay. ?'is attitude to equity 

within the common lay has been observed as characteristic 

of the Scottish attitude to equity (Friedmann, 304. See 

also Fifoot, 187) . In bis prefoce to the second edition 
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(1767) Kames ro :nr ?gis apologetically that "the attempt to 

digest equity into a regular s -rstem was not only new but 

difficult" , an expression -:i th which the Present writer 

sympathises, Tue work, after a lengthy introduction, 

falls into three books, the first covering the powers of 

a court of equity derived from the 1Drinciple of justiee 

the second the powers of e court of equity founded on the 

principle of utility, while the third deals with the a, - 

plication of the principles of equity and utility to 

several subjects, such as conventional penalties. 

The first book is subdivided into two parts' the 

forcer, comprising more than half the whole work. relat- 

ing to the towers of a court of equity to remedy the im- 

perfections of_ coron law with respect to ,)ecuniary inter- 

est, by supplying what is defective, and correcting what 

is wrong; and the latter relating to such remedial 

powers ,:ith respect to matters of justice that are not 

pecuniary 

Intróductión 

The Introduction opens with the challenging remark 

that "Equity, scarce known to our forefathers, makes at 

present a great figure." Karnes claims that courts of 

equity have already acquired such an extent of juris- 

diction as to obscure, in a great nea.sur , courts of law. 

The cause of such an extension of jurisdiction must accord - 
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ingly be sought. In fact, the learned author would seem 

to be considerably exaggerating the i nfluence and import- 

ance of equity. Neither in icotland nor n ;land did the 

gloss on the Common Lai ever overwhelm and submerge the 

text. As has been pointed out already, much of the text 

always was and still remains nractically unglossed by 

equity,' 

Kamer next proceeds to delineate a "clear idea`" of 

the difference between a court of lay and a court of equity. 

"The former, we know, follows precise rules; but does the 

latter act by conscience solely, without any rule?", to 

which his answer is that this would be unsafe "while men 

are the judges, liable no less to partiality than to eor', 

and that no court ?without rules could ever have attain d 

the height of favour and the extent of jurisdiction en- 

joyed by courts of equity; and yet, he complains, writers 

have neither aimed at a system of equity nor even defined 

faith accuracy what equity is, nor its limits and extent 

'T'his criticism of lack of system is somewhat unfair in 

that equity in its very nature was and is a concatenation 

of miscellaneous natters, which hardly yields to any 

attenet at systematisation (cf. Hanbury, Essays in 

Equity, 23). A universally acknowledged operation of 

equity is "to remedy imperfections in the co -men lsv, , 

which is sometimes defective and sor?etii.es exceeds just 

bounds." (Introd. p.2) 



He states that "as equity is constantly opposed to 

col Lon law, a just idea of the latter may probably led 

to the former ", and this ascertainment of the meaning of 

common law he proposes to effect by historical deduction. 

This opposition of equity and common law see= rather 

verbal than functional, as it is amply apparent to -day 

from the study of English equity, and it is emphasised 

by the authoritative writers thereon, and is still more 

evident from the study of equity in Scotland, that the 

function of equity is supplementary and corrective: it 

is only in jurisprudential analysis that the terms are 

oposed for the sake of distinction, but this does not 

correctly describe the function equity is called on to 

fulfil in any legal system. 

In pursuance of this design of historical treatment 

he sketches briefly the original institution of courts 

of law in newly organised comnunities, "to compel in- 

dividuals to do their duty ", the gradual extension of 

their jurisdiction to every obvious duty arising r in 

ordinary dealings between n n and man. But causes of 

an extraordinary nature, requiring a singular remedy, 

were appropriated to the King. and Council. and ho cites 

as examples of this actions of ?roving the tenor, the 

causes of pupils, and the Pleas of the Crown (Introd., 

p.3) 
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Such extraordinary causes became too great a burden 

for the King and Council and extraordinary causes of a 

civil nature were , in England, devolved upon the Court 

of Chancery. In Scotland. Kames says , there was not L he 

sane necessity for this innovation, as our Kings neglep- 

ted in great measure their privilege of being judges, 

and suffered causes peculiar to the King and Council to 

be e-radually assumed by other sovereign courts: modern 

historical research does not really be-r out this explan- 

ation He continues, explaining that in opposition to 

the Common Law, the extraordinary branch of lew devolved 

on the Court of Chancery was termed Equity, "the name 

being derived from the nature of the jurisdiction, CLr- 

ected less by precise rules, than secundum qmmum et 

bonum, or according to what the judge in conscience 

thinks right. Thus equity, in its proper sense, com- 

prehends every natter of law that, by the common law, is 

left without remedy; and su9nosing the boundaries of 

the common law to be ascertained. there can no lorv-or 

remain any difficulty about the powers of a court of 

equity's, but these boundaries vary at different times 

and places (e. 4), Karnes here rather overstresses the 

discretionary and conscientious element in equity and 

also exaggerates its scope. 1]ven in 1760 these state- 

ments were inaccurate .nd they are still more so to-day. 

But he goes on in the same strain, "The more refined 

duties of morality were, in the early period, little 
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°fc:lt and less rorarded But law, in this simple form, 

cannot long continue stationary: for, in the social 

state, under re cular discipline, law ripens gradually 

with the human faculties; and by ripeness of discern- 

ment, end delicacy of sentiment, many c>uties formerly 

neglected, are found to be binding in conscience. Üueh 

duties can no longer be neglected by courts of justice; 

and as they made no part of the co -men law, they co no 

naturally under the jurisdiction of a court of equity." 

(p. 5.) 

He instances duties of benevolence as falling within 

the purview of a court of equity, becoming; a matter of 

conscience in riony cases formerly disregarded by the 

progress of society, But this is beyond the bounds ever 

souiht to be covered by any court, and his illustration. s 

of cases of salvage, recompense, neßotiorumm es3tio, re- 

tention ' nd genere.l average co not rest wholly on quite 

such a philosophic basis as the duty of benevolence 

(p.7). Stair, too, has reminded, us that "we cannot 

poind for unkindness" (Inst. 1,1,15). It is not pos- 

sible then entirely to accept Kames's concluding sen- 

tence, that "e court of equity ..,. enforces benevolence 

If ere the le_w of nature makes it our duty. And thus, a 

court of equity, accoropanying the law of nature in its 

gradual refinements, enforces every natural duty that 

is not ; rovided for at common let" (p . ú) . This is: the 

first province of a court of equity 



jades goes on to discuss duties orisint from 

covenants and promises (n. 8). After coI.ntinr out 

that a court of law considers nothi nr but declared will, 

ir-noring ultiraa.te purpose and unforeseen circumstances, 

he continues, `?Hence the powers of a court of equity, 

with respect to engagements It supplies imperfec- 

tions in comlon law, by taking under consideration 

every material circumstance, in order that justice may 

be distributed in the most perfect manner. It sup 

Plies defect in words, where will is evidently more 

extensive: it rejects words that unwarily ïo beyond 

will: and it nfives aid to will where it happens to be 

obscurely or imnerfectly expressed. By taking such 

liberty, a covenant is .rode effectual, according to 

the aim, and purpose of the contractors and without 

such liberty, seldom it happens that justice can be 

accurately distributed." (ow . 8 -9) . Here again_ this 

states the equi to. : ;le function broadly and as it exis- 

ted in theory; but in fact rules of interpretation he-c 

long hedged about any equitable freedom of interpreta- 

tion, and the ascertainment of the intention of a 

deed does not depend entirely on the orb tr: um boni 

viri. 

After a reference to the extension of the functio=n 

of a court of equity to undertaking to `correct or miti- 

gate the rigour, and what even in a proper sense may I 
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"termed the injustice, of con !on law" ( . 10) , Kames pro- 

coeds to consider a class of cases into which utility 

rather than justice enters, which expediency requires 

should be under the cognisance of s. court of equity. He 

instances agreements contra bongs ,:ores, or the pactvm 

de quota l itis as being avoided by equity in the Public 

interest .. and thú extension of equitable influence to 

supplying curators where estates are loft without man - 

agement, or the authorising of soles by minors when 

necessary. These ma is terial por ;ers, assumed by our 

courts of equity ar:: , he says, in effect, the same 

that were assumed by the Ronan Praetor, from necessity. 

without any express authority - Jus raetor1un est Aaqa 

)raetores introduxerunt, adiuvandl vel supi?lendi vel 

corrigendi iuris Civilis rátia, nronter utilitaten 

Lublicem." such complete equation of Scottish equitable 

powers to Roman praetorian powers is again open to 

challenge. 

After this historical excursus Ka_nes proceeds to 

a "question of the greatest moment, whether a court 

of equity be, or ought to be , governed by any ç ener ? 

rules?" (p. 13) , and points out that while determin- 

Inc every case on its particular circus ̂ stances, having 

regard to justice and equality, is the ideal of per- - 

.fect_Lon, judges are but human end liable to err and 

cannot safely be trusted with unli ited powers:. : o 



it is necessary n equity es in l ,r to establish rules 

to -reserve uniformity of judgment, eoesibly even pore 

necessary because of the variety and intricacy of egi:1 

able circumstances. Consequently a juCre, he hol; ".s, 

should not interpose equity, unless he can found his 

decree upon a rule equally applicable to all cases of 

the kind. In short . following precedent in equity is 

preferable to the inconvenience and danner of arbitrary 

judgments. (2. 14). subsequent history entirely en- 

dorses thic conclusion. Iiardwicke' s letter to Karnes 

(Tytler, I, 248) agreed in this but expressed the view! 

that "tho Praetor (sic) must not be so absolutely and 

invariably bound by them as Judges. If so, he must 

sometimes pronounce decrees materially unjust." 

Kames notes that the connections regarded by a 

court of equity arise generally from duties founded on 

j - teri al interest, while the more conscientious duties 

are left alone (p. 15). This is to be ascribed, he 

says, to the fact that such duties as charity defy 

regulation under general rules and consequently must 

be left unregulated from the difficulty of a proper 

rereedy (.o. 15) . Moreover equity must, in case of 

conflict, yiel( to utility when it regards the whole 

society. 

Then he states a_ principle which lies at the 

hecrt of the present work (p. 17): "In ealrland where 

the courts of equity end common law are different . the 
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"boundary between eauity and common law, where the 

lecislature doth not interpose, will remain always the 

same, But, in Scotland, and other countries where 

equity and common 1Fw are united in one court, the 

boundary varies imperceptibly: for what originally is 

a rule in equity, loses its character when it is fully 

established in practice: and then it is considered as 

common law: thus the actio neotiorum restorum, re- 

tention, salvare, etc., are in "-cotland scarce now 

considered as depending on principles of equity. But 

by cultivation of society, and practice of law, nicer 

and nicer cases in esuity beinr, daily un2olded, our 

notions of equity are preserved alive; and the addi- 

tions made to that fund, supply what is withdrawn from 

it by common law." (p. 18). 

Thus Karnes expresses concisely the state of much 

of Scottish eauity, and the rest of this essay is large- 

ly an elaboration nnd exemplification and modern justi- 

fication of this text. It is a testimony to Kames's 

--)erspicecity that he analysed the situation of Scottish 

equity so accurately. To-day, as will be shown, this 

analysis is still valid, but the merger of equity in 

law has now nroceeded so far that the, existence of ecluity 

in Scots Law is almost entirely ignored, apart from the 

extraordinary equity of the nobile pfficium, 
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He discusses the question whether eeuity is better 

administered jointly 7eith or separately from common law, 

and not unnaturally expresses his preference for a 

joint jurisdiction (e. 19 etmq). Bardericke in his 

letter (Tytler, I, 235 et pee., 242) admitted the force 

of Kames's contentions in favour of an undivided Court, 

though he not unnaturally adhered to Bacon's prefer 

ence for division, so as to keep the rules of law en- 

tire and not to leave it in the power of the judges in 

sensibly to blend law and equity together. The common 

lew of England, Hardwicke believed, would have been 

lost long ago if the two had been mixed. On this mat, 

ter Ilardwicke's fears have -Iroved to be groundless and 

eies's contentions have supervened- On the other hand 

pure equitable doctrines have been more fully developed 

by a separate court than they would have been in a 

court of mixed jurisdiction. 

Kemes then mentions that equity was originally 

confined to the supreme court and excluded from inferior 

courts, but as equitable rules became incorporated in 

Comon law, inferior courts acquired cognisance of such 

cases too, and ho instances nemtiorumaestio and recan- 

pense. 

Such :Ls Karnes's general view of his subject. Then 

in Book I he discusses powers of a court of equity to 

remedy the imperfections of common low under the heads 
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of (1) protecting ..yen from being harmed . by others; 2) 

protecting the weak of mind from harming themselves! 

(3) with respect to the natural duty of benevolence: 

(4) with regard to imperfections in dee'T s and covenants; 

(5) with respect to statutes: (6) rith respect to actions 

at law . and execution; (7) miti .'ation of pun.ish==en t 

Book II discusses the to° ers of a cnurt of equity 

founded on utility, such as preventing a trustee from 

making a profit from his fiduciary office, or voiding a 

?actum de quota litis or a contract contra bonos mores. 

in abridging lawsuits by the rules of retention and can - 

ie.nsat:ion, and the plea of bona fides. 

The third book treats of the ar lication of the 

pri ciples of equity Pnd utility to several important 

subjects, such as conventional penalties; and the work 

concludes with a list of equitable maxims, stated as be- 

ing the principles founded on. 

Factors in the Development of Scottish, 

The first major factor to be considered in the 

examination of Scottish equity is that the Scottish 

lawyers were accustomed from a very early time to look 

to the Raman law for their legal and equitable principles 

and particularly to the trichotomy of equitable sources 

therein, namely the historical (ius gren-_ Lum) , the 

philosophical (ius naturale) and the -practical (ius 
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nIiaetorium) . The Roman law vas never, in spite of sa e 

apparent dicta to the contrary, regarded as the oonmon 

law of this country: the principles of the civil law 

are part of the law of `; cotland only so far as they haire 

been imorted therein, and adopted os equitable in cir-- 

cumstances not covered by statute or custom (Ers .1 

41) , The adoption of civil law principles either dir 

ectfrorn the Cornus J"uris cr through the influence of 

the canon law w-.s considerable, and in either form 

these :principles broute ht elements of equity with them, 

Craig says (J.F. 1,11,14) that we use the Roman law 

so far as it appears to us to be consonant with "natural 

equity and reason". 

It should be borne in mind that prior to 1532 the 

administration of justice was much decentralised and 

there was no effective court of appeal; still less 

were there reported decisions and á. settled course of 

practice. The long history of troubles internally and 

the comparatively isolated position of Scotland on the 

fringe of the European Continent hod made the develo_ 

ment of a definite body of general customs slow and 

retarded the acquaintance with and possible adoption 

of the customs of other nations. In this respect Scot - 

land lagged very markedly behind England. 

When in 1532 Scotland did acquire a permanent 

Supreme Court, its origin was at once narliarientary, 
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conciliar and ecclesiastical. The nreseace of eccles- 

iastics on the bench necessarily imported on element of 

Roman rnd canon jurisprudence, and the jurisdiction wos 

from the first legalead also equitable, 'hen the nau- 

city of native custom made borrowinr necessary, it was 

to the civil and canon laws that the early Court of 

Session naturally turned for the principles it sought; 

nnd from the first the Court was accustomed to supple- 

ment its native statutes and customs from the equity 

of the Roman Law. (The present writer found evidence 

of the presence of Scots among the students in the old 

University of Bologna , where the revived Roman law 

flourished in the later riddle Ages and early modern 

tiles, before spreading north.) Furthermore, down to 

the Sixteenth Century the traditional friendshi,-) of 

Scotland was with France and the Continent rather than 

England and it was to France. and after the revocation 

of the Edict of Nantes, to Holland, that Scots went 

for their advanced legal education, and there they 

imbibed the law and equity of Rome as expounded by the 

civilian teachers. 

A second factor which assisted the general equit- 

able nature of the development of Scots law is the 

scottish inclination towards the study of philosophy, 

theology and abstract reason. qany of the older judoss 

such as Karnes and Lord President Forbes were nhilosonhTs 
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and theologians as well as lawyers. Hence, until re- 

cent times at least, the emphasis was always placed in 

.cotland upon principle rather than on precedent: the 

binding force of precedent as distinct fron the lerely 

persuasive influence of a series of concurring decisions, 

or even the sinele decision of an equal or higher courte 

is a comparatively modern developnent. .,ven Erskine 

(1,1,47) accepts the -osition as such, and only recently 

and partly under nglish influence has the binding nature 

of precedent come to be admitted, possibly sometimes to 

the detriment of the logical development of the lay. 

This general philosophic attitude is evident in the in- 

stitutional writers, who set out broad principles and di- 

gested the statutes and customs of the realm into a sys- 

tem, and, to take the greatest of these, Stair;hinself a 

former Professor of Philoso'thy, always makes an exposi- 

tion of the equitable princiPles underlying the rules of 

our positive law. "Equity though it be taken sometimes 

for the moderation of the extremity of human laws, yet 

it doth truly comprehend the whole law of the rational 

nature, for otherwise it could not possibly give remeid 

to the rigour and extremity of positive law in all cases' 

Inst.Ili,6). This view of Stair's was influential until 

well into the Nineteenth Century. 

Possibly a iloro material contributory factor to the 

non-existence of a separate court giving equitable re,ne 

dies in Scotland is the foot that the forms of action in 
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use in the Jcottish courts were always flexible and adan- 

table (cf. Cooper, Intro, to Register of Brieves) and the 

various conclusions of summonses could be easily altered 

and moulded to suit the particular circumstances of a 

case. (See, e.r. Juridical Styles, Vol. II, 1st edn, 

1790. Karnes, Historical Law Tracts, 3rd edn, 228.) In 

consequence re7_edies were not in -cotland cramped within 

the confines of forms of actions each restricted to a per- 

ticuler state of facts : and this limitation, which was a 

material factor in the development of English equity 

never existed in Scotland to require a remedy from out- 

cide the Decal system, 

It is noteworthy view of the long connection be- 

tween ocotland and the Continent of Europe that in Contin 

ental systems of law equity has a -lore modest function 

than in England. The separation from common law is un- 

imown, but the provisions of the various codes are yet 

subject to certain overriding principles which may and 

often do have e material effect in modifyin( the complex- 

ion of codified rules to a marked degree. Those princi- 

ples however are fluid and susceptible to influences out- 

side the law, such as the current Ideas of morality, and 

econo ic and political changes In the structure of soci- 

ety, so that they raust be applied with caution to avoid 

superseding the basic rules. 

There are many references to asamitas in Continental 

codes, but no definition end it remains a concept with a 

vague and undefined sphere of apnlicatlon. Pothier 
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regarded Équité as furnishinr a basis for the declaration 

of rights and duties, The nearest equivalent in our lay 

would be natural justice, frowned on as that ''vague juris- 

prudence" in some oiler coses (e.g. Blylis V. Bo. of London, 

Z19127 1 Ch. 140), althouch it is regarded as rather more 

than that (Gutteridge: Comparative Lay, 94 et ma.), The 

correspondence is rather to the Scottish than to the Enc.- 

lish conception of Equity, and reflects the identity of 

sources. 

Divided or United Lam and Equity 

Stair refers to the Court of Chancery as a distinct 

Court of Equity end then says , "Other nations do not div- 

ide the jurisdiction of their courts but supply the cases 

of equity and conscience by the noble office of the Sup- 

reme ordinary courts as we do." There are a number of 

reasons for the united jurisdiction in Scotland as com- 

pared with the divided in England. They are historical 

rather than justifications by expediency or on the grounds 

of conscience, just as the division of the English admin- 

istration of justice between law and equity is explicable 

historicelly. Among these reasons may be not:d the adop- 

tion of so -uch of the equity of the Roman civil and canon 

laws, and the acceptance of these as supplementary and 

subsidiary to the indigenous customs and statutes: the 

moral and ecclesiastical tono of the early semi-clerical 
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Court of Session with the Chancellor, usCA.a 11 an ecclesi- 

astic, present; the study abroad of the developed equ .ta- 

^blc civil law tain :ht in France and Holland by the profes- 

sors of the civil law, and in the works of the civilians 

the speculative nature of the Scottish intellect, and its 

penchant for mental philosophy and systematic . reasoning; 

and lastly the quotation and following of Enclish equity 

decisions and principles, after the decline of the Roman 

law, as an authority in the common law courts. The flex- 

ible and adaptable foras of action established in this 

country enabled the Scottish Courts to provide a suitable 

remedy for every case requiring one in a way the rir_id 

Enclish writs cold never do. Their inadaptability as - 

mandod a rorzedial system: the Scottish forms of action 

h^d the reriedy inherent in their flexibility. 

Scotland then had the benefit of strong equitable in- 

fluence in the law and yet avoided the obvious disadvan- 

tages of English practice prior to the Judicature Act in 

having a dual system of justice. 

Kanes's view was that the distinction whether a par- 

ticular case should be governed by law or equity is a ?at-- 

ter of difficulty, and it is h .rder still to draw the line 

between legal and equitable jurisdiction. Furthermore, to 

us in Scotland "it appears extr©riely uncouth that a court 

should be so constituted, as to be tied down in many in- 

stances to pronounce an iniquitous judgment.' (1c. , by 
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he says this "'will always happen where a claim founded 

cn common law, which must be brought before a court of 

co_.. ion law, is opposed by an equitable defence which cn 
not be regarded by such a court ' The Judicature Act in 

ink land met this criticism, by making all courts cogni- 

sant of both common law and equitable peas; but till 

then, and particularly when Kanes wrote, this was a not- 

iceable fault of the English divided jurisdiction= - e 

admits the sole inconvenience of an undivided jurisdic- 

tion, that it tends to blend co_! - -?can lev with equity, yet 

concludes that the preponderancy of advantage lies with 

the united jurisdiction, while frankly confessing his own 

bias derived from custom and established practice (pD. 

19, 20). 

It probably gust be conceded that the real advance., e 

of the separate jurisciction as in England was that equit- 

able remedies were developed particularly strongly and to 

a particularly high pitch by the Chancellors. Equity ac- 

quired a theory and internal coherence unknown in Scot- 

tish practice, where it has never been separately studied 

or Practised. It must remain a matter of dispute whe- 

ther this outweir.hed the complications of duality from 

which our law has remained free. 

In 1759 Lord Hardwick° agreed with Bacon in prefer- 

ring separation and disagreed with Kanes (Tytler, eaoirs 

of Karnes, I, 235) . 6ubsequent developments in rierica 
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tended to show that there was no basis for 'Bacon's vierJ 

that law and eauity ought always to be adlinistered in 

separate courts (see Wilson, Courts of Chancery in Ara- 

loan Colonies, :3l. Essays in A.A.L.H. II, 779; Fisher, 

Equity Through Common Law Forft$ in Pennsylvania, ibid, 

II, 810; Woodruff, Chancery in Massachusetts. 5 L.Q.R. 

370). The changes wrought in England by the Judicature 

Act seem to concede the superiority of unified adminis- 

trotion so that the question is now purely academic. 

It will be long, however, before English law has fully 

harmonised the duality of the various legal and equitable 

rights and remedies, if that is indeed possible. 

Ordinary and Extraordinaurisdiction 
of the Scottish Courts 

It has already been remarked that a feature of equIty 

in cots law is that it has always been administered 

through common law forms and that consequently in the 

course of time the equitable nature and origin of many of 

our rules of lau have been forgotten. To appreciate the 

influence of equitable principles on the modern rules of 

law it is therefore necessary to examine seriatim many of 

the main branches of the modern developed common law in 

an attempt to segregate those rules or modifications of 

rules which can be ascribed to the influence of equity 

from those whose justification and theor etical ancestry 
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can be put down to rules of strict law 

Every branch of law need not be examined with earl 

care, for eanitable influence is distributed unequally 

over the law. By anticipation the conclusion may be 

briefly given, that Hanbury's state-lent with regard to 

_Aglish law (Essays in .Lquity, 23, quoted ante Chap. 

is very substantially true elsoce Scots lay. Generally 

speaking, those subjects which in England fell partially 

or entirely within the jurisdiction of the Chancery, in 

Ucots lay also will be found to show most clearly in 

their statement and application a regard for aequum et 

bonum and principles of natural justice, 

A difficulty in this connection is that to the stu- 

dent of English. Equity a simple historical criterion is 

always available to decide whether or not a particular 

matter is equitable. lie has merely to rscertain whether 

the matter in issue was ono dealt with in the Court of 

Chancery prior to the Judicature Act, or is one appro- 

priated to the Chancery Division since then. If so, it 

is equitable in the peculiarly English sense and it may 

reasonably be assumed that its classification as a Chan- 

cery matter springs at least to some extent from an 

original connection with equity in the Aristotelian 

sense. But in Scotland no such simple touchstone lies 

ready to hand. The decision 'whether a branch of law is 

or is not founded on equitable principles can only be 

reached after a prolonged examination of the cases on 
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the chosen branch of law, of the reasons given by the 

judges for their decisions, mid of the state,lents 'lade 

by text-writers of authority on the fundamental bases 

underlying the rules. Consequently it may well be a 

matter of doubt and difficulty 311 individual cases to 

say yea or nay, and the interpretation to be placed an 

judicial or professorial dicta -nay be disputed. And 

as neither judges nor text-writers one in the habit of 

considering or of expressing views on the remotely phil- 

osophic bases of the doctrine$ fron which spring the 

precise points of lay under discussion the difficul- 

ties increase. The surgestion nay also be hazarded 

that a writer on equity, in his anxiety to discover 

equitable subjects in boots law, may well have observod 

traces of equitable influence where none truly exists. 

The followir chapters however, atter2pt to collet 

the Principal branches of Sects law where equitable la- 

fluence is fairly discernible and to Quote some of the 

principal state-Ients thereon and cases exemplifying the 

equitable nature of these categories, 

It is noteworthy that with the conspicuous excep- 

tion of the law of trusts, eouity does not in Scotland 

so much add distinct subjects to our law as rules modi- 

fying and amending fundamental principles of common lay. 

This is entirely consonant with the supplementary and 

Noderative influence, the trend towards refinement in 
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cases otherwise of hardship, which is always deened a 

characteristic of equity So, to take the case of suc- 

cession, equity does not atte pt to supplant the rules of 

succession laid down by law but Provides for the cases 

'::here otherwise one person aright have an excessive share 

or another be the victim of unintentional disinherison.. 

Something may also be interjected here as to the 

dist .nc tîon implicitly drawn by entitling Parts I1 and 

III of this study as the Ordinary end Extraordinary Equit- 

able Jurisdiction resnectivel7 of the Court of Session. 

Part III deals with the nob-ile offieiu , thich is very 

generally recognised rs an extraordinary equitable juris - 

diction inherent in the Court of Session derived :pro -1 

not ¡ers i aplicit in its constitution. This jurisdiction 

is moreover the only place ',there in Scots practice equity 

is openly a: nd avowedly acknowledged. But the error tics 

sprung up of regarding this as the only place where 

equity exercises an influence in our law. It is sought 

here to show that this is not so: furthermore the very 

name extraordinary suggests that there is or was an or- 

dinary equitable jurisdiction. It is the contention of 

the present work that this is in fact so , end that the 

ordinary equitable jurisdiction is widesnread in ;`cots 

lay though concealed and not apparent unless expressly 

soucht for, the more hidden because there has been no 

court specially to develop these principles of equity in 

our law, and hence such phrases as "equitable claim s" are 
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absent from indexes, digests of cases and rubrics 

It is submitted that this contention for a Cistinc- 

tion derives force fron a passage in Eankton's Institutes 

(IV.7,§ 23 et Eta.), The author there states: "The 

Court of session is both a court of Law and Equity in 

one. Thus where the party wants relief in equity, to 

which at common lay he might seem not entitled, this 

court in virtue of its mixed juriseiction can give it....': 

and he instances a crse of relief from the penalty con- 

tained in a bond, and compares the powers, of the praetor 

-nd of the i]nglish courts. "There are infinite other 

cases yhere the Court of Session ckves relief in equity 

Illen in strict law there seers to be none; ...." end 

then (ibia., e 24) : "Besides the officium ordinarium, or 

ordinary jurisdiction which the Lords of Session are 

vested with, there is competent to them vibat may be 

termed 'officium nobile'", 3hich i3ankton then proceeds 

to describe in detail, and which is quoted later (infra, 

Chap XIV) . Nov by officium ordinarium, the author can 

nean only the mixed jurisdiction in law and equity in 

ordinary cases, apart from the nobile officium, which is 

purely equitable And this officium ordinarium, ad- 

ministere,- in the combined court of Inv and equity, must 

be mode up of the rules of coaion law vjth those modi- 

fications and extensions derived from equity ,/hich are 

ordinarily administered in the court and called cunulet- 

ively conrnon law, the feet of the incorporation of 
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equitable elements being overlooked . Jame in attempt- 

ing to separate the equitable elements from the common 

lava, it is not unreasonable to call the branches of law 

affected collectively the ordinary equitable jurisdic- 

tion of the Court of Session. 

This proposition is rather affirmed by i3ankton in 

his Observations on the Law of England at the end of the 

chapter from which citation has been rade (pare 419) . 

He refers to the twin courts in England, of law and 

Chancery, ^.nd says: "This last is called Court of Equity 

or Court of Conscience and three things are chiefly to 

be juclged in it, ':1) Covin. v-i zt Ç ßc11 frauds, covins and 

deceits, for which there is no remedy at common law; (2) 

Accident, as where a party is Ilrevented by an i.ntervon ng 

accident from fulfills arty a condition; 3) Breaches of 

trust cnd. confidence " Then (n. 320) he says ; The 

Court of Session is invested with the same powers as 

this Court of ilquity in the Chancery. And, likewise in 

giving remedy in point of equity or otherwise , they are 

cub jest to the same limitations; for under that colour, 

or by virtue of their noble off1cium, they cannot con 

travene the direct ordinance of the law ....:' 
ßa n'tton then cl eon rly conceived of an ordinary 

equitable jurisdiction exercised in and through and . 

with the cannon late jurisdiction and this provides the 

explanation rnd justification for the title of the 

second nart of this study. Stair, too, groups under 
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mobile officinn (Inst. IV,3,1) sever1 matters not nou 

regarded as falling under this head, which further tends 

to support this distinction. 

In the succeedinc chapters no division on the linos 

of Kamcs's book is attempted, but consideration is made 

of the common law wider modern heads. 



PART II 
ORDINARY E0UI':PAßIE Tt3RISDIGTIGN 

Chapter VI 

Equity in Contract 

I - Retention 
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Retention is anepplic5:tion of the equitable prin- 

ciple of mutuulity of contract and nny be stated in the 

form that the obligations undertaken on either side in 

a contract are condom, ntary = .nd fulfilment by either 

party of his due part is impliedly conditional on 

counter-fulfilment by the other ( =_rsk. III.3,E6) . "The 

equality essential to utual contracts requires that 

the _nutual contractors be bound effectually to one an- 

other. If either of the iDarties can, by any defect in 

the contract, shake himself loose of the obligation, 

equity :1il1 not suffer the other party to be fettered." 

The elementary justice of this rulo of mutuality is 

patent. Retention then amounts to the right of one 

party to withhold perforriance of the obligations he has 

undertaken under a contract until perforriance is effec- 

ted of the counter -obligations in which he is creditor 

(G1oag, 623; Ersk.II3,4,20) . Karnes ( -).3444) describes 

it as an equitable device to abridge lawsuits 

,Strictly spealcinr , the right is one of security 

founded on possession of corporeal moveable property, 
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but equit7 has extended it to debts too (Bell, Pr., 

1410). Under DI, lish influence the tendency has been 

to ut lie the n-ne lien in the application of the prin- 

cirple to property and to keen the name retention for 

pecuniary obligations. 

The rif "ht of retention as applicable to debt may be 

ro :a.rded as an equitable extension of the principle of 

coripensetion, as the letter vas established by the Act 

of 1592. C. 141 (Hauer_ v. 'aulds, 1701, Bell's Oct. Cas. 

440 . Under this Act before one clam may be set off 

against another, both must be of the same kind nd both 

liquid., i.e., of ascertained amount. A plea of reten- 

tion, however, my be advanced though the debts be of 

different substances, or in respect of liquid an.d illieuEd 

debts. .<'c.i3_e the application of compensation serves to 

extinguish the lesser debt and diminish the greater, re- 

tention only delays settlement by withholding a security 

for final )erf orn nce (Bell. Pr. p 1410) . 

Tue origin of retention is controverted but nrobeb -- 

ly it is derived with modifications fro the civil lawn 

and it u^_s recognised in Scotland as comte ±on law prior to 

the re= ule.tion of the allied principle of conponsetion 

by the Act, 1592, c. 14.1 (supra) . That that origin 312 

basically equitable seoms never to have been doubted. 

In Hár er' s case Lord Monboddo spoke of "the ground of 

eouity" , Lord Esk rove of "founded on a principle of 

common justice between man and man" . and the Lord 
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President of "retention, taken as an equitable extension 

of the right of compensation to illiquid debts". Karnes 

(D. 344) calls it "an equitable exception resermbli n.g corn.- 

pensation" 

(a) Retention on Property Title 

Distinct from the right of retention or lien founded 

on possession of iîoveable pro erty under a contract, is 

the right of retention recognised where one person holds 

an apparently unqualified title of property to a subject 

yet is under a personal obligation to transfer it to an- 

other in certain circumstances. The most notable exam - 

les this are where an agreement to sell has been 

entered into but the property in the thing, sold has not 

passed to the buyer: or alternatively, where a convey- 

ance of property has been on ex facie absolute terms but 

subject in fact to a separate or latent obligation to re- 

convey. In each of those cases it is recognised as a 

general rule that the earty hold ink~ the title to the ??ra- 

perty may retain and is under no obligation to convey or 

transfer it until all the obligations due to him by the 

other party have been satisfied. There is, in other 

words, an equitable claim to which effect can be given 

only when counter- equities are considered. This right, 

it will be seen, is more extensive than a right of even 

general lien in that it extends to all claims, whether or 

not they have any connection with the contract under 
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which the oblicrtion to convey vas incurred. In such 

circumstances the whole series of relations between the 

two parties is looked upon as if they formed one undivid- 

ed contract, ond performance of the obligation to convey 

or transfer is consequently conditional on the due ful- 

fil-ent of all the counter oblirations. This right of 

retention is not founded on possession of the subject 

over which the right is to be exercised but is inferred 

by law from the absolute character of the title, and so 

can be founded on in respect of property not in posses- 

sion of the party asserting the right (Axag, 638-40; 

Gloag and Irvine, 331 citing cases; Lell, Comm., I, 

724). 

Stair and Erskine (Stair, 1,10,16; Ersk., 111,4,20) 

do not appear to have contemplated this kind of security- 

right under the head of retention, despite its appearance 

in a case of 1662 (Eayl of Bedford v. Lord Balmerine, 

9135). Bell (ut Rom) deals with it under the head 

of right in security, 

The distinction between retention arising, fro,1 a 

property title, and retention (or lien) founded on mere 

possession wes drawn in lelrese V. liastie ((ICU) 13 D. 

080) 7here the de auo was the right of retention over 

Leeds sold but not delivered and the property in which 

consequently, had not massed (decided prior to the Sale 

of Goods Act, 1093). Lord. :°encreiff said (n. 900): 
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"It is no case of lien that is maintained by Zile defenC- 

er27 but a case of retention under the existing law of 

ocotland. The nature of this right of retention is ex- 

Dlained very clearly In a few sentences in 'r Erskiae's 

work (111,4,20). It arises in varying circumstances, 

and is quite separate ond distinct from any right of c- 

-sensation, and it is recognised in nany cases precisely 

where compensation cannot -,roperly be pleaded The right 

in the olain sense and equity of it, consists simply in 

this, that when one man has goods in his possession 

which he is bound to deliver to another, but that other 

is debtor to him, whether for money or 'oods, he cannot 

demand delivery of the particular goods in the possession 

of the first, until he shell pay the debt due by Aim to 

that party. It is not necessary that the$e coanter ob- 

ligations should arise out of the same contract. If the 

obligations exist, it is o matter of plain equity that 

the one cannot demand delivery until he shall pay the 

debt due by him to the other, who holds the -oods It 

is e right of retention not rerely for payment or the 

price of the particular goods, but for payment of any 

general balance existing between the parties at the time 

when the demand of delivery is -lade." 

The right flows from the form of title and so 'lay 

even be sustained when it is against the good felth of 

the contract between the oarties (Hamilton v. Western 

Jank, (1856) 19 D. 152,162. or Lord. Ivory), yet 
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nevertheless it may be subject to equitable limitations 

(Gloag and Irvine, 337). 

(b) Lien 

The right of lien is a special application of the 

general doctrine of retention founded on the mutuality 

of contractual pblications, to the case of contracts of 

sale and employment Bell defined it (Prin.,§ 1410) as 

"o right to retain a subject legitimately in one's pos- 

session until a debt shall be paid, or an engagement per- 

formed, the pus exirendi of which is in the possessor". 

Professor Gloagts statement of the law may be adopted 

G-loag, 630) : "Where A places his property in the hands 

of 3) for the purpose of work which B has undertaken to 

perform, A .... nay withhold payment of the sum he hes 

agreed to pay for the work if the defective character of 

the work vests him with a claim of damages, He is not 

bound to perform his obligation of payment until 13 has 

fulfilled his obligation of adequate nerformance of the 

work undertaken. B in such a case has a correlative 

right, if he has duly fulfilled his contract so far as 

the character of his work is concerned, to withhold de- 

livery of the article until the counter-obligation of 

payment is fulfilled. He has a right of retention or 

lien over the article on which ho has performed work in 

security of his claim for payment." (See also the 
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elaborate notes and arpunent in Harper v. Faulds, 1791, 

Bell's Oct. Cas. 440, in which Kanies's Equity ic cited 

at length. ) "Retention .... is a mere personal excep- 

tion founded on equity, which forbids a man to demand 

payment of what is due to him, while he himself refuses 

to pay"(HarPer v. Kaulds, supra, 447). Again in the 

same case, after considering decisions of Hardwicice and 

ansfield, the report goes on to say that so stronrly 

founded on natural justice is this r1ea of retention 

that the English judges have made it as vide and goner 

al -s they coulC. The Scottish authorities show that 

this riFht, founded on the consideration of the con- 
cuPrent and comnlementary conditions in the contract of 

enployrient, to return the article with the work duly 

done on the one -)art, and on the other, to pay the 

agreed sun, infers a right only of special lien, that 

is, to retain the article only for work done on or in 

relation to it, as a security for the counterpart, end 

not a general lien, which infers the more extensive 

right to retain the subject in security of a balance 

due on prior transactions. There are however exden- 

tional cases where a right of general lien is recog- 

nised in L;cots law (Gloag, 633; Bell, Pr.,§ 1411) 

A right of special lien or retention is on prin- 

ciple coToetent in any case of a contract with mutual 

Prestations: it has been expressly admitted in such 

casos as retention of a ship for repairs or work done, 
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in carriage both by land and sea, and as a right of inn - 

IzeeDers (Dell, Pr. § 1420 et sea.) . It exists too for 

average loss and for payment of salvage reward, and 

these rights are therlselves founded on equity (infra, 

Chap. IL), so that the extension to them of a right of 

retention in satisfaction of the equitable claims is 

hardly surprising. The latter is described by Sell 

(Pr. § 1427) as "a most natural and equitable right" and 

this view has long been established (iartfort v. Jones. 

0.098) 1 LI . Raym . 393) . It is further established 

that a right of retention -lay only be founded on pos- 

session obtained fairly, and not by fraud or error 

(Gloag and Irvine, X43; Laurie v. :Dean ° s 2r. (185" ) 

lb D. 404, 409; E)ell, Pr. Ñ 1413) . In other words, the 

party who seeks to claim the equitable right 'lust cone 

to equity with clean hands. 

In Anderson's Trs : v. . +lu j..: ((1671) 9 M. 718) 

an attet,pt was made to constitute by notice a general 

lien: it Wes held that custom of trade had established 

a general lien for one year only which was °4a just, 

reasonable and equitable extension of the common law 

princi_Dler' (723, .ter. Lord Ardmillan) . It was added 

that on this matter the Court had the authority of 

Lord liarddwicke and Lord Mansfield .... and, on a ques- 

tion of equitable right in the department of commercial 

jurisprudence, no higher authority can be desired.' 
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The exceptional right of general lien (Gloag and 

Irvine. 349; Bell, Pr. § 1431 et s92.) rests not so Duch 

on mutuality of contract as on an implie d term in cer- 

tain contrr,cts of employment that such a right of secur- 

ity shall exist, Trhich may vary in scope and extent ac- 

cording to the particular trade, thourh always extending 

to the balance arising consequent on a previous course 

of ennloyment. It is based, too, on usage of trade rnd 

will not be admitted in the absence of nroof of trade 

custom. iut in practice, the right is acknowledged la 

certain cases, such as that of a solicitor. Neverthe- 

less, the right is not unlimited as, resting on an 

terri in a contrect inferred from usage of trade, 

it can cover only debts incurred in the course of deal- 

ings in the trade in eue-tion and extends only over Pro- 

perty which has come into the possession of the person 

asserting the lien in the course of that trade or busi- 

ness. 

The right of lien depends on possession and is lost 

with the loss of possession of the article: it may 

furthermore be nullified by an express term in the con- 

tract. A salvor's lien probably rests on custom (Otis 

V. Kidston, (1862) 24 D. 419: Merchant Shipping Act, 

1894, s. 544). 

The controversy whether the general rule of the kw 

of 6cotland permitted general or only special lion as a 
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cussed by the wholo Court in Hai= v Faulds (1701, 

Bell's Oct.Cas.440), and finally decided against the 

general admission of the principle of general lien. It 

\:as argued in that case that retention or lien as not 

native to any country but was introduce(' fro-1 considera- 

tions of equity, and that in Rove this happened through 

the agency of the praetor in iudiciis bonne fidei , and 

that it was not extended to iudiciis stricti luris prior 

to a rescript of the Emperor rarcus Aurelius. Lord 

Eskgrove rested his judgment on the civil law and the 

general principles of equity, remarkin, that retention 

and compensation "are founded on a common principle of 

justice between man and man: not the creature of 

statute. They must have been recognised in our law 

lore before the statute 1592, which only allowed the 

principle 50. of compensation/ to operate by way of 

exception." Certainly the cases of retention go back 

to the earliest reports. 

Whether or not the origin is truly to be found in 

the civil law, the influence of equity is prevalent. 

In Laurie V. Denny's Trs. (15 D. 404 at on. 408-9, 

approving Baer V. Faulds, and exeminin, other prior 

authorities), Lord Cuninghome said, with regard to a 

contention for a right of general retention or lien. 

that "tho principles of common law and eauity are 

strongly opposed to retention in such a case as the 
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present", end later again, "the civil law sanctioned 

no such policy /3f absolute and unlimited right of 

retontioíÇ. On the contrary, from the pervading in- 

fluence of the rules of equity end rood faith, *which in 

general so rerzarkably characterised the civil law, it 

was held that the possession riven for a special and 

te!?poraay purpose, could not be inverted or misapplied 

for the security of other, especially pre -existing 

claims, on the plea of retention." 

Lord Cockburn in Brown v. Soiierville (6 D. 1267, 

1285) maintained "that the doctrine of retention, in 

the law cf Scotland, rests on broad principles of equi- 

ty of very old. establishn.ent" , and later spoke of the 

application of the principle of special lien to a case 

which is distinctly within the rule of law and equity,' 

In Dorthwick v, Scottish I. ïdows Fund ((1864) 

595, 607), a bankruptcy case, Lord. Justicc -Clerk Inglis 

refers to the rule of retention as codified in cases of 

bankruptcy as founded on a very clear r round of equity' 

Furthermore the exercise of a right of lien is sth 
-- 

ject to the equitable control of the Court to r ;revent 

Possible abuse of the right This was noted rit least 

cs e' rly as 1801 in the case of Dobbic v. Scales (18th 

ay, 1831, F.C.), while in Fe uson_f nd L)tuart v. Grant 

((1856) 18 536, 533) Lord. President 'Weill thought 

that the Court had, and had frequently exercised. the 

right to check abuse of a lol -- aront's right of lien 
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over title-deeds. this vas approved by Lord Ardwall in 

the case of a lien over a ship (Garscadden v. Ardrossan 

Dry Dock Co., 1010 S.C. 178, 130), while Lord Fullerton 

in Grehaq v. Gordon ((1843) 5 D. 1207) stated that the 

Court would consider the circumstances of each particejer 

case in questions of lien and this statement has been 

subsequently approved and acted on. It is not, then. 

an absolute legal right 

As illustrating further the equitable nature of 

this richt it may be mentioned that the possession 

founded on must be bona fide and not acquired by freud, 

accident or mistake (Bell, Pr. § Glendinningis 

Cre. v. an:qagagsz, (1745) -.2573. But see Dell Corn. 

II, 89); otherwise it would be contrary to eauity. 

"He who seeks equity must do equity."' Furtherelore, 

thouch lien falls with loss of possession, it -.21.11 sub- 

sist if possession were given up by error or eista,;:e 

(Bell, Pr. § 1415, quoting BE21Joan, (100) 12 

Ves. 6 (Lord Oh. Erskine)) 

(c) Retention of Debts 

The fundamental position in this case ney be 

stated briefly; failure of performance on one contract 

cannot be justified by the other party's default on 

another separate contract, and a liquid debt which is 

admittedly due and payable cannot be withheld on the 

Plea of retention in respect of a claim of damages 
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tract (1.;rsk..1I1,4,15; Bell, Pm. § 573; Nat Facktnre Co 

v. Drew. (1855) 2 racQ. 103, 122). So a claim for pay- 

feent cannot be met by an unconnecteP claim for damages 

nor any contractual claim by any delictual, nor does it 

'Yoke an. difference if the claims arise from two distinct 

contracts -.hich -,ay be said to be in the same course of 

dealing between the parties. 

By the principle of compensation later discussed 

mutual liouid debts arising between parties who are both 

solvent -Ioy be sot off one against the other with the re- 

suit that if equal both are extinguished, and if unequal 

the greater is diminished pro tanto and the lesser ex- 

tinruished. Retention of debts has been ascribed to an 

equitable extension of this principle to the case where 

one debt is illiquid, uch rs a claim of damaaes, or is 

continrent or as yet unproved, provided always of course 

that the claim and counter-claim arise from the one con- 

tract (Per L.P. Campbell in :lamer V. Faulds, Bell's 

Oct.Cas. 440,473; Lora TPLaren in Asphaltic Co. v Glas. 

Con., 1907 S.C. 463, 4Y4.) The justification of the 

equitable extension is not hard to seek. If the posi- 

tion in law is that a contract requires so-le service to 

be dono by one party and due payment to be lade by the 

other for the work done. and the performance of the work 

turns out to be defective, rescission of the contract 

may be a useless remedy as where the work was done on 
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property belonging to the employer. It would be unsatis- 

factory and unjust in such a case to compel the employer 

to nay the contract 'rice and then attempt to recover 

damages for the faulty performance. Ituch more just and 

reasonable is the solution found in the law of Jcotland 

which, by extending the nrinciple of compensation de- 

clines to compel the emiloyer in such a case to perform his 

part while the bounterpart has in effect not been per- 

formed. The employer's obligation to pay is not extin- 

guished but suspended by his exercise of the right of re- 

tention of the payment due in security of his claim of 

damages (Ersk.III,4,20. approved in Borthwick v. ,_)cot- 

tish Widows Fund, 2 M. 595, et 607, per L.J.C. Inplis). 

Thus an illiquid claim is exceptionally set up against a 

liquid. ond when the damages are liquidated, compensation 

may properly operate and only a balance till be payable 

by or to the employer. Such a plea has been recognised 

in cases of carriage and storaue, where claims for 

freight and storage dues have been met by pleas of re- 

tention founded on claims for damages for injury done 

to the goods, and frequently in cases of employees' 

claims for remuneration, countered by claims in respect 

of failure in performance of their duties (see cases 

cited In Gloag, 627). 

But it has been laid doun in a number of cases 

that a claim of retention, even where ex facie competent 

in respect that both claims arise out of the sane 
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contract, is not the assertion of an absolute le cal 

right, end the Court may refuse to Five effect to it in 

a case where the result would be inequitable, or if the 

conclusion is arrived at that the nlea is merely dila- 

tory. In Ross v. Ross ((1895) 22 R, 461, 464), Lord 

Laren said: "There is also the principle of reten- 

tion and that , not being subject to the conditions of 

any statute, must be regarded as an equitable right to 

be applied by the Court according to the circumstances 

of each case as it shall arise.'r 

The prindiplo of retention of debts just discussed 

is applicable to leases, in cases where the failure is 

not sufficiently material to justify the other party in 

rescinding the lease. The basis of the doctrine in 

these casos is the same as in other contracts, that one 

party to a contract cannot insist on performance unless 

he is prepared to perform himself., The usual case in 

;hick the plea is put forward is a claim for rent by 

the landlord, met by a claim for abatement of rent in 

respect of partial eviction or the landlord's failure 

to make the whole subjects available, or, by extension, 

in respect of a claim for abatement in respect of the 

landlord's failure to put the subjects of lot in a 

tenantable state of repair. It is only in the more 

modern cases that retention of rent :1as been definitely 

founded on the principle of mutuality of claims under 

a contract as in other contractual cases (see cases 
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cited in Gloag, 628-9). The claim beinf founded on 

fairness and equity is not absolute , nor always admitted 

to the same extent but is reculated by the Court havinr 

regard to the justice of the circumstances (Boyle v. 

Duncan, (1807) Hume, 839). 

In Stobbs v. Hiqlop (1940 , .C. 216, 223) Lord Presi- 

dent Cooper described retention of rent as "one of the 

many instances of the general equitable rule of Scots law 

that reciprocal obligations arising under a mutual con- 

tract are the counterparts of each other and that under 

suitable circumstances a party to such a contract will be 

permitted to withhold perfornance of his obligations un- 

less or until the other earty has performed his ....", 

and he repeatedly emphasises the equitable nature of the 

rules and the discretionary control assorted by the 

Court in allowing or refusing retention in mutual con- 

tracts. Lord Russell (at p. 228. So too Lord Keith at 

230) calls retention "an equitable remedy sanctioned by 

the general law and regulated by the Courts under appro- 

priate safeguards". The Lord President said that the 

source of the tenant's right to retain rent was not his 

contract of lease but the common law and equity adminis- 

tered by Scottish Courts", and he declined to treat it 

as simply an implied term of the contract. 

In the same caso (229) Lord Russell called it "an 

equitable remedy conferred by the common law". The last 

words are noteworthy as revealinc the extent to which 
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Icottish equity has been absorbed into the common lay. 

The recornition of the equity of the princi-Ae of 

abatement is not new either. Lord Redesdale in 3unt 

V. Walker ((1815) 3 Dow, 233) said: "The justice of the 

matter amounts to no aore than this, that the tenant 

should have an allowance equal to the diminution in the 

value of the subject b- the loss of the house during, the 

term". 

Hunter on Landlord and Tenant (II, 451, and author- 

ities in note) calls it on "equitable doctrine, recon- 

nisod by the laws of Rome (Dig. 19.2.15, etc.), of the 

Continent and of inland" as well as of Scotland. (So, 

too, Rankine, Leases, 327.) Lord Shand in 'uir v. 

TI,Intyres ((1887) 14 R. 470,473) said "The principle 

on which the tenant is entitled to an abatement is 

founded on the hirhest equity ....": so :,(1) allow reten- 

tion for a claim for abatement of rent is superadding 

equity on equity. 

In Earl of Gall= v. M'Connell (1911 -0.0.846,852), 
also a case of retention, Lord Salvesen thought that the 

Court had an equitable power to assess the amount of 

rent which a defender might retain, Provided application 

were made for that Purpose to theme This also illus- 

trates the eauitable and discretionary control by the 

Court. 
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Reference has been --de to the imnortation of the 

nano lien from. England where it generally corresponds 

with the Scottish retention of moveable property in se- 

curity. Liens in illigland fell under Chancery jurisdic- 

tion partly as civing rise to questions of account which 

required resort to a court of equity (Story, 6 506), 

and partly as constituting a class of implied trusts 

(ibid., § 1215). The equity courts also recognised 

liens unknown at common law arising from constructive 

trusts (ibid., 6 1217). 

In the case of bankruptcy the strict rules of reten- 

tion are equitably extended, so that a creditor ay retain 

in respect of a future or contingent claim when himself 

debtor in a liquid claim due to the bankrupt (Bell, Corn. 

11,122). Such a claim is subject to the conditions that 

the concursus of debtor and creditor must have been estab- 

lished prior to the bankruntcy, and that the future or 

contingent claim must have been acquired in bona fide. 

So too it was held in Borthwick v. Scottish Widows Fund 

((1864) 2 M. 595) that when a debtor in a liquid debt 

went bankrupt, the creditors who were indebted to him in 

an illiquid debt were entitled to retain and set off the 

resent value of their claim against his, so as to have 

to rank only for the balance. 
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II - Compensation 

When two parties are mutually indebted, it is ex- 

nedient, Bell says (Com.II, 118; cf. 3toir,I,18,6), to 

prevent multiplication of lawsuits that the one debt 

should be held as payment of the other, both the debts 

being presently due and both liquid. It is not only 

07nedient, but required by the plainest principles of 

eauity, that where one of the parties becomes unable to 

Day his debt to the other, he should not be entitled to 

require payment frosi that other of on equal debt that is 

due to him." Lord hnsfield nut it thus : "Natural 

equity says, that cross-demands should coinensate each 

other, by deducting the less sum from the greater: and 

that the difference is the only sum vhich can be justly 

due." (Green v. Farmer, (1768) 4 Burr. 2214,2220). 

This process of compensation, or set-off, as it is known 

in Encland, rests on the two principles of the expediency 

of abating lawsuits and the avoidance of injustice (Bell, 

Pr.,§ 572). Modestinus defined it as debiti et crediti 

contributio (D. 16.2.1) but this is inadequate: the 

modern requirements are that the two debts must be of 

the same nature, both presently due, both liquid, anl 

the two larties ,lutually debtor end creditor each in his 

own right, before there can be a true concsrsus debiti 

et crediti. Those conditions ere virtually identical with 

the requirements of the process in Roman law which bore 

the sale name. 
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In Roman lay compensation was a similar reciprocal 

extinction of debts between two persons, each of whom 

was indebted to the other, founded upon natural equity, 

mutual interest and convenience ( tory,k§ 1439, 1442 -4.44) 

Even in the Ronan law compensation did not operate entire- 

ly insó Sure: it had to be -)l(r2ded by the defender by 

way of exceptio doll and sustained by the judge (Buckland, 

Nianual , 405-6; Textbook, 703) . Stair's dictum that com- 

pensation operated ppo lure (I,18,5 and lore's Notes 

thereto) has not been followed and. in Scotland too com- 

pensation has always to be pleaded before decree and sus- 

tained and does not operate i'nso lure though when sus- 

tained it dates back to the time when concourse of deb - 

tor and creditor took place (ErskIII,4,12; Dell, Com.II, 

124) . In the Roman law the exceptio doll was used in 

its function of r:iti {atin; the harshness of lus strictum 

to vivo effect to counter -claims by way of retention where 

claim and counter -claim were not eiusder .. eneris or by 

means of compensation where they were so,and thus the 

exceutio doll became in the hands of the Roman jurists a 

weapon which enabled the ius aecluum to defeat the bus 

strictum at every point (Leslie's Bohm, 200 -1). 

In vier of the distinct similarity between the Roman 

rules and the existing rules of scots law. together with 

the "prevalence of the Roman jurisprudence in :3cotland, 

one should not expect to find a period in her law where 

the doctrine of compensation was unknown" (Bell, Cora. Il, 
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120). it appears probable that down to nearly the end 

of the Sixteenth Century, when Persons were mutually IA- 

debted recovery required nn action and counter action 

(as at Rome in earlier times: Buoklend, Textbook,703), 

and legislative intervention took place to permit a 

counter-claim being stated in defence, instead of only 

in a cross-action (Ersk.III,4,12. Cf. Karnes, 257), The 

Act, 1592, c. 141 (A.P.S.II1,573) enacted that "onie debt 

de licuido in lieuidum instantly verified by writ, or 

oath of party, before the riving of decree, be admitted 

be all judges within this realm by way of exception, bfit 

not after the riving thereof in the suspension, or in 

reduction of the some decree." 

It is sometimes observed that this Act introduced 

the doctrine into our law and in The_ gman -7. Bishop of 

Aberdeen (Balfo-r, Prac. 349) in 1543 compensation seas 

to have been denied. Bell however (Con,II1120) from an 

examination of the original record observes that there 

is no evidence of such plea or judp-ment. 

Further, in Fowler v. Brown (1916,8.0.597) Lord 

Salvesen nd'itted that the first part of the Let of 1592 

may have been merely declaratory of the common law. It 

is submitted that there is probably much truth in the 

view expressed by Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfield in Hamer 

v. Faulds (1791, Oct.C-Ts. 432,470) tat the 1592 

Act was introduced plerely to save the trouble of bringioP 

two actions as had been required previously: prior to 
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1592, he says, when there as a counter-claim the natter 

resolved into a count and reckonine, which was then cm 

potent wherein the one claim could- offset the other On 

thir; view the Act of 1592 was merely declaratory of the 

previously existing law except as to the words byway 

of exception" which, with a view to avoiding extra ex- 

pense and unnecessary litigation, permitted a plea of 

compensation to be taken by way of counter-claim made 

before decree in the original action. Bell , in his 

Principles (§ 572), only says that the right is "estab- 

lished and regulated"' by statute, and there seems no 

clear Llaication that it was in fact "introduced thereby 

The requirement that both debts be liquid was soon 

equitably extended to cover cases where a debt, though 

it could not be instantly verified in terms of the Act 

of 1592, might be proved quickly according to the rule 

and statim liauidari potest, pro iam liquido habetur. 
This has been uniform practice for lone and seems based 

on the Ronan law, according to Erskine (111,4,16), and 

in such cases sentence is delayed ex aequitate till the 

debtor can substantiate his ground of compensation. This 

seems to have been refused in earlier cases (Linlithggl 

v. Airth, (1616) U.2564. See also Fisher v. Geddes, 

(1829 7 5.704, ner Lord Corehouse) and was first admit- 

ted in 1605 (,cton, U.2566), after which it was regular- 

ly admitted In Ross v. liaclistrates of Tain ((1711) 

M.2568) the report narrates the requirement of the Act 
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that the debts be liquid, c.ad continuos ut, in 1-tirer 

practice, the Lords have got over this ri orous inter 7: 

tat ion , by adopting the maxim Vic; , at a .... " The 

proof de: i derated is generally restricted to writ or 

oath but exceptionally parole has been allowed (uir v. 

l :enned.y., (1697) _`.. 2567) . Althou',h the Court .ßi11 not 

cllot;? compensation where the ascertainment of the illi- 

quid debt would require a lengthy inquiry, it has a dis- 

cretion and may exceptionally sist a cause based on a 

liquid claim, pending the liquidation of , counter-c1air1, 

provided the lcttor was raised first (toss v. Ross, 

(1895) 22 R. 461). The Court has an equitable dis- 

cretion in questions as to the applicability of the 

maxim end the circumstances must be regarded in each 

case. "It is always a question of circumstances, and 

of sound judicial discretion and equity, in what cases 

Belay to permit liquidation should be allowedt° (Loran 

v. Stexihen, (1850) 13 D. 262,267, per Lord Cuninghame) . 

The tendency of the practice of the Court is to allow 

an illiquid clairl to be sustained as a dilatory plea 

where either there is naterial for its instant or easy 

verification cr the Court co _les to be of the op ?ion 

that the ends of justice would be defeated if it were 

repelled. In Munro v. i cdonald's Exors ((1860) 4 

687, 688) it tari agreed that there might be exceptions 

to the strict rulo of the Latin maxim, and Lord Currie 

hill said that the word station imlied some discretion 
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on the part of the Court. On such an equitable view 

statim would appear to mean "readily" rather than "im- 

mediately". 

Another equitable trace is the rule that a debt 

acquired in mala fide will not ground a claim of compen- 

sation (Ersk.III,4,18. Finlayson V. Ross's Trs.,(1829) 

7 J. 698; Lawson v. Burman, (1831) 9 :3. 478), and this 

is particularly so in bankruPtcy. 

A further equitable extension of the rules is that 

though debts to be compensated must be of the same kind 

yet if they be by consent or decree reduced to terms of 

money they can be set off thoutc;h the compensation only 

dates from the tine when they wore thus made commensur- 

able ( urráy v. "'Guffogl. (1711) M, 2607). 

l'urthermore, to be compensable both debts must be 

Presently exigible, so that a future or conditional debt 

cannot be pleaded (Ersk.III,4,15), nor can one vIhich has 

prescribed (Carmichael v. Carmichael, (1719) *.2677): 

the mutual debit p.n.(' credit must also on grounds of 

equity exist before bankruptcy (Bell, Corn. 11, 123) 

Though the Act of 1592 makes no special provision 

for such cases, in bankruptcy, further wide equitable ex- 

tensions of the principle of compensation are there ad- 

mitted. Where one party becomes bankrupt and both debts 

are already payable, he who remains solvent is not bound 

to pay his debt in full and to accept a dividend in 
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rec-oct of the debt owed to him. The nlee ef compensa- 

tion may be stated after bankruptcy dating back to the 

period of concourre, so as to extinguish the lesser debt 

No concourse however can take place after sequestration. 

Furthermore, the rule against co7oensation by o. future or 

continrent debt 'Ionld be unjust in bankruptcy as exactinr 

full peyment and giving only a rifht to a dividend ; the 

solvent r.)rty is entitled in such a case "in equity to 

retcin till the illiquid debt be constituted or in secur- 

ity of the future or contingent debt" (Bell. Pr. d 573). 

These rules Boll (Co,. II, 119) distinruishes as the .3°1 

ancing of Accounts in Bankruptcy "not erely an array 

of convenience, but an equitable ae)ustment of -Iut- 

ual debts and credits to avoid rross and manifest injus- 

tice". 

view was that the Act of 1592 vino not exclus 

ive of the operation of eauity in cases naturally falling 

under its rules; and in '.'cotland, he says. the insolvency 

of a party has olviays been adoitted as a ground for admin- 

istering an ecultable re'ledy unknown to the ordinary 

course of ley (Com.II,121). 1:ence a creditor may reeo-ft 

to the equitable remedies of inhibition or adjudication in 

security to avoid the injustice of losing his remedy 

against heritable estate even if the debtor be only 

veymps ad inóniag This principle too is the equitable 

ground for extendilv retention to mutual aebts and credit, 

which would not fall under the ordinary rule of co-nensa- 

tion. 
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o in bankruptcy a creditor may plead an illiquid 

claim in compensation, or a future or contingent debt 

ith a tern of payment after the bankruntcy, or a debt 

not of the same species or quality. bell observed, too, 

(Coll.II,119) that in England the Chancery permitted set- 

off in bankruqtcy and on grounds of equity before it was 

admitted in ordinary cases. The Bankruptcy Act, 1013. 

(seer. 48 et sm.) gives statutory sanction to the set- __ 

off of future and continrent debts by providing for valu- 

ation of such interests and compensation. 

These doctrines of our law seem conveniently summed 

up in an obiter remark, "Compensation and retention -nd 

balancing accounts in bankruptcy are all equitable pleas 

and are available only when founded in equity"; hence it 

was held that y lion could not be asserted over roods ac- 

quired in bad faith (Shenherd's Trs. v »aodona1d Fraser 

'ind Co., (1398) 5 S.L.T. 296). 

An exceptional matter which may be -lentioned here 

is reconvention. In Thompson v. Whitehead ((1662) 24 D. 

331,340) Lord Justice-Clerk Inglis said, "reconvention is 

nothing but a more unrestricted application of the princi- 

ple of equity, which is the foundation of the law of com 

pensation"; reconvention vas also n principle of canon 

l'w (Van Espen, II, 264). 
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III . - a.lanc of Accounts in Bankruptcy 

Balancine of accounts in bankruptcy was the name 

applied by Professor 13e11 (Co,e.II,119) to the extension 

of the doctrines of retention and compensation which oper- 

ates in cases of bankruptcy. The right of compensation 

as originally riven effect to in Scots Law in terms of 

the Act of 1592 allowed the balancing of mutual debts be- 

tween two -Sers ons who were reciprocally debtor and cred- 

itor to each other in money obligations, to the effect of 

extinction of one, the balance on the other being what 

was due. The right vas limited to mutual debts of the 

same nature, and both being liquid and presently exigible. 

The right was ori£ finally e:ivon to ovoid unnecessary ac- 

tions. The provision for setting; mutual debts against 

one another ", Lord Mansfield said, "is highly just and reas- 

onable at all times." (Baskerville v. Brown, 2 Burr.1220, 

1230) . Dell describes it as "not merely an arrangerient 

of convenience, but an equitable adjustment ent of mutual 

debts and credits to evoid cross and manifest injustice- 

which ought to form a part of every system of juri snrud- 

ence (Cori. , II,119) . He describes how in England mutual 

debts were allowed to be set off . 
by the Court of Chancery 

in bankruptcy and on grounds of equity prior to any stat- 

ute and before set -off was admitted in English common law. 

Then after describing; the regulation of compensation by 

the càcots Act of 1592 which alloyed mutual debts to be set 
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against o demand for payment by way of exception, "This 

statute". he says (Com.,II,121), "is in no decree exclus- 

ive of the operation of equity in cases naturally falling 

under its rules ond in bcotland, the insolvency of a 

party has always been o ground for administering an equit- 

able remedy unknown to the ordinary course of law.": and he 

cites the allowance of the equitable reiledy of inhibitiol 

or adjudication in security allowed when a debtor is yer- 

pens ad inoniam, though a creditor is entitled to dili- 

gence in execution only when the debt is actually due, and 

the same principle "serves as an equitable (-round for ex- 

tending a remedy in the shape of retention to mutual debts 

and credit which would not fall under the strict or ordin- 

ary rule of compensation" (Dell, Ca.,11,121). Goudy 

describes this broader sense of co-pensation by retention 

as "based on a principle of equity, viz., to prevent the 

hardship of a debtor who is also o. creditor beinv forced 

to pay in full, while he only receives a dividend :Cor his 

debt" (Go'Idy, 551), and he ascribes the extension of the 

doctrine of compensation so as to entitle the creditor of 

a bankrupt to set off illiquid debts against the bank- 

rupt's claim as being effected by the "oper-Ition of equity, 

following the principles of the civil lay" (ibid.). 

In Ross v. Ross ((1095) 22 R. 461, 465) Lord :I'Laren 

explained the develop-lent as follows: "The doctrine 5f 

retention7 has received Inuch extension in cases of bank- 

rtmtcy and insolvency, where it is practically settled that 
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"any one who has a claim against an insolvent estate is en- 

titled to keep back --ioney which he owes to the estate , and 

cannot be connelled to --,ey in full while he receives only 

a dividend." 

The extension of the normal rules in compensation that 

the debts must be of the same nature, due at the same time 

cnd readily ascertainable, is to the effect that in bank- 

ruptcy every kind of claim 'lay be set off provided it can 

be ranked for (Gaudy, 553); clairic of damages, future or 

contingent debts (provided they arose before bankruptcy), 

can be set up in defence to e claim for payment of a due 

debt. Bell characterises it as: "The immediate necessity 

for payment of the liquid debt is taken away by the bank- 

ruptcy, and there is no impediment to the equity which 

holds the one debt an extinction of the other" (Dell, 

II, 122). 

It is of course necessary that the concourse of debit 

and credit must hevecEisted before bankruptcy and this too, 

Bell says , is provided on the ground of equity (ibid. , 123, 

Goudy, L54-5, similarly) , and he further remarks that a 

debt acouired in mala fide to pain an undue advantaue, will 

not ('round compensation, which is an equitable right (Bell, 

Com.,I1,124). The concourse of debtor and creditor furth- 

eruore stoos the running, of interest on both claims which 

Erskine describes as the "highest equity" (Ersk.IIII,4118). 

The extension of the principle seems to be eo wide in 

bankruptcy that any claim may be pleaded in defence unless 
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it depends on a contin('eney so remote PS to render esti a- 

tion of its present value impos ibì e (Gloag, 626) . There 

seems however to be no case in which a clod,' of damages 

for an állcged delict coy ii ttod by the bankrupt has been 

alloyed to be set off against the claim for a debt admitted- 

ly due and payable to the bankrupt. 

In raorthviclk v. Scottish Widows' Fund ((1864) 2 M. 

595,607) Lord Justice- Clerk Inglis described compensation 

and retention in bankruptcy in a way which deserves quota- 

tion:- "Cornpens:tion at co l,on law can take place only be- 

tween debts of the same quality and which are due and 

demandable at the same time. .... The only modification 

of this rule which the Bankrupt Acts have mode is that cred- 

itors in future or contingent debts due by the bankrupt 

:gay clain in a sequestration for the present value of 

their debts and may in like manner defend themselves against 

a demand made for c debt presently due by them to the bank- 

rupt by setting off against that defect the present value 

of the future cr contingent debt due to themselves. This 

rule' of bankrupt lnw is founded on a very clear r ;round of 

equity; for it would be unreasonable and unjust, either in 

the one cse to carry off the whole estate of the bankrupt 

and divide it among his other creditors end discharge him 

of his obligations, leaving the creditors in future and 

contingent debts absolutely unprovided for, or in the other 

case to make the creditor in a future or contiy;ent debt 

pay up the whole amount he is airesently due to the ban!. :ru,t, 
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"vithout leavinr hie the slightest prospect of ever ob 

ta1.ni nn payment of one shilling of his future or contin- 

rent Cebt Nahen the term of payment arrives. Plain as 

this equity is, it requires the force of statute to rive 

it effect. But the statutes have gone no further, and 

have mode no provision for r . cease like the present where 

the debtor claims in the sequestretio.n as a debt - resent- 

ly due and is at the same time debtor in e future and 

contingent obligation. Certainly the sane equity does 

not apply to the latter case. And whether there .lay be 

other principles of equity which would justify a statut- 

ory irtorfereneevAth the principles cf the common law, so 

s to introduce compensation in such cases, it is idle to 

inquire, for no such statutory interference has yet taken 

niece." 

A further equitable principle observed In bankruptcy 

is the prohibition against double ranking in cases where 

several oblirants are bound for a debt, and this is so 

whether the several oblirants are all principal debtors, 

or principal and cautioners. In Anderson v. Mackinnon 

((1876) 3 R. 608) , Lora Ardmillan (p. 317) and Lord Mure 

( - . 618) both held that double ranking was contrary to 

equity.. In lackinnon v. Mon house ((1881) 9 R. 393,401) 

Lord President Inglis explained the principle as follows:- 

"This is the foundation of the doctrine of double rankin£f'.. 

The debt being paid to the creditors by the ba.nkruot 

estate, the circumstance that the debt vos secured to the 
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t °creditors bT.,r n subsidiary obligotion or another oPrty- 

who has relief against the banF_ru-t to the extent to 

which he has contributed to satisfy the creditors cannot 

be allowed to affect the bankrult estate, beer so equity 

intervenes to protect the other creditors against the de- 

lend that the estate shall pay the debt, in the form of 

dividend, first to the proper creditor and then to the 

surety claiming in relief. But for this equitable rule 

the other creditors would not receive their proportionate 

share of the bankrupt estate . In the same case Lord 

Shand said (p. 406; also at 408. See too Bell, con.II, 

420): "The rule ap.ilicable to cases of this kind - ques- 

tions of double ranking - is not a stetutory rule . It 

is a rule introduced on Principles of equity, and the our - 

pose of t'ie rule is really to secure that justice shall 

be done as bet ,peen a body of creditors who are in the 

some position, in the dealings of the two estates with 

each other." A ein in Royal Bank v. Commercial Bank 

((1,.,81) 8 R. 805,815; affil. (1882) 9 R.(H.L.) 67), Lord 

President Inglis declined to import into Soots law an 

English principle "of which we have never found the need, 

because the class of cases to which it is applied in Eng- 

land are with us settled without difficulty on the much 

more sign -le and equitable principles of our own bankruptcy 

system .... 'e may safely seek light in developing and 

applying the principles of equity which underlie our bank- 

ruptcy system fro'-, the lows of Holland or of prance, 
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"because these are founded on the same general principles 

with our own." Lord Shand said too ( ). 819): "... it is 

the aim cnd end of the system of bankruptcy jurisprudence 

existinc in this country to do justice and r-ive effect to 

principles of equity in the distribution of bankrupt or 

insolvent estates." This cese vas taken to the Jouse of 

Lords on the around that the English rule not followed in 

the Court of ,,ession vas not a special rule of English 

bankruptcy,but was founded on equitable principles rInd 

equally applicable to both countries. Eut the :Ouse of 

Lords nevertheless affirmed the Court of ession's judg- 

ient: Lord Chancellor ,e4orne laid down that though the 

rule had been long established in England, this cannot 

be o sufficient reason why your Lordships should also hold 

it to be the law of Scotland, unless it can be shown that 

its apolication to the circumstances of such a case as 

the present .... is required by those principles of equi- 

ty which ere common to the jurisprudence of both parts of 

the United Kingdom." (9 R. (H L.) 67, 68) .... "So far as 

it is a positive rule of administration, and not the neces- 

sary result of equitable principles, it cannot be held to 

be of force in cotland merely because it is so in i,nc- 

land." (p. 70). 

As regards set-off in England, Lord Eldon said that 

the Court of Chancery was in possession of the doctrine of 

-et-off as [rounded upon ,Princinles of equity, ion before 

the 1,w interfered (1221_2,..Stenlm.2,(100E,) 11 Vesey ahr.27). 
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:.tory'> view (§ 1434) , based on Lord Mansf îo1d' s s eech 

in Green v. Farrier ((17G0) 4 Burr. 2220) . was that courts 

of equity c? id not exercise nny jurisf'iction es to set-off, 

prior to the statutes relative thereto, unless some pe- 

culiar equity intervened, independently of the fact of 

>!utual, unconnected debts. Until the time of :R,ueen Anne 

no set -off of one debt against another was allowed by 

English comnon lew except where the debts were i utual con- 

nected debts. A right of set-off in bankruptcy was con - 

ferred by statutesof Anne and George II. Then the stat- 

utes of set-off of 1729 and 1735 provided that in n11 

cases of mutual debts right of set -off should exist in 

the case of debts only, even if neither party ,ere bank- 

rupt, but a claim for unliquidated darares co'ild not be 

set off, in law or equity, unless arising from the same 

tri nsaction. Apart froTI the statutes, then, it is doubt- 

ful whether any right of set -off existed in Equity, but 

the Chancery adopted the statutes and applied them to 

cases where one or both of the demands were purely equit- 

able. The jurisdiction conferred by the statms of set- 

off still exists, though now under the Judicature ?`Ct, 

1925, whereby the defendant may set up a counterclaim for 

damaCes to the same effect as a claim in a cross -action 

and the Court m y pronounce a final judgment on both 

clairs in the sane action. set -off is allowed unless 

the claims exist between the some pnrties and in the same 

right. In bon -ru ntey n very wide right of set -off exists, 
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extending to a claim for unliquidated damages prisinp 

out of or in connection with a contract (Snell, Equity, 

522. Cf .0011, Corn. 11, 119). 

As records liens. the law of England distinrmishes 

between local and equitable liens and the former only 

correspond generall to the retention or liens of Scots 

law; the letter exist independently of possession (Snell, 

262 et gm.), and are therefore not comparable to any- 

thing in Scots law. Yet nevertheless, while our reten- 

tion corresponds to the leg-1 and not to the equitable 

liens of the Lnclish lay, that does not necessarily take 

them out of the category of rights equitable sua natura. 

Karnes, for example (344), described retention as "an 

equitable exception resembling compensation, .... intro 

duced by the Court of Session without authority of a 

statute. .... It would be hard that a an should have 

the authority of a court to make his claim effectual 

against me, while he refuses or delays to satisfy the 

claim 1 have against him. So stands however the common 

law, which is corrected by a court of equity for the pub- 

lic rood. Supposing parties once in court upon any 

controversy, the adjusting, without a new -recess, all 

matters between them that can at present be adjusted, is 

undoubtedly beneficial, because it tends to abridge law- 

suits. This good end is attained by bestowing on the 

defendant (0.c) a privilege to withhold performance frorl 

the pursuer, till the pursuer, simul et sqmel, Perform 
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"to him." 'tames secs retention as founded solely on 

utility end the pr cventi g a multiplication of lawsuits 
and in support of this he instances the Chancery practice 

os evidenced by Baxter v. M?annin; ((1Gß4) 1 Vern. 244) . 

Compensation, on the other hand, is founded in 

Karnes's opinion on the principle of equity supported by 

utility (n. 7) . It remedies the injustice of the co_ non 

lav in ordering; oay -Lent without considering a counter- 

claim (p. 258) , by "orderinrr an account ( utter - of ac- 

count in England, similarly, were -peculiarly for ne 

Chancery) in place of payment , o.nd the one debt to be 

hit off against the other." Kaznes's view was that the 

Act of 1592 gave authority to compensation as a defence 

"which the court itself could have introduced had the 

statute nover been ::lade." 

IV - Stoppa ,e in Tranoitu 

The doctrine of stopping goods when in transit to the 

purchaser is a qualified extension on grounds of equity 

of the rule of mutual contract, by which either party may 

yithhold performance, on the other being unable to perform 

his part (Dell, Com. I , 2231 Pr. 17,07). The oc trine 

-as rejected in Prince v. Pallet in 1080 (rä.4.932) hut fin- 

ally introduced into Scots law in 1790 by the decision of 

the House of Lords in Allan ,Stewart ,and. Co. v. Stein's 

Creditors ((l780) 1.4949 , (1790) 3 Paton 191. Kames's 

Equity was cited in the Court of Session.) , repincin ; ne 
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doctrino, -,hich else -nplied on the Continent, of al/o-l- 

inr restitution of the goods to the seller on the rround 

of presumptive fraud within three days of the bankruptcy 

of the buyer (e.g., Inz,11.2 v. Royal Dank, (1736) M.4036), 

on the ground that the toponding bankruptcy must have 

been known secretly to the buyer and that he was guilty 

of a fraud in not communicating it, which nuts the onus 

of proof on the buyer to show fairness in the transac- 

tion. This rule seems to have boon founded on Ronan law 

(Inrlis v. ligyq.1 Bank, supra) an( is first mot in 1680 

(Prince V. Pallat, (1680) r.4932). Lord Thurlow said 

that the rule of stoppage in transitu had been introduced 

in the last century from the customs of foreirn nations, 

and he explained the triduum of the forcer doctrine as 

having been only one circumstance tending to show fraud 

and not conclusive. 

Bell (Com. I, 226) considered the true principlece 

the tule doubtful, whether the seller was exercising 

legal rights, or whether it was an equitable inter-)osi- 

tien for the purposes of justice to prevent goods co-ling 

into the hands of a man who cannot; pay for them In 

M'Ewan v. Smith ((1857) 6 Bell, 340, 355) Lord Campbell 

described the right as "a most equitable doctrine. It 

has been introduced into our commercial law, and I would 

by no means circumscribe it." 

The doctrine seems to have been founded originally 

on 6/lee v. Prescot ((1743) 1 Atkyn, 245; cf. D'Aquila v. 
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Lanbert , (1761) 2 ïsden 77) , a decision of Lord I±ardwic' e 

in the Court of Chancery, based on the maxim, "he who 

seers equity, must do e(7uity" , and bearing to proceed 

'from she justice of the case, and from the evidence on 

the custom of merchants`; (0.743) 1 Atkyn, 250) . This in 

turn proceeded on the earlier equity suit of Wiseman v. 

Vandeputt in 1 °90 (2 Vern. 203;. The equity nrinc iple 

was adopted by the courts of lads in ; ngland, by Mansfield 

in 1750 (3urf ?hall v. Howard . quoted in i sason v. Lick- 

barrow, (1790) 1 H.)31. 360n.) and this was justified, in 

Tooke v. I3o11ingworth ((1793) 5 T.R. 215, 229) by Buller, 

J., who said that 'the mercantile law of this country is 

founded on principles of equity" and that no distinction 

between legal and equitable rules should exist therein. 

In Lickbarrow v. Mason ((1794) 2 H. B1.211; l 

the same judge reviewed the authorities and remarked that 

"they have been founded merely on principles of equity, 

and have followed up the principle of Snee v. Prescot 

( (174-3) 1 Atkyn, 245). for, if a man has bought goods 

and has not paid for them, and cannot pay for them, it is 

not equitable that he should prevent the consignor from 

getting _, his goods back, if he can do it before they are 

in fact delivered", end later, "The ri tht of stopping in 

transitu is founded only on equitable principles, which 

have been adopted in courts of law". (Cf. also Ellis v. 

?;Iunt , (1789) 3 T.R. 404 , 469, per Buller, 3., and the 

reviews of the history of the principle in !3oouh_5..CCo. 
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v. quotilpet Co. , LT917 2 K.B. 570, L,C.J. Reading at 

570, 6crutton J., at 597, and by Lord Abinger in Gibson 

V. Carruthers, (1841) 8 M. and W. 321, 337). 

The rule ir now undoubted lew in .,cotland, if only 

by virtue of the eale of Goods Act, 1893 (sec. 44 et Elm.) 

and may be regarded as an equitable extension of the right 

of lien (Bell, Pr. § 1307) which the unpaid seller has 

while the goods are still in his possession (Sale of 

Goods Act, ss. 31, 39). hlie regularly applied, subse 

quent cases on the principle in Scotland appear devoid of 

comment on the essential nature of the right. apart from 

a bare mention of "the equitable remedy of stoppage" by 

Lore President Inglis (Black v. Incorporation of Bakers. 

(1807) 6 M. 136, 140: cf. ore's Lectures, 1, 151.) 

Hume's Lectures (II. 33) describe stoppare as "an equit- 

able rice, rounded on the hardship of letting goods pass 

into the hands of one who cannot ,,ay for them - grounded 

also, on the feeling of natural justice that the seller 

of the goods, who finds that the buyer is not to pay - is 

not to implement his side of the contract - should be al- 

lowed to recall and abandon his consent to sell as from 

the first - and to maintain any hold, how slender soever, 

he has of them, or can without violence get of them." 

Karnes, writing before the doctrine was introduced 

into Scotland, does not mention it but condemns the ere- 

vious doctrine of Prince v. Pallat ((1080) 'T.4932) ns in- 

equitable, and says that a court of egulty should decree 
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restoration of the goods sold to the seller N. 290). He 

would doubtless have approved of the remedy of stoppage_ 

Certainly after its introduction the doctrine rapidly 

took root in Lcotland nnd instances of its application 

are common. 

V - Rescission and Rectification 

Rescission end rectification are traditionally 

equitable remedies, though this division of Chancery 

jurisdiction falls more naturally for discussion under 

the heads of fraud and mistake. The contingencies riv- 

ing rise to these remedies Pre not cculiar to English 

law and problems of a similar kind arise in Scotland. It 

remains to be seen whether the Scottish Courts base their 

remedies on the same fundamental nrinciples PS the English 

Courts. The intervention of equity in cases of mistake 

or error is justifiable on the basis that while it nicht 

be possible to both parties to a bars to enforce it in 

terns of law, it would be unjust and unreaFonablo to do 

so if it be shown that it was entered into under error in 

a material respect. Hence in England such cases fell 

uneer the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery which 

cave relief by avoiding the contract, refusing specific 

performance, or rectifyilg a written document. 

Karnes renerks sweepingly (7). l"0) that entity uil 

afford relief against rashness, innorance and error in 

deeds and dnvenants, but this is too general and in the 
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tracts are void for error .even at common law, nor is it 

the case that equity vrill relieve from every case of 

deeds granted in error. More Meet. II, 280) says, 

"A court of equity may give redress against fraud, but 

cannot substitute for an agreement actually made another 

essentially different." 

Error 

The invalidating effect of mistake or error rflect -- 

ing the mind of a party to a transaction has traditional- 

ly been associated :ith equitable relief "In such 

cases the agreements or Rots are unadvised, and improv 

ident, and without due deliberation; and therefore they 

are hold invalid, unen the common principle adopted by 

courts of equity to protect those who are unable to pro- 

tect themselves, and of whom an undue advantage is taken. 

here the surprise is mutual, there is of course a still 

stronger ground to interfere; for neither part; has in- 

tended what has been done . They have misunderstood the 

effect of their own agreements or acts; or have pre- 

supposed some facts or rights existing, as the basis of 

their 7roceedings, which in truth did not exist Con- 

tracts made in mutual error, under circumstances material 

to their character and consequences, seem, upon general 

urinciples invalid, Non vdentur, r;ui errant, consen- 

tire is a rule of the civil law (Dig. 50.17.110.2): and 

it is founded in cost on sense and common justice." (story, 
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134), Again the same author says that in general "an 

act done or contract made uner a mistake or ignorance 

of a material fact is voidable and relievable in equity 

.... The rule applies not only to cases where there has 

been a studied suppression or concealment of facts by the 

other side, which would amount to fraud; but also to 

many eases of innocent ignorance and mistake on both 

sides"(Story, § 140. See also Karnes, 182 et see.) 

Error in Expression 

Treating first of error in exPression, Story says 

that "equity will rive effect to the reel intentions of 

the parties, as gathered from the objects of the instru- 

ment" although it may be drnwn up in inappropriate langu- 

age (b 168), The basic reason is that to allow the con- 

tr-ct to opernte in its literal ter-ls would be "to allow 

en act oricinating in innocence to operate ultimately as 

a fraud, by enabling the party who receives the benefit 

of the mistake to resist the claims of justice ...." 

(ibi: 155). 

-rror may affect contract so as to arevent its be- 

inc. allowed to have effect in its terms as written down 

where the contract as reduced to writing does not accuz- 

ately represent the intention of the Parties. Obviously 

in a system which knew strictuo ius only the Parties 

would be held bound by the ter Is of their written con- 

tract, but such a position in developed law is intolerable. 
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It remains to be seen what ecsui ty can . o to relieve per - 

ties in such a nref ?icaient. It is clear law in Scotland 

that where an agreement is embodied in a document intend- 

ed to be obligatory, such as a bond or lease, and where 

per incurian it is incorrectly drawn up or executed, the 

Court has a very pride equitable power to rectify the 

document and give effect to the real intention of the 

parties (Gloag, 435) . 

Bell (Pr. § 11) observed that obvious mistakes and 

omissions could be corrected in written agreements, and 

there is authority for this in Scotland, so far back as 

1758 (Cogtts v. Allan, M. 11549) , while in sword v. Sin- 

clair in 1771 ('T.14241) c clerical error as to price was 

treated as avoiding the contract. In Blair ( (1849) 12 

L. 07) it was said on the basis of a citation of equit;r 

authorities, including Rapes, that it was a function of 

court of equity to correct a mistake in a will. 

1::hen both iarties admit the error there is no dif- 

ficulty nd the Dover of the Court in such cases is old - 

est- blished Erskine (I11,3,87) says that in such cases 

the Court h; ve exercised their ('praetorian Power" of cor- 

rectinp the clause. The principlo of this is that no 

ocrson can in reason and justice be allowed to profit frog 

a clause in a deed which he admits in a mere clerical 

error. ±even if the error is not ad itted but is mani- 

fest on inspection of the document, the Court in Scotland. 

may Undoubtedly rectify it, e.r., the word S'not"obvio siy 
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included by mistake (Glen's Trs. v. Lancashire lnsce , 

(1906) £a F. 915) . It is i mymatcrisl i.n such a case that 

the party who proposes to correct the mistake was the 

party responsible for it (Johnston ir. Fetti e8, (1065 ) 

3 .É. 954) . But the Court's never of amendment will not 

extend to supplyin ; formalities of execution which are 

lacking, even if obviously the result of r .ere careless- 

ness, nor words essential to the efficacy of a deed of 

entail (Gloag, 435). 

While more trouble may crise wrier e one party does 

not admit the mistake, it is competent in Scotland to 

lead any evidence to prove from extrinsic sources any- 

thinr of the ní ture of a clerical error in the document. 

(1M'Larori v. Liddell's Trs., (1862) 24 D. 577; Conn. Lan1':: 

v. Rhind, (1857) 19 D. 519, revd. 3 ?.acQ. 643). 

In Jamieson v M' Inne s (15 R. 17) , and Wilkie v. 

Hamilton Lodging House Co. Ltd (4 F. 051), errors in cal- 

culation of remounts in building tenders were not allowed 

to -ire judice claims for the sums which would have been 

clue on an accurate calculation. A around of decision at 

least remotely present in the Imincis of the judges was that 

a denial of this would sionly be unfair as giving the 

work for nothing, which had not been in anyone's contem- 

plation. 

The English equity rules on the matter of rectifica- 

tion in such a case are similar. It is an establishcd 

rule in equity that where a contract has by reason of a 

ist^ke co nr- r to both the contracting parties been drawn 
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up so as to eMitate against the intentions of both, the 

court will rectify the contract so as to carry out prop- 

erly such intention (Chitty, 458 quoti , Cooper V. 

Phibbs, (1867) L.R. 2 H.L. 149: Snell, 449: Cheshire and 

Fifoot, 187). The contr-ct must have been concluded and 

reduced tovriting. It has been accurately observed 

that 'Courts of quity do not rectify contracts ; they 

my and do rectify instruments purporting to have been 
made in pursuance of the terms of contracts" (Mackenie v, 

Coulson, (1869) L.R. 8 Eq.368, 375). As a general rule 

the mistake must be one of fact and not of law. Lord 

Romilly described clearly in :limy v. Parker ( (1854) 

19 Beay. 305, 308) the nenner in which the Court proceeds: 

"In matters of mistake, the Court undoubtedly has juris- 

ciction, and though this jurisdiction is to be exercised 

tith great caution and care, still it is to be exercised 

in all cases -ehere a deed, as executed, is not accordiar. 

to the real agreement between the parties. In all casos 

the real agreement must be established by evidence, whe- 

ther parol or written; if there be a previous agree- 

rqent in writing which is unambiguous, the deed will be 

reformed accordingly; if ambiguous, carol evidence may 

be used to express it, in the sane manner as in other 

cases whore panel evidence is admitted to explain ambigu- 

ities in a written instrument." The power will not be 

exercised to the extent of substitutinr a new agreement 

for that which the parties subscribed unless "upon 
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"evidence of a different intention of the clearest -nd 

most satisfactory description "(Fowler v. Fowler. 4 De G. 

and S. 250, 264: Pollock, 415) , and the Court cannot act 

on proof of what vas intended by one party only. 

It is siila r1 y established tho.t the ä:cott ish 

courts have no no-or to alter and rectify a contract so 

as to brink* it into line with the alleged intention of 

parties. "There is no such process in cotl and. An 

agreement '.lust be either upheld altovether or set aside 

altocetNer. o ection will lie for having; it set 

straight, or reformed, as we call it, between the par- 

ties" (Inglis v. Luutteru, (1878) 5 R. (R.L.) 87, 06, 

Per Lord ;atherley) . Th( jurisdiction, that is, is 

confined to rectifying the verbal expression of a con- 

tract the intention of which may be gatz ̂erod a fund e . 

Parties cannot be heard to say that they intended en- 

tirely other than their contract bears. 

This equitable jurisdiction may be eommared with 

the established rule in the construction of mills that 

falsa demonstratio non nocet dummodo constet de :persona 

'Laren on 'fills, I, 359; room's Lepal Maiimq Ch. 

VIII) , and with the tendency of the Court to adopt on 

interpretation c;f a contract favourable to validity 

rather than the reverse, as expressed in the maxim, ut 

ma y is valeat cum nereot (Chitty, 147 ::room's Legal 

Maxims, úh. VIII). 
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Gloag has discussed (437, n.2.) the possible dis- 

tinction between the powers of the English and Scottish 

Courts with regard to the rectification of contrpcts. It 

is manifest that the Court of Session and the Chancery 

Division will both rectify an instrument or conveyance 

where both rart7 es admit the clerical iistake in drawing 

it up. Further, while the English Court in general res- 

tricts its action to canes of mutual error (Snell, 449), 

and only excertiona11y in some cases of unilateral mis- 

take has put the defendant to his election of accepting 

rectification or submittinc to rescission of the con- 

tract, in scotland, Krupp v. Menzies (1907 s . C . 903) and 

Waddell v. Waddell (M63) 1 M. 653) rather indicate that 

the Court will to further, in permitting 'roof of a mis - 

take which one party does not admit, contrary to the 

English practice. 

In Krupp v. Menzies, Lord M'Laren lai' down these 

Principles ( p. 908):- a inisnomer is always subject 

to correction, for on proof of the true name of the per- 

son or thing effect is always given to that proof. Then 

in deeds of conveyance arithmetical errors are subject to 

correction when it appears on the face of the deed that 

they are arithmetical errors (cf. M'Laren v. Liddell's 

Trs. , (1£362) 24 D. 577) . In such cases we do not vary 

the terms of the contr_..et at all, but merely seek to give 

expression to the true contract as agreed to by the 

parties." 
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Erskine (1 [1,3,87) phrased the matter 

"Where a clause in a controct obliges one of the par- 

ties to o fact which appears ioe<sible, and where the 

alteration of a sinole word or too will bring it to a 

meaning which was obviously the intention of the con - 

tractors , our supreme court have presumed that the ? is- 

take proceeded from the inaccuracy of the writer and 

have therefore exercised their pretoria.n never of cor- 

recting tue clause accord in rly. " (Of. also ' qlctoo, 1, 

23, 63.) 

Lorry Youn; de; >cribed the court's power of rectifi - 

cati.on as follows:- (212amieuing Co. v. !';' is ont e 'ers . , 

(1887) 14 R. 610, 619.) "Equity is oast of the Common 

Law, accompa.nyinc and Qualifying the administration of 

it by appeals to just and equitable considerations in 

every department of it. So Tiso the equitable juri s.- 

c; iction of the Court is simply Evert and portion of its 

Common law jurisdiction and not czisti.ruished by a spec- 

ial name. The terms equity and equitable ire neverthe- 

L ess convenient mnd useful in our practice as common 

words of the language without technical meaning. The 

equitable rulos and considerations, or, in one word, the 

equity which is part of our Co:imon Law is nono the less 

reel and valuable, perhaps the more real :nd valuable, 

that with tie equity has never degenerated into e techni 

cal system. Alen., therefore, I speak of equity on the 

one side or the other, or of equal equities, 1 desire to 
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"be understood not as expressing any tech.nicolities, but 

merely ns referring moro briefly and pointedly to consid- 

erations of equity and justice (in the ordinary meaning 

of the words which the Common law requires us to recor- 

n:i.se and take account of in riven c i rcu stance s . " And 

later (ibid., p, 621) , "the question of rectifying a 

satisfactorily proved mistake in a written instrument is 

a question of real and substantial justice and equity ... 

If through the blunder of a copying clerk ... , an instru- 

ment fails to express what the :parties to it intended - 

the mistake will be rectified unless there be rood reason 

to the contrary." 

It is settled however that te Court's power of rec- 

tification will not extend to risking a new contract for 

the narties other than that which they have -rde for the n- 

selves. In Steuart's Trs. v. Hsrt (3 R. 192), the Inner 

House reversed the Lord Ordinary (who had refused reduc- 

tion of a contract entered into in error on the ground 

that restitutïo in rote rum was impossible, and had modi- 

fied the term:- of the contract) and Lord President Inglis 

seid : "I am hu-,ibly of opinion that it is not competent 

to reform the contract of ;parties in the way which has 

been done by the Lord Ordinary. It is not in the power 

of the Court to alter the contract of parties, or the 

terns of a conveyance in implement of a contract of sale", 

and this is fully in accordance with the ',nplish practice. 

Professor ;pore ( ?Notes to Stair, lix citing Lisk v. Her 
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Jusband, s Creditors, (1785) IT. 4865) says : "though a 

court of equity may give redress against frauds . tither 

by annulling what hes taken place, there that is practi- 

cable, or by enforcing; the agreement, accordinr to the 

Leaning which the injured party was led to put upon it. 

it is impossible to substitute, in the place of an agree- 

ment actually Lade, another essentially different," To 

this we may add the dictum of Janes, V .0 > , in aackenzie 

v. Coulson ((1864) L.R. 8 Eq. 368. 375), that "Courts of 

equity do not rectify contracts; they may an do recti- 

fy instruments purporting to have been nade in pursuance 

of the terms of contracts. But it is always necessary 

for the plaintiff to chow that there was an actual con- 

cluded contract, antecedent to the instrument which is 

sought to be rectified and that such contract is inac- 

curately represented in the instrument." The reference 

to an "actual concluded contract" would appear to res- 

trict the power to cases where both parties admit the 

error , as, if only one does so , there would appear to 

have boon no true cones t,s in idem and hence no truly 

concluded contract but only a purported agreement. (lee 

further :ïa.y v. Platt, £190Q7 1 Ch. 616; Craddock v. Hunt, 

21:9237 2 Ch. 186.) In neither country, as Gloar::. observes 

(437 n. 2) , can e nasty profit from what he admits is a 

clerical error, and in neither is the party whose inter- 

ests are affected by the error rigidly restricted to the 

strictly legal courses of affirming the contract and 
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cindinr it and treating it as a nullity. 

Rectification of a document is still competent even 

though the error is not discovered until third -)arti.es' 
interests are concerner , unless they can rely on the low 

of negotiable instruments or on the Register of :a.si nes in 

the case of rurchases of heritage. So a singular succor - 

sor can insist on his right to subjects as they appear on 

the record, though any clerical error could have been 

rectified as between the original parties (Mansfield v. 

t calker ts Tr s . , (1833) 11 S. 813; affd . (1835) 1 Sh and 

'L 203) . It would be inequitable to >cr"?it an innocent 

third party's right to be ire judiced by an error affect- 

ing his author. 

Similar considerations arise in the case of offers 

:lade in error, where ^ wrong figure is accidentally in- 

serted in an offer, and it is conceived on the whole that 

a man is not bound by an inadvertent offer (Gloag , 439 ) 

provided he notifies the other of his mistake as soon as 

he becomes aware of it. 

In Steuart's Mrs. v. Hart ((1875) 3 R. 192)heritage 

was sold, the seller being under cesential error es to 

the fouduty while the purchaser 'mew of the true state of 

affairs. In the Inner House the sale vas reduced on 

the seller's offering to make restitution in inteßrum, 

on the ground of essential error. The Lord Ordinary's 

remedy of reforming the contract vas disc. r roved str. onr1 y 
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there. The decision seers contrary to the ordinary 

principle that a man selling too cheap, with full means 

of knowledge. and without misrepresentation on the Hart 

of the buyer, rust abide by his bargain.. 

JJrror in expression which crises in the transnis- 

sion of the offer Incorrectly , ill lead to the contract 

being held void if the error has prevented consensus in 

idem (Verdin Bros. v. Robertson (1E371) 10 
. 

M. 35) . 

Error in Intention 

More material cases of error are those whore error 

affects the intention of parties, as distinct from mere- 

ly the expression of that intention. Essential error 

e .y be said to be present in contract when it can be 

shown that one of the parties would not hwe entered into 

the . contrr c t but for that error, cr that he would not 

have agreed to the ,particular terms. Cases in which the 

error hos been induced by a misrenresentation as to the 

facts made innocently or fraudulently. by the other party 

are ignored for the present, to be considered separately 

in a subsequent section. -acre we trent only of cases 

which cannot be ascribed to any euch influence. 

It is now well settled in Scotland that error by 

ono party, even though essential, is not sufficient to 

nullify a contract. It must be comnon to ' Both parties or 

induced by the misrepresentation of the other Party, inno- 

cent or fraudulent (T?ene.ies v. Manz ies . (1893) 20 R.(11.1, ) 
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108, esp. Ld. Watson at 142) ., gut the error may be so 

fundamental as to render the purported arreerlent of par- 

ties illusory and their contract void, and this nay be in 

respect of error as to the subject -.smatter of the oblia- 

tion, or the Person (if that is r,teri al; , the price. the 

quality of the thing, or the nature of the contract (Bell, 

Pr. § 11, approved Stewart v. ::ea lec:3; , (1890) 17 R. (ILL.) 

25) . In ouch cases the mistake is co essential os to 

prevent any real consensus in idem and the contract is 

consequently void. 

Those grounds for reduction of the contract are reco;- 

nised in English law equally (Snell, 4812 et sea.; Chitty, 

234 et áeg.) . 

In Scotland however the recognition of any equitable 

foundation for the rescission of n contract for essential 

error which excludes consensus in idem has not been traced. 

Stair says, "Those who err in the substantials of what is 

dono, contract not.i4 (1,10,13). Erskine merely echoes 

this (ISI,1,1 6), and both ore directly founded on the 

maxim of the civil law, lion videntur auï errant consentire. 

The civil law is indeed the substantial foundation of prac- 

tically all the bcottish rules and dicta on error, and 

in the subsequent development of the law reduction for 

essential error , hich vitiates consent does notsee1 to 

have been regarded by the Court as an equitable rule. Lord 

Iiatherley however remarked in Buchanan v. Duke of Hamilton 

((1873) 5 R. (3I. L.) 60) that the same principles are ap- 
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plicable in England as it Scotland on this point and 

"con_ion -sense dictates" that where there is essential 

error the contract should be reduced. Beyond that 

Vero seems to be no recognition of this ground of re- 

d.uction as equitable. In Roman law the contract was 

held to be r_voided (Buckland, Textbook, 417) and Karnes 

(102) is probably correct in subm.:i.tt in p that in Scotland, 

a contract without true agreement was void at common law, 

and there was no occasion for equity to interfere. 

There is similarly little scope for the interven- 

tion of equity in ceses of mutual error. hen parties 

have contracted both under a mistaken assumption of the 

state of facts, the contract may be void. "In cases of 

mutual mistake going to the essence of the contract, it 

is not necessary that there should be any presumption of 

fraud. On the contrary, equity will often relieve, 

however innocent the r,arties may be." (Story, § l42) 

But Story adds (6 14G, citing Dirr. 22.G.9.2)that no re- 

lief will be given in equity if reasonable diligence 

;could have revealed knowledge of the facts, and further 

that it is not every case that if:noranee of a naterial 

fact will relieve, for if known to one party and not to 

the other, relief will not be given if it operates as a 

fraud on the ignorant (§ 147) . A contract thus entered 

into under circumstances of mutual_ error is held void 

and, lne those voidable on other grounds of error, 

be reduced. Parties cannot equitably be held to 
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ba rjn1ns which they would not heve entered upon had they 

been in full posse: sion of the relevant facts. But a 

s ecifically equitable foundation for reduction in those 

conditions need not be traced as such contracts would ap-- 

;nea.r to have been reducible at colon law. 

Accord , sly it appears that there is a general sim- 

ilar ity in the way in which mistake -r error has been re- 

arcl ed at 1 w and in eoui.ty in England and Sco tl ̂_nd 0 In 

Moth countries essential error or mistake was regarded as 

a vitiating factor even at co non low; in both the recti- 

fication of deeds whose exPression of the arreoment con- 

cluded is defective is the most notable equitable inter- 

ference . The most important other eá ui table doctrine 

with regard to mistake was the refusal in some cases of 

unilateral or mutual mistake of an equitable remedy such . 

as specific Derformonce (Cheshire and Fifoot, 18G) 

VI - Misrepresentation and Fraud 

Consideration of the scope and influence of the prin- 

ciples of equity in ,3coti.and in relation to cases of mis- 

representation may most conveniently be approached from 

consideration of the English law to which the L cottish 

bears so rr, at a resemblance to -day. Generally speaking, 

prior to 1675 the Court of Chancery used the term fraud in 

a more extended meaning than the courts of common l 
The common law moaning wos settled in perry v. Peek 

((1389) 14 App.Cas. 337. See Chitty, 5 5) as dependinf°, 



on the absence of a genuine belief in the representation 

made which induced the contrect. Freud in equity did 

not and does not necessarily require a fraudulent inten- 

tion. Chancery and common law exercised a concurrent 

juriscaction in fraud, and in addition the Court of Chan- 

cery had an exclusive jurisdiction in cases which, though 

classified in the Chancery as fraud, yet did not necessar- 

ily import the element of dolus malus, "A man ,:?.ay miscon- 

ceive the extent of the obligation which a Court of Equity 

imposes on him. His fault is that he has violated, how- 

ever innocently because of his ignorance, an obligation 

which he ::.lust be taken by the Court to have known, and his 

conduct has in that sense always been called fraudulent, 

even in auch a caso as a technical fraud on a power. It 

was thus that the expression 'constructive fraude cane in- 

to existence. The trustee who purchases the trust estate, 

the solicitor who makes a bargain with hie. client that can- 

not stand, have both for several centuries run the risk of 

the word fraudulent being applied to them." (Nocton v. 

Ashburton C9i 7 A.C. 932, 954, per L. Ch. Haldane) . Sim- 

ilarly in ":.ierchants Insurance Co. Ltd. v. ;-hunt 0-9417 1 

S.E. 295, 318) , Lux oore, said 48... in a case of 

positive misrepresentation the right to avoid a contract 

.... arises by reason of the jurisdiction originally exer- 

cised by the Courts of Equity to prevent irm:)osition, " 
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In Scotland the common law rule developed in a man - 

ner consonant with the rule of Derr] y. peed. ((1`:89) le 

Àop.Cas. 337) . Stair (I,9,9) bases it on the civil l ^3, 

"because it is most equitable and expedient and therefore 

is generally followed by our custom" (1,9,11. See also 

Erskine, 111,1,16; More's Notes, lix, and Leut.II,285; 

veil, Pr.d 14. Por Roman law, i3uckland, Textbook, 415.) 

n 

In 1078 in .3rownlie v. Iil .er ((1878) 5 R. 1076 , 

1091. Affe. (1800) 7 R. (H.L. ) 66 Cf. Dmrnett v. 

1itchell, (1ee7) 15 R. 131) Lord Shand said that to found 

a claim on frauc]u1ent misrepresentation, it was necessary 

"to prove not only that the re ~rese.ntation was false in 

fact out that the person _ _akinr the representation knew 

it to be false, or at least did not believe it to be true 

If .... his belief be honestly entertained, I do 

not think his sta.terent, thou h false, can be held to be 

fraudulent in law." Thus prior to Perri v. Peek (supra) 

the conmon law of Scotland was established on the same 

footing as that adopted by the :douse of Lords in that 

case, which settled the conmon law conception of fraud in 

England What thon of the riere extended equitable con- - 

ception of constructive fraud? While the term is foreign 

to Scots law the idea is not, and there will be found col- 

lected under that head (infr , Chap. VII) the nu!erous 

circumstances in which e Scottish court frowns on conduct 

as tendinr to savour of the fraudulent, and these will be 

found to corres -on0 in large measure to the equitable 
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conception of constructive fraud as expounded in Chan - 

cory judgments. 

The reason for this general identity must be sought 

in the common orit in in the Roman law (Spencer Bower, 

i ctiona. Misrepresentation, Âppx C.), on which Stair 

front ly based our rules (19,9 et seg.). The Roman law 

also conveniently illustrates the no .iúion as it would be 

in an undeveloped system of law In a Roman contract con- 

Gent van consent none the less and the contract prima facie 

valid, even though obtained by fraud. To the time of 

Cicero fraud had.. in stricti iuris transactions, no ef- 

fect on liability (Jolotricz, 202). Dut thereafter a 

stricti :i.uris action would fail if the question of fraud 

were expressly reised by an exc do doli and in bonne 

fidei transactions a question of dolus corid always be 

raised without en express exceptio by the words ex fide 

bona in tae formula. If the transaction had been co_m ?le- 

ted an aetio doli would lie for the fraud (13uckland. 

Manual, 252; Textbook, 415) . Hence by classical times 

the lava had attained substantially the rlodern view that 

a consent obtained by fraud was not true consent and the 

contract renamed voidable as equity demanded that relief 

be r.;iven in such a case. In classical Roman law doles 

acquired a wider meaning; so as to include any act which 

did not conform to the requirements of bona fides, much 

more extensivo than actual trickery, and this was a re.- 

finement which a more 'primitive system of law would not 
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hûve achieved (J oloY}aicz . 425). 

Kernes' s Views as to Fraud 

Fraud, Karnes says ( . 57) , "consists in my persuading 

a man who has confidence in me, to do an act as for his 

own interest, which I :now will have the contrary effect 

hs every attempt to deceive another to his prejudice 

is cri 7ina1 in conscience, it is the duty of a court of 

equity to repress such deceit ...." "To restore the 

party injured to his former situation, where that method 

is precticable, will be preferred as the most complete 

remedy (32), recognises that every covenant pro - 

cured by fraud, will be set aside in a court of common law. 

But with regard to covenants or agree --ents disregarded at 

co -ion law, there can be no relief but in a court of 

eruity"(57) 

.awes then rocornised that direct fraud, by cheating 

or trickery, is a ground for rescission at common law _°r 

(but only, it may be noted, a developed common lay: a 

primitive common law would disregard even such fraud, as 

was the case at Rorr±e in early ti Ties) . He further reco -- 

nised "double -faced circumstances without number, and 

other artful means, calculated to deceive, which do not 

involve any degree of treachery" (57) . But these are 

cri t_i _a l in conscience and repressed by ecuity, and he 

discusses cases of what would now be called constructive 
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fraud. Examples 3re taken fro_: both Scottish and. Eng- 

lish Equity report, though it is open to doubt whether 

the English cases he cites would be followed in Scotland. 

In an early Scottish case on fraud, Kincoid v. 

Lauder in 1629 (7.4857), the plea was that "of reason 

and equity he ought not to reap the benefit by his crafty 

and subtile carriace", In Lisk v. Her Husband's Cred- 

itors ((1785) M.4865) a woman imuced by fraud to Tarry 

an insolvent sought to withdraw her property fro his ius 

2.ari.ti. Despite the citation of Kames's Equity and the 

plea that it was the province of equity to annul the ef- 

fect of fraud on the pecuniary .1.terests involved, the 

Lords refused the plea for reduction. But reduction of 

marriages for fraud is very strictly 117ited. 

In Abercromby v. Peterbprom4 ((1745) 7.4894) a bond 

taken in England for more than double the sum lent on the 

condition of the death of the pranter's grandfather was 

restricted to 'Irincipal ond interest. The decision pro- 

ceeds entirely on a citetion of numerous Chancery cases 

relating to post-obit bonds and it shows that even Prior 

to Kames's time deference was paid in Scotland to such 

authority (Joe Story, S 342: Chesterfield v. Janssen, 

(1751) 2 Ves. 125) 

There appears therefore to have been a reconition 

of the f-ct that rescission for fraud is rooted in bona 

fides ond substantial justice but that the remedy is 
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nrimarily a common lau one, the influence of equity is 

most to be noticed in its extension to cases of construc- 

tive fraud. 

Innocent TAsrearesentation 

Turninf to tvie consideration of innocent misrenres- 

ontotion, where the statement relied on is false thouph be- 

lieved to be true, the remedy of rescission was invoked 

in such a case by the Court of Chancery prior to 1075 as 

down to that time the common Iry could only invalidate a 

contract if it were induced by fraud or the 73isrepresen- 

tation vas a term or condition of the contract (Chitty, 

539: Cheshire and Fifoct, 199). By the Judicature Act 

of 1875 the more elastic doctrine of equity with regard 

to innocent Lisrepresentation wassvplied to common law 

actions and the former rule there was replaced by the 

broader equitable principle that innocent misrepresenta- 

tion would invalidate any class of contract (Redgrove v. 

Hurd, (18W.) 20 Ch.D. 1,12, per Tesscl, M.R.) This rule 

has subsequently boon re eatedly recognised, notably by 

the House of Lords in Adam v. Newbimlna,((18,5P) 13 App. 

Cas. 308), and Peru V. Pock ((1889) 14 Anp.Cas.33',, 347, 

359), and in the Court of Appeal (Lqpunas Nitrate Co. v. 

Lacunas Sindicato, 0.8927 2 Ch. 392, 423. 



In ti$cotland the distinction between fraudulent and 

innocent misrepresentation was not early drawn. In 

Oliver v. ->uttie ((1840) 2 D. 514) and Campbell v. Boz- 

mall ((1 341) L D. 639) it vas held that misre í presenta- 

tion was no around for reduction of the contract in the 

absence of averments of fraud.. The first cases in which 

innocent misrepresentation was held relevant as a ground 

of reduction appear to be Adamson v. C' 1. gepw Waterworks 

((L359) 59) 21 D.1012) and Wilson v. Caledonian Railtva 

((1860) 22 D. 1408) . The distinction has subsequently 

become fully recopnixed and the locus classicus now is 

probably Lord "'arson's famous judgment in enzies v. 

Menzies ((1893) 20 R. (K. L.) 100, 142. Cf, Stewart v. 

Kennedy, (1890) 17 R. (ILL.) 25) , where he said: "He can- 

not rescind unless his error was induced by the rerresen -- 

tations of the other contracting party .... if his error 

is proved to have been so induced, the fact that the mis- 

leading representations were made in good faith affords no 

defence against the remedy of rescission." 

The older Scottish attitude then appears to have 

corresponded rather to the English common-law than to the 

En rlish equitable conception and the charred attitude is 

contenmoraneous with the recognition in the Chancery that 

innocent misrepresentation justified rescission (Re 

Livempol BoroNch B ic, (1858) 26 '3eay. 268, per Romilly, 

M.R.). The derivation of the Scottish attitude mrsy then 

be at le .st in part the English Equity rules. Yet so 
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late as 1399 the learned editor of Bell'o Principles 

( (10th edn) 14, note (e)) said that innocent misrctlre- 

sentatinn does not invalidate a ccntr ct, and so it is 

only comparatively recently that reduction for innocent 

^isrepresentotion has been fully recoct^,isec7 in )eotlo nd 

the older authorities ignore it. 

The RemedL of Rescission 

Ignorin¿ the penalty of dames which the Court will 

inflict on a party ! °tai lty of fraud in maki.n, a misrepres- 

entation, in recognition of the delictual nature of the 

deceit_ the reedy of rescission of the contract tainted 

by the misrepresentation is equitable, In Ilouldsworth v. 

Ct of Gles ow Bank ( (1880) 7 R. (H.L.) 53. 64) Lord 

Blackburn said, {'though the deceived Party Day rescind 

the contract and demand restitution, he can only do so on 

the terms that he makes restitution. If either from his 

own act or from tisfortune it is impossible to make such 

restitution, it is too late to rescind." hence in Bod 

and l!orrest v Glosj. ow and South Western Rai1v (1915 

:.C. (H.L.) 20,30,37) the impossibility of restitution 

barred the right to rescind the contract for innocent 

ii.srepresentation. 

This plainly proceeds on the principle of equity 

that he who claims equity must do equity, In Erlanger 

v. New Sombrero Phosphate Company ((1878) 3 App . Cas .1218 , 

127:) Lord Blackburn said, It is, I think, clear on 
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"principles of general justice, that as a condition to a 

rescission there must be a restitutio in intearpm. The 

parties must be put in stetu and he approves Lord 

Cranworth's apinien in Vestern Bank of Scotland v. Adaie 

((1867) 5 Id. (H.L.) 80, 89.) where this passage is found: 

"Restitutio in intggrum can only be bad where the party 

seeking it is able to put those arainst whom it is asked 

in the same situation in which they stood when the con- 

tract was entered into Indeed, this is necessarily to 

be inferred from the very expression restitutio in inter- 

rum; and the same doctrine is well understood and con- 

stantly acted on in Enpland." 

In England the eouitable rule was that a night of 

rescission might arise from even an innocent 72isrepresen- 

tation (Redgrave J. Ilurd, (1881) 20 011.D.1) but this might 

be barred by acquiescence, or election by the party not 

to elect rescission but to affirm the contract, by the 

impossibility of restitution in intema, and by the inter- 

vention of third parties who have acquired rights there- 

under for value (Snell, 459-60). 

The possibility of restitution in integrun is an es- 

sential of rescission as only thus can the parties be re- 

mitted to their former position and the inability to do 

so would infringe another equitable principle, that nei- 

ther party must be unjustly enriched at the expense of 

the other. Hence rescission involves a mutual viving 

and taking back of whatever has passed in toms of the 
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purported contract. Consequently the imporsibility of 

this will )reclude rescission (Boyd and Forrest v. 

Ctlaspow and South-estern Rai1may 1915 S.C. (ILL.) 20) 

So, while reduction orreccission of the contract is the 

remedy generally aveileble when e contract is voidable, 

it may be precluded in that, though rescission be equit- 

able, certain other parties -lay have acquired rights 

which have an equal equitable claim to consideration, 

and where equities are equal the law will nrevail and 

take its course to prevent rescission. 

Thus, if third parties have in bona fide acquired 

rights under the contract which would be affected by the 

reduction, it cannot as a rule be ccrried through (Gaza- 

20 v. Charlesworth's Tr., 1010 S.C. 257, 266, Der Lord 

Kinnear). This is statutory in the case of cornoreal 

noveables (Sale of (oods Act, 1893, s. 23° see Dell's 

Corn., I, 261). Parties who have obtained a real right 

in goods are not affected by latent defects in the title 

of their author, but not so lOnc as the third parties' 

right is ônly personal. But acquisition of a real right, 

as by recording a disposition in the Register of Sasines, 

precludes such reduction (Gloat, b35). In Garlarg v. 

Charlesvorth's fr., where a contract was induced fraudu- 

lently and bankruptcy supervened, Lord Johnston said 

"The remedy of rescission and recovery of the property 

is an equitable remedy, and, though as between seller and 

buyer a br9vi manu operation may be effectual, it re eoi-es. 



-'mere the other interests nre concerned, the intermoci 

tion of the Court" (,. 267 .... "The remedy is an equit- 

able remedy and the Court is bound, I think, to look 

around, and to consider whether there are not counter 

equities" ( 268) , end in con öequence he held that the 

sellers were defrauded partly by their own folly end dis- 

regard of reasonable business precaution, and so could 

not be heard to rescind the contract, since their inter- 

est con2licted with those of other general creditors. He 

mentions too the equitable taxis., viçilantibus non dor -- 

mientibus Tura subveniunt, as justifying the refusal of 

the equitable re:iedy to a pursuer who had been defrauded 

to a considerable extent by his own carelessness. 

VII - Snecific I=mplement and Interdict 

It is an essential of a contract that an obligation 

is undertaken by one of the Darties to do or refrain from 

something. It seems never to have been in doubt in Scot- 

lend that where a debtor fails or delays to implement that 

obligation, the creditor has a right to a decree for spec - 

ific implement, ad fectum Draestandum_, if the obliretion 

is to do something positive, or to a decree of interdict 

if the obligation is negative (Stair, I,17,16; Ersk. III, 

3, 86; Bell. Pr. 0 29 ; C' long , 655) . Instances have al- 

ready been quoted showing that specific implement is an 

old remedy in Scotland, and is even wider in old cases 
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than to -day (supra, Chap. V). Alt when circumstances 

justify it, Lhe Court may undoubtedly decline to pronounce 

decree of specific implement and substituto one of damages 

In this respect, the law of Scotland differs notably 

from that of England although in modern practice the 

result in riven circumstances under the two systems is 

very similar. In England the primary right at common law 
was 
/to damages for breach of a personal contract and there was 

no legal right to demand specific performance of an obli- 

gation. But it was one of the major modifications intro- 

duced. by Equity that such a decree could be substituted 

where circumstances :nade it a more appropriate and just 

remedy than a decree for damages. The two views of the 

1r, , -re conveniently set out Lord Herschell in Stewart 

v. Yonne,_ ((1890) 17 R. (H.L.) 1 st 5): "Specific per - 

formance was not a remedy to which a party was entitled 

at common law in England. To obtain it he was compelled 

to resort to the separate jurisdiction of the Court of 

Chancery, which at tines refused its assistanoe even 

where a legal right was established, leaving the party who 

invoked it to his ordinary legal remedies. In Scotland, 

on the contrary, specific i m1e'aent is one of the ordinary 

remedies o which a Tarty to a contract is entitled where 

the other 'arty to it refuses to implement the obligation 

he has undertaken. And no authority has been cited to 

show that such considerations as it is suggested would 
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"induce the Court of Chancery to refuse specific perfor. . 

mane have ever been regarded as material where the or- 

dinary remedy of specific imiletlent is sought in an action 

in the Scottish courts." S1mil- rly Lord Watson at page 9: 

"I do not think that upon this patter any assistance can 

be derived from English decisions ; because the laws of 

the two countries regard the right to specific performance 

from different standpoints. In England the only legal 

right arising; from a breach of contract is a claim of 

damages; specific Performance is not a matter of legal 

rif ht but a purely equitable remedy, Lhich the Court can 

,withhold when there arc sufficient reasons of conscience 

or expediency against it. .... riven where implement is 

possible , I do not doubt that the Court of Session has in 

horent power to ref use the legal remedy upon equitable 

grounds, although I know of no instance in which it has 

dono so" ; and Lord Macnaghten at page 11: S4In Encland 

the remedy of specific performance is an extraordinary 

remedy. It is always a ratter of discretion, and ?efon 

ces are admitted in a suit for specific performance 

which are inadmissible ^.ccording to the doctrines and 

Practice of the Courts of Scotland, where specific per- 

formance is part of the ordinary jurisdiction." 

In some cases at least, the remedy is in the dis- 

cretion of the Court (L.P. Inglis in More v, Peterson, 

0 a. 33?, 348). Lord Shand in that case (p. 351) said: 
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"The generol rule of our law i that when a party has it 

in i.i;; power to fulfil nn obli ation which he has under- 

taken the Court will compel him to do so. but itust 

always be in the discretion of the Court to say whether 

the remedy of specific i '1cnont or one of damages is 

the pro-ner end suitable remedy in the circumstances 

While in theory this discretion is unfettered, in .rac- 

tice it is bound by considerations of convenience and 

suitability. 

In BeardP .ore v. Barry (1928 o . C .1 ©1 s affil. 1928 

<<..C. (H.L.) 47) L.J.C. Alness, after auoting Lord ' atson's 

judgment in Stewart v. Kennel, said (p. 109) : "There 

are in this case no special facts and, circumstances aver- 

red which, as a matter of equity, would exclude the remedy 

which oriaa facie is within the -Iursuer s rights." (i.e., 

specific performance) . So too Lord Uranidaale (p. 113) 

and Lord :ranter (p. 115) . It appears then that equit- 

able consider-. tions must be taken into account as possible 

reasons for withholding decree of specific performance - 

a.? cst exatly the converse of the English practice, where 

equity has to justify the granting*, of that remedy. Lord 

Alness also said that there was a presumption in the law 

of Scotland that "when an obligation is against anyone, 

it may in the absence of re<r,son for refusal of the remedy 

on equitable grounds, be enforced by decree for s lecific 

performance 
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In Grahame v. Ala istrates of Kirkcaldy ((1882) 9 R. 

(H.L.) 91, 97) Lord Chancellor Selborne, after tdverting 

to the undivided jurisdiction of law and equity in Scot- 

land; said that '"the natural result of th ̂.t union is that 

strict legal rights ought not (in certain cases) to be en- 

forced without ro {arc to the discretion which fron the 

nature of the subject - utter, end of the interests of all 

these concerned in it ought to be exercised by a court of 

equity " This passage was quoted and applied by Lord Kin - 

near in Winans v. Mackenzie ((1883) 10 R. 941, 945) where 

he found equitable reasons for refusing a decree of spec - 

ific in,,lement . So too in Moore v. Paterson ((1081) 9 R. 

337. See too Aurdal v. Estrella, 1916 S.C. 882, 890) 

damages were riven in lieu of specific i:n"lement on a 

balancing of convenience and equity. 

Specific Performance in Ensaland 

In England the jurisdiction in specific performance 

was founded on the inadequacy of the common law 1 hich gave 

damages as the sole remedy for a breach of contract, and 

equity will still not interfere where damages at law will 

give a party the full cor;roensation to which he is entitled 

end put him in as good a position as if the agreement had 

been specifically performed (Story, § 714. Snell, 533 et 

1.32a.). As in Scotland, the Court almost invariably de- 

crees specific perforleen_ce of a contract regarding land. 
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But specific performance remains a discretionary remedy 

exercised in accordance with well settled principles of 

judicial discretion. l'ormerly the Court of Chancery had 

no power to aware] damages for a, breach of contract, fe.il 

ing opecific performance, but by the Chancery Amendment 

Act, 1858. (Lord Ca irns ; s Act) the Chancery might award 

damages in lieu of or in addition to specific performance.. 

The list of contracts not uoeci 'ieally enforceable in 

England corresponds closely to the Scottish list, except 

in the English refusal to enforce voluntary contracts, 

which is not the lain of Scotland (Snell, 538; Burn Murdoch. 

167); and the English Courts rer°ard many obligations as 

specifically unenforceable on grounds which have not 

been fornulatcd in Scotland. 

The specific performance of contracts in England was 

Probably not a clerical invention of ecclesiastical Chan- 

cellors but certainly received great development through 

equity jurisdiction (de Rossi, 134) . There are traces 

of the doctrine in English courts prior to the practice 

becoming settled in the Chancery jurisdiction and Fry's 

conclusion was that the practice was only a revival by 

and not an invention of the ecclesiastical Chancellors 

(Try, 5 L.Q.R. 235, and Treatise on :specific Performance, 

3 et seq.) The doctrine is indeed at least as old as 

the award of damages (P. and M., II, 595. Cf. Pollock, 

Contract in Early English Law in 1893 H.L.R.; Uazeltine, 
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Early List,ory of Specific Performance of Contro.cts in 

Lnglish Lew, cited in 1913 Essays, 269, note; Holds- 

worth, U.E.L. 1, 450) , The ultimate origin may well 

be in the Germanic respect for oaths and faith (de Rossi, 

139) , to which canonical Processes added fresh weight and 

strength. 

ánecific Irlement in Rovian Luw 

It is clear that :ln the classical period of Ronan 

law every judgment was for money and specific implement 

had no place; although the ciausula arbitraria (Buckland, 

Equity, 29) may have provided a means of escape in the 

actin ex orapto, generally speaking there was no such 

thing as specific implement in the classical law (Buck - 

land, Equity, 45). Roman law was not, owever, entirely 

opposed to the Drincinic of specific performance, as wit- 

ness the rules of menus inioctio and so on (de Rossi, 40 

Jur, Rev., 129, 130). It was different, however, in 

later law as under the system of coGnitio extraordinaria 

the judge had power to condemn for damages or the actual 

fulfilment of the obligation undertaken: his order for 

restitution could be enforced by seizure of pledges, or 

by seizure end delivery by officers cf court (Buckland, 

40; Textbook, 669). Buckland carne to the conclusion that 

there is nothing to show that specific performance was in 

any way in an ancillary position, but the judgment, for 
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ient in the given case .: 

This accords very much with Stair's doctrine (I, 

17, 16. See too Karnes, 208 et sea. dope, 'k jcr Pr. 

II, 1, 10) W at if the obligation bo not ~performed et the 

due time Lnd in the due manner it is in the creditor ̀' s 

option to pursue for 7erformance, or for darla r e and in- 

terest", and it would appear that only subsequently has 

judicial discretion tended to limit and define the cases 

where one remedy or the other is more appropriate. 

The earlier Scottish decisions seem_ to have followed 

this principle of giving whichever re'iedy was ore appro- 

priate in the circumstances and t' sere are instances too 

of implement being decreed where it would not new be, such 

es to implement an obligation to marry, which w as to be 

gone before next Whitsunday (Crichton v. Kinnaird, 1499, 

i .D.C. II, 385. Also Cram v. Sinclair, (1628)Mor. 100341, 

though in the previous year damages were decreed for breach 

of a. contract to marry (Ker v. -tpollEall, 1498, A.D.C. II; 
265). 

There are a number of instances of other forms of de- 

cree ad factum praestandum, e.g., to quit lands and deliver 

s tack or -gay damages (Mondwell v. M' Cuiloch, 1489, A.D.C. 

I, 137) ; to implement a decree- arbitral (Lawson v. Preston 

1402, A.L.C. I, 263) ; to i. pli ment a marriage contract 
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(Somerville v. Dolag.as, 1492, A.D.C. I, 247) : to 6 oliver 

goods (Lora Beton v. Oliphant, 1492, A.D.C. I, 234; Lady 

Rothes, 1494, A.D.C. I, 347; Countess of Crawford v. 

Achilmore, 1482, A.Q.C. II, cvii) ; to give certain land 

in tack (Seton, 1402, A.D.C. I, 293) ; to give sasine of 

land or pay money (Ahanne , 1493, A.D.C. I, 318; Duebar 

v. C u'nock , l5Ol , A.D.C. III, 115) ; to infeft the pursuer 

heritebly (Auchinleck, 1495, A.D.C. I, 428; Archbishop of 

St Andrews v. Ker, 1501, A.D.C. III, 57); for implement 

of a charter -party (Magistrates of Aberdeen v. Young., 

1497 A.D.C. II, 88) . There is even in 1496 a decree 

for implement for the non -payment of money to sustain a 

chaplainry for the soul of Robert Bruce's father and the 

failure to find a priest therefor, tith a Penalty of 200 

marks on failure (Bruce v. Monteith, 1496, A.D.C. II, 8). 

The limit: of the application of specific performance 

have never been exactly defined. It is however a general 

rule that the obligation to flay a sum of money till not 

be specifically enforced 'eith a possible exception in the 

case of an obligation to hand over a specific sum of money 

to be disposed of, or that the ric:,ht to it _mey be deter - 

mined by process of law, Apart from this, specific in 

plement lay be refused in cases : (i) where fron the nat- 

ure of the contract eorforr ance cannot really be enforced, 

such as a contract of se `-vice ; ii) there performance is 

not possible; (iii) where there is no pretiur affectionis 
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in the subject of the contract; (iv) where enforcement 

would result in greater hardship to the defender than the 

benefit to the pursuer would justify (See list of con- 

tracts held to be enforceable specifically, Gloag, 656, 

end contracts not so enforceable, Gloag, 657. Compare 

ti,ith these, Snell, 537). 

In thavldson v. ! acpherson ((1£ 89) 30 S.L.R. 2, 6) , 

Lord Young said: "Frequently the Court will not order 

specific performance. Indeed, as a rule it will not or- 

der specific performance where that would be hard on the 

party who is required to perform, and :;here complete jus- 

tice would be done to the other 'arty by damages. .... 

But then if it is a Particular article - o.nythinf { to Thich 

a peculiar and special value attaches, and where complete 

justice cannot be done by dames - the Court will order 

specific performance. But thrt is where justice 

would not be done by damages, and therefore specific per - 

formance is ordered." 

The refusal of a decree ad factum nra.estandum on the 

ground of hardship to the defender disproportionate to the 

benefit accr. uinr to the pursuer is }Within the equitable 

discretion of the Court. In Grahame v. gistrates of 

Kirkcal ((1582) 9 R. (H.L.) 91. Cf. Snell, 556, which 

shows that the English Equity rule is the same), Lord Wat- 

son said: "It appears to me that a Superior Court, having 

equitable jurisdiction, must also have e discretion, in 
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'certain exceptional cases, to withhold from parties apply - 

ing for it that remedy to which, in ordinary circumstances. 

they would be entitled as a matter of course. In order 

to justify the exercise of such a discretionary power 

there must be some very cogent reason for depriving, liti- 

gants of the ordinary r!eans of enforcing their legal 

rights." In Rollo'` Trs. v, Rollo (1940 S.C. 578) spec- 

ific performance of a contract to execute a power of ap- 

pointment was refused largely on English authority. 

In the ultimate result, then, there is little sub- 

stantial difference between the modern attitude of Eng- 

lish and Scots law to the specific implement or perform - 

ance of a contract, as the progress of decisions has 

limited the discretion of a judge in either country to 

apply either remedy to recognised categories of cases which 

generally correspond. The fundamental distinction is 

that a purely equitable and discretionary remedy in Eng- 

land has always been a general remedy in Scotland justi- 

fied by equity, justice and convenience. 

Interdict 

Interdict is the means of process adopted for stop- 

ring any act which constitutes an actual or threatened 

breach of obligation. Hence it is on the one hand the 

counterpart of specific implement in that it is the means 

whereby the creditor in an obligation of a nef ° °etivo 
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character ~,a -r co mel ',is debtor to desist from action in 

contravention of that oblig tion (cf. DoherIz v. Allman, 

(1878) App. Cas. 720, per L. Ch.Cairns). Further, it is 

a preventive proceedlnr arninst the commission of a legal 

wrong. An obligation tc abstain may generally be enfor- 

ced by interdict (Bell, Pr., § 20) . 

While interdict his been referred to as an "old Scotch 

reedy" (Na.tienalExchan.ge Co. v. G. and S.W. lily Co., 

(1045) 11 D. 571) , there seems little foundation for this 

and the remedy sees to have developed principally from 

the process of suspension which goes back much furl- er and 

is found from the earliest times as a method of reviewing 

judgments and stoppIn: execution. The earliest reference 

to the use of suspension for thy: .purposes of interdict is 

in Erskine in 1773 (Inst. IV, 3, 20) and the modern n-ro- 

cess of suspension and interdict is first mentioned in 

1790 (Juridical Styles, 1st edn., II, 1,,9). Nevertheless 

there are traces of what are substantially interdicts of 

the modern type from very early times. Thus in 1494 a 

party was ordained to desist from withdrawing water from 

the pursuer's mill (Cochrane, 11^_-.94, A.D.C. I, 345) ; v.nd 

again in 1497 defenders were ordered to cease molestation 

(Chaimer v. Soton. 1497, A.D.C. II, 125) or from vexing 

and troubling; the complainers (Stirl v. Buchanan, 1497, 

A.D.C. II, 163) ; or against intrusion on land (Terrel v. 

M'Kay, 1501, A.D.C. III, 644) . There are a. number of 
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cases, too, where, thous >'h the word interdict is not used, 

the substance of tige remedy is given, as in actions of 

ejection and intrusion based on alleged wrongful dispos- 

session from herita'e (see eu. A.D.G. III Index, s.v. 

Ejection and Intrusion) . It seems at least oossitle 

that the interdict as we know it is derived from the 

canon law. 

Suspension was originally confined to exec tlon and 

interdict seems to have been added when the diligence had 

proceeded beyond the stare of a charge to stop a poinding 

or sale (Mackay, Practice, II, 210) . Walter Ross's Lec- 

tures ((1792) I 360) expressly equate suspension with the 

English bill in equity on which the Chancellor granted an 

injunction cot Ytanding execution to cease till the bill was 

inquired into. Thus the Chancellor "upon duo considera- 

tion of the case, .... mitigates the severity and supplies 

the defects of the judgments pronounced in the court of 

law." In c5cotlond °redress in equity was applied for to 

the 'ling who granted it by the assistance of his Chancel- 

lor and Council ", and these equitable powers, Ross says, 

were assumed by the Court of Session from its institution. 

"The suspension then is the writ by which the equitable 

powers of our Court are exercised; and by which every 

error in the decrees of inferior judges, or in the decrees 

of the Supreme Court itself, is ultimately corrected "(ibis:. 

I, 361 -2) . Rods also mention, that the idea of a suspen- 
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Roman lew, and certainly the idea of exacting caution is 

taken thence (ibid., 365, quoting, Act of Sederunt, 25 Oct. 

1577). 

The injunction to which Ross refers was and is the 

com.?arable English Process whereby the Court restrains 

the commission or continuance of some wrongful act, or the 

continuance of Borne wrongful omission (Snell, 509. Cf. 

renerally Kerr on Injunctions). It was a development of 

the Chancery and its use to restrain procoedinns at cox ,on 

law precipitated the clash with the common -lay courts in 

the Seventeenth Century. It is interesting to note that 

this jurisdiction was invoked against an action in the 

Court of Session in 1818 (Kenner ti. Earl of Cassilis, 

(1018) 2 Swans. 313. See also Campbell v. Houlditch, 

cited in note to Story, § 899) , when Lord Chancellor Eldon, 

who cited Erskine (Prin. I , 3 , 29) in support of his admis- 

sion that the Court of Session was a court of law end 

equity, dissolved the injunction. He also proceeded on 

the view that under the Act of Union, which he celled. 

"dacred ", he had no jurisdiction, and because one court 

of equity never nran_ted an injunction against another, as 

then the Court of Session might in turn have interdicted 

the Chencery! Beyond this the injunction may be utilised 

generally to restrain judicial proceedings, to restrain 
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breaches of contract and enforce negative covenants, or to 

restrain the commission or continuance of a tort, such as 

nuisance, infrinreraent of patent, etc. (Snell, 74. Cf. 

Story, 
ç1 C) f's The of .L 

Cory, § C72 -3 . .i. e grant of an injunction is in the 

r. iscr tion of the Court and a grant vial not be made when 

darlages would not be an adequate rerledy (Doherty v. Allman, 

(1878) 3 App.Cac'.720). 

Story ( 865 -8) observed that injunction: partook 

very much of the nature of interdicts accordi n; to the 

Roman law. In the Roman la w interdicts were forms of 

words commanding or prohibiting something to be done, prin- 

cipally when natters of -o ̂ session were i? controversy 

(Ind. .15. nr. and § 1) . They were probably the oldest 

praetorian remedy. The interdict, played an inporta.nt 

part in the protection of public interests and also of 

private ri hts although the field of application is nar- 

roTror, but they were not used to rive a remedy for breach 

of contract, except so far as the possession they protect 

may have originated in contract (pucklond, Equity, 26). 

There are, honever, interdicts comparable to mandatory 

injunctions, mostly for t'-e restoration of property, or 

of interference with public and -private rights of way, 

where damages would not be an adequate remedy, and these 

cases approach near to decrees of specific implement 

(ibid., 27. r3ee too :"1uckland , Textbook, 729) . The 
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interdict commonly was a provisional remedy :ranted on 

an ex Darte application regulating the status ow. In 

this it resembles the nodern remedy. 

While then the Scottish interdict bears in some of 

its uses quite a distinct similarity to the praetorian 

possessory interdict, the derivation is not , irect. though 

it is hard not to believe that the introduction of the 

word interdict tide made with the Roman law in min: : It 

may be that the reception of the Roman lay in the Seven- 

teenth Century prompted the adontion of the name in view 

of the apparent similarity of the remedies. 

Interdicts in Scots Lava 

Turninc now to the attitude to interdict in modern 

cases, it has been laid down that in the absence of a 

clear negative duty it does not follow that interdict will 

be granted against conduct which is merely inconsistent 

with the contract, and even where there are clear negative 

stipulations, it is a matter of discretion of the Court 

whether to grant or withhold interdict. Lord President 

Dunedin said (M. acLure v. MacLure, 1911 S.C. 200 ; 206) : 

"I do not thin'- that this Court is ever bound to exercise 

an equitable jurisdiction (which it ell/rays does when it 

deals ,7ith interdict) without beine sure that the result 

of its oval judg:Ient is not necessarily to cause another 

wrong." 
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Similarly in Ben Nevis Distillery v. iN . B. Aluminium 

Co. (1948 S.C. 592) , a plea was expressly taken that in 

the circumstances interdict was inequitable and shoe .ld be 

refused. Lord President Coope , ih refusing the plea. 

said: "It is well established that this Court in exercis- 

ing the equitable jurisdiction which it applies in deal 

inrj with interdict can and should, as many examples show 

hove a very careful regard to the consequences ...." and 

he adopted the statement by Lord M'Laren in Cli dens Oil 

Co. v. Edinburth Water Trustees ((1897) 25 R. 370, 303) 

ti .at delay of i.eterOiot was justifiable where it would be 

more damaging to the respondent than the wrorw or where 

public convenience required, and on that basis he felt 

that "all considerations of justice and convenience" 

pointed to ascertaining the facts before deterMininr whe- 

ther interdict should be (-rented or refused. 

Equitable considerations are of less innortance where 

the Court is asked to enforce a definite contractual re- 

lation, but of greater importance in such cases as build- 

? nrs erected in defiance of building restrictions (Gloag, 

662. Cf. Snell, 570), and here too the element of dis- 

cretion is of importance. "It is inseparable le from the 

principles of equitable jurisdiction that its exercise 

ni.y be withheld where on the balance of conflicting con - 

siderations the roasons s-gainst the interference of a 

Court of equity are found to preponderate. In in;land 

before the Judicature Acts the result in such circum- 

stances would ronerally have been to leave the parties to 
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''their rir--hts and remedies at law. Dut in cases of nub- 

ile or charitable trusts (and the present case is one 

which in England would be doe -: led of that nature), the Eng- 

lish Court of Chancery would always have felt itself bound 

zeo ray retard to the renertl benefit of those interested 

in the trust, find might on that principle have given its 

sanction on proper tores, to any arra n.-ement which might 

appear on the whole to be beneficial under the actual cir- 

cumstances, even when that which was in strictness Morel 

and unauthorised night have been done by the administrat- 

ors of the trust. In Scotland the legal and equitable 

jurisdictions have always been united, and the natural re- 

sult of that union ie that strict legal ri hts ought not, 

in such a caso as the present, to be enforced without re- 

card to the discretion which from the nature of the sub- 

ject-- Natter, and of the interests of all those concerned 

in it, ou(;ht to be exercised by a Court of equity." (jer 
Lord Chancellor eeleorne in Grahame v. °; ae -istrÇ tes of 

Kirkcaldy, (1802) 9 R. 91, 06). 

In the sa-_e case Lord Watson said. "It oppears to 

me that a superior Court, having equitable jurisdiction. 

must also have a discretion in certain exee- :etional cases 

to ithhold from orties applying for it that remedy to 

which in ordinary circumstances, they would be entitled 

as a otter of cow ne" , end he roes on to discuss the 

three prior cases (r=Sacnnir v. Cathcart, Mor. 1:3832; 
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Sanderson v. Geddes, (1(e74) 1 R. 1190: Derr v. Tac'r, 

(1076) 3 R. 35) in ihich the Court in the exercise of 

its equitable discretion declined to rant an equitable 

roì;tody of interdict (Grahame. supra, at e. 91). 

In 13e v. Lack (supra, at /13), the case of s. 

mutual gable wall, Lord Gifford said: "in all such cases 

there is an equitable power vested in the Court, in vir 

tue of which, uhen the exact restor j.tion of. thiess to 

their former condition is either ii ossib1e or would be 

attended with unreasonable loss and expense, nuite dis- 

proportionate to the advantage which it would rive to the 

successful. :)arty, the Court can award an equivalent - in 

other words they can se- epon what equitable con1itions 

the building; shall be allowed to remain where it is, a1- 

thourh it has been placed there without legal right. This 

equitable power has often been exercised by the Court 

when s li( 'ht encroeehrlonts have been made by a builder 

upon his neighbour s property, it being unreasonable in 

such cases to insist on the demolition of the whole build- 

ing". and he refers to the earlier case of Sanderson 

Geddes (supra) in which he himself as Lord Ordinary al- 

lcn .ed "equitable modification" of the rule as to common 

cables cnd sanctioned "equitable deeeet°Son7i from the con - 

tribution ,payable by the pursuer in respect of the de- 

fenders' appropriation of Bart of the solum of the old . 

rabic into his house when he erected the new and thinner 

Fumble (at 1. 1200. 
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Further excressions of the views of the Court as to 

the equitable nature of the judgment in such interdict 

cases may be traced in Campbell v. Clydesdale Dank 

((a_u o8) G M. 943) , in which the Court founded largely on 

the ju L( n1cnt of Lord Chc:_ncellor Eldon in Duke of Bedford 

v. British Museum Trustees ((1822) 2 My anti IC 522). 

Loro. Cowan said: No doubt sonie cases which core before 

us require the application of equitable principles only, 

while others require the stringent application of rulos 

of law. L'ut the (rent mass of cases in Iyhich this Court 

adjudicates are to be decided on a combined view of equi- 

ty and law, and to this category the present case, in my 

apprehension, belongs" (supra, at n. 94% and he Quotes 

fro71 the judrment of the Master of the Rolls in the Duke 

of A edford' s case (at n. 9,9). 

This discretion in the Court to refuse the remedy Was 

A.so illustrated in Wilson v. Pottincer (1908 6.0. 580), 

where enforcement would have caused exceptional hardship 

and loss to the defender crossly disproportionate to the 

damage sustained by the pursuer. Acquiescence in a 

building encroachment may be sufficient to bar an action 

for removal of the building and yet not an action for 

damages (Shand v. Henderson, (1814) 2 Dow, 579, Ld . c h. 

Eldon) , thus illustrating the place of this form of inter- 

dict as the negative counterpart of specific implement. 

similarly in England, dares may be riven in substitution 
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for an injunction (Shelfer v. City of London Electric, 

Lrf395 1 Ch. 287 , 322. Mayne on Damages, 640.) and prob- 

ably more freely than in Scotland. The remedies are of 

course substitutional and not cumulative. 

Cenerally speaking, interdict will only be grunted 

to restrain an laappreciablo injury on the basis of the 

maxim de r!zinimi non carat praetor, but the judicial dis- 

cretion of .-withholding interdict is very rarely exercised 

if there is permanent encroachment on property, t-zowever 

trifling: in extent (Wilson y. Pottijelger, supra). In 

England the defence of triviality is probably of vìder 

application (Grahame v. a;istrates of Kirkcaldy, (1882) 

9 R. (ILL.) 91,97,99) . 

Interim intere ict is very n.uch a matter of discretion 

but that discretion is exercised in the li- ht of certain 

guiding conoiderations, such as the balance of conven- 

ience of the parties (Clippms Oil Co. v. Edtinburrh Water 

Trs. (1897) 2i R. 370.382). On the other hand final inter- 

dict is rather different and in certain circumstances the 

pursuer's right Tay be almost absolute, as where opera- 

tions have been definitely found to be illegal, though 

probably always subjoct, as Lord Dunedin said, to the over - 

riding consideration that an equitable jurisdiction is not 

bound to be exorcised when there is claní er of causing 

another wrong (MacLure v. MacLure. 1 011 S.C. 200,206). 
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Recd{ _ition has freauontly been mode in Scotland 

of thc equitable nature of the jurisdiction in interdict 

(e.g. MacLure, ,sutra; Tatnall y. Reid, (1827) 5 S. 277) 

or of the exercise of praetorian noYer (Mansfield y. 

rtuart, (1839) 2 D. 246, per L.J.C. Boyle), but it see-is 

that in cÿuestions of encroachment on property interdict 

may be clai °red as of right while the English injunction 

is ::;ore discretionary. 

VIII - Penalties and Irritanc i.es 

It is not uncommon for parties to a contrrct to 

foresee the °'oss ibility of one or other party's s fa.? lure 

to implement his due obligations and accordingly to provide 

beforehand by an express stipulation in the contr<rct for 

the rights which are to accrue to the innocent on 

such an eventuality arising. i3ut it is patent that the 

recognition and enforcement by the Courts of such provi- 

sions are not always possible, as _many :persons would take 

advrntage of such rights to impose grossly unfair and 

leonine bargains and to visit a sii ht failure in Per- 

formance with ruinous penalties. But, on the other hand, 

while the law has developed rules for ascertaining what 

recompense should be made by the party failing to per- 

form his contractual obligations to the party aggrieved, 

it oes not entirely exclude private agreements contained 
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in contracts as to the satisfaction to be riven for a 

specified breach. It is apparent that the Court ex er - 

cises a control over such clauses and will not tolerate or 

enforce unfair conditions, and this is undoubtedly one of_ 

the equitable functions of the Court. 

Such clauses mey take the form of speeifyin ; a pen- 

alty ~dyable on failure, or of an irritancy or right to 

one party to cancel the contract on the other's failure, 

or of both penalty and irritancy clauses combined. An 

irritancy is the right to put an end to the contractual 

relationship and to any rights which depend on the con- 

tinuance of that relationship (Gloag, 664). 

Irritoncies ay be legal, such as are imported into 

certain contractual relations by force of law, or conven- 

tional. which are expressly ire ported into that particular 

contract, though in the latter case the clause may and fre- 

quently does merely express the irritancy which the lay 

would i..ply, or it may purport to give a right for which 

there is no provision in lay. 

In the case of feu -contracts the Scots Act of 1597. 

cap. 250, provides that if a fou -uty shall remain unpaid 

for two whole years together, the vassal shall amit and 

"type" luis feu, just as if his charter had contained a 

clause to that effect; and in -)ractice a feu -charter 

commonly does contain such a clause with the additional 

provision that "it shall not be core tent for the vassal 
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"to purge this irritancy by pnynient at the bar in any 

process of doclarator or reeloving" (Wood's Lectures on 

Conveyancing, 165. Ersk. 115,26), because it has long 

been a reconised rinciDle that, if a person incurred a 

legal irritancy, it could be purged by payment before 

decree passed in an action raised to enforce it (Clog , 

665. Stewart v. Watson, (186:) 2 M. 1414, 1419. e r 

L.J.C. Inglis. Cases in Morison, p. 7235 et seq.) 

In the case of leases the usual claucc -rovid. ©s for 

irritancy of the lease on u. term's or a year's rent re- 

^zinit unnc.id for a given period, or on such events as 

the bankruptcy of the tenant (Wood, 438. , i' Douall' s 

Trs v. MacLeod, 1949 S.C. 593). At common lay there was 

a legal irritancy on default of payment of rent for two 

successive years (Rankine on Leases, 532 et r"ec,.) 

This has been subsequently modified by Act of Seder - 

unt end lecislation (see Gloag, 665 n.2), but tle rule of 

purgation applied to all these legal irritancies and pay - 

ment could be made until the decree of declarator was er.- 

tracted. But after extract purgation could not be ,jade. 

A conventional irritancy on the other hand is one 

expressly provided in the contract, and may five a right 

for which there is no other legal provision, or, is in he 

case of feu -contracts or leases, may merely express the 

irritancy which would be implied by law. The Court cer- 

tainly has and regularly exercises a power to control the 
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in the case of options to terminate the contract on a 

particular event taking place or date arriving. 

It is evident that the irritancy of a feu -right in- 

curred by two years' non -payment of rent is founded by 

analogy on the rule of Roman law that a dorainus could re- 

sume possession of land let on the tenure of emhyteusis 

if the annual payment were three years in arrears (Code, 

ív,66,1: Buckles ,d, Textboo >, 273) . and the phrase ob non 

solutum canonem is directly transferred from em hyteusis 

to modern feu -rights. It seems at least probable that 

the Act of 1507, cap. 250, was merely declaratory in part 

of earlier practice, as a provision for a feuar cf church - 

lands being removed on failure of two years' feu -duty is 

found in Regiem Majestatem (R.T . (Stair ,. ocy. edn) ,3,14,5, 

quoted in Hope's ::;ajor Practicks, 3.1.19). The Roman 

period of three years had passed into feudal law (Craig, 

J.F. I, 418) and was reduced to two years by the Act of 

1597: two years had been the period in Roman law if the 

right was derived from the Church (Nov. 120.8) . The de- 

velopment of the law in ¿eotland as regards feus is con- 

sidered at great length by Lord Fraser in Cassel_ v. L2-.b 

((1885) 12 R. 722, 762 et sec.), and by Lord '<<fatson in 

Sandeman ((188b) 12 R. (H.L.) 67, 72) . 

There was nothing similar to an irritancy in the 

Roman lay of locatio but the comon lays rules of irritan- 

cies in leases were ',robably founded on the analogy of 
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feu -rights (Rankine, Leases, 533 citing authorities) and 

were authoritatively declared by Act of Sederunt in 1756. 

Kernes on Irritaneies 

Kanes states as "a rule in doily practice. That how- 

ever e_. dress the words Pry be a court of equity gives no 

force to a deed beyond the will of the granter" (7).144. 

Kanes was cited on irritancy in Ca bell v. Scotland (1794) 

M.321. See also p. 236 on the Act of 1597), and cites as 

examples the rule that general clauses in discharges and 

assignments (sic) are limited by equity where the words 

are more extensive than the will, and also the case of a 

variety of irritancies contrived to secure an entail 

against acts and deeds of the proprietor (-1.1,1-8). He then 

cites "an example of a conventional irritancy, an irritancy 

ob non solutum canonem in o lease or feu -right: such a 

clause, expressed so as to make the right voidable only 

upon failure of payment, is just and equal; because by a 

declarator of irritancy, it secures to the superior or 

landlord payment of what is due to him, and at the same 

time affords to the vassal or tenant an opportunity to 

purge the irritancy by payment. And even supposing the 

clause so expressed as to make failure of payment an ipso 

facto forfeiture, it will be held by a court of equity. 

that the words go inadvertently beyond the will; and a 

dcclarator of irritancy will still be necessary, in order 
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"to afford an opportunity for -)urging the irritancy" 

149. But see Rankine on Leases, 546. Cf. Lord Kinnear 

in Cassels v. Lamb, (1805) 12 R. 722, 777) _ He cites 

as a further example the transaction of a claim when a 

less sum is accented on condition it be paid at a date 

certain, otherwise the transaction to be void, and he 

thinks there is an ecuitable group, for relief hero, 

whether the clause be suspensive or resolutivo., ut on 

rather similar facts the House of Lords enforced the 

strict provision in Gat v. Maclaine (1921 (H.L.)1). 

It has long been admitted that in the exercise of its 

equitable jurisdiction the Court of Session may interfere 

to stop gross abuse or oppression. "The severe conse- 

quences of irritancy have induced the admission of the 

equitable doctrine of purgation" (Hunter, Landlord and 

Tenant, II, 157), "It is true that the right to ,urge 

is an equitable remedy, and that it might only be allowed 

on more onerous terms" (Maxwell's Tre. v. Bothwell School 

Board, (1893) 20 R. 958, 964, der. Lord Rutherfurd Clark). 

"The Lords, being a Sovereign Court having nobile offi- 

cium, they .ay ex nobili officio modify and retrench the 

exorbitancy of penal agreements" (Aberdeen v. Northesk. 

(1675) Mor, . 7230) . From an early dato the distinction 

was drawn between legal and conventional irritancies. In 

Duncanson v. Giffon ((1878) 15 Ï r .L. R. 356) Lord Curriehill 

outlined the history of the lai-; relating to the purgation 
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of irritancies in feu -rights and he points out that 

Stair drew no distinction between the purgation of 

legal and conventional irritancies in his third edition 

of 1693 but only did so in Book IV (IV,18,3) ihich was 

not :cart of the original work, that the practice boeare 

general by the middle of the Eighteenth Century to hold 

that all irritancies rendered the right only voidable, 

and this seems supported by Erskine's reference to the 

"oldrractice" (11.5,27) whereby the vassal could not 

purge a conventional irritancy without excuse, and he 

finally concluded that a conventional irritancy in feu - 

right or contract of ground- annual is purgeable at the 

bar as being of the nature of a penalty. In leases it 

is now settled that a legal irritancy may be Purged but 

not a conventional one (M'Douall'c Trs v. MacLeod, 1949 

S.C. 593). 

There seems to have been a tendency in the later 

Eighteenth Century to hold all irritancies purgeable on 

grounds of equity (Lockhart v. Shiells, 1770 M.7244; 

Campbellv. Scotland, 1794 M. 321) but subsequently the 

view has prevailed that parties may make their own terms 

in a contract and if they are lawful the Court will en- 

orce those conditions. It is certainly recognised that 

the Court has an overriding equitable jurisdiction to per- 

mit purgation of an irritancy in exceptional circumstances. 

So in Stewart v. Watson ((1864), 2 M. 1414,1422) , a case of 
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a conventional irritancy, Lord ï3enholme said: "it is a 

reasonable ono; and if it be fairly carried out, without 

undue harshness or catching, I do not think this Court 

can interfere .... I am far from : ayi4g that this 

Court will never interfere even in cases of conventional 

irritancies." Lor :i Neaves said t "Ina lease .... the 

parties may stipulate for any conventional irritancies 

they please, provided they are not contrary to law. .... 

In cases of judaical construction, or the oppressive use 

or abuse of irritancies, the Court may interfere." Lord 

Kinnear said in Cassels v. Lamb ((1085) 12 R. 722, 777 ) 

that the true r:round of this equitable interference, in 

violation of the letter of a clause of irritancy, was 

that in substance the condition was a stringent remedy 

for non -payment or non-performance. The Court, there- 

fore, interferes to carry out the true intention of the 

contract, by allowing the irritancy to be purged when its 

purpose of compelling performance has been effectuated." 

This is of course only true of a. legal irritancy. 

In Old College of Aberdeen v. Earl of Northesk 

(1673, Mor. 7230), which related to a conventional irri- 

tancy in a tack of teinds, it was pleaded that "the Lords 

being a Sovereign Court, having officium nobile, they may 

may ex nobili officio modify and retrench the exorbitancy 

of penal agreements, as they every day do in the cases of 

liquidated penalties of parties .... yet if they be 

grievous and exorbitant far beyond equity and the interest 
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"of parties, the Lords may and do modify and restrict 

them secundura bonu_n et aeauum," and the Lords found the 

irritancy purgeable on the ground of justifiable ignor- 

ance. A similar plea was made unsuccessfully in 'in- 

lajrson and t,'eir v. Clc ytcn (1761, or. 7239) . 

Most recently the equitable jurisdiction was recor-.- 

nised by the Court in M'Douall's Trs. v. McLeod (19,10 

8.C.593). "It is open to a tenant to invoke the equit- 

able jurisdiction of the Court and to -lead that there has 

been a misuse or an oppressive use of the powers con- 

ferred on the landlord by the contract" (per L. J , C . 'Thom- 

son at 599 -600) . So too Lords < ackay (615) and 

Jamieson (617) admitted the continued existence of an in- 

herent power in the Court to allow purgation on equitable 

?.°rounds in ceses of hardship. ',hile the decision was 

that a conventional irritancy had been incurred and could 

not be purged, mention was made of the fact that no appeal 

was made to equity to permit purgation: it is clear that 

such an appeal would in some circumstances have been com- 

petent. 

In 1587 in Bishop of Orkney v. Sinclair (1587, Mor. 

7227. Cases in Morison (7179 et seq.) go back to 1517. 

See also Hope, Ne. jor Practicks, III, 23) a tacksman was cl- 

lowed to purge at the bar on the plea "de aequitate notuit 

mur wari haec mora" end it was a hard manner, et summum iue , 

quae fuit summa injuria to reduce a nineteen years' tack 
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for non- Yyyment of one term's rent. 

Where the only right involved in the irritancy clause 

is that of ending; the contractual relations, without ßm- 

posing any penalty on the other party, it would appear 

that there are no general restrictions on the freedom of 

the contracting parties ,and they may specify that the 

right shall exist in respect of any trifling act or omis- 

sion. It has been laid doyen that it is incompetent for 

the Court to consider whether or not a landlord has made 

o hard bargain with his tenant (Moncrieff v. (1842 ) 

5 D. 249, r Lord Noncrieff, , 259-00. Ed inburfh Coran. 

v. t.ra, 1948 S.C. 538). Yet though considerations of 

hrrdship may be irrelevant, the terms of the agreement 

will be construed fairly and not in a judaical spirit, [-rid 

an equitable view can hardly be tai:en directly in face of 

the express words of the clause under construction (ion - 

crieff v. lfay nd Edinburgh Coran. v. Gra , supra) if the 

intention of parties is clear. 

In Cassels v. Lamb ((1.885) 12 R. 722,757. Kernes's 

.6quity was cited on another point in this case. See also 

Sandoman v. Scottish Proinerty_Investment Co_y, (1885) 12 R. 

(H. L.) 07) Lord. Fraser said that the rule, that judges 

have nothing to do with the hardships of the case but must 

apply the lave as they find it, was misleading and largely 

inaccurate. "The whole of our rules of equity proceed 

upon a contrary assumption, and one-half of our tae' v ould 

be blotted out it it were not so. Itiouitable consider- 
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"ations are ollowed to come into A.ay - to control, to 

mitigate, and sometimes altogether to evade a legal rulo 

-,hich carries with it intolerable hardship, and when the 

right too rigid hardons into wrong", but he held that on 

the facts of that case no violence need cone to the 

common law by refusing the claim of the pursuer, Lord 

Kinnear said (ibid. 777): "I see no around of equity on 

which the Court can interpose to deprive the superior of 

his remedy. There is a well established rule of equity 

by which the operation of irritant conditions is con- 

trolled, so that the estate may be saved from forfeiture 

by payment at .ny time before judgment has been pronounced 

in an action of declarator. But the true ground of this 

equitable interference, in violation of the letter of a 

clause of irritancy, ic, that in substance the condition 

is a stringent remedy for non- pay.ent or non- nerforrnance. 

The Court therefore, interferes to carry out the true in- 

tention of the contract, by alloy :ing the irritancy to be 

purged when its purpose of compelling performance has been 

effectuated (sic) . But I am not aware of any (round un- 

on which the Court, upon equitable consideration, can in- 

terfere to defeat the intention of the contract, by deny- 

ing effect to a clause of irritancy in spite of non-pay- 

ment", for this involves reading the words of the irrit- 

ant clause in an Unnatural sense. 
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Control of Penal Clauses ber the Court 

"It is a general principle that the Court may, on 

equitable grounds, refuse to give effect to a clause in 

a contract imposing a penalty, even though it may be 

clear that it has been incurred, and nurp.ation of the act 

by T.Ïhich it was incurred may be i-,possible, or Flay not be 

offered." (Gloag, 671), This attitude is particularly 

noticeable in the case of contracts providing for lic?uiL'- 

ate damages in case of failure of performanco but is not 

so confined Lord Shand suggested that a provision in 

a contract of co- partnery for forfeiture of capital con- 

tributed by a partner in the event of his incurring an 

irritancy by bankruptcy would be unenforceable (Hannan v. 

Henderson, (1879) 7 R. 380), and enforcement wes refused 

of a penalty clause incurred by a sea- captain for insob- 

riety (Iatson v. Noble, (1885) 13 R. 347) on the ground 

that it would. be "contrary to every rule of equity to 

order the forfeiture ...." (per Lord Rutherfurd Clark at 

p. 352). 

The corrr7onest cases however in which the question of 

enforcement of penalty clauses arise are those of con- 

tracts rinking -7rovision for payment of stated sums as pen- 

alty or liquidate damages on failure to fulfil some term 

of the contract. Professor Gloag remarks, moreover, that 

despite certain general dicta relating to the obli ration 

to implement unambiguous contractual provisions in leases 
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a party cannot be held free to enforce whatever -penal pro- 

visions he can secure the assent of the other to and 

that the Court's equitable jurisdiction might be invoked 

in cases where the penalty stipulated was unnecessarily 

stringent (Gloag. 672-3). Similarly a Penalty in a bond 

of caution ad factum praestandum will be modified to the 

actual damage sustained (M,Gre *or v. Wright, 9 Feb. 1826 

F.C.). 

The co.nmon provision in written contracts for a 

fixed sum to be payablz by the >arty who defaults in 

respect of certain ;specified conditions is always subject 

to the scrutiny of the Court, which proceeds on the prin- 

ciple that parties may competently assess beforehand the 

compensation or da7ages to be payable to the other party 

on failure, but may not penalise each other; such clauses 

are generally upheld and enforced according to their 

terms. without regard to the wording of the contract, so 

long as the amount fixed is not outrageous and bears a 

reasonable relation to the loss likely to be sustained by 

the breach of contract (Gloag, 673). The Court will not 

however enforce what they consider to be a penalty, how- 

ever it may be expressed. "If the penalty be truly a 

penalty - this is, a punishment - the Court will not 

allow that, because the law will not let people punish 

each other. They may contract that the one will be 

bound to reimburse the other for any loss caused, but 

noL 'or )uniáhu1.ent" ( )er Lord You , Robertson v. Driver's 
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Trs . , (1881) 8 R. 555, 562) . "Where the penalty is mani 

festly exorbitant, and a penal forfeiture rather than 

estimated damage, a court of equity does interfere" 

(Bell, Com. I, 690). This view was given effect to in 

M'Intosh v. '.ï'Donell ((1798) Llor. App. Tack No. 4) , and 

Wri11t v. iI'Gregor (9 Feb. 1826 F.C. ). 

In Forrest and Barr v. Hesiderson ((18C9) 8 M. 187) 

Lord Barcaple, who quoted Story's Equity in his judgment, 

held that a stipulation was a penalty and that it would 

not exclude the intervention of the Court to modify it 

On reclaiming, it was held that oven if the provision were 

for liquidate damages, equity could prevent the claim be- 

ing maintained to an exorbitant or unconscionable amount 

(L.P. Inglis at 193; Lord Deas at 196; Lord Ardmillan at 

199; Lord Kinloch at 201. Lord Neaves at 202). 

The basic equitable influence on this branch of the 

lam consists in the application of the rule that equity 

looks to the substance and not to the letter of the 

agreerient . So it is not material 'whether a payment be 

described as penalty or liquidate damages. "Both in 

England and in Scotland it has been pointed out that the 

Court must proceed according to what is the real nature 

of the transaction, and that the mere use of the word 

'penalty' on the one side or 'damages' on the other 

would not be conclusive as to the rights of the parties" 

(Clydebank Engi_neerin& Çó. v. Castaneda, (1904) 7 F (H.L.) 
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77, ßór Ld Chancellor In this c ̂ se and in 

Cnmoron -Bed v. Cameron and Co.(1019 S.C. 627) a sum 

fixed as "penalty" was sustained as liquidate damages, 

The Court will look into the true circumstances of each 

case (Robertson v. Driver's Trs., (1881) 8 R. 555, 562, 

per Lord Young). 

The differcnce1s material, because a stipulation 

for pactional damages cannot be modified by the Court 

but must be enforced according to its terms, whereas a 

penalty may be modified. 

In C rak v. Pit' Beath ((1863) 1 M. 1020, 1024) , Lord 

Benholme considered the case, which related to broach of 

contract of affreightment, as "an instructive example of 

the application of equity in the enforcement of legal 

rights. The adjection of a nonalty to a bond may be 

considered in two points of view .... In one view it is 

a punishment to be inflicted on trie violator of the obli- 

gation. In the other view it is damages assessed and 

agreed to by the parties in a certain event; and in this 

view it is no punishment. Where it is truly penal - r. zero 

the Darties have not had in view a mere statement of li- 

quidated damages - the penalty is to be modified and re- 

duced to the amount of the da_mnge actually sustained .... 

I think it is the right of the pursuer to bring his action 

for the penalty without alleging the amount of damage, 

and without antic ipatin. that it may be subject to modi- 
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"fication. It is for the defender to set out his equit- 

able plea for modification." The Lord Justice -Clerk 

(Inglis) said: "properly speaking a penalty is a punish- 

ment, and nothing can be clearer than this, that parties 

are not entitled to Make punishment the subject of agree- 

ment", and, after holding that the sum in question was in 

no pro')ortion to the damage and was accordingly not li- 

quidate damages but an acknowledgment that a money pay - 

ment should be made to the extent of the damage caused by 

the breach of contract, he woes on to say that the true 

question is whether the penalty should be reduced "in an 

equitable point of view. That would be done in the exer- 

cise of the equitable jurisdiction of the Court ...." 

The precise words used may however be of importance 

particularly when the phrase "by and attour performance" 

is added (Dingwall v. Burnett, 1912 S C. 1007); but apart 

from that the Court will consider whether the sum speci- 

fied has a reasonable relation to the loss likely to be 

sustained, and whether one sum is payable for one or more 

or all of the breaches of contract thous h the consequences 

may be different (see Lord Watson in El hinstibne v. Monk- 

land Iron Co. ((1886) 13 R (H.L.) 98. 106) and Lord Dun- 

edin in ijunlop Tyre Co. v. New Garage Co. 0915/A.C.79)) . 

Exorbitancy in general points to penalty. The modern 

view is that while a clause held to be a penalty is not 

enforceable by either party, it is not to be considered, 

as was formerly the rule. a limit beyond which no damages 
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But this former view has now been disapproved and the 

penalty sum will not limit the defender's liability 

(Din ;wall v. Burnett, 1912 S.C. 1097); and it is always, 

it is conceived, subject to equitable modification, if 

the pursuer cannot prove damages comparable with the 

magnitude of the penalty. If the clause is upheld as 

liquidate da .a es, proof of actual damage is incompetent 

(Clydebank, supra) . 

The equitable function of the Court, then. consists 

in determinin; whether the clause in question is reason- 

able independently of its name, and secondly, if it is 

cold to be a penalty, in !oc?ifying that penalty to a su 

equitable in the circumstances. So far back as 1664 

(Brown v. Wilson, Gil. and Falo. 87) it was pleaded that 

an exorbitant penalty in all justice and reason should 

hove been restricted. 

Penalties and Forfeitures in English Equityr 

It may be instructive 1, stly to look at the English 

equitable rules relating to Penalties and forfeitures! as 

the equitable substratum of the modern law does not differ 

materially in the t' :o countries though the working out of 

the rules does. The attitude of equity towards penal 

ty clauses is that wherever the clause is inserted merely 

to secure the performance of some act or the enjoyment of 

some benefit, the performance of the act or the enjoyment 
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ment and the penalty is only accessory." (Snell. Equity, 

372, quoting, Sloman v. Walter (1784) 1 Faro. C.C. 418; 

2 Wh. and Tu. L.C. 221) . The rules leid down for dis- 

tinguishing, penalties from liquidate danag;es are not pe- 

culiar to either country (snail, 374 founded principally 

on Lord Dunedin in DunlQfl Tyre Co. v. New Garaßp and 

Motor Co. 0917 A.C. 79, 06). To the same effect is 

Story's explanation of the principle (§ 1314)4 "In 

every such case ", he says, "the true test by which to as- 

certain whether relief can or cannot be had in equity is 

to consider whether the parties !,rave agreed to treat the 

sum mentioned as a complete satisfrction for the breach; 

if they have, courts of equity will refuse their pecu- 

liar remedies. If it is to secure the Derforriance of 

some collateral act or undertaking, then courts of equity 

will grant relief, on the defendant paying the damages 

which, to the court, seem to meet the necessity of the 

case "; and again (§ 1316), "The true foundation of the 

relief in equity is, that, as the penalty is designed as 

a mere security, if the party obtains his rioney, or his 

damages, he rets all that he expected, and all that, in 

justice, he is entitled to." .... "In reason, in con- 

science, in natural equity, there is no ground to say, 

because a man has stipulated for a penalty in case of his 

omission to do a particular act (the real object of the 

parties being the ,)erfor nice of the act) , that, if he 
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wholly disproportionate to the injury to the other 

party." "It is not improbable that courts of equity 

adopted this doctrine of relief, in cases of penalties 

and forfeitures, from the Roman law, i ,here it is found 

regularly unfolded, and sustained upon the clear arin- 

ciTales of natural justice" (§ 1317) , and the learned 

author expounds fart, er at considerable length the large- 

ly equitable basis of the relief the Courts will grant in 

such cases, and such general statements of _rinciple are 

conceived to be fully applicable to Scots Law too, and 

wore indeed adopted by Lord Barcaple in Forrest and Boyd 

v. Henderson ((1869) 8 M. 187, 190) . In rlodern law the 

attitude of Ln{lish and Scottish courts to clauses Pro- 

viding for penalties or liquidate damages is practically 

identical. 

Penglt1 Clauses in Bonds 

A similar equitable influence is found at work in 

7odifying penalty clauses in bonds and money obligations. 

The ordinary Scottish form of personal bond provides for 

repayment of the sum lent "with a fifth part more of li- 

quidate penalty in case of failure", but as Bell says 

(Comm, I, 700) , in the event of failure "it would be un- 

just to ,ermit the creditor to reap so exorbitant an 

advantage as the recovery of the whole penalty." 
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"In England a remedy is to be had in equity, and with us, 

the Court of Session, as the supreme court of law and 

equity, has the power of °aiti :.ation. " So ainee the 

case of Home v. I:enburn in 1550 (,îor. 10033. Cf. Semple 

fir. Jeanie, (1622) tlor. 10035 ) it has been held that such 

conventional penalties were no further exigible than the 

amount of the reel damare sustained and interest, and 

this practice hes the approbation of Stair (IV, 3.2) as 

a m nifestation of the nobile officiurn. In Paisley v. 

Buchanan ((1b07), Balfour, 97) a penalty clause in a 

marriage contract was sustained. 

It seems probable that the first intorventian of 

equity in England as to relief frog,- penalties was in the 

case of the money bond where the object was merely to 

secure repayment of principal and interest (Snell, 372). 

In Scotland too the practice of modification of exorbit- 

ant penalties has been ascribed to equity in many cases 

(e.g., Allan v. Yours , (1757), Nor. 10047; Macadam v. 

Campbell's Creditors. (1787), Mor. 10051). In Henderson 

v. Maxwell in 1802 (M. 10054) Karnes ̀ s Equity (p. 378 et 

seg.) was cited to the Courts in support of the practice. 

Karnes (p. 46) compares the penalty in a bond to the Roman 

lex co:missoria in piginoribus, forbidden by Constantine 

(Buckland, Textbook, 477), and says that "as it is a hard 

and rigorous condition, a court of equity will interpose 

to give relief." Later (p. 378) he discusses the whole 

question, laying down that the penalty is a modification 
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or liquidation of the damage the creditor may suffer by 

delay in payment and hence equity -.:i11 not interpose if 

the penal sun corresponds to the damage that may ensue 

fron the delay. Karnes cites for comparison the case of 

the English double-bond, which was an obli {Pat ion to pay 

double the sum in the debt if repayment were not -lade at 

the due date ft ell, Con. I, 352) , and which was wont to 

be modified in equity. So too in Scotland a penalty is 

in equity restricted on lerfor?n^nce to the damage sus- 

tained. 
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Chapter VII 

Constructive Fraud and Fiduciary Relationships 

I - Constructive Fraud 

"By constructive frauds are meant such acts or con - 

tracts es, although not originating in any evil design or 

contrivance to perpetrate a positive fraud or injury upon 

other persons, are yet, by their tendency to deceive or 

mislead other persons, or to violate private or public 

confidence, or to impair or injure the public interests, 

deemed equally reprehensible with positive fraud end 

therefore are prohibited by lay, as within the same reason 

and mischief as acts and contracts done ialo animo" 

(Story, § 258). The cases which fall under this head are 

principally so treated because they are contrary to some 

general public R)olicy, while others grow out of some spe- 

cial confidential or fiduciary relation between the par- 

ties which is watched with special solicitude by the law. 

The rule of equity which frowns upon a man, :ho fills a 

position of a fiduciary character, taking a benefit from 

the person towards whom he stands in such a relation. 

rests upon a motive of general public policy, irrespective 

of the particular circumstances of the case. The rule 

is founded on considerations as to the difficulty which 

must, from the condition of the parties, generally exist 

of obtaining positive evidence as to the fairness of trans- 

actions which aro peculiarly open to fraud end undue 
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influence. The policy of the rule is to shut the door 

against temptation. (Kerr on Fraud and Mistake, 4th edn, 

146.) 

The considerations which prompted the Court of 

Chancery to scrutinise so closely transactions falling 

zaithin_ those categories have impelled the Court of Session, 

as a court of eeuity, in the same direction though not in 

every cese nor always to the same effect In the Chan- 

cery, transactions contrary to the policy of the law, 

such as marriage brokage contracts and contracts in res- 

traint of trade, fell under this head, whereas in Scot- 

land they are classed as pacta illicita (Snell, 465). The 

main similarity is in the class of cases which constitute 

an abuse of a fiduciary relation. i5ut even here the 

Chancery view tends _wore strongly to the protection of 

the ?;resumptively weak by recognising a presumption of 

undue influence in these cases which must be rebutted to 

sustain the contract, end despite some attempts to ac- 

climatise this doctrine in Scotland (Ewen v. 7aes. of 

Hontrose, (1830) 4 W. and Sh. 346; Tennent v. Tennent's 

Trs... (1870) S M. (H.L.) 10; Smith CunhillELnme v. 

Anstruther' s Trs . , (1872) 10 M. (H. L.) 39) , it has not 

generally been taken to that length. (Mortison's Dic- 

tionary has however a section entitled "Undue Influence" 

(p. 4932) , and the 'resumption was accepted in Gray v. 

Hinny, (1880) 7 R. 332; Car.lichael v. Baird, (1899) 6 

s . L. T . 369) . "The doctrine of undue influence rests on 
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the existence of a reronal influence over the mind: on a 

personal relationship to which, if abused, the maxim 

'equity acts in uersonam' applies in the name of con- 

science. The mini of the person protected is not coer- 

ced, still less is it mentally impaired. T'hc, acility of 

Scots law, on the other hand, implies that tere has been 

a we akeninu of the faculties on account o_f' illness, old 

are, intoxication, or some such cause. There must be 

general debility of mind and .... it must also be shown 

that his consent was improperly obtained by fraud or cir- 

cuìvention." (Winder, 56 L. (4.R. 97, 99.) ;:ioroover Eng- 

lish equity uses the phrase "undue influence" in two 

senses; in certain cases of relationships where one party 

le.y be influenced to act against his interest, un, ue in- 

fluence is presumed. In the case of willr, however, 

unc?_u© influence requires coercion similar to the Scottish 

facility and circumvention, yhich applies to :;ills and 

agreements alike. (Parfitt v. Lawless, (1372) L.R.2 P. 

and D. 462, 469, Non- appreciation of this leads to con 

fusion in Ross v. Gosselin`s Exore., 1926 S.C. 325,) 

Facility and Circumvention 

As distinct from actual fraud, facility and circum- 

vention my in Scotland found a reduction of a contract 

or will. In the institutional texts Stair (I,9)9; cf. 

Ersk.IV,1,27; Bell, Pr. § 13) does not distin,^'uish it 
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from fraud. It has been called "legal or constructive 

fraud" (.'Kellar v. :"'Kellar, (1801) 24 D.143) or "a 

course of deception which is fraud in grain. but not 

fraud perpetrated by a single specific act" (Love v. 

Marshall, (1870) 9 M. 291, 207). It is not necessary 

to prove specific acts of deception to establish a case 

of circumvention but the party alleged to have been ais- 

led least have been in a state of facility due to illness 

or old are, and the contract or agreement must have been 

obtained improperly by taking advantage of that weakness. 

On proof that the deed has been thus unfairly obtained it 

is reducible; in Alison v. Bothwell in 1696 (-or., 4354) 

rectification was permitted without reduction. but the 

cof.apotency of the actio clua.nti minoris has subsequently 

been doubted (M'Kirdl v. Anstruth:r,_ (.839) 1 D. 855), 

Where the parties stand in a fiduciary relationship 

to one another the contract is subject to -articular 

scrutiny and the plea of undue influence may lead to re- 

duction. The theory of undue influence, as of all equit- 

able fraud, is that .when one rerson stands in such a rela- 

tion to another, it behoves him to .aintain a high stand- 

ard of behaviour, or lose the countenance of equity 

,which will facilitate the reduction and revocation by the 

other of any benefit conferred by him on the former 

Party (Hanbury, 713). The admission of intimidation 

into the issue of facility and circumvention shows that 
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the Scottish rule does not suffer from the undue rigid- 

ity of strictum lus (M'Dou ;a1 v. ä;'Dou al's Trs. , 1931 

S.C. 102). As compared with English equity however 

Scots law demands positive actings to obtain consent irz- 

rronerly. English equity will protect from innocent 

bias. The relationships in which this form of equitable 

fraud ray usually be perpetrated are in the cases of per- 

sons standing in a fiduciary or quasi -fiduciary relation 

to others, for example, solicitor and client, parent and 

child, guardian and yard, and trustee and beneficiaries. 

In M'Kirdy v. Anstrut her ((1839) 1 D. 855) , which 

was a sale by an heir -substitute of entail of a contin- 

gent reversionary liferent interest in part of the en- 

tailed estates and was held valid in the circumstances, 
c i rt4.9 

both parties relied largely on English Equity,ASelect 

Cases in Chancery, Brown's Chancery Cases, and cases from 

Vernon, Vesey and others, as well as 'arses' s Equity. 

Lord C illies said there (p. 803): "A sale is never set 

aside on the more ground that the price has been inade- 

quate. There must be a combination of the elements of 

facility, lesion and circumvention, to render a sale re- 

ducible. .... Lesion of itself affords no ground for re- 

duction." Lord Mackenzie (n. 866) , in rejecting the doc- 

trine that a contract super haeredi torte viventis was 

voided by an inadequacy of price, remarked that "the 

doctrino is not ad-itted in Scotland; and it certainly 
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"does not seem to rest upon any such principle of natural 

equity es that it ought to be introduced into every sys- 

tem of jurisprudence." In Mackie v. Á.ßa well (1752, :or. 

4903) a disposition was reduced though there vias no fraud 

or circumvention proved, and it is not clear on what 

ground the Court truly -)roceeded. 

Force and Fear 

It does not appear ever to have been in doubt in 

Scotland that an obligation or contract educed by threats 

of injury by one party, or by the reasonable apprehension 

of it from the other, is void by the law of Scotland. 

The civil lay was to this effect (Dig.iv,2; Code,ii,20), 

so was the canon low (Van Espen.I.592). Stair affirms it 

(1,9,8); Erskine explains (Ersk.,III,1.16) that violence 

or menace of violence excludes consent, =while Bell (Pr. 

12; Cor.,I,314) takes the view that force and fear annul 

engagement. The principle is exemplified in many cases 

(see cases in Mor. s.v. Vie et 'Tetus -,p. 16479 et see.) 

but there i.`- no noticeable tendency to ascribe this ground 

of reduction to equity, or to found it on a presumption 

of undue influence. it is a common law ground for avoid- 

ing a contract and was admitted in Roman law (ì3uckland , 

Textbook, 416). Knmes, while dealing with kindred mat- 

ters, does not treat force and fear separately. It is 

as mich common law as equity in Scotland. 
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Extortion 

even in a case where no fiduciary relationship be- 

tween the ?parties exists to it ose a duty on either, nor 

where there is improper practice, nor yet defective le cal 

capacity, it i. conceived that a grant from one person to 

another, beinr not designed as a gift . may be so inequit- 

able in terms au to justify reduction (Gloag, 492). Stair 

(Inst. I,10,15), proceeding on the narrative that prom- 

ises and contracts are morally binding, says that if a 

party "hath disadvantage by fraud or ruile . it ought to 

be repaired ", wind he instances the reduction of a sale, 

or its adjustment on equitable terms, if the seller has_: 

withheld the article to cause a dearth, or if the buyer 

takes advantage of the ignorance and simplicity of the 

seller, it is at least against honesty and charity. In 

Young v. Gordon ((1896) 23 R. 410, followed in Gordon v. 

Stephen, (1902) 9 S.L.T. 397) an extortionate transaction 

by a moneylender was characterised the Lord 3ustice- 

Clerk (Macdonald) as "most unconscionable and a most dis- 

(racoful transaction altogether ", and the Court suspended 

a charge on certain pro iosory notes. Equity was not ex- 

pressly founded on but there can be no doubt in view of 

the expressions of the judges that that was their justi- 

fication. Lord Westbury in Tonnent v. Tennent's_Trs. 

((l ̀ s70) 8 M. (ßì.L.) lo) commented on inadequacy of con- 
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sider^tion and viewed the transaction in that case as 

extroiely unfair. Yet the Court were unable to find 

grounds for reducing the agreement whereby the pursuer 

had relinquished his share in a partnership, though the 

vier: was expressed that inadequacy right be such as to 

be proof of fraud. And Lord (Allies in L.'Kirdy v. 

Anstruther ((1839) 1 D. 855, 863) said that c sale is 

never set as .de on the mere Freund that the -,rice is in- 

adequate There is ample authority for the ,Droposi- 

tion that parties sui iuris and free of any fiduciary 

relationship are bound by their bargains whether they 

are fair or not, and it is only very exceptionally that 

the Court will interfere solely on the ground of cross 

unfairness (A.B. v. Joel, (1849) 12 D.188; "'Lachlan v. 

Watson. (1874) 11 S.L.R. 549); and objection has been 

taken to the use of the word '`inequitable" with refer- 

ence to a contract between parties standing. on equal 

terms (Caledonian Ry v. N.B.J , (1881) 8 R.(3:.L.) 23, 

31, per Lord Blackburn). Hence unfairness is not per 

se a ground of general equitable interference. Karnes 

says (p. 45) that "every benefit taken indirectly by a 

creditor, for the gr- .ntinr of which no impulsive cause 

appears but the money lent will be voided as extorted", 

and despite the authority he cites it is conceived that 

this is too broadly oxPre sect , 
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Bar -,a3.ns with octant Heirs 

In England a bargain a person who hopes to re 

ceive e benefit under the will or intestacy of a person 

still alive will be set aside in equity unless the nur- 

chaser can show that e fair market -nrice was naìd (Perfect 

v. Lane, (1861) 3 De G.F. and J. 369) , and even the know_ 

ledre and consent of the living- relative on whose death 

the expectancy depends will not validate the transaction 

(Savory v. King, (186) 5 H. L. Cas .527) , though it r,ay tend 

to rebut the presumption of oppression and extortion 

(O'Rorke v. Bolingbroke, (1877) 2 App.Cas.814). 

Erskine (1II,1,16) was of the sane opinion, but in 

R' Kirdy v. Anstruther ((1839) 1 D.855) the Court held 

that there was no authority for the extension of the Eng- 

lish principle (which t ,as fully canvassed) to Scotland, 

on the basis that lesion without facility and circumven- 

tion was no adequate ground for reduction of the agree - 

Ient. So too Karnes (p.53) says that such bargains are 

"not always set asido in equity ". This head of undue in- 

fluence is not then acknowled:ed in Scots law, and circum- 

vention must be proved (cf. Ballantyne v. Neilson, (1682) , 

or. 4891; Hume, Lect. 11,26). 

Similar considerations apply to what are known in 

England as ost-obit bonds, when equity was wont to give 

relief on payment of principal and the interest to which 
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the lender was ex aeauo et bono entitled (Chestetfield v. 

Janssen, (1750) 1 At. 301) . This principle was applied 

in Scotland too there the sum repayable was similarly 

restricted (Abererombl v. Peterborough, (1745) , 'or. 

A-894; Karnes, p. 55) . 

Transactions ti,ith iloneylenders 

In such cases the Court has statutory poser to inter- 

vene, when, inter r.aia, 'the transaction is harsh and un- 

conscionable, or is otherwise such that a Court of Equity 

would cive relief" (Moneylenders Act, 1900, s. 1 (3) ). 

In spite of the fact that in its application to 6cotland, 

the clause it to be omitted, the powers of the courts 

in each country are virtually the same, but Lord ICI' Laren 

has expressed the view that there must be "some want of 

fairness in the transaction for which ,the moneylender 

may justly be held responsible" before a loon comes within 

the purview of the Act (Midland Discount Go. v. Macdonald, 

1909 S.C. 477, 484), so that the Scottish attitude to such 

bargains ray well be less indulgent than that of Luálish 

equity. 



II - Abuse _ l'iducirzry Relc.tionshi2 

A very i :port. nt head of constructive fraud is th- t 

involving the abuse of relationship when cnc of the par - 

ties stnnds in a fiduciary relation to another, such as 

parent r'nd child, solicitor and client and so on. In 

Lnlcnd such transactions will be set oside if not entered 

into ith scrupulous rood faith and the onus is on the 

r: rty clr:i- ̂inr the benefit (Vinter. 223) . The inter - 

position of equity occurs to revent the result of the 

influence froc benefiting the arty who wields it, even 

t.iou -h that influence is beneficent. :fence equity will 

intervene in -.n land where it will net in äcotlend . .there 

such c contract is reducible only if it is :roved that 

materiel f cts were concealed, or the result has been 

that a gratuitous advanta -e has been obtained t.y the use 

of the influence. Thus the English pres'_i 'tier of undue 

influence in such cases is only represented in Scotland by 

a strict scrutiny of the trans,r -ction nrainst -possible un- 

fairness ( English cases collected in Vinter, 17 et see.) 

In Ewen v. t!n -istrate: of _ -ontrose ((1C30) 4 W. and 

Sh. 34G), a case of parental influence, Lord '+ynford said 

that, 'the Court of Session, and your Lordships revievrinr 

the decisions of the Court of Session. are Courts of 

Equity" and, actin(- on the assumption that English -end 

>cottish equity were identicol, gave "undue influence" as 
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grounC for allotting the appeal. Yet reneatedl r, des- 

ite relationship and detriment to the child, contracts 

between parent and child have been sustained in Scotland 

(Tennent_v. Tennent's Trs., (1870) 8 :M.(H.L.) 10; ' ̂ enzies 

v. Menzies, (1893) 20 R. (H. L.) 108) , thou h odd dicta 

favour the adoption of the English equity rule (e.g. lard 

Ardrlillan in Tennent, supra, at 6 M. 866. See too 

Smith Cunni ahane v. Anstruther's Trs , , (1872) 10 M. (H.L. ) 

39,47). But in Gray v. Bien ((1879) 7 R.332) the Eng- 

lish equity doctrine of undue influence was substantially 

accented though there was some concealment cf material 

frets. The Lord Ordinary's judgment, based on English 

decisions and particularly on Huguenin v. Base1ey ((1807 ) 

14' Ves. 273 (L.Ch.Eldon)), was affirmed. Lord Shand 

said that Scots law would be "lamentably defective" if it 

did not include the English rules based on "reason and 

justice", but Lord Deas's dissent is r ;ore consonant with 

the previous trend of Scottish authority. It is con- 

ceived that the true position in Scotland is that the 

nresuintion of undue influence is not accented, but in- 

fluence flowing fro relationship, relia - ce on parental 

protection, absence of independent advice and lesion 

render the onus of justifying reduction lighter, so that 

any concealment or misrepresentation will justify inter- 

vention by the Court. 
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Similar conditions apply where the influence springs 

from position rather than relationship, as in the eases 

of clergymen, doctors, nurses, relatives or guardians 

In such cases the laws of Scotland and of England appear 

roughly to agree (Snell, 469: Gloag, 520) . moth have 

taken their basic princir 1es from the Roman law (Vinter, 
4 -5). .cots law does not, however, apply the English 

presu tion of unc'ue influence in all the cases English 

law does. 

Solicitors 

The fiduciary relationship also exists between a 

solicitor and his client and extends beyond the profes- 

sional relationship to any case where the solicitor deals 

with his client ostensibly as an independent na.rty. The 

fundamental idea is not undue influence, but abuse of 

confidence. So the purchase of property fro- the client 

without disclosure that he is in fact the purchaser him- 

self renders the contract voidable (Miacpherson's Trs. v. 

Watt, (1877) 4 R.601, revel. (1877) 5 R.(H.L.) 9, where 

the law of .cotlend was said to be largely founded on Eng- 

lish decisions). In Aitken v. Campbell's Trs (1909 ;3.C. 

1217) Lord President Dunedin spoke of the "confidential 

relationship" which accordinc:;ly demanded that any trans- 

action inter se ":must be scrutinised in o. way that a con - 

tract between two third parties ..n uld not be" (p. 122b) 
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and the test coy :ies to be ,whether another law agent would 

nave advised it "or if the proposition had been nude by a 

third party, would this same law aent have advised it to 

his own client" ( . 1227). It does not follow that re- 

duction will be ilrde of a transaction because it turns out 

profitably for the aent, but it will be sustained by the 

Court only if after due consideration, it appears to have 

been reasonable and fair when entered into. in the same 

way a ç i.f t to on agent by the client is always revocable 

and a bequest to the agent who draws up the will is looked 

upon with disfavour. The opportunities for undue influ- 

ence and inequitable dealing in such cases are sufficient- 

ly obvious to justify a court of equity in scrutinising 

and if necessary rescinding contracts and obligations 

deemed offensive to the conscientious discharge of the 

duties of legal adviser. In those cases the abuse of 

confidence is the central notion. Si': iiarly in England 

a solicitor must show uberrima fides in bargains with cli- 

ents, and a gift to a solicitor cannot stand, unless under 

independent advice and if the infitrence can be drawn that 

the influence due to the relationship no longer exists 

(Wright v. Carter, 5:905 1 Ch. 27). In Scotland a gift 

to a solicitor is always revocable, though not ipso facto 

void. Hence it appears again that English equitable rro 

toction for the weaker party is more extensive than 
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influence applies in England and it has been applied in 

Scotland too (Anstruther v. Wilkie, (1855) 18 D.405; 

L an's Tre, v. Reid, (1655) 12 R.1094). It voul: ap-- 

pear that only in this case and the case of parent and 

child is the English presumption of undue influence gen- 

erally accepted in Scotland. In other cases the Scots 

law does not coo so far as a presumption but requires 

proof (Winder, 56 L.Q.R. 105) . 

Trustees 

The disabilities of a trustee with regard to trans- 

actions with the trust estate or with the beneficiaries 

thereunder proceed on the renerel Principle of preventing 

a conflict of interest between the fiduciary duties and 

the trustee's personal interests, These rules have 

suffered an equitable extension to other circumstances 

where a person's dual interests might conflict and they 

have been applied to a judicial factor, to trustees and 

commissioners in ban1- ru:-tcy. to a trustee for creditors, 

to the common agent in a judicial sale, to the director 

of a company and, in some respects, to partners, agents, 

and company- promoters, who are all in a position analog - 

ous to trustees 

Transactions between trustee and trust estate are 

voidable though not illegal, oven though the tran.ection 

is aerfectly fair and no advantage has been t:,'-en :Jut 
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the principle of preventing. conflicts of interest viti- 

ates such transactions all the same (Aberdeen Ry. v. 

Blaikic , (1054) 1 ilacq. 461, 471, per L. Ch. Cranworth) . 

It extends too to the trustee's firm, end may even ex- 

tend to the 1;eriod after the trustee's resignation. 

These rules are not applicable with the same strin -- 

«;ency to transactions between trustee and beneficiary, 

and for reduction it is necessary to shots that the bar - 

gain was unfair or that there was non -disclosure of mat- 

erial facts. But a Court of eauity ;.:ill scrutinise such 

transactions and the onus of proving fairness is on the 

trustee (Tho'..zsgn v. Eastwóod , (1077) 2 App. Cas. 215, mer 

L. Ch. Cairns: followed in Bowan v. Macpherson, (1902) 

4 F.(ií.L.) 7). These rules correspond closely to similar 

doctrines firmly established in English equity, which are 

similarly applicable to the extended class of persons 

whose °-)osition is equated to that of trustees. It has 

inúeed been pointed out that there is ne distinction in 

such questions between the laits of the two countries 

(Dougan v. Macpherson, supra). 

Company Directors 

A director is regarded as to some extent a trustee 

for the company and in some cases his position is equated 

to that of trustee, though his office is fundamentally 

lucrative and a. business rather than gratuitous. Eut he 
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In 1712 Lord Chancellor Hardwicke found that direc- 

tors of a chartered corporation who had misapplied its 

funds were liable for "breach of trust" (Charitable Cor -- 

noration v. Sutton, (1742) 2 Atk. 400), and in 1853 Lord 

Romilly, M.R. , described directorship as "an office of 

trust" (York and North Midland R.E. Cóy. v. Hudson, (1853) 

16 Beay. 485), while Lord Chancellor Cairns held directors 

li^ble in a Chancery action as "being in the position of 

trustees" (Ferguson v. Wilson, (1886) L.R. 2 Ch. App. 77, 

90. For further examples, see Palmer on Companies, 135. 

See also Jacobus Maler Estates v. Maler, 1016 L.J.P.C.137 

nor Lord Parker) , and similar statements are made by many 

of the most distinguished Chancery judges. 

For most purposes it is sufficient to say that direc- 

tors occupy a fiduciary position. So a director contract- 

ing as an incividual with his company cannot enforce the 

contracts even though no unfairness or concealment be al- 

leged and his position well known. Lord Chancellor Cra.n- 

worth in Aberdeen Ry Co v . v. i3laikie ((1854) 1 MacQ. 461) 

pointed out the conflict of interest inherent in such a 

contract. "A corporate body can only act by agents, and 

it is of course the duty of those agents so to act as best 

to promote the interests of the corporation whose affairs 

they are conducting. Such agents have duties to dis- 

charge of a fiduciary nature towards their principal. 
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"And it is a rule of universal application, that no one, 

having such duties to discharge, shall be allowed to en- 

ter into engagements ents in which he has, or can have, a per- 

sonal interest conflicting, or which _possibly may con - 

flict, with the interests of those whom he is bound to 

protect. So strictly is this principle adhered to, that 

no question is allowed to be raised as to the fairness or 

unfairness of a contract so entered into.". and he 

refers to York Buildings Co. v. Mackenzie ((179:;), M. 

13367; rcvd. (1795) 3 Paton 378) and to the similar prin- 

ciple in the Digest (Liu. xviii,l,34,7) forbidding a 

tutor or other manager to buy the ward's property. and 

fina .11y to the fact that the rule wqs a mere equitable 

rule and that the whole question, equitable as well as 

legal, was before the Court of Session. 

In Henderson v. Huntington Co per Co. ((1877) 4 R. 

294; affd. (1877) 5 R. (H.L.) 1, at 7 Der Lord O'Haran) 

Lord O'Hagan said: "The principle is very clear that a 

man cannot traffic on his trust - he cannot make a com- 

modity of that which he holds for the rood of others; and 

it is a clear principle of law that a trustee or a direc- 

tor of a company cannot for hi:7;ìelf and for his own bene- 

fit do work for that company which he can employ anybody 

else to do. The reason of the principle is clear, viz., 

that the law will not permit a man to enter into an a. r- 

rangement which will cause a conflict between his duty 

MÌ.(.1 !.Ì ì) £i1t .eest. 
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In ü rris v. Ilar is (1936 .0. 133, 202) an action 

for the reduction of a company resolution, Lord '!ïu.rr py 

said: "An action at the instance of a minority of share- 

holders agn.inst a majority voto is an appeal exclusively 

to the equitable jurisdiction of the Court, albeit with 

us common law and equity are fused and administered by 

one end the same court. .... The com.on law can deal 

with cases of illegality or of actual fraud ; for actual 

fraud is a wrong, and the common law provides a remedy 

for fraud, but that remedy is truly an action of damages 

directed against the vrro. doer. It is in England an 

action of deceit. But the true basis of all such ac- 

tions as the present is some breach of fiduciary duty .... 

Actual fraud is, in short, only an extreme case of some 

abuse of power or breach of a fiduciary duty" ; and he 

quotes at length from Lord `Ialdane's speech in ïcetan v. 

Ashburton (r914 A.C.932. Cf. Lord Dunedin at p. 963) 

where he said: "In Chancery the term 'fraud' thus came to 

be used to describe what fell short of deceit, but i r or - 

ted a breach of o- duty to which equity had attached its 

sanction." He rlso cited Lord Chancellor Eldon. 

Comram Promoters 

While a promoter is not an agent, nor yet properly a 

trustee for the unborn company, and the language of trust 

low is only remotely applicable (Eck inbur h Northern Trom -- 

ways v. M.nn, 11896) 23 8.1056,1066, per Lord Laren), he 
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undoubtedly stands in a fiduciary position (Erlanger v. 

New Sombrero Phosphate Co. , (1£378) 3 App.Cas. 1218, 

1236 per Ld . Ch. Cairns. So too Lord Blackburn) , and 

hence may not riake, (-irectl - or indirectly, any profit 

at the expense of she company he promotes without its 

knowled£:e and consent, and must account for any he does 

maire in defiance of this rule (piann v. Edinburgh Trams 

Co., (1893) A.C. 69, 20 R.(H.L.) '7). 

On the other hand a prompter, unlike a pure trustee, 

.: :oy claim payment for services, and there is nothinc i1 -- 

ieval in the sale of property to the company by a pro - 

doter, rovidod he discloses all material facts, and 

that too not merely to the directors, who may be his 

nominees, but to the aliottees of the shares in the corn - 

pany (Erlan er, _supra). 'Ioreover the disclosure required 

is a full and fair one not conceaxlinp or minimising in 

any particular, r_nd if the promoter should fail in these 

obligations the sale may be reduced at the instance of 

the company (Gluckstein v. Barnes, x:7.900, .C. 40) . 

In Edinburgh Northern T'raima s v. Mann ((1396) 23 R. 

1056, 1066) Lord Kincairney and Lord 'Laren ?ik ned the 

position of a promoter to that of a trustee, and the for - 

rïer agreed '.:ith Lord ,pure' s opinion in Hunti ,tn t n Cou. r.er 

Coy. v. Henderson ((1877) i R. 294, 306). In this case 

the Lore Ordinary ('.young.) expressed the rule, in a way 

which was quoted with approval by -the- Lord President 
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Inglis (308) , as follows:- "Whenever it can be shewn 

that a trustee has so arranged matters as to obtain an 

advantage, whether in money or .money's worth, to himself 

personally through the execution of his trust, he will 

not be permitted to retain it, but be compelled to make 

it over to his constituent." 

Part;,m,ershiR 

It is a principle of lay of ancient lineage that the 

relations of partners are fiduciary in the highest degree, 

and in consequence a partner .must disclose all material 

facts when des linj with a co- partner, c nd he may not make 

a secret ,.rofit out of His transactions. In Justinian s 

Code we find the phrase. "In societatis contractibus fides 

exuberet" (Code, LV,. >7,3) . "The law exoects and requires 

that the conduct of the partners towards each other shall 

bo characterised by the most scrupulous rood faith, that 

ney shall zealously act and co- operate for the common 

rood, and that they shall not place their individual in- 

terests before those of the company." (Clark on Partner - 

ship, I, 102) . These principles were early recognised 

in Scotland. Erskine says that equality is the groat 

characteristic of ,partnership (Ersk., 111,3,19): this is 

reminiscent on the one hand of the=xim of equity that 

equality is equity, and of the rule of the Partnership 

Act, 1090, s. 24, that partners' shares are equal in the 
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absence of agree-.ont. Erskine continuos by saying 

(111,3,20) that nit arises from the rood faith implied in 

nartnershin . that a partner, when he purchases even with 

his own money, or at his own expanse, e. right which is 

naturally connected with, or f'lls under the copartnery, 

is , like a tutor viith respect; to his pupil, presumed to 

purchase, not for himself but for the company ". He fur- 

ther reprobates leonine partnerships, where a party is 

liable for outlays without a. chance to share in the 

profits, es being "irreconcilable to equity" 

The obli': ation on a partner to corunicate any profit 

made by hin in the firm's business was affirmed by the 

Court in 1624 in the case of I. w1is v. Austine (,nor. 14562) 

.herein the contract of partnership was described as con- 

tractus bonae fidei. Similarly Voet's definition is 

(Conn. ad Pend., xvii, 2, Pro Socio, § 1) , Societas est 

contractus iurisf-fentiur , bonae fidei , c on: ensu constans, 

se-liner re honesta, de lucri et darn i comnunione. 

The rules relating to Partnership codified in the 

Partnership Act of 1890 represent substantially the n re -- 

viou.sly oxistir r; equitable rules on the matter. 

Partners are treated in law as agonts for the firm 

in regard to their dealings with third arties end conse- 

Quently the equitable rules applicable to agents apply to 

partners also (Pollock on Partnership, 95. Story on 

Agency, § 210 -l) . .,toreover. , In consequence of the 
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exuberant trust reposed in partners, by virtue of which 

they are recorded as trustees of the partnership property 

for the benefit and uses of the partnership, they cannot 

employ that ' ro perty for their own private advantage 

(Gardner v. M'Cutcheon, 4 23eay. 534). Nor may a partner 

utilise the influence he enjoys by being a member of his 

firm to secure advantage for himself which he should in 

conscience have obtained for his firm (Russel Z.Anstwic?: 

1 Sim. 52) . The :revisions of .~ . 29 of the Partnership 

Act, 1890. now cover substantially this field of law and 

the princi-)1es have been illustrated by many decisions 

decided both on the equitable rules and on their codified 

expression. In Thor son v. Cai bell's ,Trs ((1831) W and 

Sh. 16, 25), a case of partnership, Lord Chancellor 

Brougham said that there appears to be no distinction in 

nrinciple between Scots and English cases in such matters 

and that deference is due to the authority of English 

Courts, whether of common law or of equity; and he made 

.such reference to English equity practice in the - ratter 

before the Court. 

11.1:cnts 

The fiduciary .position of an agent was authoritative- 

ly expressed by Story (Agency, 3 
211) as follows:- ` :In 

all cases where a person is either actually or construc- 

tively an agent for other rlersons, all profits or advan -- 

ta ,es ,.;ide by hint in the business, eeyone nis ordinary 
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"remuneration, are to be for the benefit of the c Flo =er. ̀ ° 

In Neilson v. Skinner ((1890) 17 R. 1243 . 1251), Lord 

Younr approve( this passage end agreed that the rule was 

not confined to cases where the relation of agent and 

'xiric ipal , or of trustee and beneficiary, or, costuicue 

(sic) trust, is formally and technically established. 

The justification of such an equitable rule is once 

again that the lair ,-:ill not emit an sr'ont as such to 

enter into any transaction where his .,ersonal interest 

may conflict with his duties to As principal .. unless the 

principal, in full knowledge, consent. In Neilsón.sunra. 

the Lord Justice Clerk (Macdonald) stressed the necessit-:- 

for guarding against abusos in the giving* of co ::fissions 

to agents, when the latter are joint adventurers with the 

principals in riving out the contract. "Therefore", he 

said "in ordinary circumstances any such co-mission -lust 

in equity be dealt with as a discount given by the con- 

tractor upon price, and whoever receives it is bound to 

share it with those who alone with him have entered into 

the contract to which it relates. Any other principle 

would not only be inequitable in itself, but would be a 

_;remium upon underhand and fraudulent dealing." 

On the same principle of equity is based the reproba- 

tion of secret co" missions, the retention of which is 

strictly forbidden by the law. Moreover, should such a 

commission be shown to have been received by the agent 

from a third party, the nrincina.l has not only the 
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equitable remedy of rescission of the contract (Henderson 

v. Huntin, ton Copper Go r. , (1877) 4 R. 294, 301 ,er Lord 

Young; affd. 5 R. (H. L.) 1. Bowstead on Agency. p. 112) . 

but he may recover the amount of the commission from the 

agent. 

In the same way and on the same principle an Gent 

-Icy not utilise his position and any information he de- 

rives from it to obtain for hiriself any profit which he 

should i.n equity have Rade for his principal (Graham v. 

Paton, 1917 8.C. 203; De Bursche v. Alt. .587 7 8 Ch.D. 

286) . So too though a solicitor ay 71urchase his princi- 

pal's property, he must disclose his crsonal interest: 

otherwise the transaction is reducible, fair or not, and 

Ernst show that the transaction was fair, though possible 

the standard dcmn.nded of a '..acanthe agent is not so high. 

Moreover on agent may not transact with his rrincipal 

as an individual if he is employed to brine' the Trincipal 

into contractual relations with third parties. Such a. 

transaction is reducible as being a breach of the duties 

of an arent, and also on the ground of conflict of inter- 

est (Bentley v. Craven. (1853) 18 Beav, 75). 

Uneducated Persons 

It is an old rule of the Chancery that the contracts 

and bargains of an improvident character made by -oor and 

i°norant ::ersons acting without independent advice will be 

set aside in equity unless the other party discharges the 
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onus incumbent on hin to show that the transaction is 

fair and reasonable (How v. Weldon, ( 1752) 2 Ves. Sen. 516 

Fry v. Lane, (1888) 40 Ch. D. 322). 'ut in 6cotland 

there is -robably no rule that a lean i. bound to act in 

a quasi -`f'ic uciary position a d disclose all material facts 

when dealing with a person who has not the aüvanta -;es of 

ec.Ìucaticn, experience or advice (Glom;, 529) . The duty 

of the Courts seems to he no more than to bear in the 

health inexperience and lack of advice of the pursuer 

end to watch carefully for misrepresentation or nositive 

sharp practice, so that the Scottish attitude to these 

cases has not gone nearly so far as the English in seeking 

to protect the weak. On the other hand the Court has 

frequently shown favour to a pursuer in such cases as a 

workman seeking to reduce e discharge of claims to com- 

pensation for inadequate con ideration. 

III - Reduction for Minority end Lesion 

Very early law seems to hove made little ?provision 

for the fact that «ersons under age could net manage busi- 

ness affairs unaided without detriment to themselves. 

Provision for tutela imnuberum appears in the Tm lve 

Tables but it was only later that attention Wrs given to 

the interest of the ward rather than to the protection of 

the property. Systematic ?protection of minors was 
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nerl.ipibie at Rome until the period of the classical law 

when the praetor introduce,'. the machinery of restitutio 

in into rum (Paul, 1.7.2. In Scotland see Barnb Aril v. 

Hamilton, 1567 ,.'for. 0915) . He thereby permitted trc:ns- 

actions to be set aside by minors if it were shown, not 

only that they were bad bargains, or fraudulent, but such 

as the minor would not have made but for his ilexyerience 

The praetor moreover retained a discretion in the matter. 

A curator might be appointed who served till the minor 

reached twenty-five. The minor could still act without 

the curator and whether he did or not, there existed the 

right of restitution, though this was probably more diffi- 

cult to obtain if the curator had consented to the trans- 

action (I3uckland, Manual, 105). 

The law of Scotland with re{rard to minors is founded 

on and closely resembles that of Rome (Ersk. , 1,7,34; Fraser 

on P. and Ch. 498 et sea., c nd references there) . The 

Minor may claim to have transactions set aside and restor- 

ation effected on proof that it was to his lesion, at any 

time within the ouadriennium utile -- four years from at- 

taining, majority, provided the consideration received by 

him is immoderately disproportionate to what he might have 

received (Gloag, 84 et sag,.). Scots law seers to have 

founded on this Roman equitable provision for protection 

of the young and inexperienced at a very early date, as 

the doctrine is stated in all the institutional :Iritors 
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(Stair, 1,6,44; Ersk., I,7,34; Bell, Pr. § 
2098; Balfour. 

Pr. 179: Bankton, 1,7,77; Dirleton and Stewart, 289: 

Hope. IÌajor Pr. IV,9,10; Hume, .Lectt. ,I,295), and nu=mer- 

ous cases are collected in the older reports (:or. 8073 

9i see.; Creech v. Walker, 1624, S- )ottist°rood.e' s Pr .211) . 

Kames stetes the ley as being that a reduction upon the 

head of minority and lesion, unknown in the common law, 

is an action sustained by a court of equity for setting 

aside any unequal transaction done during nonage (p.67), 

and he describes it generally as being among the powers 

of a court of equity to remedy the imperfection of common 

law, protecting the weak of mind from harming themselves 

by unequal bargains and irrational deeds. 

In England on the other hand, an infant's contracts 

are at common law voidable at his option, to be exercised 

before or within e reasonable time of attaining: majority; 

exceptionally they are void (Pollock, Contracts,1 th.edn.. 

48). Hence equity need not be specially called in to 

(ive relief. The greater contractual power per nitted in 

Scotland to minors renders provision for their protection 

essential and this was naturally found An the Roman law 

rules on the matter. 

Equitable Basis of the.Reduction 

It is probable that no general rule can be laid down 

to determine whether or not any given transaction consti- 

tutes lesion; it will always remain a question of fret 
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having "ward to the circumstances of the case. The 

rule of the Roman lawyers was "Ubi aeguitas evi dons 

noscit, subvenìondtùn est" (Dig. .ív,1,7), and this reveals 

the justification for the remedy as well as supplying a 

general rule for the application of the remedy. 

It is further apparently the i w on the basis of the 
equitable maxim that he who seeks equity _must give equity, 

that e minor is barred from claiming restitution if he 

has fraudulently induced another person to contract with 

him or has been guilty of fr<.ud after a fair contract has 

been entered into (Fraser, P. and C. 527) . Fraser fur- 

ther states that in the case where two minors contract and 

one of them seeks to be restored on the rround of -<inority 

and lesion, the law of Scotland has adopted the equitable 

rules of the Roman law (3ankton, 1.7.92; airs;.. ,I,7,40), 

and the plea will be open so far that the creditor cannot 

recover unless he show that the money lent was expended to 

the advantage of the debtor. 

As in other manifestations of the principle of reduc- 

tion, the general rule is that restitution must be mutual 

and the minor cannot expect to derive any profit from the 

reduction save ridding himself of a damaging transaction; 

he must make allowances for, say, improvements done to his 

property by the other party before the sale has been re- 

duced (Fraser, 540, quoting Erskine,I,7,41. and Thomson v. 

Stevenson, MM1.8983. See Rose v. Rose, (1821) 1 S.154) . 
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In Graham v. Graham (1r180. Mor. 8934), it was ar gmd that 

"wherever there is a suspicion of imposition on the minor, 

it is competent for the court ax officio to prevent undue 

influence, to .sequestrate the person of the minor...." 

IV - C aut ionry 

A cautionary obligation is a contract whereby one per- 

son binds himself to cischarge the obligation undertaken by 

second party in the went of that second party's default. 

( ice Bell's Prin. § 245 ; In Scots law, the principles 

of this, as of so many other branches of the lay, are de- 

rived from the Ronan law, the branch of fideïussio (Gloag 

and Irvine, 644, quoting Inst.iii,21; Dig.46.1; Code 8.41; 

Story, k} 500 et se .; Hewitson, 27, 130. Cf. Fountainhall, 

1671, 2 B.S.565). The obligation is essentially an acces- 

sory ono and an essential ;prerequisite is the existence 

of a lawful obligation by a principal debtor to a creditor 

(Dig. 46.1.16; Lakerian v. Mountstephen, 1874 L.R. 7 H..L. 

17, 26, ,der Ld Ch. : elborne) . Accordingly when the nrin -- 

cipal obligation comes to an end the cautioner's liability 

also ceases, as for example, when the debt is alloyed to 

prescribe (lalyburtons v. Graham, 1735, M. 2073). This 

rule is however modified, again following the Roman law, 

to the extent of admitting as a sufficient foundation for 

a contract of cautionry the fact that the principal debtor 

is bound by a natural obligation, incumbent on him morally 
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though not locally exigible by process of law (Dell, Pr. 

5 251; Lrsk.I11,3,64; Dig.46.1.1; 46.1.8.6; 46.1.16.4. 

See also Nimmo v. Brown, 1700, 'or. 2076; Johnstown v. 

Laird of Rollano, 1680, Mor. 2076). In such a e^se a. 

cautioner nay be sued though the pursuer cannot enforce 

payment frori the principal debtor. This goes rather be- 

ycnd the law of England. 

Cautionary obligations may expressly boar that 

some parties are cautions rs and another principal, or ex 

facie all may equally appear co-obligants. But the 

Court will apply the equitable principle of having re- 

card to the intent rather than the form to determine the 

matter (Paterson v. Bonar, (1844) 6 D. 987; .Scottish Prov. 

Insce . Co .. v. Pringle, (1858) 20 D. 465) . Furthermore 

it is well established that a cautioner has certain equi- 

table rights. In the first place, a proper cautioner 

was entitled at common law to insist on the ere: itor 

calling upon or "discussing" the principal debtor first, 

unless this right had been dispensed with; this rule has 

however been abrogated by statute (Mercantile Law Arndt 

Act, 1856, s. 8). Secondly, any cautioner has always 

a right of relief or indemnification against the princi- 

pal debtor to the full extent to which he has been 7a e 

answerable for him, which rest; partly on "on equitable 

right to require the creditor to communicate the full 

benefit of his contract and partly on an obligation ex 
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mqndato of the principal, so that on making payment to 

the creditor in full, he is entitled to an assipnation of 

the debt and diligence against the priAcipal, and he now 

may proceed as principal creditor" (Bell, Pr.§ 255; Co .I, 

369; Ersk. ,III,: ,61; Stair, 1,17,4. Cf. T! ow's Trs. v. 

Younp,, 1910 S.C. 588, 596 per L.P. unodin). Thirdly, a 

proper cautionor is entitled to the benefit of division 

and is liable only for his own proportion of any cell -paid 

on behalf of the principal debtor, and has a rateable claim 

for contribution by any co- cautioners on paying more than 

his share. 

The second and third rights correspond ros-)ectively 

to the beneficium cedendarum aetionura and the beneficium 

divisionis, two equitable rules of the Roman lay (Bell, 

Pr. 7 268; Ersk., III,b,11; and. 1I1,3,63 and 65) . The 

first, now abolished, represented the Roman beneficium 

ordinis (Ersk. ,III, 3, 61) . The Scottish rules are obvi- 

ously derived from the Roman models which they follow 

closely (Hewitson, 27, 130) . 

Story refers to the case of principal and surety as 

a striking illustration of what he calls constructive 

fraud (6 324) . "The contract of suretyship i -)orts en- 

tire rood faith and confidence between the parties in re- 

and to the whole transaction. Any concealment of 

material facts, or any express or implied misrepresenta- 

tion of such facts, or any undue advantage taken of the 
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"surety by the creditor, either by surprise or by withhold- 

inc proinr inrormatien, T ill undoubtedly furnish a suffi- 

cient ground to invalidate the contract. Upon the same 

grouxid, the creditor is, in all subsequent transactions 

with the debtor, bound to equal rood faith to the surety 

(Smith v. Bank of Scotland, (1813) 1 Dow 272) . If any 

stipulations therefore are made between the creditor and 

the debtor which are not communicated to the surety, and 

-ere inconsistent with the terms of his contract, or are 

prejudicial to his interests therein, they will operate 

as a virtual discharge of the surety from the obligation 

of his contract (Bomar v. Aacdonald, (1850) , 7 i?e11, 379) . 

And, on the other hand, if any stipulations for additional 

security or other advantages are obtained between the 

creditor and the debtor, the surety is entitled to the 

fullest benefit of them." Story then explains that fl ny 

act inconsistent with the surety's rights or prejudicial 

to him will liberate hire, such as giving time, and that a 

surety is entitled to relief from the debtor on making 

payment. These general principles of equity are equally 

applicable to Scotland as to England= 

The rule of contribution between sureties he des- 

cribes as "equally well founded in equity and morality" 

(6 493). The entitlement to the benefit of all securi- 

ties taken by any one of them to indemnify himself against 

liabilities is similarly equitable. 
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The Chancery jurisdiction in questions affecting 

sureties is long- established. The chief kinds of equit- 

able relief consisted in: (i) setting aside the contract 

for fraud or misrepresentati ̂n: (ii) -.iv:inp: the surety a 

right to compel the ,rincipal debtor to )ay; (iii) giving 

a surety who pays more complete re- ladies than were allowed 

at law; (iv) releasing the surety from liability in certain 

cases (Snell. 483).. 

The principle of contribution between sureties is 

equally known in Chancery Equity (Derinc v. Earl of Win - 

chelsea, (1787), 1 Cox 318: 2 W. and T.L.C. 488). In the 

leading English case ( ibiC,.) it was held that the doctrine 

not on contract but was the result of 

equity, on the ground cf equality of burden a nc . benefit. 

Professor Winfield moreover describes it as establishing 

a head of quasi -contractual liability quite definitely de- 

tached from liability on contract (Prov. of Tort.. 163). 

Story says (b 4.93) that ''the claim certainly has its 

foundation in the clearest principles of natural justice; 

for as all are equally bound and are equally relieved. it 

seems but just that in such a caso all should contribute 

in proportion towards a benefit obtained by all u'on the 

maxim tui sentit commodum, sentire debet et onus. And 

the doctrine has an equal foundation in morals: since no 

one ought to profit by another man's loss where he has 

himself incurred a like responsibility ..... and the crud -- 
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"itor is always bound in conscience tr.ouEh he is seldom 

bound by contract, as far as he is able.. to nut the party 

paying the debt upon the same footing ;rith those who are 

equally bound "; and he goes on to remark that in the 

Roman law analo {-ous principles existed though developed 

under different nodifications (Story, § 494); and in the 

notes to that passage Bell and Erskine aro cited as well 

as Donut, Pothier and the Direst. In effect the princ i-- 

plcs íoverninf suretyshi , in England and cautionry in 

Scotland are practically identical (Bell, Com.I, 384. 

Grant v. Ca nbell, (1818), 6 Dow's App. 239, 252 per Ld 

Ch. Eldon) and the principle established in Derim v. 

Winchelsea ((1787) 1 Co: r 318) has been recognised as 

equally a principle of Scots law (Stirlina v. Forrester. 

(1825), 3 B1ig.h, 575, 590, 596, per Lord Redesdale: see 

also Thow's Tr. v. Young, 1910 S.C. 588; Union Bank v. 

Taylor, 1925 S.C. 035), 

Cautioner' s Right of Relief a___ainst Principal 

While several persons, being bound as improper eau- - 

tioners, aro liable for the same debt, each is liable in 

solidum to the principal debtor, but Is liable only for a 

proportionate share in a question with his co -- debtors and 

has a right of relief against them if he should be made 

to nay !!ore (Stair,I,0,9; Erse. ,III,3,74; B;ell,Pr.§ 62) . 

Tho rulo is pvoportionato equality cif burden: in Lord 



Rec esdale's words, this rule of equity depends "upon a 

principle of low which must be ap elicable to all countries, 

that where several -persons are debtors, all shall be equal" 

(Stirlir v. Forrester, (1821) 3 B1i,h 575, 596: 1 Sh. 

Aup.77 ) . But liability for relief does not extend where 

the payment has been ::ú de in satisfaction of a natural 

though not a legal obligation (Render :'o on v. Paul. (1867 ) 

5 M. 628) . This would appear to be explicable on the 

maxim that where equities are equal the law prevails. 

But when parties, though all equally bound as regards 

the principal debtor, are inter se °principal debtor and 

cautioners, the law, looking at the substance rather 

than the form, consequently allows the cautioners an 

equitable claim to total relief against their principal, 

just as if they had been bound expressly as principal and 

cautioners. The rule is then not equality of burden 

but total relief (Gloag, 206; Stair, I,17,4; Lrsk.,III, 

3,61- Dell , Pr. , 245 ; Balfour, 192) . In Paterson v. Boner 

((1844) 6 D. 987) it was decided that "a party is entit- 

led to the equities of e. cautl.oner wherever it appears 

clearly from the transaction sot forth in the deed that 

he is such, though by subscribing as a principal oblieent 

and the technical term cautioner not being used he has 

not the benefit of discussion and other legal privileges 

which are conferred on cautioners ...." 



It is undoubted that when parties are bound jointly 

and severally, any one who has paid the whole debt or 

more than his Caro rata share may recover fray the rest 

payment of the excess m er that share together with any 

expenses properly incurred. But no question of relief 

can arise if the obligation is for a definite sum and is 

fully exacted, as in that case no one has -paid more than 

his share If the amount is indefinite the rip:ht of 

relief certainly applies in England (Darin-, v. 7,ord_in- 

chelsea, (1737), i Cox X18, 2 W. and T. L C. 488; Elles- 

mere Brewery v. Cooper, L18967 1 Q.B. 75). Each eau - 

tioner pays a share proportionate to the total for which 

he was liahb and can recover the excess just as if the 

creditor had allocated the ernennt due equitably amen(' the 

cautioners . The law in Scotland has been stated to the 

same effect (Bell, Cor. ,I,367; Brodie. Notes to Stair, 

943) despite contrary authority (Lawrie v. Stewart, (1823 ) 

2 Sh. 3û8). The right of contribution "is bottomed and 

fixed on general principles of justice, and does not 

spring frog: contract; though contract _ -ay qualify it" 

(Baring, supra) . "One substantial reason for it scorns to 

lie in a feeling of natural equity in thus distributing 

the loss" (Hume, Lectt.II,218) . "This equitable lay of 

rtiutual relief has lone been settled with us, and .... be- 

inc.., mainly founded in equity the ley of utual relief is 

ruled throughout ...4 by considerations of the like equi- 

table nature" (ibid. ,219. Cf. Karnes, 76) . 
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Inter se cautioners have as well as r r it ht to eut- 

ual relief for payments made in excess of their -)ro rata 

shares, a right to benefit by any security or relief 

which one of them may have obtained from the principal 

debtor (Ersk. ,III,3,70; ;3el ,Coy =1,367: Karnes, 75), "It 

is equitable, seeing that there is an equality of the bur- 

den, that there shall be also an equality of the benefit" 

(Gloag and Irvine,C19). So each cautioner must put into 

the common pool every security he holds so that the ulti- 

mate burden nay be equally or :proportionally distributed 

(Milligan v. Glen, 20 ;:ity, 1802 E.C. wherein Kames's 

Ecuity cited; Steel v. Dixon, (1881) 17 Ch.D.825). 

But a cautioner need not thus throe: into hotchpot if 

he had stipulated for the particular security end the 

other cautioners know (Hamilton v. Freeth, (1889) 16 R. 

1022,1027. Cf. in England, Berridp*e v. Derrij , (1800i 

44 Ch.D.168). In Hamilton. Lbrd Rutherfurd Clark said: 

"The obligation to communicate the benefit of such a se- 

curity does not arise from the deed by which the co_- 

cautioners are bound which does ,othing more than fix 

the proportions of the debt for which they are respect- 

ively liable. It depends on an equity to which the 

Court in the absence of agreement to the contrary will 

C ve effect ", and Lord Lee said of the general principle: 

"This rule is founded on principles of ectuity which ere 

too obvious to need explanation and implids that no -one 
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.... is entitled to obtain from the principal debtor and 

therefore to the prejudice of his co- obligants' rights of 

relief, a collateral security for himself alone." 

A cautioner has a right to total relief against the 

principal debtor, :whether the cautionry be proper or im- 

proper, to the full extent to which he has been made to 

answer for him (Davies v. Humphre° s , (1840) , 6 M. rInd W., 

153 per Parke B.), and this right arises de lure without 

any formal assignation by the creditor (Ersk. ,III , 3 , 65 

Snell, 487; Bell, Cora. , I, 367 ; Brodie. -wrote to Stair . 94 3 : 

But see Ifor an v. Smart. (1872) 10 M.610: (no claim of 

relief where each bound for definite sum and full amount 

exacted)). Any payment is recoverable as having; been 

made under an implied mandate by the principal debtor to 

pay, and if there be several cautioners, each has a claim, 

and if there are several principals the caution= may 

recover all from any one (Pottier, Obligations, 1,280 

(tr. Evans)) . Accordir ;ly, following the Romah law, on 

making full payment, a caution= is entitled to be substi- 

tuted as creditor in the debt by way of assignation (pie. 

46.1.17 and 36). The caution= is entitled also to re -- 

cover from the debtor interest, as well as the eXDenses 

of the assignation of the creditor's security and the 

cmount of any loss he may hrve sustained directly through 

the degruIt of the principal.. 
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Moreover, nithour'h the Scottish coutioner hpc not 

now the right to insist on the principal being discussed 

first, he may take steps to compel the debtor to fulfil 

his obligation and thereby avoid having to try to obtain 

relief only after himself pa yi nay the debt The principle 

of equity on which this is founded is stated by Erskine 

as follows (Ersk. ,III, 3 , 65) 

"The Roman law, most equitably. alloyed action. for re- 

lief to the cautioner acainst the debtor, where the deb- 

tor .shifted the payment of his debt from day to day for a 

considerable time totrether. es ?ociall.y if the cautionere s 

circumstances at the time disabled him. to Lake payment of 

the debt himself . by which he might be entitled to a pro - 

rer relief. Upon a similar °round of equity, the Court 

of ;session admits adjudication to pass at the suit of 

cautioners in conditional obligations unless these may 

be long pendent) without any previous distress, under 

this quality, that no execution shall be used on the de- 

cree till distress." So.a cautioner can have security 

transferred before he is called on to pay, and may use 

precautionary diligence if the principal debtor is verjens 

ad inopiam. He cy also exercise e rig - ht of retention 

over funds in his hands belonri.nr to the principal deb- 

tor when the debt is due, but not if it be merely future 

or continrent. 
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As it is implied by law on principles of equity, re- 

lief applies also where the eautioners arc bound at dif 

ferent times and by different deeds ( Stirlir a v. Forrester, 

(1821) 3 Bligh 575; Duncan Fox and Co. v. North and Jouth 

`;ales Bank. (1:80) 6 Apn.Cas ..1) . "It is no doubt in gen- 

eral true". said Lord Kilkerran in Pollock v.Pollock 

((1745) M.2125), "that the equity on which the relief 

among c^utioners is founded (for as nulltn -a ne gtium. restun 

est between them there is none in strict law) obtains no 

less where they are bound in different deeds, and at dif- 

ferent times, than where they are bound in the same deed. 

Benefit of Securities 

On making full payment, the cautioner may require 

th creditor to communicate the full benefit of his con- 

tract, to the effect of subrogating the cautioner in place 

of the creditor by an application of the general priviloe 

known as the beneficiumm cedendarum act ovum and thus can 

demand assignations of the debt and any securities (Bell, 

Pr. § 255, 
Erskine v. : and erson , (1780) M.1386; Lowe v. 

Greij;, (1825) 3 Sii. 543) . 

In S1iro v. Menzies ((1840) 2 D.1478) , c. case of eau - 

tionry for the interest ..:)n e her .tsble security Lord h:on- 

creiff referred several times to Karnes' s Equity as author- 

ity for the proposition as to ranking of catholic and 

secondary creditors, or rrith cautioners, and said (ibid . 
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1483) , "But by a rule of equity, the cautioner on pnyin 

the debt, _ny demand an acsigna.tion to the debt for her 

relief .... Anc it being another principle or the law, 

that a creditor having e cautioner bound can do nothing 

emulously or negligently to prejudice the cautioner's 

interest for her relief. such a creditor, after haviní a 

separate security for the debt -?hich, if preserved, he 

would be bound to assign, cannot lawfully discharge or 

renounce the security without payment." He goes on to 

discuss the equitie, arising there as in this case a se- 

cond bone: had been granted later without rmy cautioner. 

"A creditor is not bound to assign his security to a cau- 

tioner to the prejudice of his own interest in other law- 

ful rit°hts . If he holds the subjects in security of an- 

other debt, he is not bound to assign it to the prejudice 

of that debt.": and he cites Erskine (1S1,5,11) : "But if 

such assignation tend to hurt the granter, equity inter - 

pones on the other 'art with this rulo that no creditor 

can be compelled to assign a right to his own prejudice. 

Hence, though a creditor who has got a pledge from his 

debtor in security of his debt, may be forced to transmit 

his right of pledge to the cautioner, upon payment made 

to him of the debt, yet if the creditor bath the same in- 

dividual subject impignorated to him. in security also of 

another debt, in which the cautioner is not bound, equity 

will not compel him to transfer. it", which he describes 



as an illustration of the general rule of e<uity. Karnes 

vas again cited in the Inner House, when the case vas laid 

before the whole judges, when Lord Moncrei.ff, with the 

concurrence of Lords (; i! lîes and Cockburn. mentioned 

"the general rule cf law or rather of legal equity" jus - 

tifying the action. The Court in the end held that the 

creditor could not postpone the prior bond so as to draw 

payment out of the later and thereby t grow the burden of 

any deficiency on the prior bond on the cautioner . The 

cautioner in the first bond, it was held, was entitled to 

have the security assined to him and any act of the cred- 

itor which impaired that security liberated the cautioner 

pro tanto. Erskine 's rule is inconsistent with the decis- 

ion in Sli ó v. fenzies and with the English authorities. 

Extinction of Cautioners' Liability_ 

The influence of equity is felt Aso in various pro- 

visions for the release of cfr..tioners frog? their oblica- 

tions in certain circumstances, apart from their formal 

discharge, or the lapse of their period of liability, or 

by payment. Compensation in respect of a debt due by the 

creditor to the i)rincipal debtor may be pleaded by debtor 

or cautioner and extinguishes the liability if sustained 

(Pothier, Oblig. 595 (Evans Tr.)) . This was laid down 

in an English case on the authority of the Digest (xvi, 
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2,4) that ~:here debtor ^end creditor are mutually indebted 

equally so that the debtor has a good defence in law and 

equity, a surety who would on payment be entitled in equity 

to exoneration from his principal has also a defence 

against the creditor's claim. (Bec ;crvaise v. Lewis, 

(1872) .L.n. 7 C.P. 372) . 

But a more general rule justifiable on grounds of 

equity is that a cautioner is d ischar> ed by any acts on 

the Hart of the creditor whereby his _position as cautioner 

is prejudiced (Bell, Pr. 262; Snell, 491). Story ex- 

presses the rule as follows (§ 325: approved frequently, 

e.g. by Pollock C.B. in watts v. Shuttloviorth, (l 6()) 20 

L.J. 1x.229. 234) : "If a creditor does any act injurious 

to the surety or inconsistent ?ith his rights, or if he 

o ,.its to clo any act, where required by the surety, which 

his duty enjoins him to d.o, and the omission proves in- 

jurious to the surety, in all such cases the latter will 

be discharged, and he may set up such conduct as a defenco 

to any suit brought against him in equity." In general. 

then, any positive ect, as distinct fro passive inactiv- 

ity or neglect contrary to the conditions on which the 

cautioners undertook their engagement and which prejudices 

then, -:rill liberate them from their obligotions (Biggar v. 

Wright. (1846) 0 D.78; Durham v. Fowler, (1889) 22 Q.B.D. 

394.) In Iliggar v. Wright (p.96) Lord Cuninghamc referred 

to demand as being "inconsistent with the principles of 
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"equity and common justice applicable to the case." 

Givim_ Time to the Princisz:4l_Debtór 

In Polak v. Everett ((1876) 1 Q.B.D. 609,674. Bell's 

Pr. 6 262. Snell, 492) Blackburn I. said:- "It has been 

established for a very long time .... that on the princi- 

ples of equity a surety is discharged when the creditor. 

without his assent, {°ives tine to the principal debtor, 

because by doing doinr so he deprives the surety of hart of 

the right he would have had from the mere fact of entering 

into the suretyship, namely, to use the name of the cred- 

itor to sue the principal debtor, end if his right be 

suspended .... it is established that this discharges the 

surety altogether." 

This rule was applied in Scotlend in Johnstone v. 

Duthie ((1892) 19 R. 624,029), where Lord Kinnear, affirm- 

ing the general rule and ;ractically quoting Lord Eldon 

(Sarnuell v. lowarth, (1817) 3 Mer. 272,278), said: "This 

right in the cautioner is one which in its origin perhaps 

may be founded upon equity, but I think it is strictly 

legal in its effect .... " It applies moreover whether 

the cautioner has sustained any loss or not and however 

trifling the extension of time granted (Polak v. Everett, 

supra). -Alit the rule of civin >: tide probably does not 

apply in the case of co- obligants not bound as principal 

and cautioner. Whe other rules, that a cautioner is 
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neglects to take measures to make them effectual, or 

discharges one co-obligant, appear to be applicable to 

all cases of co- oblirants claims of relief. The 

discharge cf a cautioner % hich is et'fected by giving 

time to the principal debtor is absolute like every dis- 

charre vhichresults from a variation of the original 

contract (Gloag and Irvine, 099), unless the creditor 

reserves his right against the cautioner, in which case 

the cautioner'Ú right of relief is -)reserved, so that he 

is in no way prejudiced. 

Release of One Cautioner 

A discharge or release of one cautioner by the vol- 

untary set of the creditor operates as a discharge of 

the other cautioners. "It would be against equity ", ob- 

served Lord Redesdale in a Scottish appeal, "for the cred- 

itor to exact or receive payment fro..: one and to er it, 

or by his conduct to cause, the other debtors ,o be ex- 

eept from nayment. He is bound, seldom by contract, but 

always by conscience, as far as he is able to put the 

party paying ' the debt u:--on the same footing as those 

equally bound" (stirlinL v. Forrester, (1821) 3 Bligh, 

575, 590. Approved by Lord Blackburn in Duncan v. 

Bank, (1820) 6 App. Ca. . 1,19) . The statutory rule on . 

this point to the effect that the discharge is complete 
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h- s replace( the rulo of the Ùcottish corron law (Bell, 

Com. I, 376) that the co-- cautioners were only discharged 

of the share which the discharged cautioner should have 

borne and remained liable for their own previous shares 

(Mercantile Law Amendt. Act, 1856 . s. 9) . This was the 

English legal rule which had no application where the 

sureties were liable seversll: and not jointly, hut even 

in that case, on equitable principles, absolute release of 

one effected partial release of the others as it did in 

>cotland (Snell, 495). In Stirlic is case it was empha- 

sised rc--)eated.ly that the rights of sureties ere founded 

in equity and the case was likened to one of General Aver - 

age in respect of its equitable obligation to contribute 

equally, and that release of one alters the contract by 

taking away the right of relief against him competent to 

the others. It was further observed that this doctrine 

of Derina v. Winehelsea "proceeded upon a principle of 

law which riust exist in all countries, that where several 

persons are debtors, all shall be equal" ((1821) 3 Bligh 

575, at p. 596). 

Release of Principal Debtor 

If the creditor releases the principal debtor without 

the assent of the cautioner, by en net or omission on his 

port, the cautioner is discharged. "This rulo is founded 
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"founded on the clea.reet equity; for the cautioner' s 

right of total relief, in reliance on which he is ?re- 

sumed to have contracted, is cut off if the principal 

debtor is absolutely discharged" (Gloat; and Irvine, 904; 

Bell, Com. I, 377; Snell, 493) . 

Unauthorised Variation of Terms 

A surety or cautioner e:ili be released if the cred- 

itor modifies the contract between himself and the prin- 

cipal debtor without the surety's consent, or interferes 

with his rithts ngrinst the nrincipal debtor (Bell. Pr. 

259: Ccr . I. 374. Bonar v. M'Donald, (1847) 9 D.1537; 

affd. (1850) 7 Bell's App. 379). This is equally the 

English rule (Snell, 491) end Lord Loughborough stated 

the rule as follows: "It is the clearest and most evident 

equity not to carry on any transaction without the ?now- 

ledge of the surety, who must necessarily have a concern 

in every transaction ..ith the principal debtor" ( Rees v. 

Berrincton, (1795) 2 Ves. Jun, 540,543 2 W. end T.L.0 

521) 

Givp Securities 

As e cautioner is entitled on payment to on asoirna- 

tien of any securities the creditor held to enable him to 

work out his relief, the cautioner is held to be released 

;era tanto if the creditor has relinruished or lost any of 
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them, or if he appropriates a security to another purpose 

(Slim v. Menzies, (1840) 2 D. 1476; Flomirm v. Thomson, 

(1826) 2 W. and Sh. 277). In such a case the cautioner 

is released only in so far as he is prejudiced, so that, 

if there be an agreement that the creditor shall avail him- 

self of a particular security before calling on the eau- - 

tioner, he is released only to the value of that security 

given up. 

Separate Security 

When one of several cautioners holds a so crate secur- 

ity over the estate of the principal debtor, he is, in the 

absence of special acreement to the contrary, bound to 

communicate the benefit of the security equally to his co- 

cautioners- and if he loses or pqrts with it, the others 

re pro Canto discharged. He r?uot in fact treat it as the 

creditor __°lust with regard to all the cautioners. But 

this will not apply if he only agreed to become a cautioner 

on condition of having that security and the co- cautioners 

agreed (Hailton v. Freeth, (1889) 16 R. 1022, 1027 Baer 

Ld Rutherfurd Clark) "The obliration to communicate 

the benefit of such a security does not arise from the deed 

by v;hìch the co-cautioners are bound .... It depends on 

en equity to vhich the Court in the absence of ar-°reement 

to the contrary will rive effect. But the rule cannot be 



"applied so as to defeat a special agree nent. " Lord Loe 

affirmed the foundation of the general rule on principles 

of equity (Hamilton v. Freeth su rá, at n. 1028) . 

C ha es in Firm 

A caution.or for a firm is disehar( °ed as to the future 

by a change in the co:.^position of the firm, on the ,princi- 

ple that cautioners° obligations cannot be extended to 

persons other than those expressly or imnliedly ine luded 

in the original contract. The previously existing.- coImon 

law rule of both Ení land and Scotland on this point was 

enacted by s. 18 of the Partnership Act. 1890. but evid- 

ence of contrary intention may elide this rule. 

V - Securities 

In English equity jurisprudence the subject of ^iort- 

gages has consistently occupied a prominent place, and 

similarly in the common lry of Scotland equitable princi- 

ples have influenced the constitution and enforcement of 

rights in security The principal aspects in which t'lis 

equitable influence is seen are in the characteristically 

equitable checks t on penalties and unconscionable con - 

ditiens, and on restriction' on the right of redemption. 

The commonest form of _heritable security is constituted 

by a personal bond acknowledging receipt of a sum of money 

on loan, and obliging the debtor to repay with interest 
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and penalties on failure and to this is annexed a dis- 

position of a heritable property to the creditor in se- 

curity of the loan, with power to him to sell it on the 

debtor's failure to repay. and reserving the debtor's 

right to redeem the property and claim a discharre on 

re -)ayment of the loan. As this form of security ex-- 

nressly bears to be a security and to be redeen!nble , no 

questions can arise on these -letters. But in the bond 

the debtor binds himself to repay the principal "with 

one -fifth part more of liquidate :penalty in ease of fail- 

ure ", and also for on additional fifth of the due inter- 

est in the event of failure in the punctual payment 

thereof. It is to be observed that these provisions ex- 

pressly bear to be penalties and it is well established 

that a Court of Equity will relieve from penalties. This 

provision has always been equitably and not literally 

construed, It is always restricted to the amount of 

expenses incurred by the creditor in enforcing payment, 

and does not authorise the charging of interest on inter- 

est, nor the expenses of e. successful action at the cred- 

itor'~ instance against the debtor where the Court found 

no expenses due to the creditor (Gordon v. Maitland. 

(1761) , ":Tor. 1001-0; YounE v. Sinclair. (1796) , Mor. 

10053.) It was found es early es 1549 in ?:lone v. Hen - 

burn ( o_ 10033) that conventional penalties were only 

exigible so far as damage had been suffered. In. Allan 
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v. Young in 17b7 (or. 10047) the arpuaent was to the 

effect that "the Lords do so?ïetimes modify exorbitant 

penalties; but in so doing they act ex nobili officio 

and take every equitable circumstance under considera- 

tion ...." To this the answer was that "conventional 

penalties have been always considered as highly unfavour- 

able , so that both law end equity have concurred in r ©e- 

trictint them. Though due ex obli atione, yet they have 

been confined to the reparation of that damage which the 

creditor appears to have truly sustained by non - erfor - 

ance." 

Moreover, the obligations of the debtor to .re gay and 

of the creditor to reconvey the security-subjects are 

each indivisible and the counterparts of each other. so 

that the creditor may not do anything to the security - 

subjects to prejudice the debtor's position. lie must 

restore the security intact, and not merely still as valu- 

able though altered ( North Albion Pro 2 ty I. ye t gent Có .. 

a 
V. M'B.1 C.B., (1093) 21 R. 90). And conversely the 

debtor may not prejudice the osition of the creditor by 

entering into contracts which fall outside the ordinary 

management of the security subjects. It is noteworthy 

that in the North Albion case (ibid., 90), the Lord Ordin- 

ary (Wellwood) proceeded larr'ely on English Equity author- 

ity which. he said, î roceeded not npon s?ecialties of 

English law but upon "broad principles of equity which ere 
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"equally opplicable to a kindred question in Scots law", 

and he roes on to discuss the similarity of the Scottish 

heritable bond and the pre-1925 Enplish mortgage. 

Walter Ross (Lectures, I, 58) ventions the restric- 

tion of such 'Penalty clauses to the amount of actual ex- 

penses cnd points out that it uns not till the Eighteenth 

Century thet the present conventional fraction came to be 

fixed The custo-,ary "fifth part" he traces to the dil- 

igence of adjudication, beinî- riven to the creditor as co-'?- 

pensation for having to take l ̂ nd instead of money, and 

thon adopted in all cases. "These conventional penal- 

ties being evidently of that class, .,which the Roman mais - - 

tratos were ^ccustcmed to reduce to the real damages of 

the party, the Courts of Equity in England followed their 

- example in the c -se of the double bond (cf. Story, § 1313; 

see too Evans's Pothier on Obligations, II, 98); and our 

Court of Session, exorcising the mixed Po er of law and 

equity, have made penalties the subject of what is termed 

the nobile officium of the Court. Lord Stair expresses 

himself upon this subject in a plain perspicuous manner 

(IV, 3, 2). 'The Lords of Session (says he) modify exor- 

bitant penalties in bonds and contracts, oven though they 

bear the name of liquidate expenses, with consent of par- 

ties, which necessitous debtors yield to. These the Lords 

retrench to the real expenses ,end damages cf Parties.'" 

Ross rcma.rtcs too that the Court will not aC? j ect e. ;penalty 
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:here it is omitted (e . g . Leslie v. 0.1vie (1705) , 

Fountainh ll, II, 256) rand co_-rier_ts that oven Lord Karnes, 

"the great advocate for the Praetorian power of our 

Supreme Court and for the prevalence of equity over law", 

adf ̂ itted (p. 42) that to supply e defect in words is 

above the perrer of any court. 

Catholic and SeoondarSecurities 

Where one creditor holds e security right over two 

or -ore subjects, :aeritable or moveable, and a second 

creditor has a postponed security over one of these, 

these are known as catholic and secondary securities. 

While a security- holder may realise his securities in ney 

order he pleases without comuiting more personal credi- 

tors of the debtor, he rnsy not do so in the case where 

there is a postponed bondholder, He may not lay the 

whole burden of his debt on one subject but must 'gave re- 

Lard to the interests of the other bondholders in accord- 

nee with certe in equitable rules of law. The catholic 

creditor must so utilise his security - rights as to leave 

the largest possible margin for the postponed creditor, 

or to apportion the burden fairly between the postponed 

creditors if ::ore than one (Gloss and Irvine, 59; i oud.y, 

503; Ersk. II, 12, 66) - Bell notes (Co. ,II, ̂ l7) the 

kinship of this principle with the benefit of discussion 

and of (Avision in the cases of cautie cars. fte expresses 
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the principle thus (Coia.II,417) : '",:here there are sec- 

ondary creditors on the two estates, the right of the 

catholic creditor to demand his debt must suffer the same 

qualification as if the estates belon end. to several pro- 

prietors. Thus, if A have an heritable bond over two 

estates belonging to B, and C have an heritable security 

over the one estate ,and D an herite.ble security over the 

other, A cannot capriciously prefer the one to the other, 

by claiming his debt fro_. one cf the estates, leaving the 

other free, but must in equity assign his security", and 

he cites Karnes' Beuity (79) as his authority for this pro- 

position. 

Where only one ostate is doubly burdened the catholic 

creditor must exhaust the singly burdened estate first, 

or otherwise assign his security over the other to the 

second bondholder. The passage from poll "carrying out 

the doctrine as he finds it in Lord Karnes' remarkable v ;ork 

on the Princi7?1es of Equity" is quoted with approval by 

Lord President Inglis in Nicol's Trustee v. ill (WOO) 

16 R. 416, 419) , who described the principle as on equity 

"well established in the lam" and applied it to a case 

where each creditor held security over both heritage and 

moveables In Littlejohn v. Black ((l8 5) 13 D. 207, 

212), Lord President iu'$eill described the protection of 

the secondary creditor against the exhausting the subject 

otherwise burdened, "a proceeding contrary to equity ". 

He continued to the effect that the right to deriand. 
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assignation or prior exhaustion of the security- subject 

not doubly burdened is an equitable riuht , which our let: 

recognises as belon °inr to the secondory creditor similar 

to the benef isium cedendarum ac t ionum of the Ronan law... 

Where both estates are doubly burdened . the right of the 

secondary creditor is to insist that the two estates should 

bear the burden of the catholic debt rateably, in propor- 

tion to their value, or if the subject of his security 

is first exhausted, to obtain an assignation of the pref- 

erable security over the other estate to the extent of the 

share of the catholic debt ,which that other estate sho_?1d 

have borne. 

But the principle, being founded 7lerely on equity, 

will not extend, according to Erskine, to co tpellin the 

catholic creditor to act eFainst n conflicting interest of 

his own (,rsk. , II, 2, 36. Pitcairn v. Holiday, (1710) 

M. 3371; Preston v. Erskine, (1715) , M. 3370. Apart fro_ l 

this exce Aion, the modern tendency is to look upon the 

claim of a secondary creditor to the assignation as being 

a legal right. In Nicol' s Tr. v. Hill ((1::09) 16 R. 416, 

419; cf. argument in Gardiner v. Agnew, (1771) , Mor.3a85 ) 

Lord President Irir lis said, "It appears to me that this is 

just the situation to which the equity does apply. It is 

precisely where the first bondholder has it in his power 

injuricus y to affect the second bondholder that he is 
bound so to act as to cause the least prejudice to t he 

second bondholder consistently with payment of ,is own 
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"debt in full. or if ho chooses to ect otherwise, that he 

ract assign to the second bondholder the security which 

he ties not used." But there is possibly still an equit- 

able discretion in the Court to refuse to apply the rule 

in special circumstances. 

The Enf-lieh Equity lawyer knows the same princi les 

under the name of marshallin ^ of securities. Story ex- 

- :presses the rule as follows:- "The rener e1 principle is 

that if one party has a lien on or interest in tv.o funds 

or properties for a debt and another ?)arty has a lien on 

or interest in one only of the funds or properties for an- 

other debt, u.he latter has a right in equity to compel 

the former to resort to the other fund in the first in- 

stance for latisfection if that course is necessary for 

the satisfaction of the claims of both parties, wherever 

it will not trench upon the rights or operate to the prej- 

udice of the party entitled to the double fund" (Story, 

§ 033). Lord Hardv:icke expounded the principle in Lana 

v. Duchess of Athol ((1742) 2 Atk. 444. Sec also Notes 

to Aldrich v. Cooker, (1803), 8 Vesey, 381, in I W. and 

T.L.C. 29) . He said: "It is the constant equity of this 

court, that if a creditor has two funds, he shall take 

his satisfaction out of that fund upon which another cred- 

itor has ne lien." Story (§ &3', quoting Pothier. Dom et, 

Voet and 1)içest, 20,4,16 and 17) considered it not i^ _prob- 

able that the doctrino of marshalling was derived from the 
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Roman law where the principle was known as subrogation or 

substitution. He s t,.;tes the distinction as being that 

the En:iish equity courts arrived n,t the result by a.dr^in- 

istrntive process, while the Ronan substituted the second 

creditor to the rights of the first by a. cession of these 

r irhts on payment of the debt, Karnes' expression of the 

principle (79) is quoted End approved by Story (§ 637). 

"Another connection of the same nature sureties and 

joint and several debtor is that between one creditor, 

whc7is infeft in two different tenements for his security, 

and another creditor who hath an infeftment on one of the 

tenements of a later date. Here the two creditors are 

connected by he vine; the same debtor and a security upon 

the same eub j e ct . Hence it follows, as in the former 

case, that if it be the will of the preferable creditor 

to draw his whole payment out of that subject, in which 

the other creditor is infeft, the latter for his relief 

is entitled to have the preferable security assigned to 

him: which con be done upon the construction above --men- 

tioned. For the sum recovered by the preferable cred- 

itor out of the subject on which the other creditor is 

also infeft is justly understood to be advanced by the 

latter, being a sum which he was entitled to and must 

hove drawn, had not the -referable creditor intervened, 

and this sum is held to be purchase money of the convey- 

ance. This construction, nreservinr the prefer able 
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"debt entire in the -person of the second creditor, entitles 

him to draw payment of the debt out of the other tenement. 

By this equitable construction ??utters are restored to 

the same state r_s if the first creditor had drawn This 

payment ent out of the separate subject, leaving, the other en- 

tire, for payment of the second creditor. Utility, also, 

cc :.curs to support this equitable claim." 

Karnes has also been ,quoted in several eases on this 

subject (Weir's_Creditors v. Robertsons, (1793), Mor.403: 

Gardiner v. Agnew, (1771) , Mor. 3385: Sligo v. Menzies, 

(1840) 2 D. 1478, 1481; ?icol's Trs. v. pill, (18389) 

16 R. 416, 419 ; Ferrier v. Cowan, (1896) 23 R. 703. Sev- 

eral other cases on this subject were argued on the basis 

of equity: Mann v. lipid, (1705) , Mor. 3370; Ker v, Scot, 

(1714), Dior. 3373) , 2nd in other authorities (Goudy, 508; 

Erskine, II, 12, 66) , and the principle appeared to be 

well established in his time. In Gordon of Park's Cred- 

itors ((1761) 5 Bro . Supp .8£31) it was argued that the de 

:and for an assignation was "founded upon this principle 

of equity -- that if I take my payment out of a subject to 

which you have right, and thereby lessen your fund of pay- 

ment, I should, in x'ecoense, as;ifn to you any right I 

may hive to any other fund of the debtor." 

In Kor v. Scot (supra. Cf. Preston v. Erskine, 

(1715), Mor. 3376, 3378) it :gas argued that the necessity 

of assignation was introduced by the civil law " pproved 

by the universal consent of all the judicatures of 
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"Europe and opinion of the doctors . .... c: nd founded in 

material equity and justice." The institutional writers 

do not seek to deduce the principle from Roman law but it 

seems a possible source. The cases grouped under the 

doctrine in ;.Mori son's Dictionary co back to 1372 (Mor 

3365). 

The Equi jy f Redenptio.n 

The greatest contribution of the Chancery to the law 

of -,ortgages vas the "equity of redemption". an equitable 

provision whereby the debtor might still redeem although 

the date for repayment of the loan was past. As devel- 

oped in the Chancery it became by the tine of Hardwicke 

an estate in the land and the duality of law and equity 

was represented by a co- existent dual ownership in lm and 

equity of the mortgagee and the mortgagor. By the old 

common law of England the mortgage was an estate with a 

condition that re-entry should be lawful upon repayment 

of the loan: if the condition of repayment on the due date 

were not purified, the rortgagee became absolute legal 

owner and the legal right of redemption was lost for ever. 

But the Courts of Equity, leaving the legal effect of the 

transaction unaltered, declared it to be against conscience 

and unreasonable that the r: ortgagee should keep what was 

intended as a nere security, and they held that the breach 

of the condition should be relieved against, so that the 

:mortgagor, thou( h he had lost his legal right to redeer.i, 
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yet h_ d. an equity to redeem on - ayment within a reasonable 

time of the principal, interest and extlenses . Since 1925 

the form of niort age has been altered but is still in 

point of law irredeemable after the expiration of t,ile 

ti_ e specified. In equity, however, the lortgacor is 

alloyed to redeem even after he is in default under the 

Provisions of the deed_ 

Again it has lone been an equity princi_3le that 

equity look at the substance of the transaction and not 

at the form to ascertain whether a particular transaction 

is a mortgage or, say, a sale with an option to re -nurchase. 

An extension of the conce )tion of Penalties in bonds 

may also be seen in this practice of introducing clauses 

in conveyances in security .;hich seek to limit the rights 

of the debtor to a reconveyonce of the property on repay - 

?ent of the loan. In the older English mortgage there 

wos a conveyance of the land under a condition as to re- 

payment and if this were not )erformed the loz al right of 

redemption was lost for ever. Equity however intervened 

and declared that a breach of the condition should be re- 

lieved against (Snell, 312. See also Bankton's Observa- 

tions, II, 10). The equity of redemption then is the 

right of a mortgagor to recover his security by discharg- 

ing his obli rations under the mortgage, altheurh the tine 

fixed for the performance of these obliraticns has expired. 

:ortra fees :ought thon to defeat the intervention of 
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equity by special nrovisions in the mart are deed, so 

to "clog" the equity of redern)tion and such provisions in 

turn the courts of equity held void (Howard v. Barris, 

(1683) 1 Vern. 190. 2 W. and T.L.C.1). Moreover the 

English equity courts regard the equity cf recle_otion as 

an equitable interest in the property, that is, a title 

to the beneficial ownership of the port gaged property 

during; the continuance of the mortgage, v.'ith which the 

mortgagor may deal in any way subject ject onlyix the mort- 

gage. The ownership of the land remains, in equity, in 

t ° e mortça ;or (Casborne v. Seorfe , (1738) 3 Atk. 003, per 

L. Ch. Hardwicke) . 

While the Chancellor's intervention in mortgages may 

be explained on the principle that equity looks to the 

intent rather than the form, that fairness demanded re- 

lief, and that unjust enrichment should be prevented 

(Turner, Equity of Redemption, 23) , historically it arose 

from the desire to extend his jurisdiction (Turner, 42): 

partly, too, it sprang from the fact that .mortgagors in 

the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries were usually fin - 

ancially embarrassed and required orotoction from unscru- 

pulous cre.:: itors , or from the doctrine that relief should 

be given to a debtor ',reve nted from r epayiní° by mistake, 

accjdent or hardship. For the same reasons the Chan- 

cellor relieved against penal clauses in bonds. In the 

Seventeenth Century, however, relief against penal 



conditions began to be given in ell cr'ses (Turner, 32) . 

The phrase "equity of redemption" seems to appear first 

in The Duchess of Hamilton v, Countess of Lirlton in 

1654 (1 Ch.R.165) . The doctrine was not a direct borrow- 

ing Cron Roman law, though inter development was much in- 

fluenced by the k nowled::e of the civil lava prevalent 

amon: Chancery lawyers. Once it was established rules 

were applied to it of a similar nature to those found in 

Roman precedents (ficucia and hypotheca) with the differ 

once that the snort ;"ueo does not have the legal estate. 

whereas in the Roman hypotheca there was no dominium in 

the creditor at all (Turner, 114 et sect ) . 

Lord Bramv ell's definition of the equity of redemp- 

tion is as follows (Salt v. Marquess of Northampton, 

(1892) A.C.1, 18):- "It is e right not given by the 

terns of the at recmcnt between the parties to it, but 

contrary to them, to have back securities given by a 

borrower to a lender .... on payment of principal and 

interest at a day after that appointed for payment. when 

by the terms of the agreement the securities were to be 

the nesolute property of the creditor." 

In the ordinary Scottish security constituted by 

bond and disposition in security the disponer's right 

to redeem is expressly reserved by a clause in the bond 

and t ere is no need to call equity in aid. But in a 

security constituted by an ex facie absolute disposition 
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no auch clause a')rerrs. The back -bond, if there be one, 

revealin!_' the true character of the disposition as a se- 

curity does not usually appear in the Register of Sasines. 

and the disponee under such a disposition ,-Icy deal with 

the subjects as his own, but in a question with the orig- 

inal disponer, the r,arties are creditor and debtor in a 

security and the back -bond reE ula tes their relations. 

The orl(inal debtor and disponer has a personal ius ae- 

tionis or right to demand a reconveyence on the fulf ilnent 

of the conditions, express and implied upon which the re- 

conveyance depends (National Bank v. Union Bank, 14 R. 

(H. L.) 1, 4 per Ld. Watson) . Such a right is transmis- 

sible and may be cut off by the long negative prescription 

further the Court may interdict any sale by the creditor 

(ear: facie proprietor) if the debtor can show that no pre - 

judice can arise . to the creditor by delay and that pre- 

judice may accrue to the debtor from an immediate sale 

(Lucas v. GarCner (1878) 4 R. 194). The rule expressed 

in England in the catch- phrase "once a morteace. always a 

a:ortgagen in effect applies so that a provision that the 

right of redemption shall expire after a certain period 

will not receive effect. In Smith v. Smith (t1e79) G R. 

794) it vas ::eld that a reconveyance could be demanded on 

°.ayment even after twenty -six years and a declarator of 

expiry of the legal :ould have had to be brourht 

before the right of redemption was lost. 

as . 

.'So ¡ 

be/1 f -,ru cC C`ch 0-Lt d Sv c a..S}Yi.vivyy 

a_ r-11,:p leior_c75c,. 9µ9 sC. rtt -) N, 
s+ 
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Age in, while the right of redefreLion may competently 

be eostponed (Morggn v. Jeffreys. 59107 1 Ch. 620: Ash- 

burton v. 1 sceTI?be , (189 2) 20 R. 2J:!7), it cannot be so 

postponed as to preclude the return of the security rub - 

iect (Faircloud v. Swan Brewer] Co. 09127 A.C. 565) . 

For it is another cardinal rule of equity that any a{ ree- 

r:ont which bars the debtor's right to redeem is ineffectu- 

al and stipulation., tending even indirectly to make the 

mortgage irredeemable are bad and unenforceable as being, 

in the English prase, a "clod on the equity of rede x- 

tion" . There is no rule against the rlriortga :v-ee stipulat- 

ing for any collateral advantage provided it is not (û) 

unfair and unconscionable, (b) in the nature of a penal- 
, 

ty clo ;gin = the equity of redemption, or e) inconsist- 

ent ' ::ith or repugnant to the contractual or equitable 

right to redeem (Fseclin or v. 1 Pata ,onia Meat C ç. , 

0.919 A.C. 25). 

Stair (11,10,6. Cf. ErsM. 11,8,14) refers to ir- 

ritant cicuses in reversions to wadsets, : -sown in the 

civil law as octwn leis cor missoriae in pignoribus 

and thereby rejected as an usurary pact ion . The lex 

cor issoria in pledge was a condition attached to the 

contract cutting off the right to redeem on failure to 

do so within a certain time. They were declared il- 

loca1 by Constantine in A.U. 326 (Traynor, Latin Maxima, 

433. Buckland, Textbook. 477) . Such clauses were held 

purgeable as otherwise the wadsetter of more than his 
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just interest as a penalty, end there are several cases 

in ioricon illustrating the proposition (s.v. Irritancy, 

7202 et sea ; Craigle, 296: Uico1 on MS, 303) . isankton 

says (IV,7,23) that "there are infinite other cases where 

the Court of Session civo relief in equity, when, in 

strict law, there seems to be none; as in redemption of 

wadsots limited to a precise term, after which the lands 

are declared irredeemable: this court allows the equity 

of redemption, notwithstanding the irritancy incurred." 

In Bradlee v. Carritt ß..C.253, 270. See Glom, 

577 -8) Lord Robertson said obiter that by Scots law there 

was no restraint on free contracts in the matter of mort- 

gages. This does not necessarily infer that the Court 

will enforce every contract literally. Cases can be 

figured where it would surely not. 

In the Lodern Scottish heritable bond, corres7)onding 

to the English mortgage, the property is conveyed "herit- 

ably but redeemably" and power of redemption is expressly 

reserved so that it is only in the csse of security by 

disposition, ex facie absolute qualified by a back -letter 

conferring the right of redemption, that a question of 

the right to redeem can G. ri se . This form of security re- 

places the old wadset which in its later form was a mut- 

ual contract in which the creditor granted a right of 

reversion or redemmtion. There eiicht also be an irritant 

clause prooluding redemption if incurred and this was 

of .'ectual . unless held to be penal (Menzies. Conveyencin g . 
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X364.. Duff on Deeds, 258 2.5EL Dallas Stiles, 709) . Bank-bon 

says (II,10 , 9 . Cf. á?icolson MS. fol. 303) that a con- 

ventional reversion :ray or may not be limited in time. 

or nay be declr.red to become void ipso facto without 

declarator, ^nd. this, termed pactum cornmissoriae in 

fi.,noribus , is not favourably received in our law "for, 

notwithstanding thereof, the debtor may still redeem 

the lands. after expiration of the term, before declar- 

ator, .:'.ieh "is always :conT)etcnt, though renounced; and 

even in an action of declerator of the irritency's being 

incurred, it nay be purged by payment -t the bar, or a 

short time will be granted to purge the same before ex- 

tract of the decree of declarator; but after the decree 

is regularly "ivon and extracted, the reversion is cut off, 

and the lands become irredeemable." 

It appears frora the older cases and is confirmed by 

Erskine (II,8,l4. so too Hope, Minor Pr. 245. See 

also taitland, fol. 90; Crai_ie , fol. 293; Sinclair, fol. 

73) that conventional irritant clauses in reversions were 

strictly construed and only .;hon the clause was penal was 

an equitable and ification allowed to the effect of permit- 

ting purgation and redem tion any time before decree of 

declarator. An Act of Sederunt of 1592 demanded literal 

interpretation and only later did the Court modify the 

rigour of this in penal irritancies (Tullibard.ine. (1667) 

Tor 7206. Karns. p. 48, cal1,7 this A.S. a " pis t ̂ eke" in 
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being inconsistent '. it h the Court s function as a court 

of equity. But see Stair, IV, 5, 8.) Walter Ross (Lec- 

tures, II, 340) mentions irritant clauses in case of non - 

pn_yment of the debt at the time specified . which were 

countered in an Act of 1617 which prorogated the terms of 

rec3er ration for five years. He explains the requirements 

of the law to protect the debtor in the case of a cred- 

itors a sale, eo mentinC that "our old_ lace was truly equit- 

ablen: and he goes on to say that the equity established 

by these old acts not only disappointed the contrivances 

of ara.r ce beat led the judges to relax their ideas about 

the strictness of reversions, forfeitures and irritancies 

which led to e revolution in our decisions from 1661 on- 

wards. 

It is noteworthy that the English phrase "equity of 

redemption" occurs in T3ankton (11,10,7. Cf. Kames, 243) 

when he is d. scussing the necessity for a declarator of 

redemption to prevent lapse of tine inferring expiry of the 

legal and cutting off the right to redeem an adjudication; 

and age in (11,10 ,13) ?here he says of ad. jud ications that 

"if the debtor delay to redeem, for forty years after 

expiration of the term, he will be foreclosed, and no 

equity of redemption allowed, which he ought to have 

claimed before prescription was run; for though a perpet- 

ual reversion is saved from such prescri-r,tion, yet a tem- 

porary one is cut off in strict lrw by lapse of that term 
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"and the party is only indulged in equity .-till to redee , 

by suinc an action for that purpose." In his obso va- 

tions on the Law of England annexed to this chapter he 

explains the English mortgage and the equity of redemption 

which, he holds, was not allowed after t:,enty years from 

the time of the forfeiture; but later he explains that if 

there is a covenant that the mortgagor shall enter and 

hold the lands till he is natisfied no length of time ex- 

cludes the redorsrtion. Later (1V,7,23. Cf. cases in 

Torison, 7202 et sm.), discussing the jurisdiction of the 

Session as a court of equity, he expressly cites the al- 

lowance of an equity of redemption in vadsets despite the 

incurring of an irritancy as an example ple of the court's 

equitable power, Erskine also uses the phrase ( 111 ,1,33) 

when, speaking of pledge, he says it has the same equity 

of redentrtion as wad sets of land :1I,6,14). 

It is apparent from Thomson v. Threshio ((18 4) 6 D. 

1.10G) and Smith v. S-lith ((1679) 6 R. 704) that even In 

th< case of an ex facie disposition there must be a decree 

of declarator of expiry cf the legal before the creditor 

in possession can acquire an indefeasible right eucad his 

debtor and that until that is achieved redemption remains 

open to the debtor, on pa.ym.ent of principal, interest and 

expenses. To that extent the equity of redemption exists 

in Scots law, but it does not extend to a co- existent 

equitoble ownership concurrent with the disponee's pos- 

session. Further, unless there is notice, actuel or 
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constructive, as by a recorded back-letter, the creditor 

may treat the security-subjects as his own and sell then 

freely to o.ny boria fide purchaser for value. 

evorthe1ess, despite the ex facie absolute owner- 

ship, Lilo Ccurt %ay exercise a measure of eéu?.teble super- - 

vision over creditor's exercise of the powers vested in 

him by the disposition. bo in a case of damages for 

selling the security -subjects too cheaply, :.here the 

question was raised whether a creditor in right of an ex 

facie absolute disposition Ind t:ìe right to sell the 

property by private bad f e in (ì.sc i .lie v. p e w , (1804) 12 R. 

199,202) , Lord Justice --Clerk oncrief'f said. "In regard 

to the limì'ce.tions of the creditor:' right, it has been 

well settled that, in the first place, an absolute dis- 

position tai1z give the purchaser under it _. ;t.lherc the se 
is by virtue of powers to the r ;ranting of which the debtor 

has beea a party -- an absolute right, and that it will 

not be in the goner of the original proprietor, the deb- 

tor, to quarrel that disposition, if the powers of the 

creditor have been duly and 7::reeerly exercised. It is 

another smatter where the question is between the debtor 

himself and the creditor, for if the creditor has not 

exercised this right - absolute as it is where third par -. 

ties Lee concerned - in a fair, reasonable and eauitable 

manner, the Court will Live a remedy, and that remedy 

will not be by setting aside the sale, but by ! -ivir .::; the 
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"Pursuer, the debtor, an opportunity of proving damage, 

arising fro: á reckless or inequitable use of the powers 

'hich the disposition rave him.." Similarly in Shrubb v. 

Clark ((1 97) 5 S.L.T. 125) Lord Kincairney awarded darz -- 

ages where e sale had been carried out with a "want of 

fair reasonable and equitable regard for the _aursuer ; s 

interests." 

The nrinciplc of the equity of redemption may how- 

ever be discerned in the rules eprlica.ble to apprisin.gs 

ond adjudications, where it has lone been recognised that 

a debtor nay yet redeem His lands within a period, "the 

legal ", after ?is creditor has adjudged then for debt 

(Graham Stevart on Diligence. 654, citing authorities). 

An adjudication has, Karnes says (245), caurina:° the legal. 

sunk down to be a nignus nraetorium or ju('icir1 secur- 

ity for debt. "Yet the rule which, with relation to a 

wadset , affords an equity of rede'-?p t. ion after the stipu- 

lated term of redermtion is vast, has never been extended. 

directly at least, to relieve against an expired legal 

(244) ; but thouch the Court of Session "has not hither- 

to sustained an equity of redemption after expiry of the 

legal, yet that same thing- is done ineirectly, through 

the influence of equity. Some pretext or other of in- 

formality is always embraced to open an expired legal. 

in order to afford the debtor an opportunity to redeem 

his land by payment of the debt." (248) . 
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Karnes also (24r._) noted how appris i~ s on finally 
had a legcl of seven years and equity could not support 

an extension of this per? od : but later the nature of ^ p-- 

prisin:s was reversed by the dishonest practice of appris - 

in..: great portioriP of land for the payment of small sums, 

snd when it became customary to apprise or adjudge the 

whole land for any debt. equity, he says, required a de-- 

clarator of expiry of the legal, just ns it permitted a 

debtor to purgea penal irritancy. In Nasnyth .f. Samson 

((1735) 3 Paton 9) an adjudication was reduced in so fare 

as it exceeded the principal and interest as at the date 

of the adjudication and a penalty vas thereby disallowed; 

tile argument for the respondents disclosed considerable 

reliance on the poTiers of the Court of Session as a court 

of equity to refuse a penalty. 

However, the conclusion necessarily is that the 

equity of rederiptìon as known to the Chancery tiras not 

race, nised in b' r_ds in Scotland and the only relief rran- 

ted was against penal rrrovisions in accordance with the 

general Scottish attitude to such conditions, which is 

much more li: ited. Ruch more i'mortant is the fact that 

there does not seem anywhere to be a suceestion that the 

equitable rights of redemption of the cranter of the bend 

or wadsot were an intereot or estate in the land. In 

this respect the Chancery development hos none for beyond 

the rules over admitted in equity in Scotland. Only in 
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adjudicaticns is the -)osition nearer to that of English 

equity. 

The development of security rights ex facie redeer- 

able in Scotland hE.s rendered equitable intervention to 

secure a right of redemption to the debtor less necessary 

than in England end the heritable bond (Duff's Feudal Con - 

veyancing, 266) nnd the r ?odern bond and disposition in 

security (.,bid., 286) contain clauses reserving richts of 

redemption. If however a modern security were taken by 

ex facie absolute disposition, end no back-letter were 

granted disclosing the true nature of the transaction, 

would there be an equitable right of redemption on proof 

by writ or oe.th of the fact of security? Certe i_nly 

where there is a back-bond the Property may be redeemed 

at any tine before declarator of exoiry of the legal 

(Smith v. Stiith, (1879) 6 R. 794. See too Gloat; and 

Irvine, 541 et sea.) There is very little Scottish 

authority on the question whether a lender can restrict 

the borrower's rights so as to clog the equity of redemp- 

tion. Brown v. Muir ((1737), llor. 9464) indicates tI.t 

such a restriction is unlowful , Stewart v. Stewart 

((1899) 1 F.1158) the contrary. The applicability of 

E lish authorities on the matter is doubtful and Lord 

Robertson indicated obiter (Bradley y. Carritt, L19G3] 

t1.C. 253, 271) that they were not applicable. The mod- 

ern Lnrlish ,osition is that a bargain for a collateral 
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advantage is ad.rni.se i.ble rind enforceable even after re- 

eayment of the loan, so long as it does not amount to an 

obstacle to rederption (KreLhinger v. _,es, Patagonia Syn- 

dicate, O9i'7 A.C.25) . There seems no reason ;illy this 

statement of principle should not be equally acceptable 

in Scotland, too, though much necessarily depends on the 

terms of a nerticular security. 

VI - Married Women 

The law relating to the disabilities formerly attach- 

ing to. married women end the means adopted to circumvent 

those restrictions are _low only of antiquarian interest 

yet the subject deserves mention for its illustration of 

a branch of equil:y .;_!rich social progress and legislation 

have rendered obsolete. At common lew a Scotswoman ̀ s 

moveable er000rty vested in her husband. Despite opin- 

ions that the Court of Session, as n. court of eeuity, 

could compel the husband to make a provision for his wife 

out of any fands to which she succeeded, and counter- 

opinions (Stevenson v. Hamilton, (18 8) 1 D. 101. Cf. 

Lovrson v. Ilan_,, (1854) 16 D,1096), and a va..ue reference 

in Bankton (I,5,36). very little advance was made in this 

direction and it has been decided in End land that a woman 

had no equity to e. settlement by the law of Scotland 

(Ilitehooch v. Clendinen, (1650) 12 73oay. 5:4; M'Cornick 

v. Garnett, (1854) 5 De G. M. and G. 276). The Conjugal 
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wife from any Funds to which she succeeded and thus fore- 

closed any equitable developments - But much earlier t i,,e 

-rac ui ce of marriage- contracts had mitigated the rigour 

of the common law and bequests to women were commonly 

made exclusive of the ius mariti (for details, see Fraser. 

H. and W. I, 778 et seq : ) , a.n :. si ilarly the right of ad- 

ministration of the wife's heritable property might be ex- 

cluded. In such a case she had a separate estate. The 

various Married Women's Property Acts have now ;gut her on 

the same footing as her husband as ref ards acquiring and 

ownA n ; property. But it is apparent that equity played 

little part in the emancipation in Scotland. and apart 

from legislation the most potent influence vas the habit, 

in the majority of cases where the wife was possessed of 

inç:enendent funds, of vesting them in trustees sror her 

benefit. (See the development discussed in Macfarlane' s 

Trs. v. Oliver, (1882) 9 R. 11:_,3, 1162.) 

In England the common lau position vas similar but 

courts of equity long; admitted the doctrine that a mar- 

ried woman could, in equity, take real and personal es- 

tate to her ovn separate use and dispose of it. Thoi. ; h 

the intervention of trustees was usual, it was not in- 

dispensable, and a wife's interests in Property would be 

protected. Her husband was deerled a 'ere trustee for 
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her (S Gory, 1Y/8 et sqg.) The equity cofirts too 

interposed to ensure that 'hile her .ronerty passed to 

her husband, he had to make a suitable provision for her 

out of it (Story, 6 1402 et pee.) Legislation has sim- 

ilarly abrogated all these rules, but it is clear that 

the intervention of the Chancery to secure the wife's 

rights vas far more zoo.-: itive and widespread than the 

Scottish approach, where any result of a similar nature 

was achieved by the .;parti_es' actings , as by a marriage ^e 

contract, rather than by the Court. 
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Chapter VIII 

Restitution, or Unjust Enrichment. 

The four head of restorative obligations known as 

restitution, repetition, recompense and n otiorum gestio 

are generally grouped together inasmuch as they comprise 

broadly the modern equivalents in Scots law of the Roman 

law obligations quasi ox contractu (Buckland, Textbook) 

which ere founded on "so-mething rose: ibling a contract" 

(Ersk. 1I1,1,9) and grounded neither in contract nor in 

delict The name quasi- contract is traditional in 

Scotland as in Roman law, though unsatisfactory. Stair 

grow :ed these cases under the title of Restitution (I,7, 

1 et seg.) and attributes such obligations more "to the 

law of God written in our hearts than unto any other con- 

jecture or supposed consent. To this agreeth the Roman 

law, which holdeth these obligations not to be ex con - 

tractu, sed quasi ex contractu, neither Goth account them 

obligations ex loge.' 

Bankton (I 4,25) describes quasi- contract as an 

obligation which arises from a presumptive contract" when 

"the law imposes an obligation, as if a contract had 

really intervened." Elsewhere (I,S, 3 ) he en,_amora tes 

under such natural obligations restitution and recompense 

and includes salvage and general average. Erskine (III, 

1,4), quoting the instance of a void written obligation, 

says:- "Obligations merely natural are those by which one 
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"person is bound. to ;.nothcr by the 1ßy of nature or equity 

only, but which positive lay does not suaport by any ac 

tion that may render them effectual", and among natural 

or obediential obligations he cites those arising from 

the natural duty of restitution. Bell (Pr., § 526). 

si°nilarly ignoring the Roman classification. says that 

the law gives an action of restitution against one in pos- 

session of the property or coods of another without his 

consont, or who has, in consequence of error received 

payment of coney not legally due to him. 

The modern view, is that such cases proceed not so 

much on the basis of an implied contract as on the ground 

of equity. So in Brook's Wharf and Bull Wharf v. Goodman 

09377 1 K.B.5 4) , Lord Wright, P .R. , said: "The obliga- 

tion is imposed by the Court simply under the circum- 

stances of the caso and on what the Court decides is just 

end reasonable, having regard to the relationship of the 

parties." So too Winfield think that the action is 

based on :.he idea of unjust benefit (Bolds orth, 55 L. . R 

37, 45 citing authorities). The Scottish use of the con - 

dictio achieves a similar result and the crucial question 

is whether it is equitable in the circumstances that a 

condictio be allowed (Hioldsworth, supra, 49) 

The quasi- contractual obligations differ from proper- 

ly contractual obligations in that the nexum arises by 

force of law and is not voluntnrily assumed and entered 

into by the parties. Yet on the other hand, they cannot 
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be grouped with delictual or quasi-- delictual obligations, 

which are also imposed ex leg. but which involve ranking 

reparation for some damaf:e done by an act or an omission 

which the lay considers a wrong or breach of a legal 

duty. Broadly, they are cases where obligations. anal- 

ogous to those undertaken by the promisor in a contract 

ual obligation. are imiosed by force of 1rm for reasons 

of convenience or equity on a party who has not made any 

such promise. 

The obligation is similar to, but distinguishable 

from the concept of implied contract, where in certain 

circunstn.nces the law presumes consent, while in cases 

of quasi contract consent is not presumed, nor is it 

necessary. In addition to the subjects dealt with here 

under. the obligations involved in salvage (Winfield, 

Prov. . of Tort, 156) and general average may be classed 

under this head (as, for example, by Bankton, 1,8,5-. 1, 

9,29). Normally however the subject extends in Scots 

lay to r; stitution and repetition, recompense and nego- 

tiorum Eestio (Bell, Pr. g 525) It will accordingly be 

dealt with under those heads. 

In the civil lay the terra quasi -contract had a wide 

significance (Lodlie's Sohn, § 83; Buckiand, Textbook, 

536) . The traditional quadripartite c'.ivision of obli- 

gations was into obligations arising ex contractu, quasi 

ex contractu, ox rnalefieio and auasi ex maleficio. 

Caius included under the second head the reciprocal 
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obligations of tutor <:,nd ward, the obligation of an heir 

to pay e. legacy, the obligation to repay money paid by 

y 'aistake, and the rights and obligations of a negotiorum 

gestor (Dig. xliv,7,5). To this list Justinian added 

the obligation resulting from property held in common 

(Inst.,iii,27): the obligations to restore property 

given on a consideration which had failed (Dig., xii,4), 

or for illegal consideration, or one extorted by violence 

are also mentioned in this connection (llir.,xii,5). In 

Scots late, while this division of obligations is reject- 

ed (Stair, 1,3,2; Bell, § 525; Allen v. _ Combie's_.Trs., 

1909 S . C .710) , the name has been retained for that inter- 

mediate class of obli gations reccrnised by the law on 

equitable grounds and not amenable to classification 

under either of the main heads of contract or delict. 

Were rccocnition not given to the relationship involved 

in quasi-contractual obligations one -arty might derive 

benefit from the actings of another done with no inten- 

tion of gift and without any consideration being given 

therefor, and the policy of the law must be against such 

unjust benefits . The law must as a ::matter of natural 

justice seek to redress the balance of advantage and 

detriment cnd assist parties to an equitable adjustment 

of their nutual liabilities. 

It is probable that a. more suitable nane for this 

category of obligations would be restitution (which is 

Stair's title) (approved by Lord right in Fibrosa v. 
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Fairbairn, !19437 A.C.32) , but this already has a more 

limited significance in Scots law. In England the law 

was formerly much restricted, though Lord. {ansfield tried 

to lay down a broad doctrine depending on aequur et 

bonum (Moses v. Macarlan, (1700) 2 Burr. 1005. i if oot , 

118 et seq.): but more recently the idea of unjust en -- 

rieh_ !ent has been admitted to a certain extent (Paton, 

Jurisprudence, 327. Cheshire and Fifoot on Contracts 

4u3). Mansfield said that the whole basis of ouasi - 

contract was equitable (Allen, 229) . Winfield (Proving 

of Tort, 119, defined quasi contract as "liability not 

exclusively referable to any other head of the law, im- 

posed upon a particular person to pay mcney to another 

particular person on the ground of unjust benefit" and 

he conceded that there are many instances of genuine 

quasi contract in English law which is all the poorer for 

its inbred reluctance either to adopt the term quasi - 

contract or to recognise it as a necessary and separ- 

ate department of the low (ibid,, 63). The fact re- 

mains that the only satisfactory ground on which unjusti- 

fied enrichment can be said to exist is that of the moral 

idea of natural justice (Outterid,ye, 5 Camb.L.J.204,211) , 

and equity has widened the scope of English common-law 

doctrines on this matter (Hanbury,728; cf. Winfield, 

6n L..Z.R. 46) . 
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Restitution 

In a wide use of the term this obligation may in 

elude that of repetition or may even be used as a ±'ener- 

al term Coral obligations founded on unjust benefit. 

but in the narrower sense its meaning is restricted to 

the obligation "whereby men are holden to restore the 

proper goods of others" (Stair, 17 , 1) . Its equitable 

basis is expressed by Stair in his classification of it 

among natural or obediential obligations 4 so Bankton, I, 

ß ,1, "commanded ... by the law of nature.") "because 

they aro not by contract or consent, nor have they their 

original from positivo law; for, though there were no 

positive law, those obligations would be binding; end 

they are obli(c tory among persons who are not subject to 

one positive law", and "of necessity they must have 

their original from the authority and command of Clod ..." 

(Stair,I 7,1) . The foundation in equity is expressly 

acce ted in .',ore's note (.note F) to the passage, where 

the editor notes that bona fide consumption provides the 

chief defence to a claim of restitution. "This defence 

rests on the equitable principle of not requiring a per- 

son who bona fide believes the property to be his ocean 

and who has spent or consumed the article, or its fruits 

or profits; to account for those to the true proprietor ", 

and for tills there is ample authority. 
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Ers!dine similarly (111,1,10) describes restitution 

as a "natural duty", saying that i1wF`atever comes into o'?r 

power or i-,ossession which belongs to another, without an 

intention in the owner of mking a present of it, outr;ht 

to be restored to him. 

Deli (Prin. ,§ 526 et sea.) does not condescend on 

theoretical abstractions but proceeds directly to t?e 

circumstances in which the law gives an action of resti 

tution. He says 530) : "One who by mistake has re- 

ceived anything (as from a carrier) is liable to restitu- 

tion: end co one to s:. °hom a thing has been transferred or 

an obligation undertaken or fulfilled, on a consideration 

which has failed, is also liable in restitution under 

the condition causa data causa non secuta. 

Bankton' view (I,8,21) is similar to Stair's:- 

"":;here the cause of the delivery ceases, the thing must 

be restored to the giver: hence were introduced., by the 

law, the several condictions, sine causa, causa data 

causa non secuta, etc.. es things riven in contemplation 

of marriage which does not follow: a bond riven in haves 

of getting the money which is not delivered, and every 

deed or grant that depends upon mutual consideration, 

not ; iven or performed, must be restored to the granters.' 

Stair has enumerated (1,7,3 -9) the circumstances in 

w!lich the obligation arises as: (i) things straying, or 

(ii) lost, or (iii) belonging to others and come into 

nassession without delinquence, as for example, vaedges, 
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(iv) things recovered fro: :l thieves, robbers or -pirate:, 

subject to an obligation of recompense on the part of 

the owner, or ;v) things recovered from enemies. Stair 

holds that e:iuity requires restitution upon satisfrction 

and gratification for the favour received. Restitution 

extends further to ,vi) thin As in possession, the con- 

templated purpose of which has failed, "- whence are the 

condictions in law, sine causa and causes data causa non 

secuta ;which have this natural ground." Such are wed 

ding presents, which are returnable if the wedding does 

not take place (Dic. xii,4: Ersk. III,1,10). But this 

does not extend to things given for an unjust cause, ob 

turnem causam. where there is no restitution for notior 

est conditic nossidentis. Lastly restitution covers v.i) 

indebitum solutum, when a person delivers or pays in 

error, what he believes due or belonging to another. 

This is the cater-ory of repetition which deserves separ- 

ate treatment (further illustrations, Glo-r', 58 ) 

Stair points out too (1.7,10) that, while restitu- 

tion extends in general to the unconsumed fruits of the 

thing as well as the principal, for the sake of utility 

and corm {or_ quietness, a person who has possessed bona 

fide is not obliged to restore the fruits, even though 

he has profited and been enriched thereby. 

-tore recently Lord Mackenzie (Cantiere San Rocco, 

1 322 S.C. 723,737) described the condictio causa data 

as "a particular example of the general rule of equity 
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"that no one should bo enriched ',ithout sufficient con- 

sideration." 

The Scottish Court stemm to have recognised resti- 

tution for a long period, as there is a decree for res- 

titution found in 1406 (beton v. Thomson, A.D.C.II, 49) . 

The classic exposition of the principle in modern Scots 

law is that of Lord President Inlis in Watson v. Shank- 

land ((1£371) 10 M. 142,152; affd. 11 M (H.L.) 51) , re- 

7ee.tedly quoted ;,pith approval (Davis and Primrose v. 

Clyde Shi, buildin Co., (1010) 56 S.L.R.24 (0.H.); Can - 

tiere San Rocco v. Clyde Shipbuíldin; Co., 1T22 S.C.723, 

and especially when reversed on appeal, 1023 

105) and expressed as follows: - 

"There is no rule of the civil law, as adopted into 

all modern °aunic ipal codes and systems, better understood 

than this - that if money is advanced by one party to a 

mutual contract, on the condition and stipulation that 

something shall be afterwards paid or a,er. formed by the 

other party, and the latter Tarty fails in performing his 

part of the contract, the former is entitled to repayment 

of his advance on the ground of failure of consideration. 

In the Roman system the demand for repayment tool, the 

form of a cóndictio causa data causa non s©cuta, or a 

condictio sine causa, or a condictio indebiti, accorcinto; 

to the particular circumstances, In our prr ctice these 

remedies arc represe ted by the action of restitution and 

the action of repetition. And in all systems of juris- 
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p'prud.{: nce there mst be similar remedies, for the rule 

which they ere intended to enforce is of universal appli- 

cation in mutual contracts. If a person contract to 

build me a house and stipulate that I shall advance him 

a certain portion of the --rice before he begins to briní; 

his materials to the ground, or to perform any Dart of 

the work, the ° -oney so advanced may certainly be recovered 

back if he never performs any part, or any available part 

of hi: contract. No doubt if he perform a part and then 

f it in completing the contract, I shall be bound in 

equity to allow him credit to the extent to which I am 

lucratus by his materials and labour, but no further; ^ .d 

if I em not lucratus at all. I shall be entitled to rope - 

tition of the whole advance, however great his expendi- 

ture and consequent loss may have been,.` 

This statement of the law, as well as the passa{res 

from the institutional writers, was cited with full ap- 

proval by the Lords in the Cantiere San. Rocco case (1923 

ä.C. (d.L.) 105) , is the leading modern Scottish 

authority. It was there observed that, so far as con- 

cerned the recovery of advance payments, the decisions in 

Chandler v. Webster (5.90g i K.B.493) and other Corona- 

florin cases were not in conformity with the lay of Scot- 

land. Chandler v. liebster was, however, overruled in 

Fibrosa v. Fairbairn Lawson (ff9437 A.C.32) , where Lord 

Macmillan noted (at D. 59. See also Buckland in Harvard 

L.R.XLVI,p.1261) that the law of Scotland following in 
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this respect the Roman law, had fully accented the prin- 

ciple of restitution. The difference between English 

and Scots law on the matter vias discussed in that case 

r >nd the House, overruling certain prior English cases, 

admitted the principle of restitution of unjust benefit 

in English law. "Unjust enrichment, i.e. enrichment by 

reason of the thing being received and the consideration 

and return failing - the principle of preventing, that 

underlies as a reason the doctrine of restitution". 

(Cantiere San Rocco, supra, 117 per Lord Sham,) 

Renetition 

The recovery of money paid under the mistaken be- 

lief that it Zeiss due is effected in Scotland by the ac- 

tion still often called by its Roman name of condictlo 

indebiti (Buckland, Textbook) , This may be regarded 

as a special instance of the obligation of restitution 

and it is so classified by Stair (1,7,9): Bell (Pr., 

6.531) lays down the general rule that "whatever has been 

paid on an erroneous conception of duty or obligation may 

be recovered on the ground of equity. provided the per- 

son receiving it has no reason, on natural right, in- 

plied donation, or compromise, to rely on the acquisi- 

tion as his own." Erskine (I11.3,64) points out that 

the obligation arises, "not from any explicit consent or 

agreement of parties but solely from equity ", and that 
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view hrs been affirmed in :zany judgments. Masters and 

Seamen of Dundee v. Cockerill ((1869) 8 M. 278) is one 

instance. In Henderson v. Turnbull (1909 :ß.C.510,517) 

Lord Lo., said: "The pursuers' claim .... is a condietio 

indebiti, which is e purely equitable remedy, and the 

person claiming repayment can only recover if he proves 

that the payment was made in ignorance or error ".. and 

Lord Ardwall (iblc.., 521): "Now the condietio indebiti 

is an equitable rertedy and will not be granted by the 

Court unless it clearly appears that it would be inequit- 

able for the narty to whom a payment has been made to re - 

tain the sums alleged to have been paid in error." 

In Roman law the condictio indebiti v s el known 

form of action: it was an actio stricti iuris but mould 

be excluded by a naturalis obli atio end the error prob- 

ably must have been one of fact and not of law, except 

in special cases (Buckland, Textbook, 542). Pothier (I. 

141) noted that the right of repetition is "wholly founded 

on equity, haec condietio ex bono et aequo introducta, 

and on the rule of equity which does not allow that one 

ran shall enrich himself at the expense of another .... 

The action, called condietio indebiti, is an entire res- 

titution which equity affords against an erroneous pa.y 

ment. Now it is the nature of all restitutions against 

any act, to place the parties in the same situation as 

they were before" (ibid., 1,143) 
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The Scottish nctior: closely follows the Roman coun- 

terpart and, as in that system, "though positive low could 

not have forced the payment of a ::um clue by an obligation 

merely natural, yet being once paid, it cannot bo again 

recovered by him who made the payment for as the action 

for repayment is introduced merely froni equity, it cannot 

be admitted where the said sum paid was due in equity" 

(Ersk.III,3,54; Bell, Pr. 0.532). This pro- 

vision was founded on in Carrick v. Carle ((1778), nor. 

2931) where a cautioner paid, in ignorance of the septen- 

nial limitation of his obligation, and sought to recover 

the money: it was pleaded that the money was due lure 

n_aturali, yet repetition was ordered. 

A point of some interest is whether the error which 

allows of repetition is only error of fact or whether it 

extends also to error of law (see discussion in Gloag,32). 

Dut even in eases of error of law "a party ,:Dill be re- 

lieved af;ainst such a payment, if in the circumstances it 

be inequitable for the arty receiving the money to prof- 

it by the mistake of the other" (13e11,Pr.g.534). In 

Dickson v. Halbert ((1854) 10 D.586. Reference was made 

to Story and Chancery authority) the Court did not treat 

the cose, which was a reduction of a discharge granted 

sino causa in ignorance of legal rights, os one of proper 

condictio indebiti but recognised that "the mero form 

which the demand happens to take does not alter the 
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"substantial equity between the parties ,° nd the 'whole 

Cectrine on this subject is rested on equity, and 

nothin else" (ibid., 591, per L,:;. Robertson), and held 

the discharge reducible. Lord Ivory said: "But if, on 

the -)Ist of the person receiving, there be no ground of 

claim, there is no equity that he shall keel') that to 

which on no conceivable footing had he any legal right. 

In Armour v. Glasgow Royal Infirmary (1909 S . C .916. Cf. 

Ministry of Health v. Si son, L95 . A. C. 251, 270) repe- 

tition of money paid under a mistake of law seems to 

have been allowed without question. T3ankton (1.8,23) 

has no doubt, and the contrary authority is unconvincing. 

(G1oag, 62, noto 4). 

More (Note F) goes on to say that as repetition is 

founded on equity it will be barred whore by negligence 

misconduct or delay on the part of the individual making 

the mistake, injury would accrue to the other party. 

Negligence in general is not a bar (Gloag,62), but t?nere 

is some old authority for " :tom's proposition and it seems 

consonant with abstract equity that recovery should be 

barred if the creditor has altered his ?position on the 

faith of payment. 

Karnes treats of the subject under Errors in Deeds 

and Covenants (p.197) and it is apparent that this head 

of quasi -- contract has lon-; been accepted in Scotland with 

cases goinu back to at bast the Seventeenth Century 

(Mor.2923 et seq.) 
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IPcoMenue 

"The obligation of rec unerrt1.on or reeomnence is 

that bond of the low of nature, obliginp to do one rood 

deed for another" (Stair, I.8,1) . Erskine defines the 

obligation es that "by which a person who is --1 -de richer 

throu;h the occasion, or by the act of ,another, .ithout 

any purpose of donation, is bound to indemnify that other 

..." (1I1,1,10), and from this Bell derived his defini- 

tion (Pr. 8.538). He goes on As this obli ation is 

strongly founded in equity, the laws of all civilised 

nations have adopted it , even in the case of pupils 

though they cannot be bound by any contract." But it 

has been pointed out that these definitions are too aide 

and cover cases of merely incidental advanta -;e °?here ne 

loss has been suffered and the essence of e. claim is 

recouponse for one's profit iron another's loss. In fact 

the essential elements of loss and profit are expressed 

in the maxim, nemo debet locupletari ex aliena lactura, 

which is found in Scotland as early as 1541 (Somerville 

v. Hamilton, .:or. 890:.;. Cf. Balfour, 333 -4) , and which 

Lord Dunedin described in Sinclair v. Bróugham (0791A7 

A . C .398 , 434) as "supereminent equity". It Is clear 

that there is no obli{ etion to reco ease where a man 

reaps an occasional or consequential bonef:it from another's 

action (Burns v. M#Lollan's Cre., (1735), :nor. 15402) 

and Eames (p. 90 . instances the possibility of ono person 
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profiting by the better -price he obtains in a limited 

market when a competitor'' . goods are destroyed by acci- 

dental calamity, which rives no ground for a claim of 

recompense. The benefit in such a case is purely in- 

cidental and neither party willed the detriment nor the 

benefit. 

The equitable nature of the obligation has been 

judicially affirmed in many cases. In Buchanan v. 

Stewart ((1874) 2 R. 78,81) Lord Leaves said: The claim 

to recompense is an equitable claim, and our lay; is 

favourable to equitable claims." In Stewart v. 

Steuart ((1878) 6 R. 145, 149), Dames's Equity was refer- 

red to and Lord President Inglis said "Now, recompense 

is a remedial obligation well known to the law, but that 

obligation is founded on the consideration that the party 

making: the demand has been put to some expense or some 

disadvantage, and by reason of that expense or disadvan- 

tage there has been a benefit created to the party from 

whom he makes the demand .... " In Yellowlees v. .lex- 

ander ((1882) 9 R. 763) , Lord Young thought the case was 

"within the equitable doctrine of recompense, and that it 

would be inequitable and contrary to that doctrine to al- 

low the trust- estate to benefit .... " 

Lord Dunedin in Edinburgh Tramways v. Courte 

(1909 S.C. 99 , 105. Similarly Lord Anderson in Newton v. 

evton, 1925 S.C. 715, 723) said after criticising Bell's 
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definition. '` ... the truth is that it is on equitable 

doctrine and the basis of the equitable doctrine, I 

think, lies upon the olc brocard, nomo debet locuplet.ri 

ex alien iactura. I notice that that is the basis of 

Pothier s definition of it his definition boinp really 

practically no more than a translation of the brocard= 

Trayner (p. 377: has noticed the naxim Lord Dunedin.men- 

tions in the alternative for,.l, nemo debet ex alieno danno 

lucrati, and he calls it a maxim of the Roman lam, 

founded upon equity, the principle of which has been 

adopted by the Scotch law, and he instances nej otiorum 

Eestóres. 

Under the heading of reco pence Stair includes n re- 

tiorum ce$tio (1,8,3) -nd general average .I,8,8), but 

these special cases are best treated separately. The 

typical cases where there -lay be a claim for recompense 

in n-nodern law are three:- expenditure on a property in 

the bona fide belief of ownership founds a claim of 

recompense on divestiture in so far as it has proved 

beneficial to the true opiner; a claim ,ay be made under 

recompense for the price of roods :hen for soie reason a 

direct contractual claim for the price is bad; and 

lastly, when a party doing work under a contract has de- 

erted so far from the terms of the contract that a claim 

for the °:rice is excluded, he is entitled to be recompen- 

sed for the work done if accepted by the other party. 
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In Graham v. .fetcher' s Exor. ((1870) 9 M. 298, 302) an 

agent who had voluntarily advanced *coney for insurance 

premiums wa.s held entitled to recover on the basis of 

equity, and the analogies of negotiörum ~estio ond sal- 

vage were rooted. 

Reco:noense has no application as between parties 

to an express contract; the remuneration must be regu- 

latod by the contract: nor does it apply to a claim for 

payment for extra work done under a contract. But <i.f 

there is no express provision for -Payment a claim of the 

nature of recompense may be brought more properly on the 

basis of quantum meruit, i.e. the value of the goods or 

services, than on g3lantum lucratus, i.e. the benefit 

conferred. 

th.ile expenditure nay have been made in circumstances 

which light afford a claim of recompense, it is also es 

sential that the parson against whom the claim is Pre 

ferred has been enriched. so that the receipt of a debt 

lawfully c'.u© will not subject to liability to t person 

from whom the debtor borrowed the money. As Rames puts 

it, equity will withstand an attempt to obtain a gain at 

another's expense, by riving a claim to recomrense, but 

w.1ll not come between two parties striving to escape the 

loss threatened by the insolvency of the common debtor 

(Kames, 99) . 

Any claim for recompense is limited to the amount 
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expended, cnd it must be shown that the value of the sub- 

ject has been enhanced by the expenditure (Gloag, 331) . 

gut exceptionally a sacrifice made by one to avert a 

threatened danger to himself and others may subject to 

contribution, a variant form of a claim of recompense. 

In its fully -developed form this appears in maritime law 

as the lex Rhoda. de iactu or general average. But in 

certain cases, not fully within the principle of general 

average, a claim of the nature of recompense is co? pet- - 

ent , as, for example, where the owners of cargo in a ship 

held to ransom by a privateer were held bound to contrib- 

ute (Lord Saltoun v. Ritchie, (1710), ß.I.13421. Kames,98. 

See also Leslie v. Loran. M.13317 , ) 

Karnes' View of Recompense 

Karnes treats the subject of recommense under the gen- 

eral heading of benevolence, and the powers of a court of 

enuity to remedy the irz )erfections of coon law, with 

respect to that natural duty (p. 89). !ye cites the typ- 

ical case of the bona fide possessor and notes the applic- 

ability of the maxim, new debet - observing pertinently 

that the gain must arise b means of the loss (pp. 91 -2) 

end that it extends not only to action directed positively 

to benefit the other's property, but also directed to the 

prevention of loss or damage, as in the repair of a flood- 

bank ( 98). Nevertheless he thinks the general I 
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may be too co iprehensive and misleading (T)p. 91 -2) , a 

view which has since been justified, as not every gain 

from another's loss will found a claim to recompense 

Implied Contracts and Quantum. Meruit 

Cire»mstances may arise when a claim may be made 

c nd there is doubt whether the remuneration is attribut- 

able to the obli,ation of recompense or to the kindred 

conception of implied contract. Such are cases of the 

supply of roods or services without any agreement as to 

the terms of the contract which is in fact being executed. 

.'hile it is plain that justice demands that the party ob- 

liged should make a fair payment for the advantage there- - 

by conferred on him, this may be justified theoretically 

on either ground although in practice the decision of 

this point may well not arise, and in decided cases of 

this nature, judicial opidion has favoured both views 

(e.g. Landless v. Wilson, (1880) 8 R. 289 (architect's 

plans) ; :Harding() v. Clarke, (1854) 18 U. 012 (tutor) ; 

,ellor v. Beardmore, 1927 S.C. 597 (employee's invention 

used by master) ; Anderson v. Añdersan, ( 1869) 8 c.l57 

(farm mana{ er) .) But despite this, as Gloag points out 

(p. 328) , a decision one way or other may be of importance 

as the basis of calculation of the rate and amount of re- 

ward varies according to which theory is adopted. 
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volves a claim measured by the benefit conferred on the 

recipient and irrespective of the -recise cost of that 

benefit to the doer, provided always that he has sus- 

tained cone loss the by+ The claim is commonly said to 

be ouantum lu.cratus. On the other hand, a claim based 

on an implied contract is measured smantum meruit . by 

a- ;cortaininr. a fair and reasonable remuneration for the 

work done, just as if the matter had been expressly retu -- 

lated by contract. In each case it is -probably true 

that the only means of ascertaining the measure of bene- 

fit a man enjoys by another e s action in such circumstan- 

ces, is to ascertain the ordinary rate 'hich he would 

have had to .ay to obtain the same benefit by express 

contract. and this result renders the distinction pos- 

sibly an academic Question. Yet there may be circum -- 

stances where the one a xplanatI on is appropriate and not 

the other, as whore it was held that an architect had 

neither express nor implied authoritT to order plans. 

but that any used had to be paid for on the principle 

of reco-mense (Kxox and.Robb v. Scottish Garden Suburb 

o., 1013 Ü.C. £372.) 

A claim for recompense is in general excluded where 

there is a contract regulating t :e relations of parties : 

it is available only There there is no contract. or where 

action upon the contract existinc is precluded in so re my 
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But the existence of a contract does not always pre- 

clude a claim for payment quantum meruit. The -,lost ob- 

vious instance of this is where the contract contains no 

provisions for remuneration. It is not Cifficult to 

discover in such a case an irmlied term in the contract 

to pay a reasonable rato for the work done (G loa 9 . 201). 

The justification of such implications hos been variously 

described as "presumed intention of the parties, and .... 

reason" ('Sowen L.J. in The Moorcock, (18A9) 14 P. D . 64 ) 

end public policy (Gloag, 289) . Dut in at least the 

older Scottish cases the Court seems to have acted as -uch 

on grounds of equity as on evidence of general practice 

in analogous cases hich appears to be the more modern 

rule. So it is suggested that the implication of im- 

mediate entry where a lease contains no provision relat- 

ive thereto was firz>t arrived at on the provnd that it 

scorned fair and reasonable to the judicial mind (Seton 

v. White, (1679) , M.15173) . And it is submitted that 
the eçuitable justification is still the theoretical 

basis of such rule-, end that evidence of similar and 

analogous cases cannot be tore than evidential and per 

suasive see Gloag, 294) . The Court would not adopt a 

rule even if of inveterate practice, if in conflict with 

justice and reason. 

:infield has su;ested (Province, 157) that only 

one application of cryuantum meruit is truly quasi-contrac- 

tual that is where on breach of contract the injured 
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Party may sue for what he has done under the contract or 

for damages for the breach. The contract is at an end 

and this is to be distinguished from the case where quan.- 

tun meruit is taken as a basis of remuneration when that 

is not fixed by the contract itself 

Neflotiorun Gestio 

The obligations involved in ne ötiorup cestio have 

been included by Stair (I,8,3) under the head of recd, 

Dense though elsewhere it is treated separately rsk.III. 

3,52; Be11,Pr. §.540) . The ground of this obligation is 

because it is frequent for men to ro abroad upon their af- 

fairs, supposing quickly to return, and leave no mandate 

for managing of anything .... Those who interpose them- 

selves in such cases, do necessarily and profitably for 

the good of the absent, and so are under no delinquence; 

neither are they presaqed to ift their pains and expen- 

ses; nor hsve they any conventional obligation upon 

their part: and yet, though there were no Positive law 

for it, the very light of nature would teach us it ought 

to be recompensed; and therefore can be no other than an 

obediential or natural obligation, by the authority of 

Cod, and our obedience to him. Grotius cloth not own 

this obligation as natural, but as arising ex lefe civili 

.... But the contrary appeareth, not only from what is 

said, but by the testimony of the law itself, which 
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"reckons oblt.gationem negotiorum F._estorum, not among con- 

tracts or obligations, or actions ex lei. but amo.nn those 

Which aro 2yasi ex contractu. 

Bankton explains it briefly 1,9,24): "Nef otiorum 

gestor, that is , a Doer or Arent in enother verso n' s af- 

fairs, deserves a reco arense , at least .lust be refunded 

his expenses." Erskine defines it (III 3,53) cs the 'man- - 

agement of one's affairs in his absence . by another. with - 

out a mandate from the owner", e.nd Karnes ( .11¢3 ,note (a) ) 

would add to this that "Equity accordingly holds the 

mandate as granted." 

The relationshin has frequently been held to proceed 

on the basis of implied mandate (ore's Lectures, 1.295. 

citing older cases) and it i 'poses the sa-le duty to col- 

plate :,hat he has begun, to take reasonable care Kolbsn 

v. United phi in Co. , 1931 b C. ( -L.I .) z4) end to se- 

count for all his manarpement, as if he had acted under an 

eixoress mandate. The cases where the relationship has 

been admitted fall broadly; into the categories of acting 

spontaneously for on absent person or for an incapax (see 

casos in Gloat -.:, 354). In such a case the gestor has a 

claim a(;sinst the principal for the reimbursement of his 

expenses bone fide incurred even thourh they should not 

have proved beneficial. In this res?ect the claim is 

wider than one for recompense. but if the expenditure 

has not proved beneficial the ,aestor -u: t probably show 
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that there was so ething of the nature of an emergency 

to justify his action. 

That such an obligation and its consequential obli- 

gations are equitable appears undoubted. In Fulton v. 

Fulton ((1864) 2 at. 39',.3) a party interveninE on behalf of 

a pupil Chas designated a pro -tutor but Lord leaves point 

ed out that it was merely a form of nggötiorum ggptio and 

an equitable obligation. 

As Karnes points out (p. 110), the fundamental justi- 

fication for implying the mandate to the Eastor to act is 

equitable, very much as the Court originally implied an 

immediate entry in e lease when no term vas specified, 

because that see'led just and reasonable (5eton v. Vrhite , 

(1679), 21or. 15173). 

In the Roman law this quasi -contractual relationship 

was first recognised by the praetors utilitatis causa and 

later extended under the influence of the jurists to ih -- 

elude services cf every kind, and enforced by the aetlo 

gggptiorum estorum directa (Dig. 111,5; Code , ii ,18) , and 

from t'iat source it has been adopted into Scots law pro - 

ceeding on the basis that unjust enrichment should not be 

countenanced (More, Note G) . Nevertheless there are c om- 

par,atively few early references to the doctrine; there 

are entions in spotiswoode (p. 224) , Nicolson (fol. 26GÛ 

(1621)) , and Hope (Major pr. II,1E3 , 4) - and of the half- - 

dozen cases in rbrleon (9273 et sea.), the earliest is 

1676. 
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Kemes treated negotiorum gestio under the general 

duty of benevolence ( 117) , He says that when ''ef 

fects are left without pro or management, and where ruin 

rust ensue, if no person of benevolence be moved to inter- 

pose", friendship and goodwill have an opportunity, and 

"when a proprietor is benefited by such acts of friend- 

ship or benevolence, justice and gratitude clairl froa?i 

e retribution, to the extent of at least the benefit re- 

ceived. This is not quite a statement of the law in 

accordance with the authorities, for it seeIs to imply 

that the gestor is to receive the value of the service 

done. In fact this is not so. But the next sentence 

corrects this '.?isap.nrehension, by considering the possi- 

bility of the destruction of the benefit. "Service 

undertaken by a friend upon an urgent occasion advan- 

ces gre: titude from a virtue to be a duty; and binds me 

to recompense my friend so far as he has laid out his own 

r?cney in order to do me service." 

Later (p. 120; he cites the cese of the master of a 

ship ransoming the cargo from a privateer, and entitled 

thereby to recover from the owners of the cargo. This 

seems to refer to the case of Salton v. Ritchie ((1710) 

or. 13421). 

The English lee on the matters covered in this cha. 

ter is so different from Scots that no useful purpose 

would be served by discussing it. It is sufficient to 
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say that until recently quasi- contract or restitution 

hss been prs.eti.cally unknown as such in English law and 

its scope is pra.ctic.ally confined fro the recovery of 

money paid in error or for a consideration which has 

failed (Fibrosa v. Fairbairn, L19437 A.C.32). But it 

is noteworthy that the action of assur psit, the English 

equivalent of repetition, was not devised by the Court 

of Chancery but was a common -law remedy; but Lord 

: ansf leld in the leading case of "oses v. Macf tr1an 

((1760) 2 Burr. 1005) described it as equitable in the 

bcottish rather than the Chancery sense This case was 

the beginning of the modern development of quasi- contract 

in England (see Lord L ;uriner in Sinclair v. Brotvham, 

5.91) A.C. 378, 454, and Chitty on Contracts, 76 et 
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Chanter IX 

iariti Sze Equities 

Having considered the means whereby the law of 

Scotland equitably provides for the recompense of cer- 

tain voluntary services and the avoidance of unjustified 

enriebmont of one particular party at the expense of an- 

other, it is necessary to examine two kindred concep- 

tions peculiar to maritime law yet not fundamentally 

different from frozi, the casos of quasi- contract already con- 

sidered. These are the obligation: of salvage and 

General Average. 

Salvap'e 

The term salvare is annlied both to the services 

nerforr od by rerson s who act , though unc e r no contract- 

ual obligation, in saving property or life (life ealvage 

was added by statute: see now 7erchant Shipping Act, 

1894, s. 544, and Carver, § 329 -31: it was not rcco; 

nised by the general maritime law. For the subjects of 

salvage see The Gas Float Whitton (N©. 2), L189_ P.42.) 

in danger at sea, and also to the monetary reward given 

to such persons for their services. It will be seen at 

once that the service is akin. to that for which recompense 

is due by Scots law under the quasi- contractual heading 

of neF otioru gIrtio (The Liffey. (1887) 6 Asn. I.C.255: 
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so too :infield . Prov. of Tort, 156. treats salvaPe es 

quasi-contractual.) And it appears that. by a natural 

extension of that 7rincinle, a salvor has an undoubted 

right at co-r on l <ìv in >cotland to recompense for his 

action (_.stair.. 1,8,3; Bankton. 1,8,3 and 4; Bell, Pr. 

538-41). w!iereas in En ;land salvare reward would not 

appear to be due at common law but only in the maritime 

law (F .leke v. Scottish Imperial Insce. eta., (1886) 34 

Ch. . 234 , X348. Carver on Carriare by Sea, § 323.) In 

this matter the ' aritirne law administered in the English 

Court of Admiralty has been declared the sane as the 

maritime lay administered by the Courts in Scotland 

(Currie v. WKnight, (1896) 24 R. (I .L.) 1), and it par - 

takes more of the nature of international lay than any 

other branch of jurisprudence (Bell, Co-1.,I,497.) In 

Currie Lord Chancellor Falsbury, affirmir ̂  that iaronos- 

ition, stated the reason as being that both countries' 

mrritime law v.'as derived from the same source 'which he 

describes as the lays of Oleron, supplemented by the 

civil law Lord Watson, agreeing, referred to Profes- 

sor í3e11 ' 
s dictum (Corn. , T,497) and certain older casos 

bearing out this view of the natter (Wood v. Hamilton, 

(1788), Mor. 6269, 3 Paton Anp.148; Boettcher v. 

Carron !Có1., (1861) 23 D. 331, per Ld. Pres. Inglis. ; , 

and it is clear that salva fe is recognised in the mari- 

time lay of Scotland too . Bell defines salvage (Prin., 
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443) is "a reward or reco_r-lense riven to those by 

means of whose labonr, intrepidity, or perseverance, a 

ship or goods .... have been saved from shiotwreck, fire 

or capture .... It rests on plain principles of equity.. 

and a right of This definition is echoed, in 

Hart in the same words, in the Commentaries I, 63O) , the 

author adding that in Scotland the regulations respecting 

salvage form part of the common law. 

To qualify as salvage the services rendered must 

have been rendered in rescuing the property from impend - 

lflß danger at sea and have appreciably contributed to 

effect that rescue (Carver, S 332.. See also Clan Steam 

TrapliqE Co. v. Aberdeen Steam Trawl .; Co. , 1908 S.C. 

651, per Lord Justice -Clerk at 657, Lord Ardwall at 658.) 

The determination of the amount of salvage by the Court 

depends on the nature of the services rendered, the de 

grec of dan er, the value of the property saver:, the 

risks run by the salvors, their enterprise, endurance 

and skill, and the severity and duration of their lab- 

ours, which must all be taken into consideration (Carver, 

Ñ 344: Abbott, 965.) 

The origin of the right of the salvor ascribed. 

by Sir Christopher Robinson in The Calypso ((1828) 2 

Hagg. 209,217) -Go the Roman low principle of nemotiorum 

ceptio. "It will be found., I think ", he said, "that 

both these forms of selvar,e (civil and military) resolve 
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the :ìsel ves into the equity of rewarding spontaneous ser- 

vices, rendered in the protection of the lives and prop- 

erty of others. This is a general principle of equity, 

and it wes considere0 as riving a cause of action in the 

Roman law; and from that source it was adopted by juris- 

dictions of this nature in the different parts of . urcx)e. 

This is the account which Sir William Wiseman, was 

judge of this Court, gives of the origin of salvage. 

Referring to the title in the Digest (1)i.[;. ,iii,5,De nge - 

tii estio) , he says (Law of Lays, 90):- 'Upon the 

equity hereof is that proceeding in the Admiralty Court 

clearly justified, whereby, if a ship, bein set upon by 

pirates or by enemies, shall be rescued by another ship 

seasonably co1'!n< to her rescue, it charges the ship that 

is thus redeemed with salvage money to the other that did 

so endanger herself to preserve her; that recompense 

being but in lieu of all damage t ereby sustained, and 

for future encouragement to others to fight in the defence 

of those that they see assailed.' Considering all sal- 

vage, therefore, to be founded on the equity of remuner- 

ating private and individual services, a court of justice 

should be cautious not to treat it on any other principle." 

Salvage is then clearly a quasi -contractual conception 

(Winfield, Province, l59; Jackson, 124) akin to recom- 

pense and neept.iorura restio and only differing in being 

peculiar to maritime law. Bankton (5,8, 4 and 8) men- 

tions it under the head of restitution, and again under 
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recompense (1,0,40) defines it as tta Recompense to those 

that were assistant in saving and recovering goods that 

wore in hazard of ?ferishin ,, upon a ship's; being strand- 

ed, or having suffered shipwreck: the expense and nains 

the ?arty was at upon the occasion, and the value of the 

goods saved. , must regulate the amount of the same: if 

there was a previous agreement, that must be the rule 

for awarding it; .... and the goods may be detained till 

it is satisfied." 

In The Gas Float Whitton No. 2 (jT806 P.42, affil. 

/1895 A. C .337) Lord Esher, M.R. , quotes a number of des - 

cr. i)tions arc definitions of salvage, among them that in 

Kent's Commentaries on American Law (12th edn. ,vol. iii, 

245) to the following effect:- "Salvage is the corspen- 

sotion allowed to persons by whose assistance a ship or 

its cargo has boon saved in whole or in part from impend - 

ing danger, or recovered from actual loss, in cases of 

shipwreck, derelict or recapture .... The equitable doc- 

trine of salvage came from the Roman law, and it was ad- 

opted by the Admiralty jurisdictions in the different 

countries of Europe," The point at issue in that case 

was whether a floating boat -shaped gas cylinder carrying 

a light which had broken adrift could be a subject of sal- 

vage. Tho Court of Appeal held that the gas -float, not 

being a ship or part thereof, nor cargo or heck, could 

not be the subject- matter of e salvage claim in the Court 
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of Admiralty . `;'hile this decisión is eccenteb1e in 

Scotland, it may be observed that in >cotland, differing 

herein l'ro 1 the law of England, a claim of recompense 

;licht possibly still have been competently _ ̂ ade by the 

salvors, if they had sustained loss in effecting the ser-- 

vico or of ne otiorum estio otherwise. The measure of 

r faunerr Lion would however have been materially c iffcr- 
ont, as salvage rewards are more liberal than those of 

recompense, or ne otiorurz , estio. 
The distinction between the English common law, 

which knew nothing of n otiorum gestic?... and Admiralty 
law was commented on by Bowen L.J. à_n the case of alel_e 

((1886) 34 Ch.l). at 248 see too Yonnedy on Civil Sal - 

vage, 3rd edn. , 7) : in zcots law the existence of other 

quasi -contractual doctrines minimises this distinction 

into ono of Merely measure of ro and , though it may be 

doubted whether the salvor's lien over the goods saved 

has any counterpart in negotiorun estio, but there seems 

no meson in princi <>1e why it should not exist. 

The further element of liberal reward is 'however ad - 

littea. in the maritime low for which the Roman law did 

not sup_ l y the foundation. Salvage, as Story said, is 

a mixed question of arivate right and nubile roi icy 

(cited in The Albion (1PO1) , Lush. 284. Carver, S 323, 

rests salvage entirely on policy) , and stands on a 

broader basis than tho "equity of remunerating private 
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and individual services". The reward is assessed by the 

Court, neither as a compensation pro oere et labore, nor 

accordinr to the measure of direct benefit conferred by 

the ;;'articular salva= e service upon the ship -owner and 

the cargo -owner, who are chars ::eoble :Jith the payment of 

the reward Indeed in the case of claims for the saving 

of life - the preservation of passengers or crew - the 

owners of ship and cargo often pay for that from which 

they hove received no benefit at all, They are lade to 

co so, because public policy and the interests of human- 

ity and commerce require that they should (Kennedy,,o. 

cit 8.) So too in The Fusilier ((1835) Br. and Lush. 

341 , 347) , Dr Lushington said : "Salvage is governed by a 

due regard for the general interest of ships and marine 

com erce . " Dowen L.1. justified the encouragement of 

salvage services by liberal or, at least, adequate reward 

in Faicke (34 C h. D. 234, 248) in t'iese words: "The mari- 

time law, for the purposes of public policy, and for the 

advantage of trade, imposes in these cases a liability on 

the thing saved -- a liability which is a special conse- 

quence arising out of the character of mercantile enter- 

prise, the nature of sea perils, and the fact that the 

thing saved was saved under great stress and exceptional 

circumstances ", and he goes on to point out that the ob- 

ligation is ,eculiar to ships and goods in period at sea. 

Normally to entitle to reward a salvage service 
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r:ìust be successful and confer some benefit on the owner 

of the salved property (Portland v. S. . "Ahdeek" Shares 

Có. Ltd., (1900) 8 S.L.T. 81.) If, however, the service 

has been rendered at request, a reward in the nature of 

recompense may be viven even if the salvage has not been 

completed The "Tarbert ", ,[ =9217 P.372,376) , and in the 

same wog a payment in the nature of recompense may be 

Omen even in the event of entire lack of success (The 

"tAurust Korff", LT90.37 P. 166) and such .would be in ac- 

cordance A.th the common law of 5cotl a nd (Bell, Pr . , A 

538.) There are however singularly few statements of 

principle in the Scottish cases on salvage. 

In The Liffey ((1387) 6 Asp.M.C.255,256) , Sir James 

Hannen, P., said: "In this Court happily °.e deal Tith 

matters on equitable princi nlos, and we are not tied down 

to the strict rules of the common law. It appears to me 

that, on every principle of justice, this man must be en- 

titled to something in the nature of salvage .... It is 

perfectly plain that salvage does not depend upon any 

express contract because the whole thing: could be done 

without the shipowner having any 'cnowled {fie on the subject; 

but, once being done, then by reason of the facts the 

shipowner becomes liable to do that which is right and 

fair, viz., to make a compensation to the man who has 

restored to him property which but for his exertions would 

have been lost." 
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In The Five .steel Barges ((1 890) 15 P.D.142,146) 

the same judge described the jurisdiction which the 

ourt of Admiralty exercise in salvage cases as being 

"of a peculiarly equitable character. The right to 

salvage may arise out of an actual contract: but it 

does not necessarily do so. It is a presumption of 

law arising out of the fact that property has been 

saved that the owner of the property who had had the 

benefit of it should make remuneration to those who 

have conferred the benefit upon him, notwithstanding 

that he has not entered into any contract on the sub- 

ject. I think that proposition equally applies to a 

men who has had a benefit arising out of the saving of 

the property." 

Salvage .reo__?ents 

Mille salvage is essentially quasi- contractual and 

independent of any contract, it is quite competent for 

the salvors end those on the salved ship to come to an 

agreement os to the amount of salvage payable for a par- 

ticular salvage service and such an agree _?ent will be 

en'orced by the Courts. An agree::ent does not, how- 

ever, alter the eh rector of the salvage service, which 

rer-eins a salvage contract and one for salvage remunera- 

tion (Kennedy, 246). Dr Lushington stated the law on 

this matter in The He ((1851) 15 Jur.183) as follows:- - 
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hen e eree gents are made at sea between salvors and 

stars of vessels, the Court will always be very desir- 

ous to confirm them, if it can do so consistently with 

equity --:nd justice. The Court would be very reluctant, 

under ordinary circumstances, to disturb an agreement 

made between parties on account of the sum appcarir,,,. too 

large or too small, but I do not soy that there are not 

cases in which I should not hesitate for a single moment 

to pronounce against an groement." Of course, the 

Court may also hold the contract avoided by fraud, mis- - 

state} ent or non -disclosure of facts material to the sel - 

vage service. 

So here an agreement is sought to be enforced and 

the Court of Admiralty finds that the Price of the sal- - 

vage services is disproportionate to the nature and value 

of those services and the agreement was wrung from those 

in e,eril, the Court es e court of equity rlust disregard 

the agree: lent. The Court will have re rard to the fact 

that the parties were not contracting on equal terms 

(The Mark Lane, (1890) 15 P .D .135. See e lso The Medina, 

(1876) 1 P.D.272; 2 P.ß.5.) Story stated the duty of 

the Court to reduce such agreements in The {Emulous 

(quoted in Kennedy, 259. See also Buchanan v. Barr and 

Shearer, (1867) 5 Y. 973: The Hestia, 0.89g P.193,199), 

as follows:- " Ibo system of jurisprudence purporting to 

be founded on moral or religious, or even rational 
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"Principles, coulc tolerate for a moment the doctrine that 

a salvor might avail hinself of the Gala- lities of others 

to force upon them a contractüniust, oppressive and ex- 

orbit .nt: that he miryht turn the -rice of safety into 

the price of ruin; that he might turn an act demanded by 

Christian and public duty, into traffic of profit, uhich 

would outrage human feelings and disgrace human justice. 

So in The Port Caledonia and the Anna (T90L P.104) 

a pro,,ise of salvage reward made by a master when in irl... 

rainent danger of fouling another vessel was reduced because 

in the circumstances it was an "inequitable, extortionate 

and unreasonable agreement", and it is ;Jell -- established 

law that the Court ;gill set aside a salvage agree nent,not 

only where tainted b: fraud, or induced by innocent mis 

representation of a material fact , but where it appears 

to be exorbitant, unreasonable and altogether inequitable 

to rive effect to it. 

This appears to have been the rule of the neneral 

maritime law from the earliest times and is reconised in 

the Laws of Oleron (Black Book of the Admiralty, e . 

T iss , II, 437) of the latter part of the Twelfth Century, 

and it was laid down as a fundamental rulo of the ad.?in- 

istratio_n of maritime law by Brett u. J. . in Akerblorn v. 

((l&7) 7 Q.B.D. 129, 132 -3) , founded on the fact 

that the parties cannot truly be said to be on equal 

terns. "The Court will try to discover", he said, "ca' -at, 
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"in the widest sense of the term. is, under the ')articu- 

lar circumstances of the articuler case, fair and just 

between the ;parties. If the parties have made no agree- 

ment, the Court will decide primarily what is fair and 

just .... If the parties have made an agreement, the 

Court will enforce it, unless it be manifestly unfair ^nd. 

unjust: but if it be manifestly unfair and unjust, the 

Court will disregard it, and decree what is fair and 

just." The salvos s are as much entitled to the equit- 

able jurisdiction of the Court as the owners of the sal- 

ved property, and an agreement -lay consequently be set 

aside as being inequitable on account of the smallness 

as well as of the exorbitancy, of the remuneration fixed 

(The Phantom, (1866) L.R. 1 A. and , 58) . The Court 

will carry an agreement into effect unless it is "total- 

ly contrary to the equity of the case" (The Helen and 

Goor , (1858) , Swab. 368,360 por Dr. Lushington.) To 

warrant the Court's intervention the discrepancy between 

the amount fixed and that which the Court considers fair 

and reasonable rust be considerable, nor will it suffice 

to show that one -:;arty or the other might have made a 

_dore prudent bargain. The Court may, further, intervene, 

if circumstances justify it, even after a payment has been 

made and a general discharge granted 

Equitable intervention by the Court ttlay also talc() 
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place uhen an agreensent has been entered into by those 

interested in the salvage reward rd v. s to its apportionment, 

either before or after the performance of the salvage 

service. Such an agreement will be enforced by the 

Courts but if it is vitiated by fraud, misrepresentation, 

or if the parties concerned are not in a sufficiently 

strong and independent position to defend their own inter- 

ests, it r° ay be sot aside, and it many always be set aside 

if the Court considers it inequitable and tending to take 

advantage of the inferior position and ignorance of the 

seamen as against the master and owners (The_Enchantress 

Lush.93); but not merely on the Freund that the Court 

might itself have arrived at a different apportionment. 

As in many other branches of equity, the policy of the 

law is to protect the persons placed in an inferior pos 

ition fron being overreached by those with greater know- 

ledge and advantages . Similarly, where an alleged cus- 

tomary scale of apportionment according to the usage of a 

particular occupation or locality is averred, it will be 

upheld only when shown to be equitable in all respects. 

Contribution to Salva e 

As a general rule every interest in the property bene- 

fited by the salvage service must contribute to the salvage 

reward, and each Hart of the salved property must contri b- 

ute rateably according to its value as salved, irrespective 
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of the degree of risk (Duncan v. Dundee Shipping, Coy., 

(106) 5 R. 742). The cargo is priiarily and equally 

with the ship liable for paynient of the reward though in 

Practice the shipowner frequently pays the whole of the 

salvage and recovers a proportion frori the cargo. Lia- 

bility is on all : "those who receive benefit and who would 

have suffered the loss fron which the exertions of the 

salvors have saved them" (Bell, Com.,I,597). In conse- 

quence of the equitable nature of the jurisdiction, a per- 

son without strict legal title to the property, but in- 

directly benefited by the services;, may be found liable 

to contribute (Five Steel Barges, j 8907 l5 P.D.142) 
If however the necessity for the salvage services 

has arisen through a breach of contract or Fluty on the 

part of the shipowner or of his servants , he cannot look 

to the cargo-owner for any contribution towards salvage, 

and if the cargo -owner has been compelled to nay for 

salvage services, he is entitled, to be indemnified by 

the shipowner for this cpenc iture. The principle was 

explained in The Ettrick ((1881) 6 P.D.127, per Cotton 

L , J.) : "It would be against equity to say that the per 

son who has himself done the wrongful act which caused 

the expenditure shall claim thereupon from anybody else'' , 

and a similar rule bas been applied to the right to 

general average contribution in respect of a jettison 

rendered necessary by the negligent navigation of the 
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ship (qtranE v. Scott:. (1889) 14 App.0 s.6Ol,3OC :) To 

bar the claie for contribution however the shipo.p3ner's 

fault must be actionable. 

It is unfortunate that there are so few Scottish 

statements of arme iple ac1mo fledging the equitable and 

quasi-- co_ntraetu- l foundation of salvage awards and the 

place cf equity in adjudicating upon salvage ?greo,ents 

but the identity of the maritime law of the two countries 

has led the Scottish courts to accept the English Adlir- 

alty cases without reserve,. _Jarly sottish cases on 

salvage are also lacking. One is Lutwidgo v. Gray in 

1735 (Mor. 13422) which Karnes criticises adversely (p. 

112) , as having been decided on common lay principles to 

the exclusion of equity. 

General Average 

The other quasi -contractual obligation connected 

with maritime law is that generally accented among mari - 

time nations and called from its origin the lex Rhodia de 

iactu, or more commonly to -day, general average. The 

term signifies the act of sacrificing part of the shin s 

cargo and apparel to avert total loss, the loss sustained 

thereby, and also the contribution levied on the joie - 

adventurers to recoup the losers (flaclachlan on ercha.nt 

Shipping, 5th edn.,732, quoting i..I.A. 1906. 66.) 
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This principle of law was adopted by all the maritime 

peoples of Europe from the ancient sea -law of Rhodes 

through the medium of the Roman law ( i .xiv,2,1) . 

"This law was not only received ornng the Romans but 

likewise holds by our custom and is become in effect the 

law of nations, being founded in natural equity" (Bankton, 

1, 9 , 29 .) aclachlan describes it as introduced and jus- 

tified by expediency and sanctioned by the principles of 

natural equity (p.734) . In England at lea. st for a time 

it was regarded as based on implied contract .bbott , 12t' 

edn. , 751, note. :infield, Province, 130, 182) , but Lord. 

Esher, . 
R. , repudiated this view in 1883, saying; that 

it was "not as a matter of contract but in consequence of 

a common danger, when natural justice requires tat ll 

should contribute to indemnify for the loss of property 

v.,hich is sacrificed by one in order that the whole ad .,. 

venture nny be saved" (Burton v. . mesh, (1883) 12 L.B.D. 

220. Cf. Story, § 490,) Lord Watson in Stránt v. Scott 

((1889) 14 App.Cas.601,607) rcuarked that the basis of 

the rule did not differ from that of claims of recompense 

for salvage services. "But in any aspect of it, the 

rule of contribution has its foundation in the tlainest 

equity." "The wisdom and equity of the rule"_ Abbott 

wrote (5th edn. ,342; 14th edn., 752) ' "will o honour to 

the memory of the State from whose code it has been de- 

rived, so long; as maritime commerce shall endure." 
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Do fro, the Maritime co- erce of the Aegean is 

sprung this 7rinciple of the sea --l-w common to all mari- 

time peoples. From the Greeks of Rhodes the principle 

was taken up by the Romans and the chapter of the Digest 

des.linr with examples of the rule has Drefaced to it the 

text: "Lege Rhodia cavetur ut si levandae navis =tic 

iactus mercium foetus est omnium contributions sarciatur 

2uod pro omnibus datura est." It survived the fall of 

the Roman Empire, as a tra <ition amen(' seafarers. to re- 

appear in the Laws of Oberon, of ' ;' ¡isby in the " LIaltic, 

and finally was revived and rediscovered after the redis- 

covery of the lost Pandects (see generally Lowndes and 

Rudolf on c.eneral Average, Introduction.) The word 

average seems to be of much later origin (see ?aclachlan 

on .ierc.hant 6hipring, C'a. 14, Ara. on !i story and i ty ̂ol- 

ogy of the term Average. The system of general contri- 

bution was adopted and develoued by the great syste-1 of 

maritime commerce built up by the merchant cities of 

Italy in the Middle Ages It seems probable that the 

rule was laid down as obligatory on grounds of natural 

equity, though in the Laws of Oleron and other mediaeval 

codes, the foundation of the rule is that of a bargain 

.lade at the moment of danger. 

The accepted definition in modern law was given by 

Lawrence, J., in I3 irkleI v. k .es .rave (1 East 220,228. 

For other definitions see Lowndes and Rudolf, 17 -19. 
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ar.Ins ,Act ,1906 , .' . 60, o nd York-Antwerp Rules, 1924, 

Rulo A) in 1601: Jil ? loss which arises in consequence 

of extraordinary sacrifices made or expenses incurred for 

the .preservation of the ship c.nd cargo comes within gener- 

al average, and must be borne proportionably by all who 

are interested.. Natural justice requires this." The 

que;.tion however remains whether the right to general 

overage is founded on the authority of Rhodian or Roman 

1'-w, or custom or on other grounds, Older English writ 

ers base the right on natural justice (e.g. Abbott on 

Shipping, 5th edn., 344; 14th edn., 756; judf'rents in 

Birklty, supra) though the idea of implied contract re- 

ceived considerable support (? E ght v. Harwood, (1831) 

7 D, G2,67. iaclachlen, 5th edn., 734 n.) Lord 

Blackburn in .Aitchison v. Lehr° ((1879) 4 A.C.760) based 

it on the Rhodian law. Two years later Watkin í11 iams , 

T., said that it was "founded on justice, public nolicy, 

and convenience, and rests ..., upon reasons which are 

so obvious that it is not surprising to find that it is 

older than any other 1 ̂ w or rule in force ...." (Pide 
v. Middle Dock Co., (1881) 4 Asp. M.L.C. 388, 390.) 

Brett, M R., in Burton v. English (W83) 12 Q.B.D 218) 

founded it on the requirements of natural justice, and 

Vaurhan = illiams , L.J., in Milburn v. Jamaica Fruit 

Ir_ ort rg .Co. (I19007 2 í .B. 540,550) affirmed that the 

liability to contribute existed independently of the 
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contract of carriage :`by virtue of the equitable doctrine 

of the Rhodien law" , while ocott , L.J. , in Morrison 

Ço. v. Greystoke Castle (tig7 (ti P.14, affil. 1947 A.CG.265. 

See too Arnould, 13th edn., 838, n.7) described it as im- 

posed by the corgi "ion law of the sea. story (b 490) be- 

lieved that the doctrine had its origin 'in the plain 

dictates of natural law." 

IAA the rules of general average are applicable only 

to the case of jettison or loss properly _'ode in circum- 

stances of danger. They do not extend to loss from the 

unseaworthy condition of the vessel or from the faulty 

navigation of master and crew: dama e arising from these 

causes does not ive rise to a claim for contributioh. 

As Cotton, L.J., said in The ;'ttrick ((1801) 6 P.D.127, 

137. Lowndes and Rudolf, 35 quoting Lt_r_am v. Scott, 

(1889) 14 AÌ?p. Car .601. ; ee also Klein v. Lin tsai, 1910 

6.C.231), It would be against equity to say that the 

person who himself has done the wrongful act which caused 

the expenditure shall claim there_.pon from anybody else. 

The broad principle is accordingly that no one can make 

a claim for general average contribution, if the danger, 

to avert which the sacrifico was made, has arisen from 

the fault of the claimant or of someone for whose acts 

the claimant has made himself, or is made by lay, respon- 

sible towards the co- contributors. 

To found a good claim for general aver^ re contribu- 
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tion there -lust be an extraordinary, real , and inten- 

tional sacrifice of sore part of ship or cargo, made by 

the master in circumstances of danger, to avert a 

threatened more serious loss: the prime example is 

jettison of cargo to lic'hten a leaking ship to enable 

her to make port. 

The dicta of Scottish authority are strongly in 

favour of treating general average claims as quasi - 

contractual founded on manifest equity and natural law. 

'r'erely od (Tit. 9-13) says of the Rhodian law and the laths 

of Oleron that "the singular skill of baith people sa 

commêndit and equitie sa approvit" them that the Romans 

and most of the adopted (1,8,8) 

treats of the subject under the head of recompense and 

cites the Lox Rhodia as having become a lacy of nations 

and then remarks that it is mot declaratory of pure 

equity, but cloth hold by custom ". °ore's Note (D).ly) 

thereto instances this as `'another illustration of that 

rule of equity by which those who aro benefited by the 

loss, or expense, of another are bound to indemnify hint. 

Bankton (1,9,29 -39) says that the lox Rhodia was not 

only received among the Romans, but likewise holds by 

our custom, and is become in effect the law of nations. 

beine founded on natural equity " Erskine (111,3, 55 ) 

also treats this branch of law under the head of quasi- 

contracts: this law, he says. "most equitably enacted 
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that where goods or merchandise carried by sea were in a. 

Jtor." thrown overboard for li.nhtoninp the ship, the owners 

of the ship and of the goods saved , should contribute for 

the relief of those whose goods were ejbcted .... Bell 

(Coty. , I , 630) in the same way )raises the rule as having 

that very character of manifest ecmity which rest natural- 

ly recommended it to general adoption, and Arnould (§ 907 ) 

says that "the plainest principles of equity require that 

the sacrifices so subaitted to should be made good and the 

expenses repaid by a general contribution from all those 

benefited by either one or the other, in proportion to 

the value of the property which those sacrifices have 

been instrumental in saving", and he quotes the passa e 

in the Digest (xiv, 2) : "tAecluissimum enim est commune 

detrimentum fieri eoru.m1., qui nro ter amassas res aliorum 

consecuti cunt ut rnerces suas salvas habuerint." Kae2 

(P120) treated of the l ex Rhodia as a consequence cf the 

doctrine of ne otiorum cestio but merely mentions the 

principle as having, ,revailed among all civilised nations 

ancient and modern, and he considers this "obligation of 

retributions" as dependin(- on the principle of recur pe.rne 

founded on the maim, nemo debut 1ocuulet4 ri ex aliena 

inetura, and goes on to discuss whether the !foods prey r - 

ved should contribute according, to weight or value. His 

deliberations on the matter of valuation were disapproved 

by Bell (Con.,I,637,note 7). Èelscwhere Karnes (pp.7 6) 
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cites average as a typical example of nn equitable remedy, 

falling under the branch of jurisdiction ihich deals with 

acts of bonevolence under the some head salvage is cited 

as another example. 

Sevoral cases under the lox Rhodia are recorded in 

T;rorison4s .Dictionary under the title Reco:ense, notably 

sic-. Thomson (.or.1342O) in 1763 and Robertson v. 

Brown in l7£;5 ( or.13430; cf. Balfour 622.) In the for 

mer, the owners of cargo were deeerned to contribute to 

the loss sustained by the vessel being necessarily run 

ashore to save tuZe careo and the lives of the seamen; it 

was pleaded that contribution was due in reason anc9 jus- 
tice. In the latter, da ap,e sustained in an action 

against a privateer was held not to be rìade good by gener- 

al contributioh. Other casos under the same title are 

Leslie v. Lo .. ,n ((1680), Mor..13417) , where a claim for 

contribution for loss when boarded by a privateer was 

repelled, and Salton v. Ritchie ((l710), Mori 13421), 

where it was held that the ransom of a supercargo taken 

by a privateer had to be made up proportionally by those 

whose goods were saved, Habbakuk ?áisset also mentions 

both salvage and general average (11, 242) , 

The adjustment of averaf'e loss and apportionment of 

the sum to be contributed to the loss by each party in- 

terested is based on the principle of natural justice 
enbodïod in the old equity maxim, TIiie who claims equity 
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"must render equity", and so from tic e i nemorial the rule 

of adjustment has been that the property sacrificed or 

the general benefit shall bear its share no less than if 

it had been saved, andthe contribution i e to be so regu- 

lated that in result it is immaterial to each person, 

whose property shall in the first instance have been 

taken, whose money spent, or whose credit pledged for the 

safety of all (Arnoula on Marine Ins., § 974 ) 

Bowen, L , J. , pointed out in Faloke v. Scottish Sam.- - 

periel Insce. Cow. ( (180 6) =4 Ch. D.234, 248) that in re- 

gard to salvage, general average and contribution, the 

maritime law differs from the common lay, end that no 

similar doctrine applies to things lost ur on land nor to 

anything except ships or goods in peril at sea. But in 

vie w of the other accepted quasi- contrrctual doctrines of 

Scots Law this statement is not strictly true for Scotland. 

The unanimity with which Jcottish authorities have 

treat°:' the subject of general average as equitable is a 

strong illustration of the fundamental difference in -can- 

ing between equitable in Scots and in English law. The 

fact that average was not a subject dealt with in the 

Court of Chancery means that it is not equitable in the 

ordinary English legal sense but only in the general 

sense of the word (Story, § 490, appears to be the only 

English writer on 1 quity who treats of General Average.) 
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Charter X 

Trusts 

A treatise on English equity comI oniy devotes fully 

half its length to a discussion of trusts. The trust 

was the Principal subject exclusively appropriated to 

the jurisdiction of the Chancery in England and the devel- 

opment of the conception and the law of trusts is owed en- 

tirely to Chancery recognition. The origin of the idea 

of the trust has provoked much discussion and remains un- 

settled. Some see it in Roman Latta conceptions, others 

in Germanic and others again in sonething purely native 

and English. In LJcotla.nd the question has not received 

much attention. aitland (Equity,6,32) did not accept 

the common view (e.g., Story, 6 965) that there was any- 

thing Roman about the trust. but considered it the natur- 

el outcome of ancient English elements. The early Eng- 

lish use was seldom if ever the outcome of a last will. 

whereas the Roman fideicomnissum belongs essentially to 

the law of testaments (.aitland, Coll.Pap.II,403,416.) 

iioldsworth (Ii.E.L IV,407, quoting liolmes in i L.Q,.R.162; 

considered that the shape the use took in England resul- 

ted fro2 the manner in which it was protected by the 

Chancellor. In England it had become sufficiently comma _on 

to convey land to another to the use of a third party for 

public attention to be drawn as early as the year 1401 to 
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the frauds resulting from the refusal of the common law 

to recognise uses (ibìd.,419). By the first quarter 

of the Fifteenth Century the jurisdiction of the Chan - 

cellar had become well established f ib cy. , 420) and this 

and subsequent development of the equitable trust did 

some of the work done abroad by the adaptation of prin- 

ciples of Roman lam to ?:modern needs (ibid., 477) . It 

appears too that as early as the time of Richard II the 

writ of subps ena had originate+:: by which a trustee could 

be summoned to the Chancery to account for his intromis- 

sions I: ith the trust ~}roDerty, thus reinforcing the 

natural obligations acting on the trustee's conscience. 

In modern times the trust relationship arises where 

property is vested in a .person or persons, which they are 

obliged to hole- in continual dominion and stewardship for 

the accomplishment of a particular purpose or for other 

persons, according to their directions (Ilanbury,117: 

other definitions in Hart, 15 L.Q.R. 294.) 

The treatment of trusts in the earlier Scottish 

writers is vague and unsatisfactory. Craig (I1,5,9: 

Lord Clyde's Trans., 1,448) is the earliest to mention it, 

in the chapter dealing with conditionsi institution: he 

looks on a trust as essentially a burden on a feu and 

defines it in terms not dissimilar to those used by Coke 

(Co .Lit. 2726) and adopted by Lewin (15th edn. , p. 2) , 

though not followed by later Scottish writers. "e says: 
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"There arc yet other conditions which ore in favour nei- 

ther of the grantor nor of the grantee and still less 

in favour of them jointly. Thue it may be agreed that 

I shoil rrant yon a feu on the condition that you shall 

convey it to E., third party. In such a caso the feu is 

properly said to be given in trust ( fi.deicómmissum d.ici- 

tur) , When it is impossible, f'or any reason, for the 

crantor to convey a feu immediately to the person he de- 

sires to benefit, he entrusts it to the fidelity of sore - 

one else on condition that the latter shall Ilut the in- 

tended beneficiary in his own place." The Letin word 

obviously recalls the doctrine of fideicommissum in the 

Roman law. In that law trusts as we know them to -day 

did not exist but the fideicommissum was the nearest con - 

cention. It was classified os a medium of inheritance 

and was an informal kind of bequest whereby the testator 

imposed on another person a purely conscientious obli- 

gation in nrecatory terms to make over to a third Party 

a benefit thus informally conferred on him (Leslie s 

Sohn, 570; fuckland, Textbook 353.) Girard describes 

these as originally "simples prières laissêes à la bonne 

foi" ( . 776). 

From the time of Aurustus these became legally en- 

forceable ond under Justinian became merged with legacies 

Karnes says (p. 324) that Augustus supplied "a defect in 

common law" by -'iving the beneficiary n right to enforce 
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the trust for his behoof It is tempting to see in the 

f.idpkomm,issum the origin of the Scottish trust, partic- 

ularly in view of the Roman basis of so many of our older 

doctrines, but modern opinion tends against this, especi- 

ally in England. I oreover if the fideicommisstuA had 

truly been the origin of the trust it is hard to explain 

how the modern German Roman law knew it not. Trust is 

truly sul Eeneris though it may in Scotland have derived 

something from Roman ideas 

Stair treats trust as a combination of the contracts 

of mandate and deposit. "Trust" , he says, is also 

among* mandates or commissions though it may be referred 

to depositation, seeing the right is in custody of the 

person intrusted" (1,12,1?). l.lsewhere he says: "Trust 

is also a kind of depositation, -,Thereby the thing in- 

trusted is in the custody of the person intrusted to the 

behoof of the intruster; and the property of the thing 

intrusted, be it in land or moveables, is in the person 

of the intrusted, else it is not proper trust" (1,13,?). 

Under the head of Circumvention and Fraud, Bankton 

says: (1,10,38) -- "All trusts are simulate rights, being 

in the name of one for behoof of another; and though, 

since the late statute (1696, c.25) trusts are not prov- 

able otherwise than by the oath or writing of the ,person 

in whose name the right is conceived, yet that does not 

exclude grounds of. simulation .... and circumstances 
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"inferring fraud, .... which were always and aro still, 

competent to be ;,roved by witnesses, and from these the 

trust in a deed mr y be discovered 

"Confidences of trusts, where no back bond is taken 

from the trustee, but the performance co mitted entirely 

to his conscience, are simulate rights, in a most proper 

sense: of this kind were fide co, ryisses originally among 

the Romans"; and again later (1,18,12), writing of ran - 

date, he says that a mandatory nay acquire right either 

in the name of hic constituent, or in hi: cy.n name in 

trust, or simply in his own name. In this last case, it 

is a tacit trust -- right, as in every other case where one 

takes a right in name of another for his own behoof, 

without nny declar ±tion of the trust in writing Before 

the statute (1696, c. 25) , trust wc.s inferred from pre- 

sumptions, , or 'roved by witnesses: Any that act, all 

trusts thereafter can only be vouched by writing, or oath 

of the person said to be intrusted." 

Erskine defines it in this way: "A trust is also 

of the nature of depositation, by which a proprietor 

transfers to another the property of the subject intrus- 

ted. not that it should rennin with him, but that it may 

be applied to certain uses for the behoof of a third 

party" (Ersk .3.1.32) . Dell's definition is: In a 

deed of trust there is a cor-bination of two contracts - 

deposit end mandate; the estate not being, in the 
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"trustee for any use or purpose of his own, and the man- 

agement being regulated by the directions riven by the 

maker of the trust' (Boll's Com.,I,30). ge11 is the 

first of the institutional writers to :.ive a detailed 

treatment of trusts. 

While there is undoubtedly a resemblance between 

trust and both deposit and mandate. there are also es- 

sential differences which make the analogy of less value 

In trust the formal ownership is transferred, which Cocs 

not happen in deposit or mandate. The mandatory or 

depositary holds property as agent, while the trustee 

holds as principal.. Yet this view has the sanction of 

Lord President Inglis. In Cunnin ;ham v. ä' urrey.._.'..'_.. 

((A1ß79) 6 R. 1333,1336) he said: "Scientifically con - 

sidered, the position of trustees .... is this, that 

they --re depositaries of the trust estate and mandator- 

ies for its administration. This is a combination of 

two -ell -known contracts in the civil law, end the char - 

scter and quality of these contracts is perfectly well- - 

fixed both in the civil la) and in aodern jurisprudence. 

Elsewhere he defined a trust as '''a contract made up of 

the two nominate contracts of deposit and .mandate. The 

trust funds ere deposited for safe custody, and the trus- 

tees -'ccoive a mandate for their administration" (Croskery 

v. Gilmour's Tre. (1690) 17 R. 700. This is however an 

inadeauate descrl..,tion of the trust function. 
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::Voreover while there is an element of contract in 

trust, this does not suffice to make it contractual or 

quasi- contractual. Once the trust has been constitited 

it may not, except for administrative trusts, be modi- 

fied or terminated, and a trust existing sui i u.ris does 

not fail by the death of o trustee; the trustee more- 

over dons a special legal c:-, oacity in +gis transactions, 

separate frog that of himself as an individual. not li 

able to the claims of his creditors and not, unless ex 

ceptionally, descending to his heirs. The dictum 

quoted has however been disapproved by Lord Dunedin 

(Allen y. 1;31Cónb1e! 'ì'rß., 1009 O.C. 710 at 716) ; but 

Lord ):'Laren in the same crise considered 718) that the 

Principle of trust administration was the same in Roman 

law though worked out differently, while Lord Kinnear 

agreed with Lord Dunedin that we have derived the law 

of trusts, as now administered, more cirectly from the 

equitable administration of trusts by the Court of Chan- 

cery in England .. than from local deduction from the con- 

tracts of :mandate and deposit. This is indisputable as 

regards many parts of modern trust law but it hardly 

helps us to ascertain the origin of the conception in 

8eots law. Elsewhere Vrille and .. uccosti+ion, II, 825) 

Lord t i' 'Laren preferred to consider the trust relation- 

ship as quasi- contractual, distinct from mandate but 

closely allied to it, or as of the nature of a limited 
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foe (Trusts, I, 203; cf. Bell, Pr., § 1991,) 

Despite the confident dictum of Lord Westbury 

-1 . v. .dowden, G . MILL.) 11. , 121, See also Rae 

v. Meek, (1889) 14 A.C. 558, 509, and Brinsden v. 

L78917 3 Ch. 188) that "The doctrine of trusts has the 

same origin and rests on the same principle:-, both in 

Scotch and English law; and it is desirable that it 

should be developed to the same extent in both systels of 

jurisprudence", it may be doubted whether there is such 

complete identity of origin, though there seems little 

reason to suppose that the root -idea of trust was a pre - 

rorative of the :1nglish legal mind. 

The views of other Scottish writers are in general 

similarly unenli;:-hteninß. 1.Iore (Lech:. ,I,187) treats 

tr lst along with mandate while acknowledging that it dif- 

fers in several respects from proDer mandate :.fume 

(Lect . , II ,145) barely mentions trust as a variant of man- 

date but without distinguishing it nronerly. Forsyth 

(Trusts, 9) ascribes Scottish trusts to Roman fideicom- 

missa, saying that they were necessarily introduced along 

with the civil law on which the law of Scotland is based 

He describes their use in an early period to secure es- 

tates against forfeiture, and to evade the effect of civil 

dilir:ence by horning, when an estate :.os forfeited. 

Paterson (Culpendium, 70) states that in Scotland trusts 

have existed fro' the earliest period, and the lep islature 
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only interfered by the statute of 1696 to declare more 

clearly by what evidence trusts must be established. 

Howden likewise (Trusts. 5) ascribes Scottish trusts to 

a Roman oricin and ventures the opinion that trusts in 

some form or another have existed, from an early date in 

our history, possibly arisinr fron times of civil strife. 

(lIe cites no authority for this ) 

Turning to primary authorities, there is a hint of 

trust in Innes v. Gordon in 1497 (A.D.C. II, 131) , where 

the Lords decreed X40 damages for intromission with roods 

he nded over to one "cFuhilk ressavit the sadis rudis fra 

hir sado fadir to hir utilite and nrofittis. In 

Rollock v. Hamiltoun (Balfour, Practicks, 108) in 1560 

there is mention of "gud is .... gevin in koiping to ony 

persoun to be furthcumand to the utilitie and proffeit 

of him that Bevis thame." In Forrester v. gaaistrates 

of Edinburgh ((1860) 22 D. 1222) there is reference to 

grants of land in trust for charitable purposes in 1461 

nnd 1566, and in Trades of Edinburgh v. Heriot's Hospital 

((1835) 14 S. 873) there is quoted the trust settlement 

of George Heriot of 1623. In 1623 an assignee "denied 

trust cnd took upon his conscience that the assignation 

was made to himself, and to his own proper use, yet the 

Court found it wcs riven in trust and ordained retroces- 

sion (1F,il1i_mson v. Law, (1623) Durie, 54). In 1624 

in Sta.nipoth y. Her Son's Relict (Durie 141) the Lords 
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after :)roof found that a deed was "done upon trust or con - 

fidence" and granted decree. Several cases of the Seven- 

teenth Century are mentioned. by Stair and collected in 

Morison (16163 et sea. -- 24 ce =.ses prier to 1.700 . Dallas 

(Stiles (1697. pp. 833 et sue._ Cf.%abbakuk Bisset. II, 

139) quotes three st7les of mortifications or charitable 

trusts yhere heritable property is conveyed to , ?errons 

as "trustees and fidecommissaries for the use of the poor. 

Dirleton's Doubts (1698, p. 177; see also p. 215, "in 

trust vo the use of ") mention the 'inr having a. right of 

the estate of Argyle settled on three trustees "to the 

uses foresaid", and the familiar words of a. trust dispos- 

ition to trustees, `yin trust for the ends uses and pur- 

poses aftermentioned ", appear in the first edition of the 

Juridical Styles (1787, VoI.I, 70.) 

It appears then fro 'i these instances that the trust 

was a familiar conception by the seventeenth Century at 

latest and the lan.;uage of the .pct 1696 e. 25 confirms 

this, by slating that `TIntrusting of persons without any 

Declaration, or Back -bond of trust in writing from the 

Person intrusted, are Occasions of Fraud. as also of 

many Pleas and Contentions" and that in future trust 

must be proved by 'writ or oath. This con 'ir-in s Bankton s 

view that trust was previously known in Scotland but 

provable by parole and the Act merely restricted the 

mode of proof. 
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how a trust cones not under the cognisance of a court of 

common law and hence that in England such trusts :.ust be 

i ' de effectual in the Court of Chancery. But he does 

not explain at all ho'° the Court of Session ca,:e to recor-- 

nice trusts. Instead he diverges into a discussion of 

entails which played a not dissimilar part in 6coti -end 

His discussion of the topic is shallow and unsatisfactory 

Trusts did not then receive a full treatment in 

Scots lam till Bell's Commentaries entaries appeared . Dell does 

not eo deeply into the origin of the trust in Scotland 

but ascribes (Co. I.132; so too Forsyth, ?3. 10) their 

rise to times of rebellion and civil war when lands were 

entrusted to friends by secret co-i act (The progress in 

England . he says, was very similar during the Wars of the 

Roses) and equity afforded the only ground of judicial 

interposition. "In Scotland, without any general 

statute to declare the legal estate of the truster, the 

gradual operation of our combined system of law and 

equity .... has led to the establishment of a safe, clear 

and rc._ ular system of trusts .... ' 

I' Lar en (Trusts, 2) rejected the theory that trusts 

arose fron conveying estates to trustees by ex facie ab- 

solute disposition, durinr times of civil strife. lie 

points out that there is evidence of the existence of 

trust conveyancing at a very early -oeriod in Scottish 
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history and there is reason to believe the interest of 

the beneficiary was just as fully recognised by ancient 

tribunals as that of any other class of ~ ersons . He 

oints out that prior to the Reformation the interpre- 

tation of trust deeds would devolve upon ecclesiastical 

courts . ns beinc of the class of subjects :which the 

Church claimed as exclusive jurisdiction ,nd which they 

enforced by spiritua.l censure. The Church, too, had a 

substantial interest in maintaining jurisdiction as to 

trust property nd the assumption of equity jurisdiction 

by the ecclesiastical courts can be traced to two dis- 

tinct and equally potent tovivos, the necessity of en- 

suring that property bequeathed to the Church should 

reach its appointed destination, and the necessity for 

?rotecting such property against encroachments on the 

part of individuals entrusted with its management. de 

goes on to point ont that the Church had jurisdiction in 

all matters relating to wills and this was extended to 

trusts, as involving fidei ac iuranenti interpositionem 

nd the principles of the canon law were applied in the 

l3ishops, Courts and, after the Reformation, in the Com 

missary Courts. 

Dicta in a decided ease can hardly be unimpeachable 

authority for a point of legal history, yet it is ' of in- 

terest that in Allen v. M' Combie t s Tre (1009 . C.716) 

Lore. President Dunedin described as historically true 
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the view of trust as a species of mrnd_ to or deposit 

\:rhich ^ppea.rs in the institutional writers and was senc- 

tioned by Lora. President In: °1is in Croskery v. Gilmour 

yrs (17 R.700), and he says that the orir'in of trusts 

Yi: y very well be taken to be a co-tinat ion. of these two 

contracts Tut Lord ?P Laren in the later. case (1909 

S.C. at 71 3) said: "If you {o back to the Roman 1aw which 

is the source of the fundamental Drinciples of trust ad- 

ministration, -Tou find the property was riven to the 

heir, who by the strict law of Rome was entitled to in- 

gather the estate as if it were his own, But then it 

was riven to the heir on condition that he should leave 

the whole or part of it to some other -)erson. That was 

a fideicómmissum to which effect was riven not as a mat 

ter of strict law, but by the exercise of the praetorian 

power 'hick recognise(; the justice of the beneficiary's 

claim in that matter that was not covered by the ancient 

law .... " Yet Lord Kinnear adds (ibid., 720) that in 

practice we have derived the law o trusts more diredtly 

fro-i the English Chancery than by to uical deduction frog~ 

contrsctur1 principles, and there are wider consequences 

in the fiduciary relation it creates than can be referred 

to contract. There was certainly a distinct tendency in 

earlier cases to use the words trust and fideicommissum 

as interchangeable (e.g. Elchies, quoted by L.J.C. Tn -1is 
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in _'¿.arshall v. 4ße11, (1859), 21 iß.514, 523; cis() Dallas 

t9.les , quoted suy)ra ; Karnes. 32 4) . and all the older 

Scottish books and cases on the subject found very large- 

ly on Chancery authority. A trace of Chancery influence 

may be seen in Easton v. Newland's Trs ((1822) 1 S .. 244) , 

where a ,person directed debts to be ro.id for which he was 

"bound in law or eouity or in conscience" In Buchanan 

v. mus ((1862) 24 D. ( LT...) 5,6) Lord Chancellor Westbury 

equated the Enrli sh equitable estate , :ith the lus crediti 

of the Scottish beneficiary. 

It is probable that there are elements of truth in 

all these varying and conflictinc doctrines on the origin 

of trusts. Trust has analo ies with bailment and Black- 

stone (Come.,iii,432) spoke of bailments as trusts .hile 

in Corms v. Bernard ((1703) 2 Lc. Raym, 909) , the leadin ~ 

English c _ese on bailment, Tolt, C.J., calls a denositee a 

trustee. Despite Lord 1' Laren, the trust idea was cer- 

tainly used in Scotland in attempts to evade the law. 

Drummond (Mor. 4874; sec also cases of Blair (_.Tor. 4969) 

and Beaton (''or. 1150)) i:: a case of a simulated. deed, a 

transfer ''in trust for the uses mentioned" desirned to 

avoid forfeiture for the Rebelli sn of 1745. 

Altogether orison collects twenty -four cases on 

Trust prior to 1700, the earliest datin`c; from 1639. ï,sny 

of these relate to the proof of trust prior to the Act of 
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1696 t Which r: de w:, itin essential. In tJaxwe11 ( (1667 ) 

'or.. 16166) there is liention of an f'oblirsati.on in law or 

equity" end we hive several examples of an altogether dif- 

ferent equity -n inciple Alen the Lords allowed witnesses 

to be exa :pined. eL o 1c-io;` gc. nelbil . rle (24or.16167), 

Annandale v. youz (Jar. 16168) and Gordon v. Learnonth 

( or .1 G1E31)) uith a view to provin r trust. In Crala v. 

Carl ...t ((1677) 2qor. 16174) it was found that an assig- 

nation in trust was a de os1tum. Later. in 1758. Drummond 

v. 'I' Kenzie (.or. 16206) was a declaratory adjudication 

by the Court of Session ' "supplying the defects of the col.- 

rion law" relating to subjects to which Drummond had the 

"equitable title." liven earlier than these is a case 

reported i , Spo t iswoode' s Pre.cticks (s . v . Depos i tum, p . 80 ) 

of date 1032 , :hen Urquhart pursued to be reponed to 

an asst notion deliver.:d in blank with the name of Kinnier 

inserted later, unknown to Urquhart. The defence was 

that an assignation delivered in blank -iriporteth as much 

as it is given to his use to whom it is delivered." The 

Lords found that the defender must Prove by oath that it 

was given to him in his own right and not in trust 

Stair devotes an appreciable space (IV, 6) to discus- 

sion of the declarator of trust, a form of action which 

:.lust have been not uncommon before the Act of 1696 re- 

quired trusts to bo proved by writ, and this too indicates 
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It appears that the early trusts were constituted 

by a simple deed. The Act 1617 c. 14 "anent Executors". 

proceeding on the analor-y of the guarta Falcidia, al 

lowed 2xecutors to retain only one -third of the dead s 

kart for themselves after payment of debts and let acies 

and Provided no residuary ? of atee were named, as it was 

"contrary to law, conscience and equity" to take the 

whole 'refits of dead's part end it is ar med (Hiowden on 

Trusts, Gi that this shows that trusts were then created 

by an ex facie absolute conveyance to the trustee. 

It seems also to have been the common law rule tint 

a heritable r5.Í 'ht constituted by sasine could not be mod- 

ified by parole testimony.,ut the practice Frew up in 

the Seventeenth Century of admitting Parole so that the 

Act of 1696, c.25 . was required to restore ne common law 

position, of which it was merely declaratory. In Tor- 

shall v. Drell ((1859) 21 D.514, 523) , Lord Justice -Clerk 

Inglis said: "f'he Act 1696, c. 2Ç was passed for the 

very purpose - not of a.lterinr the common law - but of 

restoring it against s corrupt practice, which had crept 

in from feelings of compassion and equity in hard cases." 

A strict interpretation of the old common --lay rule had 

been rejected ex aequitate (case of Dugan v. Wirft, 
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(1797) , Mor. 12701, as appears from ^-1acfer1ane v. Fisher, 

15 Sh. 978; cf. Dickson on Evidence, s. 576.) 

With renard to the creation of trusts by implication 

Lord Lyndhurst said (Crichton v. Grierson, (182 3) 3 W. and 

S.329) that the law of Scotland was more favourable to the 

constitution of trusts by implication than the le of . ,ne- 

lend. Karnes, whom he cites, noted the general principles 

regulating the interpretation of implied trusts under the 

head of Irrmlied Will (154) . The earliest noted case 

seems to be Nasmith v. Jaffrey ((1362), :'or. 5483) , 

The essentially equitv:.ble and fiduciary nature of the 

duties involved in the Modern developed conception of 

trust, (and also the general identity of Scottish and Chcn, - 

eery practice in modern tines. are both revealed by an 

examination of so =ne of the more important duties of the 

trustee. The fundamental general-duties may be said to 

be: (1) to take care; (2) not to delegate the duty of 

trustee: and (3) not to be auctor in rein. seam (Mackenzie 

atua rt on Trusts, 157 et see.) 

Deelinr with these in succession, the duty of care 

may be described es the supereminent one for the trustee. 

As far as ao.ssible the standard denand.ed of hi l is ob- 

jective and acts nos in Food faith and to the best of his 

judgment are not enourh if he has not reached the stand- 

ard of due care yhich the 1aß::° dea?nds of him. The 
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standard is that hi ch is reasonable in the circumstances 

of the c ̂ se judged by reference to the caro exercised by 

an ordinary prudent man, mnd chile the Courts in both 

countries n1-ce this on a hi gh level, they do not demand 

the highest °possible decree of car(_ . "As e general rule 

the law requires of a trustee no hid her decree of dill - 

ence in the execution of his office than a mien of ordin- 

ary prudence would exorcise in the management of his own 

nrivate affairs" (Lord Watson in Learovd v. Whiteley, 

(1827) 12 App.Cas 727,733; cf. Lewin 228; Snell) s-2-). 

8o too Lord Blackburn saie in weight v. Gaunt ((1-,Or-) 

9 Anp.Cas .1, 20) : "It would be both unree.sonablo and In- 

exnedient to _lake a trustee responsible for not being 

more rrudent than ordinary men of business area These 

principles have been applied in Scotland too (3uchenan v. 

Eaton, 1911 ;.C. (H.L.) 40,45,54; cf. ftae, v. "'Leek, 16 R. 

(H. L.) 31,33; Irnox v. Mackie, (1AP8) 15 R . (H. L.) 83; 

''Laren on Wills, § 2239 et secs.) While the diligence 

of the average man is sufficient, it is such dili*ence 

as trustee and not as an individual. ie cannot be ex- 

cused by proof that shoved only that amount of caro in 

his own affairs because that might well be below the 

standard attained by the majority of avera e reasonable 

_men 

It has been sur°rested thnt, devn:ite the judl.cial 
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dicta, a more objective formula would be that the stand- - 

P.rd of care required is such as a reasonably r ilirent or 

prudent trustee would show (Menzies. 285 ) 

The identity of the modern Scottish rule and that 

of the English Chancery vars affirmed by Lord Herschell 

in Rae v. Meek ((1889) 13 R. (, R.L.) 31,33) when he said 

that "the law bear. inr on the liability of trustees has 

been recently considered in the cases of Whitela v. 

Learv1 ((1887) 12 App . Ca^ .727) and Knox v. Mackinnon 

((10 0) 15 R. (H. L.) 83) , the one coming from the "'n;"1ish, 

the f -then from the Scottish Courts The lay in both 

countries requires of e trustee the same degree of d.ili- 

;ence that a .<man of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

the management of his own affairs" (cf. Doura n v. 

Macpherson, (1002) 4 F. (H.L.) 7, 0) 

The second na jor duty of a trustee Is not to dele- 

rate his office. He may not surrender the control of 

the administration and management of the trust to co- 

trustees or an agent, but he is not prohibited from 

e cloying, and indeed must employ, such expert advisers 

and assistants as a reasonably prudent Plan of business 

,:ould in his own affairs, so lon - as he supervises then 

and applies his own judgment and takes reasonable care 

in accepting their advice. leading Scottish author 

ity is t51 an v. Paterson (WOO) 2 F.(H.L.) 37) , in 
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;hich Lord *!acnaghten, himself o distinguished Chancery 

lawyer, after discussing, the liability of trustees under 

English law and the English Trusts Acts of 11388 and 1893, 

said (p. 41) that these enactments must be taken to be a 

statutory declaration of the law in England and that 1y 

analogy the law thus declared must be treated as appli- 

cable in the case of Scottish trustees" He then ar- 

rived at the conclusion that trustees were guilty of a 

broach of duty in allowing money to lie in bank in the 

name of their law- agent, who had absconded with it 

Lord Shand (p. 45) agreed with the la jo}°ity of their 

Lordships in holding that in questions such as that case 

raised there was "no real distinction between the coon 

law (sic) of Scotland and that of England.'` 

Lord M'Laren on this subject (6 1675) refers to 

both Stair (Stair,I,12,6 and 7) and Erskine (Ersk. III, 

3,24)0 the former of whom adverts to the maxim., doleatus 

non Dotest delegare, and the latter to the delectus per- 

sonae inherent in mandate under which head both writers 

consider the topic of trust. The principle was ackna -- 

lodged as undoubted lay in Scotland in Freen ti. Bevoridpe 

in 1332 (10 áh. 727) and has been acted on frequently 

since. It is equally the law of England that, while a 

trustee may in general not delegate his duties, he .lay 

and must administer the trust through the instrumentality 
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of others I`:hen there is ). ! ":oral or legal necessity to do 

so, or cohere prudent ,aen of business would so so on their 

own behalf (ir ht v. Gaunt . (1883) 9 App.Cas.1) . 

The third chief duty of the trustee is usually 

summed up in the scyin" that he must not be aucfor in rem 

suata: he :gust in consequence act gratuitously, In Lord 

Gra and Others ((1856) 19 D. 1,5) Lord Justice -Clerk Hope 

expressly founded on English authority in holding that ú 

trustee could not recover fees for his work as solicitor 

in the trust business. "There is no point more clearly 

esta.blish.ed as a general rule by the case of Robinson v. 

Pett (3 P.Wks. o. 249) and other decisions than that nr 

executor or trustee is not entitled to be said for his 

trouble. If the accounts of the deceased are con li- 

cated, and the executor takes upon himself to settle and 

arrange those accounts, the principle of equity is, that 

he is not entitled to connensotion for his tine and 

trouble .... The principle is this:- It is the duty 

of on executor and a trustee to be the fruardian of an 

estate, and to watch over the interests of the estate 

committed to his charge. If he be allowed to : ..erfor 

the duties connected rdth the estate, and to claim co_-t- 

pensation for his services, his interest would then be 

opposed to his duty, and, os a matter of prudence, the 

Court does not allow the executor or trustee to niece 
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himself in that situation." (Nev , v. Jones, (1833) 1 T1. 

632, L. Gh.Lynehurst ) Throughout the 

judgments Chancery cases are founded on almost exclus- 

ively and Lord Ivory in an analytical quest for principle 

,tentions the maxi. that "if you d.e*ngnd equity on one 

side, you lust rive it on the other" (p.. 26) :,hen pro 

testing against reducin' the principle into a mere tech - 

nical rule i.,hich mir ht defeat the claims to recompense 

of a trustee who had saved the trust estate by his exer- 

tions. 

The rule is founded in both countriec on the con - 

flict inevitable between the duty to the trust and the 

trustee's personal interest and it extends to all ser- 

vices rendered by the trustee . both general and profes- 

sional. The difficulty of showing that a trustee's 

action in a question with the trust estate was unbiased 

loads to the rule of equity that any profit accruing to 

the trust must fall into the trust estate 

This principle has been repeatedly recognised in 

Scotland in the dneteenth Century. The leading Chan- 

cery case is Keech v. Sandford in 1726 (Cha.Ga.6l). In 

Scotland the rule was established by york_puildipu. Co 

v. Mackenzie in 1795 (3 Pat. 373) , and applied to factors 

in 1841 (Hone v. Pringle, (1841) 2 hob. 334) and agents 

in 1056 (Lora: Gr, (18 6) 19 D.1) , thowh the gern is 
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discoverable in the Roman law (Dig. 18.1.:4.7)r 

Another an licntion of this rule i s the mexim that 

a trustee !lust make no personal profit out of his trust. 

Any benefit acquired by him must be held for the bene- - 

fit of the trust estate; it, in fact, raises a eonsùuc- 

tive trust in hi-. Again the reason is that his duty 

is to protect ^_nd advance the interests of the trust 

and not to do anything which might -er- it his duty as 

trustee and his interest as an individual to conflict 

While in such a situation the majority of trustees weld 

net fairly, it would be almost impossible to prove that 

and the lay adopts the simple course of holding that any 

profit is to be ascribed to the trust estate 

In Magistrates of Aberdeen. v. Universl,tz of Aberdeen 

((1877) 4 R.(H.L.) 40,51) Lord Chancellor Cairns said 

.... it is one of the first principles, founded upon 

no technical rule of law, but upon the hiphest urincinles 

of morality, that whenever a. trustee beinn ostensibly 

the owner of n property, acquires any benefit as owner 

of that property, that benefit cannot be retained by hi-.- 

self, but must be surrendered for the advantage of those 

who are beneficiaries under the trust." Similarly Lord 

atherley (p. 53) thou- ht that there was "no difference 

between the law of 'Scotland and the law of England in 

this res.sect. The law rests on te broadest nrincwple e 
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of justice, and it is well settled that a person uho 

holds a fiduciary position cannot acquire an interest 

of any description in the trust -- estate until he has en- 

tirely denuded himself from the trust ...'; and. Lord 

O' Hagan (p. 54) - "The principle forbidding a trustee 

to traffic in his trusts belongs to the jurisprudence of 

all rations. In this case the law of Scotland, equally 

with the law of Lngland, condemns the abuse of the fidu- 

ciary position, and declares that the advantare wrong- 

fully gained by the trustee shall accrue - not to his 

benefit , but to that of the beneficiaries .... and he 

approves (p. 55) the dictum of Lord Colonsay in Laird v . 

Laird ((1856) 20 D.981. See also L.p.Inglis in sare case. 

at 3 R. 1067,1097) then he says that "the law will even 

pr esu1ne that the trustee intended that the profits 

should co to the beneficiary, rather than .Presume that 

he intended his own ag randisement , at the risk and ex- 

pense of the beneficiary." Lord Gordon also observed 

that the law of Scotland had adopted the civil lay res- 

triction (Dig.18.1.34. 7) upon any dealings on the part 

of trustees with trust property, though the letter of the 

civil la ! does not < :poly to trusts as =;e lino =r them but 

only to persons such as tutors and curators similarly 

placed in positions of fiduciary eaDacity. 

In York T3uildir. Co. v. "wackenzie ((17)5) 3 Pat.373) 
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the House of Lo_res held, reversinv the whole Court, that 

a common avent in a ranking and sale could not purchase 

the estates sold for his own account . In the Court of 

Session Lord Justice Clerk Braxfield pointed out that 

there must be no clashing between duty and self -- interest 

in a matter of trust. Lord Thurlovi's judgment i:n the 

Lords was founded strongly on principles of equity end 

pointed out that the agent gained an advanta e in the 

execution of his duty and hence "in point of conscience. 

he outrht to be compelled to set that ?rim ,tter riht . 

In llougan v. Macpherson ( (1902) 4 F. (N.L.) 7) a: 

trustee who was also a beneficiary purchased at a profit 

the intere:t cf is brother who was not e trustee. The 

House of Lords held . affirming the Second Division, i,h ̂ t 

as the trustee had failed to communicate to the benefici- 

ary all the information he :possessed -s to the value of 

his interest, the sale fell to be reduced. Lord Chan - 

cellor Halsbury said that the ''perfectly clear rule of 

equity which cannot be departed from must apply in that 

case Lord Maenaghten remarked that "So far as I am mare, 

there is no diá`ference whatever between the larve of inland 

and the law of Scotland in relation to the duties and ob- 

lic- ations of trustees vhen they are deelinf: with their 

cestuis lue trust", and he approved Lord Chancellor Cairns 

formulation of the law in Thomson v. Eastwood (L. R. 2 App. 
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Cas. 215,236) as folles:- "There is no rule of law 

which says that a a:xustee shall not buy trust property 

from a costui que trust: but it is a well- known doctrine 

of equity that, if a transaction of that kind is chal- 

lenped in Droner time, a Court of Equity will examine 

into it, will ascertain the value that was paid by the 

trustee end will thros,,, upon the trustee the onus: of 

proving that he ave full value, and thet all informa- 

tion was laid before the cestui clue trust 'then it was 

sold." 

Lord Shand, concurring , said that "with regard to 

the 1' w of Scotland, I have only to emphasise what has 

fallen from .... /Lord Macnae;htenÏ. It has not been 

surrested that any distinction in the law of trusts ap 

r;licable to such a case as this exists between the 1,,,, 

of England and the law of Scotland. The fiduciary 

relation is the same; the duties and oblitations of 

trustees in such casos are the same in ácotland as they 

would be in England." 

The last main application of the rule against a 

trustee being auctor in rem suer is to the effect that 

the trustee may not transact with the trust estate, as 

E f.'.a.in the conflict of duty and personal interest would 

at once be apparent, a.nd such transactions are held by 

a court of equity to be invalid even thourh no prejudice 

can be shown to have been suffered by the trust estate. 

The question of the fairness or othenAse cif the trans -- 
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even if the trust estate Prot as ood or better ter -s 

than it co-ad elsewhere. Again in this respect tie 

laws of ±:ngle.nd a.nd. of Scotland coincide . both deriving 

from the civil lava (Aberdeen Rly. Cg;r. y. Blaikie Bros., 

(1854) 1 Maeg. 461; Lord Dunedin in t E ht v. Morj'an, 

LT9267 A.G. ú88i ?9? : Clauson J. in In re T $.arson 

9307 1 Ch. 203) , "itself bottomed in the plainest 

maxims of god sense and equity." 

In iLberdeea R1 Cov. v. Bia ikie Bros., supra, it 

was held that a director of a fire was a trustee and as 

such precluded fro', transacting with himself, or a firm 

in which he was a partner. Ìere train reference was 

^ode to English equity decisions such as Keech v. Sand- 

ford (,Sel.Cas. ten. King., D. 61) . Lord Chancellor 

CranrrortA ro.norked that the rule was a mere equitable 

nies so that the whole question, equitable as well as 

legal, was before the Court of Session, unlike an Eng- 

lish Court of Common Law of that period. Incidentally, 

Lord Brougham expressed regret at the inconvenience of 

the split between Cocoon Law end Chancery sjurisdiction. 

in England. 

Reference vies :ode to the earlier case of York 

Buildites Cu. v. `ackonzie (1793, ';Tor. 13367; (1795) 

3 Paton, 378. On this see the reporter s note in 
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authorities founded on included the Direst, Vinnius S t sir 

and several English equity cases such as fox v. Mackreth 

(2 Lro.C.C. 420. See also Amilton v. W'ri ht, (1842) 

i Bell's App. 574.) 

Exceptionally there may be a departure fror? the rule 

in Coats' .trs (1914 S.G. 723) the Court in the exercise 

of its nobile ofticium granted power to the trustee to 

bid for and acquire trust property but this cannot be 

taken as authority for a general - ra.ctice contrary to 

equitable rul.o 

The principle i. s applied in 17r,9 in the case of a 

tutor, who was treated without dispute as being a trustee 

(yAlsons v. Wilson, Mor. 16376; Kanes's Equity was foun- 

ded on, as also in the next case, Vere v. w ïgndford, (1791) 

or. 16378) : the germ is also seen in the Act of Seder - 

unt of 25th Decer:lber 1708 providin r that factors on 

sequestrated estates must communicate any benefit they 

get to the common debtor, and. in Ludauhairn .Taddo it 

1632 (. ̂ "or. 9503) , while in Crawford v. e burn ( =or. 

16208) , rerorted. by Karnes and in ihich his Equity was 

cited, a trustee was held bound to communicate advantages 

derived from r anagemont. 

In modern practice then the ,)rivate trust in scot- 

land is substantially similar, and the ,uties of trustees 
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re very similar. to their Finglish counterparts, That 

they have the same origin seems highly Doubtful and it 

is not clear that the ownership of the trustee and the 

lus crediti of the beneficiary are truly equivalent to 

the legal and equitable ov;nershio of the English trustee 

and cestui cue trust. 
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Charitable Trusts 

M' Laren has pointed. out (b 1691. Aop roved , Ander- 

son's Trs . v. Scç tt , 1914 S.C. 942, 955) that in Scot - 

land the material distinction between charitable and 

ordinary testamentary trusts is not one of construction 

or principles of administration but one between privete 

trusts in which determinate individuals are beneficiaries 

_end eublic trusts in which a section of the public has 

en :interest and can enforce it by an ectio eooularis. 

In A dre;rae v. Avant ° s Trs . ((1386) 13 R . (?. L .) 69, '73) 

Lord atson adverted to the distinction and to the dif- 

ferent standard of liability of erivate trustees and of 

trustees administering e charitable trust for behoof of 

the public interest. He quoted with approval the rule 

as to the personal liabilities of charitable trustees 

expressed by Lord Chancellor Aden in Atterne.yrGeneral v. 

Corporation of Exeter (2 Russ. 54) , to the following 

effect:- "With respect to the general nri.nciple on 

which the Court deals with the trustees of a charity, 

though it holds a strict hand on them when there is a 

wilful misapplication, it will not press severely upon 

then when it sees nothing but mistake. It often happens 

from the nature of the instrument creating the trust 

that there is great difficulty in determining how the 

funds of e charity ou {rht to be administered. If the 
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honest e.nd unconnected -,ith any corrupt purpose, the 

Court, awhile it directs for the future, refuses to visit 

with punishment what has been done in the -nest. To act 

on any other principle would be to deter all prudent per- 

sons fror becoming trustees of charities. 

While the ordinary and familiar meaning, of charity 

as the relief of poverty is acknowledged, such trusts are 

favourably considered by the law t. :ith r:?. view to reeking 

them effective if possible, and cases are admitted within 

the rule when the purpose is not strictly the relief of 

poverty but the conferring of benefits on sections of the 

cou 1unity for which their private resources were inade- 

quate, and liberal treatn.3ent is extended to such trusts 

also, In Income Tax Commissioners v. Pelse1 (./38 47 

A.C. 531.56O) Lord Watson said: t "ver since its institution 

the court ro-f. Session ° has exercised plenary jurisdiction 

over the administration of all trusts, , ?hether public or 

;)rivate, irrespective of the particular purposes to w'uich 

the estate or incorie of the trust tray be appropriated, end 

there has consequently been no room. :D'or these numerous 

questions, as to a. trust being charitable or not, which 

have arisen in England under the Statute of Elizebeth 

the scotch cases cannot be said to afford any pre- 

cise definition of ghat constitutes v charitable trust 
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"purpose, some of them do appear to point to a. more 

liberal interpretation than that which was adopted by 

the Court in the case of the Baird trust" (B ird's _Trs. 

v. Lord Advocate, 15 R. 682) (:where it had been held 

that charity did not cover religious purposes) The 

ambit of charity in Scotland may, nevertheless, be nar- 

rower than in England (2Jiac intvre v. CGri?ond f suers 

(1904) 6 P.235,293 per Lord Moncreiff, , dips. (revd. 

(1905) 7 F.(H.L.) 90)). 

Again Lord Watson said earlier in the same case 

(1f89 A.C. rß.556) that charitable in Scotland is a 

relative term and takes its colour from the specific 
objects to which it is applied. "Whilst it is appli- 
cable to acts and objects of a purely eleemosynary char- 

acter, it ^y v.ith equal propriety be used to designate 

acts and purposes which do not exclusively concern the 

poor, but are ?.ictatod by a spirit of charity. or benev- 

olence (cf. Act 1685, c. 18; Sa1toun v. Pits1ì ö, 

(1700) Mor. 9946) . In the latter sense the meanin of 

the term is practically, althouph not absolutely, co- 

extensive with that which has been ettr- buted to it by 

the Courts of Chancery "; and (at p. 561) "..0 it does 

appear to me to be a relevant observation that Scotch 

trusts which are eiusdem reneriss with trusts falling 
within the Statute of Elizabeth, are charitable in this 
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"sense, that they are all roverned by the same rules 

which are applicable to charitable trusts in England." 

He held in the result that the Scottish '.uthoritios 

established positively that charity is not limited to 

relief of the physical wants of the poor but includes 

t eir intellectual and moral culture; and that nur- 

poses which concern others than the seer nay neverthe- 

less be charitable purposes in the sense of scotch low. 

In his judgment in the same case Lord ':,acnaghten 

(who referred incidentally (p. 579. see Karn.es: Eluci- 

dations, 1800 edn., p. 385) to Lord klardwicke ° s letter 

to Lord Kaies) said: "The Court of Chancery has always 

regarded pith peculiar favour those trusts of a public 

nature which, accordinc, to the doctrine of the Court 

derives fron? the piety cf early tines, are considered 

to be charitable. Charitable uses or trusts form a 

d. i tin et head of equity.". end he goes on to o?. tline 

the history of the Chancery jurisdiction in regard to 

charitable trusts, and though disapproving the view ex 

pressed in the Court of i Lppea.l that "charity' had the 

s > ,e technical meaning in Scotland as in England, ad- 

opts the words of nord Chelmsford in Magistrates of 

Dundee v. Morris ((1058) 3 2iact4. 134 ,1b4) , where that 

judge said: "1 cannot discover that there is any Brest 

dissi.nilarity between the low of Scotland and the law of 
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"í.Cland with respect to charities." This view is how- 

ever not anite ace- rate, as the whole structure cf char- 

itable trusts in England is affected by the Statute of 

Elizabeth, and the English 1=:w of rnortmain and erpetu- 

ities is unknown to Scots common law The development 

of Scottish charitable trusts owes more to the Bishop's 

Officials and the Commissary Courts whose jurisdiction 

in the end s-rang from the canon law. Hence it has 

been said that the jurist ictionn of the Court of Session 

over trusts is radically different from that of the Court 

of Chancery (Wink's Exors v. Tallent, 1947 >.C.460.47G) 

In Blé =.ir v. Duncan ((1901) 4 F. (H.L. )l,6) Lora 

Robertson said that the Scottish Courts have "as a matter 

of historical fact reflected, ',,Are or less, consciously 

or unconsciously, the bias which disposes everyone favour - 

ably toward charity; and this never oppeared _?ore Plain - 

ly, or was avowed more frankly, than in the decision of 

your Lordship's Flouse in the,Iorpan case "((1í58) 3 `. 

134,154). 

In CleDhano v. Fia.gistrates of Edinburgh ( (1860 ) 

7 (?i. L.) 7,15) Lord Westbury said: "... The jurisdic- 

tion of the Court of Session, and the ;lurisdictio.n of a 

court of equity in :.,n, -land upon the subject of the admin- 

istration of charitable trusts are one and the same. Un- 

doubtedly, in i y land, we have had a greater number of 
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"cases, and therefore the nrincieles have been more fully 

developed. The rules which have been 1-id down end the 

uthorities in En (land are of course not bind irk upon she 

Court of Session. Yet as they are illustrations of the 

convenient mode of the ap iic<ntio.n of the same principles 

of law, I dare say that, whenever an on portu_nity arises 

the Court of Session will deem them entitled to great 

res'ect and attention. 

"Now in both Courts this principle has prevailed, 

namely, that there shell be a very enler °ed. administration 

of charitable trusts. .... the means. originally indicated 

may become inadequate to the end. And the Courts of 

Equity have always exercised the never of varying the 

means of carrying out the charity from time to time, a.c- 

cording, as by that variation they con secure nore effect- 

ually the great object of the charity, namely, the bene 

fit of the beneficiary 

"'.ow it is perfectly true that you cannot substitute 

one charity for another. You may substitute for a rar- 

ticular charity, which has been defined and which has 

failed, another charity eivadem neris, or ehich ap- 

proaches it in its nature and character: but it is áu7 to 

true that you cannot take a charity which wes intended for 

one r,urposo, and apply it altogether to a different per- 

pose. .... But the power of a Court of lauity to alter 
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"the means so as to adapt them to the end, is undoubtedly 

not 1 iited . " 

In Synod of Aberdeen v. 'line's Trustees (0.11»-7) 

9 D.745) the Court rectified a charitable bequest in a 

deed of trust to the effect of reading "Synod" for `City` 

as being merely an inaccurate description and tan us 

calami., the deed hominy been extended in Indic by a 

native clerk. Chiefly on this around the Court allowed 

the correction but Lord Justice -Clerk Hope proposed a 

special interlocutor ''to guard against our decision be- 

in{ misused There are riany cases in Yaich, while there 

may be no doubt of the testator's intention, the Court 

would not be justified in interfering to correct the 7. 

I would not wish it supposed that in this case we are 

proceeding on any supposed pretorien power we possess." 

Lord oncreiff, , concurring, said: "It must be understood 

that the Court are sic) not exercising their pretorian 

power. They are merely adjudicating in a decle.rator 

broaght for interpreting a decd." 

Again in Rocs v. Heriot's _iospital ((1 843) 5 D.58J, 

609) it was taken as indisputable that the Court of Ses- 

sion as the Supreme Court of Equity, has jurisdiction 

over all charities, in so far es to declare the nowers 

of the administrators to correct all abuses and to en- 

force the will of the founder" and. Chancery analogies 

were founc.ed on (cf. 'Laren on Trusts,I,447) 
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Story says that i ;he rudi =,tents of the law of char- 

.ties were gobe" ly derived from the Roman 1m, and that 

by tige time of Justinian it had become a fixed maxim of 

Roman jurisprudence that legacies to pious uses were en 

titld to peculiar favour and were deemed privileged 

testaments (j 1137) . Furthermore o her legacies, though 

not of a piouo or charitable nature but yet of a public 

nature or for 9 general benefit, were deeded entitled to 

similar encouragement rand protection (b 1130, citing Dig. 

30.1.11? cnd 122). Such testaments enjoyed a liberol 

constr. ucticn &nd the lof. Roles were never per 11 tted to be 

lost, either by uncertainty or failure of the persons or 

objects for which they were destined. 

Story is consequently of opinion (§ 1141) thet the 

high authority of the Roman low, coi ncic ing with the roll-- 

ious notion' of the times, coula hardly fail to introduce 

these nrinciples of pious legacies i eto the coron law of 

En ;land; and tige zeal and learnixvg of the ecclesiastical 

tribunals must have been constantly exercised to enlarge 

their operation. Lord Thurlow (':`.:rite v.hitc, i Bro 

C.C. 12) and Lord Eldon (Mogrrid ,?, v. Thackwell, 7 Ves. 

36, 69; Mills v. Farmer, 1 Mer. 55, 94 -5) , he points out, 

were both of opinion that the doctrine of charities grew 

up fron the civil law. This view seems even more appli- 

cable to àcotland where the Coìriseary Courts had for co 
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long the control of the administration of estates and 

mortifications to pious uses were com .::so.n (vide Ä.P.S. 

Index s.v. rortification) . 

Karnes cites charity (p. 15) as the best example of 

duties firmly rooted in our nature ,;:-h ich oust be left to 

depend on conscience ':without my ̂ .id from a court of 

equity. He does not appear to jiove specially contem- 

plated such institutions as a charitable trust, thouh 

many such must have been in existence in his time 

It appears fro: the case of the Ma,r:istrates of Dundee 

v. Pres ytery of Dundee ((1861) 4 Maca. 228, 240) that a 

hospital founded in the Fourteenth Century was bemnr ad- 

ministered virtually as a charitable trust by the Sixteenth 

Century and was so thereafter down to the date of that 

action. There is < for-1 of mortification of an annual 

rent to a chaplaincy in riabbakuk Bisset (11,139) and what 

:ere essentially charitable trusts were doubtless comon 

in the old tenure of mortification (Craig, I, 10.35; 

Ersk., 11,4,10). 

The jurisdiction of the Court of Session over che.r:it- 

able trusts has always been reco .nixed as being equitable 

is usually ascribed to the nobile officiun (\'ackay s 

Practice, I, 211) . The jurisdiction of the Court in such 

matters does not, it has been said knot very accurately 

differ from that of the Court of Chancery in England, 
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though that Court has 'yore means and ap?lin,nces for carry- - 

in( out its rowers (Universit of Aberdeen y. Irvine, 

(1869) 7 M. 1087, 1094) . In Ross v. Governors of r.er -- 

iot's iios. itel ((1843) 5 D. 589, 609. Another old charit- 

able foundation (1648) was Burnett v. K.in °_wö1_lee,, 

Aberd oen , (1846) 5 Bell 409) , which related. to H charit- 

able trust of 1623 , Lordd. Cuninphaame said that there could 

be no question that -this Court, as the Supreme Court of 

Equity in Scotland, has jurisdiction over all charities, 

in so far as to declare the noyers of the administrators 

to correct all abuses ,>nd to enforce the will of the 

founder" ; and Lord Coca -burn ref erres. to ($1'7) "the equit- 

able exercise cf its controilinr authority " 

The Court will not allow a charitable trust to lapse 

when its object h -s been declared by the truster even 

though he has not -provided for the mode of administration. 

In The ìa ,istrates of Dundee v. Morris ((185e) 3 ,.:acQ. 

134; 154) Lord Chancellor Chelmsford said he could not 

discover that there is any crest c issimilarlty between the 

law of Scotland and the law of England with respect to 

charities. apart from the nortraain Act. He approved 

Lord G ifford' s statement in Hill v. Burns (2 W. and Sh. 80 ) 

that the 1nww of Scotland was more liberal in the inter,re- 

tation of bequests for charitable purposes than other be- 

quests, and Lord Lyndhurst's dictum that the law of 
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England was stricter ns to charitable purposes than the 

law of :5cotland (Crichton v. (Trierson, 3 W. and 311.3 36) 

He then said: `Taking then os our guide the principle 

of a benignant construction of charitable bequests, let 

us see whether there Is to be found in the lan -.ua.e o:í' 

the testator en intention manifested with sufficient 

certainty to enable it to be carried into effect,- This 

is in effect an application of the maxim tbat the inten- 

tion rather than the form shall be looked at. 

Similarly Lord Cranworth (ß.1u6) : "There has al- 

ways been a latitude a11oT ec to charitable bequests, so 

that -.then the general intention is indicated. , the Court 

will find the means of cnrryiet the details into opera- 

tion." Moreover it was held in .Luce v. Presbytery _pi 

Deer ((1867) 5 M. (H.L.) 20) that the latitude will extend 

to adopting the one of two alternative constructions 

lhich will make a charitable trust effectual rather than 

void. Lord Chancellor Chelmsford said: It is quite 

clear that this t^ as intended as a charitable bequest ; 

and therefore it must be carried out if the general object 

of the testator can be ascertained. :hen it is said that 

charitable bequests reet receive a benignant construction, 

ehe meaning is, that, when the bequest is ca =able of 

two constructions, one which would make it void, and the 

other which would render it effectual, the latter must be 

adopted." 
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In such a case the Court will adjust a scheme 

either at the hand of the judges (Presbytery: of Deer v. 

Bruce, (1868) 6 U. 940) or by remit to a skilled person, 

and may depart fro- the literal terms of the trust, and 

subsequently vary the scheme. The c ̂ se of ilniversity 

of Aberdeen v. Irvine ((1869) 7 m.10E7) related to 

trust of 1620 ond the Court held (per L.P.In °iis at p. 

1092) that it :;mss "according to the principles of all 

equitable jurisdiction" that the will ref the founder 

should be the rerulatin' consideration,. The Court v 11 

rloreover not as a rule interfere with the administration 

of a charitable trust in so far as it has been left to 

the discretion of the trustees (but see Tho;'?son v. David- 

son's T'rs .. l`,... 1:; R.710; Ritchie 7. Davidson's Trs 

(1890) 17 R.673) and they have never exercised a visitor - 

ial jurist'. i ction sirilar to that of the Court of Chancery 

(M' Laren on Trusts, I, 449) . 

;v 'Laren says (Trusts , i , 42 3) there is no reason to 

doubt that the Court of Session, as a Court of equity-. 

has power to carry into effect a testator's intention, 

although it should be necessary, in dointe° so, to entrust 

the administration of his bequest to a society which -ay 

not exactly answer his description, but whose constitu- 

tion enbles it to carry his benevolent wishes into exe- 

cution. Au n in ferchant Coi. v. Edinburgh r_ar iistrates 
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(1765 , Fol . Dicty i :EI , }49) it was said on the fi.1ure of a 

quorum of a charitable trust that the eo`v°ers now belonged 

to the Court cf Session "as a court cf equity and vested 

ith the same rowers as the Roman praetor and. the Chan ... 

colior of inland." 

A further distinction between ordinary and charit- 

able trusts is to be found in the standard which the Court 

applies in judging whether trustees have been negligent in 

the performance of their duties to the extent of rendering 

them liable for loss arising from such negligence. Ss 

compared with an ordinary 6rust the trustees gill only be 

held liable for "wilful misapplication" (Lori= `.'atson in 

Andres v. .wart's Trs . , (1886) 13 R. (:H. L.) 6°, 73). 

The conclusion appears to be that English and :scot 

tish charitable trusts have arisen from substantially t if_ 

ferent roots and are not co-extensive: so far as concerns 

equity, both the Court of Chancery and the Court of Ses- 

sion have exercised jurisdiction in a liberal spirit over 

charitable trusts on the basis of equity, 

The Doctrine of Cy -prés 

Strictly speaking this is purely a doctrine of En 

lish law, but it is now well known in ucotland os the 

principle on which the Court deals with cases when owing 

to change of cire unst«nces or lapse of tino it has becole 
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impossible to carry out a b equest for charitable pur - 

noses by adherence to the directions laid down by the 

testator for achieving; his objects. In such a case the 

Court has for long exercised the no,'er of varying the 

means to secure more effectually the testator's object 

under the changed conditions (CleDh^ne v. rlág s _ raï' 

Edinburgh, (1867) 7 2T.(11 L.) 7, 15 per Lord '','estbury) , 

and the Court qoy even substitute for an object Yhich hßs 

failed another object eiusdem Generis > The letter is 

giron ̂ r1y spealzing the doctrine of e -?grés. 

It appears that in Scotland the doctrine of -rrép 

is not limited in its an'lica.tion to charitable trusts 

but extends to trusts for purposes of public utility 

( Anderson's l'rs . v. Scott, 1914 6.C. 942 , 956) . In ára c- 

tice the cases are divisible into the two categories of 

varying the method of applying the means at the disposal 

of the charity, and extending the benefits to new classes 

of versons. 

In '.itchell s. Hospital ((1 902) 4 F. 585, 86) Lord 

Laren, referring to Lord OTestbury's dictum already 

(moted, interpolated after the words "'the Courts of Equity" 

the explanation "and in this jurisdiction he recognises no 

istinction between the English and the ä)cottish Courts 

of equity ". 

Main in Grigor Fund Trustees ((1903) 5 x`.1143 ,1145 ) 
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Lord ? 'Laren said, distinguishing between the powers of 

the Court under the Endowuents Commission end the powers 

of the Court under its ordinary (sic) jurisdiction, that 

he only knew of two cases for the exercise by the Court 

of its -common-lay powers ", namely. where the purpose as 

only generally expressed, and where it had failed.. 

A;ain in the case of Trustees of Carnegie Park Or -- 

phanare ((1092) 19 R. 605,608, approved in Anderson' s 

`l'rs. v. Scott, 1914 S.C. 942, 953 per Lord Sperr inrton) 

he said. "It is a general princ i ° >le of charity lava end 

administration that, where it is not possible to carry 

out the intention of the testator il the i:)recise manner 

directed by him, either frog a failure in the objects of 

the charity, or fro-1 an increase in the trust funds iie -- 

yond the sum required for the prescribed purpose, it is 

within the :o -: er of the Court to direct that the funds 

shall be applied to other purposes as near as possible to 

those proscribed by the testator. There are traces of 

the application of this principle in some of the older 

cases, but in recent times it has been applied unequiv- 

ocally in riore than one important case", and he refers 

to .he TrinitL Hosìital case (Mars. of Edinburcil y. 

Laren, 8 R. (I1.L.) 140 and earlier cases in the same 

litiration there cited) 

In Anderson's ,Trs. v. Scott surira) Lord dirr. in?ton, 
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delivering the opinion of the Court, said: "Assuming, 

however, that a trust has once been validly constituted 

in 7hich the public have an interest, there see ms to be 

no reason why we should adopt the English rule that only 

a charitable trust can be administered cy -pres .... As 

Lord. ';`,atson ,o ntdd out in Pe sel's case 0.39 A.C.531, 

501) there has been no occasion in Scotland to draw a 

hard and fast line between charitable and other trusts 

and i must decline the invitation .... to introduce such 

distinction in the present case" 
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Resultin, and Constructive Trusts 

According to °:'Laren (S.18E5) , resulti.np. trusts (the 

phrase occurs in 1840 in ''Leish's Tr. v. ''Leish, 3 D. 

924) may arise on the lapse of an interest under o testa - 

nentary disposition, under che.ritable trust, or under 

an ex facie absolute conveyance. The doctrine is based 

on the presumed intention that property devised in trust 

should, if the object for vhich it was intended is unat- 

tainable, be applied for the benefit of the truster or 

his repprese.ntatives .. In the first case, the predecease 

of o. beneficiary í;i11 cause a resulting trust for the 

testator's heirs and representatives (S eclair y. Traili, 

(1840) 2 D. 694). In the case of charitable trusts a 

surplus t°: ill result to the trustees cnd if the trust pur- 

poses becor.e it .;practicable, a trust will result ins favour 

of the truster` s heirs-at-law (Robbie's J.F. v, Macrae, 

(11 3) 20 R. 358). As donation is never presumed, an 

ex facie absolute conveyance will be held to be merely a 

trust unless intention of donation can be deduced froc i.t. 

The general doctrine may be su _:ied up in the phrase of 

Lord Young (Edmond v. Provost _of _1.berdeen, (1898) 1 F.154, 

16'3), `:'here anyone creates a trust, and expresses no 

trust 'purposes, or the purposes which he expresses fail. 

then there is a resulting trust for himself if he con- 

tinues in life, or, if not. for those tho, after his death, 

comme in his place." 
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The 6cottish eoi its do not appear to have considered 

any of the cases of resultin^F; trust as peculiarly eauit - 

able , but it is noteworthy hou very often Chancery author- 

ity is cited and founded on in these cases 

Constructive Trusts 

A constructive trust is one raised by contructi,-In of 

equity, to satisfy the demands of justice and good con- 

science, without reference to the presumed intention of 

parties (Snell, 127. 'Laren, 8.1926). The principal 

class of case falling; under this head both in England and 

Scotland comprises examples of the rule that a trustee or 

other person in fiduciary position may not take advan- 

tage of his position to make a. personal profit where that 

mirxht create a conflict between his duty as trustee and 

his personal inter:st. Any advent° e gained in such a 

cose the Party holds as constructive trustee for ° the per- 

son to whom he oyes the fiduciary uty. The leadir 

Chancery case of Keech v. Sandford ((1726) Cha.Ca.61) , 

where the trustee got a lease is oaralleled and fore - 

shadowed in Scotland in 1632 in Ludcuhairn v. -.4addo (Mor. 

9503) , and the general doctrine has since then been a p- 

Plied in both countries and extended beyond trustees to 

other arsons clothed with a fiduciary character. 

The general doctrine was finally laid dorm by Lord 
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Thurlova in the ';cottish appeal, York Luild.in _,s Co. v. 

Mackenzie ((1795) 3 Pat. 378), where he stated it was 

clear that in certain circumstances c an nipht be li- 

able to all the consequences applicable to an ex ress 

trustee and that, having renard to the manner in which 

Mr <:Tackenzie Durchased the proert ;, in point of equity 

he should be co!lpelled to reconvey it. 

The doctrine had however been ac?>:nowledged at least 

as early as 1741 in Snreul v. Crawford (El chics , Trust 

No. 1, discussed in xt±arshall v. Lyall, (1359) 21 D.521) 

":hen the Court held that the relationshin of construc- 

tive trust was impressed on all transactions whereby an 

agent or trustee is enabled to gain an advantage at the 

expense of the beneficiary or - )rincipai 

Fol.low3.ng_Trust Proaert9 

Difficult cases of constructive trust are raised by 

the fact that trust funds may pass into the hands of 

other than the true beneficiary, either pra.tuitously or 

with knowledr.e of a breach of trust, and in such a case 

the transferee is a constructive trustee and the true 

beneficiary may follow the oronorty in 'his hands. ln. 

England the equitable doctrine of tracing has a long his 

tory recently reviewed in re Diplock (L1942 Ch.465, affd. 

[957 A.C. 251.) . The Chancery position, stated briefl. =;r, 

is that an unpaid ,creç ì for or legatee may recover fron. an 
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ove -,a1d . beloficiary or a str.anr.er to the estate who has 

received the trust funds: furthermore, one whose money 

has been mixed 3ith that of another or others nay trace 

his money into that mixed fund, even though the funds be 

held and the mixin ° be done by the innocent volunteer: 

so lorl- as the money is identifiable, the claimant has an 

equitable proprietary interest, and the equitable remedy 

does not work injustice. 

In Scotland the -position is not so cle?r: the rules 

stated by Menzies (:;o.nzies on .''rustees, § 1270 et see.) 

depend almost entirely on Chancery autnority though these 

would doubtlesr be followed in such a question; but it is 

not at all clear that the fundamental subsur'ption under - 

lying the rules is the same in both countries. In En 

land an equitable claim in -rersonam for recovery is based 

on the fact that it would be unconscionable for the reci- -- 

lent to retain the funds (Re Dip1ock, supra) . In Scot 

land the claim seems to be simply one of repayment of 

money paid under error. In Armour v. Glasgow Royal In- 

firmary (1909 S.C. 91G) le?°acies viere paid to a hospital 

under a charitable bequest later declared void by the 

Court and repayment was decreed, apparently on the basis 

of repetition of a payment which was made in error, i.e. 

under a mistake in law, though the basis of the judnnent 

is not readily apparent from the opinions. 
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On the other hand the two co retries stand in much 

the same position with regard to claims in rem. When 

funds impressed with a trust have becorle mixed with 

other funds, in equity the trustee has never parted l.ith 

the funds and they can be recovered so long as they can 

be distinguished In England this depends on the doc- 

trines as to tracing orders (cf. Dunlop's Trs v. Cly_des- 

cla.le Bank, (1801) 18 R. 751, "tracing money in lay and 

equity") : in Scotland while the rule of Re Hol sett 

((1880) 13 Ch.D.696) is equally accepted (a-ma v. John 

ston's Tr.. (1904) 6 F.1028. Cf. Bell, Com. I, 286) 

no distinct principle has emerged but the justification 

for a claim of repetition is equitable 

English Influence in the Law of. Trusts 

The development of the trust concept is the great- 

est work of English equity and probably the greatest 

contribution of English jurisprudence to the science of 

law, Whether or not the trust concept was known in Scot- 

land independently of English influence, we have built 

our modern law of trusts considereMT7 on analogies from 

English law, and English Chancery authority has always 

been more highly regarded in this branch of lay than in 

any other, albeit the principles have been worked out 

differently to suit the different legal background 
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against which they were set.. But the influence has not 

been entirely in one direction and authorities such as 

Áberdeen,RailwJo_y v. Blaikiie Bros. and York Built i_s Co. 

v. i.3ckenZie have found their way into lAglish cases and 

textbooks. Yet , despite a certain general similarity 

we have not imported English law The Scottish Courts, 

for e an 1e, will not undertake the administration of a 

trust . for is the trust resorted to with such frequency 

in Scotland as in England as a regular legal expedient 

for the disposal of property The former popularity of 

entails may have tended in the same direction. 

In Ì.!uir v. City of Glashow Bank (( 1879) 6 R. 392, 

405 -8; affà. 6 R.(H.L.) 21. See also Lu?nsden v. Buchanan, 

3 M.(H.L.) 89,91,98) Lord Dens remarked that the general 

law of trusts, as recognised and acted on in Scotland, 

has been far from identical with the law and practi ce in 

England . The register of a Scottish company, it was ob- 

served, unlike that of an .gin°fish one, recognises trusts. 

But there is no authority for the proposition which ap- 

pears to have been argued, that a body of trustees con- 

stitutes a quasi-corporation in Scots law. Yet Lord 

k :estbury, in Fleeíi v. Howden ((1äM8) 6 M. (H.L.) 113, 

121) , laid down that the law of trusts had the same 

origin and rests on the same principles in Scottish and 

in English lam While the first Part of this statement 

remains open to doubt and argument, the second is not so 
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liable to criticism.. For it can be seen that both sys- 

tems 're based on the broad conception of transferring 

the ownership and administration of nronerty to a person 

or persons who remain under an equitable obligation to use 

it in conformity -,ith the truster' s Oirectioas, as for 

the benefit of some beneficiary and, possibly, ultimate- 

ly to transfer it to soleone. The obligations of care 

and diligence, the reliance on good faith and conscien- 

tiousness, apply in both countries. Scots law has not, 

however, tended to regard the relationship of truster and 

trustee as one of dual ownership, legal and equitable 

but rather as of rights of dominium and ius crediti. 

The bifurcation of law and equity in England is respon- 

sible for this. 

In the case of charitable trusts there is the funda- 

mental difference that in England the words "charity" and 

"charitable" have boon given an artificially extended 

weaning to bring certain classes of public trust under 

the Statute of Elizabeth rnd thus avoid their being, found 

illegal as perpetuities, although, as Lord Ilatson pointed 

out in Pomsol (/18917 A.C.531,580), some cases incline to 

pive the word charitable in Scotland a wider meaning than 

simply relief of poverty, Later cases rather support 

this, emphasising that it is only for revenue purposes that 

"charity" in Scotland is as united rs in England. 
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Chapter XI 

Equity in Succession 

To the principle of equity must be assigned the 

fundamental justificrtion for the existence, in the 

branch of beets law relating to succession, of certain 

doctrines shich have a modifying, effect upon the strict 

rules of law in certain cases. The nature, extent and 

influence of these principles now falls to be considered. 

Equity does not seek to overturn the expression of a 

eerson's last wishes in a testament, but yet recocnises 

that such a writing may be defective in accidentally and 

unintentionally disin'ieritinie a descendant of the 

testator. Where a testator dies leaving a will or ren- 

eral settlemOnt which was executed at a time when he had 

no issue, and a child is afterwards born to him, it may 

be posthumously or within a short time before his death, 

there arises a very strong presunption that the disinher- 

itance was unintentional (M'Laren on Wills, 6 732; Ersk. 

111,3,46; :ell, Pr. p 1776). I'Laren roes on to note 

that for this reason equity imports into the settlement 

the implied condition si testator sine liberis decesserit, 

said to be borrowed from the Civil Law and at least sup- 

)ortod by an analogous rule thereof -pplicoble to substi- 

tutions. Equity affords relief according. to Kanes (p. 

177), with respect to a deed which was made for an event 

which has failed. 



The basis of the rule may be seen clearlq- in t`s'att v. 

Jervie j_n 1760 ('':.6401) . ?here a posthumous child :rtes 

born but died shortly afterwards. The father' s rely 

Lives cl-imed the estate as next -of kin of the child on 

the basis that the cond:itió had operated to revoke the 

father's will in favour of the mother. The mother was 

assoilzied on the ground that "The settle -lent in her fa- 

vour is effectual at common law. It was even effectual 

at common law against the posthumous child; end that 

child had no relief ageinct it but In a court of equity. 

But a court of equity never declares void what is mood by 

the common law. It only fives relief against such a 

deed as far as necessary to fulfil the rules ?f justice." 

In Ooleuhpjn v. Ca bell ((1820) 7 5.709) the Lord 

Ordinary (Newton) thought that the benefit of the implica 

tion, si sine liberis, had been considered ' "an equitable 

remedy confined to the children the°ase1ves4 , and held that 

the time between birth of the child and death was too 

.short to Hermit of an alteration of the father's will or 

to create any nresu ption that he neant to disinherit his 

only child. In the Second Division, Lord (`lenlee stated 

that the general principle of law was that the condition 

was implied though the facts may be so strong as necessar- 

ily to import that the testoto.r wished letter, to remain 

on the settlement as it was, "... unless it is as '?lain 

as a pike -staff that the tostator did not intend the suc- 

cession to co to the child, the condition will apply.' 
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The equitable brsis of the doctrine was reaffirmed 

in Stevenson's Tre. v. Stevenson (1932 0.0.0E7), where 

the Lord justice-Clerk (Alness said that he "always 

understood that the doctrine of the conditio was founded 

on equity and that it onoratod for the amelioration of 

the hardship created to a post-neltyls by reason of the 

provisions of a settlement which was executed before his 

birth and which did not contemplate his existence. The 

theory underlying the doctrine, I apnrehend, is that the 

testator would not have node the will he did had he con- 

temolated the subsequent birth of issue." Lord Ornidale 

too described conditio as an equitable nresumption foun- 

ded on the doctrine of nietas naterna Lord Hunter, re- 

ferring to Bankton (I,ix,5) and the Civil Law, said that 

in Scots law "the maxim appears to rest on the view, not 

that the settlement is void, but that relief will be given 

in equity to to subsequently born child, on the view that 

his father cannot have intended to disinherit him' This 

case reaffirmed that the right to challenge the will was 

nersonal to the disinherited child. 

The nresumption underlying the conditio, being a mere 

presumntion, is liable to be rebutted if circumstances 

clearly indicate an intention on the testator's part that 

the will is to remain rood despite the birth of the child. 

Lapse of time was formerly considered to be material but 

in MilliCan's J.F. V. Million (1910 5.0.58) the Court 
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tool- ti,e view that lore lapse of tine is not sufficient 

to overco le the nresunption of revoc Lion in the event 

of the birth of a child subsequent to the will. Stuart - 

Cfordon v. 6tuart- Gordon ((1809) 1 F.1005) shows that an 

actual change of settlement to provide for the child is 

not necessary -then all the facts and circumstances show 

that the matter was considered and deliberately nothing 

was done, the child being already adequately provided for. 

Yet the resumption tends so strongly in favour of revo- 

cation that Lord Kinnear expresses it thus in Rankine v. 

Rankine' s Trs ((1904) 0 F.581, 584) : 'tit is quite set- - 

tied in our law that the birth of a child operates to re- 

voke all Previously executed -ills, unless something is 

done by the narent to set usa the will " 

In ".'Kie's Tutor ((1807) 24 R.526,528) Lord M'Laren 

corq -entod on the fact that in the opinions of some law- 

yers the conditio was not founded on the best considera- 

tions of equity. and did not really renresent the e,ost 

probable intention of the testator; but he re ri-ed net 

the rule had been long recognised in Scottish practice; 

and elsewhere (Elder's Trs v. Elder, (1095) 22 R.512) 

he hirlself refers to the "equitable rule". Again, he 

refers to the conditio as "an equitable extension of the 

will" (Neville v. Shepherd, (1895) 23 R.351,357) . 

The principle, hoY lever strong, is only an equitable 

presumption, and is not absolute; conseauently it must 
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yield to contrary evidence 'r,rovided that ir convincing. 

The ini)lied will of a testator ourht not to be superin- 

duced upon what he has expressed, except in circumstances 

,leking it clear that his true intention is not thereby 

violated, and a settlement made for him which he would 

not have made for himself" (Elair's Ivcoys v. Taylor. 

(1876) 3 R.362,368 per Lord Ormidale) 

In Knox's Trs. V. Knox, (1007 s.C.1123,1120) Lord 

Dunedin said that the law of Scotland see, ed to have adop- 

ted the doctrine from the law of Rome, and at the same 

time to have rejected the only strict logical basis on 

which the doctrine rested. By this he doubtless meant 

the rule that only the birth of e child to a testator 

hitherto childless absolutely revoked his will. 
It is noteworthy that the only one of the older in- 

stitutional writers who deals with the conditio si testa- 

tor is Bankton and even his reference (1,227-8) is under 

the heading of "gift", while his statement is that "ac- 

cording to the dictates of the civil law, if one made a 

donation of all or the greatest -art of his estate when 

he had no children and came afterwards to have them, the 

rift became void .... upon the presumption, that, if he 

had thought of having children, he would not have made it 

.... It is a doubt, if this would hold with us, there 

nover having boon en instance of it in donations per.- 

fected by delivery", and the rule being limited even in 
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the civil law but he ooes on to say that in mortis 

causa donations, he conceives that they beco.le void in 

the event of children being born and he refers to a case 

in 161, and another in 1733 which was compromised . The 

reason for the doctrine, he continues, is plain, `because 

ouch settlement truly wants the determinate will of the 

granter, and must be -Iresumed to have been made upon the 

implied condition of his dying without children." 

Erskine (111,8,46) says that the rule, derived fron 

the Roman Law, '.arises from a -resumption founded in. nat- 

ure itself that the granter would have i referred his own 

issue, if he had had their exiotonce in view": but he 

seems to have confused the two fors of si cine liberis 

os the cases he cites are examples of instituti and not 

testator (Bell, Pr, 0.177G, similarly does not distin- 

guish the cases clearly). 

Karnes, curiously enough, seeps to ignore the conditio 

completely though he reported Watt in his Select Decis- 

ions () . 228) and was probably :resent at the hearing;. 

iorison's Dictionary contains under the heading 

Condition - si sine liberis (Mor.2037 et sec,.) a number of 

cases fron 1605 onwards. The early ones deal with mar- - 

riage contracts and the clause si sine liberis docesserit 

common: y was applied to require a reversion of the wife's 

tocher if she had no survivinr children. In these cases 
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the condition yams apparently an ex )ress condition of the 

r arriace contract, and see -1s to have been quite common in 

the Seventeenth Century. 

In Yule (rnor. 64OO) in 1753 a daughter founded on the 

conditio si testator in e. vain attempt to override the 

destination in two bonds . The report bears that the 

f authorities cited were Papinian, Voet and Ba.nkton t1,227): 

yet the general nature of the conditio si testator appears 

from the argument to be well understood, and is stated 

therein to have been introduced by Papinian (Dir'. & .1.1O2) . 

In Oliphant v. 21j hant ( (1795) .nor. 6003), v ere an hair 

of entail had granted a bond of -'rovis ion in favour of 

his then existing children and made no provision for child- 

ren subsequently born, it was pleaded on behalf of 

the youn er children that the Court on the same ?rinci -- 

pies of equity upon which they had proceeded, in similar 

coses, would have found them entitled .... 

Those early cases reveal e tendency on the tart of tt_e 

Court to hold that the implication only applied in favour 

of posthumous children (Yule, supra; Oliphant, squa) . 

The original rule in Roman law was of course that ex- 

clusion of the sui heredes in a :.Tlll must be express, and 

difficulty consequently arose if after the will were nade 

a person came into existence cf the dors requiring ex -- 

heredati.o, in which case the will wos held void unless 
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that erson died before the will operrted (Bucklend, 

Textbook, 319). Juristic internretntion and legisla- 

tion, however, gave relief from the destructive effect 

of the strict rules avoidinf, the will (mekland. Text- 

boo's, 320). The lox Junia Volieia, -;robably of A.D.26, 

dealt with the case of children born after the -all and 

they nicht be instituted by anticipation. Under the 

-,raetorian law a posthumous heir could obtain the remedy 

of bonorum oossessio contra tabular to the effect of 

asserting his praetorian claim to the amount of his 

share on intestacy (Lodlie's Sohm, 555). 
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Conditio si Institutus sine Liberis decesserit 

The realisation that testators oloy fail to provide 

for the contingency which does actually happen includes 

the nossibility that ersons to 'whom certain property is 

destined under a settlement, with a destination over in 

favo)r of certain strangers, may themselves have issue, 

and it is notorious that testators may well overlook the 

Possibility of such issue when franinr the destination of 

their property. So the common law of Scotlend, adopting 

for reasons of equity the principle from the Roman law, 

admits a presumption uhich, unless rebutted by competent 

evidence, modifies the terns of the -All in such a case. 

The application of the presumption tics, however, been 

somewhat different in ,2cots law from Ronan. ?:'Laren 

(14 1288) expresses it thus: where a lerecy is riven by 

parent to o child or rrondchild, or to )eroons to whom 

he stands in loco parentis, without mention of the leca- 

tees' heirs, a presumption arises that the testator had 

overloo'7ed the contingency of the death of the legatee 

leaving issue; and that, if he hod contemplated thnt 

event, he would hove mode Provision for it by substitut- 

ing the children of the legatee to their parent. "On 

this rround equity hole!s the ulterior right of the resid- 

uary legotee, or of the conditional institute to whom the 

legacy may be riven over, to be qualified by the implied 

condition, el institutus sine liberis decesserit. The 
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sane condition nnplies to the eventual right of succes- 

sion of the testator's personal representatives, failing 

e residuary clause, or other ulterior destination." The 

nresunn r,ion against the intentional exclusion of the tes- 

tator's descendants is strong, thou .yh not absolute; it 

is weaker in the case of colle.terel relatives and does 

not apply at all to re otor relatives to whom the testa - 

tor does not stand in loco parentis. "The conditio has 

been held to apply where the settlement is universal, 

where the beneficiaries are a class, and the provision 

is of the nature of a family se t Úlerlent , and where the 

testator, if not a parent, is at all events in loco nar- 

antis to the beneficiaries." (Per Lord Moncreiff, in 

Flair's Exore v. Taylor, ' 187 ,) 3 R. 362; but see L.P. 

Normand in Knox's Exor v. Knox. 1941 3.0.532, 541, on 

this case.) 

Such an implied condition or praesunnta voluntas 

(as it is called in Dixon I :. Brown, (1836) 14 S. 938, 
is 

and A.lt.xanders' Trs. v. Paterson, 1928 á.C.371) plainly 

foun:'ed in equity. "Provisions to children or grand- 

children are >>resu'ed to spring from the pietas paterna 

and are supposed to be intended for the benefit of the 

grantee's family. Equity accordingly irT)i.ies in such 

provisions an institution of descendants ...." (M'Laren. 

1290; cf. flami.l.ton v. Hamilton, (1838) 16 S. 478, and 

Devlin's Trs v. Breen, 1945 ,:.C. (H.L.) 27, 36 der Lord 
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Macmillan) . Karnes mentions this implied cone ition (p. 

16O) as one of the crses where a court of equity supplies 

an omission In a deed. The only ground he hives is 

)raesumnpta voluntas . Lord ::'Laren too said that the 

principleto be kept in view in applyinv the conrditio is 

that it involves an equitable extension of the scope of 

the bequest to orsons who have been altogether overlooked 

in the testator's scheme of settlement" (Carter's Trs v. 

Carter, (1892) 10 R. 405,411) 

That the rule is originally derived from the Roman 

law sears beyond doubt. It is put shortly by Lord Core - 

house (Grej v. Malcolm, (1835) 13 Sh. 607, 611):- "she 

doctrine , which we have borrowed f roo.. the Roman law, pro- 

ceeds entirely on the presumption that the testator. hav- 

1 : overloo':ed or forgotten the continency of the insti- 

tute having. children, has left children un_orovided if 

they come into existence." 

In Baillie v. Neilson (4 June 1022, P.C.) Karnes 

Equity was cited in debate, and Lord Succoth put the rule: 

There provisions are given to children, there is a tacit 

substitution of their children." The Lord President 

(Hope) however doubted whether he would have given Pa .ìn- 

ian's answer to the problem, as affection for grandchild- 

ren is not so strong; as for children; but he added that 

after the authorities, he was no longer at liberty to 

entertain these opinions. This indicates that at that 
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date the rule was regarded as fixed. 

Lord Dunedin in M'Dowel's Trs v. : einemann (1918 

S.C. (H.L.) F, 13; cf. 'orre:ter's Trs v. Forrester.. 
(1894) 21 R. 971) also described the doctrine ss borrowed 

from the Ronan law. It was, he said , "based on the 

view that the testator, if he had thought of it, elou1d 

have preferrei the children of the institute to the sub. 

stitutes to whoa the share of the institute was to go if 

he failed to survive the period of vesting." In 2:1air's 

Trs v. Hair (1950 .C. 731, 7A) Lord. Mackay (dissenting) 

criticised the doctrine as illogical and having gone be- 

yond the reesonable and proper limits it had when bor 

rowed. 

In the Romen lee, a person entitled under a will had 

to accept the inheritance, and on doing so stepped into 

the shoes of the deceased. In later law there were some 

cases admitted where, though a person entitled died with - 

out claiming the inheritance, his rights passed to a suc- 

cessor and in 450 it was nrovidad that if issue :ere in- 

etituted and died before the will was opened their ri{rhts 

passed to their issue i.3uckland, Textbook, 321) . 

The conditio si institutus h.s been characterised 

as "an equitable excerption from the rules of strict con- 

struction" on the ground of presumed will (Wallace v. 

Wallaces, (1807), Mor. "Clause ", Appx. 6), and it was sup- 

ported in an earls case as being "agreeable to natural 
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"equity" (Egs. of M ontrose v. Robertson, (1738) , !ïor. 

6398) . It arises from a presu:. Lion, founded in nature 

itself" (Ersk.,III,8,46), In several other instances 

the conjecture ha s been advanced, founded on the idea 

of uietas A:aterna that the testrtor's true intention is 

carried out by the lmrortin° into a legacy of a legal in- 

nlication that the ler.a tee' s children are to hove his 

legacy if he die without taking a vested interest. This 

view vas expressed. by Lords Hernand. and Succoth in Neilson 

v. Bail l be in 1822 (1 J. 458; 4 June 1822 F.C.), b,r Lord 

Glenlee in 1838 (Hamilton v. Hamilton, (1838) 16 8.478), 

by Lord Brougham in Dixon v. Dixon, ( (1841) 2 Rob.App.1) , 

by Lord President 1'Neill and Lord Dees in 1062 (Grant v. 

Grant, (1862) 24 D.1211) , Lord Heaves (M'Gown' Tre v. 

Robertson, (1869) 8 M. 356) , and Lord Ardmillan ({.''Call 

v. Dennistoun., (1871) 10 N. 281) , though since then jud- 

es seen to have refrrined from discussing the theoret- 

ical basis of the doctrine. The justification of such an 

impl:icntion is purely considerations of equity. 

The doctrine vies recop'nised in _:cotlAnd at least as 

early as 1738 in T.Tat-istra_tes of .'ontrrse v. Robertson 

(Mor. 6398; Karnes, 160) and, as in that case, was origin- 

ally pp lied in the case of parent and chile_. Later the 

scope was widened to nephews and nieces (Hall v. Hall. 

(1891) 18 H. 690) . Recent authority however inclines to 

Lhe view that further extension of this artificial rule 
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of construction is inexpedient Travers s Trs v. ac- 

intyro , 1934 S.C. 520 , 531) , and that the Scottish de- 

cisions have cone beyond the Roman lay till the doctrine 

is now illo ical (hair's Trs v. air. 1936 z..C. 731, 739) . 

In the :JEgistrates of Montrose case supra) it was held 

that in a provision to children, the children of one who 

had -predeceased should have their parent's share, it be 

i np the irDlied or prey unìed will of the fat'ler that the 

substitution to the survivors should take ,lace only si 

instituti sine liberis decesserint." And it wps pleaded 

that there was not ''anything more agreeable to natural 

equity than for a father when he rives a arovision to a 

son, to rive it, failing that son, to =zis children. 

An early case is Glendinni.nE v. Walker ((1825) 4 0. 

237) , where money was left to a woman in liferent and 

her children in fee Frith a clause of return if she should 

have no children, and it was held that the children of a. 

predeceasing son of hers should take the fee. ;,either 

this esse nor any of the earlier authorities founded on 

in it appear to proceed on the nodern basis of an equit- 

able presumption. In 18e6 the principle was clearly 

reco ;nised in Dixon v. Dixon (14 S. 938, affd. 2 Rob 

ùpp.1.), where residue was left to an el'est son who had 

children, and the latter were held to take though the 

son predeceased his father. The Lord Ordinary sustained 

the children s claim ''holdinr that the °enditi pi sine 

l_ib©ris to depend on the ?rosu ;stn voluntas of the 
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ground of the natural obligation under which t parent lies 

to provide for the issue of his children, has been taken 

in other cases .... ` and he remarked that we o on the 

principle of the Roman conditi© si sine l3.berás. Lord 

:[edwyn agreed that it was not a cese where the c©nclitio 

proper applied but the ktetas paterna was cnour'h in the 

case. 

In Thomson's Tre v. Robb ((1851) lA D. 1526, 1330) 

Lord Cunin{ Name said: "The condition implied in bequests 

generally, by the Roman law, 'si haeres decesserit sine 

liberis' , has, from its equity, and its accordance with 

the natural feelings of mankind, been liberally a.dnitted 

in our practice"; while in Gould's Trs v. Duncan ((1877 ) 

4 R. 601, Lord Ormidale speaks of the presumption as being 

"only natural and equitable ". 

In 1869 Lord . Justice -Clerk Patton said (Douglas's 

Lxors v. Scott, (1869) 7 504. 508) that the doctrine 

was borrowed fro: the civil lay but carried further in 

bcots law. "In the Roman law it seems to have been lim- 

ited to the case of a. testator :.oaling with his haereditas 

and to have proceeded on the assure ?tion that, while a 

testator when childless loft his whole property to strap- - 

c ers, he was not to be considered as preferring those to 

his own children should he afterwards have any ... (This, 

observe, is our coáditió si testator) But our lay has 
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-undoubtedly extended its onplicetion further than the 

Roan law ....' Lord T3enholme (ibid., 509) caas "in- 

clined to thini: that in the case of every lecacy by one 

in loco parentis to the leietee there is e nreww,ntion 

in our law in favour of the legatee's children." Sim - 

il r1y Lord :Soaves understood the original meaning of 

tho conditio as being that where a cranter who was child- 

less left his pronerty to strangers, that bequest was not 

to take effect if a child was afterwards born to hi a .... 

It vas a.fterwerds extended at all events by our law to 

cases of substitution (ibid., 510) One muy respect- 

fully doubt the "afterwards". 

In Grant' . Trs v. Grant ((11362) 24 D. 1211, 1220 ) 

Lord Kinioch said that in its primary application the 

doctrine of the conditio si sine liberis 'twas probably 

confined to the simple case in - .-high a father without 

children males e settlement in favour of a third party, 

end that settlement is held evacuated by the emergence 

of a child .... But for a long time past the scope of 

the naxin has been creetly extended; and it may now be 

said to be settled in regard to mortis eausa deeds con - 

tr' ining provisions for children, and, indeed also to 

those apnlicelle to near relatives of a degree more re- 

mote , that the benefit of a provision conferred on Any 

member of family nasses on his nredecea.se to his child- 

ren, thou -h not mentioned., unless where the deed contains 

conclu =.ivo evidence that the benefit was intended to be 
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str5.ctly ersonal." This sugçests that the conditio si 

institutus was looked upon as an extension of the conditio 

si testator. But the conditio si institutus is as old 

as Papinian (D1g4 35.1.102) ,nd the rule vas ryde a gener- 

al one by Tustinian (C. 6.42.30). 

!broover in Scotland it as nleaded in 1704 in 

Rouaheads v. Rannio ("or. 6403) that it vas "a general 

riaxim of law tlaat .... substitution takes place only si 

instituti sine liberis decesserint," and thrt rule goes 

back at least to MaPistrates of Montrose v. Robertson 

(Mor. 6598) in 1738. Reference was made in that case to 

flurray. V. grant ((1662), Mor. 10322), where an heir was 

found to have the advantage of an obligation in a back- 

bend to reconvey, althouPh heirs were not mentioned there- 

in, when the omission ameared to he one of negligence; 

and also to the case of Powrie v. ykes in 1667 (Mor 

11648), where heirs were founC to have right to a bond of 

annuairent though the deed did not mention heirs: but 

while these two cases show readiness to admit heirs thoul 

not exnressly designed in the deeds, they are not true 

instances of the conditio. 

In Grant's Trs v. Grant ((1862) 24 D. 1211, 1221) 

Lord Kinloch said that an explanation of the conditio si 

sine liberis is to be ibund in earlier coses, the sound- 

ness of which was open to doubt It is said that the 

doctrine proceeds on the assullption of the testetor 
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ticular case. This is not a s tisfactory exposition 
.... The general principle deducible from the whole 

decisions is, the ?t In family settlements implied .111 

rives a predeceasing narent*s shore to his children, 

here the deed does not contain satisfactory evidelce 

that the contrary of this was intended"; and Lord Pres- 

ident i,At teïll (ibid., : 1220) thourht that implied in- 

tention was the basis of the -)ri n.ciple, and so did Lord 

Dees (ibid. , 1 230) Their views do not however detract 

from the f nct that the reason for the it v 1icati on is the 

de:-ands of equity. A court will in ply a condition only 

Then it is fair and reasonable to do so. 

In Younr v. Robertson ((1862) 4 Mac q. 337, ',540) Lord 

Chancellor .estbury said: ( "There is a very benignant rule 

in the law of Scotland originally derived fro-? the civil 

law, although its application is somewhat different from 

the application chick you make of that system, which has 

this effect, that if a legacy be given to an individual 

and he either nredeceases the testator or dies before the 

Period appointed for vesting, leaving children, the legacy 

does not lapse, but the children are substituted in place 

of the legatee," 

In the recent esse of Knox's Exor v. Knox (1941 S.C. 

532, 535), Lord President Normand said that the conditio 

si institutus was an ceuitable exception to the rule of 

strict construction, and it rrocecds upon the assumption 
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"that, where a :.rovision is made by a narent in favol?.r of 

a chile or crandchild without mention of the legatee's 

issue, the testator has over1oo':sed the contingency of 

the death of the legatee before vesting, leg vine; issue. 

On this assumption the issue ^re civen the benefit of an 

im7lied conditional institution. The equity was arti- 

ficially extended to bequests in favour of collaterals 

and it may be questioned whether the extension is justi- 

fied either in nrinciplo or by expediency"; and he 

speaks later of collaterals claiming 'the equity", The 

Lord President further .minted out (ibid., 541) that Lord 

oncreiff's statement in the cose of Blair (3 R. 362. 

quoted supra) was no longer adequate in that the settle - 

ment need not be universal, nor need the beneficiaries be 

the entire class of nephews or nieces, end they may be 

called nominatim; nor need the settlement be a family 

provision, and the requirement of the testator placing; h- 
self in loco parentis is so whittled clown that "the mere 

fact of the relationship may suffice to brin ; the eon- 

ditio into operation if the settlement contains no ad- 

verse indication." 
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Goliation 

The imnnet of feudalism on the native con.icn lay of 

bcotland was not without influence on the laya of succes- 

sion and, while prilo ;eniture and undivided succession 

ca o to be the rule in heritar_,e, equal distribution timon ; 

the next of t :in was the rule in moveable-. obvious- 

ly left great scope for unequal division of a nixed in- 

herit^lce and it came to be the function of equitable 

princi_ les to :'.edify the hardships thereby arising, by 

the doctrine of collatio inter haeredes, whereby, if the 

heir in heritage is also one of the next of kin, the whole 

succession, heritable and moveable, Icy be thrown into 

one miss and equally shared by the next of kin, including 

the heir A equitable :interference tares place, 

under the title of collatlo inter libcros, in the ad. just - 

-ent and distribution of the LeAitim fund. whereby a child 

already provided for may claim a share of l itin only on 

bringing into the common fund all advances already re- 

ceived by hin, so as to equalise the division, or where 

an heir -at -law claims lesritim, in which case he must col- 

late. This last instance is really a particular case of 

collation inter haoredes. 
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Collation inter Haeredes 

In Anstruther v. Anstruther, an entnil case ((1836) 

14 S. 272), Lord Chancellor Brougham, in renittinp. the 

case back from the House of Lords to be heard by a Full 

Bench of the Court of Session, observed on the distinc- 

tion between heritable and moveable succession; the -ore- 

ference of the heir in heritare 'rests upon feudal princi- 

Dies, and may be unjust in itself, but upon the injustice 

an undeniable equity is gr-Sted " In that case reference 

was glade to the earliest recorded decision, Law v. Lay in 

154 (Balfour, 233-4: Mor. 23651, but beyond that refer- 

ence the consulted judges declined to speculate on the 

origin of collation, particularly -het'ler it arose from 

the collision of the consistorial and feudol law. The 

consulted judges subsequently say (14 8. at 287) that 

"the common law of feudal succession uniformly resists 

the intervention of equity to temper or riodify its rules 

the doctrine of collation itself affords many re- 

markable instances of the strict exclusion of equity in 

applying the rules of feudal succession .... , and point 

out how infeftnent or failure to take it may send the 

succession in a way contrary to equity and natural jus- 

tice They instance other cases too where the -)rinciple 

does not apply strictly equitablY, as where a younger son 

succeeds to heritage destinatione and yet need not collate. 



Lord ^iedv yn, however, ventured on e discussion of the 

J.F. 

origin of collation (p. 299, approved by Lord Sa.nds in 

Waddell's .F. V. addell, 1924 S.C. 87", 8,7J) . He at- 

tributed the introduction of priopeniture to the feudal 

system )ricer to .::rich land iras equally eivided emon,< the 

sons to the exclusion of the daughters. Prior to the 

full reco; nition of the exclusive rid°ht of the eldest son, 

he ,according to the Lees Bur orum, had the se-le share in 

moveables as the other children, with the adc i tion of the 

heirship moveables. ' But, 'Alen it cerne to be fir.ely set- 

tled that the eldest son took the whole herita.re, custo 

to have introduced it as a reasonable and equitable 

consequence (Lar ue have no statute either for the one or 

the other) that the moveables became the Dort_ en of the 

younger children .... the eldest son would sometimes 

find his a less lucrative succession than if he shared 

his father's succession equally with the younger children. 

To obviate such an inequality, the doctrine of collation 

was introduced by the Church courts, and eerhaps first in 

the succession of churchmeh, from considerations of equity, 

in the same way as in other instances they . adopted rules 

of equity to soften the strict provisions of the con on 

law. For the churchmen, in their judicial capacity wore 

the great masters of equity in those times ...a cnd hence 

it cane to be e rule of law." The earliest use of the 

term collation in our law appears, he sold, in e statute 
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of Robert III, e. 35. "Collation wes originally con - 

suetudina.ry and introduced by no statute" (ibid., 300 ) 

but certain extensions of the principle were 'lade by the 

Intestate Iroveable Succession Act of 1853. 

It must be admitted that the rule of equity is not 

universally applied: for instance, the heir may collate 

but the next of kin cannot call en hi to do so against 

his will, and it is only the heir-of line who is bound to 

collate and a younger son succeeding to the heritage need 

not . 'oreover collation inter haeredes is a privilege 

of an heir-at-lay, v hose primary right is to heritaPc 

only, and he cannot be compelled to exercise this right 

by any of the other children (8inclair's Trs v. Sinclair. 

(1881) 8 R. 749, 755) : it is not an equitable presur ption 

as is collation inter liberos. It has been said too that 

it is accordinr to the uolicy and eoulty of the law that 

a family heir should be excluded from the class of heirs 

in mobilibus unless he purchases his admission to that 

class by collating (ibid. , 760) , while in the same case 

Lord Young refers to the illustrations of the same rule 

in English law. ":.here they sneak about equity requiring 

something to be brought into hotchpot if anything is 

claimed" (ibid., 762) and speaks of collation as "a reas- 

onable and equitable doctrine" ibid., 763). 

In hnstruther v. Anstruther ((1035) 14 8.272.287) 

the Court rointed out varioud dangers in resorting to 
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equity in applying the doctrine of collation_, and Lord 

Clyde in Waddell (1924 t C. 877,890) thought that there 

was no room at all for em'ployine notions of equity to 

extend it, Lord Sands vas equally positive in that 

case that the arinciplc underlying the rulo was one of 

equitable distribution (ibid., 900). 

Collation Inter Liberos 

The object of collation ,inter liberos is to ensure 

an equal division of the 1e it1m fund, by making allow- 

ance for advances previously made by the parent to any 

of the children, such as a marriage nortion to a. dau ",hter 

or an endowment to enable a son to set up in a profession, 

It only o-)erates among children entitled to claim legitim, 

and children need not collate with parent nor ...,3 th child- 

ren who have discharged their legitim. The principle.. 

being based on the presumed intention of a father to treat 

n11 his children equally, may be excluded by evidence of 

a contrary intention, by ;riving a nraecipuum over and 

above a due share of leïg t3..m, as for example by testament- 

ary -Irovision_ 

°i ho rule is plainly one adopted. fron the civil law 

and followed by us (Stair, 11I,8,45; Er '-. ,III,9,24 -5: 

Bell, Pr. ̀y-' 1588; '!'Laren, I.162 -7) , 'hen the Praetor 

modified the rules of intestate succession and called 

emancipated children to the cossession of goods by the 
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edict unde liberi, he required them to cast into the suc- 

cession all their separate . rolerty which would have be 

longed to the paterfa_mi lias had they not been emancipated. 

so as to niece them on an equal footing with the brothers 

who .hrd not been emancipated. buch was collat7o bonorum: 

l ;tcr it vas extended to daughters too who, though e?nan- 

c ipated , had to collate their } ?arrla.ge portion (Buckland , 

Textbook, 325). Justinian finally made the obligation 

of collation general to all children. 

Lord President Dunedin described the basis of the rule 

of col1atio bonorum in Younc v. Y.'oun '_s Trs (1910 6.0.275, 

283 -4) as being "a sinrle equity tend nothing else .... 

There is an equity in the case of colla.tlo bonorum nfhich 

enables one child to say to mother - 'Inasnuch as you 

have had advances curing our father's life, in the divis- 

ion of the legitim fund between us these must be taken in- 

to account ....' Consequently I look upon the doctrine 

of collatio bonorum really as a rider which is put upon 

the claims of the ehïlnren, and a rider depending upon an 

old-time equity introduced frogl the very earliest times 

in our practice -nd recognised by 'Lord Stair and all the 

institutional writers since." .... "collatio bonorum is a 

mere equitable right which only really exists in calcula- 

tion, and only comes into being after the lei, itim has be- 

come vested, and after it is to be discovered how the 

vested shares shall be divided among the various children.' 



Similarly Lord Kinnear ;_ -aid (. b1(. , 287) : "Collation of 

legitim is an equitable claim competent only to the child- 

ren competing on the leitim fund, who are entitled to 

raw in advances which another child may have received 

in circumstances which rive rise to that equity", and he 

then refers to "equitable consideration for creating an 

equality"; while Lora Johnston rejected a hypothesis 

(ibid. , 293) as being- 'contrary to the equitable princi- 

ples which were the foundation of these decisions ", and 

talks of advances "only by equitable implication attrib- 

uted to legitin. '' 

Lord President Clyde defined the scope of the doct- 

rine in Coats's Trs v. Coats (1914 0.C.744,748) and said: 

"It is an equitable doctrine introduced for the purpose of 

securing equality in the distribution of the legitim fund 

among the children who are actual claimants on the fund. 

It has no place among; others than children. Its basis is 

a double fiction. It assumes that the father has paid a 

part or the whole of . i is indebtedness at a time when no 

relationship of debtor and creditor existed between the 

father and the child. It further assumes that the pay - 

rlent is made out of the legitim fund although confessedly 

the legitim fund is at the time non-existent. Now it is 

apparent that a doctrine which rests on a foundation so 

narrow and so surely artificial is not susceptible of what 

is called logical extension. The atte?ipt to .rive it 
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"reasoned expansion -A.11 inevitably end in confusion. The 

subtleties and intricacies, such as they are, ,,,hich hnvo 

encrusted themselves upon tthe doctrine are due entirely 

to a failure accurately to observe the terms in which the 

doctrine is explained by Stair and Erskine." 

Lord '.iaelcenzie likewise -- An aliquot part jcf the 

lc: itim fund7 vests at death, subject always to the equity 

which exists between children who nay at a later stage come 

in to compete, by 'hich a duty is i 1po tied on each to col- 

late the advancer received during the li oti:,e of the 

father." 

In that case the Court ap_roved the older authority 

of Monteith v. -.onteith' s Trs ((13 }2) 3 R. 932) where Lord 

Justice-Clerk oncreiff spoke (p. 989) of 'the equitable 

obli( tion which the term collation imports" and quoted 

Voet's formulation of the civil law rule (Comm. in Pond. 

37.0.25), "Cessat collationis necessitas si is, roui con- 

ferre doberet L abetineat ab hereditate eius a. auo res 

copferendae yprofectae sunt" , while Lord Young mentioned 

the "equity of collation" (o. 994;4f. stair, II1,8, 28) . 

Collation was a conception of the Roman law modify- 

_ c the rights of Persons to claim praetorian bonorum -)os- 

sessio contra Tabulas as against a will. A person sui 

iuris might have received property ,hen emancipated or 

might have acquired property as a filiusfamìlias could not 

have, and if such persons claimed along with sui heredes 
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against the will they ,eust brine in for division uhat they 

nossessed (Buckl-nd, Textbook, 322). A daughter 'Ale had 

received a dos or elarrie,e-portion might have to make 

collatio of it if she claimed to succeed except ab intes- 

tate. The rules of collation did not anply to what even 

a filiusfemilias could acquire for himself and so not to 

neculium castrense and amási-castrexpe (Iiedlie's &eittil 532). 

These rules were Purely praetorian modifications of the 

lay to secure equality and redress inequality uhich mir.ht 

have crevieesly existed in regard to acquiring property. 

but in the later Imperial legislation the object came to 

be to ensure the distribution of the estate in such a way 

as to redress any inequality in the benefits previously 

derived from the ancestor (ibi (.1 565). The absence from 

Roan law of any euch division as our rules for the in- 

heritance of ;Ieriteble and moveable property folio- ing two 

distinct lines of succession precludes any conception of 

collation inter haeredes and it may well be that this is 

itself a development of the conception of collation inter 

liberos which grew up to meet the common ease where the 

liberi included the heir-at-law entitled to the heritage, 

the effect being the same if the heritage were looked upon 

as an advance or special nortion. This however does not 

explain the undoubtedly anomalous rule that if the person 

taking the heritage be not the heir-et-law ho need not 

collate. i=oreover collation inter haeredes is a privikge 
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whae inter liberes it is a presumotion :hich requires to 

be rebutted if inequality is to hold. 

The Roman idea of collátio bánprum is likewise the 

foundation of the English equity doctrine of hotchpot: 

equity always presumes that a father intended to nreserve 

neace among his children by giving them portions as nearly 

ecual as possible (Hanbury, 535, citinr Buckland, Equity 

in Roman Law, 74-76), and conseouently advances end mar- 

riage-portions paid over to children are to be held to be 

in satisfaction pro tanto of that child*s share (Adnin. 

of Estates Act, 1025, s. 47 (1).) The same iden is met 

with in the English equitable rule theta parent or per- 

son in loco parentis riving a legacy to r child end after- 

rds a marriage-portion, the latter is to be ascribed in 

satisfaction of the former (ExD.P. Ex D. 4ubost, 

(1811) 18 Ves. 140; 2 W. and T.L.C. 314. But see Satis- 

faction, infra.) 

Collation is early ret with in Scots law and the case 

of Lay noted by Balfour and Maitnd is only the first of 

many quoted in Morison's Dictionary (f'er, 2365). quite 

early too annearc the recognition of the derivation from 

Roman law and the essentially egalitarian nature of the 

doctrine So the argument in Murray (A)r. 2372) in 

1678 includes the sentence: "Likeas by the ancient Roman 

law, which our customs follow, all tochers and other dona- 

tions to children, were accoonted as narts of their 
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"legitim, and if they h =_ d received the sa -le, they behoved 

to confer and brin,' it back to the heritage .... to melee 

them equal in their legitim. .... The parity of natural 

affection bath _ jade both the Roman law and ours to equal- 

ise the children, so that as .such :must be lead by to the 

rest es to rke them equal to the bonds of nrovision. ̀' 

In 1787 in Balfour v. Sett (''or. 2379) occurs this 

na.ssare in the argument: "The rule of our law, that an 

heir \ °iho take a part of the succession as one of the next 

of kin must collate the heritage, beinp founded on the 

principle of equality . , .. The end and the essential 

rry ric iple of collation i, , that a perfect ec a.li ty amore; 

the successors nay be effected ...." 

Similarly in the case of Little Gilmour (13th Decem- 

ber, 1809, F.C.) it vas argued that the origin of colla- 

tion "anione. the Romans vas an equitable interposition of 

the praetor, rho compelled a collation of every estate" 

but that a considerable alteration had taken place in the 

,r cticc in Scotland. 

Again in Sinclair's Trs v. Sinclair ((lesi) 8 R. 

749,760) Lord Young refers repeatedly to the "equity and 

eolicy" of the law 'which requires collation before an 

heir censha e in moveables also. i'/ `ollatio 7 is foun- 
ded upon a principle which has received application under 

a. variety of circumstances. it is well illustrated in 



"English law as -:.e1I as ours, where they speak about 

equity requiring something to be br ou.: ht into hotc.hpot 

if anythinr is claimed", and he refers to collation as 

a reasonable and equitable doctrine. 



Election 

The principle of election has 1-n`:; been known in 

>cotl. nd though that acme is comparatively modern, bei 

derived from the law of England. The more peculiarly 

icottish name of Approbate and Reprobate belongs only 

to the 'ineteenth Century. In both England and Scot - 

land, however, the rinciple rests on the same basis. 

"It is against equity that anyone should take against a 

min s will and also under ît. Tills rests on no artifi- 

cial rule but on plain fair d el .i ng. " (Doulas -- Menzies 

v. U?rnhelb, L190§7 x.C.224, 232 Der Lord Robertson.) 

The principle, though part of the doctrine of homologa- 

Lion, is most frequently applied in ouestio.ns of succes- 

sion. Lord Eldon expressed the principle in ; or v. 

Wauchope (1 Bligh, 1,21 In England the doctrine goes 

back to k1. s v. *ordaunt in 17061 2 Vern. 581: see auth- 

orities cited in Dillon v. Parker, 1 Swanston 359, 403) 

in 1019 as follows: "It is equally settled in the low 

of Scotland as of England that no person can accept and 

reject the same instrument . If r testator gives his 

estate to A and gives A's estate to 3, courts of equity 

hold it to be against conscience that A should take the 

estate bequeathed to him and nt the slum ti le refuse to 

rive effect to the ire. lied condition contained in t'le 

will of the testator. The Court will not rer :it him 

to take that which cannot be his but by virtue of the 
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"disposition of the 1,i11 and of the scr e time to keep what, 

by the sane will is given, or intended to be given, to 

another person. It is contrary to the established prin- 

ciples of e: uity that he should en ;joy the benefit while 

he rejects the condition of the (ift. Probably the most 

C01.101 instances of the principle are ceses where persons. 

if ta_kinr provisions under a Mill, are debarred from 

claiming legal rights. 

z)tory defines election (§ 1075) as the obligation 

imposed upon a party to choose between two inconsistent 

or alternative rights or claix, in cases There there is 

clear intention of the person, from whom he derives one, 

that he should not enjoy both" - and this fully expresses 

the Principle of ;cots law too. It is attributed, in its 

on yin, by story to the civil law "like many other doct- 

rines of equity jurisprudence" (e.g. Inst.2.20 and. 24; 

Dig. 30.1.30.7; 31.2.67.8). 

It ì ekes an appearance in Scots law at least as 

early as 1680 in Anderson v. Bruce (! .:or . 607) , though in 

1506 (Weir v. Lic, ::tor 605) and 1671 (Ballag.an v. Drum. - 

Lanri :,or. 605) the Lord: perloitted approbate of part 

of e deed and reprobate of another part. rigain in 1715 

(Home v. Home, < or. 612; cf. Fea T. Trail, (1731) . 'for. 

616) two parts of a document were held separable, which 

circumvented the principle. It rather ,ppears that the 

principle was not clearly established till the latter part 
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institutional text prior to Erskine (111,9,14; see also 

Bell, Com.I,141) and even then but briefly. 

The doctrine is still one of imnortF,.nce in Chancery 

equity based on the presumed intention of a testator, 

that `there is gn implies condition that he who accepts . 
benefit under an instrwle.nt lust adont the whole of it, 

conforrinp to . ̂ .11 its rrovisions and renouncing every 

right inconsistent with it" (Codrin ton v. Codrinygton. 

(1875) L.H. 7 H.L. 854, 866 ner Lord Chel sford). In 

that case Lord Chancellor Cairns referred to the Scottish 

rule (ibid., p : 861 -2) . "1y the well- settled doctrine 

;hï.ch is termed in the ùcotch law the doctrine of 'a?r:Iro- 

bate' and 'reprobate', and in our courts -yore com,lonly 

the doctrine of 'election', where a deed or will profes- 

ses to make a general disposition of -=Iroperty for the 

benefit of a Person named in it. such person cannot accept 

a benefit under the instru -lent ctlthout at the same time 

conforming to all its provisions and renouncing every 

right inconsistent ::pith them." Lord Chelmsford further 

pointed out that Lord hedesdale in Birmimham v. Kirwan 

(2 Soh. and Lef. 449) ~jut the English and Scottish doct- 

rines on exactly the same footing. "The peneral rule ", 
h6 

he said, "is that , person can accept and reject the same 

instrument, and this is the foundation of the lay of 

election." 
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In Coo or v. Cooker ((1874),L.R. 7 H.L., 5 ;3, 67) 

Lord. Cairns said that the rule 'does not oroceed either 

upon an expressed intention, or upon a conjecture of a 

presumed intention, but it proceeds on a rule of equity 

founded upon the hi rhos t -:rinci,f.les of equity .... rs 

In Crum Ewin rs v. Bayly.` q_. Trs (1911 B . C . (H. L. ) 

18) it was finolly d etemi.ned that the doctrine of elec- 

tion was identical with the :..eottish doctrine of "anoro., 

bate and reprobate". iardwicke, Eldon and Chancery de- 

cisions were cited extensively, particularly Lord Eldon' 

j udomnent in der v. Watltchopee ((1819) , 1 Bligh 1, 21) which 

was described as resting upon the broad equitable proun4s 

on which the English doctrine of election is rested." ( 

SOlyne vtQ,.., was -tJGkE,.. ,:... 3Vd'W,.'s î;7w1`t 5 v ti Pe,.% 

19iq s.c. 39,4-4-25 }á?, 90-i V,sc,,.,..r- 

ltq(a,.e R8 10o ), 
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Evitable Comensat ion 

It is opprrent that a decision by a person who is 

put to his election ay raise a question as to the dispos- 

al of the unclaimed estate: such questions are resolved 

by the principle of equitable compensation under which 

the unclaimed provision accrues to the person or dass of 

persons whose interests are dierinished by reason of the 

mode in which the right of election has been exercised 

(WLaren on Wills, I, 255). So the acceptance of a 

conventional provision in lieu o1 terce, courtesy, ius 

relicti or lus relictae, or lerìtli, operates as a dis- 

charge of the claim on the estate ex lere, and the amount 

of that ie then available for the purposes of the settle- 

ment under v/hich the provision tus made. If, on the 

other hand, the leratee elects to accept his Loral rirhts, 

the rovision specielly bequeathed to him must be applied 

in compensation to the oersons, usually the residuary 

legatees, who have been injured by the displecenent of the 

testator's settloaent. The nrinciple is noteworthy as 

one of the few places where an avowedly equitable doctrine 

is foune in Scots law. 

The doctrine appeared. in Scotland in Tier v. Wauchópe 

((1815) 1 i3ligh, 25. For English history see note to 

Gretton v. Haward, 1819, 1 Swans. 445.), where Lord Chan- 

cellor Eldon said: "In our courts we have engrafted mon 

this primary doctrine of election, the eeuity, as it cy 

be tereted, of compensation", which ho then toes en to 
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cha:ll be compensated by taking the propert úr, or the value 

of the nronertT,r, which the testator meant for him., out of 

the estate devised . thour'h he cannot have it out of the 

estate intended for him." This passap e was quoted by 

the Lord. Ordinary (Curriehil i) in Macfarlene° s Trs. v. 

Oliver ((1882 ) 9 R. 1136 1142) , who also cited Story, 

;eetion 1082. There we find this : In the actual ap- 

plieo.tion of the doctrine of election, courts of equity 

proceed upon principles, which are wholly incapable of 

being enforced in like manner by courts of laze. 

,ut the subject is contemrlated in a very different light 

by courts of equity; for in the event of such an olec -- 

tion to take against the instrument, courts of equity 

will compel the devisee to m take un to the d.isa'cnointed 

claimants the amount of their interest therein: for it 

is now definitely settled that the gusty claiming against 

the will does not forfeit his interest thereunder, but is 

bound to s ovid© out of the property willed to him a pe- 

cuniary conpensation for those disappointed by his elec- 

tion." 

The Lord Ordinary in :t: acfe.rla.ne continued: °'It 

appears to me that, as the doctrine of election which 

gives rise to the claim of cormpensation is based on equity 

only, it is inconsistent with absolute forfeiture. Jo 

doubt in ost cases absolute forfeiture does take place, 

because the subject -árovided by the will is of less value 
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"than that to which the legatee is otherwise entitled; and 

so the question of totel forfeiture rarely occurs. But 

I can see no round. In equity for holding that ' d.is- 

appointed devisees' to whom full compensation gas been 

lade are nevertheless entitled to claim that the benefit 

intended for the renud iatin p legatee shell be absolutely 

forfeited by him, and shall secrue to them to the effect 

of conferring upon them a benefit which the testator never 

intended for then. Equity appears to me to demand in 

such case compensation - full compensation - but nothing; 

more, out of the bequest to the repudiating legatee, leev 

in him to benefit by the surplus .. " (Cf. . Lord _ Mackay in 

Thomson's irs v. Thomson, 1946 S.C. 399, 4l1) 

Lord Young (p. 1154) seid: "I think the doctrine is 

equitable and that the equity is satisfied by indemnity or 

compensation to those iho suffer by the uithdravml or 

withholding." Compensation is effected in ?practice by 

accumulating the provision not claimed until the amount 

pained is equivalent to the excess taken be the person 

who elected to claim legal rights. The doctrine though 

equitable tends to be complicated in :era.ctice end its 

abolition has been recommended (Mackintosh Comittee Ro- 

Fjort on Lay of Succession, (Cmd. 8144 (1951). s. 19.) 

It is in accordance with the eeuitablo basis of the 

doctrine that it can only apply where a . provision in 

favour of the claimant for equitable compensation has 
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been prejudiced by the election of another to take his 

legal rights (3nody' s Trs. v. tGibson' s Trs., (18.:7) 24 

S.L.R. 493.) 

In Russell's Trs v. Gardiners ((1686) 13 R. 996) 

Lord Shand said: "This doctrine of equitable co:apensrytion 

is, I thin'.~, founded on in-died or presuloed will. Part 

of the provisions made by the testator has been forfeited 

and, acting on the implied will of the testator, the per- 

sons who are injured take the benefit, on the view that 

as he has given part of his general estate to there., of 

which they have been deprived by the act cf another bene- 

ficiary it may be presumed that the testator would . :ive, 

or has by implication riven, tile benefit forfeited to 

those whose provisions have been injuriously affected.'' 

In Rose'_s Trs v. hose (1916 S.C. 827, 841) Lord 

Johnston defined equitable compensation as "an equity ac- 

corded to th© beneficiary who has suffered by the reprob- 

atory act of another" and later, (v. 8íi) , "hero may be 

noticed the two conceptions .... of the theory of equit- 

able compensation, the one which bases it on the implied 

will of the testator, the other which bases it on equit- 

able considerations merely, and hence the term equitable 

compensation borrowed by us fro'i England. They also are, 

I think, really one and the same thing. For the equity 

which leads tc compensation is not to be found in anything 

abstract, but merely in implying the will of she testator". 

and he refers to Ker v. Wauc 1 i (1819) 1 L >lirh.,l, 25 per 

Lora Eldon). 
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Satisfaëti.ön__._ TMnd Ade.ription _of_Lefpc:ies 

questions not dissimilar to certain of the problems 

in collçtion inter liberos arise fro,,, the doctrine of 

satisfaction. This may be defined as the donation of a 

thine with the intention, expressed or i i.ïed , that it 

is to be taken, either c:holly or in part, in extincuish- 

ment of some prior claim of the donee (;Laren. on Wills 

I, 736; Jarman on Wills, II, 1120) . The : ;ns. l lsh Chancery 

rule is that there is a presumption against double por 

tions and consequently that a legacy is in satisfaction 

of and not additional to a portion previously riven (Ex 

)arte Pye . (1011) 10 V. 140; Story W.1108) says that 

Chancery of was probably 

rived from, ne Roman low.) In Scotland this is equally 

true on the basis of the maxim. debitor non praesunitur 

donare. in the case where a testamentary nrovi sign is 

made to a person for whom the granter was under an obli- 

gation to provide. In other cases, as where provisions 

are given to -persons subsequent to legacies, or advances 

made to legatees . there is no such Presumption in Scot« 

land that the later F;ift is intended to be in satisfo.c- 

tion of the forger, though such may appe ̂r expressly or 

by necessary iaixpl.ication ( Kippen v. Darin, (1856) 3 Macq. 

203. See also Stuart v. Flenim. (1623) , ' or.. 11430,) 

There is no presumption in Scotland against double Por- 

tions where the oriri.nal provision is voluntary and 
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revocable. °;'.here e legacy is riven to a creditor t'lere 

is a week presumption against donation, which agrees 

with the law of England (Talbot v. Shrewsbury, 1714 1-r. 

Ch. 394: Chancey' s Case, 1725, 1 P.W. 408.) This pre - 

sumption has in Scotl,end (Balfour v. Balfour! s Trs 

(1842) 4 D. 1044 per Lord edwyn, founding on Roman 1av , 

and Lord Moncreiff) been characterised as on equitable 

presumption founded on the natural probability of the 

debtor's intention, ut liable to exceptions where there 

is a contrs.ry inference from circumstances or direct 

evidence of a purpose of donation. 

Lord Cottenham put the Chancery poi ition in Thynne v. 

Earl of Glen all ((1 348) 2 i . L. Cas. l55) as follows: 

"Equity leans against legacies being taken in satisfac- 

tion of o debt, but leans in favour of a provision by 

will being in satisfaction of a portion by contract .... 

The Scots view is the reverse in both cases. 

While then since Kip pen it is clear that the general 

)resu: etion against c3ot ble portions has no place as e_ 

rule of construction in Scotland, there is widely recop- 

nised the presurnation, debitor non 2Draosumitur donare, 

which is not dissimilar in its Practical effects, _ja.rtic- 

ularly where there existed an antecedent obligation to 

make the later -revision , The .. nglish rule as to satis- 

faction of debts by legacies is expressed as founded on 

this maxim (2 ?',+. and T.L.C. otes to Talbot v. ShrewsburY) 
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4d©mptión 

Ademption is the rule which cancels a special legacy 

in a will when it is found that the subject of that spe- 

cial legacy no longer forams -art of the testator's es- 

tete at the time of his death. In Roman law (Inst . II, 20 ) 

the testator's intention, the ani_uus adimendi, was a ne- 

cessary element of ademation, but in both English and 

Scots law this has been discarded in favour of the factual 

test -- whether the subject was still in the testator's 

possession at his death W'Arthur's Exors v. Guild. 1905 

S.0.743,746: cf. ! aefarlane s Trs *. Macfarlane 1910 S.C. 

325,327.) This test was first laid down in the Chancery 

in Ashburner v. r'acju.ire (1786, 2 < r. C.C. 108) rnd fol- 

lowed by Lord Chancellor Thurlow in Stahl., c v. Potter 

(1789, 2 Cox 130) who rejects the ides of rocee dinr on 

the animus adinendi as confusing . Ttmis view was fully 

adopted in Scotland, though in Anderson. v. Thomson ((1877) 

4 R. 1101) , where Chancery authorities viere extensively 

founded on, Lord Justice -Clerk Moncreiff thought it con- 

trary to principle and yet applied it as established law. 

The Roman rulo appeared to him to be "founded on the 

clearest grounds of equity and justice." The principle 

was accented without question in pg.= in. 1838 (16 S.383) 

while in Chalmers ( (1851) 14 D. 57) the Court said they 

had no need to look to English law for the conclusion. 

The same result had, however, earlier been ettained 
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independently in Scotland, for in Jack v. Lauder ( (1742) 

"or. 11357; of. 1:_ oin , 4 3,5.228, end cases in orison, 

11439 et sea.) it was held that o. testator receiving pay- 

ment of a bill which he herd bequeath-ed to a ler atee had 

thereby _3.deeied the legacy.. 

In this particular then the law of ecot1an0 and the 

equity law of England run parallel. both diverging ; ro a 

the Roman law whence the principle was originally derived 

(see Lord ,. Laren in . 'Arthur's Exore , 1908 6.C. at 748) ; 

but it cannot be said that there is anything conspicuous- 

ly equitable about the rule. The Scottish practice has 

been said to have been adopted frog, that of England 

(Johanson v. Johanson', `ors, (1898) 1 F. 247, 249.) It 

appears no -:ore than a presumption of revocation based on 

a state of facts and there is force in the criticism that 

too little attention has been reid to ascertaining the in 

tention of the testator (Anderson v. Thos ..son, (1877) 4 h. 

1101, 1110 psr L.ú .C. a!Toncrciff : see also Macfarlane's 

Trs, 1910 s.C. 325 psy Lord Dundas.) 

"'Laren I, 736) observed that in England the term ad- 

emption was also used in a further sense which tended to 

be confused with satisfaction, Jarman (11,1121. See 

also Theobald, 538, end I Wh. and T.L.C. notes to A sh- 

Burner -v. nac ire) distinguishes two :leanings of a.demp- 

tion, one where the legacy fails because the subject is no 

lonror tort of the testator's assets (which is the eot- 

tish moaning) and the other where a rouerai lerncy is held 
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not because the intended bounty has already been 

satisfied by the testator. In both classes of case the 

equitable presunnption against double portions; is applied. 

Scots lau properly speaking does not admit the latter 

meaning of ade intion. 

Satisfaction and ademptian of legacies then fall 

.:Jithin Chancery jurisdiction in England because the Chan- 

cery succeeded to the ecclesiastical control ovar testa- 

mentary natters. . but in ,;cotland the doctrines shoe cer- 

tain distinct divergences and do not appear to have been 

considered as Darticula.rly equitable in the Scottish sense 

of the viord . 
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Donation IJ.ortis Causa 

Donation mortis causa is a head of 1ßw known ee7ur:lly 

to the Roman and the scot tish systems of law and to Eng- 

lish equity. In Scotland the doctrine was recognised 

in several early cases thou h it did not receive its fin- 

al formulation until defined by Lord President In, lis in 

1867 in these tcr.3s: (Morris v. Riddick, (1867) 5 M.1.036, 

1041) - "Donation mortis causa is a conveyance of an im- 

moveable and incorporeal right or a trans :'erence of love - 

ables or money by delivery so that the property is i:nie d-- 

iately transferrer, to the grantee upon the condition that 

he shell hold for the granter so long as he lives, subject 

to his po1ver of revocation and failing ouch revocation 

then for the rrantee on the death of the granter. It is 

involved, of course, in this definition that if the gran- 

tee predecease the granter, the Iro -lerty reverts to the 

.ranter, and the qualified rir;'ht of property which was 

vested in the grantee is extinguished by his prodeeoTse." 

The doctrine as accepted. in Scotland does not cor- 

respond precisely to any one of the three kinds of ,,ona- 

tion mortis causa distin-uished by the Roman jurists and 

appears to follow more closely the definition contained 

in the institutes (Inst.,:1.i,7,1. Cf. Dir. 39.5.6: Code 

8.57.4). 

There are three constituent elements in a valid 

donation mortis causa, namely animus dona.ndi , actual de 
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presenti transference, and the fact thet the rift was 

nade in conterLplati on of death. In Milne, v. Grant's 

E ors ((1884) 11 Then?) the contention for donation was 

repelled and Lord loune referred to the definition in 

Snell's Equity whichthe believpd stated principles en- 

tirely the same 'axlth respect to the question at issue as 

our own principles The requisites are stated in that 

work (299 et seg.) to be that the gift was made in con- 

templation of death. conditional thereon, and Perfected 

by delivery, all which conditions are equally requisite 

to donations mortis causa in Scotl ̂nd (cf. L.P.Clyde in 

iliiacpherson' s Exrx v. !Lack , 1932 ;,.C. at 513) 

Donations !sortis causa seem to have been long recof; -- 

n.ised. in Scotland. Stair (III 2,12) and Erskine (III. 

3,91) mention then briefly and cases occur from at least 

1624 (tor. 3591 et spa.). The first case in which the 

Plea was sustc.ined seers to have been in 1636 (Bells v. 

Parks, :)ìor. 3592) , and there are other instances in Ir- 
vine v. Skeen (1707, Igor. 6350) , Whiteford v. Aton 

(1742, ::or. 8072) , and Mitchell v. WWrri ht (1759. ;'tor. 

8082.) 

In l':ard v. Turner ((1752) 2 Ves.Sen.4<3l; 1 and 

T.L.C. 341), which is the leading English case, Lord Chan- 

cellor iIardwicI e discussed the civil law authorities from 

which the doctrine has been imported into the law of ì 

land. Cases of this '-in fell within the sphere of 

(7- 
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equity in England partly because of the general eciuito.ble 

jurisdiction exercised over nersona.l re-Dresenta tives end 

the estates r,f deceased persons, and ?o.rtly because the 

assistance cf eouity was so?etires required to perfect 

what would otherwise be an i-IrPrfect rift In Scotland 

these traces of Ronan influence have presumably been de- 

rived from the pre --Ref m- 2ation ecclesiastical courts which 

retained for long-° the administration of testarlontary and 

mortis causa questions and to which rnuch of the eauitablc 

influence on Scots law nay be traced. 

It is notetlorthy that the institutional writers speak 

'very hesitantly about such donations: Trskine (1I1,3,91) 

says they are little known in our practice. though Bankton 

(1,0,16 -18) and Stair (111,4,24; 111,8,29) describe then 

in terms still applicable. The early authorities were 

reviewed in iyth v. Ourle ((1885) 12 R.674, 680) by Lord 

President Inr.lis and he pointed out that Scots lard has 

adopted only the third of the three kinds of donation mor- 

tis caúsa _ Pientioned by Julien in the Digest (Di r. 30.6.2) , 

has mode the condition thereof more stringent by demanding 

that it be '^de in apprehension of death. and has further 

adjected resolutive condition in the event of the death 

not taking place, which was unknown in the Roman law. The 

doctrine accented in Scots law then, as in the Institutes. 

distinguished fro'i donation inter vivos on the one hand 

and legacy on the other and contemplation of death is 
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eno °h, thou {.'h the donor be net in iii- ediate expectation 

thereof. 

he jurieC iction. of the Court of Chancery in questions 

of 1epacies is treated es concurrent by Story (b 590) . 

It was not exercised in equity before the Seventeenth 

Century. The ecclesiastical courts had exclusive juris- 

diction over probate of swills of personal pro ert y rnd in- 

cidentally thereto a ertial jurisdiction over legacies 

which continued down to the establishment of the Probate 

Court in 1857, when lcacies and the distribution thereof 

were assifned to the Court of Chancery, Donation mortis 

causa wes not properly cognisable by the ecclesiastical 

courts as beinc inter .sediate between rift and ler.acy 

( etory, § 606) . Story says further (§ 607e) that the 

around on which courts of equity now support donations 

mortis causa " is not that e com ilote property in the 

thing must ass by the delivery; but that it must so far 

pass by the delivery of the instrument, as to rive a title 

to the donee, to the assistance of a court of equity to 

make the donation complete. .... Courts of equity treat 

the delivery of an instrument as creating a trust for the 

donee to be enforced in equity." He adds that the .no- 

tion of donation mortis causa was ifm orted into English 

ley from the civil law (g 607). In all cases in which a 

donation mortis causa is carried into effect by e court 

of equity, the court has considered the î.ntorent so vested 
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that the donee has a right to call on a court of equity 

for its aid (see Duffield v. Eiwes, a827) 1 Bligh N.S. 

407.) 

While then both in England and in Scotland donations 

mortis causa are recognised on similar terms c nd both are 

derived from Roman law (Cf. L.P. Ir ;lis in layth with Lord 

Iiardti.7icke in Ward on the civil law rules) , there is no 

trace of the development of the doctrine beine ascribed in 

Scotland to equity or of peculiarly equitable considera- 

tions affecting it. In England the natter is equitable 

at least partly for historical reasons, Chancery jurisdic- 

tion having superseded ecclesinstical A 

Before leaving matters of succession, it is note - 

worthy that neither in Scotland nor in England have any 

of these equitable doctrines sought to impinge upon the 

rules of intestate succession fixed by law. It is only 

on questions arising out of testate succession that equity 

has exercised a modifying influence. It is a salutary 

reminder that "Equity follows the low." 
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Chapter 

::,ouitable Defences 

Both in the law ofnrlcnd and of Scotland an equit- 

able defence of great importance is the ilea of personal 

bar in one or other of its nrny f'oras. It is founded on 

the idea, not dissimilar to that of approbate and repro- 

bate, that no man may adopt a positive and then a negative 

attitude to any matter at different times or in respect of 

different -aortions thereof. A man's attitude must be one 

thing or the other and he Bust maintain his attitude once 

he has adopted it. So of person' 1 bar, Lord Blackburn 

said in Buchanan v. Duke of :Hamilton ((1878) 5 R. (H.L. ) 

82): "According to the law both of En eland and of Scot- 

land, if the one has so conducted himself - has so spoken 

and so acted - that if he had been a reasonable }-ian, he 

would have known that the other side believed that he did 

agree to certain turns, and if the other side did in fact, 

in consequence of his so acting, believe it, it :ratters 

not that the man did not really mean to do it .... The 

idea is the same in both countries, and is founded on 

perfect justice. Estoppel or personal bar is further 

"a Principle equally of law and of equity. If a person 

makes any false representation to another and that other 

acts upon that false representation, the ,person who made 

it shall not afterwards be allowed to set up that what ho 
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"said was false and to assert the real truth in piece of 

the falsehood ....n ,3orden v. 21o12y, (1854) 5 H.L.C. 

210 per L. Ch. C.renworth) . Professor Rankine (Personal 

Dar, 7) has observed that in Scotland there is little 

trace of derivation of the principle from Roman law, but 

that both in England end in Scotland the expansion and 

elucidation of the doctrine have been corrpar:tively :mod- 

ern, particularly in regard to lercantile transactions. 

In .6cotland moreover no doubt has ever been expressed as 

to the equity or expediency of the onerrtion of - ersonal 

bar, and while in England it has been said that the doct- 

rine "looked at in its true light. will be found to be a 

,,lost equitable one" (Ld. Blackburn in Isurkinshaw v. Nicol, 

1878 L.R. 3 Anp.Cas.1026), yet it wns not exclusively an 

equitable doctrine in IAlgland. 

In the House of Lords in Ceirncross v. Lori-er 

((1860) 3 MacQ. 327) Lord Chancellor Carrbell , in dis*ds - 

sing an action in which the pursuers objected to action 

taken with their full knowledge, said that 'in this case 

.... the doctrine will np ly, which is to be found, I be- 

lieve, in the laws of all civilised nations that if a man 

either by v,ords or by conduct, has inti,nated that he con- 

sents to an act which has been done, and that he will of- 

fer no onnosition to it, although it could not have been 

lawfully done without his consent end he theraby induces 

others to do that from which they -night otherwise have 
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"abstained - he cannot question the legality of the act 

he had so sanctioned, - to the prejudice of those who 

have so iven faith to his words or to the fair infer- 

ence to be drawn froi his conduct." 
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Rei Interventus 

Reference has been made at an earlier stage to the 

distinction between the Scottish ott:itude towards s -lecif ie 

implement end the :enf lish attitude towards specific per - 

formance, the latter being formerly purely an equitable 

reedy obtainable only in the Court of Chancery, 7 ?hi le 

Courts of Law awarded damages , whereas in ecotlnnd either 

remedy was available eccordinc to circumstances fron the 

combined Court of Law and Equity (see Stewart v. Kennedy, 

17 R.(H.L.) 1,5,10,11). Nowadays however the rules ac- 

cording to which the discretion of the Court, in relation 

to specific implement and damages, is exercised are very 

similar in the two countries. In certain circumstances 

however in both countries an aireeLient, particularly with 

reference to land entered into in a form which ;?e^r se 

would not justify a decree of specific eerfor tn.ance, may 

be held to hove been partially performed and the other 

e rty is thereby precluded free founding on any infom l- 

ity therein. So in ecotland roi interventus has been de- 

fined as being "inferred from any proceedings not unimport- 

ant on the part of the obligee, known to and permitted by 

the obligor to take place on the faith of the contract vs 

if it were perfect; provided they are unequivocally 

referable to the agreement and productive of alteration 

of circumstances, loss, or inconvenit nee, though not 
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"irretrievable" Bell, Pr., § 26) . By the oaeration of 

this principle nn agreement entered into, though 1_icl,ing 

the formalities of writing prescribed by the law, may 

nevertheless be held as valid and binding if the other 

party has pernitted actings on the f .ith of the agree - 

ment to take >>lace -lhich would make it inequitable to re- 

fuse effect to the egreenent,despite any defect of for ?. 

Similarly in England, where certain agreements re- 

quire to be constituted by signed writing under :'ea. 4 of 

the Statute of Frauds, if partial performance of the e--)- 

ligations thereunder has been nade, specific performance 

will be decreed notwithstanding failure to comply with the 

Act in the constitution of the agree: lent. The f:n lisle 

doctrine has been thus described by Lord Chancellor 

Cotte nham (1.11114z v. Toliffe, 1339) 5 'y. ; nd Cr. 177): 

"Courts of Equity exercise their jnrisdietiou in decree- - 

ing specific performance of verbal r, {'reo_ tents when there 

has been part performance , for the purpose of preventing 

the great injustice whichrould arise fron permitting a 

party to escape from the engagements he has entered into', 

and this generally describes the Scottish position too -- 

'It is not in England only that such a doctrine prevails: 

a similar (perhaps even a larger) equity is also recog- 

nised in other countries whose equitable jurisprudence is 

derived from the same original sources ras our own. 13y 

the lay of . ;cotland .... ̀" , and he goes on to quote Bell's 
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definition and the Scottish rules of rei interventus. 

(Lord Chancellor selborne in ?addison Aldeson. 

(1883) 8 Ap.Cas., 467, 476.) 

This English doctrine has also been explained thus 

(Caton v. Caton, 1866, L.K.1 Ch. 148): "'khon one of two 

contracting parties has been induced or ?.11 owdd by the 

other to alter his position on the faith of the contr ̂ct , 

as for instance by taking Possession of land and expend- 

ing money c:n building or other like acts, then it could 

be a fraud on the other party to set up the legal invalid- 

ity of the contract on the faith of which he induce "° or 

allowed the person contracting with him to act and expen:. 

The doctrine of rei interventus appears to be long -- 

established in Scotland- In Scot v. Scot in 1587 ( ior. 

6410) the plea cas upheld. and it seems to have been the 

basis of A. v. B. in 1553 (' -cor. 8410) . In 1697 in Lawrie 

v. 43.3 yell ([or. 8425) a sale of lands was upheld though 

there had been no writ but the .'rice had been partially 

paid. In 1699 a buyer attempted to resile after taking 

possession though no writ had intervened and implement was 

decreed (Thomson v. Thomson, Mor 8426. The words roi 

interventus appear in the report. So too in Graham v. 

Corbet, (1708), Mor. 8428). Hope (Major Pr. II,1,10. bee 

further case in Bell's Illustrations, I 27) instances a 

marriage contract subscribed by a notary contrary to stat- 

ute being upheld whore marriage had followed. 
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While the laws of England and Scotland differ the 

result is oractically the same in that heritable or real 

property is the principal subject in rera.rd to which the 

Courts will decree specific performance or imnlement , 

and in both countries writing is necessary to constitute 

a contr ̂.ct of sale of such subjects and in both countries 

effect will be given by the Court by means of decree 

for specific Implement to a parole bargain provided it 

has been partially performed or actings have taken place 

on the faith of the alleged oral agreement. Courts of 

equity, 5tcry says (d 759) ",JJill enforce a specific :mer- 

formance of a contract 'within the Statute 5c. of Frcudil 

provided it affects lend, where the parol agreement has 

been.artly carried into execution .... In order to make 

the acts such as a court of equity will deem part porfor- 

- ance of an agreement within the statute it is essential 

that they should appear to be done solely with a view to 

the agreement being performed. For, if they are acts 

which ',irht have been done with other views, they will not 

take the case out of the statute, since they cannot pro - 

perly be said to be done by wry of part performance of the 

agree ent ;t (ibid., § 762) . The leading English author- 

ity on the doctrine of Part ??erfor.m nce is Lester v. 

Foxcroft (1701, 2 mnd T.L.C. 410) which related to a 

enrolo agreement to grant a leaso , at)ecif. is perforrl nee of 

which was decreed in consequence of mart nerfcr ^nce on 
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the part of the lessee . t i= ire- truc tive. to comnsre 

Professor Bell " s classic definition of rei interventus 

with the rules laid down by bite and Tudor (11,415): 

"The acts of -;art performance relief: on must be unequiv- 

ocally referable to the tillered o.gree ent .... There can 

be no part performance where there is no completed agree 

-lent in existence. It must be obligatory =nd whet is 

done must be under the terms of the agreement and by force 

of the a-reement . " The similarity of phrasing is re- 

markable. tSee olso Emlish cases cited in Rankine. 42.) 



Hoimo10 'ai. ion .....,,k......_..,.. 

Homolorat_ ion Livolven r,erc orit?.ve ^ct1n«s thin 

the purely passive attitude of the obiir >ant or debtor 

against whom the other forms of bar may be set up. 

Ilomologation involves doing some act which unequivocally 

adopts and approves and confirms some prior agreement not 

originally binding. Lord :Ïoncreiff expressed the nrin- 

ciple thus: "The low of ho iologation V)roceeds on the 

principle of presumed consent by the party who does the 

acts to pass from grounds of challenge known by him to 

exist and sciens et jrudens, to adopt the challen °eeble 

deed as his own (Gardner v. Gardner, (1830) 9 5.138.) 

Bell defined it (Core. , i .14x) as assent or approbation in- 

ferred from circumstances. The doctrine would according- 

ly appear to rest upon the principle that when a man 

gives out and acts upon his deed as re rular and binding, 

he is barred from taking exception to it on the ground of 

1. tent nullities for which he is responsible. Again it 

depends ultimately on the equity which forbids a man both 

to ap±robate and reprobate, to perform martially and then 

seek to rosile, to acquiesce and then challenge, and such 

similar actings contrary to justice and the stability of 

affairs which requires reliance on a settled attitude and 

course of conduct. 

In ; ;litchell y. 2.;tornoway srs (1930 á).C. (H.L.) 56,6i) 
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Lord iacmillan describes rei interventus and homologation 

as "both personal exceptions which on equitable grounds 

the law perlits to be pleaded in answer to the party seek- - 

ing to disown his contract on the ground of its informal- 

ity" , and he approves Belles definition (Prin. , 27) , 

which runs: "homologation (in principle similar to rei 

interventus) is an act approbatory of a preceding engage- - 

n.ent, which in itself is defective or informal, either con - 

fir-ing or adopting it as binding." Then, having pointed 

out that tie Principle underlying both rules is the same. 

Lord acmillan says, `'íììe essence of the natter is the 

occurrence, subsequent to the informal agree_lon.t, of acts 

on the part of either party which would render it inequit- 

able to hold that there was still a locus noenitentiae." 

Homologation was likewise early accepted in Scotland, 

It :)as accented in Rires v. Rires in 1663 (: ;'or. 5613) and 

Linton v. Dundas in 1729 (Mor 5624), though rejected in 

Bowie v. Johnston in 1613 (Mor. 5629) , and was argued in 

numerous cases of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries 

(cases in Bell's Illustrations,I,30. s?.or.5619 et seq.) 

The institutional writers treat of it (stair,1,6,44; 1,10, 

11; Ersk.III,3,47; Bell, Pr. 27: Con. ,I,93,139; 11,393,398.) 

it -rocoeds on the basis of actings implying approval and 

hence there is an element of choice between alternative 

courses (scarf v. Jardine, (1832) 7 App.Cas.34 ), just a.s 

in approbate and reprobate. which likewise has a fundament - 

ally equitable basis. 
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It is further interesting to note that the equitable 

claim of a minor for re,]uction of deeds granted Juring 

minority to his enorm lesion nay be barred by the equit- 

able counter -plea of homologation after attaining attaininrP majority 

end in the full knowledge of his rights (Fraser, Parent and 

Child, 532.) 

It is noteworthy that the doctrine of adoption, 

though it nay lead to results similar to homologation, is 

not equitable .. It does not depend on any presumption or 

inference from conduct, but requires uneauivocal Lctin.g.:s 

affix_ ping an ultra vires act and constituting it a valid 

obligation. 
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Acquiescence 

In some circumstances a ±arty's acquiescence rlay be 

sufficient to infer acceptance of a contractual obligation 

;.here the circumstances are such that ordinary prudence 

and fairness shonid have impelled him to exercise the 

right to resile. Consequently a competent equitable de 

fence to an action for reduction of the at reement is ace 

quiescence by the other party. Acquiescence involve. 

tacit representation and includes such conduct as would 

induce a reasonable man to take the representation to be 

true and to believe that it was meant that he should act 

upon it, and so to act (Rankine, Personal Bar, 54.) The 

circumstances where the principle may fall to be applied 

nay l be cases v.rhere the p?rtl s are under no antecedent 

contract pith each other. Under this head fall the many 

cases ,.,here it has been held that contravened buildin 

conditions, if acquiesced in, cannot be enforced. To 

amount to acquiescence. the facts founded on must amount 

to tacit consent and require 'knowledge on 
the part of the 

person entitled to object, both of the acts founded 
on 

and of his own rights (e.g., Dt_quccleuril v. Edinbur ,h, 

(1£365) 5 :I.528.) Or acquiescence may be pleaded 

as between parties who are under a contractual 
relation 

ship, such as superior and vassal, in relation to 
the con- 

travention of feuing conditions. in Campbell v. 
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Clydesdale Bank ((1868) 6 '1.943) a proprietor feued 

ground, inserting in all the feu -contracts the same con- 

ditions as to style of houses. >o e of the feuars con- 

travened the conditions without objection and it was held 

t1ha.t the superior vas barred from enforcing the conditions 

against a sinçle feuar. . It appears to have been main- 

tained by the defender in that case that the case vas to 

be decided solely on principles of equity.. Lard Cowan's 

answer was that this cese, like the great mass of cases 

in which the Court adjudicates .. vies to be decided on a 

co_ ,biped view of equity and lev. " vertheless the judg- 

ment Proceeded largely on citation of En ,-fish equity 

cases. 

A dictum of Lord Chancellor .,ldon is equally appli- 

cable to such a case. It comes from Roper v. 'illias 
(1822, Tw. and Rus. 18) , where he said: ''If the landlord 

in some Particular instances lets loose some of his ten - 

ants, he cannot come into Equity to restrain others from 

infrin, ing the covenant, to whom he has not given such a 

licence .... It is not a question of mere acquiescence, 

but in every instance in uhich the grantor sur:ers gran- 

tees to dovinte from a general plan intended for the bene - 

fit of all, ho deprives others of the rir.°ht which he had 

given them to have the general el: n enforces' for the 

benefit of a1l." 
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Acquiescence as effecting alterations in written 

contracts has been discussed in several important cases 

in cotland but the equitable basis of the doctrine 

secIs to be ignored by all the judges, 

ï<urnerous other instances relate to the waiver by a 

landlord of certain rights as against the tenant, such 

as the exclusion of subtenants, or his right to forfeit 

a lease on the ground that an irritancy has been incur- 

red, may be barred by waiver or acquiescence in eomething 

contrary to the exercise of that right (Rankine, 82) . So 

too a tenant's inversion of possession may be acquiesced 

in and thereby come to bind the landlord (Rankine , 81J. 

To be effective, acquiescence riust corte up to tacit 

consent end involves knowledge on the part of the per son 

charged with it, both of his oun rights and of the acts 

alleged to be an infringement thereof. "There can be no 

doubt that acquiescence, to o2erate as an equitable estor- 

pel ,rust be with knowledge that the party acquiescing has 

a right which would be available against that which he 

has permitted to be enjoyed.' (E. l eaucha v. s lnn, 

l373,L.R. 6 H.L. at 234 per Ld. Chelmsford: ) 

Numerous cases illustrating points on acquiescence 

arise from the relationship of mester and servant as, for 

instance, where a servant fails to claim extra remuneration 

till long p^.st he time it was due, or a nester del ys to 

dismiss when he had sufficient grounds to do so! an 
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example is Lacki son v. rundee _2 àa castrates (1010 

(H.L.) 27), whore delay in bringing; a claim for forty 

years was held to have barred it by acquiescence. in 

these as in other cases on the point the rule clearly 

brourht out is that a - erson beconinp, aware of cause to 

object must do so speedily or his objection may be held 

w '.ived ".nd so barred , ViLilantibus non dor? ientibus 

Tura subveniunt. 

Promptness in challenging another xiarty4 s unwarrant- 

able actings on discovering them is always a counter to 

the plea of acquiescence: failure to take such Prompt 

objection is at the basis of the plea of nnora frequently 

stated alone' ith acquiescence. Taciturnity also has 

the same effect and is usually linLLed vith mora. 

strictly speaking, delay short of the prescr_i. Live -cried 

can have no effect in cutting off claims, yet repeatedly 

it has been held that delay in objecting infers consent 

and where prejudice has been suffered by the other party 

by that delay it may be hold that the claim has been 

nassod from. In Assets Cu. v. Baines Tms ((1004) 7 P. 

(ILL.) 104) the House of Lords declined to treat noora .;.s 

a legal plea but held that lapse of time must be taken 

into account .:.nd the delay was such, coupled .:Jith change 

of circumstances, that it would have been unjust and vir- 

tually impossible to reopen ,tatters which had been closed 

for twenty years. 
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To some extent the plea is based on the same idea as 

prescription: the latter is founded on the rubric, 

interest reipublieae ut sit finis litiuna, and the pre- 

sumption that a defender would be Prejudiced by having to 

defend a claim brought after a lor.. lapse of timer In 

nora end taciturnity the same idea is net with to the ex- 

tent that if it can be shown that prejudice has resulted 

to the defender fro- the delay in pressing the claim, it 

may be held barred by a shorter lapse of time than would 

finally cut it off by prescription. Delay of consider- 

able length moreover tends to infer acquiescence (Cook v. 

N. D. Rly . , (1872) 10 f'.513.) '4_ ere delay", it has been 

said, ''or the mere lapse of reasonable time is one thing, 

but an inordinate lapse of time is wholly different" 

(Pearl ..till Ca. v. Ivor Tanpery_goly., 50127 1 K.13. at 83 

per `,c .rdie,L.) In this branch of the subject it is ne- 

cessary to bear in mind the maxim of equity, Vi ;ilantibus, 

non dormientibus. agauitas subvenit, and the Courts of 

equity have consistently held that laches (more.) and ac- 

qubseonce is a rood defence to an equitable claim. 

A notable example of laches and acquiescence was 

Allcard v. ;Skinner ((1807) 36 Ch.D.145) , where a plaintiff, 

subjected to undue influence, delayed for six years after 

the cessation thereof to take steps to recover her property, 

and it was held that the equity raised in her favour by the 

undue influence had lost its force and would turn to 
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.Lachos , in Ï ,n ~fish equity, applies only to equitable 

claims; it is a defence against a plaintiff who, though 

barren' by no statutory bar, ought not to succeed by rea- 

son of his apathy (Hanbury, , b7.) 

In the Assets Coy. case ((1904) 6 F. 676. wee too 

Lord Trayner at D. 740) Lord President Kinross said: 

.... I do not doubt that there, coupled with lapse of 

time there have been actings or conduct fitting to mis- 

lead, or to alter the 7,osition of the other 'arty to the 

worse, the plea of mora may be sustained. -ut in order 

to such a plea receiving effect,there rust in rly jud .rent.. 

have been excessive or unreasonable delay in asserting a 

known right, coupled with a material alteration of cir- 

cmgtances to the detriment of the other party." 

Lord. Davey ((1905) 7 F. (H. L.) 109) pointed out that 

rrora was not a plea in law, but that lapse of time was a 

circumstance to be taken into account in the case. In 

other words, it is a matter for equitable consideration, 

and lapse of time without prejudicial change of circuuu -. 

stances is insufficient to make mora an adequate defence. 

The same is true of taciturnity. In Robson v. Bywater 

((1870) 8 11.757,761: cf. L. J . 0 . Inglis in i oncrieff v. 

Waurh, 1859) 21 D.216,218) Lord Ardmillon said that "to 

mere lapse of time and non -assertion of right .... I 

would not five effect as sufficient, taken alone, to 
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exclude or bar a demand for justice. ut where, in ad- 

._-.ition .... you have conduct and transactions on the 

ÿootin P which excluded the idea of such a claim as this 

being contemplated, and where you have persons .... in- 

(Uc ©d to : Lake important arrangements which they would not 

have made snd .... which cannot now be undone, that pre- 

sents a very difficult question." Lord Kinloch (ibi:.. 
765) , a ;roe i.r , said that it would be "against all the 

principles of justice and fair dealinc to come to any 

other conclusion. 

There is therefore a certain amount of direct author- 

ity for the view that more and taciturnity had their basis 

in equity, quite apart from the anale ry of la cher in 

England< 

Lord Justice -Clerk Hope said in Thomson v. Smith 

((1040) 12 D. 276, 280): "The effect of presumptions or 

taciturnity in extinguishing or barring claims of account- 

inc.. founded on alleged strict legal rights at a remote 

()cried, of which no one at the time had either knowledge 

or suspicion and . :hen the whole state of facts is altered 

and all the parties dead, is founded in substantial and 

most clear justice." 

As early as 1672 in Stark v. Egpier (Mo .12707) and 

1681 in I!crcer v. Aldie ( or.12708), Mora and taciturnity 

were being founded on succe-_sfully in Scotland. 

Ike Ca r.l-e, l or ho1-1 va /eAS k be JJSo e7w<1 -a61e 

ees y k sl -eeS, 1`7S0 S5, 48) S 7) 
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This variety of Personal bar is almost confined to 

agency and partnership and it involves preventing a party 

from setting up in evidence sore fact on the ground that 

he has nreviously misled another party who Ins consequent- 

ly chanced his Position. -here in fact there was no 

mandate or nartnershin equity steps in and feigns one 

on the ground that every man must be responsible for the 

natural consequences of his ectings Rankine, 215). The 

same principle is applied in the Factors Act, 1800, and 

in the Partnership Act, and appears in the common law 

doctrine of praupsitura The ju,iciel ocknowledgment of 

any equitable foundation or this branch of the doctrine 

of bar seems however to be non-existent end the nriwiple 

is simply based on fairness and reasonable presumptions. 

(Cf. Ersk.III, 3, 43.) 
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Chapter XIII 

Process 

Certain forms of process are particularly to be s- - 

cribed to equitable considerations _ their existence being 

due l.arr ely to the necessity of providi_nrr, for a r?itiCa- 

tion of the position which would otherwise hove existed 

at strict law Among these may be numbered interdicts. 

The interdict is essentially an order cf Court whereby a 

person is enjoined to refrain from certain action hick 

another party complains is injurious to him. In England 

the injunction was n notable and po werful Chancery weapon 

and was --mil used in the strurple r ith. the common law 

courts and it was the use of the common injunction to pre- 

vent the courts of Law hand1in° a case inequitably that to 

a largo extent precipitated the strurrle between the co 

mon law and Chancery courts under Janes I which uns fin- 

ally resolved by the advice of Bacon in favour of the 

Chancery. (See Earl of Oxford's Case, 1616, 1 .'.`. and 

T.L.C. e i5, and supra, Chap. III.) In Scotland the inter- 

dict has not played such o conspicuous part zend the neces- 

sity has never arisen for forbidding a court of non - 

equitable jurisdiction to deal with particular cases; but 

apart from that, the interdict has boon and is of vital 

importance and daily use in enabling the Court to inquire 

into the legality of rany acts complained of. to stop 
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nuisGnces, infringements of patents and other riphts . 

trespass, breach of contractual apreelents and general 

ly every kind of threatened wrong -,hich it is desire(' to 

prevent, 

Interdict has been defined as being "a remedy by 

decree of Court either against a wronp in course of beinr 

done or against an apprehended violation of a party's 

rights, only to be awarded on ovience of the wrong, or 

on reasonable grounds of apprehension that such violation 

is intended (flay'sirp v. Toung, k1P77) 4 R. 396 ) 

There are several judicial references to the equitable 

jurisdiction of the Court in dealing with cases of inter- 

dict: in Tatnall v. Reid ((1327) 5 S. 277) interCict was 

granted -,gainst a trustee in bankruptcy, Lord Justice- 

Clerk FJoyle saying that he thought that the Court is 

called on in equity to interfere to prevent any step be 

ing taken which will give rme of the pe-,rties such an ad- 

vantage ...." Interdict woe referred to as an "equit- 

able power by Lord Pitmilly in Trines v. Innes ((1829) 

7 8.762), and as a "praetorian power" by Lord Justice- 

Clerk Boyle in ',Iansfield v. otuart ((1839) 2 D. 246), 

while Lord President Dunedin in 1911 (MacLure v. ilacLure, 

1911 b.C. 200, 206) said that the jurisdiction which the 

Court exercie;es in matters of interdict is always equit 

able. 

In Grahame v. EpElstrates of Kirkcalqy ((1802) 9 R. 
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(H.L.) 91, 96) Lord Chancellor Jelborne said: "=In Scot - 

land the legal and equitable jurisdictions have always 

been united, and the natural result of that union is 

that strict legal right ought not, in such P case as the 

Present, to be enforced without regard to the discretion 

which fror the nature of the subject matter and of the in- 

terests of all those concerned in it ourht to be exercised 

by a Court of equity 

In soue ratters, such as encroachment on property.. 

interdict may be claimed as a matter of right (Cliprens 

01.1_C2y. v. Ldin. Water T'rs.. (1897) 24 R. 370, 382) and 

not just as a matter of equitable discretion, whereas in 

Chancery practico injunction was primarily a discretionary 

remedy (Coils v. .home and Colonial Stores Ltd, j9O47 A.C. 

179.) But in questions of interim interdict balance of 

convenience falls to be considered and the question is 

eminently one for judicial discretion (cf. Adams v, trlas 

:logs., (1868) 40 sc.Jur. 524) . xn :Lnteresti.nr exception 

to the rules of interim interdict is where it is refused 

to a petitioner because he is himself a wrongdoer in an 

associated :matter (Colq,uhoun v. Lochlomond Steamboat CO., 

(1853) 2 Stuart 214). This principle is exactly paral- 

leled in English equity(Blaicamore v. Glamorcanshire 

: Canal, 1832, 1 My. and K., 154, 168 Qer Lord bldon.) on 

the basis of the maxims "He who seeks equity must do 

equity" or ".. must come with clean hands into Equity. ̀, 
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It his been observed that there is little be:rond 

verbal connection between the interdicts of Scottish and 

those of Roman law and theodern interdict seems to have 

evolved principally fro-1 the old process of suspension 

;Mich was a method, competent from tho earliest times in 

Scotland . of stopping all forms of execution of diligence 

( -iroom field v. Iatel!T, (1563) , Mor. 15138; Brown v. ïKen- 

aure, 1715, :, °uco Dec. 55 :3alfour, Prac. s.v. _3c, once 

and Execution. Stair, IV, 52, 2. In Dumfries v. Nith 

Heritors, (1705), Mor. 12776, suspension was used to stop 

the buil,, ing of a mill -dame.) In the canon law inter- 

dicts were prohibitory orders (Van Espen, II, 400; Patrick 

258; compare the mediaeval papal usage) and not dissimilar 

orders in civil matters are found in the Acta Doinorum 

(supra, Chap. v.; Intere i.ct would appear to have been 

added to suspensions of diligence when it had proceeded 

beyond the stare of a charge (''ïack':ey, Practice, II, ?ILO) 

and it is only in Erskine that ye find reference to the 

adaptation of suspension to the purposes of interdict 

(IV,3,20. See too Berwick v. Haynng, (1661), Mor.12772, 

a suppliction to Parlia"ent against river pollution where 

Roman law interdicts were cited as analo ies. Graham v.. 

Graham in 1760 (Mor. 89!-)4) bore to be a bill of suspension 

but prayed for interdict. There are however in the 

e ighteenth Century one or two references to simple sus- 

pensions in circumstances where a modern interdict would 
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be suitable , such as a liferentrix stopping the fier cut- 

ting wood (Hamilton v. D. of Hamilton, 1723, Robertson 

443) or encroachment en t street by building (11LEp. of 

Montrose v. Scott, (1762), Mor. 13175); but sus')ension 

end interdict against wrongdoing in cenerel is quite com- 

mon from the earliest volumes of the t,odern reports in 

1822 (Jameson v. Hillcoats, (1800), nor. voce Property, 

Appx. No. 5, bears to have been a bill of suspension and 

interdict against a nuisance but in the judgment the 

Lords "suspended the operation co-lainej of.- Cf. 

Wauchton v. Paterson, 1532, Balfour. 267.) The modern 

remedy is therefore rather indigenous than derived but 

nevertheless has distinct equitable characteristics. 



Sus ension ...._..___ 

In Walter Ross's Lectures ((i "92) 1, 360) there is 

to be found a lengthy disquisition on Suspension which 

throws some light upon the equitable basis of that form 

of process. lie begins from the propor it ion that in Eng- 

land -.nd cotland the KinE; is the sole fountain of juris- 

diction which, too heavy to be exorcised in person, is 

ca.mrv.ittod to judges by writs or brieves issued from his 

Chancery, end narrates how as in Rome the Emperors acted 

by the :ministry of a great officer of state with a general 

su rintendance of executive '..°nits who in this island got 

the title of Chancellor. it fell to him to devise and 

make out all writs, brieves and letters potent, and he had 

custody of the King's seal to rive them authority "'.'hen 

therefore, any grants were 17 properly obtained from the 

Crown to the -:ire judice either of the Prince or his sub- 

jects, it was the Chancellor's business to en^uire into 

the matter, to stop or suspend the execution of the writ. 

and to recall it if improper. '.` ='hen the Courts of law, 

proceeding upon the strict terms of the King's original 

brieves, were unable to give the redress to a party which 

his case required ., or when by a rigorous application of 

the common law, the subject suffered real injustice, no 

other method was left to the injured __arty but an hnable 

application to the King for relief. Upon these occasions, 
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the Chcneellor, who was presumed to unite in his eerson 

both piety und learning, was called uton to advise in 

what manner justice was to bo reconciled pith strict, law. 

This was en ep?eal to the King's conscience: and es the 

Chancellor directed it that di(.nified officer rot the 

title of the Uree -)er of the King's conscience. From 

these beginnirs and by slow degrees arose the power of 

the Chancellor of England and the grand distinction be- 

tween the courts of common law, and the great court of 

equity in which that officer presides .. Upon due con 

sideretion of the circumstances of the case, he 2xiti 

rates the severity, and supplies the defects of the jud.; - 

monts ,pronounced in the courts of law .... Of old, all 

actions end suits proceeded by brieves i ssuiiv' from the 

Chancery of Scotlend °. hich es in the South, was the of- 

ficinum ustitiae under the direction of the Chancellor 

of the Kingdom.. Redress in equity was applied for to 

the King who p'rented it by the assistance of his Chancel- 

lor end Council. The ancient brieves .... went by de- 

crees into disuse. Our inferior judges assumed the 

jurisdiction of causes upon complaints per mod= ciuerel :e 

and sur: on: es by their own authority. At the establish- 

ment of the Colleges of Justice, the power formerly exer- 

cised by the King end his Council, so far "s regarded the 

civil business of the nation, was entirely devdted u.'on 

that body. The College of Justice became thenceforth the 
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King's court; the powers of the Chancellor v¡ore united 

to it .... ',einr thus invested T,ìth the peters of the 

judges of cor.lron law and the Pretorian or supreme juris- 

diction of the King or his Chancellor, they issued writs 

of process by their own authority; suwionses in the 

i inc' s .nwle , and under his s i net , took the place of the 

ancient brievos issued by the Chancery; and the equitable 

' oers which formerly resided in the King, his Chancellor 

and Council vested entirely in the new Court. 

"This equitable, pretorian, or correctory jurisüic -- 

tion came to be exercised by applications to the Lords 

and the writs for that purpose, from the Latin 4Jord, cnd 

ecclesiastical practice well known in Trance were termed 

suspensions. The injunction they culled a sist and the 

subpoena was .ranted in the same writ, in the fora of a 

su`1i;ions .... The suspension then is the writ by which 

the equitable powers of our Court are exercised: and br 

!'?rich every error in the decrees of inferior judges or in 

the decrees of the Supreme Court itself, is ultimately 

corrected"; and he refers to Coke as bearing out the 

analogy pointed. 

So too Balfour (Prac. 267) tells us that the Lords of 

Council may dischar _e or suspend any writin , by the King 

directly contrary to the administration of justice, or 

himorin; or postponing it. 

It is certainly apparent that suspension is a very 
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old head of Se isional jurisdiction (Balfour, loc. cite 

refers to cases of 1533), The right of the creditor to 

demand caution vas introduced by Act of 3ederunt in 1577 

and there ias lepislatio.n on the sane head in 1534 (Bal- 

four. 389. A.P.S. III. 300) while Ross mentions further 

regulation of the rights in 1599 and 1013 and subsequently 

on severf1 occasions in the Seventeenth Century. 

It is however rather -mere doubtful whether the devel- 

opment of equitable power and the position of the Chancel- 

lor was really sso parallel in coticnd and England as Ross 

makes out. Stair (IV, 52, 11) pives as the justification 

for suspensions thct they were necessarily introduced by 

the Lords, especially to give hearing to those that were 

decerned in absence because ofttir.es the executions where - 

upon such decreets proceeded were not true ...." "Suspen- 

sions do nass for divers ends .... end that either unen the 

justice and verity of the rossons for suspicion .... or 

upon compassion and mercy to overburdened debtors incarcer- 

ated .... " (IV, 52, 22.) There is a flavour of equity 

about this. 

In its odorn forrr1 suspension is the moans whereby 

the injury of riflits is prevented es distinct from the 

remedies arising when the act comalained of has been accom- 

plished. It is further available as a means of review of 

a decree pronounced in absence or in inferior courts. 



Suspension may be broujrht alone or in conjunction with 

one or both of Liberation and Interdict, and the modern 

process of Interdict has evolved chiefly fro- the older 

suspensions. 1 usponsion as a means of stopping dill- 

fence or raviewinr jud_ ;resents is illustrated by exam_? es 

from 1583 onwards in Morison's Dictionary (15135 et see,. 

Cf. Nicolson MS., fol. 149; Hone's MJ Notes, fol. 9,16) , 

while numerous instances occur in the 6eventeenth Century. 

Stair (IV. 52, 2) refers ers to suspension as a stonpi nor of 

execution but not to Interdict and it appears that it 

was added subsequently as an appendage to suspension of 

diligence (Mackay, Practice, II, 210. ) 

The earlier authorities (Balfour, Prac. 393; Spotis- 

wooc?e, Prac. 324; Hope, Minor Pr. 75; Bankton IV,38,1 

make no allusion to suspension except against decree or 

legal diligence but of these there is a sufficiency of 

examples to prove that suspension in these cases was fre- 

quent (Balfour, )?rac . s . v. sentence and .l xecut? on, 593.) 

Down to 1907 the Court of Session had exclusive jurisdic- 

tion in suspension as a stay of diligence. but the Act of 

that year conferred a limited jurisdiction on the Sheriff 

Court. While this fact and the discretionary nature of 

the re -e :'y point to sn equitable origin, r_iodern judges 

have refrained fro discussing the question. Bankton 

(IV, 38, 20) does, however, co-mare the jurisdiction to 

that of the praetor. 
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Adjudication 

Ae judiection for -,ayment (or in execution) is the 

modern equivalent of the ancient process of apprising or 

comprisi n{r. This was on inally P very summary proceed- 

ing in which a debtor who was not nocsessed of sufficient 

moveables was ordered by the Sheriff to sell his lands 

ithin fifteen days in order to pay the debt, failing 

which the lands were absolutely transferred to the cred- 

Itor. (For history, see Juridica3. $tt! les (2nd edn e 1820) , 

III. 324; hrsk. II, 12, 1; :ß:e1l, Com. I, 740. Appris- 

ing is said to have been adopted from Roman law, and was 

regulated by statute of Alexander II, c. 24. A.P.S. I, 

735. $ee too Ramos, Historical Law Tracto, Appx. G. ) 

In 1469 an Act (c. 56; A.P.S. II, 96) gave a power of 

.rede-ption for seven years, extended by an Act of 1061 

(e. 62; A.P.S. VII, 517) to ton years. In 1621 it ves 

enacted that rents and profits so far as exceeding the 

interest of the debt should be i;', )uted to the extinction 

of the rincipc.l. In 1072 however (Act 1072, c. 19; 

A.Y.S. VIII, 93) adjudication replaced apprising and the 

Court was empowered to adjudge to the creditor the por- 

tion of the lands corres,onding to the debt, interest, 

and expenses, together with one -fifth more to compensate 

for the inconvenience of taking land in payment of debt. 

This was a special adjudication and the period of rede n- 

tion thereof was five years. If the debtor did not cede 
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Quiet possession of the lands the creditor could use a 

general adjudication of all right vested in the debtor 

of those amounts excepting the one-fifth part ,,ore, -? 

adays special adjudications are unnecessary and general 

adjudications are concluded for alone. 

An action of adjudication for payment must proceed 

on a liquid document of debt or a debt constituted by de- 

cree and may be directed against all heritable estate, 

Uven after decree the right of an adjudger is redeemable 

within the period of ten tears known as "the Legal", and 

until then his right is merely a menus nraetorium and 

not a ri,ht of property, the debtor continuing vassal 

(Cochrane v. p019.1. 11 D. 908, aff,- . 7 hell 65.) 

After the expiry of that Period the creditor may raise an 

action of declerator of expiry of the legal, decree in 

which gives an absolute and irredeemable right of proper 

ty (Campbell v. Scotland, (1794) , Nor. 321) or the sane 

effect may be attained by forty years' possession on a 

charter follov.i! ng on the decree of adjudication. 

:Stair mentions (IV, 5 9) that declarators of rode-7- 

tion of apprisings were Much assisted by the :Lords ex 

officio (sc. nobili) in respect of the exorbitant adva.n- 

two apprisings had", and he goes on to describe how rents 

were irnnu.ted to the Interest in the first ,?lace and the 

princieal next where the appriser had entered into posses- 

sion of the land before expiry of the legal_ This 
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sur( gists another equitable interference in the interests 

of the debtor to restr ̂in a rapacious creditor. 

The influence of equity see-'s to have been felt in 

other ways for in Balfour v. "V11kieson ((1738), Mor 107. 

See also Kilkerran's report, Adjuc :ication. Ne. 9. p. 2) 

an adjudication Seas led for more than mis due and it vas 

successfully contended that the Lords ex nobili _officio 

.might sustain it although a nullity rij'ore iuris . And 

this line was taken again in Ross v. p_alna ©wan ((1 747), 

Nor. 112) : "the Lords in respect of long practice Sere 

wont7 to sustain thorn ex eae l ̀ ate as a security for what 

was truly due. 

Karnes praised adjueicstion as '`'en illustrious instance 

of the prevalence of humanity and equity" (iistoricel Lew 

Tracts,1O1): the palpable injustice of the earlier rules 

had , roducod a remedy whereby the lands remained redeembie. 

It may be interest ins to mention that an ordinance 

was Passed by Cramve?.l in 1656 designed to _:i:itigate the 

oper-etion of Scots law and to moderate the rigour of corm- - 

prisings and the severity of the proceedings by creditors 

(A.P.S. VI (2) 759, 762.) 

More conop:icuously equitable is the fact that lands 

adjudged for debt remain redeemable for five (or now) ton 

years and until decree ?)assos in a decl arator of expiry of 

the lei *,el. Till that decree passes the debtor may reclean 

(Cadpbell v. Scotland and Jack, (1794) , Mor. 321 ) In 
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Robertson v Athole ((1815) 3 Dow, 114), Lord Chancellor 

Eldon compared this requisite to the English mortgagor Ï s 

equity of redemption, which subsisted till foreclosed 

Alternatively the lonr °.rescription may 3 or;ify 
. posses -- 

slon after expiry of the legal. Hell observed (Com.I, 

746) that as the debtor's right to redeem was founded on 

ectuity only it should be barred by personal exception. 

much as acáuiescence in it:iprovements made by 'bhe creditor. 

that is by a counter- equity 

Erskine also suggested (11,12,19) that the Court of 

Session might possibly "frol their praetorian Power, sof- 

ten that rigour" and declare an apprising at an end when 

a debt is paid off to a trifle Stair mentions (IV, ,10) 

that doclarators of redemption of apprising have been 

2!uch assisted by the Lords ex officio, in respect of the 

exorbitant advantage apprisings had." In Oliphant; v, 

Hamilton ((1677), Mor. 9049) it was observed that 'thou, ;h 

the Lords do sustain apprisinrs quoad their equitable ef- 

fects to get the appriser's satisfaction, yet they do most 

severely and strictly consider them as to exorbitant ad- 

vantage after expiring of the legal 
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Adjudication in Securtty 

This process is believed to have been "adopted by 

the Court of Session as an equitable remedy in cases 

where apprizing was not competent" (ee11. Coin., I, 752; 

cf. Parker on Adjudications, G;Shand's Practice, 720) 

before adjudication was generally substituted for aroris- 

ings. It was not introduced by the Act of 1072. It is 

admitted on grounds of equity where a creditor has future . 

conditional or contingent claims ar'ainst a debtor and the 

latter is vergeps ad inopiam or has other adjudications 

against him (UhcLaron's Practice, 003-4.) It is purely 

a redeemable right. "As a praetorian remedy in equity. 

adjudication in security may be applied for where the debt 

is not yet due, or where it is contingent or where the 

creditor has it not in his power to establish the amount 

of it .... This remedy, however, will not be given in 

all cases, but only where there is a manifest call for it 

in justice ...." (Bell, Com. I, 752-3. Cf. Nisbet v. 

otirling, (1759), or. 59 at 61.) 

This form likewise does not come within the scope of 

the statute of 1072 and there is no legal, as the decree 

thereunder can never confer o title of pronerty. but it 

entitles the pursuer to payment of his debt out of the 

subjects adjudged, or to a ranking on them in the event 

of bankruptcy. 
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"Adjudications, which are as truly transmissions of 

property as apprisings were, have been sustained by our 

supreme court, ex nobili officio, tr,on debts before their 

terra of payment, in the special case where the debtor as 

ypalens ad inop.iam (Blair, (1711), :or. n908). Jut such 

adjudications, as they are grounded solely upon equity, 

subsist only as securities, and cannot, by any length of 

time, becone irredeemable rights." (Ersk., Ii, 12, 42.) 



JEjudication contra Hereditatem lacentem 

It vas for long difficult to find a remedy against 

an heir who c id not take up the inheritance of an ances- 

tor liable for a debt, The Act of 1540, c. 106, allowed 

creditors to charge the heir to enter and to apprise the 

lands on his failure, , but no remedy was :provided where 

the heir renounced the whole estate. "This defect was 

supplied by the followinr expedient, which, being intro- 

duced by necessity, was apnroved of by CUT judges without 

a statute" (Erse. II, 12, 47.) These adjudications were 

declared redeemable by the .ct 1621, c. 7. Stair says 

(III, 2, 45) : "Adjudication upon renunciation to be heir 

is remediurn extraordìnarium_ introduced by custom_ waherep- 

prising could have no piece .... This remedy is i ntro- 

r, uced by the Lords who have ample power to administer jus- 

tice in all cases and to make orders to that effect, to 

supply the defect of the law, or sncient custoe s, by such 

new rennedies as such new occurring cases do require, ariongt 

which adjudication is a prime one. which Craig testifieth 

to have been unknown to our predecessors." 

This view was again expressed in Ker v. Priz rose 

((1709) , ;or. 46. Cf. Karnes, ?'istorical Law Tracts, 405) , 

that these adjudications were "introduced by the Lords of 

session, ex nobili officio, d'or up-plying the defects of 

the law ," 
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AdjEllsEtion in Implement 

Adjudicetion in implement is form of action for 

specific nerformance of an obligation to convey heritable 

property where the granter of the obligation or his heirs 

refuse or are unable to give a valid disposition. This 

form likewise appears to have been Introduced as a new 

remedy nrior to the Act of 1672 by the Court of Session 

'interposing as a court of equity their authority to -re - 

vide e remedy which the ordinary course of law did not 

supply" (Bell, Com., I, 762. Similarly Stair, III, 2, 45; 

rack. II, 12 (p. 312); Ersk II, 12, 48.) Stair (LV, 51, 

9. Cf. Campbell v. Stuart, (1675), lor. 54) describes the 

principle as being: "It is an adjudication for -)erfecting 

dispositions of rights of the ground which require infoft- 

ment .... where the disponer is either expressly or implied- 

ly bounc to infeft the acquirer, and ofttimes to infeft 

himself for that effect, yet hath not performed the same. 

Justice requiring some legal remedy to make such disposi- 

tions and obligements effectual, .... therefore, the Lords 

did sustain process at thecequirer's instance against the 

disponer to fulfil, and against his superior to supply his 

Piece, znd relove the acquirer In the same way as he might 

hEve done upon As vassal's charter of confirmation or 

orocuratory cf resipnation." In this form of adjudica- 

tion there is no legal and no redemption, decree carryinç 

an irredeemable judicial title. 
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In the passage cited Stair litens the power of the 

Lords in extending adjudications to that of the Praetor, 

(ubi lox deest. Praetor suDlet), end he describes it cs 

re .edium extraordinarium. Elsewhere (IV, 3, 4) he enumer- 

ates adjudications contra hereditatem or in i- ,aement as 

examples of the nobile officium of the Lords. 
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Proving of the Tenor 

This is the form of action whereby the contents of 

a document which has been accidentally or fraudulently 

lost, cancelled, destroyed, or obliterated eay be ascer- 

tained and restored It is a declaratory action with 

the object of having. the deed thus restored declared to 

have the same effect as the original would hove had if it 

had still been in existence. While in the form of a de- 

clarator, this ection involves the nobile officium of the 

Court of Session and is consequent?y excepted from the 

statutory extension of jurisdiction in declaratory to the 

Sheriff Court. It is impossible to say that an action 

of proving the tenor wos ever rerf_ rded or spoken of, as an 

action of declarator .... '.` ;hen one in ruires into the 

history of the action, one finds that it really began as 

an exorcise of nractorian jurisdiction" (Dunbar v. Scot- 

tish County Investment Coy., 1928 S.C. 210, 213 per 

L.J.C. Scott Dickson.) "The history of the action rives 

the reason for this special code 5f procedure applicable 

to such action for it on ineted in an appeal to the 

nobile officium of the Court. Now the nobile officiuzn 

of the Court can only be exercised by one or other of the 

Divioione of the Court of session. accordingly the pro- 

c eeure which has boon followed froet time immemorial un to 

1907, when a change was ma de .... was that the case while 
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"ori' ine.tinE ; in the Outer House, was transferred by an 

interlocutor -- whieh rust c.lso have been of very ancient 

date, 1oc'eing to the archaic form - by uuhich the Lord 

Ordinary made great avizandun with the cause to one or 

other of the Divisions of the Court .... " (3 sic . , 217 

ner Lord Salvesen.) 

Proving the tenor is certainly a very old bead of 

sessionn1 jurisdiction. Balfour cites a case in 1501, 

Gray of Shawes contra Laird of : ssilmouth (Frac. 188) , 

nd states the rule in generel terms: - 

" ne chartour, susine, or uther evident, being be 

chance brint, sinp;it be the fire, scrumpilli t, or the 

sell thairof reltit mnd brokin in sic fort as it cannot 

perfect? ie be red or kept in time cur,ìi.ng, as ane suffi- 

cient evident be Ink faith to taos terite . the teneur thair- 

of end the chance forsaid beant provin be sufficient wit- - 

nessis or be consessionn of the partie, aucht and could be 

renewit and redintegret be hin, or his airis, quha rave 

and made the sarnin. in the sarnin form and of the sapin 

date as they war of befoir, to be authentique and mak 

faith in all tine curving." (Even earlier are Coutts v. 

Forbes. 149G, .A.L.C. II, 48, and Baillis v. owbattle, 

(1549), B lfour, 376.) 

ackenzie (`"orks , ii, 333) , writing of the various 

kinds of notices. says - "Some actions are called 
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"arbitrary actions, wherein the Judge is tied to no nartic 

ulor Lay but proceeds ex nobili officio, that is to say, 

according to what he sees justly and fit, as an action 

for proving the Tenor of on evident .... And generally 

there being many Things with which the Law behoved to 

trust the Discre',ion and Honesty of the Judges, since all 

cases cold not be coranrchended under known Lays, it there- 

fore invested the Judge with this eminent Power, which is 

called nobile officium, in Opposition to that officium 

ordinarium et mercenarium wherein he is obliged to follow 

the ':;ill of the Contractors precisely; et hoc officium 

mercenarium judex nunauam irnjertit nisi rqgatus." 

It is certain that the action is peculiar to the 

Court of Session (L. Balnagown v. :,'Kenzie, (1663), 111.5451 

15,790. alart v. Ewilla, (167$), 3 B S. 140) and formerly 

to the Inner House only (Shand Practice, II, 828), and it 

was the subject of statutory regulation as early as 1570, 

cap. 94 (on the former procedure in these actions, see 

Shand's Practice, II, 839; Mackey's Practice, II, 325.) 

Its antiquity is well vouched by the nu:-,bor of old e:-ti 

quoted by Morison, as well as the subsequent stntutes on 

the Inatter, such as that of 1707, C. 9, relative to the 

decrees of the commission of teinds, burned in a fire in 

Edinburgh in 1700 (A.P.b. XI, 433 kc. 16). See nlso 

Alexander v. Oswald, (1840) 3 D. 40; Lvilqdoch V. Liston, 

(1841) 3 D. 1078). cf 1721 and 1722 ns to the records of 
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the Commissary Court of Aberdeen, burned or lost by fire 

andA1748 relative to title-deeds destroyed in the 1745 

Rebellion. The institutional writers also treat the 

utter at length (Stair, IV, 32; ,'tore, ccclx xiii; 

Bankton, IV, 29; Erse., IV, 1,54 et sea,: SIjotis:rroodie, 

249.), ,hile an embryonic form may be traced in the 

iuoniam Attachiamenta (c. 55). Aorisontr Dictionary 

contains almost seventy examples of the action (S.v.Tenor. 

15783- 15833) , the earliest coing back to 1541 (Dickson v 

Voitch, (1541) , 15783) , so that it has lonr> been well 

known in Scotland. Erskine (IV, 1, 54) refers to Rosman 

precedent and also to uoniam Attachiamenta (55, 7) . 

,m.n interesting example of the same principle in inn - 

lend is provided by the case of Sugden v. Lord St Leonards 

(1876, 1 P. D. 154) which arose from the non -production of 

the will of Lord St Leonards, a former Lord Chancellor. 

Ijuch of the evidence in the case consisted of oral evidence 

by his daughter rnd a transcript of the will -lade by her 

from memory. jessel, 11.R., said: "It --s felt, at s very 

early period of the establishment of courts of equity. 

that it was a great grievance that by the then rules of 

procedure of the common law, a plaintiff could not recover 

on a lost deed: it was not a rule of the common lay,, but 

a rule of the rocedure of the common law, which required 

him to take proof of it in his plea. :Alt where the deed 
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nhc_d bee?'l. lost the court of equity ?21t^.°f`.T'nd end a? 1.o°led 

the plaintiff to nroduca secondary evidence of it" (ibid. 

238). The reason for tais was that it would be unjust to 

deprive a mnn of his rights by the accident of a lost 

deed. Tho same reasoning ap.pli, to the ocottish ro-- 

cess. 
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Declarators and Reduction 

"Declarator is one of those remedies unlcnorn in 

Lngiend in which the rood sense and adaptation of the 

Scottish lay to the occasions and business of life is 

distinguishable." (Bell, Cora., 1, 785.) It con- fists 

in obtaining the judicial declaration of the existence 

of a. right. or of o. non-right, as in the case of a re- 

duction Declarauors :ere originally peculiar to the 

Cr:urt of Session (More, Lect. II, 253) and those affect - 

iris status still are; reductions are still exclusively 

within the jurisdiction of the Court of oession. This 

exclu: ive reservation to the Supreme Court points to an 

equitable basis for those forms of action also the 

fact that they -:were ori-inally exclusively Inner House 

Processes (Shand's Practice, II, 736.) 

The Court of session has exclusive poser to reduce 

its own decrees or those of inferior courts oven though 

the statute which institutes or 'overns the procedure 

cf that inferior court excludes all review. ulence onr 

excess of jurisdiction or deviation fro-1 procedure : -ay 

be checked by the Court of Session and this appears to 

be a power inherent in the Court :. 

A declarator is an action in which the ri {fht of 

the pursuer is crr,.ved to be declared, but .nothiry is 

claimed to be done by the defender" (Stair, IV, 3, 47) ; 



reductions are actions +efor the voiding of deeds, ser- 

vices, decrees or other writings. or of illegal acts" 

(Ersk. IV, 1, 18), and such are deemed by stair to be a 

fora of declarator, because 'rights are declared two ways 

- aff irmativë . declaring the right itself to be good and 

valid end sufficient to exclude any other right; or 

negative, by reducing sand annulling any pretended right 

whereupon action or exception right be founded in prejud- 

ice of the pursuer's right." (Stair, IV, 20, 2.) 

The action of declarator was the subject of a re- 

markable eulogy by Lord Brougham in Stewart and Earl of 

Mansfield v. Stewart ((1846) 5 Bell's App. 158) who ex- 

pressed his "reat envy, as an English lawyer, of the 

Scotch jurisprudence, and of those who enjoy under it the 

security, variou_ facilities and conveniences, which they 

have from that most beneficial and ,lost ad.nirably con- 

trived form of proceeding called a declaratory action. 

The early cases of declarators relate to feudal 

rights in heritage. So in 1541 it was held that lands 

oust be declared in non -entry before they could be co3 - 

Prised for oast rents (Lord Borthwick v. --- - -, 01541), 

3407) , and other early examples relate to gifts of 

l iferent escheat, recognition. and forfeiture. stair 

deals at length (IV, 4 -- IV, 19) with decisrators of 

property, or redemption of wadsets and apprisings, of 
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trust, and various declarators relatinc_: to feu - rights 

and others which shows the prevalence of the form of ac- 

tion at that date . Stair also says that declarators of 

richt proceeded of old by the brieve of right, described 

: t length in the Regiwm :la jostatem (I, 6 (Skene) . ) 

In England process for declarator was not origina.? ? ;,r 

a Chancery proceeding but a limited yet valuable power to 

make declaratory findings cas conferred by the Judicature 

Acts and is now exercised by the Chancery Division. The 

various '.Tatrimonial Causes Acts have given the Probate 

Division powers to grant decrees comparable to the ;Jco t-- 

rish declarators in consistorial matters,. 

Intermediate between declarator and reduction Stair 

placed declarators of clauses irritant (1V, lS, 1), i.e. 

to the effect that the defender's rights have expired,. 1äe 

repeats that the Lords have power ex officio to modify ex- 

orbitant penalties. to nualify irritant clauses and allow 

them to be purged, and that custom in his time followed 

the Roan law in rejecting pacta aegis comiissoriae.._in_ 

pignoribus. 
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Reduction 

The object of an action of reduction is to annul some 

deed, decree or other writing against which the pursuer 

alleges sufficient legal grounds for reduction.: The 

cases in which reduction is resortec. to may be resolved 

into: (1) essential error (see especially 3tcwert's 'Trs 

v. uiart, (1875) 3 R. 192); (2) fraud. (3) force and fear: 

(4) facility and circumvention; (5) undue influence (see 

supra, Chap. VII) ; (6) want of title or tower to grant the 

deed questioned (7) minority and lesion ; (8) lack of 

solemnities of execution; (9) that the deed was granted 

to the prejudice of lawful creditors, whether under coma 

;:ion law or based on the Acts 1621 and 1696. _ (:ee also 

list in Tennent v. Tennent's Trs., (1868) 6 M. 840, 376.) 

In effect, then, :a reduction is a means of effecting res- 

titution in integrum when an equitable reason can be al- 

leged for not iermittin. ' the continuance of the later 

stato of affairs. o in the older style of conclusion 

in an action of reduction, it is craved that the deed, 

act or decree should be "reducefi, retreated, rescinded, 

cassed, annulled, decerned and declared by decree of our 

said Lords to have been from the beginning, to be now, and 

in all time co 'Iing null and void, and of no avail, force, 

strength or effect in judgment, or outuith the sane in 

time coming, and the pursuer reponed and restored there- 
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''against in late rum." (Court of Session ,c'}, 1O50, Sehed. 

A.. No. 4.) It has also been pointed out that reduc- 

tions of deeds or acts which are 1 o lure void resemble 

closely declaratory actions (Macmillan v. Free Church 

Assenb] y, (1061) 23 ll. 1336 per Lord Curriehi? l ) 

It is obvious that many of the grounds of reduction 

are equitable, beinc founded on the cross injustice which 

would result from judicially upholding an ex facie valid 

deed which was in fact granted without real consent of the 

arty. as in cases of forgery, fraud, or force and fear 

As restitutio in interum is sought this must be reci?,- 

roca.l and so. if this is impossible, reduction is incom- 

petent. 

Story lays down ( §, 238 -9) that the acts of persons 

of weak underetandinr or easily influenced or otherwise 

not a free agent will be voided in a court of equity. In 

a long note he cites the Roman authorities (Dig. 4. 2.) 

and remar%s how closely the c cots law has followed the 

Roman (citing Ersk. IV, 1, 26; Bell, Com. , I, 139,) Stair 

says (IV, 20, 8) that reduction and improbation was in- 

vented since the erection of the College of Justice. It 

is certainly common enour~h in the early records (e.g., 

Lauder v. Ker, 1498, A.O.C. II, 234; " ̂itla.nd MS, fol. 84, 

96; Sinclair, fold 85, 151, 227; .Acolson, fol. 36. Inglis 

v. Linds, 1502, A.O.C. III, 193; Cooper, Sei.Cas. 35.) 
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Reduction of Agreements imnnetrated bar- Fraud 

When an agreement is entered into between two par- - 

ties_ one of wham has been Induced to enter into the 

agreement by the misrepresentation of a rmterial fact by 

the other in the knowledge of its falsity or with reckless 

c3 i srecard of its truth or falsity, the party thus defraud- 

ed into concluding the agreement may rescind it or reduce 

deeds granted by hi by virtue of the Courts' equitable 

jurisdiction. ttAny (round of fraud is a sufficient reas- 

on of reduction" (Stair, IV, 35, 19. Cf. Ersk. IV, 1, 27 

'tAn obligc.tion contracted by fraud will be annulled or 

restricted according to equity.") Many cases are cited 

in lTorison (4857 et seal, Cf. Spotiswoode, 81: Balfour, 

183) illustrating~ this. 'Tore recently, in Spence v. Craw- 

ford (1939 S.C. (H.L.) 52, 76. In that case the House of 

Lords toot a more equitable view then the more strictly 

legal one which prevailed in the Court of Session. See 

also Brownlie v. Miller, (1880) 7 R. (H.L.) 63, 71) Lord 

Wright said: "The principles E;overning that foss. of re- 

lief 5.e. reduction% are the sa ,e in Scotland as in Eng- 

land. The renedy is equitable. Its application is dis- 

cretionary .... The Court must fix its eyes on doing 

what is practically just .... In the case of fraud the 

Court will exorcise its jurisdiction to the full in order, 

if possible, to prevent the defendant (sic) from enjoying 
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"the benefit of his fraud at the expense of the innocent 

plaintiff (sic).r. 

Reduction for Minorit_y___and Lesion 

While by Scots law pupils yore in a state of absolute 

inca)acity (well, Pr. § 2067) as regards participation in 

legal acts and all such must be done by their tutors on 

their behalf, minors are ca fable of nana çing their own af- 

fairs and their deeds are as valid as those of majors. ex- 

cept that they ..gay be reduced on the ground of minority 

and lesion within four years - the guadr îennium Atile - 

after attaining-; majority (Stair, I, 6, 32; Ersk.. 1, 7, 

33; Dell, Pr. ® 2088; Fraser, P. and Ch., 533.) It has 

further been hold in accordance with principles of equity 

that a minor taking advantage of the right to reduce a 

contract must repay or restore anything he has obtained . 

under it, thereby affecting restitution i.n. ìnte cr. 

(Ersk., I, 7, :1: Fraser, P. and Ch., 540.) 

This rule was manifestly adopted in Scotland from 

the Roman law (Dig. IV, 6: Gai. IV, 38) where it is a lee_ 

ing example of the ,praetorian poier of granting .restitutio 

in interun for reasons of equity. This extraordinary 

remedy is only applied where the lesion is enorm on the 

basis of the rubric, De minimis non curat Praetor (Dig. 
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IV, 4, 9). It is similarly a rule of the canon law 

(6, X, I, 41.) No general rule can however be laid down 

to determine what constitutes lesion and Fraser (p. 503) 

says that the only rule which can be adopted is that of 

the Roman lawyers, r'U!Ji equitas evidens poscit subven:ion- 

.um est" (Dig. IV, 1, 7.) 

Lxanmles of this oa itable intervention occur in 

all the Scottish authorities from q uoniam. Attachigalenta 

(c. 41) onwards: Balfour ( . 179) ; Stair 1, 0, 44) ; 

rskine (I, 7, 4) Bankton (I, 7, 74): Mackenzie C:'orks, 

II, 289) ; Dirleton and Steuart (ti. 333) ; Spotisvioode (n. 

301 and 211) ; Hope (Tla jor Pr. IV, 0, 10) ; and there are 

numerous cases in Norison's Dictionary (nor. 8078 et _am.) 

Similarly equitable in basis are the rules that 

minors guilty of fraud or holding, themselves out to be 

major do not enjoy the privilege : Throughout the influ- 

ence of the Roman law is °tanifes t (Fraser, 498 et see. 
Cf. Story, p 240.) 

An interestinrc variation of this head of action is 

the process for reduction of an arbiter's award on the 

ground of enorn lesion brought by the Bish _of Dunblane 

against LindOres Abbey in 1235 (Cooper, âel .Cas .17) , 

where the award was altered on averents of in.i vitas 

although more than twenty years had elapsed since it was 

made 
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The English Eouity jurisdiction co:.aparable to this 

head is that co- prised under cancellation f deeds =.rhich 

is founded a ion the administration of a protective or .ae- 

ventive justice (Utory, § 604.) "Courts of equity :ill 

generally set aside, cancel, and direct to be delivered 

uo . agree rents mnd other instruments there they are 

voidable .... where there is actual fraud .... since it is 

,_ anifestly a result of natural justice, that a party 

ought not to be ermitted to avail himself of any a ree- 

ment procured by his own actual or constructive fraud.' 

(Ibid., 6 69E. See also 8 242.) 
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Reduction of Decrees 

The Court of Session has exclusive power to reduce 

its own decrees or those of inferior courts. Balfour 

(Innes v. Dunbar. (1534), Mor. 7320; Balfour, p. 268. 

Cf. Stair, IV, 52, 6; Ersk., IV, 3, S) po 3nts out that 

without this power great inconvenience would follow and 

any person "enormlie hurt" would have no remedy. In 

modern times however reduction as a mode of review is re- 

served for exceptional circumstances (Phil v. Reid, 1926 

S.C. 224.) In Elliot v. Riddel ((l663) , s T.or. 13505) the 

Pursuer obtained a decree of reduction of a declarator 

obtained before the English judges that money in a bond had 

cut off the reversion. The Lords granted the decree of 

reduction, as the pursuer had been unable by sickness to 

defend the former action; "and it were against reason, 

that the defender by his calamity, should be under such 

disadvantage. the lands being near double worth the money." 

This would appear to have been decided purer on the basis 

of equity: 

Reduction appears to have taken the place after 

1532 of the old process of appeal by falsing of doom 

(Bisset, Rol: dent of Co?urtis .. I, 279; Ersk., IV, 2, 39) , 

though there are instances of reduction before that ;e.g. 

Buchanan v. äenteith, 1500, A.1).0. II, 458; Fullerton v. 

Thornton, 1498, A.D.C. II, 199, end see Index to A.D.C.III.) 
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Custody of Children 

Lord. _'Laren has pointed out that petitions .for 

the custody of children are not consistorial actions 

but appeals to the nobile offïcium, vhich is proved by 

the fact that they are Inner House processes (A.B. v. 

C.B. , (1906) 8 F. 973. Cf. Stuart v. Moore, (1060) 

22 D. 1504, 4 '1?aci,? . 1.) 
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Proof before Answer 

Under the heading of the Nobile Officiu_M of the 

Lords (TV 3, 2) stair discusses the allowance of proof 

before answer as to the relevancy of the averments which 

is to -day such a common feature of our ?:practice. "The 

Lords", he says. "do frequently make acts for probation 

before answer to the relevancy, which is only ex nobili 

off .c ió 'Ind may alone be used, ?gen there is i ainent 

hazard to carry away most important rights by twopicked- 

out witnesses; cis when the question is of deeds done on 

deathbeds ;; and he describes how the Lords allow either 

Party to adduce a certain number of witnesses to be exam- 

ined upon the facts bearing on the capacity of the granter 

of the deed. The same, he said, is done 'when the dues 

tion falls, concerning deeds in confinio ma joris aetatis, 

being questioned upon minority and lesion, and in such 

others. Upon the same grounds the Lords did prohibit 

the Judge of Admiralty to make any act before answer, in 

a process of adjudication of a ship, for clearing who was 

the owner, and what was the port." 

In the case of Stuart v. Owner of the Seslfish , 

((1673), 11926) it was agreed that "by the general cus- 

tome of nations, ad.rals being obliged to judge within 

m(Gi11es v. ()vipers of ounder, (1673), 11907) 
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"two tides, could not protract processes by acts before 

answer, which are nobilis oficii and only done by the 

Lords when they allow a conjunct nrobation, which is not 

allowable in the ordinary form of processes, but ex 

nobili officio only." 

The consequence of an allowc,nce of proof before an- 

swer Is of course that though the facts averred may be 

proved they 'nay be hold insufficient in law to support 

the conclusions of the summons and the pleas in law, 

whereas if no ouch reservation be made the question of 

relevancy is foreclose6 by the allowance of proof. 

The origin of this mode of allowance of proof is 

thought to be found in the canon law where the uholo 

pleadings uore written; in the 1-)roc0dure of that law the 

judre, after considering the pleadings., pronounced an 

"act" determining what nroof should be -11oved and on 

whom the onus of proof lay. Early Court of Session Pro- 

cedure did not allow proof until it was certain that the 

facts averred would, if proved, entitle that narty to 

judgment (flackay's Practice, II, 15). The custom had 

however prevailed before stair's time whereby the Lords 

.... ex nobili officio ... before ans'er for determining 

the relevancy, they have allowed either party to adduce so 

71any .itnesses, to be examined upon such points as the 

Lords fount, fit to be cleared for instructing of the 

causo These acts are therefore called acts before 

answer." (Stair, IV, 39, 4. See also IV, 40, 7, and 
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Si-iith V. 2E01E, (1607), Nor. 4955,) 

Erskine (IV, 1, 69) puts the :latter concisely as 

follows:- "Forlerly no warrants were issued for the 

proof of any allegation, but what the Court had previous- 

ly sustained as -ood or sufficient to infer the conclu- 

sion drawn fro-1 it accordinc to the rule. Frustra,..7ro 

batur_vod.pyobatum no4 relevat; but by the later orac- 

tice warrants have been equitably pranted before fixinc 

the relevancy allowing either party to orove such facts 

as in the o-inion of the Court, tended to throw a clearer 

lip .: ht on the cause." 

Numerous cases attest this practice, and many ex- 

pressly bear to proceed "ex nobili officio". (E.g., 

Ramsay v. Edmr, 1632, Spotiswoode, 70; 3ohnstoun,(1067), 

Mor. 12279; Ellis v. pass, (1674, :,or, 12281; Scot v. Dish - 

infton,(1621, Mor. 12305; Chisholm v. Rgnies, (1668), Mor. 

12314; Hadden v. Carnbell, (1670), Mor. 12317; Na-cier v. 

EE/Ipton, (1671), Mor. 12318; Lawrie v. DKumpond, (1673) 

Mor. 12320: Drown v. Lawrie, (1676), Mor. 12324; Stewart 

v. Blackhell, (1703), Nor. 12332; rant v. Grant, (1683), 

Mor. 12433J In 1757 there appears the modern phrase, 

"The Lords allowed a proof before answer. " (Farciphar v. 

6haw, Mor, 12341,) In other connections, too, such as 

cases of improbation, the reports bear that the Lords 

"wil/ examine witnesses ex 9ff.i9ie (Maitland, S, fol. 

547.) 
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Proof to be In Retentis 

The power to :-now the examination on comrission of 

n;ed, sick, and infirm witnesses and of those who, though 

at ..resent within the jurisdiction, are li ely to proceed . 

beyond it before the trial co yes on, to prevent the loss 

of their evidence throu¿h the death of a necessary witness 

or his inability to attend the trial, is certainly within 

the nobile off icium of the Court of Session. In the for 

mer case the depositions lie in retentis and may only be 

used at the trial if the witnesses are unable to attend. 

This power was ori(rinally confined to the Inner House till 

an Act of Sederunt of 1828 conferred it on the Lord Ordin- 

ary and another of 1839 introduced it in the Sheriff 

Court (Mackay's Practice, II, 77 -0.) Consequently the 

Power is competent to -11 courts to -day. 

Examples of this rode of taking evidence co far back, 

at least to 1501 (Innirmeith v. Maule, A.D.C. II, 245; 

li'lyth v. Trotter, (1620) , Mor. 12090) , and Bankton (IV, 30, 

27; seo also IV, 7, 24) says that this too is derived 

fro the canon law in which case older exam -Mes doubtless 

arose. Stair (IV, 41, 7; Ersk. IV, 2, 31) treats it as 

an "extraordinary diligence granted by the Lords in praae- 

sentia" as distinct fror-1 a diligence granted by an Ordin- 

ary in the Outer House. In Drummond v. Nico1son, (1697), 

,or. 12329) the oursuer craved that "witnesses might be 

ox^.- ined ex_ officio to lie .n retentis." 
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Diligence to recover Documents 

The procedure by commission an chili ?erne to recover 

writings in the hands of the opposite .arty or of third 

ocrties has been called by ''?ackay ( "Tanu`l, 241) the 

counterpart of the Ençlish notion for discovery. In the 

in'lish courts a defect in the administration of justice 

was the lack of the power at common law to co!:_pel the pro - 

duction of deeds and v ritir ;s in the custody of one party . 

and material to the other's claim. This was re mediable 

by the courts of equity which compelled the production of 

such writings ( Story, § 1485). This is not dissimilar, 

Story says, to the Roman actiones ad exhibendum (ibid., 

1486 -7) and it is noticeable that the early Scottish 

cases occur as actions of exhibition (e.g. Craigie, fol. 

159; Lr son, (1662) , rar. 3977: Paton, (1668), Mor. 3963)* 

and it is fro.ci this that the modern process has developed 

(see Stair, IV, 33, 3 and IV, 41, 4; Erskine, IV, 1, 52; 

?ankton, I, 8, 42: A.S. of 22 Foby : 1688.) The action 

of exhibition has now been superseded by a motion for dil - 

igence (Mackay's Prgc. 1, 365; Dickson, Evid. , § 1381.) 
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PART III 

EXTRAORDLIARY ET2 JURISDICTION 

Chapter XIV 

Nobile Officium. 

The present chapter treats of the peculiar and 

extraordinary equitable jurisdiction of the Court of 

Session. ML- jurisdiction has always been recocnised 

both as extraordinary and as equitable To a consider- 

able extent it defies definition but it generally com- 

prises the Dover un,'er which the Court of session on 

the around of necessity, in cases which require an extra- 

ordinary renedy, or which the statute law hos omitted to 

provide for, affords the remedy or supplies the omission" 

(Mackay's Practice, I. 209.) The origin of this power 

is similorly vague and disputed Ivory, writinc in 1815 

(Forms of Process, I, 39), says: "The Lords of Session 

act not only as a court of law, but also ex nobili offi- 

cio, as a court of equity This nobile officium some of 

our most eminent authorities have supposed to be inherent 

in the supremo judicatory of every state ..a. (It is also 

claimed by the General Asselbly - Cox, Practice in the 

Church of Scotland, 4th odn., 102).. A more natural ex- 

planation of the power assumed by the Court under a title 

so imosing, may perhaps be founded on, the statute (1540, 

C. 93) authorising the Lords to ake sik pets, statutes 
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"and ordinances, as they soli think expedient for ordour- 

inn of process and ha i ,tie expedition of justice.' 7.;nder 

this statute, the Court has been led. by gradual steps, to 

assume an authority, which it is likely was neither orig- 

inally inherent in it. nor oven, ilerhaps , intended ever 

to belong to it. This usurped authority, however, in con - 

seeuence of the benefit arising from the moderate and jud- 

icious manner in which it was exercised, was probably so 

long overlooked by those who might have checked it, that 

at last it hr's become so sanctioned by usage, as almost to 

be considered a necessary branch of the constitution of tIn 

Court. 

It seems however the better opinion to hold with 

ackay (Practice, 1, 200) that while this explanation racy 

account for the wide scope of many of the early Acts of 

Sederunt, it is not e true account of the origin of the 

equitable powers of the court, for which it is necessary 

to look elsewhere. 

Stair deals with the question at length (IV, 3, 1) : 

"The general difference between the Lords and the infer- 

ior courts," he says, "is to be observed, That the Lords 

have privilege ex nobili officio, which is competent to 

no inferior court. The distinction and import of mobile 

officium with us hath its rise from the Roman law, where 

by all causes two: ,.e judged by the Praetor, under whom 

there were not such inferior courts as we hove, where 

causes 'light be first deterymined without the Praetor's 
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authority. who could not possibly des-3atch all the causes 

even of the city of Rome; though, vthen it increased to a 

great bulk, many Praetors were p ?ointed , yet all these 

could not despatch the causes of the city personally; end 

therefore they delegated ,judges in such cruses as they 

thought fit reserving matters of the greatest imrtort to 

themselves. These dole ates were not arbiters yet some- 

times by consent of parties, they named arbiters, who had 

a greater latitude in judo ink; according; to equity than the 

judices dati, rtho being; at that trouble and attendance, 

had a legal allovi nce from the parties for their pains, 

and therefore their office was called officium mercenarium: 

but the proper office of the Praetor was ,, udiciuT nobile. 

This distinction hath been retained, under the same signi- 

fication, where the Roman law hath any respect, but not 

under the same terms; and therefore with us, the proper 

terms are officium nobile and officium ordinarium; so 

that the jurisdiction of inferior courts is not mercenary, 

but yet hath not the officiuzn nobile, e, ^hich is extraordin- 

ary; and therefore they must keep their ordinary form of 

process, and if they do debord, their sentences do become 

null. 

"The Lords of Session have both the officium ©rdinar- 

ium and nobile; for it is only in come cases, that they 

may proceed, not according to the ordinary forms, which 

custom hath determined for any cause which hath formerly 

occurred; but in new cases, there is necessity of new 
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"cures, ' hich ^ust be supplied by the Lords, who are 

authorised for that effect by the institution of the 

College of Justice. And if they might, in other cases, 

extend their officium nobile, it would render the sub- 

jects insecure and the per Ter of the Lords too arbitrary. 

But, in many cases, it is necessary wherein they ay have 

recourse fro .z strict lew to equity, even in the matter of 

judgment; and in more cases they nay recede fro ? the or- 

dinary form and manner of probation, whereof there aro 

many instances commonly known. 

"Every sov 'reign court :lust have this over, unless 

there be a distinct court for equity, from that for lay, 

as it is in England, where the judges of the court of 

Co=on Pleas judge all according to the rigour of law, 

and so they cannot modify the most exorbitant penalties. 

nor give remedy but by the tenor of their known brieves 

which being found highly inconvenient, their Kings at 

first assumed to themselves to remedy the inconveniency, 

Which they found the co. ?on law defective in, either by 

want of forms, or vent of power to qualify these exor- 

bitanees, that were inconsistent with equity, and a good 

conscience: but these cases multiplying, and many pretend- 
, 

ing umarrantably to them, the King could no longer cis - 

satch them in his own person, but rave that power to the 

Chancellor, -lith the assistance of twelve masters of the 

Chancery. And there are since several courts of equity 

and conscience set up by authority of Parliament. Other 
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"nations do not divide the jurisdiction of their courts. 

but supply the cases of equity and conscience, by the 

noble office of their supreme ordinary courts, as we do. 

"Tho Session comes nearest to the :Praetorial Power, 

which did supply what vas wanting by their coon law of 
the twelve teblcs, or by their recent law made by the 

suffrage of the people, or by the suffrage of the Plebe- 

ians, or of the Senate, or by their strict forms of ac- 

tions at first, or thereafter by their strict obryervanee 

of the kinds of actions, thou{rh not of the precise words; 

yea, they had pover to correct the extremity of these 

laws, and so they accounted summum ius summam iniuriam." 

The accuracy cf this account may be measured by the cor- 

rectness of the account, of the English courts of equity: 

and the comparison is point by the fact that Stair ser- 

ved os a judge with the EnPlis.h judges of the Usurpation 

and doubtless learned fron them how equity worked in 

England. 

Stair then instances seven ways in which the nobile 

officiuxn of the Lords of Session is exercised, which have 

already been considered in greater detail. He mentions 

the modification of exorbitant penalties in bonds and 

contracts, even though bearing the name of liquidate ex- 

penses, which the Lords "retrench to the real expenses 

and damage of parties", the strict judging of the advan- 

tages of legal execution, especially in apnrisings and 
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adjudications and in questions of expiry of the legal, 

and, thirdly, attention to material justice in reduc- 

tions of decrees rather than relying on petty informal- 

ities. Then he instances the suprly1ng of a remedy to 

a creditor where the debtor's heir has renounced, by ex 

tension of the Act 1469, c. 36. anent apprisings (i.e. 

adjudication contra haereditatem iacentem) , and the 

introduction of adjudication to suprly defective convey- 

ances i.e- in implement.) The last two examples he 

rives are the examination of witnesses ad rimandam veri- 

taten, i.e. to investigate the truth by admitting parole 

testimony in expla.na.tion of written, w hence, he remarks, 

trusts and frauds are discovered (this was written prior 

to the Act of 1696. c. 25. which made trust provable only 

by writ or oath) . and the allowance of proof before an- 

swer as to the relevancy. 

Such is Stair's account of this jurisdiction. It is 

to be observed that he likens it to the praetorian and 

Chancery equitable interferences with strict law. But 

particularly notable is that the instances he gives are 

nowadays never considered as matters of the nobile offi7. 

alum at all and their connection with equity has been 

quite lost sight of, though as has been shown earlier, 

it is quite evident on examination. There is no mention 

here of some of the heads of jurisdiction which to -day 

fall under the nobile offio1um charitable trusts. 
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it is to be observed, does Stair's account give any sup)- 

port to tho later theory that the Lords of Session in- 

herited their equitablo jurisdiction from the Chancellor 

or Privy Council of 6cotland. As ,lore points out, in 

hic notes to that passage (ccc1 iv), the nobile officium 

appears to have been exercised. particularly since the 

Union with England, on the assunmtion that the Court of 

Session ha& succeeded to all the powers formerly erer- 
Wta far '-=cfrcks " 18 

cised by the Privy Council. (so _--' 

says that "whatever causo was decided of old by the Uar 

and This Council pertains now to the knowledge of the Ses 

lion.") He says, too, that formerly - i.e. prior to 

1532 - the Privy Council decided litigated matters accord - 

ing to principles of equity. Certainly in 1'741 in 

Hamilton v. Boyd (,for : 
7)E5) the Court of Session unan- 

imously asserted jurisdiction in a case of the offence of 

importing Irish victual ;which had been conferred by Act 

of Parliament on the now abolished Privy Council. But 

the consensus of modern opinion is against the view that 

the Court actually inherited any such functions, and the 

aublished Register does not bear out the contentions for 

the Scottish Privy Council's equitable functions. 

In Byes v. _rah ra (1626, 2 W. and 3h. 481) the 

Court of Session appointed a curator to a lunatic and 

Lord Balgray `p. 490) spoke off the original ri ht of the 
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hoc , their judicial pourers came to be exercised by the 

Court of Session. and was of opinion that 'when you are 

erecting yourself into an authority to reïedy the common 

lav ", the common law must be looked at first and by this, 

he thought , cognition by a jury could not be dispensed 

7ith. The Lord President Hope) said (p. 502) that the 

court eras a Court of Equity and he jurisdiction to ap- 

point curators devolved upon the Court on the abolition 

of the bcottish Privy Council as a matter of necessity. 

and was regulated by the Act of Sederunt of 13th February 

1730. Reference vas -lade to the fact that in Jnrland 

the Chancellor had are of persons afflicted ith lunacy 

This explanation ,Icy be true of the particular case but 

is not the general rule. 

}3ankton (IV, 1, 13) says that the chancellor with us 

never had by himself a juc.icative power to hold courts of 

law or equity, thourh he originally presided in porno- 

ment and in the higher courts, and presided in the Court 

of Session when present. according, to the statuto of its 

institution, Later he says (IV, 7, 23): "The Court of 

Session in both a court of Law and Equity in one. Thus 

where a party wants relief in equity, to which at common 

lay he might seem not entitled, this court, in virtue of 

its mixed jurisdiction, can rive it; as for example, one 

grants a bond of borrowed money, pith a cone i tion. to 
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repay it at a precise day, under a venal suri, besides peer 

formance, as the exî onces li;,uidated by consent of pe rties 

upon feilure of payment at the day limited, the penalty in 

strict law is forfeited to the creditor: but, if the 

creitor insist on it, and will not be satisfied rith his 

principal sua, intere<t and ex-pences, the court of ses - 

sion ß:i11 rive relief to the debtor. Amonr the Rcr?o.ns 

the courts of ordinary jurisdiction behoved to follow the 

letter of the law, but the Praetor supplied what was de- 

fective in it Hence the distinction frequent in that 

law between the actiones directae, founded elireetly in 

the law, and utiles or actiones in fsetum, riven by the 

Praetor in point of equity, from the spirit and intend- 

ment of the law, on which occasion It is said, that 

upplet praetor in eo auod 1 
. 

doe: t After which ex- 

ample the Courts in Westminster Ilan (except the equity - 

side of the Court of Exchequer) are l' ited to the °dress 

deed of the parties, and can pive no relief in equity. 

Thus in e similar case with the foregoing one, in the 

English double-bonds, the courts of coron law, upon fail- 

ure of Payment of the sum in the condition, at the day, 

behoved to decree for the whole double sum but relief vms 

competent upon bill in Chancery: and now, in virtue of 

the late statute (4 and 5 Anne, c. 16) the courts of car- 

non law can rive the remedy. and absolve the defendant, 

upon his brin;;ing into court the pri,.?eipal sum, interest 
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".end costs . There are infinite other eases, where the 

court of session give.- relief in equity, when, in strict 

1-w. there seers to be none; as in redemption of wad - 

sets limited to a precise term after which the lands 

are declared irredeeriabie this court allo is the equity 

of redemption, notwithstanding the irritancy incurred. 

".ße ides the officium ordinarium, or ordinary juä is 

diction which the Lords of session are vested with, there 

is competent to them what may be termed Of f? ciu.^a n bile 

This penile öfficium is founded in their being a superior 

court, and as such, they are entitled, in some cases, to 

interpose otherwise than accordin to the ordinary rules 

or forms of law, and even contrary to the form of ordin- 

ary proceedings, when the case requires it, in order to 

bring out the truth, which could not otherwise be done 

or to interpose in points necessary for the public rood 

of the society; or for making justice effectual in ,ri 

vate cases, where the ordinary forms cannot reach the end 

as where the court orders either or both oartiec to be 

examined . Ex nobili officio, without the one -)erty's 

referring the point to the other's oath, or where, ox 

officio, they ordain witnesses to be exerAned ad rirrú.?r a m 

veritatem. This is a supereminent power, founded in 

their hi {.th jurisdiction, in order to the discovery of 

truth, and cannot be said only to proceed upon their 

equitable powers ááquity is a favourable construction 
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"of the law, and may be prayed by either party; but no 

p -ïrty is entitled to demand, as his rif;ht, an examination 

e c officio he may sup rest it, but he cannot ask it as a 

point of right. Of the like kind is the lords ï.nterìos 

ing to rive warrants for t drai.ni strat1on of the estates of 

intents, having no person to take care of them, or of per- 

sons abroad. They likewise, by this power, supply the 

defects of ordinary fortis of diligence, as they did by 

allowing adjudications Contra haeroditatem iacentem when 

the apparent heir renounces; for in that case the lam had 

not Provided e remedy. The same was the case of adjudi- 

cation in ivaplernent, introduced by authority of the court 

of session, to eoranlete a party's right to lands. To 

this power ray be ascribed the lords authorising Hersons 

to supply the vacancy of commissariots for confirming 

testaments. or of sheriffships for expediting services 

or such matters as cannot admit of delay, till the places 

be regularly filled; as likewise their ascertaining the 

quantum of burthens imposed by deeds of parties, where 

those authorised to do it have failed; as where the -me.- 

bers of a tailie were allowed to grant such constant 

jointures and -provisions to their wives and younger child- 

ren, as certain friends named should appoint, who died 

ithout doing it." 

Then, after referring to the occasion in 1725 when 

the court. by act of sederunt, ordered the brewers of 
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Edinburgh, who were on strike, to resume 'work, Bankton 

sont nues (IV, 7, 26): 

"This nobile officium is plainly it lied in the 

statute (1540, c. 93) which gives the lords of session 

Power to make acts end ordinances for expedition of jus- 

tice: for, in order to the sae end, they may exercise 

the above. end other acts of jurisdiction having tendency 

to the like purpose. This is accomplished by the nobile 

officium of the court of session, in the same manner as 

things of the like kind are done by the court of chancery 

in En ;land, which -:i th us is supplied by that eminent 

power, and without which the administration of justice 

would be embarassed and, on many occasions could not pro- 

ceed. And , by the original i -stitution, they had the 

same jurisdiction and authority that the lords of session 

of old had; end, except as to the liberty of appealing 

against their judgments, in manner above mentioned, their 

authority is still the same being settled by the articles 

of the union." 

He then reiterates that the chancellor of Scotland 

might preside in the court of session '.:hen present, just 

as in the old court of the lords of session, which was a 

co77nnittee of parliament, but the chancellor himself nover 

had any judicial power. "Wherefore". he continuas. 

"since we had no court of chancery, it was justly ordered, 

that our su)erior court of justice, in civil tatters, 
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should be endowed Ath the hic.h jurisdiction aforesaid 

This nobile officium of a court is founded in an express 

text of the civil law (Dig. 13, de le1bus.) In virtue 

of this nobile officium, or of their jurisdiction as a 

court of equity, the lords of sospion do not assume a 

power unsuitable to the character of judges, which is to 

interprete the lays by the rules of equity, where there 

is place for it . Thus the laws of the Romans were to 

be interpreted by the judges according to equity anct fro.a 

thence to be extended to sirilar cases: but if there was 

a contrariety between the words of the lay and equity, 

it was the prerogative of the emperor to rive the inter- 

pretation, Inter aec uitatem ius e interppsitam inter pre- 

tationem nobis soils (says the great Emperor Constantine) 

et oportet et licet inspioere ...." 

In the Observations on the Lay of England which foi 

low this passage, Eanhton refers to the common law and 

equity courts of England and then observes: "The court 

of session is invested .with the same powers as this court 

of equity in the chancery. And likewise in giving remedy 

in point of equity, or otherwise they are subject to the 

same limitations: for under that colour, or by virtue of 

that nobile officium, they cannot contraveen (sic) the 

direct ordinance of the law, es to repone a na.rty gain t 

prescription, or the like.' 

Again in the Rules of Law Illustrated at the end of 
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the work; under the rubric In omnibus ruidem ín xirie tamen 

in iurei aec, uitas ,pectanda est, he discourses at length 

on equity and expressly equates the court of session 

vested with its nobile officium to the court of equity in 

chancery in England. 

Erskine's statement on the nobile officium is brief 

He says (I, 3, 22) : "The session is a court of equity vs 

well ris of low; and as such lay and ought to proceed by 

the rulos of conscience in abating the rigour of the law, 

and in giving nid in the actions brourht before them to 

those who can have no remedy in a court of lay. This 

pov er, which is called the nobile officium of the judges, 

is inherent in the supreme ,judicatory of every state, un- 

less where separate courts are established for lai and for 

equity, as in England, where the Court of Chancery may be 

applied to for correcting or softening the strict oro- 

ceedings of their courts of law. It arises from this 

nobile officium in the Court of Session that whereas in- 

ferior judges never exercise their office but at the suit 

of the litigants, the judres of the Court of Session may, 

in their inquiries into facts, direct thinvs to be done, 

or stops to be taken which neither are nor con be demanded 

as a point of right, Thus they frequently ordain ex 

officio, a party to be examined, though his adversary who 

declines referring the matter in issue to his oath, has 

no title to insist for such examination." ne niso refers 
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to a ministerial oo er under which the Court makes in- 
terim appointments to public offices and says that these 

powers were proper to the Privy Council Gnd it would be a 

defect if they were not transferred to the Court of Ses- 

sion, and he mentions Karnes' conjecture that it riou1d 

coon be considered the province of the Court of Session 

to redress all wrongs for which a peculiar renedy is not 

otherwise provided. It was rocornised at least as early 

as 1700 that "the nobile officium of the Court ought never 

to be at variance v:tith the law" (Çrahsm v. Graham, (1780 ), 

,ior. 8934.) In fact, just as in the Chancery, aeauitas 

sequitur 1e:em. 

Kanes, as might be ext,ectod, deals with the nobile 

officium. In the Historical Lay Tracts where he discusses 

subjects common to the lays of England and Scotland he 

says (231) : "This extraordinary power of redressing wroncs, 

for from a novelty has a. name appropriated to it in the 

language of our law, For what else is .neant by the 

nobile officium of the court of session, so 'much talked of 

and so little underotood? The only Cifficuity is, How 

far this extraordinary jurisdiction or nobileöff,icium is, 

or ourht to be extended. The jurisdiction of the court 

of session as a court of common law is confined to matters 

of )ecuniory inter st : end it possibly may be thought, 

that its extraordinary jurisdiction ought to be confined 

within the sane bounds : euch is the case of the court 
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"of exchequer; for its extraordinary or equitable po ;ere 

reach no further than to rectify the common levi.. so far 

-s relates to the subjects that come under its jurisdic- 

tion as a court of common law. But the power to redress 

wrongs of all kinds must subsist somewhere in every state; 

and in Scotland subsists naturally in the court of ses- 

sion. And with res ?ect to the wrongs in 3e ticular that 

Come under the jurisdiction of the privy council . our 

legislat. re, when they ennihila.ted that court, must have 

intended . that its no iers should so far devolve uron the 

court of session: for the le isla.ture could not have in- 

tended to leave without a remedy the many wrongs that be- 

longed to the juried.iction of the "?rimy council. 

",:he rule I an contending for, apncars to be adopted 

by the English court of chancery in its utmost extent. 

Every sort of wrong occasioned by the omission or trans - 

pression of any -:uty is redressed in the court of chancery . 

where a remedy is not otherwise erovided by common or 

statute law. And hence it is, that the jurisdiction of 

this court, confined originally Trithin narrow bounds, has 

been gradually enlarged over a boundless variety of af- 

fairs." (This is unduly general and not accurate.) 

Then later (2M) , under causes proner to the court of 

session, he says: "These eay be comprehended under one 

rule that all extraordinary actions, not founded on coe- 

mon law, but invented to redress any defect or wrong in 
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"the cor_rion law are appropriated to the court of session, 

being in civil causes the sovereign c nd sunreme co'zrt. 

Inferior courts are justly confined within the li -nits of 

the common law; and if extraordinary powers be necessary 

for doing justice, these cannot safely be trusted but with 

s sovereign and supreme court. Upon this account, the 

court of session only, enjoys the privilege of voiding 

bonds, contracts and other Private deeds. For the same 

re ,son, declarators of right, of nullity and in general 

all declarators ore competent nowhere but in this court. 

An extraordinary removing against a tenant, who having a 

current tack is due a year's rent, is -peculiar to this 

court, as also a proving the tenor o ° contents of a lost 

writ. And lastly all actions between subject and subject 

founded solely upon equity belong to the court cf session 

and to no other." This statement is again unduly general, 

for it is not every equitable claim to which the Court 

will give effect. 

These institutional and other statements of the 

extraordinary equitable jurisdiction of the Court of 5os- 

sion differ in many resoec o from the noûern extent of 

the power exercised by the Court. To -do.y the principal 

heads of their jurisdiction are classified os: (1) Appli- 

cations by petition not founded on statute; (2) Applica- 

tions for the appointment of public officers ad interim 

in the event of death or incapacity; t3) an equitable 
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jurisdiction with reference to c ?^ritablo trusts, char - 

:i.: i es end schemes of ad oinistrat1on; and 4) the occis 

ional supn1ying of omissions in the ?provisions of stat- 

utes, and for casus im rovisus in deeds (Mackay' s Prac- 

tice, 209 et seq.: :TacLaren s Practice, 100.) 

The first of those heads covers the annointraent of 

judicial factors as officers appointed by and acting; 

under the supervision of the Court to whose care custody 

and management estates rind interests are entrusted when 

these are the subject of litigation or -..:ithout any cap- 

able or legal guardian or administrator. It hos been 

sug, bested (Thorns on Judicial Factors, 2) that taie name 

originated in the sequestration of estates by the Court 

of Session who then delegated the management to a factor. 

but the case cited (Rattral, ( 1776) 5 B.S. 442) is doubt- 

ful authority for the nronosition; further it is sug- 

gested ghat in the exercises of their equitable jurisdic- 

tion the Court have been in the custom- of appointing jud- 

icial factors, not only where the estate has been seques- 

trated but in every case where such interposition see -is to 

have been required. 

Sn yc e v. Graham. ((1828) 6 S. 425; of f c7. 3 W. and 

Sh. 323) , which was a petition for the appointment of a 

curator bonis to a lunatic, the House of Lords remitted 

to the Court of Session to consider whether they had power 

to proceed without a cognition. A majority of the whole 
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Court found that ''soon after the abolition of tie Scot- 

tish Privy Council, by which extraordinary remedies of 

this nature (briove of cognition; used to be applied, the 

Court of Session was, of neceosity, applied to for the ap- 

pointment of curators bonis for managing the affairs of 

absent n:ersons, who had not left any factory or power of 

attorney behind them, and of infants and .miners who had 

no tutors or curators, or of persons who were stated and 

-.roved to then to have fallen into mental incapacity of 

any species. Find that, prior to the year 1730, these 

applications had beco' .e so frequent, that the Court in 

that year, found it necessary to pass an Act of Sederunt 

(13th February 1730) for regulating the duties and ascer- 

t^inin£ the powers of these curators bonis." 

Lord Cringletie said that the guardianship of all 

unprotected persons was formerly vested in the Crown 

(Creig, II, 20, 9; Balfour, 254) , and the King had author- 

ity, through the Exchequer, to bestow a gift of tutory for 

the protection of a pupil, but the right to name protectors 

for ibeciteo woo li_i.ited by the 1>ct of 1555, c. 10, which 

sanctioned the rule of the Roman law that the nearest a - 
nate should be legal guardian (Fraser, P. and Ch.,651 -2.) 

Lord i.3alrray referred to the power as one of "equitable 

and necessary discretion" and "equitable interposition" in 

appointing a curator, bó4s. In the House of Lords, Lord 

Eldon (p. 327) co_fl)ared the Court of Session attitude 
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uni'- vourebly . ith the Chencery attitude toworcis such 

questions, here the ..ard rust first be found of unsound 

,i.nc1 by a jury. ut despite this criticism the C,ourt 

in the exercise of its nobile officiurn has achieved a 

result not clissi ,ilcr to that effected by the Court of 

Chancc,'y in Enelend in r,rotcctin ° estates or ,ro erty 

-:here the owner is incapecitetee fro doinr so himself. 

"The po'. 'r which the Court hcs exercised, and as to : Which 

there is no loner any doubt, that of appointing- fsctors 

for the administration of esto.tes, is a very co,rorehen.- 

s ivc -.ewer. It could certainly sp lly to ony case where 

there is en estate for which no co :nor ccn be found, or 

where the owner is not capable of ad _J.nistcring his es- 

tate, and It also n.pnlies to cases where there is c7is- 

eutcd possession, or where the ocmers rc unable to agree 

in rctard to the administration of t: -ei.r estate, as sorne- 

ti'es happens in ceses of jcint ownership." (Do ie v: 

Hai--art, (1804) 21 R. 1052, 10 P7 22E L: . 'Laren.) 

Oririnrlly oll : ~uch o.ppliccations to the nobile 

ciuin of the Court were n.rde to the Inner House, until the 

Iìistribii:.ion of usiness Act, 18:,7, transferred such peti- 

t is : is to the J un Lor Lord Ordinary; but the authority of 

the Inner house is not interfered yith cases not fall- - 

inr un er that fact and still subsists as to all e,:traor- 

dinary petitions not founded on statute. The orit final 

equitable nature of all petition business be seen frog 
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the fact that all o o equally addressed "Unto the Right 
Honourable The Lords of Council and :.:session", and the 

crave of the ,petition concludes or tc do further or 

otherwise in the '.premises as to your Lordships shall seem 

proper" in recognition of the equitable and discretionary 
power appealed to (Thoras on judicial factors, 1.) 

In Smart v. Moore ((1860) 22 D. 1504; (1861) 4 

1, 60) the Court of Chancery appointed guardians to the 

young Marquess of Bute and Lord Chancellor Campbell said: 

"The Court of Session had undoubted jurisdiction in this 
case. 13y their nobile officium conferred upon them by 

their :sovereign as par ens .?pntri e it is their duty to 

take care of all infants who require their protection. 

He seeped to renard the power as of similar extent to that 

of the Court 
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Nobile Officium in retard to Trusts 

In connection v ith trusts the nobile officiuin has 

boon exercised in two main respects: in regard to the 

construction of deeds and in mare to the grant or with- 

drawal of special po:^iers , though in so e cases the two run 

into each other. While the construction of deeds and in- 

struments cannot in general be deemed a branch of equity 

or peculiar to the Sip reme Court ( §ynod of Aberdeen v 

Milne' s Trs, (1847) 9 D. 745 ner Lc! "oncreiff) , in cer- 

tain cases particularly of charitable trusts, an extensive 

construction hes been applied 7hich -ay only be by the 

Court of Session, though not necessarily by the Inner 

îouse . In the ; is -istratcs of Dundee v. t orris ((1857 ) 

19 D. 918; (1858) 3 NacQ. 134) a testator left a settle- - 

ment and codicils indicative of desire to found a charit- 

able institution though the deeds were in places erased 

and obliterated. They were nevertheless held as probat- 

ive end testamentary in the House of Lords. Lord Chan- 

cellor Chelmsford remarked that there vas no great dis- 

similarity between the laws of England and Scotland with 

regard to charities, and that the principle of benignant 

construction must be taken to guide in the construction 

of charitable bequests; the expression of a wish he held 

was equivalent to a will to establish en hospital. Lord 

Cranworth held that there has always been a latitude 
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allowed to charitable bequests, so that when the general 

intention is indicated, the Court will find the means of 

carrying the details into execution. It is not however 

a rule that the Court will intervene to supply omissions 

in the provisions for the creation of trusts, for in sone 

cases it will be held that such interference is beyond 

the -)ower of the supreme Court's equitable eaooacity. For 

example. the Court will not distribute funds or make a 

scheme for their application when the objects of a trust 

which is not purely charitable have failed In the case 

of charitable trusts, however, the Court has power derived 

from its nobile officium and now recognised by statute to 

settle schemes for charitable trusts. In the case of 

Presbytery of Doer v. Bruce ((186 5) 3 M. 402; aff:. (ì3(ï7 ) 

5 M.(H.L.) 20; Sequel, (1868) 6 M. 940) it was affirmed 

that, as in England, indulgence was shown to charitable 

bequests, and that it was the duty and practice of. the 

Court to create the machinery necessary to administer 

charitable bequests, even whore it involves riving the 

trustees a discretion in the execution of the charity. 

In University of Aberdeen v. Irvine,((1860) 4 M. 392; 

rend. ( 1868) 6 M.(H.L.) 29: Sequel, (1869) 7 M.1087) the 

House of Lords remitted to the Coi_.rt of Session to settle 

a scheme for bursaries, sad it was held to be within the 

Court's equitable powers to adjust the scheme, increasing 

the number of bursaries and providing for a reserve fund. 
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It is noteworthy that a. previous scheme was adjusted by 

the Court for the nananement of the same bursaries as for 

back as 1633. Lord Deas expressly equates this jurisdic- 

tion under the nobile officium to that of the Court of 

Chancery though the latter, he says, has greater means 

for carrying out powers of that kind. 

There is also a jurisdiction under this general head 

to cover abuses, to decirre the right of election or set 

aside improper admissions, though the latter are nowadays 

usually dealt rith by ordinary action (Mackay. a.nual, 85 

In Ross (Ross v. ï terict' s Hospital, (1843) 5 D. 589, 609 

oer Lord Cuninrha_me) it was treated as undisputed that the 

Court had jurisdiction over all charities, to declare the 

Powers of the administrators, to correct all abuses and to 

enforce the will of the founder, and reference was made to 

ihhe comparable English equity practice. The various 

Trusts Acts, now consolidated in the Act of 1921, have ex- 

tended the powers of trustees beyond those recognised at 

common law and have conferred jurisdiction in petitions 

for special powers on a Lorca. Ordinary; but the equitable 

jurisdiction of the Inner House has not been abrogated 

and exceptional cases still require to be carried there., 

Lord Johnston described the jurisdiction in these words 

in hall's Trs v. ll'Arthg (1918 S.C. 646) : "Of the nobile 

officium of the Court I do not think it is necessary to 

say more thon that it is an extraordinary equitable 
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jurisdiction, the exercise of which has always been scru- 

pulously guarded, and rarely carried beyond precedent. 

In the matter of trusts, which are an important branch of 

its exercise, resort to it has been practically confined 

to cases where something administrative or executive is 

wanting in the constituting document to enable the trust 

purposes to be effectually carried out 'rid such ceses are 

now larrely met by the provisions of the modern Trusts 

Acts. But, where no such executive or administrative 

provisions rare wanting in the trust deed, the Court will 

not interfere, for the Court in Scotland does not under - 

take, es does the Court of Chancery in England, the admin- 

istration of trusts." The other judges concurred, while 

Lord Skerrington added some observations regretting the 

Court's inability at the time to advise trustees on the 

exercise of their powers. "I should have thought that a 

orimary purpose of a Supreme Court of Equity w- s to assist 

trustees and beneficiaries in circumstances of difficulty 

by aiding them in the exercise of posers which already be- 

longed to them in circumstances where such assistance was 

desirable. I should further have thought that a Supreme 

Court of Equity should have jurisdictiol to confer upon 

trustees powers which the testator had not conferred upon 

thorn, if the circumstances made that course desirable." 

These defects were renaed i ed by the Trusts Act, 1021. 
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Later, in Anderson's Trs (1932 S.C. 226, 230) in 1931, 

Lord President Clyde said: "The nobilo offidhm does not 

entitle the Court to make a will for a testator which he 

has not made for himself; althourh it does enable the 

Court to exorcise vide powers for the rescue of a plan of 

testamentary disposal from inherent conditions which make 

it unworkable or which tend to defeat its own purpose." 

As an instance of the drift away from the npbile 

_of-2)94m, the fact may be -Icntioned that of old trust 

petitions as affecting the nobile,officAum had to be Pres- 

ented to the Inner House, but to-day they are in gener-A. 

Outer House petitions (Smith's Trs., 1039 S.C.4P9.) 

The Court ,ias also several tines authorised advonce 

payments to beneficiaries of Parts of their shares. Juch 

will only be authorised in the discretion of the Court 

where there is a casus imorovisus and also necessity for 

the payment (Stewart v. Br9wn's.Trs., 1941 S.C. 300.) As 

early as 1775 (Wotherspoon, Kanes, FoL, Dicty, III, 349) 

the Court was requested px n9:04A officio to name new 

trustees. 
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Power to remove Trustees 

In C' ibson' s Trustees (1933 13.C. at 201) Lord Presi- 

dent Clyde observes that "the removal of a trustee who 

holds office by virtue of a testator's own delectus ,per-- 

sonae is perhaps the __ost extreme case of interference 

with a settlement, but the use of the nobile officiun for 

that purpose is only coipotent in c ̂ ses of proved delin- 

quency which makes the further tenure of office by the 

trustee inconsistent with the preservation of the estate 

and the execution of the trust." To justify this very 

exceptional step there must be more than mere irregular- 

ity or illegality, but in cases of serious misconduct the 

power has been exercised. The Trusts Act of 1921 now 

makes provision for removal in certain circumstances, in 

which cases the power under the nobile officium is super- 

seded: but other circumstances would still require re- 

course to the residual equity power of the Court. In 

Ì-1acGilchrist's Trustees (1930 S.C. 635) Lord ''orison 

refers to the reasons Eiven by Lord Blackburn, delivering 

the judgment of the Privy Council in Letterstedt v. 

Broers ((1884) 9 Ap r .Cas . 371, 386), for the existence of 

this jurisdiction as being that the matter is merely an- 

cillary -bo the Court's principal duty to see that trusts 

are properly executed. 

Story says (g 1289): "But in coCes of positive mis- 

conduct, Courts of :Equity have no difficulty in interposing 
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to remove trustees who have abused their trust, it is not 

indeed every mistake or nerlect of duty or inaccuracy of 

conduct of trustees, which will induce CepIrts of idmity 

to adopt such a course. But the acts or omissions must 

be such as to endaneer the trust nronerty or to shew a 

vent of honesty, or a want of proper canacity to execute 

the duties, or e vent of reasonable fidelity." In Enfr- 

land fs well as Scotland the Court may 11.enove a trustee in 

such circumstances by virtue of its inherent jurisdiction, 

if express power under the trust or statutory power does 

not cover the circumstances, and in both countries the 

same rather extreme circumstances arc) inquired b fore the 

Court ili feel justified in internosinr in the interests 

of procer execution of the trust and the welfare of the 

beneficiaries (Lewin on Trusts, 432.) 
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Nobile Officium in reard tö Charitable Trusts 

The equitable jurisdiction of the Court in virtue of 

the nobile officium has always been wide on this side and 

a favourable interi,ret^.tion is always sou.ht and a benig- 

nant attitude manifested towards such found^tions, In 

Gibson's Trustees (1933 S.C. 190: sec also ink's Exórs. 

1947 S.C. 466; Anderson's_Trs., 1914 .C. 942) the earli- 

est authorities were reviewed and obiter comments made on 

this branch of he Court's jurisdiction. Lord President 

Clyde said: "Ovinf. to its peculiar history .. the la -a of 

Scotland has never known either distinction or conflict 

between common lavi and the principles of equity. It is 

often said, and truly said, that in the law of Scotland 

le.v is equity and equity law; and when a Scots lawyer 

usos the ex'-ression common law, he uses it in contradis- 

t:; nction to lays made by Parliament 

"From_ this it at once appears that considerable re- 

serve must be used in acceptinr too literally some of the 

descriptions of the nobile,officium in the textbooks, 

which might be read as suugestin that the nobile offi- 

e ium is only another name for our general jurisdiction. 

in as much as our whole jurisdiction is nothing unless 

equitable, It may not be easy to trace historically the 

connection between what the comp ?ento.tors call 
the nobile 

officiun of the praetor (Vulteius De Tudiciis, II, ?v. 

431; Bartolus , ad Digestum, II, i, 12, De jurisdictione 



"omnium udici»'m) , and what we know as the nobile off1- 

cium of the Court of Session. but both the nature of our 

nobile officium and the limitations upon its competent 

exercise in the case of charitable bequests and trusts 

are readily discoverable fro_i even a cursory examination 

of the law as administered by this Court with rerard to 

charities." His Lordship then instances the un wi lli.np 

ness of the Court to alloy a charitable bequest or trust 

to be held void from uncertainty; "Pious intentions. in 

short, are more favoured than the claims of the heïr- .-{t- 

law or of the Crown; which is an equitable ;.}rincitle or 

nothing." If there is an intention to devote the estate 

to charitable purposes, or to establish some specific 

hind of charitable institution, the settlenent will be up 

held, he continued, and the Court will if necessary create 

powers and machinery to enable the trustees to carry out 

the trust purposes, while a charitable endowment will not 

be allowed to fail as the Crown will intervene with the 

doctrine of cm prés (cf. Pringle Trust, 1946 S.C. 33,3f34,) 

The second and third of these he instances os examples of 

the use of the "special and unusual function or instru- 

-ent of jurisdiction .... indispensable if effect is to be 

riven to what the Court equitably holds ought to be done9" 

is Lordship then observes that in the second case, the 

rule of api)lication of the nobile._officium is that of the 

hirhect exoodiency, but in the third interference with the 

testator's expressed will is limite? to ,lh_t necessity 
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de-lands. 

The Lord Justice- Clerk was of the ()IAnion that ex- 

pediency was sufficient to invoi the nobile officium and 

absolute necessity need not be proved, and he suprested 

that the exercise of the praetorian power should not be 

too closely fettered by precedent. Lord Sands pointed 

out the resemblance of the nobile officium to the powers 

of Parliament in that no constitutional cuthority can de- 

clare an exercise of the nobile officium invalid as ultra 

vires; but this. he adds, so far froc! encouraging laxity, 

;prescribes extreme caution in the exercise of powers so 

uncirc mseribed. and he concluded that the exercise of 

the nobile officium was justifiable when it was necessary 

to the carrying out, in the c + rcumstances of the time. of 

the :'lain object of the founder, and when it was necessary 

to effect modifications of particular instructions of an 

ancillary character which militated against complete ful 

filment of the trust. Lord Sands also favoured an exer- 

cise of the nobile officium, Modified by judicial adapta- 

tion of rules to modern conditions and by application of 

equitable principles to new conditions, os was done in i ng 

land and Rome. The nobile officium must develop, that 

is, like other branches of the law, to accord with the . 

changing times and not be tied to the power as known to 

Karnes and Hallos. Lord Morison son thought that this was a 

case where the Court should on equitable considerations 
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abate the rigour of the law where it may appear to oper- 

ate harshly. 

The principle of cy pres regularly invoked in such 

cases is apnlicri le rahere the Court can find o. general 

charitable intention, : ̂ hïch is in danger of failir for 

want of machinery to carry it out, and where the chari- 

table intention is then diverted ted <n.nd applied in a manner 

similar to that intended by the truster (laitgs_J. . v. 

Lillie, 1940 S.C. 534, 546. :gee :story, § 1169 et sec:._, 

who derives it from the Roman law. And cf. Lewin, 471 

et sec.) Ihis branch of the laya is identical with the law 

of inland on the same subject and has derived much from 

reference thereto. In the Chancery great favour was 

shown to charitable trusts and the court vrac slow to let 

such a trust lapse or fail if it was cu.)able of applica- 

tion within the scope of the overriding general charitable 

purpose. 
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Intorim Public Anpslintment..4, 

This somewhat anomalous exercise of -)ower is clossi- 

fied by Ivory (I, 40) as ministerial and it savours more 

of the wide administrative and ministerial powers exer- 

cised by the Court in earlier times than of an equitable 

and judicial jurisdiction. The majority of the reported 

instances date from the Eighteenth Century and the nature 

of this power seems more akin to the economic and govern- 

mental regulations made by 2.ct of Sederunt in the earlier 

days of the Court's existence, as well os lending colour 

to the theory that the Court had in this respect absorbed 

the functions of the Scots Privy Council. Similar but 

not such wide pavers have been exercised in relation to 

the various applications which have been presented to the 

Court with reference to the public records, which are 

under the protection of the Court in its general saner- 

vlsion of the administration of justice in Scotland. 
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The exercise of the nubile officiuz in ret are to 

supplying o°_is, ions or defects in statutes or statutory 

procedure has been princiPally exemplified in bankruptcy 

questions. It is by no means the ease that the Court 

will in every case supply defects but rather the other 

way (Borthwick Board v. Te_m le Board, (1891) 18 R. 1100.) 

In bankruptcy however there are numerous instances of the 

Court wanting authority to make Pood an omission in fo1- 

lowinr° out the statutory procedure, or takinr steps to 

continue or terminate bankruptcy ',.roceodings there other - 

wise deadlock would ensue and no statutory ~provision is 

ap ,1 icable to the circumstances. 

In the case of -watters other than bankruptcy a sim- 

ilar jurisdiction is exercised, though more rarely, .r+nd 

examples of these will be found in the books on Practice 

(Ma.cLeren, 100 et seq.) The Court however nowadays does 

not view with favour the indefinite extension of this 

Dover and is inclined to restrict its exercise to cases 

for which a precedent can be quoted, or to cases clearly 

analorous. It is certainly established that the nobile 

officiun, thourh required so! Betimes when supplemental 

machinery is necessary to effectuate the enactment itself, 

could not be ' ppealed to in order to co unicate a special 

statutory right to persons or classes of persons 
other 

than those for when the statutory right is created 
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(Crichton-Stuart's2utr#, 1921 .C. 840, 844.) .,e) too 

in Tod v. Anderson ((1869) 7 412) Lord Justice-Clerk 

Patton said that it was no part of the proper province of 

the Court to rubstitute different provisions from those 

in the statute or to dispense with statutory p,vers; in 

Central Motor Co. v. Gibbs (1917 3.C. 490: cf. Crak, 

1946 S.C. 19) Lord Skerrington emphasised that the nobile 

officium could only leritimately be invoked when it is 

clear that no other renedy is open. In Whytq v. Nprthern 

Heritable Securities Co. ((1091) 18 R.(H.L.) 37, 39) refer- 

ence was made to the "praetorial power of the Court of 

Session" in a petition for the -nnoint-ent of a new trus- 

tee in bankruptcy. 
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Chapter XV 

The Present Position of Equity in Scotland 

In conclusion, it seems desirable to sum up the er- 

rument end to seek to present concisely the present pos- 

ition of equity in the law of Scotland.. 

In the first place, it has been renoatedly laid down 

by the hi(hest judicial authorities and the most influen- 

tial text -writers that the Court of Session is a court of 

both Law and Equity.. This contention is ')orne out by 

considering the many and varied subjects of law wherein 

equitable pleas and principles are evident, and it is not 

only the existence of the nobile officiun which justifies 

the statement. 

Secondly, it is a serious mistake to regard the nob - 

ile officium as the sole expression of equity in Scots 

law. That is the prevalent -odern view but it ignores 

the historical development of our law and the fundamen- 

tally equitable basis of many other pleas which have been 

discussed in earlier chapters. 

In the third place, there is no separate administra- 

tion of or jurisdiction in equity in Scotland. The on 

tire mass of evidence moreover shows that there never has 

been a divided jurisdiction as in England., es there is no 

clear case of either Chancellor or Council or other author- 

ity in Beotlan_d exercising any corrective or remedial 
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jurisdiction over or parallel to the Courts of Co-mon 

Lay. There is, in other words, no parallel to the 

Court of Chancery. It is however subr?ittod that the 

forego .ng chapters show that the general philosophic 

conception of equity as a modoratine and correcting in- 

fluence has been for long recognised. in 3cotle.nd and has 

provided the basis and justification for numerous rules 

and pleas distributed over a wide field of common law. 

In other places certain Qualifications admitted and pleas 

recognised can only be ascribed to equity. 

These instances lend strong su_oport to the theory 

advanced by Karnes nearly two centuries ago that "many 

actions, founded originally on equity, have, by long prac- 

tice, obtained an establishment so fir,?, as to be reckoned 

branches of the common law." The establishment and il- 

lustration of the continuing validity of that proposition 

have been essential to this work, though recognition of 

this truth is rare to -day. 

If the fundamental basis of English Equity is con - 

science, the fundamental basis of Scottish equity is 

natural justice. The Court intervenes to allow an equit- 

able remedy not so much because to take the contrary view 

would be unconscientious as because natural justice could 

not reasonably pera.it the contrary. ,:once in many cases 

the reason for a doctrine is described in :3cotland as the 

requirements of justice. From this it follows that the 
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basic meaning of the word equity in Scotland is the 

second, inter »iedia.te, ?.yea nine of the word, equivalent to 

the modera tive influence of natural justice. It does 

not correspond at all to the modern developed meaning of 

the word equity as used in England, but only to the older 

meaning from which the modern English idea of Equity has 

developed. Dence too "equity" is so frequently con- 

joined in Scotland with such concepts es fairness, justice; 

reason. 

The progress of the - !ergi of old co mon law ac- 

tions and equitable pleas observed by Kanes has progressed 

further since his time. In some cases it has been shown 

that the jurisdiction in such pleas has been extended 

from the Inner douse (whose former exclusive jurisdiction 

is frequently a sign of equity) to the Outer House, and 

oven to the Sheriff Court. In others the equitable foun- 

dation of the rules appears to have been quite forgotten: 

at least they are applied to -day as rules of established 

law, according to precedent, and are not regarded as be- 

ing in any way specially equitable. Even the nobile 

officium, now commonly (but wrongly) regarded as the 

sole expression of equity in Scots lay, is to -day hedged 

about by precedent. '3ut this trend of development cor- 

responds not only to the development of equity in the 

Chancery down to Eldon r. process which can be described 

briefly as a transition from co- iparatively unfettered 
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judicial equity depending on conscience and discretion 

to regulated and s-stematised relief, - but siso to the 

bodern rules of Equity where rrecedent is sedulously fol- 

lowed (see ' ̂ ,'inder: Precedent in Equity, (1OF11 j 57 L.1.R. 

245.) To -day cases founded on equity and those founded 

on corron law are equally restricted by rules of : ractice 

and precedent. In England and Scotland equally the 

judge is not free to apply his own ideas of ae um et 

bonum. 

It is worth observing that the subjects on which 

equity seems to have had most influence in Scotland are 

exclusively matters of common lard, such as contracts and 

succession . Branches of law founded on statute are not 

subject to this control to the same extent at all< It 

has been pointed out that even the nobile officium will 

not be exercised contrary to statute (B's.Executor v. 

Keener of_lieLlsters, 1935 S.C. 7,15 , 752 ) 

This submerging of fundamentally equitable 1nieas in 

common-law actions has also hastened the neglect of the 

existence of equity among Scottish judges and text-writers 

Evon of the nobile officium several branches have fallen 

away and are now regarded as matters of common law, This 

forgetfulness coupled with the increasing rigidity of 

precedent in Scots Law (Gardner: Judicial Precedent in 

Scots Law, passim) has severely limited in modern tines 

the function which equitable doctrines can play. The 
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recor nition that a doctrine is based on aeauum et bon= 

should involve that the remedy -ley be refused if in the 

circumstances it would be contrary to substantial jus- 

tice to grant it. This is in danger of being; forgotten 

by the modernercer of equitable pleas and legal 

actions. 

But that equity as e. touchstone for a rule of law 

is not forgotten is seen from Drummond (1944 S.C. 298, 

301) where a suggested presumption was criticised as hrcv- 

ing "no fundamental basis in principle or equity." In 

much the same may Lord :''ioncrieff in Johnstone' s _Trustees 

(1936 S.C. 766, 784) mentions that in considering the 

rights of a posthumous child regard must be had to equity 

as distinct fron law, and ho found "conclusive reason 

against the surgestion that equity can ever be resorted 

to for the purpose of depriving the party in whose favour 

it is °leaded of benefits which, apart from the equity, 

would independently have been conferred by law. It has 

been the kindlier operc:tion of equity .... to confer bene- 

fits which, apart from equity, law would have withheld. 

It appears to ne to be a complete misconception of the 

aim of resort to an equity to suggest that the mere pro - 

fession of a deed that on an equitable construction it con- 

fers a benefit is to determine ':whether a benefit is enuit- 

ably in fact conferred. Such a misconception would only 

render equity once again subservient to law.:' As 
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Pointed out by Lord Macmillan in Elliot v. J;öicey (1935 

S . C . (H. L .) 7 , '70), the equitable maxim, nase iturus 

iam nato habetur, was adopted in Scotland from the Civil 

Law (Did;. I, 5, 7. It is discussed at length in ' ou .t-- 

stewart v. :ackenzie, (1707) , PTor. 14,903) and is ap- 

proved by all the institutional v riterc . 

It was said forr-ierly that the Coïjrt of Session had 

exclusive jurisdiction in equitable pleas but this is no 

longer so and probably never was quite accurate. The 

concurrent use from quite early times of legal and equit- 

able pleas has resulted in the admission of many of the 

latter as well as the former in all courts equally, ^.nd 

in recent years statute had extended the jurisdiction of 

the Sheriff Court to matters formerly exclusive to the 

Court of Session (MacLaren "s Practice, 123.) The only 

exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of Session, analogous 

to that of the English Equity courts, consists in certain 

forms of action, such as declarator, reduction, suspension, 

and adjudication edith certain exceptions) and the cases 

falling under the nobile officium (Mackay, Manual, 81.) 

All other cases are of concurrent jurisdiction of law and 

equity in all courts: while auxiliary jurisdiction in the 

English sense there has never been. 
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A number of cases illustrate the discretionary atti- 

tude of the Court to the granting of a remedy and show 

that de Minims non curaraetor, Reference has already 

been 'qe.de to the discretion ;resent in the granting of 

interdict. So in Orr? Ewing_ and Co. v. Colquhoun's Trs. 
((1877) 4 R. (H.L.) 11G, 126, quoting Bannat me v. Cran- 

ston, (1625) , !'or. 12769) , which related to the right of 

Proprietors of the alveus of a non -tidal river to erect 

buildings therein when no perceptible d.ar age or hindrance 

was done thereby, the House of Lords held that as no sub- 

stantial injury had been proved decree for removal of the 

erections should not be granted . Lord Blackburn said 

"Where any unauthorised erection is a sensible injury to 

the Proprietary rights of an individual, there is injuria 

for which he sight, in a court of law in England, recover 

at least nominal damages. A court of equity in England, 

or the Court of Session in Scotland, in the exercise of 

its equitable jurisdiction, would not order the removal of 

the erection if convinced that the damage was only nominal." 

Similarly in Grant v. Dube of "Gordon ((1781) , tor. 12820, 

as explained in Orr-Ell:J:1g, supra. Cf. Uunter v. Aitken, 

(1800) 7 R. 510) the right of navigation and of floating 

timber down a river was not such an absolute right as not 

to be subject to equitable restrictions when in co .ápetition. 
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ith o her rights. The most notable expression of oauit- 

able discretion wn.s however in the interdict cose of 

Grahame v. Mac istrates of Kirlfcaldl ((1882) R. (H.L. ) 

01) , where it was nut as an essential corollary to an 

equitable doctrine that the Court could exceptionally de- 

cline to rive the relief sought. 

In some other respec Ls , too, questions may be resol- 

ved by the Scottish courts on principles vaguely equit 

able which yet cannot be ascribed to any head of equit 

able principle, such as actin s on a void contract ((loop, 

531. See too Gloag, 578. n.7; 407, 03), or a vassal s 

right to an assignation to enable him to recover the 71ro-- 

portion of feuduty applicable to lands feued (-uthrie v. 

Smith, (1880) 8 R. 107, 115 per Lord ;Shand, dips.) 

A point of -?i rely acade is interest is whether equity 

in Scotland might not have devolored to a greater extent 

had there been an equity court to effect that development 

"he English exemplar shows that separation achieved a 

oreater individuality and led to a higher pitch cf develo 

-lent, but in England it had grave defects of conflict, 

multiniicity of actions, crease, delay, and a resulting 

duality of rules and conceptions not yet oblitorated. 

J..ardv icke, in his letter to Karnes (Tytler' o Life of Dames, 

I, 242) , conceded that expedition, 'simplicity and expense 

weighed in favour of the united jurisdiction of law and 
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equity for which Karnes argued, but he thought that the 

necessity of keeping; the rules of law entire and of not 

leaving; it in the power of the judge insensibly to blend 

law and equity was , in favour of weeping; them. divided. 

The common 1 of England would have been lost long ago, 

he said, if law and equity had been mixed. lie finally 

conceded (ibid., 249) that each system had advantages. 

There must be he thought, a body of general rules and 

even in his day he thought that in trusts and redemption 

of mortgages the rules were pretty a ell settled; but 

these must leave a latitude for the arbitrium boni viri: 

"the praetor (sie) mist not be so absolutely a.nd invari- 

ably bound by rules as Judges" (ibid., 242). 

It seers ^ossible at least tentatively to account 

for the non -appearance of a Court of Equity in Gotland 

In the first place the common law developed late and re- 

mained flexible in Scotland lone after it had been con 

fined by the forms of action within the bounds of strict 

law in England. It may be too that the right of appeal 

to King in Council and Parliament down to the Sixteenth 

Century, and the fact that the Supreme Court till 1532 

was really a function of Council, did away with the need 

for equitable intervention. There is no clear case of 

the Council or Chancellor exercising a corrective juris- 

diction over the Session after 1532. On the contrary, it 
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has been laid down that The Lords of Session had tower 

to reduce hornings passed by the Secret Council ((1580 ) 

Colvill Tß.8 , 496. Cf. hope. i poi' Pr., 53 n.) But more 

si {nnifi cent is the fact that when Scots low did come to 

be systematised by Stair, the adoption of such a large 

content of equity in the Roman conceptions incorporated 

by him made an independent equitable court superfluous. 

Moreover, the Court of Session then and long after main- 

tained an adaptability long; since lost in Engl: nd, and 

there would never seller/. to have been any real necessity 

for r court of equity such os had mode the Chancellor's 

exercise of jurisdiction imperative. 

Roscoe Pound (Outlines (5th edn) 42) has seen the 

develop 'ent of leer as fallin .. into five st- es of which 

the lost two were respectively the maturity and socialisa- 

tion of low, which succeeded the period when equity - nat- 

ural law and discretion were needed to modify the ove -r 

rií id.ity of a system of strict law which developed out of 

primitive law. Acceptinc this analysis of historical 

stapes of legal development, it would seem that when a 

system of law has matured it ceases to require express 

equitable intervention and must rest content with the 

equity and flexibility which have by then become inherent 

in its :--nature form It seems thon that Scots law has 

reached such a stage of maturity and is beginning to pass 
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into the stage which Pound calls sociolisetion. This 

necessarily leads to the conclusion that equity in 3cot- 

land has served its function. This is confirmed by the 

fact that no new heads of equity have been invented for 

long, nor have there been even major new applications of 

existing principles but only their applicetiol to differ 

ont sets of facts, their accurate redefinition and so on. 

We ney therefore probably not look for any new heads of 

eouity arising in future The adaptation of the mature 

law to changing social requirements will have to be ef- 

fected now by legislation, which is a most imperfect in 

strument for the purpose. -and so it is essential that the 

Scottish Courts should retain such equitable powers. dis- 

cretion and reliance on natural justice as the maturing 

law has incorporated. Hence till the qualification of 

rights of ownership in the public interest has become more 

effectual by other means, the equitable discretion of the 

Court to grant or refuse interdict must remain the only 

effectual ?leans of regulating conflicting interests e.g. 

Ben Nevis pistilley v. British Aluminium Col. . 10:2 .6 

592, 598.) And in other resnects too, equitable pleas of 

various kinds are given effect to (BeotoR v. Benton's Trs.. 

1935 S.C. 187.) 
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Scottish Emity and Roman Law 

The debt of Scots Law to Roman law see 's undoubted 

though hitherto its precise extent has never been fully 

assessed The same is true of the princi 1es derived 

from the canon law of Rome Yet, as Stair pointed out 

it is not that the Roman lay was adopted as the law of 

this country: it was only followed for its equity, though 

not acknowledged as a lacy binding for its authority (I, 1, 

12.) It is evident from the foregoing pages that repeat - 

edly, in the reception of Roman law into Scotland. conce >- 

tions of that law of a fundamentally equitable nature and 

purpose were adopted, yet frequently modified. The 

older Scottish writers were alive to the praetorian equit- 

able functions though they emphasised the praetor at the 

expense of the other equitable influences operating; on the 

law at Rome. 

It is difficult to estimate the contribution of Roman 

canon law to Scottish equity: it seems to be slight, 

apart fro :.? the fact that sono of the civil law arrived 

here through the medium of the canon law. For Scotland 

derived her Roman law more from the Seventeenth Century 

Dutch civilians who had repudiated much of the canon law 

and none back to the Justini`nean texts, than frorl the 

early Ronan study which influenced Dra.cton . Yet early 

judges were often canoeists and cognisant of the concep- 

tions of good faith and conscience, though these elements 
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have not played an ontstendinp part in Scottish equity. 

Repeatedly in these nages the derivation of an equitoble 

principle of Scots law has been shown to be fron. the Roman 

law. quasi-contract and succession provide notable 

examples. Trusts are the conspicuous exceptIon though 

a Roman origin for these too was urged by earlier writers. 

In other c-ses there is insufficient identity to justify 

a confident assertion of Roman ori,.in for Scottish eauit- 

able conceptions. It is hard to coriceive of a legal sys- 

tem proceeding far before evolving rules for the voiding 

of contracts induced by fear or fraud and it is not clear 

that such rules were unknown before the Roman rules were 

adonted or founded on in Scotland. Nevertheless in such 

crsos the knowledge of Roman rules can hardly but have in 

fluenced the developrient, 

In Pirie v. Pirie ((1873) 11 IL 941) the Court re- 

gretted the declining influence of the Civil law in ,,cot 

land and applied its rules as being founded on equity 

"which we are bound to apply, on grounds of plain justice, 

independently of the authority which the civil law posses- 

ses with us." 
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Scottish and , nglish Equity 

.:'hen considering the dace of equity in any legal sys- 

tem, it is inevitable that cor:prisons should constantly 

be made with the greet system evolved by the Court of 

Chancery. In the last century and a half, since the 

Roman law ceased to be of such high persuasive influence 

in Scotland, the law of England has been the most import- 

ant external source of development, apart from legislation. 

This has been as true of equitable principles as of legal 

and in this field En-lish Chancery cases have been and . 

ore constantly being referred to and followed almost as 

much as native authority, and particularly inhere it is 

locking. In particular, in trusts the Scottish doctrines 

have in modern times boon onorlously influenced by Eng- 

lish practico. It seems very doubtful however to what 

extent the trust concept in Scotland in a borrowing from 

xngland , as it certainly existed in Scotland from an early 

period and has not developed on exactly similar lines 

In view, however, of the substantially different basis 

and line of development in Scotland and England, it has 

not seemed profitable to seek to draw exact comparisons 

between the equitable conceptions found in the law of each 

of the two countries. 

It is however noteworthy that very many of the lead- 

ing eases of English Equity have been cited and followed 
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in Scotland. It is only those which eroceed on the more 

specialised doctrines of English equity that are not so 

followed. Likeuise in many instances judgments of such 

as Hardwicke and Ele,on have been accorded the greatest 

ressect in Scottish courts. 

It should not however be thought that ecottish judges 

have always followed leading English authorities on equity 

to the detriment of native principle. For example, there 

is Lord Eldon's decision in ex parte_Warlac ((1815) 19 Vez. 

345) that if a debtor deposits securities with his credi- 

tor the latter cannot insist on those being reserved to 

satisfy his claim. This rule was not. however, accepted 

in scotland: Lord President Inglis preferred (Roma]. Bank 

v. ConInerciAl Dank, (1801) 8 R. 80. 815; affd. O R.(H.L ) 

67) to develop and apply the equitable principles which 

underlie our bankruptcy system from the laws of Holland 

of or ïrance.' The ecottish Principles hc found "more 

simple end equitable", and this view the House of Lords 

sustained on appeal, English equity authority has never 

been moro than persuasive, and accepte6, like the Roman 

law, for its equity. 

A further matter worthy of comment is the substantial 

identity of the subject-matter of English and Scottish 

equity. When one penetrates the screen of alien termin- 

ology, it is evident that the subjects which fell within 

the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery correspond very 
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closely to the list of subjects of Scots law wherein 

equitable influence may most closely be discerned. More- 

over it is possible to take most of the subjects which 

for the chanter-headings of such a work as Snell on 

Equity and equate nith them distinct equitable concep- 

tions from the common law of Scotland. Hence it can hard- 

ly be questioned that accusations of the failure of Scots 

law to develop cm equity jurisdiction have no substantial 

foundation as the develonod common law is well able to 

afford equitable relief in circumstances comparable to 

those justifying it in England. The difference between 

the two systems is in the means used to achieve the end, 

-nd lies largely in the appreci' nien of the principle 

underlying the means which in Scotland is regularly over- 

looked and so often completely burled and lost. A com- 

parison of the field of modern equity in England and in 

Scotland corroborates this. (See Hanbury: The Field of 

'1odern Equity, quoted supra, Chap. W) 
It must remain of snail value to consider what the 

effect would have been of the rise in Scotland of an in- 

dependent equity tribunal. It seems probable that the 

consecuences would have been nuch the same as in England, 

a conflict of jurisdictions, the awkward and unjust neces- 

sity of a suitor being thrown frol one court to another, 

the parallel development of twin conceptions of legal 

categories and a final amalponiation. It is nroboble 
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that Scots law has gained in the end from the avoidance 

of these complications. Certainly in England a stage 

was reached when a fusion of courts had to be effected 

and when le gal and equitable re r 7edies cane to be obtain- 

able equally fro -1 any Division of the High Court, and 

this is what has always been the case in Scotland. Í.ore 
-- 

over Scotland has avoided thereby the confusion of the 

co- existence of such cone.eats as legal and equitable 

fraud, legal and equitable nortgages and so on, and there 

appears to be no ground for sut'gesting that our law hos 

suffered thereby. There seems little doubt that if such 

conceptions had been really necessary the Lords would have 

invented them long ago. 

Lastly.. one may ask: What is there that the Court of 

Chancery, or the Chancery Division, could do to achieve a 

just solution, that the Court of Session could not do? 

The writer makes bold to answer: Very little. The means 

differ, the judicial reasons differ, but the result is 

broadly the same in most cases. 

It is hoed that there has now been presented a true 

icture of the equitable juris(:.iction of the Scottish 

carts to justify the contention that such exists, even 

apart from the nobile officium of the Court of Session, to 

reveal the extent of the influence of the rrinc_w.ple of 

equity founded on natural justice in Scots law, 
rind. to 
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reveal the common thread linAnp some of those subjects 

of our law. Many of the conclusions must be tentative 

and mey yield to further study as our knowledre of the 

sources and bases of Scots law grows, yet the concealed 

and half-forgotten doctrines of equity cannot be entire- 

ly ignored. They have lcnp existed in our law, they still 

exercise potent influence in it and it vdill be luch to 

the detriment of the Scottish legal system if by 

desuetude or .flressure of legislation those equitable 

principles be obscured. In omnibus aifidem.z. maxime tamen 

in lure, aequitas saectanda sit (D. 50. 17. 90.) 
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